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Abstract

In this dissertation I have attempted to document and analyze the interaction of three domains within Sanskrit literature: grammar, poetry, and their exegesis. Each of these played an important role in determining what correct Sanskrit was, although no final and long-lasting consensus was ever reached, and multiple varying opinions are represented in the corpus I have examined. Unlike in the European grammatical tradition, which emerged in Hellenistic Alexandria (3rd–2nd cent. BCE) with a focus on editing and explaining a relatively fixed body of (poetic) texts, the first extant and most important Sanskrit grammar, Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī (The Treatise in Eight Lessons), predates the start of classical Sanskrit poetry (2nd–4th cent. CE) by some six centuries. Moreover, Pāṇini’s grammar mainly sought to describe the idealized spoken language of an elite class of Brahmans, at least according to Patañjali (turn of the CE), an early and highly revered commentator on the Aṣṭādhyāyī. Although classical Sanskrit poetry, broadly speaking, adheres to the linguistic standards given by Pāṇini, a number of apparently aberrant usages can be found, and later commentators on both grammatical as well as poetic texts sought to evaluate them, taking, in most cases, Pāṇini’s grammar as the definitive linguistic authority. This may, from the Western vantage point, appear to be a fairly black-and-white process: if the grammar provides for a form, it is correct; if the grammar forbids a form, it is incorrect. In Sanskrit, however, there was much gray area because the exact interpretation of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, i.e., what it taught, was continually debated, and different exegetical standards came into, and fell out of, vogue over the centuries. The reason for this variability lies in the grammar’s style of composition. Pāṇini gives some four thousand rules, by means of which one can derive correct forms from stems and suf-
fixes; the correct forms themselves are usually not specified. Already in the first grammatical commentaries, the exact meaning of the rules were disputed, and a complex system of interpretation developed, which included the discovery of “hidden hints” in Pāṇini’s text. These, in turn, were to inform us of further metarules, which, in many cases, accounted for forms apparently neglected by Pāṇini but considered part of the target language. Consequently, when later commentators came to explain linguistic forms in poetry, they had to reach a number of interpretive decisions with several forks along the way, including even how to analyze a particular word, i.e., what its constituent parts are. The entire edifice of exegesis gains further stories when we take into account the non-Pāṇinian grammars and their accompanying commentarial literature.

To tackle this rather large body of literature spanning close to two millennia, I have focused on two works of alaṅkāraśāstra, “poetics,” that deal with the topic of linguistic purity in poetry, Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālaṅkāra (Ornamentation of Poetry) and Vāmana’s Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra (Aphorisms on the Ornamentation of Poetry). In each work, we find a number of specific grammatical problems addressed, but in different ways and representative of different attitudes toward poets and the interpretation of Pāṇini’s grammar. In preparation for studying the application of grammar to poetry, I have dedicated a chapter to the more general role of śāstra, roughly “science” or “knowledge system,” in the earliest extant works on poetics so as to more precisely understand their nuanced and delimited domain with regard to poetic composition (ch. 2). In addition to a general overview of the chapters on linguistic purity (ch. 3 and ch. 5), I have presented two longer case studies, one from Bhāmaha’s work (cf. 4) and one from Vāmana’s (ch. 6), in which I trace the development of two remarks on poetic usage throughout the grammatical tradition and in a range of commentaries on poetry. In each instance, I have been able to demonstrate not only how long-lasting and varied these debates were, but also how the authorities on correct Sanskrit evolved over time.

My general findings point toward a much more vibrant and multifaceted exegetical tradition than has generally been assumed in secondary literature. Some commentators were driven by the traditional association of grammar with the Vedas and held the opinions of Patañjali as sacro-
sanct — a trend that gained momentum over time — whereas others felt free to turn to different grammars and interpretations of the *Aṣṭādhyāyi* not supported by, or even in contradiction to, Patañjali. Furthermore, the non-Pāṇinian grammarians contributed more to the history of Sanskrit than has generally been assumed, and we must continue to read and publish new texts in order to obtain a more representative picture.
Preface

I adhere to the following conventions throughout the dissertation. Unless quoting sources that intentionally use Devanāgarī mixed with the Roman alphabet, I have transliterated all Sanskrit text (and Hindi) using the conventions of the International Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST). In the bibliography, however, I have reproduced the romanized text given on the English title page when one is available. This often differs from the IAST. All non-English words appear in italics with the exception of “gūṇa,” “sūtra,” and “vṛddhi.” Individual Sanskrit words are generally cited in their stem form. Sanskrit roots are preceded by a radical sign (√). Sanskrit Grammatical terms from the Aṣṭādhyāyī and other grammatical texts often have anubandhas, “indicatory letters.” These exist only within the grammatical system and are not pronounced in the standard language. I have indicated such letters with capitalization. For example, Šnu is the suffix -nu with the indicatory letter Ś.

All translations into English are my own unless otherwise stated. Translations of longer passages presented in indented blocks occur after the original text without quotation marks. In citing Sanskrit texts that are traditionally divided into sections such as sargas, “cantos,” verses, sūtras, etc., I have given a series of numbers separated by a period, beginning with the largest division and terminating with the smallest. For example, P. 1.1.10 indicates the tenth sūtra of the first pāda, “quarter,” of the first adhyāya, “lesson,” of Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī. A fourth number added to a sūtra of the Aṣṭādhyāyī will refer to the vārttika on the relevant sūtra. When referencing Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya, however, I follow the common convention of giving the volume (with a

Nor “sandhi,” for it has already entered the lexicon of English.
Roman numeral), page number, and line number according to the edition of Kielhorn. For example, MBh I.4.12 refers to the twelfth line of the fourth page of the first volume. When reference to a particular section of a verse is made, I indicate which quarter by adding “a” for the first, “b” for the second, and so forth. More generally, I have given references to primary sources using the abbreviations provided in the list on pp. xvff. In the main body of the thesis, however, I have used both the abbreviations and the full title of the texts for the sake of variation and to help the reader in recalling the full title of a work. Finally, references to Warder (1972–2011) will be given by “Warder” followed by a number indicating the volume. Page numbers are separated by a period, e.g., Warder 5.88. Similarly, Wackernagel’s Altindische Grammatik will be referred to with the abbreviation followed the volume and page number, e.g., AiGr I.98.
# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Aṣṭādhyāyī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABORI</td>
<td>Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>A Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary by Apte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AiGr</td>
<td>Altindische Grammatik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJP</td>
<td>The American Journal of Philology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKKṣ</td>
<td>Amarakośa according to the commentary of Kṣīrasvāmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Asiatic(k) Researches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Asiatische Studien/Études Asiatiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVŚ</td>
<td>Atharvaveda in the Śaunaka recension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhK</td>
<td>Bhaṭṭikāvya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhKA</td>
<td>Kāvyālaṅkāra of Bhāmaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhP</td>
<td>Bhāgavatapurāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOAS</td>
<td>Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Cāndravyākaraṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC</td>
<td>Daśakumāracarita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPh</td>
<td>Dhātupāṭha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSG</td>
<td>A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar by Abhyankar and Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhvĀ</td>
<td>Dhvanyāloka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DurghV</td>
<td>Durghaṭavṛtti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Nachrichten von der Königl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen. Philologisch-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

xv
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRM</td>
<td>Gañaratnamahodadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Indian Antiquary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEL</td>
<td>Histoire Epistémologie Langage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV</td>
<td>Haravijaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>Journal Asiatique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIP</td>
<td>Journal of Indian Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRAS</td>
<td>Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV</td>
<td>Jainendravyākaraṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV(M)</td>
<td>Jainendravyākaraṇa according to the commentary Mahāvṛttī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV(Ś)</td>
<td>Jainendravyākaraṇa according to the commentary Śabdārṇavacandrikā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMS</td>
<td>Mīmāṁsāsūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMSBh</td>
<td>Bhāṣya of Śabara on the JMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KĀ</td>
<td>Kāvyādarśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kā</td>
<td>Kātantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KāMi</td>
<td>Kāvyamīmāmsā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KāPra</td>
<td>Kāvyaprakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAS</td>
<td>Kāvyālāṅkārasūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASS</td>
<td>Kāvyālāṅkārasārasaṅgraha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KirātA</td>
<td>Kirātārjunīya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KṣDPh</td>
<td>Dhātupāṭha according to Kṣirasvāmin’s Kṣirataraṅginī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KumS</td>
<td>Kumārasambhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV</td>
<td>Kāśikāvrṭti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVNyāsa</td>
<td>Nyāsa (Kāśikāvivaraṇapaṇijīkā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVPada</td>
<td>Padamaṇjari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MahāBh</td>
<td>Mahābhārata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBh</td>
<td>Mahābhāṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBhPr</td>
<td>Kāiyaṭa’s Pradipa on the Mahābhāṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPh</td>
<td>Dhātupāṭha according to Maitreyarakṣita’s Dhātupradīpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeghD</td>
<td>Meghadūta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>A Sanskrit-English Dictionary by Monier Moneir-Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaiC</td>
<td>Naiṣadhiyacarīta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCC</td>
<td>New Catalogus Catalogorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NŚ</td>
<td>Nāṭyaśāstra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Nyāyasūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSBh</td>
<td>Bhāṣya of Vātsyāyana on NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>sūtra of the A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrauM</td>
<td>Praudhamaṇoramā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrK</td>
<td>Prakriyākaumudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrKPras</td>
<td>Prasāda, commentary on the PrK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrKPrak</td>
<td>Prakāśa, commentary on the PrK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PraS</td>
<td>Pramāṇasamuccaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrS</td>
<td>Prakriyāsarvasva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PŚ</td>
<td>Paribhāṣenduśekhara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW</td>
<td>Sanskrit-Wörterbuch by Böhtlingk and Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Rūpāvatāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaghuV</td>
<td>Raghuvamśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rām</td>
<td>Rāmāyaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RKA</td>
<td>Kāvyālaṅkāra of Rudraṭa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>Rūpamālā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Ṛgveda Samhitā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāk</td>
<td>Śākuntala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŠaKau</td>
<td>Šabdakaustubha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SārV</td>
<td>Sārasvatavyākaraṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SāŚ</td>
<td>Śabdānuśāsana of Śākaṭāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDhP</td>
<td>Dhātupāṭha according to Śāyaṇa’s Mādhaviyadhātuvṛtti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHŚ</td>
<td>Siddahemaśabdānuśāsana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SII</td>
<td>Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŚiśuP</td>
<td>Śiśupālavadha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Siddhāntakaumudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKĀa</td>
<td>Sarasvatikaṇṭhābharana[-aṅkāraśāstra]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKĀv</td>
<td>Sarasvatikaṇṭhābharana[-vyākaraṇa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŚPra</td>
<td>Śrṅgāraprakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuRaKo</td>
<td>Subhāṣitaratnakōśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGS</td>
<td>Terminologie grammaticale du sanskrit by Renou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UṇS</td>
<td>Uṇādisūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UṇSUj</td>
<td>Uṇādisūtra with Ujjvaladatta’s commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vār.</td>
<td>vārttika of Kātyāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJ</td>
<td>Vakroktijīvita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVBh</td>
<td>Rṛgvedabhāṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZKS</td>
<td>Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Südasiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZII</td>
<td>Zeitschrift für Indologie und Iranistik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

“Das Spiel war zunächst nichts weiter als eine witzige Art von Gedächtnis- und Kombinationsübung.”

—Hesse, *Das Glasperlenspiel*

1.1 Scope and Goals of the Dissertation

The core of this dissertation is an examination of how poetic language in Sanskrit is explained and regulated at the level of its grammar over the course of approximately one millennium, from the time of Bhāmaha (7th cent. CE) to Nāgeśa (17th cent. CE). The primary regulating force is the grammar of Pāṇini, the *Aṣṭādhyāyī (The Treatise in Eight Lessons)* together with its commentaries, above the *Mahābhāṣya (The Great Commentary)* of Patañjali, although many other schools of grammar existed along side and will be introduced below. Those who evaluated the poetic language against these prescriptive works are the commentators on poetry, authors of works on poetics, and the grammarians themselves. In addition to these theoretical discussions, I have also looked at how later poets continued or abandoned the linguistic habits of their predecessors that were subject to criticism. In short, this is a study of the interplay between theory and practice.

---

1“The game was, at first, nothing beyond a witty sort of étude for the memory and combinatorics.” Hesse (2015: 30).
Since there are many poems and many commentaries, I have had to limit my study and attempted to do so by focusing on two works on poetics that deal specifically with this topic, Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālaṅkāra (Ornamentation of Poetry) and Vāmana’s Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra (Aphorisms on the Ornamentation of Poetry). The final chapter of each work bears the title Śabdaśuddhi or Śabdaśodhana (Purification of Language), and in them each author gives guidelines for good, i.e., grammatically correct, poetic usage. This seemed to be a good place to start. But, once again, further restriction was needed because it quickly became apparent that if I wanted to understand how these recommendations were received by later commentators, grammarians, and poets, a thorough treatment of even a single grammatical point could quickly mushroom to unmanageable proportions. To strike a balance, I have produced a general introduction to grammar and the other śāstras in poetics (ch. 2) followed by two chapters dedicated to each work (ch. 3 and ch. 4 for Bhāmaha, ch. 5 and ch. 6 for Vāmana). The first of each pair (ch. 3 and ch. 5) will provide a general overview with a limited number of examples so that the reader may have a firm idea of the contents and the problems under discussion; in the latter two (ch. 4 and ch. 6), I will analyze one particular grammatical point in some detail so as to demonstrate how long-lasting and varied grammatical debates could become and the effects these debates had on later poetic usage.

In general, I take into consideration the commentaries on Sanskrit poems and grammatical texts, above all those in Pāṇinian tradition but also in several of the other grammatical schools as time and space allowed. This still being an enormous body of literature, I have concentrated on a fairly limited number of published commentaries (specifics will be provided below), in the hope that this study and similar ones will be extended as new material becomes available. For the Pāṇinian school, however, almost all available texts have been consulted. On this point, it must be noted that critical editions do not exist for nearly all of these commentaries and what I cite, e.g., as Mallinātha’s words is a shorthand for what has been printed in the edition I have used. Although this is a well-known problem for many Sanskrit texts, it is even more of an issue in the case of commentaries on poetry because scholars have demonstrated that these texts were subject to modification during their transmission and that points of grammar were one of the
structural elements particularly liable to alteration.\textsuperscript{2} I do not believe that this caveat diminishes the value of the following study or similar work based on the same kind of material, but if we wish to situate the ideas of these authors more precisely in the history of Sanskrit grammar and textual exegesis more generally, we must make a concerted effort to know as much as possible about what constituted the original text as well as when and where alterations were made.\textsuperscript{3}

What can we hope to learn from reading these texts and tracing the history of grammatical debates among such commentaries and comparing it with later usage? At the most basic level, we need a new history of Sanskrit grammar, one that does not divorce the discipline from its larger context as the foundational philological tool for understanding the meaning of a text, in particular works of poetry. Grammarians reacted to poetry, poets reacted to grammarians, and commentators on poetry often made choices regarding linguistic correctness based on the grammar (or interpretation of a grammar) they chose to accept as authoritative. This last facet often had an impact on the very constitution of a poetic work because alterations were made to bring poetry into line with grammatical correctness. I have also been able to find evidence that grammarians were in dialog with the commentators on poetry. We have, therefore, a very complex network of individuals striving to determine what correct Sanskrit is. The intricacy of these debates increases rapidly because almost every step along the way is another interpretative choice that requires further justification. It is not only necessary to decide what the constituent elements of a word are but also how to understand the sūtras that could potentially account for it. We have, then,

\textsuperscript{2}Goodall & Isaacson (2003: xiii–lxiv) discuss the challenges of editing the commentary by Vallabhadeva on the \textit{Raghuvaṃśa}. The dissertation by Klebanov (2016) further substantiates how commentaries can evolve over time based on the expansion, omission, and alteration of structural elements. Similar variability can be discovered by comparing the two critical editions of Vallabhadeva’s commentary on the \textit{Kumārasambhava} by Narayana Murti and Patel. Unfortunately, textual uncertainty extents even to the poems themselves, to which many of the grammatical discussions bear witness. On the grammar side, most texts could surely be improved, but the large number of MSS for popular works like the KV and MBh — not to mention the shear length of these commentaries — make it unlikely that new critical editions will appear anytime soon. A critical edition of the KV on the \textit{pratyāhārasūtras} has been published by Haag and Vergiani (2011). The introduction and accompanying essays shed much light on the scale of the task at hand and the value of undertaking it.

\textsuperscript{3}This fundamental philological work leads not only a better hypothesis of the original text but also gives us insight into when and why certain modifications took place. For example, a MS that contains clear accretions may not help us in establishing Mallinātha’s original commentary, but if we are able to locate and date this MS — perhaps it is part of a larger group of similar MSS in a particular region — then we gain valuable knowledge about the demands and expectations of a particular community of readers. Such scholarship will surely serve to enrich our understanding of textual transmission and more localized reading practices.
not only a history of interpretative strategies but a history of authorities. The web becomes even more tangled when we take into consideration not only the variability within the Pāṇinian school but also the other grammatical schools, since they were not always slavish followers of Pāṇini and the Mahābhāṣya, as they are sometimes presented. Although such oft repeated statements to the effect that Sanskrit was codified by Pāṇini and Patañjali are to a certain extent true, or at least true for certain individuals and communities, this was hardly the case throughout much of Sanskrit’s long history, and even what Pāṇini’s grammar prescribes is far from set in stone. How we have arrived at such impressions is another story worthy of further inquiry but too vast to be dealt with at present. Much of it involves the influence of western scholars during the colonial period — which texts entered school curricula, which received funding for publication, etc. — but the process reaches further back in time and hinges on the influence that key grammarians, above all Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita and Nāgeśa, were able to exert over their contemporaries in part owing to patronage but also thanks to their intellectual prowess.

More generally, I hope that the results of this study will provide a basis for further inquiry into the intellectual history of Sanskrit grammar and the forces at play in motivating the choices commentators made in adhering to one school of grammar or another. Pollock (2006: 162-188) has demonstrated the extent to which kings played a role in patronizing grammatical works and how supporting and producing correct (sādhu) speech mirrored the more general existence of “correctness” or order within a king’s realm. Although much work remains to be done on this topic — the historical context of almost every grammatical work could be more thoroughly re-

---

4Pollock (2006: 162–184) has rightly emphasized the importance of non-Pāṇinian schools of grammar and provided tantalizing evidence that awaits further inquiry. For example, Pollock (2006: 176) mentions a grant dated to 1162 from King Bijjaḷa of the Kāḷacūrī lineage of Kalyāṇa, in which the “syllabus from a Kāḷamukha Śaiva college in Kōḍhimatha” is given. Included is the “analysis of the Kaumāra [i.e., Kātantra], Pāṇinīya, Śākaṭāyanaśabdānuśāsana, and other grammars.” Cf. De Simini (2016: 180) for a full translation and additional context for the inscription.

5A straightforward example is P. 2.2.15 and 16 discussed in ch. 3, pp. 152ff.

6The first grammars of Sanskrit published in English, Colebrooke (1805), Carey (1806), and Forster (1810), testify to the Sanskrit grammars in vogue at the beginning of the 19th cent. Although Colebrooke (1805: vi) [= Colebrooke (1837 II: 37f.)] took the Pāṇinian school as his authority and only rarely consulted the “popular grammars,” the extensive list of grammatical works at the end of his introduction, Colebrooke (1805: ix–xvi), includes an impressive list of non-Pāṇinian grammars and their commentaries. Carey (1806: iv) claims indebtedness to not only Pāṇini but also Vopadeva (Mugdhabodha), Kramadīśvara (Saṃkṣipta-vyākaraṇa) and others. Forster (1810: xi) had made a translation and study of the Mugdhabodha.

searched — I have attempted to determine how these grammars and their commentaries were received and put to use beyond their most basic function as tools for learning Sanskrit. By presenting, in many cases for the first time, exactly how particular grammatical debates evolved over such a long span of time, I have begun to examine how methods of argumentation evolved (or did not), when and why novel ideas were introduced, and then accepted or rejected.

1.2 A Grammarian’s Authority

As I have already mentioned, many of these dialogs hinge on authority, a concept integral to the history of science, academic discourses, and the regulation of human thought and action. Although this is a large topic, we can quickly focus our attention on an important passage in the Mahābhāṣya from which we learn who the ācārya, “teacher,” of the sūtras is.

pramāṇabhūta ācāryo darbhapitrapānīḥ śucāv avakāśe prāṇmukha upaviśya ma-
hatā yatena sūtraṁ praṇayati sma tatrāśākyam varṇenāpy anarthakena bhavitum
kim punar iyatā sūtreṇa | (MBh I.39.10–12)

The authoritative teacher, holding the sacred darbha grass in his hand and sitting in a pure place facing east, produced the rules of grammar with great effort. As such, it is not possible that even a single sound would be meaningless, let alone a whole rule.

The term pramāṇa has a long history and a place of primary importance in Indian philosophy, and a single English translation will not fit all contexts, but something like “a means of valid knowledge” or, somewhat less precise, “authority” will suffice at present. One of the questions I seek to answer more fully is who these grammatical authorities are for different individuals at

---

8 “Learning Sanskrit” in the literary cultures under discussion did not simply mean to know paradigms, vocabulary, syntax, etc., but to know by heart the rules that governed the language, i.e., the sūtras of this or that grammar. Colebrooke (1805: v) [= Colebrooke (1837: 37)] attests to this fact in his grammar of Sanskrit when he writes: “I shall be likewise glad to have an opportunity of inserting the original rules of Sanſcrit grammar... The knowledge of them is, therefore, material to the fludent of Sanſcrit.”

9 The compound pramāṇa-bhūta is difficult to interpret precisely. Ruegg (1994), who has dedicated a very insightful and comprehensive study to the topic, may be consulted for further details, especially in the context of the first verse of Diṅnāga’s Pramāṇasamuccaya (PS), the main focal point of the article, where the compound is applied to the Buddha. The interpretation of several grammarians is discussed on pp. 310f.

10 Trans. Deshpande (2011: 64) with slight modifications. The same scholar has translated the same passage in Deshpande (1998: 15) with slightly different wording.

different points in time. Are there absolute authorities or are authorities open to criticism? How can we even identify authorities in the texts examined here?12 But for this, we need to review what is already known about authority in the Pāṇinian tradition. Deshpande (1998) has studied the evolution of authority among the Sanskrit grammarians and shown that we need to consider several stages, one of the most important being when a supermundane status is attributed to Pāṇini, Kātyāyana,13 and Patañjali. It is worth summarizing the findings of this article because they will serve as a backdrop for much of this study.

According to Deshpande, at the earliest stage Pāṇini did not hold his predecessors to be infallible, absolute authorities. He felt free to differ from them, although he was willing to include their opinions by mentioning their names. The later tradition took such rules as options with an honorific mention of the person who held this or that opinion. Next, Kātyāyana undoubtedly considered Pāṇini’s vacana, “statements,” as an authority insofar as he “has some special superior knowledge which transcends common logic, and, therefore, should be respected as an overriding authority.”14 He is not, though, a ṛṣi, “seer,” whose statements would be unquestionable, but rather an ācārya, “teacher,” in whose rules one can still find deficiencies. Improvements are called for when Pāṇini’s sūtras lead to incorrect results, i.e., they do not account for correct usage.15 Patañjali holds many of the same views as Kātyāyana, although he tends to defend Pāṇini’s formulations more vigorously but by no means universally. Patañjali tells us precisely who authoritative speakers of Sanskrit are: the śiṣṭas, “the learned,” a class of male Brahmans living in a particular region known as Āryāvarta with certain habits.16 Crucial to his discussion is that such learned men speak in accordance with the Aṣṭādhyāyī, even if they have not studied it, and one

---

12 In Sanskrit commentaries, the most fundamental way of signaling an authority is through the use of the word iti, generally described as a quotative particle. In addition, however, iti also indicates a cause or reason. Cf. Tubb & Boose (2007: 209f.). When a commentator quotes a sūtra of Pāṇini or whomever, we should, in most cases, understand the iti at the end of the citation to express “because Pāṇini says...”

13 Kātyāyana is the author of a large set of vārttikas, “critical comments,” on Pāṇini’s rules. They are imbeded in the MBh and the main target of Patañjali’s comments. See § 1.5.1.2.


15 As Deshpande (1998: 14) notes, we do not have any explicit statements from Kātyāyana about where correct usage derives from.

16 MBh III.174.4–15. See the translation in Deshpande (1993: 61f.). The Brahmans are to be selfless, store only one basketful of grains, and have attained the highest wisdom in one area of learning. For the geographical limits of Āryāvarta and how they changed over time see Deshpande (1993: 83–107).
of the purposes of the Aṣṭādhyāyī is to be able to identify a śiṣṭa. With regard to Pāṇini, though, Patañjali still does not consider him to be a ṛṣi but only an ācārya, and so his rules are still subject to criticism, improvement, and even rejection\(^\text{17}\) when they fail to account for the usage of the learned. One important development, however, is the implication of ācāya-ācāra, “the behavior of the teacher (scil. Pāṇini),” already present in Kātyāyana’s vārttikas, e.g., P. 1.1.1.4. If Pāṇini’s behavior — in this context, how he formulates his sūtras — is to be taken as an authority, then, in combination with the meaningfulness of every letter, word, etc., as expressed in the above quote, we can draw certain conclusions from instances where meaninglessness or redundancy appears to arise. If we discover an apparent redundancy, the superfluous letter, word, etc. must hint at (jñāpaka) a further rule, often a metarule.\(^\text{18}\) The importance of the exact wording of the A is further substantiated when Patañjali labels the sūtras chandovat, “like the Vedas.”\(^\text{19}\) As we will see shortly, Nāgeśa latches onto this near-Vedic like status of Pāṇini’s rules.

In the time after Patañjali, we can identify four important shifts: Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, and Patañjali become ṛṣīs; Patañjali has the greatest authority of the three; Pāṇini is to have received inspiration from Śiva;\(^\text{20}\) and Patañjali is identified with Ādiśeṣa, the serpent upon whom Viṣṇu sleeps on the milk ocean. The first shift has occurred by the time of Bhartṛhari’s Vākyapadīya, where the Mahābhāṣya is considered an ārṣa grantha, “text composed by a seer,” (VP II.481c) and Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, and Patañjali are said to be maharṣis, “great seers,” (VP 1.123). Deshpande (1998: 20f.) sees here an implicit acknowledgment that the likes of Pāṇini, etc. are no longer being born in Bhartṛhari’s time and direct access to correct language is, therefore, not possible in the present age of decline.\(^\text{21}\) The next important shift occurs at the beginning of the first millennium

\(^{17}\)For rejection, we find the verbal complex prati + ā + ṇ khyā, “to reject.” For example, Patañjali rejects ca, “and,” in all sūtras because its function is accounted for by anuvṛttis, “rolling along.” MBh I.295.19: evam sarve cakārāḥ pratyākhyānte | “In this manner all cases are rejected.”

\(^{18}\)Cf. the phrase ācāryapravṛttir jñāpayati, “the conduct of the teacher makes known,” in, e.g., MBha I.15.15. By my count it occurs 147 times in the MBh. A similar expression is jñāpayaty ācāryah, “the teacher makes known,” which occurs 187 times in the MBh. I deal with one non-Patañjalian jñāpaka at length in ch. 6.

\(^{19}\)The phrase chandovat sūtrāṇi bhavanti | “The sūtras (of Pāṇini) are like the Vedas,” occurs twice: in MBh I.37.4 to explain the irregular sandhi (-c in pause) in P. 1.1.1 vydhīr ādāc by applying P. 1.4.20 and in MBh I.313.5 to account for the nominative form, yū, in P. 1.4.3 by applying P. 6.1.106.

\(^{20}\)Deshpande (1997) demonstrates that Buddhists, on the other hand, viewed Avalokiteśvara as Pāṇini’s source of inspiration.

\(^{21}\)This is a less explicit version of the distinction Nāgeśa will make later on. Grammarians after Patañjali are
with the nexus of Kaiyāṭa, Helārāja, and Haradatta, each of whom wrote important commentaries in the Pāṇinian school that will be discussed below. It is in the work of Kaiyāṭa, a commentary on the MBh named Pradīpa (Lamp), that we find for the first time the phrase yathottaram hi munitrayasya prāmāṇyam, “the later among the three sages (Pānini, Kātyāna, Patañjali), the greater his authority,” as well as Patañjali’s identification with Nāganātha, “The Lord of the Serpents,” another name for Ādiśeṣa. Patañjali is now the ultimate, divine authority on Pāṇinian grammar. As for Pāṇini himself, in Haradatta’s Padamañjarī (Garland of Words) the revelation of the pratyāhārasūtras from Śiva is stated for the first time in a now ubiquitous verse. Also of relevance is the developing perception of the sūtra: it contains within itself everything that is explained in its commentaries. According to this evidence, by the beginning of the second millennium the Pāṇinian school of grammar was associated with two divine beings, Śiva and Ādiśeṣa, and Patañjali served as the highest authority on the A. In the works of Nāgeśa, the final authority in Sanskrit grammar, these points are further developed and solidified: Patañjali is Nāgeśa (Ādiśeṣa), the pratyāhārasūtras are, as the utterances of Śiva, śruti, “divine revelation,” and the Aṣṭhādhyāyī has achieved the status of a “quasi-śruti text.” On account of this last fact, even

lakṣaṇaikacakṣuska, “only able to see the rules.” See below.

22 The relative chronology of these three authors is uncertain, and the single piece of evidence to date Haradatta prior to Dharmakīrti’s Rūpāvatāra should not be weighed as heavily as it has been. See § 1.5.3.2. On Kaiyāṭa and Helārāja, see Vergiani (2015) for an exemplary study. Although Vergiani (2015: 211) leaves the question of priority open, he inclines toward Helārāja being Kaiyāṭa predecessor.

23MBhPra vol. p. 331b. A similar, if not stronger, sentiment is found in the Dhātupradīpa of Maitreyarakṣita, slightly later than Kaiyāṭa, quoted in Deshpande (1998: 7 and 23).

24MBhPra vol. IV p. 184b. Is it a coincidence that Kaiyāṭa is commenting on P.4.2.92 śeṣe? For additional references to Patañjali as a serpent, see Aklujkar (2008: 61, fn. 28).

25KVPada vol. I p. 8f. The verse is:

yenākṣarasamāmnāyam adhigamya maheśvarāt | kṛtśnam vyākaranam proktam tasmāi pāṇinaye namah ||

“Homage to Pāṇini, who, after studying the traditional list of sounds from the great God (Śiva), uttered the entire system of grammar.” It is still recited at the beginning of lessons on Pāṇini’s grammar as I have experienced. Cf. Deshpande (1997: 446f.). The verse is also placed at the beginning of the printed text of the Rūpāvatāra but is not present in MSS of the text I have been able to inspect, e.g., NGMCP MS no. 5.5499, and should not be considered as original. On the constitution of the printed edition of the RA, see § 1.5.4.

26Deshpande (1998: 22f.) quotes from Kumārila’s Tantravārttika ad JS 2.3.16 and reports that the same opinion is held by Jinendrabuddhi, author of the Nyūsa, and Bhairavamīśra, a commentator on the PŚ. These last two references are taken from Bhattachary (1966: 21) without exact citations. I have not been able to consult this work, nor could I locate the relevant passages.

27So he is perceived by most pandits today. See § 1.5.10.
words, letters, etc. deemed superfluous by Patañjali have an unseen purpose (adrṣṭārtha).28 Lastly, Nāgeśa formulates the distinction between lakṣyaikacaksuṣka and lakṣaṇaikacaksuṣka grammarians. The former, of whom Patañjali was the last, have direct access to correct usage, whereas the latter can only see the rules preserved to describe the ideal language.29

This evolution of the authority and status of the three great grammarians sets up the basic framework on which we now need to hang new evidence so as to produce a structure more representative of the available texts and contexts in which Sanskrit grammar was employed. Several studies have already begun this work, although no larger synthesis yet exists,30 and a tremendous amount remains to be done before this is possible, above all the publication of more commentaries. Studies such as Deshpande (1997), Pollock (2006: 162–188), Gornall (2012), and Dimitrov (2016) have already demonstrated how much stands to be gained by exploring sources outside of the Pāṇinian school and by paying close attention to historical context. With the present study, which focuses more on the development of specific grammatical debates inspired by poetic usage, I hope not only to expand the general scope of texts and authors taken into consideration but also to shed light on both grammar’s role in the larger project of textual exegesis and, conversely, the role of poetic usage on the development of grammatical exegesis. If we return to Deshpande’s overview of authority in Sanskrit grammar, the vast majority of grammatical texts have been omitted and even the Pāṇinian school has significantly more to offer. To take just one example — I detail my results in the final chapter — the so-called Bengali school of grammar has mostly been left out. This school developed in the second millennium CE and took not the MBh as its primary authority but rather the Kāśikāvivaraṇapañjikā (The Profuse Explanation of the Treatise from Kāśi), or Nyāsa for short, of Jindenrabuddhi, a Buddhist grammarian, whose interpretation of the A was not always guided by the MBh. We will see several instances of this in the body of the dissertation. As a consequence, commentators in this school, like Šaranadeva and Puruṣot-

29Deshpande (1998: 24). Thieme (1957) offers a more detailed discussion of Nāgeśa’s reasons for holding Patañjali as a supreme authority beyond the divine status attributed to him.
30Scharfe (1977), our most recent general history of Sanskrit grammar will be discussed below in § 1.5. See especially fn. 86.
tamadeva, present views at odds with Kaiyaṭa, Haradatta or Nāgeśa. Haradatta not often rejects Jinendrabuddhi’s explanations because they are contrary to Patañjali (tad bhāṣyaviruddham; see ch. 4). Furthermore, We must also nuance what it means for Patañjali to be an authority. For instance, Nāgeśa rejects interpretations of the A that are not only at odds with the MBh but also lacking its express support, whereas earlier grammarians are willing to accept novel arguments so long as they do not run counter to the MBh.

Fanning out a bit, we also find evidence that the language of poets, e.g., Māgha (pp. 256f.), could serve as a guide for the interpretation of the A even for grammarians like Haradatta and Bhaṭṭoji. In such instances, poets’ usage virtually carries the authority of a śiṣṭa. On the other hand, non-Pāṇinian grammars are called upon to explain poetic language where Pāṇini fails us. Bhoja’s Saravatikanṭhābharana (Necklace of the Goddess of Speech) and the Sārasvatavyākaraṇa (The Grammar of the Goddess of Speech) will be found in the commentaries of Aruṇagiriṇāṭha (p. 271) and Hemādri (pp. 276ff.), respectively. These commentators, who on the whole do quote Pāṇini or Patañjali to explain linguistic forms, nevertheless attest to a more diverse toolkit than is usually assumed. Vāmana straddles a line between disciplines in these debates, as will be seen in ch. 6. Commentators on poetry often cite his sūtras as an authority, but grammarians, as far as I have been able to determine, all but ignore him since, it seems, he is not strictly speaking a grammarian but a writer on poetics. The precise motivations for each of these individuals is difficult to determine. Religious and school affiliation certainly played and important role — the Cāndravyākaraṇa and the various Jain grammars are hardly acknowledged outside of Buddhist and Jain communities — but it certainly was not the only factor. I hope the findings of this study will be taken into consideration while carrying out further studies on individual authors

31I have not presented all the evidence I have collected for the Bhoja’s grammar as an authority in kāvya commentaries. I plan to do so in an independent article.

32But the KV and Bhoja’s grammar show clear influence from the CV. Cf. Renou (1957: 126f.) and § 1.5.3.2 below. Similarly, Kṣīrasvāmin often cites, inter alia, the Cāndra-DhP in commenting on the Pāṇinian DhP. See ch. 6. Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa also gives credence to the opinions of the CV as well as others in his Prakriyāsarvasva (The Entirety of Derivations) and Apāṇiniya-prāmāṇya-sādhānā (The Establishment of the Authority of the non-Pāṇinis). The Buddhist author, Maitreya Raksita, on the other hand, quotes Čandra in his commentary on the Nyāsa, the Tantrapradīpa. Unfortunately, the only edition of this text leaves much to be desired, and the pages on which authors are to be found according to the index are incorrect. One must add, in most cases, 16 to the page number in the index to arrive at the correct page number.
and that their historical context might lead to new insights regarding their choice of authorities. I will give some basic information below, but much could be added.

Finally, we might ask why it matters at all whether or not language is sādhu, “correct.” With a view toward general linguistic usage, such as the register and style I am using for this dissertation, my choice to avoid certain perfectly comprehensible and common forms like “gonna” or “ain’t” accords with a set of conventions set forth in manuals that my intended community of readers accepts as regulating correct grammar for academic writing. To do otherwise would lead to grumbling, castigation, and possibly even rejection. For many Sanskrit grammarians, the status of Sanskrit had a number of parallels — other modes of speech were comprehensible but correct grammar played an important role in the admittance to, and admiration from, certain communities — yet also differences insofar as we find statements about acquiring dharma, “merit,”33 through the use of śuddha, “purified,” or sādhu, “correct,” speech beginning in the Mahābhāṣya.34 This added dimension incorporates grammar and the linguistic purity it regulates into the larger system of dharma-oriented activities that many believed to have benefits in this life and in lives to come. Several of the texts I quote and discuss throughout the dissertation will provide further testament to these assertions, although I admit that not every writer had the same motivations and determining them is still an ongoing task.

1.2.1 An Early Debate on Poetry

The origin of the debates on poetic usage and grammatical rule can be traced back to Patañjali himself, who expresses views on poets and poetry in the Mahābhāṣya, where numerous verses are cited35 as examples of questionable usage. To take up but one, Patañjali, or rather the ācāryadeśīya, “almost-teacher,” introduces a verse in the anuṣṭubh meter while trying to explain

---

34MBh I.8.3–6, translated and further discussed in Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 117–119). Cf. VP 1.27ab. See also Aklujkar (1996: 76): “a connotation must have existed to the effect that to be careful in speech … is to observe a certain discipline of the mind and body and that a person’s subscribing to such a discipline is an indication of his good spiritual status.” In what follows are supporting citations from Kālidāsa and the author of the vṛtti to the VP (taken to be Bhartṛhari by Aklujkar).
35The verses are collected in Kielhorn (1885) [= Rau (1969: 187f.)]. A full study of these verses remains a desideratum.
and justify the problematic form *stryākhyau*, “denoting the (grammatical) feminine (gender),” in P. 1.4.3.36 His reason for doing so is that a word within the verse, *priyākhyebhyaḥ*, “for (the Brahmans) announcing pleasant things,”37 poses the same morphological peculiarity as *stryākhyau*, i.e., an *upapada*-compound ending in -ākhy and not the correct -ākhyāya.38 In response to this, the ācārya says:39 MBh I.313.14 *chandovat kavyaḥ kurvanti na hy eṣeṣṭih*, “Poets compose as though in the Vedic register; this is not acceptable (scil. in the standard language).”40 The discussion continues, however, and two more derivations are suggested (of no immediate concern) before a satisfactory solution is finally found, namely, the suffix *Ka* added by P. 3.2.5.2, a vārtt. that gives an open-ended list of otherwise unaccounted forms with the suffix *Ka*. This portion of the discussion ends, however, with a validation of *priyākhyebhyaḥ* in the verse: MBh I.313.20 *evam ca kṛtvā so ’py adoṣo bhavati yad uktam*, “And if we take it in that way, this word is also without fault, namely what was said.” The verse is then quoted again.

The snippet from the Mahābhāṣya just presented anticipates many of the debates we will see throughout the dissertation. A particular form calls for explanation, and a commentator racks his brain to come up with the best solution and offers several different possibilities before settling on one in particular. More telling of a broader attitude is the role that the verse plays in the discussion.

---

36 P. 1.4.3 yū stryākhyau nadi | “A linguistic form ending in i or ū that denotes the feminine gender is termed nadi,” Cf. Johsi & Roodbergen (1995: 41f.) for a slightly different interpretation. The problem with *stryākhyau* (strī-ākhyau) arises when one tries to give a precise *vigraha*, “syntactic analysis,” and derivation for the compound. In the first attempt, Patañjali proposes *striyam ācakṣāte*, “the two (words ending in i or ū) denote the feminine gender.” This *upapada*-compound, however, would require the suffix *Ka* by P. 3.2.3, an impossibility because Pāṇini states the condition *anupasarge*, “when there is no preverb.” The only suffix available, then, is aṆ by P. 3.2.1, but in this case the augment yUK will be added by P. 7.3.33 yielding the form *stryākhyāyau*.

37 The word is not terribly common. One parallel is Rām 2.3.30c.

38 MBh I.313.11–13: na tarhidānim idam bhavati: yasmin sashrāṇi putre jāte gavāṃ dadau | brāhmānebhyaḥ priyākhyebhyaḥ so ’py ayam uñcena jīvati || “So then this (scil. word in the following verse) is also not (correct).’ If, when a son was born, he (scil. the father) gave a thousand head of cattle to the Brahmans announcing pleasant things, that same (son) too will live by gleaning.”” The verse is not traceable, but the same turn of phrase is found in Buddhacarita 7.15a uñcena jīvanti khagā ivānye, “some live by gleaning like the birds.” Trans. Olivelle (2008: 191). The context is the “varieties and rewards of ascetic toil.”

39 It is difficult to ascribe the statements in the MBh to the correct interlocutor. I here follow the suggestion given in MBhPr vol. II p. 219 fn. 3 that *chandovat kavyaḥ kurvanti* would be best (vāram) connected with the following statement (na hy eṣeṣṭih). The editors, however, follow Nāgēśa, who takes the statements to be by two different people, by placing the first statement under the heading ekadesi-samādhiṇa-sādhaka-bhāṣyam, “the discussion that establishes a partial conclusion,” and the latter under samādhiṇa-bādhaka-bhāṣyam, “the discussion that refutes the (previous) conclusions.” NB that this still does not represent the siddhānta, “final conclusion.”

40 Is the point of this statement to compare poetic output to *sūtras*, which are also *chandovat*? Cf. MBh I.37.4.
as a possible justification for the wording of Pāṇini’s sūtra. Although this is ultimately rejected as valid reasoning, once the form in Pāṇini’s sūtra is properly accounted for, the poetic form is also shown to be acceptable and hence signals that poetic language is also worthy of attention. The passing reference to the Vedic-like status of poetic language, singular in the Mahābhāṣya, is unfortunately too vague (who even says it in the dialog?) to draw any conclusions, but through it we can at least identify that poetry could have a special linguistic status that would make it not strictly subject to the rules of the standard language. We will return to this topic in ch. 4 in my discussion of the suffix KvasU. At the end of the debate, however, it does fall under the scope of standard grammar. We can gain a bit more information about Patañjali’s attitude toward poets by taking into consideration an earlier passage where he debates whether or not ślokas, “verses,” are to be taken as an authority. After a disagreeable verse is recited, it is rejected as an authority (pramāṇa) because it is pramattagīta, “sung by a negligent/intoxicated man.” Only a verse apramattagīta, “sung by an attentive/sober man,” will be accepted as a pramāṇa.41 Although this discussion is not about correct linguistic usage, it further informs us about the role and qualifications of a poet that resonate with later debates.

As we are beginning to see, despite Patañjali’s clearcut answer to the question about the Śiṣṭas, a level of uncertainty arises within the grammatical tradition about who exactly they are. A further problem, given the coreferentiality between the speech of the learned and the Aṣṭādhyāyī, is as follows. Assuming that we can determine someone to be a Śiṣṭa, if his language appears to differ from what Pāṇini has taught, how can the disparity be resolved? The grammatical tradition — and I am still speaking of its Pāṇinian branch — had several ways of answering this question. The simplest out was to claim that the speech (usually in the form of texts) of certain individuals did not have to follow Pāṇini’s rules for the standard language, the bhāṣā, because the authors belonged to a supermundane category of being, such as rṣis, “seers,” or Īśvara, “God,” and hence

41MBh I.3.1–5. See Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 47) for a translation. We will see that VallabhaDeva often employs pramādaja, “born from folly,” to ungrammatical forms in poetry. I suspect his turn of phrase may be based on this very passage. Nāgēśa attributes the verse by the inattentive/drunk man to the Buddha in the . Cf. Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 47, fn. 142).
did not have to follow the same rules as normal humans, however learned they may be.\textsuperscript{42} More problematic, and hence more telling of attitudes toward grammar and the elusive class of learned men, are the great Sanskrit kavis, “poets,” like Kālidāsa. As I will discuss in the following chapter (and others have discussed before), poetry and poets played an important role in the representation of society and the embodiment of social norms. One of their main functions, according to works on poetics, is to instruct and help guide men toward the four ends of man (Cf. BhKA 1.2) and their language is to be exemplary.\textsuperscript{43} When a revered teacher and supreme poet like Kālidāsa commits grammatical errors, how should we explain them? Grammarians and commentators on kāvya deal with this problem in a variety of ways and their answers reflect, at the very least, their personal attitudes toward a poet’s status and possibly the more widespread opinions of their elite society. In brief, a grammarian or commentator, when he registers a problem at all, could simply reject a poet’s words as incorrect, as Vallabhadeva does with the label pramādaja, “born of folly.”\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{42}For non-standard forms in the Epics and Purāṇas, one often finds the term ārṣaprayoga, “the usage of seers.” Cf. Cardona (1996), which contains important corrections to earlier perceptions about different types of Sanskrit. As Cardona (1996: 173f.) rightly points out, the Epic language or ārṣaprayoga is not tantamount to un-Pāṇinian usage, since commentators often do find Pāṇinian derivations, albeit with the application of chāndasa, “Vedic,” rules. In fn. 3, p. 173, he correctly remarks, I emphasize, that “[i]n so far as a rṣi is a śiṣta whose speech is to be accounted for by the grammar, the usage in question should not fail to be describable by Pāṇinian sūtras, and commentators do indeed account for this usage by means of such rules.” In the context of Tantric Sanskrit, to whatever extent the term may be justified, we similarly find the labels aîśvara, “godly,” i.e., stemming from Īśvara, and chandas/chāndasa, terms used by Pāṇinians to describe the peculiarities of Sanskrit in Vedic texts. Cf. Goudriaan (1996), where he aptly remarks on p. 266 that “supernatural inspiration does not subject itself to critical discourse.” This is true, but, recalling Cardona’s words just cited, one should not be led to believe that grammarians neglected to analyze these registers of speech. I note that, in addition to the commentaries on the Epics, both Vedic and Epic/Pūrānic Sanskrit come under the purview of (non-critical) grammatical analysis in Sāyaṇa’s commentaries on the Vedas, especially the Ṛgveda, and in such texts as the Mukhabhūṣaṇa, respectively. Commentators on the Bhāgavatapurāṇa also refer to the text’s language as chāndasa, e.g., Sridharsvāmin in his Bhāvavṛthroatipī ad BṛP 1.1d, where he explains the verb dhīmahi, “we ought to meditate upon,” as dhāyāyater liṅi cchāndasam dhāyāyema ity arthaḥ, “a Vedic (form) of √dhyā in the optative; it means dhāyāyema ‘we ought to meditate upon.’”

\textsuperscript{43}Cf. Pollock (2006 183) “ … the order of Sanskrit grammar—the same order that informs the most exquisite instantiation of grammatical language, namely, kāvya.”

\textsuperscript{44}Being a poet did not exempt one from following grammatical rules for the standard language. Although I agree with the general thrust of Cardona (1996), I think his use of “poet” on pp. 182 and 193 might be somewhat misleading because it is only the poet Vālmiki, the rṣi, who may unquestionably use ārṣa language, not Kālidāsa, who is a simple kavi, “poet,” a word that does not appear in any of the passages quoted by Cardona regarding ārṣaprayoga. Furthermore, the two passages from the Durghatavṛtti and Padamanjarī (fn. 17 and 20), to which Cardona specifically refers on p. 193 as “stressing that the poet as an insightful sage (ṛṣi) enjoys independence with respect to usage,” contain neither the words rṣi nor kavi, but Vālmiki and bhavantaḥ, “the lords.” Based on my reading, the kavis of classical Sanskrit are generally not considered rṣis and do not have access to ārṣaprayoga. To claim that all poets can behave as rṣis, as Renou (1940: 127) points out, rendrait inutile la majeure partie des interprétations littéraires dans les vṛtti, “would render useless a major part of the literary interpretations in the vṛtti.”
Another option is to question the interpretation of the rules of the *Aṣṭādhyāyī*. Does Kālidāsa’s use of, e.g., *tasthivān*, “he who has stood,” only appear incorrect because we have not properly understood Pāṇini?

This question lies at the heart of the debates we will encounter throughout the following chapters. In fact, we may double down on our possible ignorance and further ask: how do we know we have even analyzed the words of a poem correctly? Have we identified the correct constituent elements? Commentators, both on the A and on poetry, asked themselves these questions and their answers often differed. The reason for this is a style of exegesis that allowed for flexibility both with regard to what a text means at a semantic level — what is Pāṇini teaching us? — and also at the formal level — what are the morphological units that make up a word? As I already mentioned above on p. 7, the Sanskrit grammarians could avail themselves of powerful devices like the *jñāpaka* to derive “hidden” meaning from Pāṇini’s rules. This strategy often allowed for seemingly new linguistic data to be accounted for. On the other hand, words in a poem could be analyzed at the level of their morphology in such a way so as to give them a derivation obtainable through the A. The exegesis of language is, therefore, highly subjective and even the exegetical tools, in this case Pāṇini’s grammar, are themselves not fixed and subject to interpretation. We end up, then, with several forks: a poet’s usage could be worthy of defense or not, and consequently reflect his status as a *śiṣṭa*. If it is deemed defensible, we then need to decide how to interpret both the word in question — is there more than one possible formal analysis? — as well as the sūtras that could be employed to arrive at the justification. All these possibilities permit for the complexity and variety of the debates that will form the main subject of this dissertation.

---

45 This is one of the many forms from poetry discussed by the grammatical tradition as possibly being in violation of Pāṇini’s rules for the standard language. It will also form the subject of chapter 4.

46 How ingrained the complex formal analysis of language was in Sanskritic literary cultures is attested to by the large corpus of simultaneous narratives (*śleṣa*-poetry), i.e., texts that can be read with two or more meanings. The authors of such works exploit the power of grammatical analysis to no end. Cf. Bronner (2010). Other Indian languages also have such literature. For Tamil, see Ebeling (2010: 43f.) and for Telugu, Bronner (2010: 272–276).
1.3 Of General Interest

Although most people interested in the history of Sanskrit literature will find some of the material discussed here of relevance, this dissertation also has something to contribute to the larger field of intellectual history, the history of science, and the history of philological practices, just as these theoretical frameworks of inquiry can assist in the analysis of the data presented in this dissertation. One successful attempt to apply a theory from the history of science to Sanskrit śāstra, “science, systematized knowledge,” is McCrea (2008), in which Kuhn’s paradigm shift or scientific revolution is applied to the history of alaṅkāraśāstra, “poetics,” specifically the introduction of dhvani, “suggestion,” as the most important component of Sanskrit poetry and the idea that the individual components in a poem lead to the manifestation of a single rasa, “flavor.”\footnote{Kuhn (2012) lays out the evidence for his theory and demonstrates how scientific developments can be explained in terms of periods of research under a stable paradigm with ruptures leading to the adoption of a new paradigm. McCrea (2008: 19–27) details how Kuhn’s theory can be applied to alaṅkāraśāstra. Also crucial to this study is the work of Pocock (1971), who demonstrates how significant developments in one discipline are often the result of applying a paradigm from a different discipline. In the case of alaṅkāraśāstra, the foreign paradigm is the hermeneutics of sentence analysis found in mīmāṃsā.}

Although I do not contend that the history of vyākaraṇa contains such grand paradigm ruptures until the 20th cent., most notably in the work of Paul Kiparsky, I do find certain aspects of Kuhn’s work and later historians of science, such as the constructivists,\footnote{I have found Golinski (2005) very instructive in framing the impact of social contexts on the development of Sanskrit grammar. Her review of Kuhn’s work and its reception, Golinski (2005: 17–27), is very informative to a non-specialist of the field.} to be relevant to my study. One could argue that the evolution of authority in Sanskrit grammar can be viewed as paradigmatic shifts that affect how individuals — and the larger community they sought to teach — interpreted Pāṇini’s sūtras and the grammaticality of Sanskrit poetry. What further informs the decision for or against an authority is the larger sociological context in which commentators were trained, including their adherence to religious or philosophical schools. For example, Haradatta begins his commentary on the Kāśikāvṛtti by reestablishing Pāṇini’s grammar within the same Vedic context it had for Patañjali, a task he accomplishes by drawing heavily on the Paspaśāhnikā (Introductory Lesson for the Day)\footnote{For Haradatta, it is absurd to even ask, KVPad vol. 1 p. 6: atha vyākaraṇasyaiva kim prayojanam | “Now what is the use of grammar?” To which he responds: kim anena praśnena | “How can you even ask the question?” The}. If we look beyond his commentary, we learn that Haradatta
has also composed several commentaries on other texts integral to maintaining the Brahmanical world-view: the Āpastambagṛhyasūtra, Āśvālāyanagṛhyasūtra, Gautamadharmasūtra, etc.\(^{50}\) His strong allegiance to the MBh must, therefore, be viewed in light of the developments in other Brahminical authors such as Bharṭṛhari, whom Haradatta quotes profusely, and Kaiyāṭa, whose MBh commentary Haradatta likely knew. Such factors impact the evaluation of arguments just as much as the merits of the arguments, if at times not more so.\(^{51}\) In determining a particular commentator’s stance, however, we need to read closely his arguments in light of his predecessors and thereby further nuance what we learn from more general statements found in opening verses.

### 1.3.1 On the Study and Translation of Sanskrit Grammar

One of the difficulties in studying and writing about Sanskrit grammar is that the primary texts are extremely technical and foreign to most people who have not already familiarized themselves with Pāṇini’s methods and the type of argumentation that is employed throughout the tradition. I will give an example of a Pāṇinian sūtra in §1.4 so that the reader will have an idea of the object of study and may, as one owner of Lanman’s Sanskrit Reader inscribed under “Introductory Suggestions,” give up now before it’s too late.\(^{52}\) At present, however, I would like to discuss how I have tried to overcome some of these obstacles, how the reader might do so as well, and the reality that many difficulties will remain.

The place of Pāṇini in Indology and western-style Sanskrit pedagogy has seen its fair share of vicissitudes. I have already drawn to the reader’s attention that during the discipline’s for-

---

\(^{50}\)Cf. Kane (1930: 347–353) for further commentaries by Haradatta and the very likely identification with the grammarian.

\(^{51}\)Cf. Ploker (2009: 12) on the situation in Indian mathematics: “True perception, reasoning, and authority were expected to harmonize with one another, and each had a part in supporting the truth of mathematics.”

mative years, Colebrooke hoped to include Pāṇini’s rules in a later edition of his grammar (it never appeared) because they are “material” for the study of Sanskrit.53 This is true even if a Sanskritist does not wish to specialize in vyākaraṇa, “grammar,”54 because the commentarial idiom presupposes knowledge of Pāṇini’s sūtras (or some other grammar) and most of the authors we read have studied the A. Mallinātha, for example, cannot be read (in full, at any rate) without a working knowledge of the A.55 Despite this necessity, many authors of Sanskrit grammars and primers quickly adopted the Latinate model and did away with the technical terms of Pāṇini and his sūtras.56 Although reasons vary for this intentional neglect, most authors acknowledge that to include such technical material would greatly hinder the student’s progress in learning the language57 and the rules of Pāṇini could be deferred till a later time. Yet once the initial impenitence disappeared, the deferral became more often than not an exclusion; the teaching of Pāṇini, more of an occasional curiosity. The study of more advanced texts like the Mahābhāsyā, Paribhāṣen-duśekhara, or Praudhamanoramā, where one can learn the methods of argumentation, is now mostly unheard of outside of India or small reading groups. Given this situation, can technical studies of Pāṇinian grammar hope to attract a readership of non-specialists? Yes and no. Some studies that delve deep into highly technical topics with long intricate arguments will likely always remain within the domain of the specialist, as they always have. Other studies, and I hope the present dissertation might be counted among them, will be of interest to a larger audience because grammar touches on so many other branches of Sanskrit learning and is integral to their history.

But the technical discussions remain, and remain they must because without them we cannot

53 Cf. p. 5, fn. 8.
54 The word vyākaraṇa could be more literally translated as “analysis” but it is not, to the best of my knowledge, used in reference non-linguistic analysis.
55 Liebich (1892: II) details many reasons we do not need to know Pāṇini, but: wir brauchen die Kenntnis der grammatischen Sprache zum Verständnis der einheimischen Commentare; und welche Rolle diese in der indischen Philologie spielen, ist bekannt. “we need to know the grammatical language in order to understand the native commentaries; and what role these play in Indic philology is known.” Tubb & Boose (2007) have since made this language accessible to a much wider audience.
56 Speijer (1886) remains one of the few works in popular use that includes references to Pāṇini’s rules. Kale (1961) is another example, but, to the best of my knowledge, it is not very widely used.
57 A most sympathetic explanation is given Müller (1870: iv).
detect intertextual discourses and more subtle responses to ongoing debates. They also must
remain because they are a part of the received body of Sanskrit literature. If we simply skip
over them or give the reader a pass when it comes to more difficult passages, there is little hope
of future scholarly engagements. In order to facilitate the understanding of some of the finer
grammatical points and lines of argumentation I have translated all Sanskrit passages in full (not
always a given in secondary scholarship on vyākaraṇa) and in an idiom as natural as possible to
English. As any translator of śāstric texts will know, this is a particularly challenging task for
a number of reasons. In the field of grammar, it requires finding a way to translate and explain
precise technical terms, fleshing out references that were originally assumed to be known from
memory, and supplying a great deal of additional information taken for granted or contained in
a single word. To make such texts intelligible to a reader who has little or no prior training in
Sanskrit grammar, I have in most cases had to provide translations with annotation, either with
footnotes or words in parentheses. The latter, often rightly discouraged in translations, I have felt
obliged to retain because they are advantageous to those who want to compare my translation
with the original Sanskrit. Still I admit that neither of these aids makes for a particularly smooth
reading, and I have, therefore, often restated the content of particularly complex passages in
what I hope to be more comfortable English prose that includes the necessary allusions in a
more explicit form. In some instances, I have given bullet points so the essentials could be clearly
displayed and followed. What I could not alter, however, are the basic lines of argumentation that
might be counterintuitive or, at the least, not patent upon a first reading. On this point, I would
ask for the reader’s indulgence. If grammar is a new subject, it might take some time before
a line of reasoning clicks, and certain passages might require more than one reading. With a
concerted effort on both ends, however, we can begin to demystify Sanskrit grammar and open
up a challenging but rewarding body of literature.
1.3.2 On Searching Texts

An important part of this study has been locating the occurrence of particular grammatical forms in a corpus of Sanskrit texts, and a few words are in order concerning the methods by which I have queried these texts and the selection of the texts themselves. I will begin with the latter. My primary source for electronic texts (e-texts) has been those available in the Göttingen Register of Electronic Texts in Indian Languages.58 I have also acquired from other scholars additional e-texts and typed in a few on my own or in collaboration with others. The possibility for typos or other oversights in any of these e-texts owing to human error59 needs only brief acknowledgment and may have contributed to occasional omissions in my data. The still larger questions surrounding the text-critical methods for establishing the entered texts is all but moot, given the restrictions of time and manpower. Some of the texts used will hopefully acquire critical editions in the future and so alter my data. In short, my corpus represents at best the printed editions on which the individual texts are based, most of which are not critically edited, and variant readings have not been included in my searches at all.60 Despite these drawbacks, I do not believe they have skewed my data in any way significant enough to change the overall picture that emerges.

In querying my corpus of texts, I have made use of TextCrawler, a program that can be freely downloaded.61 The program has allowed me to identify specific strings of characters as well as variable strings by using regular expressions. While more complex methods of searching texts are becoming available thanks to tagging in markup languages like XML, the rather rudimentary methods employed here have greatly enhanced my ability to talk about frequency of forms over time and identify authors who, based on their usage, continue certain linguistic practices and, thereby, possibly adhere to certain standards of grammaticality or reference older authors. In essence, however, such tools only continue the very old philological practices of identifying

---

58 [http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gret_utf.htm](http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gret_utf.htm). Last accessed on 11/18/2017.
59 Many of these e-texts have not been proofread.
60 The main exceptions are the Rāmāyaṇa and Mahābhārata, for which critical editions form the basis of the e-texts. The latter also includes passages that are starred, indicating that they are not accepted into the critically edited text. For other texts, when possible, I will note variant readings found in the footnotes to the editions and ones given in commentaries on the relevant passages.
parallels and replace the need for indices and concordances. If we wish to speak about style, the impact of certain lexemes or forms on an audience, searching a large corpus of texts is foundational to making accurate statements because mere impressions can be misleading.

1.3.3 Chronology and Context

To assist the reader in navigating the texts cited throughout the dissertation, in the following sections I will give a basic chronology of the main texts I utilize after a few introductory words about Pāṇini. For the grammatical texts, I have given a summary of what we know about each of these works and how they relate to one another as well as to their larger historical context. As I am dealing with quite a large number of texts over a long period of time, it is unavoidable that my treatment will at times be shallow and rely heavily on secondary literature. However, my goal at this moment is not thoroughness but a convenient reference for the reader.

1.4 Introducing Pāṇini

Sanskrit grammar (vyākaraṇa), by which I refer primarily to the method of linguistic description found in the Aṣṭādhyāyī\(^{62}\) (A) and other grammars in Sanskrit composed on the same or a similar model, is one of the tougher indological nuts to crack for those who have learned languages according to Latinate models. The foreignness of Pāṇini’s method to such minds can perhaps be best encapsulated by citing the words of two Sanskritists who had grappled with Pāṇini’s rules. Sir Williams Jones is, according to Colebrooke, to have “somewhere termed them dark as the darkest oracle.”\(^{63}\) William Dwight Whitney later infused the perceived impenetrability of Pāṇini’s grammar with derogative judgments:

> The task Pāṇini attempted was beyond the power of mortal man to accomplish, especially in the form adopted by him—which is one that no sensible man should ever

\(^{62}\)The A contains nigh 4,000 sūtras distributed over eight adhyāyas, “lessons,” themselves further subdivided into four pādas, “quarters,” each. On the exact tally of sūtras, see Sharma (2002: 3).

\(^{63}\)Colebrooke (1808: 209) [= Colebrooke (1837 II: 12)].
have chosen, yet on account of which, it is very likely, his contemporaries and successors especially admired him, and made him their supreme authority.\footnote{Whitney (1893: 176f.).}

Although much can be said about Whitney’s attitude and the damage it has done to Sanskrit studies, we should try to understand why these learned men would make such remarks, i.e., what are the features of the A that could incite confusion and remonstration.\footnote{Criticism of Pāṇinian grammar and similar ones is also to be found in premodern times. Cf. Prabhācandra’s account of Hemacandra’s grammar, the Siddhahemavāyākaraṇa, in his Prabhāvakacarita: “The voluminous grammars that had existed in earliest times were impossible to read in full, even in an entire lifetime, and hence were actually an impediment to fulfilling the three life goals; they were confused, riddled with faults, or unintelligible in places. Hence scholars of today take this grammar [scil. of Hemacandra] as their standard.” Trans. Pollock (2006: 590). In reality, the grammatical system Hemacandra produced was every bit as voluminous as Pāṇini’s. The auto-commentaries on the Siddhahaimavāyākaraṇa — the great running commentary (bhādvṛtti) named Tattvaprakāṣikā and its sub-commentary, the Śabdamahārṇavanyāṣa — rival, if not exceed, the KV and MBh in length and erudition. Cf. Belvalkar (1915: 64).}

We may begin with a few basic facts. Sanskrit, as a highly inflected language with various declensions and conjugations, lends itself to presentation in paradigms, tabular representations of a noun or verb in all its various forms. Such a paradigm can, then, be used as a blueprint for the conjugation or declension of similar nouns or verbs, respectively.\footnote{Sanskrit grammar was and still is taught in this manner in India. Cf. Gerow (2002: 666f.). Texts like the Rūpasiddhi, used for Hanxleden’s grammar of Sanskrit, do just this. Cf. van Hal & Vielle (2013: 9–12).}

\footnote{MBh l.6.3–7. The passage is translated in Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 77).}

\footnote{Cf. Renou (1963). A sūtra is generally characterized by extreme brevity with no verb. bhavati, “is,” or syāt, “should be,” is implied. A floating, oft quoted verse defines a sūtra as follows: alpākṣaram asaṃdigdhaṃ sāravad viśvatomukham | astobham anavadyaṃ ca sūtram sūtravido viduḥ || “Those who know sūtras know the sūtra to be of few syllables, without confusion, containing the essentials, multifaceted, without superfluity, and irreproachable.”}

Pāṇini, however, has nothing of the sort. The aim of his grammar, as Patañjali points out,\footnote{What I present here is a gross oversimplification meant only to give the reader who is unacquainted with the nature of the Sanskrit grammarians a general idea of their method. The purpose of this dissertation is not to teach Pāṇini. For an overview of his grammatical system, see Cardona (1997) and Sharma (2002).} is to give a series of general rules in the very condensed sūtra-style\footnote{Cf. Renou (1963). A sūtra is generally characterized by extreme brevity with no verb. bhavati, “is,” or syāt, “should be,” is implied. A floating, oft quoted verse defines a sūtra as follows: alpākṣaram asaṃdigdhaṃ sāravad viśvatomukham | astobham anavadyaṃ ca sūtram sūtravido viduḥ || “Those who know sūtras know the sūtra to be of few syllables, without confusion, containing the essentials, multifaceted, without superfluity, and irreproachable.”} with exceptions as appropriate, that is to say, Pāṇini tells the reader what to do in order to generate a correct word in a specific syntactic environment; he does not give, for the most part, the correct words themselves. What one is instructed to do is to assign technical terms, add suffixes and augments to nominal and verbal bases (prātipadika and dhātu, respectively), and make further modifications and substitutions as required. The entire process is termed prakriyā, “derivation.”\footnote{What I present here is a gross oversimplification meant only to give the reader who is unacquainted with the nature of the Sanskrit grammarians a general idea of their method. The purpose of this dissertation is not to teach Pāṇini. For an overview of his grammatical system, see Cardona (1997) and Sharma (2002).}
metalanguage that must be mastered before the rules themselves can be understood or applied in any meaningful way. The metalanguage includes, *inter alia*, unique functions for the cases, metarules (rules for interpreting and ordering other rules), and its or *anubandhas*, “indicatory letters,” that indicate the application or prohibition of other rules, etc. Finally, I should add that various syllable-saving devices have been exploited — brevity is one of the famed aspirations of Sanskrit grammarians — including *anuvṛtti*, “rolling along,” i.e., the continuation of a word from one sūtra into what follows when no other word in the same syntactic position blocks it, and *pratyāhāras*, “abbreviated list,” i.e., the equation of a longer series of letters with a shorter (usually monosyllabic) combination of letters. All of this can be quite overwhelming and requires years of intense study to master, but it is, *pace* Whitney, well within the range of “mortal man.” In many ways this type of grammar is more akin to a computer program, although the comparison should not be carried very far.

Lest all this seem too abstract, let us look in some detail at one (simple) example. Toward the end of the 2nd quarter of the 7th lesson, Pāṇini has formulated a number of rules dealing with vṛddhi-substitution, i.e., instances where one vowel is replaced by an ā, an ai, or an au. An important rule of frequent application and consisting of only four syllables is the following:

P. 7.2.115 *aco ṇṇiti* |

In place of the final of a base (*aṅga*) ending in a vowel, the closest matching vṛddhi-vowel, i.e., an ā, ai, or au, occurs when a suffix follows that bears either an indicatory Ū or Ū. For example, if we add the suffix *tnaṆ* to the root √cyu, the form *cyautna*, “strength,” results.

Since the suffix is marked with Ū, au will replace the final u in accordance with P. 7.2.115. Although the application of the rule is straightforward, the reader might be astonished that only four syllables are able to express the corresponding English translation. The reason for this disparity derives from Pāṇini’s metalanguage and the various other syllable-saving techniques al-

---

70 Cf. PŚ 122 *ardhamātrālāghavena putrotsavam manyante vaiyākaraṇāḥ* | “Grammarians think (there has been) the birth of a son by saving half a mora.”

71 Treated exhaustively in Joshi & Bhate (1984), although one not need accept all of their conclusions about the original form of the A.

72 The suffix is added by UṇSUj 4.104. Ujjvaladatta gives the gloss *bala*, “strength.”
ready mentioned. Without attempting to be exhaustive, the following references for words in my translation might give some idea of what it means to read a Pāṇinian sūtra:

**In place of** P. 1.1.49 *ṣaṣṭhī sthāneyogā* | “The genitive is connected with ‘in place.’” This metarule defines a particular use of the sixth or genitive case within the A. It should be interpreted as specifying the substituendum, i.e., what is to be substituted.

**base (aṅga)** P. 6.4.1 *aṅgasya* | “Of a stem.” This is an *adhikāra*, “heading rule,” that governs from P. 6.4.1 up to the end of P. 7.4. All rules in these sections apply only when an *aṅga* base is in play. *aṅga* itself is defined in P. 1.4.13 (a very complex definition) and may be somewhat more accurately translated as “presuffixal stem.”

**the final** P. 1.1.52 *alo ’ntyasya* | “A substitute occurs in place of the final letter of that which is denoted by the word presented in the genitive case.” This is a metarule that restricts the location of the substituendum to the final letter of a larger sting of letters, in this case the *u* of the base *cyu*-

**ending in** P. 1.1.72 *yena vidhis tadantasya* | “A rule that is applicable to a particular element is also applicable to larger strings that end in that element as well as to that element itself.” Another metarule that ensures that a rule applies not only to the element mentioned in the sūtra but also to what ends in that element. In this case, vṛddhi-substitution applies not only a solitary vowel, but to what ends in a vowel, such as *cyu*-

**vowel** *acaḥ* (*aco with sandhi*) is the genitive singular of the *pratyāhāra*, “abbreviated list,” *aC*, and so means, according to P. 1.1.49, “in place of *aC*.” Such abbreviations are created by applying to a given list P. 1.1.71.73 The list in question that ends in *C* is found in the Śivasūtras, a series of sounds set in an arrangement tailored to Pāṇini’s rules. The first four of these sūtras are included under *aC* and encompass all the vowels.74

**the closest matching** P. 1.1.50 *sthāne ’ntaratamah* | “The closest (among several substitutes) oc-

---

73P. 1.1.71 *ādir antyena sahetā* | “An initial letter together with a final indicatory letter represents the phonetic form of the initial letter itself together with all the intervening letters.”

74Furthermore, to understand why Pāṇini has only listed short *a* and not also long *ā* or other variants with different accents, one must know P. 1.1.9 *tuḷyāṣprayatnam savarṇam*, another complex sūtra defining what “homorganic” sounds are, and P. 1.1.10 *nājhalau*. 
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curs in place (of the substituendum).” This metarule regulates the process of substitution when several substitutes are available. The appropriate substitute is the one that is closest to the substituendum, often with respect to phonetic properties.\(^75\) In this case, the \textit{u} of \textit{cyu-} is substituted by \textit{au} because they both share a velar (\textit{kaṇṭhya}) place of articulation.

\textbf{vrddhi-vowel} We must understand the word \textit{vrddhi} in the present sūtra from the preceding one. It has come via the process of \textit{anuvṛtti}, “rolling along.” That \textit{vrddhi} refers to \textit{ā}, \textit{ai}, and \textit{au} is known from P. 1.1.1 \textit{vrddhir ādaic}. Note that once again \textit{aiC} is a \textit{pratyāhāra}.

\textbf{when a suffix} Since this rule falls under the domain of \textit{aṅgasya} the element that follows (see the next entry) must be a suffix because an \textit{aṅga} is by definition a base with a following suffix.\(^76\)

\textbf{follows} P.1.1.66 \textit{tasminn iti nirdiṣṭe pūrvasya} | “When an item is presented in the seventh (loc.) case, an operation is to be directed toward what precedes (the item in the seventh case).” In other words, a word in the loc. gives the right-hand context for a rule. \textit{āṇṇiti} is in the loc.

\textbf{that bears either an indicatory \textit{N} or \textit{N} \textit{āṇṇiti} stands in the loc. case and is a bahuvrīhi compound with the meaning “that which has a \textit{N} of \textit{N} as an indicatory letter (\textit{it}).” The indicatory letters are defined in P. 1.3.2–8 and then elided by P. 1.3.9 before pronunciation. The application of these sūtras belongs properly to the suffix \textit{tnaṆ}, for without them we would not know that \textit{N} by P. 1.3.3 is an indicatory letter.

From this example, and I emphasize that I have not been exhaustive in my annotation, the reader should now have an idea as to why the sūtra on its own could appear oracular — it’s utterly unintelligible to the uninitiated\(^77\) — and perhaps not the best way to present the rule in question to a general audience, since it requires that a number of other rules have been memorized. Most grammarians of Sanskrit writing in the style of the Greek and Latin grammatical tradition would prefer, in the first place, to use more words and perhaps give a list of suffixes under a heading, such as, “the following suffixes cause \textit{vrddhi}-strengthening of final radical vowel.” Ultimately,


\(^76\)Not all commentators include \textit{pratyaye} in their gloss of the sūtra. The KV, Rāmacandra, and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣīta do not, but Dharmakīrti does (RA vol. I p. 46), as well as Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa (PraKPrak vol. I p. 243).

\(^77\)One well versed in Pāṇini’s metalanguage could easily make sense of a hitherto unknown rule provided its place within the \textit{A} were given.
however, both types of rules strive to describe the same phenomenon. What differs is how information is presented and retrieved. The cause for the disdain of one and the praise of the other rests in the educational habits of the teachers and students, the value placed on memorization, and an appreciation of a certain algebraic elegance. Yet an even larger conceptual divergence between Graeco-Roman grammar and Pāṇini’s is that the former explicitly seeks to account for the language of a partially still extant canonical set of literary, i.e., mostly poetic, texts whereas the aim of the A, which predates the major works of classical Sanskrit by several hundred years, is to generate an idealized, now mostly inaccessible, spoken language with only marginal, sometimes vague remarks about the language of the then preexisting and now still available literature, the Vedas. For someone like Dionysius of Thrax, the author of the first extant grammar of Greek, *Tēkhnē Grammatikē*, the poetic idiom of Homer, the classical tragedians, etc., formed the core of grammatical studies, as can be gleaned from his definition of *grammatikē*, a term with greater breadth than English “grammar”: “*grammatikē* is the empirical knowledge of the expressions commonly used among poets and prose writers.” Indeed, the sixth and most beautiful section is *krīsis poiēmátōn*, “criticism of poems.” This data-driven and poetry-centric approach to grammar, would go on to influence later Latin grammars and thence the grammars of the European languages and the attitudes of their grammarians. Although Pāṇini certainly based his grammar on usage known to him, since all the details of that exact idiom are rarely

---

78 Although Plato expressed reservations about the use of writing, prophesying that it would produce forgetfulness in those who learned the technology, the Graeco-Roman tradition of grammar is, as the name itself signifies, oriented toward the written word. Cf. Irvine (1994: 25–30) on Plato. For the importance of the writing by Hellenistic times, cf. Irvine (1994: 38f.): “[t]he underlying model of language was writing ... [t]he written text was privileged over speech, which came to be seen as merely ephemeral and local.”

79 Pāṇini’s description of the Vedic literature is the subject of Thieme (1935). Cf. Liebich (1885), in which Pāṇini’s description of case is compared with the usage found in the *Aitareya-Brāhmaṇa*, and Kiparsky (1980: 56–75), where the application of optional sūtras is measured against Vedic usage. The difficulty of finding an accurate representative of Pāṇini’s language — excluding linguistic specimens that were composed to exemplify the sūtras themselves — when a large Vedic corpus exists, has inspired the *grell klingende Antithese* in Benfey (1874: 3f.), that the Indians had the most wonderful language (scil. Vedic), for which they wrote no grammar, and the most wonderful grammar, for which there was no language. I must point out, however, that we know virtually nothing about the A’s original context, aims, or use. The earliest source for any such information is the MBh written centuries later. I will later touch briefly on the quixotic effort to date these works.

80 *Ars grammatica* p. 5: γραµµατική ἐστιν ἐµπειρία τῶν παρὰ ποιητὰς τε καὶ συγγραφέως ὡς ἐπὶ τὸ πολὺ λεγοµένου. Translated in Swiggers & Wouters (2002: 11). The passage is also translated and discussed in Irvine (1994: 43), although the former translation is more accurate.

81 As I have already pointed out and will discuss again shortly, Pāṇini’s commentators were concerned with (poetic)
reflected in the Sanskrit of later times and the grammar fails to account accurately for Vedic, or even all of classical Sanskrit, one must wonder, as did Whitney: why not just compose and use a different grammar?\textsuperscript{82} This reasoning, however, misses the point of the A, or rather, it neglects to engage with the literary culture and countless individuals for whom Sanskrit was inseparable from the A. In this context, one should understand Max Müller’s slightly hyperbolic pronouncement: “Whatever people may say, no one knows Sanskrit, who does not know Panini (sic).”\textsuperscript{83}

A further point of necessity, easily derived from the above example, likewise underscores the larger context of Pāṇini’s grammar. The A is not a work that one simply picks up off the shelf and reads, but it requires, like all sūtra-works in Sanskrit, the addition of a commentary from a teacher who has already mastered the text. We unfortunately do not have Pāṇini’s own commentary, although scholars have speculated that some explanations may be more original to Pāṇini’s own intention. Be that as it may, within the long history of the Pāṇinian tradition, the A was associated and studied with a vast and very learned body of commentarial literature in which various avenues of interpretation were explored and every letter of the grammar came under scrutiny.\textsuperscript{84} For some of the metarules I cited above there are dozens of pages of exegesis, beginning with Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya and extending to book-length studies from the modern era. Throughout much of its history, advanced study of the A involved a deep engagement with the problems raised by Patañjali and the author of the vārttikas, Kātyāyana, how to think through their arguments, and finally grasping each rule’s role in the structure of the grammar. Although correct language remained at the heart of the commentators’ interpretive program, it was necessary to provide an equally correct derivation for this language within the confines of the A (and later the additions by Patañjali and Kātyāyana) and based on a proper explanation of the sūtras. As noted above, what counted as correct or proper, both in the domain of usage and exegesis,

\textsuperscript{82}Once again, it is worth noting that there are still many similarities between Pāṇini and the Greek and Latin grammarians insofar as both sought to describe a particular ideal. In the case of the A, however, we have lost that ideal for the most part.

\textsuperscript{83}This statement, quoted and translated into Sanskrit in RA vol. I p. xvii with fn. s by Rangacharya, was give as part of an advertisement for works by Rai Bahadur Sris Chandra Vasu published by the Panini Office. It occurs, inter alia, at the end of Griffith (1912) on p. 143, if one continues the pagination of the main text.

\textsuperscript{84}I discuss this literature in the following section.
fluctuated over the course of time, and using the A as a quick reference grammar became even more impractical.

To rehash the main points of this section, the A is a set of rules with which the user can generate correct Sanskrit words out of nominal or verbal bases and suffixes. The interpretation of these highly condensed sūtras gave way to an extensive commentarial tradition, the study of which formed into a highly regarded and complex discipline unto itself. The target language of the grammar was, according to Patañjali, the speech of a class of learned Brahmans in a specific region of northern India, although some attention was given to the existing Vedic literature at the time. Unlike the European tradition of grammar, the A and its earliest commentators do not strive to describe a specific set of literary texts, and the great classics of Sanskrit literature, above all poetry, postdate the A by over half of a millennium. From the modern vantage point, especially in light of Graeco-Roman grammars, it appears that the cart has been put before horse. But it was precisely this situation, which forced the great interpretive feats that brought the Sanskrit grammarians such fame or infamy, as the case may be. Finally, it is worth emphasizing again that the study of A formed one of the core learned pursuits in Sanskritic culture.

1.5 Outline of Grammatical Texts

We do not as yet have any single reference work in English\footnote{In Hindi, see Yudhiṣṭhira Mīmāṃsaka (1973), Sanskrita Vyākarana-śāstra kā itihāsa with much valuable information, but modern scholarship is not often cited and the different schools of grammar are not treated evenly.} that could adequately provide the reader with the basic facts of the long and illustrious Sanskrit grammatical tradition, especially the non-Pāṇinian schools.\footnote{Scharfe’s History of Grammatical Literature, (1977), does not fulfill this desideratum, and, in fact, the much older Systems of Sanskrit Grammar by Belvalkar, (1915), is still, in many regards, a more thorough and informative work. The reader is encouraged to look up the reviews by Rocher (1978) and Cardona (1979), and note Rocher (1978: 81)’s sentiment that “[m]y disappointment is all the greater upon examination of what we have been offered,” and Cardona (1979: 117)’s evaluation that “[a]t times [Scharfe] fails to given (sic) even the barest minimum of information, at others he shows a penchant for petty quibbling while overlooking the obvious, and there is throughout an apodictic tone which is scarcely justified.” I must similarly note that the Philosophy of the Grammarians in the Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, Coward & Kunjunni Raja (1990), will also not serve as a proper history of Sanskrit grammar, albeit for different reasons, given the more limited scope of the book. Rather bizarre editorial choices have made even basic features of the book impractical, e.g., there are no page numbers from pp. 370–433, inclusive, and the bibliography} Nevertheless, I wish to limit myself, for the most part, to only those
texts that will play a major role in the body of my thesis, neglecting out of considerations of time and space a large number of works that are still in need of scholarly attention. These limitations in place, I will proceed to discuss, in roughly chronological order, the major works of Sanskrit grammatical tradition beginning with the Mahābhāṣya and terminating with Nāgeśa and a few of his followers. I will try to give additional references to the non-Pāṇinian school, especially when they are wanting in Scharfe (1977).

1.5.1 The Triad of Sages

1.5.1.1 Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyi

Much ink has already been spilled on attempts to pinpoint the date and place of Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, and Patañjali, collectively referred to as the munitraya, “Triad of Sages.” Pāṇini, the author of the Aṣṭādhyāyi, is to have hailed from Śalātura near modern day Taxila in Pakistan and lived sometime around 400 BCE. He clearly had predecessors, whose opinions he gives, but nothing is known about them. Efforts to arrive at an exact date for Pāṇini have been as tedious as they are uncertain. More recent evidence for Pāṇini’s date, presented in von Hinüber (1989: 34f.), is arranged by topic and then year, not by the author’s last name. Cf. Bronkhorst (1992) for a critical review.

For the Pāṇinian tradition we are very fortunate to have the exhaustive critical bibliographies in Cardona (1976) and (2004). There are, of course, several noteworthy publications since the last volume. For a translation of the passage, see Li (1996: 68f.).

He cites ten to be exact. We cannot write much of a history of grammatical scholarship prior to Pāṇini. What is known about linguistic speculation from the Vedic literature and Yāska’s Nirukta sheds little light on the development of Pāṇini’s highly technical mode of linguistic description, although some of his techniques, such as substitution and metarules, have parallels in other sūtra-literatures. For linguistic speculations and terminology in Vedic literature, Liebich (1919b: 3–17) is still of great value. See also Scharfe (1977: 78–87) with more recent secondary literature. On Yāska and the Nighaṇṭu, Sarup (1920), Scharfe (1977: 117–123), and Kahrs (1998). For the connection between Pāṇini and ritual, cf. Renou (1941–1942) [= Staal (1972: 435–478)] and Freschi & Pontillo (2013).

Cardona (1976: 260–268), with dozens of citations, rehashes the hitherto available arguments. Cardona relies, as do many others, on a wildly speculative notion that a certain amount of time must have elapsed between Pāṇini and Kātyāyana, and between Kātyāyana and Patañjali. Although Cardona (1976: 267) rightly admits that “subjectivism enters,” I know of no reason why a century, two centuries or a decade must intervene between either set of authors. If the A was a real hit and made waves, then surely reactions would have been swift in coming. Furthermore, the
has come from the interpretation of P. 5.2.120, a sūtra for the formation of \( rūpya \), which can mean an object that possesses a struck (\( āhata \)) form or a praiseworthy form. Just as the KV ad loc., von Hinüber takes this to be a reference to punched coins, and since punched coins only first appear in the north-west of India in 350 BCE, we have a terminus post quem for Pāṇini, and many scholars have adopted this as firm evidence. The evidence, however, is very flimsy and based on a number of assumptions for which no evidence is offered (why does \( āhata \) have the technical sense of a “punched”?), and Cardona (2015: 174, fn. 38) is right to find “[t]his assumption unjustified.”

Regarding the text of A, I should only like to mention, in addition to what I have already said above, that we do not know with great certainty how it came to be, in what context, and even what its original form was. Our first witness to the entire A, the sūtras as commented on in the KV, shows that the text had already undergone alteration. Even Kātyāyana and Patañjali knew of sūtras that had different readings. This instability of the sūtra-text over such a long period of time has rightly led scholars to question to what extent the A, as we have it, reflects Pāṇini’s original text, and query whether internal evidence might reveal other sorts of tampering such as additions and the rearrangement of rules or whole sections. The A could well be a composite text with a final redaction much later than its individual parts, a scenario that would essentially demolish any hope of establishing a date on internal evidence. Similar skepticism urges us to investigate whether the sūtras have been correctly interpreted by the extant commentators and

---

91P. 5.2.120 \( rūpād āhatapraśamsayor yap \) | “The suffix \( yaḥ \), in the sense of possession, optionally comes after \( rūpa \), which occurs in reference to something qualified by \( āhata \) or praise.” The exact meaning \( āhata \), “beaten, struck,” is crucial to the argument, but not discussed by von Hinüber.

92Cf. Falk (1993: 303f.). Houben (2009: 6, fn. 1) goes so far as to say that “[t]he date of ‘ca. 350 BCE’ for Pāṇini is thus based on concrete evidence which till now has not been refuted.” Cf. Scharfe (2009: 28, fn. 1) for further references and discussion of the numismatic evidence. Nevertheless, he still does not debate the interpretation of \( āhata \), which is crucial for making the link with coins in the first place.

93It has long been known that the authors of the KV have modified or had before them a modified version of Pāṇini’s sūtras, when compared with the evidence from the MBh. Cf. Kielhorn (1887) [=Rau (1969: 226–184)] and Oberlies (1996) as well as (2006). The latter demonstrates that many of the modifications date back to the javendra-vyākaraṇa, usually following the suggestion of Kātyāyana or Patañjali. In many ways the sūtra-pātha of the JV and CV also serve as evidence for the contents of the A. Other sūtras clearly derive from vārttikas.


95One of the more extreme views is found in Joshi & Roodbergen (1983).
what the reason for their (mis)interpretation may have been. These are perfectly valid questions, and anyone who studies Pāṇini should be made aware of what we know about the text’s development. Further insight into the composition of the A and Pāṇini’s linguistic principles may well also result from such inquiries. Nevertheless, one must at some point ask what the final outcome of such studies will be and to what extent are the results able to be verified. In my view, the situation boils down the following: if Kātyāyana and Patañjali did not have the original text of the A before them and their interpretation of the rules is at times incorrect, then even if modern scholars were to definitively reconstitute the original form of the A and determine the original interpretation of the sūtras, these results would have little or no relevance to the entire later commentarial tradition that spans almost two millennia.96 This, I strongly believe, is lamentable because it is precisely these texts that played such a pivotal role in Sanskrit literary culture and because virtually all of these texts are in desperate need of critical editions (or simply publication!), translations, and annotation. As for verification, since an older commentary on the A is unlikely to come to light, we will never have the opportunity to test the various hypotheses in any sort of productive way. Finally, the line of argumentation in such scholarship ascribes to Pāṇini a certain type of reasoning, i.e., the same as the modern researcher, which is more presumptuous than often admitted.

1.5.1.2 The Mahābhāṣya

Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya (MBh) counts as one of the most learned and difficult texts among human literary production. As fate would have it, it is also our first witness to the A, that is to say, much like the A itself, the now available commentarial tradition begins at an extraordinarily advanced stage with questions and discussions suited for the post-doc not the beginner. Regarding the work’s date and the details of its author, an enormous body of secondary literature exists,97 and

---

96 Kiparsky (2007) is a fine example of how we can better understand why Patañjali and others would interpret a sūtra contrary to what Pāṇini originally intended, namely, to account for new or overlooked data. Nevertheless, it still has little relevance for the rest of the tradition.

the long-standing scholarly consensus of the mid-2nd cent. BCE has been rightly called into question. Pollock, more recently, presents a mid-2nd CE date as credible.\footnote{Pollock bases this date, in part, on the likely advent of kāvya-literature with reference to Sicar (1939). The other source cited in Pollock (2006: 80f., fn. 15), however, has been misunderstood. Frauwallner (1960: 111) does not refer to the mid-2nd cent. CE, but rather BCE; dating Patañjali to this time period or even earlier is impossible, according to Frauwallner. In the penultimate sentence of the same paragraph, after remarking on the difficulties of giving precise dates during this period, Frauwallner only asserts that it is dubious to date Patañjali before the beginning of the common era (Mir scheint ... ein Ansatz Patañjali’s vor dem Beginn unserer Zeitrechnung bedenklich).} Since none of the evidence for dating Patañjali is particularly concrete in my view and his precise date plays no role in the following dissertation, I am content with leaving the question open and assuming that the MBh was written sometime around the turn of the Common Era.

To give an idea to someone unfamiliar with the MBh of how monumental this work is, we may quote the popular saying: \textit{mahābhāṣyaṃ vā pāṭhanīyaṃ mahārājyaṃ vā pāḷaniyam} | “One can either study the Mahābhāsyā or rule a great realm.”\footnote{Cited, e.g., in Scharfe (1977: 152).} Both tasks, should they be carried out successfully, require tremendous training, dedication, and occupy a person throughout the entirety of his/her life. What makes this text so difficult is not, as one might at first expect, the complexity of its language, but rather the assumption that the reader has a mastery not only of the A but also of the various problems involved in its interpretation as would arise during a more elementary study of Pāṇini’s grammar. As for the content of the work, the MBh is not a direct commentary on the A but, above all, a “discussion” (bhāṣya) of the vārṭikas, “critical comments,” (vārtt.) by Kātyāyana as well as a number of other grammatical arguments presented in metric form (kārikās).\footnote{Kātyāyana has formulated approximately 4,239 vārṭikas on 1,245 sūtras. Patañjali has commented on an additional 468 sūtras. Cf. Kielhorn (1886b: 203) [=Rau (1969: 206)]. There are 260 kārikās. The exact number of vārṭikas, and whether they are Kātyāyana’s, is difficult to determine because Patañjali does not always indicate this information in a very direct manner. Kielhorn (1876) [=Rau (1969: 1–64)] proposed a method for separating out a vārtt. from the surrounding bhāṣya — basically that Patañjali usually restates the vārtt. — but in a later publication, Kielhorn (1886b) [=Rau (1969: 206–214)] himself criticizes, and endeavors to improve upon, his early proposal. Cf. Rocher (1978: 84), who draws attention to the problem and Kielhorn’s self-criticism. Bronkhorst (1987: 1–13) revisits the problem and draws our attention to the fact that Kielhorn has added words in his edition of the MBh so as to bring the text into closer conformity with his theory. See further Bronkhorst (1994: 250–253), where he discusses the matter again with a response to Wezler’s criticisms. Strangely, Kielhorn (1886) is not cited in either of these publications. I, deferring to the modern standard, follow Kielhorn’s numbering of the vārṭikas in his edition.} All of this takes place in the form of a lively debate between what later commentators identify as an ācārya, “teacher,” and one or more ācāryadesīyas, “almost-teachers.”
Leaving aside biographical questions about Kātyāyana, we may view him as examining and testing the validity of Pāṇini’s rules, the accuracy of his wording, and how they fit together into the larger system. Patañjali, following Kātyāyana’s example, does the same to his vārttikas and to those rules of Pāṇini on which he comments independently. In some places Kātyāyana and Patañjali accept Pāṇini’s rules as they are formulated but in others, both commentators come to the conclusion that certain sūtras require either modification in their basic formulation or additions (upasaṃkhyāna, iṣṭi). Sometimes entirely new rules are formulated, but sometimes sūtras are rejected as superfluous.

Although such learned grammatical debates occupy Patañjali in the vast majority of his commentary, we also learn from the MBh something about how Patañjali envisioned the world in which the A was studied and to what end. Much of the information regarding this milieu derives from the Paspaśā (Introduction) to the MBh, the most thoroughly studied portion of the text. Patañjali situates the use of Pāṇini’s grammar squarely in the limited world of the sacred, above all the ritual, as can be gleaned from the fives uses (prayojanas) of grammar, the first of which is rakṣā, “preservation (of the Vedas).” Together with the oft-quoted passage about the śiṣṭas “learned” mentioned above on p. 6, we can have little doubt about Patañjali’s idealized linguistic context for Sanskrit.

### 1.5.2 The First Non-Pāṇinian Grammars

However much Patañjali may have tried to make the A a text of Brahmans and an important part of successfully caring out the Vedic ritual, it is in the grammars of the Jains and Buddhists that we find our first extant responses to Patañjali.
1.5.2.1 The *Kātantra* of Śarvavarman (2nd–4th cent.)

The *Kātantra* (Kā) has a complex history.\(^{104}\) Fragments of this grammar with a commentary, and a seemingly earlier version named *Kaumāralāta*, have come to light in the Turfan (modern Turkestan) and are dated to the 4th–5th cent. CE.\(^{105}\) The oldest version is, therefore, usually dated to the first centuries CE, but there is no firm evidence for one century or another. The Kā gained quickly in popularity and was subsequently augmented to cover the same range of topics as the A.\(^{106}\) Although the Kā was studied throughout most of India and beyond, the grammar had a close affiliation with Buddhists, as its presence in the Turfan, Tibetan translations, and the commentary by Durgasimha, a Buddhist, attest to. As is typical of almost all the non-Pāṇinian grammars, the Kā does not formulate rules for Vedic usage or for the pitch accent. The following commentaries (many more exist) are available in print and have been consulted by me:

- A *vṛtti* and *ṭīkā* by Durgasimha (6th–8th cetn.?).
- The *Śiśyahitānyāsa* by Ugrabhūti (10th or 11th cent.).
- The *Kātantravṛttipaṇjikā*, a sub-commentary on the Durgasimha’s *vṛtti*, by Trilocanadāsa (12th cent.).\(^{107}\)
- The *Kalāpacandra*, a commentary primarily on the last, by Kavirāja Suṣeṇaśarman.

\(^{104}\)For a general description, cf. Belvalkar (1915: 68–76), Liebich (1919a) with German translation, Scharfe (1977: 162f), and Shen (2014: 11–37). The last is particularly valuable for an English overview of what we know about the Kā, its manuscripts, commentaries, date, etc., as well as a detailed bibliography. The various introductory material in the 1997 edition by Dwivedi also contains much information. Cf. Pollock (2006: 62 and 169–172) for the early reception of the Kā and its patronage.

\(^{105}\)Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent dates will be CE.

\(^{106}\)Cf. Cardona (2008) and Shen (2015: 20–23). The original grammar of less than 450 sūtras did not include sections on primary derivatives (*kṛdanta*), secondary suffixes (*taddhitas*) or compounds.

\(^{107}\)He is cited by Vopadeva (13th cent.). Cf. Belvalkar (1915: 74).
1.5.2.2  The Jainendravyākaraṇa (mid-5th cent)

The little studied Jainendravyākaraṇa (JV)\textsuperscript{108} of Devanandin (Pūjyapāda)\textsuperscript{109} (mid-5th cent.)\textsuperscript{110} is the first attempt to recreate the A with additions from the MBh but without the rules for the pitch accent or the Vedic language. There are two recensions of the grammar: a shorter version (3063 sūtras), found primarily in the north among the Śvetāmbara Jainas, with the commentary Mahāvrētti (Great Commentary) by Abhayanandin (JV(M))\textsuperscript{111} and a longer version (3708 sūtras), found primarily in the south among the Digambara Jainas, with the commentary Śabdārṇava-candrikā (Moonlight among the Ocean of Words) by Somadeva (JV(Ś)).\textsuperscript{112} The former is the (more) original version, whereas the latter is the younger. The difference between the two, however, goes beyond mere additions, and there are also discrepancies in terminology and the formulation of rules. Furthermore, there are two recasts in the Kaumudī-style: one based on the JV(M), the Pañcavastuka by Śrutakīrti,\textsuperscript{113} and one for the JV(Ś), the Jainendraprakriyā or Prakriyāvatāra of Guṇanandideva.\textsuperscript{114} Finally, Pathak (1931–32: 27) mentions yet another redaction of JV(M) among Śvetāmbaras titled Bhagadvāgvādinī.\textsuperscript{115} The JV is Pāṇini to the extreme, by which I refer to how

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{108} In general, see Zachariae (1880), Belvalkar (1915: 52–56), Scharfe (1977: 168f).
\item \textsuperscript{109} The precise name of the author of the sūtras has drawn the attention of scholars, but an exhaustive presentation of the available data is still wanting, above all, the evidence of the colophons. Cf. Kielhorn (1881) [=Rau (1969: 180–184)] and Pathak (1883).
\item \textsuperscript{110} Bronkhorst (1985), arguing on the basis of Devandin’s other work, the Sarvārthasiddhi, argues for a date not long after 455. Cf. Birwé (1971: 35–44) with the caveat that Birwé’s relative chronology of the JV(M) and the CV is no longer accepted. Oberlies (1996) agrees, although he is more insistent on Devandin’s priority to the Candragomin.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Abhayanandin lived between Māgha, whose verse (ŚiśuP 1.47) he cites ad JV(M) 4.3.114 for the form practicaskare, and the KV, perhaps in the early 7th cent. Cf. Zachariae (1880: 308) and Oberlies (1996: 273ff.).
\item \textsuperscript{112} The younger recension (as well as the older) is already known to Akalanka (ca. 750). Cf. Birwé (1971: 44–53), according to whom the recension is by Guṇanandin. Based on a note in Kielhorn’s MS, the commentator, Somadeva (also Somasūri), is to be dated to 1205 during the reign of Bhojadeva (Bhoja II), and the commentary was composed in Ājurikā. Cf. Kielhorn (1881: 76) [=Rau (1969: 181)].
\item \textsuperscript{113} Cf. Kielhorn (1881: 76) [=Rau (1969: 181)], Belvalkar (1915: 56). Pathak (1931–32: 26) gives the date Śaka 1045 (= 967/8 CE) for one Śrutakīrti, but it need not be the author of the Pañcavastuka. In fact, since Pathak generally does not translate or explain the Sanskrit passages he cites, it is unclear why he believes śrutakīrti to be a proper name at all. See the following footnote for further discussion. I have not had access to this work.
\item \textsuperscript{114} What is found in Pathak (1931–32: 26f.) about the Jainendraprakriyā and its author, has been refuted by Birwé (1971: 33). That Somadeva availed himself of this commentary while writing the Śabdārṇava-candrikā requires more evidence.
\item \textsuperscript{115} The scholarship on the Jainendravyākarana is rather limited, and since the bibliography given in Scharfe (1977: 205) is rather sparse — he lists no secondary literature save Birwé’s introduction to the edition of the Sākatāyana-vyākarana — I give here additional references. Zachariae (1880) and Kielhorn (1881) [=Rau (1969: 180–184)] independently (Kielhorn was not aware of Zachariae’s article) provide the first basic but rather complete overviews of the grammatical school, although Burnell (1875: 97ff) was also aware of it and had had access
\end{itemize}
Devanandin has taken the economizing devices in the A to a new level. He has replaced almost all polysyllabic technical terms with monosyllabic ones, e.g., *samprasāraṇa* becomes *ji*, *dhātu* becomes *dhu*, etc. In addition, certain suggestions have been taken over from the MBh, mostly those that would help to shorten the grammar, e.g., Devanandin does away with the *ekāśeṣa* rules, a fact that has given the name *anekaśeṣaṃ vyākaraṇam* to the JV. Finally, the rules for the Vedic language as well as for the pitch accents are omitted. Otherwise, the JV follows the layout of the A quite closely, as can be easily ascertained from the comparative lists on pp. 431–488 of Tripāṭhi’s edition. The divergences are also apparent. My last general remark about the content of the grammar is that it is Jain not simply because of its author, commentator, and primary users, but also on account of the initial sūtra: JV 1.1.1 *siddhir anekāṇṭāt*, “There is the establishment (of words) on the basis of multiplicity.” As Abhayanandin goes on to explain in his commentary, we should understand from *anekāṇṭāt* that words are *anitya*, “impermanent,” because they are manufactured (*kṛtaka*), and that this foundational concept of Jain philosophy is also responsible for the correct application of grammatical sūtras, e.g., the immediately following one, which defines *svam* (= *savarṇam*, “homorganic,” of P. 1.1.9), is only sensible (*upapadyate*) when we assume the multiplicity of objects as having both similarity and dissimilarity.

The JV did not, as the text’s current circulation would lead us to believe, remain within the

to parts of the grammar. Zachariae discusses only the JV(M) on the basis of a MS in the then Königliche Bibliothek of Berlin. Kielhorn, on the other hand, mentions the two main recensions as well as the *Pañcavastuṅka* and correctly presumes the priority of the JV(M). Belvarkar (1915: 52–56) is generally less informative than Kielhorn and Zachariae (it does not seem he is aware of this article), although he does incorporate a few important points from Pathak (1914), e.g., that the KV knew the JV. Cf. Pathak (1914: 210). Unfortunately, Belvarkar also follows Pathak’s then unpublished belief that the JV(S) is the “truer” version, a theory later published in Pathak (1931–32). Birwé (1971: 25–44) refutes Pathak’s arguments and establishes Kielhorn’s earlier assumption on a firm foundation. Scharfe (1976: 169f.) is excessively brief. Bronkhorst (1985) and Oberlies (1996) investigate the relation of the JV and its commentaries to the CV and KV. Further work is needed on this school despite Kielhorn (1881: 76)’s [= Rau (1969: 181)] harsh and unfair judgment: “… among various grammars which have come under my notice, there is none more wanting in originality, none more worthless than the *jainendram*. ” Belvarkar (1915: 54f.) likewise offers little reason to study the JV.

A complete list is given in the second appendix to Tripāṭhi’s edition on pp. 459f.


Mahāvṛtta ad JV(M) 1.1.1: *etac ca vastunā sādharmyavaidharmyātmake nekānte saty upapadyate* | “And this (JV 1.1.2) makes sense when there is the multiplicity consisting of being similar and dissimilar to an object.” The example is that *a* and *ā* are *sva* with one another because they are similar in place of articulation and different with respect to length. Abhayanandin also demonstrates the difficulties if only similarity or dissimilarity were taken into consideration. He offers the additional example of JV(M) 1.1.5.
confines of Jain communities. Rather, as Oberlies (1996) has demonstrated, this grammar and its early commentaries had an impact on both the CV and the KV. We can be rather certain that Candragomin knew the sūtra text of the JV and, most likely, a now lost vṛtti that originally accompanied the sūtras. Oberlies (1996) has also provided further evidence that the KV made use of the JV and the Mahāvṛtti.\textsuperscript{119}

1.5.2.3 The Cāndravyākaraṇa (Late 5th cent.)

That we now have the Cāndravyākaraṇa (CV) of Candragomin, a Buddhist scholar of great renown (late 5\textsuperscript{th} cent.),\textsuperscript{120} is owed to the efforts of Bruno Liebich, who around the turn of the 20\textsuperscript{th} cent. published the sūtra-text, its commentary, and the ancillary works, the Dhātupāṭha, and Unādisūtra.\textsuperscript{121} The grammar differs in many respects from both the A as well as the JV, although the underlying goal was still much the same as the latter: to improve upon the A in light of the MBh. The most salient feature, in sharp contrast to the JV, is that it does not make use of samjñās, “technical terms,” and is even named the asamjñakaṃ vyākaraṇam, “grammar without technical terms,” in the vṛtti ad CV 2.2.68. It further differs from the JV in that Candragomin has made no effort to follow Pāṇini’s presentation of topics, an overview of which is available in Liebich (1920b: 3f.), and that there is slight evidence to show that the grammar once contained a section on Vedic rules and accents.\textsuperscript{122} On the other hand, the CV lacks much in detail when compared to the A or the JV. Consequently, it seems that the grammar must have always been closely linked to a commentary to explain overly general rules. The vṛtti, “running commentary,” that is now available on the CV has been the topic of some debate since Dash (1986: 8–12) has produced evidence that this is not a svavṛtti by Candragomin himself, but rather by one Dharmadāsa, who is mentioned

\textsuperscript{119}See the summary in Oberlies (1996: 308f.).
\textsuperscript{120} Cf. Liebich (1899) and (1930: 264–272). In general on the CV, see Scharfe (1977: 164–167). On the identity of the grammarian Candragomin with the author of the play Lokānanda and the verse-epistle Śisyalekha, see Hahn (1992) with a discussion of dissenting views and further literature.
\textsuperscript{121} Liebich (1895) gives an extensive overview of Candragomin and the literature on the CV available in Tibetan with excerpts. In Liebich (1902) the sūtra-text, dhātupāṭha, and unādisūtras were published. The CV with vṛtti followed in Liebich (1918).
\textsuperscript{122} See Scharfe (1977: 164, fn. 11) and Aussant (2011: 210f.).
in the colophons of several MSS.\textsuperscript{123}

The CV holds a place of particular importance in the early history of Sanskrit grammar, and it is worth noting a few of the details here. Besides the CV and the school that grew out of it, which I will discuss shortly, it is thanks to Candra that the study of the \textit{Mahābhāṣya} was revived under King Abhimanyu of Kashmir after a period of neglect in the region. Upon completing his investigation of Patañjali’s work, he is to have propagated its study and even authored his own grammar. Reference here is to two well-known and thoroughly studied passages in Bhartṛhari’s \textit{Vākyapadiya} and Kalhaṇa’s \textit{Rājataraṅgiṇī}.\textsuperscript{124} Although we do not know anything about the study of the MBh elsewhere in India during this period of time, Candragomin made a large enough impact on the scholarly consciousness that Bhartṛhari felt compelled to mention him in his brief survey of Pāṇinian grammar at the end of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} \textit{kāṇḍa}, and it was still compelling in the 12\textsuperscript{th} cent., when Kalhaṇa wrote the \textit{Rājataraṅgiṇī}. Once again, we find that the MBh was cultivated, if not saved, in the hands of non-Brahmans, and the result of this engagement was, much like we saw with Devanandin, not a commentary on the MBh but a new grammar that integrated the improvements noted by Patañjali and Kātyāyana: a new and improved A. This does not mean, however, that the CV was irrelevant for the later Pāṇinian tradition. As was already observed in Kielhorn (1886), many of the explanations and additions in the KV can be found in the CV or its \textit{vṛtti}. Although we cannot eliminate the possibility that both drew on a common source, as

\textsuperscript{123}At the end of Liebich’s edition of the commentary we find \textit{secunda manu śrīmad-ācārya-dharmadāsasya kṛtir iyam}, “this work of the venerable teacher Dharmadāsa.” See further the manuscript of the CV with \textit{vṛtti} in the University of Cambridge library: https://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/view/MS-ADD-01691-00005/1 (Last accessed 20/10/2017). For an overview and discussion of the debate surrounding the commentary’s authorship, cf. Vergiani (2011) with further secondary literature. More studies are needed, but I find the evidence for a separate authorship compelling.

\textsuperscript{124}VP 2.482–487 and RT 1.176. RT 4.488 continues the story of the MBh under Jayāpiḍa. Aklujkar (1978) argues that the verses in the VP are not by Bhartṛhari himself but by a student. Neither source gives the name Candragomin, simply Candra. Nevertheless, there seems to be little reason to doubt the identity of the two grammarians. Already by the time of Stein’s edition and translation of the RT, these passages had attracted the attention of several scholars. Cf. Stein (1900 I: 31f., fn. 176). Joshi & Roodbergen (1976: i–xxxiv) discuss \textit{passim} the history of the interpretation of these passages and add their own interpretation on pp. xxxii–xxxiii. Cardona (1977–78) and Aklujkar, in a series of publications (see Aklujkar (1991) with further references), also discuss the relevant passages in some detail with ample citations and evaluative judgments of previous scholarship. Unfortunately, Aklujkar (1991) does not include a complete bibliography (only “select”), and one must turn to other publications to determine the exact references, e.g., Cardona (2004: 7–93). Cardona (1978: 78–82) gives a very lucid overview of the passages. I do not wish to take up the precise interpretation of these verses at present. Suffice it to say that a \textit{communis opinio doctorum} does not yet exist.
argued in Bronkhorst (2002), I still find it difficult to insist that KV did not draw on the CV and its commentary.\textsuperscript{125} Another indication that the Cāndra-school had a long-lasting influence on the Pāṇinian tradition can be found in the commentary on the Dhātupāṭha by Kṣiṁravāmin, the Kṣirataraṇginī (11\textsuperscript{th} cent. Kashmir), in which ample citations to the Cāndra-Dhātupāṭha are to be found.\textsuperscript{126} The grammar’s impact even extended into the middle of the second millennium, when Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa cites the CV as an authority, an example of which we will see in ch. 4, § 4.6.6. But the primary domain of the CV remained in Buddhist communities, especially in Sri Lanka, and it is indeed rare to find commentators of the Pāṇinian school referring to the CV, whereas Buddhists made use of the CV when commenting on Sanskrit works, the primary examples being Ratnaśrījñāna on Daṇḍin’s Kāvyādarśa and Vasubandhu on the Abhidharmakośa. The full impact of the Cāndra-school is still being realized, as recent studies and editions have shown.\textsuperscript{127} I have only availed myself of the sūtra-text and the vr̥tti.

\textsuperscript{125} Aussant (2011) has taken the logical step of placing the two commentaries on the Pratyāhārasūtras side by side and noting the differences and similarities. The amount of identical text is overwhelming. Nevertheless, Aussant (2011: 211) remains skeptical that the CV vr̥tti is the direct source for the KV. More watertight evidence that the KV knew the CV comes from Oberlies (1996: 312–314), who has given an incomplete list of 19 instances where pronouns (kecit, “some,” anye, “others” and apare, “others”) can be shown to refer to either the CV, the JV or the commentaries thereon. Two of these can be traced back only to the CV vr̥tti. Once a thorough comparison of all three commentaries has been carried out, it might be possible to distinguish the content of a third, now lost commentary that was part of the Pāṇinian school. One could hypothesize that the innovations of the CV vr̥tti that the KV has not adopted or only alluded to by some, etc. were part of the lost commentary.

\textsuperscript{126} On this author and commentary, which I will discuss further in ch. 6, see Liebich (1930: 201–215).

\textsuperscript{127} Though no longer very recent, Dash (1986) and Oberlies (1989) are to date the most detailed study of the CV since the works of Bruno Liebich. Oberlies has published four further studies on the CV, Oberlies (1989), (1992), (1996), and (2012), the last one detailing many of the texts of the grammatical school awaiting editing and publication. Gornall (2012) has studied the impact of the presentation of the kārakas in the CV on later Pāli grammars. Cf. Gornall (2014). Dimitrov has done much to unearth and publicize the larger commentarial tradition on the CV. Dimitrov (2007) provides an edition of the Vimiśatypasarvagṛtti, “A commentary on the 30 Preverbs,” with the Tibetan translation. Dimitrov (2010) presents a manuscript of the Candrālamkāra of Sāriputta (Vijayagarbha), a commentary on Ratnamati’s Candravyākaranapaññikā, itself a commentary on the CV and its vr̥tti. Dimitrov (2016), a monumental work, traces the history of Ratnamati (Ratnaśrījñāna) and discusses a number of important texts associated with the Cāndra-school.
1.5.3 The Pāṇinīyas up to Kaiyaṭa

1.5.3.1 Bhartṛhari (5th–6th cent.)

The development of Sanskrit grammar in the centuries after Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya is marked, above all, by Bhartṛhari’s Vākyapadiya (VP; The Treatise on Sentence and Word) (5th–6th cent.),\(^{128}\) or perhaps the Trikāṇḍī,\(^{129}\) an expansion of Patañjali’s philosophy of language with many important innovations and numerous competing views from different philosophical schools mixed in.\(^{130}\) Part of the continuity with the MBh is the Brahmanic (or Vedic) frame for the study and use of grammar, as is made abundantly clear in the opening verses of the first or Brahma-kāṇḍa: they lay out the non-dualism of brahman, which one can obtain through the Vedas — themselves the manifestation of a singular.\(^{131}\) Correct (sādhu) words, established by the learned according to tradition, effect dharma, “merit,”\(^{132}\) and grammar (vyākaraṇa) itself is elevated to a means of achieving brahman.\(^{133}\)

The philosophical achievements of the VP are the discussion of sphoṭa,\(^{134}\)...

---

\(^{128}\)On Bhartṛhari’s life and times and his identification as the author of other works including the collection of poems known as the Satakatra or Subhaṣitatrisati, see Houben (1996: 3–10) and Cardona (1976: 295–299). We know next to nothing about his life, although he was certainly well acquainted with the Vedic ritual and the Maitrāyaṇīya branch of the Yajurveda. The body of literature on the VP is growing, but we still lack a critical edition and a complete, annotated translation. Rau’s edition, (1977), is a first step toward a critical edition, but since he did not take into consideration MSS of the VP with commentaries, much work is still left to be done. I will use this edition for citing the kārikā.

\(^{129}\)Cf. Aklujkar (1969). Aklujkar has provided ample evidence that the final kāṇḍa of the VP, the Pada-kāṇḍa (Section on Words) or Prakīrṇaka (Miscellanea) was conceptualized as a treatise in its own right or, at the very least, enjoyed some independence from the first two kāṇḍas, which carried the name Vākyapadiya for certain individuals. The designation (not necessarily a title) Trikāṇḍi, however, is only attested once in a punning verse by Helārāja at the conclusion of his commentary on the Prakīrṇaka and cited in Aklujkar (1969: 555); Gokulanāthamiśra, Kaundabhaṭṭa, and Haribhāskara, however, identify verses from the Prakīrṇaka as belonging to the text named Vākyapadiya. Cf. Aklujkar (1969: 554). I do not, therefore, think that there is much precedent (or even evidence) for naming Bhartṛhari’s magnum opus the Trikāṇḍi and so will continue to collectively refer to all three kāṇḍas as the Vākyapadiya with due acknowledgment of the possible inaccuracy. Cf. Houben (1995: 6, fn. 8) and Cardona (2004: 247–249) for further discussion of the problem.

\(^{130}\)For an introduction and summary of the VP, see Aklujkar (1970) and Subramania Iyer (1969).

\(^{131}\)A good, short summary is given in Cardona (1999: 92). Houben (1995: 15–20) has argued that the VP evinces a sort of “perspectivism,” which amounts to claiming that Bhartṛhari was willing to accept the validity of different philosophical arguments or perspectives in various contexts. In order to ascribe this mindset to Bhartṛhari, one must, as Houben (1995: 15) suggests we do, ignore the opening of his work and then return to it after reading other sections. Cardona (1999: 92ff.) demonstrates the difficulties and oddities of this approach. Cf. Cardona (2009) for a longer treatment. I agree with Cardona that we should best take the introduction to a work as representing the background for the remainder.

\(^{132}\)VP 1.27ab.

\(^{133}\)VP 1.22cd tad vyākaraṇam āgamya paraṃ brahmādhigamyate | “With recourse to grammar that supreme brahman is reached.”
“burst,” in the first kāṇḍa and the sentence as the true unit of semantic analysis in the second kāṇḍa. Although Bhartṛhari is most often lauded for his contributions to the philosophy of language, as distinct from grammar proper, i.e., the application and interpretation of Pāṇini’s rules (an anachronistic distinction), his contributions to the latter have hardly been studied. It is worth noting that the vr̥tti-samuddeśa, which deals with the technicalities of vr̥tti, “integration,” on the basis of the MBh in a highly technical manner, is nearly as large as the entire first two kāṇḍas combined. In addition to the VP, and of some importance to this dissertation, is Bhartṛhari’s commentary on the MBh, the Mahābhāṣya-dīpikā or Tripādi,135 which has been preserved in a single MS now housed in the Staatsbibliothek Berlin.136 Both works testify to the sustained interest in the MBh into the middle of the first millennium and, moreover, its continued relevance to Brahmanical philosophy and ritual.

1.5.3.2 The Kāśikāvṛtti (7th cent.)

Though lacking in the philosophical profundity of Bhartṛhari’s VP, the Kāśikāvṛtti (KV)137 of Jayāditya and Vāmana138 (7th cent.?139) is of monumental importance for the remainder of the Pāṇinian tradition and holds the place as both our first extant vr̥tti, “running commentary,” on the A and the first witness to all of Pāṇini’s sūtras. I have already drawn attention to the influence of the Jainendravyākaraṇa and Cāndravyākaraṇa on KV and would only add that the KV also often differs from Patañjali in the interpretation of individual sūtras, for which reason many

---

134In this context vr̥tti is a difficult term to translate. It refers to how the semantics of a word result from the addition of suffixes or composition.
135So called because it only covers the first three pādas of the A. Aklujkar 1971 has also sought to correct how we name Bhartṛhari’s commentary on the MBh. Once again, the argumentation does not entirely convince. Cf. Houben (1996: 6, fn. 9).
136For the editions and translations now available, see Cardona (2004: 219).
138There is evidence from colophons, Jinendrabuddhi, and possibly the KV itself for the composite nature of the text as we have it. Cf. Bhattacharyya (1922: 190–192) and (1946: 2f.), Cardona (1976: 278f.), Bronkhorst (1983: 399–402) with further references, and Kulkarni (2002) and (2008). Traditionally the commentary on the first five adhyāyas belongs to Jayāditya and the rest to Vāmana. How exactly to interpret the data is still open
139The lower date for the KV is generally said to be the poet Bhāravi (early 6th cent.), because a partial verse from his poem, the Kirātāruniya, is found quoted in the KV ad P. 1.3.23. The upper limit is Jinendrabuddhi (8th cent.), the author of a commentary on the KV. Further evidence comes from the Chinese pilgrim, Yijing. Cf. Cardona (1976: 280f.) and Haag & Vergiani (2011: 15, fn. 1).
later commentators like Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣīta argue against the KV and give different interpretations for some of Pāṇini’s rules.\textsuperscript{140}

The two published commentaries on the KV are:

- The Kāśikāvivaranaṇapaṇḍjīkā or Nyāsa by Jinedrabuddhi (8\textsuperscript{th} cent.)
- The Padamaṇjarī by Haradatta Miśra (12\textsuperscript{th} cent.?)

Both of these commentaries are voluminous and very sophisticated, often repeating discussions from the MBh. Jinendrabuddhi,\textsuperscript{141} however, does not strictly follow Patañjali in his interpretation of sūtras and introduces a number of novel explanations. I will discuss one such interpretation in ch. 4 (pp. 193ff.) regarding the suffix KvasU. One of the most characteristic features of this commentary is the attempt to remove additions (vārttikas, iṣṭīs, etc.) to the A and instead proceed yathānyāsam, “according to the set wording (of the sūtras).” Jinendrabuddhi also wrote a commentary named Viśālāmalavatī on Diṅnāga’s Pramāṇasamuccaya.\textsuperscript{142}

Haradatta,\textsuperscript{143} who properly belongs to the second millennium after Kaiyaṭa, may be briefly discussed here. I have already given some details about his life and works above on p. 16. He is a staunch supporter of grammar as an integral part of Vedic education and cites the MBh and VP throughout his work. Haradatta’s date has been pushed back into the first millennium based on very slim evidence,\textsuperscript{144} namely that there is one citation from the Padamaṇjarī in the Rūpāvatāra by Dharmakīrti.\textsuperscript{145} This one piece of evidence goes against all else that we know about Haradatta, especially the fact that he seems to know Kaiyaṭa’s Pradīpa (but not cited by name) and that

\textsuperscript{140}Joshi & Roodbergen (1991: 5) believe that the examples transmitted in KV, which differ from Patañjali’s, may give us a clue as to “the authentic meaning of a Pāṇinīsūtra.”

\textsuperscript{141}Cf. Wielińska-Soltwedel (2006 II: 11–17) with further literature. In Bengal, a substantial commentarial literature grew around the Nyāsa, of which only parts of the Tantrapradīpa by Maitreyarakṣita have been published. Cf. Bhattacharya (1946: 9–19).


\textsuperscript{143}Cf. DSG 443f., Tripathi (1981: xvii–xxi), and Kane (1930: 347–353) for general details. Based on his third introductory verse, Haradatta’s father was Padmakumāra, and his elder brother, Agnikumāra. His teacher is said to be Aparājīta, but this could also just be another adjective modifying ācārya, and both are in apposition to jyeṣṭa, “elder brother.” Sharma (1985) is one of the few studies on the Padamaṇjarī and contains helpful lists of works cited.

\textsuperscript{144}Cf. Cardona (1976: 281).

\textsuperscript{145}RA vol. II p. 157.
the Padamañjari is not cited until Sāyaṇa (13th–14th cent.). To substantiate the single quote in the Rūpāvatāra, we need to examine the MSS because “the printed text differs largely from the Ms. almost on every page.” Until the contents of the Rūpāvatāra can be more securely established, I see no reason to diverge from the more logical date of the 12th cent.

1.5.4 The Rūpāvatāra of Dharmakīrti (10th cent.)

One of the most important works for the remainder of the Pāṇinian school is the Rūpāvatāra (Descent of Forms) (RA) by one Dharmakīrti, a Buddhist (10th cent.) from the south, possibly even Sri Lanka. Although heavily indebted to the KV, the primary innovation of RA is the arrangement of Pāṇini’s sūtras (not all of them and with Vedic and accent rules omitted) into avatāras, “descents,” so as to teach derivations (prakriyās) with greater clarity to the advantage of students. This model of grammar, later known as the Kaumudi-style, would become the most popular way of presenting the A (and other grammars as well), culminating in Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudi. This is the first extant work of the Pāṇinian school to do away with all Vedic rules, although, as I show in ch. 4, what is Vedic is not always so straightforward. Unfortunately, the only printed edition of the RA is not representative of the available MSS and likely contains many alterations unspecified by the editor (see the preceding section). A critical edition is needed for meaningful future scholarship. We can, however, broadly see an attempt to create simplified

---

146 That Śaranadeva (12th), who quotes a wide range of authors and often by name, does not mention Haradatta’s Padamañjari adds further evidence for this work’s late date. Cf. Renou (1940: 57f., fn. 2).

147 Belvalkar (1938: 73). I have inspected a few MSS of the Rūpāvatāra at BORI and can confirm this statement. Unfortunately, I was at the time not aware of this problem and did not check to see if the reference to Haradatta was in the MSS.


149 The opening verse reads:

\[
\text{sarvajñam anantaguṇaṃ praṇamya bālaprabodhanārtham imam |}
\text{rūpāvatārām alpam sukālapam rjum karīṣyāmi ||}
\]

“After bowing to the omniscient (Buddha), whose virtues are endless, I shall make this ‘Descent of Forms,’ small, well-ornamented, and upright, in order to instruct the young.” I do not know of other instances of the adjective, sukālapa. kalāpa could also mean “bundle” or perhaps it is a reference to the Kālāpa, i.e., Kātantra grammar, whose topical arrangement the RA follows. The grammar is so named because Śarvavarman is to have gotten it from the tail feathers (kalāpa) of Kumāra’s peacock. Cf. Trivedi (1925: 24, fn. †).
version of the A that could compete with the shorter and less complex Kā and CV. In explaining Pāṇini’s sūtras, Dharmakīrti has often followed the KV quite closely.

1.5.4.1 The Mahābhāṣyapradīpa of Kaiyaṭa (11th cent.)

The Mahābhāṣyapradīpa (Light on the Mahābhāṣya) (MBhPra) of Kaiyaṭa (11th cent.), a running commentary on Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya, is a seminal work for the Pāṇinian tradition and integral to the understanding of the MBh. Kaiyaṭa refutes the opinions of earlier grammarians who are at odds with Patañjali.

1.5.5 The Later Non-Pāṇinians

Too many schools of grammar developed after the CV, especially in the first half of the second millennium, to deal with them all here. The reader is referred to Belvalkar (1915) and Scharfe (1977: 187–190) for a brief account. In what follows I have only provided basic information on those schools that are most relevant for the present dissertation and about which I might have something novel to add.

1.5.5.1 The Śabdānuśāsana of Śākaṭāyana (9th cent.)

The Śabdānuśāsana (ŚāŚ) of Śākaṭāyana (late 9th cent.) with auto-commentary Amoghavṛtti may not be the most innovative grammar, but it attests to the ongoing process of incorporating developments from earlier works (A, MBh, JV(M) and (Ś), and CV) into a new unified whole. Although the grammar is now mostly associated with Śvetāmbara Jains, evidence from inscriptions proves that the grammar was once studied among other groups. Its later history is of importance, not only because Hemacandra made extensive use of the ŚāŚ, but also because Dayāpāla

---

151 For an overview, see Belvalkar (1915: 56–61). Birwé (1971) provides much valuable information regarding earlier scholarship and many details about the grammar’s methods, contents, and relation to previous grammars. It is one of the most outstanding studies of a non-Pāṇinian school of grammar to date.
152 We are able to date Śākaṭāyana because his auto-commentary, the Amoghavṛtti, is named in honor of the Rāṣṭrakūṭa King Amoghavarṣa I (ca. 814–877). Pathak (1914: 207) gives the range Śaka 736–789 = 814/5–867/8 CE.
153 See fn. 4.
made a recast of the grammar in the Kaumudi-style in the early 11th cent., i.e. shortly after the RA.\textsuperscript{154}

1.5.5.2 The Grammatical Works of Bhojadeva (11th cent.)

King Bhoja of Dhārā (first half of 11th cent.) has a wide range of works credited to his name. Of relevance here are his grammar, the Sarasvatikanṭhābharaṇa (The Necklace of the Goddess of Speech) (SKĀv) and his voluminous Śṛṅgāraprakāśa (Light on Passion) (ŚPra), in which the first eight chapters are dedicated to grammar and other linguistic topics.\textsuperscript{155} Neither one of these works has received the full scholarly attention they deserve, although both of them have much to offer regarding the history of Sanskrit grammar and its role within poetry. The grammar proper has many unique and commendable features that set it apart from others.\textsuperscript{156} The work appears to have wielded much influence in the centuries after its initial appearance and was taken to be an authority (or at least acknowledged) by later Pāṇinians like Viṭṭhala (15th cent.)\textsuperscript{157} and Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa (16th cent., Kerala). Like other non-Pāṇinian grammars, Bhoja incorporated many of the addenda from the MBh into his sūtras, but the CV also served as an important model,\textsuperscript{158} evidence for which we will see in ch. 4, § 4.5.5, on the (non-)Vedic status of KvasU. The SKĀv also provided commentators on poetry with an authoritative source that could better describe poetic usage than Pāṇini’s grammar. We will see examples of this from Aruṇagirinātha (p. 271) and Kṣīrasvāmin in ch. 5 (p. 286). The connection with poetry is made all the more conspicuous because Bhoja authored a work on poetics by the same name. In order for Sarasvatī, the Goddess of Speech, to be have a

\textsuperscript{154} Dayāpāla appears to have been active at the court of the Chaulukya King Jayasimha II. Oppert (1893) has published another Kaumudi-style version of the ŚāŚ, the Prakriyāsamgraha with the commentary of Abhayacandrasūri (14th cent.). Other commentaries on the ŚāŚ are available and await publication. Cf. Belvaklar (1915: 59f.)

\textsuperscript{155} Raghavan (1978: 12–22).

\textsuperscript{156} It is the only non-Pāṇinian grammars to treat the pitch accent and rules for the Vedic language (SKĀv 8), except perhaps the CV. The relegation of these rules to the final chapter of the grammar would be followed by later Pāṇinian grammarians, Rāmacandra, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa, and Bhaṭtoji Diksita. Material that is generally ancillary to other grammars is included in the sūtra-text itself, e.g., the contents of the gānas, the Unādisūtras (SKĀv 2.1–2.3), the Phiṭsūtras (SKĀv 8.3.110–195), and additional paribhāṣas not found in the A (SKĀv 1.2). Cf. Renou (1957).

\textsuperscript{157} Cf. fn. 190.

\textsuperscript{158} Cf. Renou (1957: 126f.) for an example. Another example I have come across is the arrangement of P. 4.2.46 caraṇebhyo dharmavat. Bhoja both copies the wording of the CV sūtra and the sūtra’s transposition to a different section: CV 3.3.94 caraṇād vui = SKĀv 4.3.261.
complete necklace, she requires both grammar and poetics.\textsuperscript{159} We have one printed commentary on the SKĀv, the \textit{Hṛḍayaharaṇī} by Nārāyaṇadaṇḍanātha.\textsuperscript{160}

\textbf{1.5.5.3 Hemacandra’s Šabdānuśāsana (early 13\textsuperscript{th} cent.)}

One of the most ambitious undertakings in the history of Sanskrit grammar is the collection of works penned by the Jain monk Hemacandra.\textsuperscript{161} In addition to his grammar, the \textit{Siddhasaṃayam}
\textit{hemacandraśabdānuśāsana} (The Instruction on Words by Hemacandra and Siddha(rāja)) (SHŚ), Hemacandra constructed an entire set of reference works on language: \textit{Unādisūtras}, \textit{Dhātupāṭha} (a list of verbal roots), Lexicons,\textsuperscript{162} a \textit{Liṅgānuśāsana} (on the gender of words), and a voluminous work on poetics, the \textit{Kāvyānuśāsana}, with two commentaries. These were carried out in Anhilavāḍ (Patan) with patronage from, if not at the command of, two Chaulukya kings, Jayasimha Siddharāja (r. 1092–1141) and his son Kumārapāla (r. 1142–1173). All of these works are furnished with a commentary, at times more than one. His grammar, for example, has a \textit{vṛtti}, “running commentary,” in three sizes: \textit{laghu}, “light,” \textit{madhyama}, “medium,” and \textit{bṛhat}, “large.”\textsuperscript{163}

In addition, there is a sub-commentary on the \textit{bṛhadvṛtti}, the \textit{Śabdamahāraṇavanyāsa} (The Great Ocean of Words Treatise), possibly an allusion to Jinendrabuddhi’s \textit{Nyāsa}, which contains exhaustive discussions of many grammatical points, derivations for words within the SHŚ, and references to numerous other grammars, often by name. Much like Bhoja, whose library was brought to Anhilavāḍ after Jayasimha sacked Dhārā, Hemacandra envisioned his grammar as going part and parcel with his work on poetics.\textsuperscript{164} The primary, but not only, model for the SHŚ was the

---

\textsuperscript{159}To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time in the Sanskrit tradition that we find grammar and poetics so closely linked, albeit still in two works. Bhoja strengthens this link in the ŚPra, where grammar is fully integrated. This expanded notion of grammar is reminiscent of the oldest Tamil grammar, the \textit{Tolkāppiyam}, which likewise includes a section dedicated to poetics (\textit{porul}).

\textsuperscript{160}Birwé (1964) has contributed a study to this commentary.


\textsuperscript{162}Hemacandra’s lexicographical works become very popular and were oft quoted by commentators. See Vogel (1979: 335–345) for an overview of these works.

\textsuperscript{163}In the edition available to me this last commentary is titled \textit{Tattvapraṇaśiṣā} (Illumination of the Essence).

\textsuperscript{164}Kāvyānuśāsana 1.2:
\begin{verbatim}
śabdānuśāsane 'smābhiḥ sādhvyo vāco vivecitāḥ |
tāsām idānīṃ kāvyatvam yathāvad anuṣiṣyate ||
\end{verbatim}

“In the ‘Instruction on Words’ we have investigated the correct forms of speech. Now, how they become poetry can
Śabdānuśāsana of Śākaṭāyana.\textsuperscript{165}

1.5.6 The Commentaries on the Pāṇinian Dhātupāṭha

Before returning to the remaining history of Pāṇinian grammar in the second millennium it is worth noting at this juncture the three commentaries on the Pāṇinian Dhātupāṭha (Recitation of Roots) (DhP)\textsuperscript{166} of which I have availed myself in this dissertation. In chronological order, they are:

1. Kṣīrasvāmin’s Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī (River of Milk), early 12\textsuperscript{th} cent.\textsuperscript{167}
2. Maitreya Rakṣita’s Dhātuprardīpa (Lamp on the Roots), 12\textsuperscript{th}.\textsuperscript{168}
3. Sāyaṇa’s Mādhavīyadhātuvṛ̥tti (Mādhava’s Commentary on the Roots), 14\textsuperscript{th} cent.

Although the DhP is, in principle, a list of the roots to which suffixes can be added, it provides much more information on account of the appended anubandhas, “indicatory letters,” accompanying meaning entries, and the ten verbal classes into which the roots are divided. The first play an integral part in the application of Pāṇini’s rules, and hence Pāṇini must have assumed a DhP of a similar nature to the one we have today, although certainly not identical. The task of a commentator on the DhP is, at the very least, to exemplify the forms derived from the roots, but he also establishes the text of the DhP itself\textsuperscript{169} and offer differing opinions regarding a range of topics from alternate readings to proper derivations for the given forms. Kṣīrasvāmin and Sāyaṇa are far more discursive than Maitreya and give us a wide range of valuable quotes, many from texts now lost. Furthermore, the DhP commentators tend to take into consideration material from

\textsuperscript{165}Cf. Kielhorn (1894) [= Rau (1969: 246–250)].
\textsuperscript{166}The Sanskrit DhPs have been extensively studied in Liebich (1920a) and Palsule (1961). Further information is available in Liebich (1930) including a comparison between various DhPs, further extended in Palsule (1955).
\textsuperscript{167}We are able to date Kṣīrasvāmin’s work with surprising exactness because he cites Bhoja, and, in turn, Hemacandra and Vardhamana cite Kṣīrasvāmin. Cf. Liebich (1930: 201–204) and Cardona (1976: 289).
\textsuperscript{168}An exact date for Maitreyarakṣita is not known, but he appears to have known the Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī, although neither the work nor author is cited by name. Saranadeva quotes Maitreya’s work in his Durghatavṛ̥tti (dated 1172). Cf. Cardona (1976: 289). For further information on Maitreya, see the following section.
\textsuperscript{169}For this reason, a citation from the DhP only obtains a specific referent when the commentator (or other editor) is given. I have generally cited Kṣīrasvāmin’s DhP especially when discussing texts by authors who predate all known versions of the DhP for the simple reason that his is the earliest.
outside the Pāṇinian tradition, thus furnishing us with evidence for intercollegiate scholarship on grammar. I will draw on these commentaries in ch. 5 and more extensively in ch. 6.

1.5.7 The Pāṇinīyas of the 2nd Millennium

The grammatical works of the Pāṇinian school belonging to the 2nd millennium encompass a wide range of works, many of which remain unpublished. We may, however, divide these into four main categories: the so-called Bengali school of grammar; the Prakriyākaumudī of Rāmacandra and its commentaries; Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudī (SK) with its commentaries; and the works of Nāgeśabhaṭṭa along with their commentaries. The work of Nārāyaṇa Bhaṭṭa represents still yet another strand, although it did not circulate very widely outside of Kerala. These divisions should not be interpreted as representing independent groups that did not interact with one another (for chronological reasons some interactions are impossible). Rather, they will simply help to guide the following presentation.

1.5.7.1 The Bengali School

The hallmark of this school, as all publications on the topic make known, is the focus on the Jinedrabuddhi’s Nyāsa, for which there are further, mostly unpublished or lost sub-commentaries. The close link with Jinendrabuddhi is likely related to strong Buddhist communities throughout the region and the study of his works as Vikramaśīla and Nālanda. As we will see, many key figures were also Buddhist. Another important commentary on the A that was mostly cited by the grammarians of Bengal is the now lost Bhāgavṛtta by Vimalamati (?). This was possibly the first work in which the Vedic rules were separated out from the rules for the standard language (bhāṣā) and treated in different sections (bhāgas).

---

170 One of the most important lost commentaries on the Nyāsa is the Anunyāsa by Indumitra (latter half of 11th cent.). Maitreya appears to have often criticized it. Cf. Bhattacharya (1946: 9f.).

171 Cf. Bhattacharya (1946: 6f.): The Bhāgavṛtta has been quoted more or less by almost all the Bengali grammarians of note ... In striking contrast with this the references to the Bhāgavṛtta are very few and far between in the classical works of Bhattoji, Mādhava and Haradatta outside Bengal.”

172 On the name of the author of the Bhāgavṛtta, see Cardona (1976: 359, fn. 464) but without reference Bhattacharya (1946: 6f.), who rejects the name Vimalamati. He is proposes Vābhaṭa instead but admits that further evidence is needed.
small, a great deal of information is available about grammatical activity in the north-east of India from around the 12th cent. down to the modern day. I present here only those works most relevant for my dissertation. For further detail, the reader is referred to Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2006 II: 3–61) with a very complete bibliography, Chakravarti (1913–1916: 2–30), Bhattacharyya (1922) and (1946: 1–36), and Renou (1940: 5–75).

1. Maitreya Rakṣita’s *Tantrapradīpa* (*Lamp on the Text*) on the *Nyāsa* (12th cent.).

After the *Nyāsa*, the *Tantrapradīpa* was perhaps the most important text in the Bengali school and itself received further commentaries. In contrast to the *Dhātupradīpa*, this work does not appear to be known at all outside of Bengal. Another, now lost work by Maitreya is the *Durghaṭa*. It, along with another *Durghaṭavṛttī* by Puruṣottamadeva, probably served as the model for Śaraṇadeva’s *Durghaṭavṛttī* and dealt with difficult words from poetry. Although Maitreya held Patañjali in high esteem, he was also well versed in other systems of grammar, the CV and Kā.


Puruṣottama was a Buddhist and paṇḍit at the court of Lakṣmaṇasena (r. 1179–1205), at whose request the *Bhāṣāvṛttī* was written. This work served as the standard introductory commentary to the A in Bengal. It treats only the rules for the *bhāṣā*, “standard language,” and drew heavily on the *Bhāgavṛttī* as well as the works of Maitreya Rakṣita. This sharp

---

173Despite the vibrant tradition of Pāṇinian grammar in the region, the A and its commentaries would all but die out by the 20th cent. According to Chakravarti (1913–1916: 30), the last paṇḍit of Pāṇinian grammar in “North Bengal” was Pitāmvara Tarkālāṇkāra, the court Paṇḍit of the Mahārāja of Nattore (Rajshahi): “With his death in 1916, the class of such grammarians of north Bengal was alas extinct.” Cf. Chakravarti (1918: 20f.): “This state [scil. of not studying the A or MBh] continued for a pretty long time. Even a few decades ago, the Bengali pundits were unable to construe the hymns of the Rig-Veda and the Aphorisms of Panini’s Grammar, especially those on accents. This retrogression dated probably from the 16th century A.D. Oh! for its utter banishment from Bengal.”

174Renou’s introduction to the *Durghaṭavṛttī* contains a concise overview of the Sanskrit grammatical tradition (ch. 1) but goes into considerable more detail regarding Śaraṇadeva and the milieu of his work (ch. 2).

175Cf. Aufrecht (1859: XV) and Bhattacharya (1946: 13).

176In the final verse to the *Dhātupradīpa*, Maitreya calls himself kālāpa-cāndra-mata-tattva-vibhāga-dakṣaḥ, “skilled in sifting the essential opinions of the Kālāpa [= Kātantra] and Cāndra (schools of grammar).”

177Cf. Knutson (2014) for details of courtly life and the larger historical context.
contrast will be utilized in determining the status of the suffix KvasŪ in ch. 4. Several commentaries are available on this work, but only part of one, the Bhāṣāvivaraṇapañjikā on the first adhyāya has been published in Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2006 I). The Paribhāṣāvṛtti was later superseded by Śiradeva’s Brhatparibhāṣāvṛtti (Large Commentary on Metarules). Puruṣottamadeva is also to have written a Durghaṭavṛtti.

3. Śaraṇadeva’s Durghaṭavṛtti (Commentary on the Difficult), 1173/74.

Śaraṇadeva composed a commentary on select sūtras of the A with an eye to explain particularly difficult words from literature. Since the work has been treated at length and translated into French by Renou (1940–54), I refer the reader to this publication for further details. It represents a concerted effort to evaluate the viability of questionable poetic language, and, to do so, Śaraṇadeva draws on a wide range of sources but with a particular emphasis on the then available works of the Bengali school thus far mentioned. His opinions, as we will see in, are from time to time at odds with the later, more strict adherents of the MBh, e.g., regarding the interpretation of P. 1.2.67 (p. 254).

4. Śiradeva’s Brhatparibhāṣāvṛtti (Great Running Commentary on the Metarules), 13th–14th cent.

The main evidence for placing Śiradeva, about whom we know very little, in the company of the grammarians from Bengal is his references to the Nyāsa, Anunyāsa, Bhāgavṛtti, the works of Maitreya Rakṣita, and Puruṣottamadeva. Unlike many of the other works associated with the Bengal school of grammar, Śiradeva’s commentary on metarules spread across the subcontinent and was the standard work of the sort until Nāgeśa’s Paribhāṣenduśekhara. He must have lived after Puruṣottamadeva but before Sāyaṇa, by whom he is quoted.

---

178 Excerpts from Srṣṭidhara’s commentary, the Bhāṣāvṛtyarthavivṛti, are available in the notes to Chakravartiś edition.
180 See further Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2006 II: 141–155 and 198f.) for the in influence of The Durghaṭavṛtti on Viśvarūpa.
181 Cf. Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2006 II: 54.).
1.5.8 Rāmacandra’s *Prakriyākaumudi* (late 14th cent.)

The *Prakriyākaumudi* (*Moonlight of Derivations*)\(^{182}\) (PrK) of Rāmacandra, a Rgveda brahman from *Andhra-pradeśa*,\(^ {183}\) once held much the same place as the *Siddhāntakaumudī* of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita as a popular\(^ {184}\) recast of Pāṇini’s rules (although not all of them) with a number of commentaries. In contrast to the RA and BhV, Rāmacandra includes a short section on the derivation of Vedic forms (*vaidiki prakriyā*), possibly inspired by Śāyaṇa’s commentary on the Ṛgveda, in which Pāṇinian derivations play a key role in the exegesis.\(^ {185}\) If the absence of Vedic and accent rules in the Kā was part of the “desacralization of the use of Sanskrit,”\(^ {186}\) Rāmacandra is signaling a return to grammar as a *vedāṅga*, “part of the Veda,” much like Haradatta.

The two published commentaries on the PrK are:

1. the *Prasāda* (PrKPras) by Rāmacandra’s grandson Viṭṭhala (15th cent.).\(^ {187}\)
2. the *Prakāśa* (PrKPrak) by Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa (latter 16th cent.).\(^ {188}\)

The former commentary is less discursive than the latter, but Viṭṭhala includes most of what Rāmacandra has left out, i.e., most of the omitted sūtras of the A, including those for the pitch ac-

---

\(^{182}\) According to Viṭṭhala (PrKPras vol. I p. 5.) and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa (PrKPrak vol. III p. 614) the title means: “A Treatise like Moonlight among Derivations (= Grammars).” Viṭṭhala also adds “Derivation like Moonlight.”

\(^{183}\) We learn much about Rāmacandra from the opening verses to his grandson’s commentary, the *Prasāda*. For an overview of the work, its author and its commentaries, see Trivedi (1925: ix–lvi) and Cardona (1976: 285ff.). Benke (2010: 17–67) contains much valuable information on Rāmacandra, his family, and those affiliated with the PrK.

\(^{184}\) Although the SK was already giving the PrK a run for its money, the fact that the latter was not printed in full till 1931 also contributed to its desuetude and neglect in modern times. Colebrooke utilized both works for his grammar and mentioned them side by side more than once. Cf. Colebrooke (1801: 208f.) and (1805: vi) [= Colebrooke (1837 II: 10f. and 38)].

\(^{185}\) Rāmacandra’s grandson, Viṭṭhala, exemplifies the application of Pāṇini’s Vedic rules by providing derivations for the words in the first *varga* of the RV, i.e., RV 1.1.1–5. Many similarities to Śāyaṇa’s commentary are evident.

\(^{186}\) Pollock (2006: 62). A roughly contemporaneous and similar but smaller work, the *Rūpamālā* of Vimalasarasvati, also includes two Vedic rules (P. 7.1.50 and 7.1.39) in the *chāndasa-mālā*, “Vedic Garland,” to explain a few peculiarities of Vedic declension: *devāsaḥ*, *visūcīḥ* (sic. cf. Kaṭha Upaniṣad 2.4a), *vrajatīḥ* (e.g., BhP 10.5.11d), *parame vyoman* (e.g., AVŚ 18.4.30d), etc. Cf. Trivedi (1925: xxxf.).

\(^{187}\) Although Viṭṭhala is Rāmacandra’s grandson, it is still difficult to date this commentary very precisely. Rāmacandra may have written the PrK at a relatively early age, perhaps in his 20’s c. 1380. If Viṭṭhala wrote the *Prasāda* at an early age, again in his 20’s, then a date as early as 1420 seems possible. This is, however, nothing more than speculation. A citation from the *Prasāda* in Hemādri’s commentary on the *Raghuvaṃśa*, if genuine, suggests an earlier date for the *Prasāda*.

\(^{188}\) Benke (2010: 31) gives the dates 1510–1590. The commentary was commissioned by Vravara, a minor king of Patrapūṇja in the Doab, for the benefit of his son, Kalyāṇa. Benke (2010) should also be consulted for Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa’s activity in the field of *Dharmāśastra*, especially the *Śūdrācāraśiromaṇi* (*Crown Jewel of the Śūdra’s Conduct*). His commentary on the PrK is part of a larger attempt to standardize Brahmanical practices in the 16th cent. Benke (2010: 60–67) gives a list of other works ascribed to Kṛṣṇa, including several on grammar.
cent and Vedic language (PrKPras vol. II pp. 715–790), the Uṇādisūtras (PrKPras vol. II pp. 603–647), the Phīṣṣūtras for accentuation of nominal stems (PrKPras vol. II pp. 749–753), etc. He also references a number of Pāṇinian and non-Pāṇinian works/authors including, among the former, the MBh, Bhartrhari, the KV, the Nyāsa, the Rūpāvatāra, Kaiyāṭa’s Pradīpa, etc., and among the latter, Bhoja’s SKĀv (and Sarasvatikanṭhābharana-prakiryā), Šarvavarman’s Kā (Kaumāra) along with Durgrasiṃha, Vopadeva’s Mugdhabodha, and Hemasūri (Hemacandra). Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, on the other hand, pays more attention to the refutation of the faulty opinions that previous grammarians have held, including Viṭṭhala, under the guiding light of Patañjali.

1.5.9 Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudi (17th cent.)

The importance of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita for the remaining history of Sanskrit grammar is well-known. His recast of the A, the Siddhāntakaumudi (Moonlight of Conclusions) has become the standard work on Sanskrit grammar and a large commentarial literature has sprung up around it. Unlike the other recasts so far mentioned, Bhaṭṭoji’s is complete with a separate section for the Vedic rules, a DhP, Gaṇas, and a Liṅgānuśāsana. In addition to the SK, we will primarily be interested in the following two commentaries by Bhaṭṭoji:

1. The Šabdakaustubha (The Word like Viṣṇu’s Gem), an incomplete running commentary on the sūtras of the A.\(^\text{192}\)

2. The Prauḍhamanoramā ((The Commentary that) Delights the Bold), a commentary on the

\(^{189}\)In his introduction, Viṭṭhala lays out his intention to supplement those sūtras Rāmacandra has left out. See the eighth introductory stanza:

\begin{verbatim}
spāṣatvāt samupekṣitāni katicid vyākhyātakalpatvato
rāmācāryavarair amūni viśadam vyākhyāmi sūtrāṇy aham |
granthe ’smin svarasādhanaṃ katipayān aunḍādikāṃś ca bruve
sthāne tāṃś ca ganān yathāmaiti tathā nyāyān padiḥ sücitān || 8 || (PrKPras I p. 2)
\end{verbatim}

“Since they are evident, the teacher Rāma has disregarded some sūtras because they are as good as explained. Those I will explain explicitly. In this text, I describe how to generate the accent and some Uṇādi suffixes and at (their proper) place the lists and so too, in accordance with my judgment, the rules of interpretation (paribhāṣās) indicated by (particular) words.”

\(^{190}\)In opening verse 2c, Viṭṭhala mentions both Bhoja and Durga(simha) by name.

\(^{191}\)Indices II and III in PrKPras vol. II pp. 839f., which give proper names occurring in the PrK and PrKPras, are without page references. I have not yet been able to verify the location or frequency of all these names.

\(^{192}\)The commentary covers P. 1, 2, 3.1–2, and 4.
The relative chronology of the two works is as given. It is in these two commentaries that Bhaṭṭoji sought to establish his siddhāntas, “definitive conclusions,” regarding the interpretation of the A by analyzing the ideas of his predecessors. He is often polemic, especially in the latter, and does not hesitate to attack even his own teacher, Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, in order to establish the ultimate authority of Patañjali. These works are invaluable for the history of Sanskrit grammar as we can often read the entire interpretive history of sūtra from the MBh to Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa. Both works are furthered commented on numerous times over. I have mostly referred to Nāgeśa’s (but attributed to Haridīkṣita) Śabdaratna on the Prauḍhamanoramā. A further commentary on the SK is the Śabdenduśekhara likewise by Nāgeśa in both a brhat, “large,” and a laghu, “light,” version.

1.5.10 Nāgeśabhaṭṭa (17th–18th cent.)

The grammatical works of Nāgeśabhaṭṭa or Nāgojibhaṭṭa, a student of Bhaṭṭoji’s grandson, Haridīkṣita, serve as the final authority in the Sanskrit grammatical tradition, and those who come after him seek, for the most part, only to expound Nāgeśa’s often terse commentaries. In addition to the two commentaries on the SK mentioned above, I have also drawn on the Pari-bhāṣenduśekhara (PŚ), a collection of metarules with commentary, and the Mahābhāṣya-pradīpā- uddyota (The Brilliance of the Lamp on the Great Commentary), a commentary on Kaiyaṭa’s work

---

193 Since it is twice given as by Bhaṭṭoji, Belvalkar (1915: 39) and Scharfe (1977: 174), I note that the Bālamanoramā is by Vāsudeva Dīkṣita (18th, Tanjore).

194 Cf. Deshpande (2012) on Bhaṭṭoji’s conservatism and the larger movement to winnow the śāstric traditions in this time period. The famed Jagannātha Panditarāja, court pandit of Shah Jahan, who also studied in the lineage of Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, rebuked Bhaṭṭoji in his work Manoramākucamardana (Crushing the Breasts of the Proud (Woman)). A similar, unpublished work is Cakrapāṇi’s Praudhamanoramākhaṇḍana. Cf. Belvalkar (1938: 125–127) and Trivedi (1925: XXXV, fn. ʃ).


196 Nāgeśa did, however, come under attack. Śeṣādrisudhā’s Paribhāṣābhāskara consists of polemics against the PŚ in “bitter language which almost shows the bad taste of the author,” as Abhyankar (1967: 32) puts it.

197 The title of the work is not easily translatable into English since it is a pun. Pāyaguṇḍe, Nāgeśa’s student, gives several interpretations for the word as the title of the work. The first is that it is a work on whose peak the metarule is a moon because it illuminates the meaning. In regard to Śiva, the word means he on whose head the moon is like a metarule, i.e. it illuminates widely. A metarule is compared to a lamp in the MBh I.359.5–7.
and occasionally directly on the MBh as well. Many faults are pointed out in the Pradīpa. As already discussed, Nāgeśa’s work are characterized by a strong conservatism guided solely by Patañjali as the ultimate authority on the Sanskrit language, and he is willing to argue against any and all of his predecessors.

1.5.11 Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa (1560–1666)

Although his works did not spread far beyond South India, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa of Melputtūr (1560–1666) represents for us one of the last grammarians of the Pāṇinian tradition to openly embrace the grammatical works of the non-Pāṇinians. His magnum opus is the Prakriyāsarvasva, a recast of Pāṇini’s A, including the Vedic rules as well, with commentary but in an order quite different from what we find in the similar works of Rāmacandra and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita. For example, after treating, technical terms (saṃjñās), metarules (paribhāṣās), and sandhi, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa moves onto kṛt-suffixes (primary derivatives). Furthermore, the grammar repeatedly incorporates the opinions of non-Pāṇinians, such as Bhoja and Candra, one example of which we will encounter in ch. 4, § 4.6.6. An important and often quoted source for Nārāyaṇa is a still unpublished commentary on the KV, the Vṛṭtipradīpa (Lamp on the Running Commentary) by Rāmadeva Miśra, which is still available in MSS and also known from Sāyaṇa’s commentary on the DhP, e.g., ad SDhP I.49. Rāmadeva must have lived after Haradatta, whom, according to Sāyaṇa (loc. cit.), he follows. Nārāyaṇa not only saw it fit to adopt the opinions of the non-Pāṇinians when commenting on the A but also went so far as to write a short treatise in their defense: the Apāṇinīyaprāmāṇyasādhana.

Study of his grammatical works is being carried out by Jan Houben, who has made two recent contributions, Houben (2012b) and (2014).

In addition to his activities as a grammarian, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa also produced two works of poetry: the Dhātukāvya, a poem that exemplifies all the roots in the DhP, and the Nārāyaṇiya, a work of similar scope and plan as those of the Bhāgavatapurāṇa. There might be some correla-

---

198 For his life and times, see Kunjunni Raja (1980: 119–152).
199 In ch. 4 we will see differences in arrangement on a more local scale.
201 See the introduction to Venkitasubramonia Iyer (1970).
tion between Nārāyaṇa’s views on grammar and his poetic works. In the Nārāyanīya, we find a number of forms that a normal person, i.e., a non-ṛṣi, should not be able to use because they do not strictly follow Pāṇini’s rules or should be considered Vedic. Although this choice certainly stems from the poem’s model, Nārāyaṇa may also have intended to to defend it at the grammatical level as well. This is certainly true for his use of KvasU, which according to the PrS is not a strictly Vedic form.

1.6 Sanskrit Poetry

Since the most important type of Sanskrit for this dissertation is Sanskrit poetry, a few remarks are in order. What I will refer as Sanskrit poetry, a translation of the word kāva, comprises a vast body of literature beginning, according to tradition, with Valmiki’s Rāmāyaṇa and continuing up to the present day. Although no simple definition will capture all the varieties of Sanskrit poetry, it is a form of the Sanskrit language to which heightened beauty or ornamentation has been added and which should produce some sense of wonder, emotional or intellectual, in the reader or listener. Some of the poetry appeals to seemingly universal experiences such as the hardships of life, love and longing, old age, sunsets, etc., while much of it relies on established tropes foreign to readers who are not familiar with the conventions or customs of the original setting. For example, to say a woman walks like a goose or elephant is commonplace and complimentary in Sanskrit poetry but will hardly have the same effect in most other literary cultures. But the difficulties in appreciating Sanskrit poetry extend beyond foreign customs or tropes. Meter, the placement of words, and the succession of sounds play a pivotal role in complementing

---

202 I will speak about the study of poetry in Sanskrit, alaṅkāraśāstra, in the following chapter. Both of these have been studied more thoroughly than the Sanskrit grammarians. On both Sanskrit poetry and poetics, see Ingalls (1965: 1–29), Warder I, Tubb (1979: 1–103). The last work is particularly helpful for understanding the mahākāva, “great poem.” De (1960), Kane (1961), Gerow (1977) offer us detailed histories of Sanskrit poetics with much useful information. McCrea (2008) takes a fresh perspective on the history of poetics by focusing on the development of the theories of suggestion (dhvani, vyañjanā) and rasa, “flavor,” under the influence mimāṃsā. For an overview of Sanskrit Poetry, see Lienhard (1984) and Warder (1972–2011), the latter quite thorough.

203 Already the earliest texts in Sanskrit, the hymns of Rgveda, are forms of poetic expression.

204 I include “intellectual” so as to not exclude citrakāva, “flashy poetry,” which often dazzles the mind and not the heart. This form of poetry has been long pooh-poohed by both Sanskrit writers on poetry as well as modern critics.
the meaning; much of this cannot be easily translated into other languages.\footnote{In recent times, the only attempt to render a long Sanskrit poem into English verse (not free verse) is Desző & Goodall (2012). Their introduction is valuable for understanding the difficulties involved in translating Sanskrit poetry and why English verse is still a viable option. See also Brough (1968) for often creative translations and a frank introduction to Sanskrit poetry.} There are also several different types of poetry. It can be a single stanza (\textit{muktaka}), complete on its own, or a “Great Poem” (\textit{mahākāvya}) consisting of thousands of stanzas divided into \textit{sargas}, “sections, cantos,” or something in between, a bit of poetry (\textit{khaṇḍa-kavya}). The “Great Poem” will be our primary source for linguistic usage because it is in these works that poets sought to show off grammatical virtuosity to the extent that entire poems were composed to exemplify grammatical rules.\footnote{A genre known as \textit{śāstrakāvya}, “science-poetry.” Cf. Lienhard (1984: 225–227). On the place of poetry in education, cf. Gerow (2002). The works of Kālidāsa, especially the \textit{Raghuvaṃśa}, are to have played an integral part. Cf. Goodall (2001: 124).} This genre attests to poetry’s importance in education. Poetry formed a major part of a child’s elementary lessons in Sanskrit, as we will see on several occasions later on. In whatever form, the composition and enjoyment of Sanskrit poetry was one of the most beloved past times throughout the language’s history and often served to express the kingly power and the mores of the times.\footnote{Cf. Pollock (2006), especially part I, and (2004).}

1.7 Commentaries on Poetry

The final prong of this dissertation are the commentaries on poetry, written to facilitate the reading of the text, to interpret it, and to instill in the student the knowledge that he is to have learned in the other śāstras, especially grammar, lexicography, and \textit{alaṅkāraśāstra}.\footnote{On Sanskrit commentaries, see Tubb and Boose (2007: 1–5) and Pollock (2015).} I have drawn rather freely on many commentaries on a number of poems, but above all \textit{mahākāvyas}, and will not attempt here to give a thorough treatment of either the individual commentaries or commentators. This has often been done in the editions to the individual commentaries, but much research remains to be carried out. As I have already discussed on p. 2, the majority of these texts have not been critically edited and the contents of the commentary can vary from MS to MS. If the status quo remains, all studies of Sanskrit philology will be based on a corpus of texts that is the product
of a massively distorting bottleneck. Below are the commentators I most frequently refer to, their approximate date, and the commentaries they have written.

1. Vallabhadeva (10th cent., Kashmir).\(^{209}\)
   - On the works of Kālidāsa: Pañjika\(^{210}\) on Kumārasambhava,\(^{211}\) and Meghadūtavidvṛti on the Meghadūta, and Raghupāṅcikā\(^{212}\) on the Raghuvamsa.
   - Sandehaviṣauṣadhi on Māgha’s Śiśupālavadha.\(^{213}\)

2. Hemādri (15th cent.?):\(^{214}\) Raghuvamsādarpana on Kālidāsa’s Raghuvamsa.

3. Cāritravardhana (early 15th cent.),\(^{215}\) Śiśuhitaisini on Kālidāsa’s Kumārasambhava.

4. Aruṇagirinātha (14th–15th cent., Kerala):\(^{216}\)
   - Prakāśikā on Kālidāsa’s Raghuvamsa.
   - Prakāśikā on Kālidāsa’s Kumārasambhava.

5. Mallinātha (14th–15th cent.):\(^{217}\)
   - Saṃjīvinī on Kālidāsa’s Kumārasambhava, Meghadūta, and Raghuvamsa.
   - Sarvapathinā on Bhaṭṭi’s Bhaṭṭikāvya.
   - Ghantāpatha on Bhāravi’s Kirātārjunīya.
   - Sarvankaśa on Māgha’s Śiśupālavadha.
   - Jivātu on Śrīharṣa’s Naiṣadhīyacarita.

\(^{209}\) For a discussion of Vallabhadeva’s date and what we know about him, see Goodall & Isaacson (2003: xiii–lxiv). Vallabhadeva is not the earliest available commentator. Rather, it is likely one Prakāśavarṣa, whom Vallabhadeva quotes. The thesis of Klevanov (2016) will treat this commentator and the difficulties in editing his commentary on the Kirātārjunīya. For now, cf. Goodall & Isaacson (2003: xvi, fn. 8).

\(^{210}\) Cf. Patel (1986: 30f.) on the nomenclature. There seems to be a great deal of variation in the names of the commentaries on Kālidāsa’s works.

\(^{211}\) Möhrke (1933) has studied this commentary in relation to Mallinātha.

\(^{212}\) On the spelling of the title, see Goodall & Isaacson (2003: xiii, fn. 2).

\(^{213}\) Rau (1949) has studied this commentary.

\(^{214}\) Hemādri is generally assumed to be before Mallinātha, who, in turn, is usually dated to the 14th–15th cent. Cf. Nandargikar (1971: 12–15) on Hemādri and Lalye (2002: 14) on Mallinātha. But if Hemādri has indeed quoted Viṭṭhala’s Prasāda ad RabhuV 15.68, then the chronology becomes rather tight since Viṭṭhala’s commentary is most likely early or mid-15th cent., but the dating is far from precise.


\(^{217}\) Lalye (2002) for a study of Mallinātha. A list of his commentaries on poetry can be found on p. 17 and their relative chronology on p. 19. More work, especially on critically establishing the text of his commentaries, is needed.
6. Nārāyāṇapaṇḍita (16th cent.)

- *Vivarana* on Kālidāsa’s *Kumārasambhava*.
- *Padārthadīpikā* on Kālidāsa’s *Raghuvaṃśa*.²¹⁸

Other commentaries will be mentioned up in passing with relevant references.

²¹⁸Both of these commentaries are heavily indebted to those of Aruṇagirinātha and usually expand upon his rather terse and pointed remarks.
Chapter 2

The Language of Poetry

vāny ekā samalaṅkaroti puruṣam yā samskṛtā dhāryate |
kṣīyante khalu bhūṣanāni satatāṃ vāgbhūsanam bhūṣanam ||

“Only speech that is kept samskṛta ornaments a person. Ornaments decay of course. The eternal ornament is the ornament of speech.”

—Bhartṛhari

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will explore how Sanskrit kāvya, “poetry,” has been defined in the early works on poetics by Bhāmaha, Daṇḍin, and Vāmana as well as what role the śāstras, “sciences,” play in these definitions. To this end, I will collect together general comments on the importance and purposes of śāstric knowledge including poetic doṣas, “faults,” which will shed further light on the relation between “correct” (sāduḥ) poetry and the śāstras, since one of the main applications of the latter to the former is the removal of faults. While demonstrating the ways authors have conceptualized correct poetic language, I will underscore the implicit and explicit parallels with the grammatical tradition’s idea of correct language and how the authors of treatises on poetics

---

1 Śataketrāyam 1.15cd, Kosambi (1946: 9).
have followed or modified the concepts of the grammarians. The findings of the chapter will provide the backdrop for what follows and help us to contextualize the grammatical discussions we find in the later sections of the BhKA and KAS.

Given the large number of works on Sanskrit poetics currently available, I have narrowed the focus of this chapter to these three texts for two reasons. On the one hand, since I wish to go into some detail regarding the topics outlined in the preceding paragraph, a wider selection of texts would result in a chapter of inappropriate length and a study of śāstric knowledge throughout the history of poetics in India would be more suitable to a dissertation unto itself. Furthermore, later writers on poetics do not contribute to the field of grammar in poetry as extensively as Bhāmaha and Vāmana, so diving into this large pool of literature would in fact not add much new material for our present purposes. One could also argue that these three early works already establish the topics I am most interested in, while the later treatises tend to rework the same general concepts in an ever more elaborate scheme.² Lastly, scholarship on these foundational works — those of Bhāmaha and Vāmana in particular — is rather scanty, and I would like to make my own contribution to filling this gap.

2.2 The Differentiae

The śāstra, “system of knowledge, science,” in Sanskrit most often equated with the West’s ars poetica or “poetics” is known as alaṅkāra-śāstra, “ornamentation-science, the science of ornamentation.” The name itself conveys the primary focus of study, the ornaments or embellishments a poet uses to beautify his language so that it becomes poetry. This focus is reflected in the titles of several works of alaṅkāraśāstra, such as Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālaṅkāra, Vāmana’s Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra, and Rudraṭa’s Kāvyālaṅkāra, to name but a few. There are even several very popular works in the field that deal exclusively with alaṅkāras and leave aside other, more general topics.³ But many

²Cf. Pollock (2003: 42ff.): “What divides this remarkable tradition [scil. alaṅkāraśāstra] ... is minor in comparison with what unifies it.”

³Udbhaṭa’s Kāvyālaṅkārasārasaṅgraha and Appayya Dīkṣita’s Kuvalayānanda are representative. Each of these authors also dealt with the more fundamental and technical questions about poetry in other works: Udbhaṭa in
ālāṅkārikas, “authors of works on poetics,” who wrote more generally about poetry explored a wide range of linguistic features by which poetic language could be defined. Consequently, kāvya-lakṣaṇa, “the differentia of poetry,” has often served as an alternative designation both for alaṅkāraśāstra in general as well as for individual texts.

The term kāvya-lakṣaṇa appears in the several works on poetics. For example, Daṇḍin, the author of the most widely read and translated text in alaṅkāraśāstra, the Kāvyādarśa (KĀ; Mirror of Poetry), even refers to his own treatise as kāvya-lakṣaṇa in the opening verses. Similarly, Bhāmahā proclaims he has composed his work after understanding the kāvyalakṣman. The term lakṣaṇa, which I have translated as “differentia,” has the basic meaning of “mark,” “feature,” or “characteristic,” and so a kāvyalakṣaṇa is a set of features that characterize poetry, the most prominent of which is ornamentation. That Sanskrit poetics was concerned with more than just figures of speech is well known, but I want to highlight the fact because it helps to direct attention to a wider spectrum of linguistic features that can be used to define poetry, in particular grammar. Before turning to these, however, we must look at the other side of the coin.

Where there is a lakṣaṇa, “differentia,” there must also be a lakṣya, “what is differentiated.” Such etymologically linked dichotomies abound in Sanskrit: Instead of “part” and “whole,” one

---

4 English is ill-equipped to talk about poetics, at least from a morphological standpoint. There is no commonly used word for “the author of a work on poetics” though one finds occasionally “poetician,” e.g., Shulman (2007: 305). The adjective “poetological,” meaning “relating or pertaining to poetics,” has begun to find more currency, e.g., Ebeling (2010: 29), and seems indispensable in several contexts. I will, however, try to retain the Sanskrit terminology as much as possible.

5 This more general lakṣaṇa is to be distinguished from the lakṣaṇas found in the NŚ ch. 17 and discussed in Raghavan (1942: 1–47).

6 Sāstrī gives a helpful list which is summarized in Dimitrov (2002: 8, fn. 15).

7 Unless otherwise stated, I follow the text as given with Rantaśrījāna’s commentary. Furthermore, I have used Dimitrov’s critical editions of the text for the portions of the KĀ they cover.

8 KĀ 1.2cd yathāsāmārthyam asmābhiḥ kriyate kāvyalakṣaṇam. “We compose, to the best of our ability, the definition of poetry.” Whether or not this is the title of Daṇḍin’s work is not entirely clear. Nevertheless, one cannot dispute that it was possible to refer to it by this name, as Ratnaśrījāna has, e.g., ad KĀ 3.97, and to its author as the lakṣaṇa-kāra, “author of the lakṣaṇa,” as Kuntaka has in VJ p. 209. Thakar and Jha, the editors of the KĀ with Ratnaśrījāna’s commentary, adopt this title. See Thakar & Jha (1957: 17) and, with more commitment, p. 29 of their Sanskrit introduction: asmābhir atra śīkṣārasamamataḥ kāvyalakṣaṇam iṣṇaḥ śākhāyam sarvatrarakṣaṇam. Dimitrov rejects the idea in Dimitrov (2002: 7–9).

9 BhKA 6.64b avagamy svadhīyā ca kāvyalakṣaṇa | “After understanding the differentia of poetry with my own intellect.” lakṣmana is a synonym for lakṣaṇa based off the same root. Cf. A KKṣ 1.3.17.
usually finds the *avayava*, “part” and *avayavin*, “thing possessing the parts.” In the present context of poetics the *lakṣya* is invariably poetry,\(^\text{10}\) but the history of the two terms resonates with the most basic study of language in the Sanskrit tradition, *vyākarana*, “linguistic analysis, grammar.” In the introduction to the *Mahābhāṣya*, the *Paspaśā*, Kātyāyana discusses the meaning of *vyākarana* in a series of *vārttikas*. The last one together with Patañjali’s *bhāṣya* is as follows:

\[
\text{[vārtt.] lakṣyalakṣaṇe vyākaraṇaṃ. || 14 ||}\\
\]

\[
[\text{bhāṣya}] \text{lakṣyaṃ ca lakṣaṇaṃ caitat samuditaṃ vyākaraṇaṃ bhavati | kim punar lakṣaṇaṃ lakṣyaṃ ca | śabdo lakṣyaṃ sūtraṃ lakṣaṇaṃ} | (\text{MBh I.12.15–17})
\]

Vār. 14 Grammar is both the differentiated and the differentia.

[Commentary] Grammar is a collection, namely, the differentiated and the differentia. But what is the differentia and the differentiated? The differentiated is the word and the differentia is the sūtra.

Although Patañjali prefers an earlier definition for *vyākaraṇa*,\(^\text{11}\) it is Kātyāyana’s final word on the matter, and his idea of defining grammar as a set of characteristics for the object of study extends easily to *alaṅkāraśastra*. Through grammar speech is given its precise shape (*vi-ā-kṛ*\(^\text{12}\)) with well defined elements such as *dhātu*s, “roots,” and *pratyaya*s, “suffixes.” Because of grammar we know precisely what correct language is, what its features are, and how we can both recognize it and reproduce it. The job of *alaṅkāraśāstra* is similar insofar as by studying it we can recognize poetry through a certain set of defining features as well as create it by incorporating those features into our language.

---

\(^\text{10}\)This was certainly a common semantic specialization. From an early period in Tamil *ilakkaṇam* and *ilakkiyam*, phonological adaptations of *lakṣaṇaṃ* and *lakṣyaṃ*, are the primary denotations for “grammar” and “literature,” respectively.

\(^\text{11}\)Patañjali, after discussing some difficulties with the present vārta, repeats an earlier definition for *vyākarana*, namely *sūtra*. See Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 173–185) for a translation of the entire passage with notes.

\(^\text{12}\)See *Taṭṭtirīya Śaṃhitā* 6.4.7.3 in which the gods implore Indra: *imāṃ no vācam vyākuru* | “make this speech articulate for us!” Cf. Sharfe (1977: 80). One cannot take for granted how difficult it is to give shape to, to analyze, a “shapeless,” unanalyzed language.
2.3 Defining Poetry

A definition creates a meaningful set of elements that is then useful within a larger system. For example, by adopting the axioms or postulates of Euclidean geometry, one can go on to discover other properties of shapes and even apply this knowledge to architecture, surveying, and astronomy. Within the Sanskrit intellectual world, we find an abundance of such definitions in Pāṇini’s grammar. The *samjñās*, “technical terms,” not only economize later rules by bringing a particular class of elements under one term, but they also highlight certain common phonetic, phonological, and morphological properties. When we turn to defining *kāvya*, “poetry,” the process is in many ways similar — we wish to demarcate a class of texts for some purpose — but there is added complexity because the creator of the definition must take into account a number of preexisting opinions about what poetry is and then decide which features are necessary, which are optional, and which, when absent, do not automatically abrogate membership to the class, but simply make for “bad” poetry. Also, one must then ask: What purpose does this created set serve? What is being excluded and included and on what bases? The *ālankārikas* are aware of the inherent complexity of these questions, and though attempts are made at defining poetry with a single proposition, often the definition of poetry is the work as a whole with a staggering amount of detail and optionality (in some cases). In what follows we will survey some of these definitions and then turn our attention to the aforementioned topics of *śāstra* and *doṣa*, “faults,” within *ālankāraśāstra*. From these we will be able to gain considerable insight into grammar’s role in the definition of poetry.

---

13Outside of the system, axiomatic definitions serve little purpose, and one can hardly speak of their truth value. In his commentary ad JMS 1.1.5, Śabara discusses the validity of ad hoc definitions in contradistinction to the innate (*autpāttika*) relation between word and meaning valid in the real world, i.e., outside of the specific system to which the definition has been tailored.

14For the artificiality of these axioms to manifest, one need only ask, as Einstien did: *Was meinst du mit der Behauptung, daß diese Sätze wahr seien?* “What do you mean with your assertion that these laws are true?” Einstein (2008: 1).

15For example, *gha* is defined as the suffixes *taraP* and *tamaP* in P. 1.1.22 *taraptamapau ghaḥ*.

16For example, by defining a set of words as *sarvanāman* s, “pronouns,” Pāṇini is able to account for morphological peculiarities in their declension.

17For a broad overview of what *kāvya* is, both according to its definition within the *ālankāra* tradition (mainly from Bhoja’s *ŚPr*) as well as its socio-political functions, see Pollock (2003: 39–130), particularly pp. 41–61 and then again Pollock (2006: 75–144).
2.3.1 Bhāmaha

2.3.1.1 Sound and Sense

vāgarthāv iva sampṛktau vāgarthapratipaṭaye
jagataḥ pitarau vande pārvatīparameśvarau

“Like sound and sense mingled together so both are understood
I praise the parents of the world, Pārvatī and the Supreme Lord.”

—Kālidāsa, Raghuvāṃśa 1.1

We may begin with what is undoubtedly the most influential definition of poetry, Bhāmaha’s šabdārthau sahitau kāvyam, “poetry is sound and sense united.” This definition resonates throughout the remainder of the tradition with further qualification added by later authors. But Bhāmaha has not formulated this statement in a void like an entry in a dictionary. Rather, it forms part of a larger discussion about the nature of poetry at the beginning of his first chapter. In the three preceding verses (1.13–15), Bhāmaha notes two opinions of earlier ālāṅkārikaś and then states his own opinion, which is a combination of the two. The verses run as follows:

rūpakādir alāṅkāras tasyānyair bahudhoditaḥ |
na kāntam api nirbhūṣam vibhāti vanītānām || 1.13 ||
rūpakādīm alāṅkāraṃ bāhyam ācakṣate pare |
supām tiṇām ca vyutpatīm vācāṃ vānchanta alāṅkṛtim || 1.14 ||
tad etad āhuh sauśabdyam nārthavyutpattir iḍrśi |
sabdābhidheyālāṅkārabhedā ēṣṭam dvayam tu naḥ || 1.15 ||
sabdārthau sahitau kāvyam gadyam padyam ca tad dvidhā |
samskr̥tam pr̥kṛtam cānyaḍ apabhramśam iti tridhā || 1.16 || (BhKA)

Others have said in various ways that metaphor, etc. are its [scil. kāvyā’s] ornament. Not even the beautiful face of a woman is radiant when unembellished. (1.13) Others assert that metaphor, etc. are external ornaments. They presume that the (proper)

---

18 BhKA 1.16a.
19 I will discuss some of the later formulations below, but see De (1960: 36f.) for an overview of later formulations and Pollock (2003: 45), who provides a lucid translation of Bhoja’s take on the definition of kāvyam in the Śṛṅgāraprakāśa. Bhāmaha is the author of our earliest extant treatise on poetics. More detail about his work can be found in De (1960 I: 32–54) and (1960 II: 34–54), Kane (1961: 78–88), Naganatha Sastry (1970: vii–xx), Gerow (1977: 225–233), and Šarmā & Upādhyāya (1981: 1–71). As for his date in the early 7th CE and his claim to the earliest extant ālāṅkārika, see Bronner (2012), who (joining other scholars) argues persuasively for the priority of Bhāmaha to Daṇḍin.
production of nouns and verbs is the ornamentation of speech. (1.14) That they say, makes for beautiful language; the (mere) production of meaning is not like that (i.e., capable of making beautiful language). But we desire both because (poetic) ornaments are divided between sound and sense. (1.15) Poetry is sound and sense united. It is of two varieties: prose and verse. It is of three varieties: Sanskrit and Prakrit, the other Apabhraṃśa. (1.16)

These verses require some comment. The two opinions put forth here set up the dichotomy so essential to all linguistic speculation, the difference between artha, “meaning, object, sense,” and the śabda, “sound, uttered word,” that we use to convey the artha. Some maintain that only semantic figures of speech like metaphor can make ordinary language into poetry, while others assert that it is the correct production and arrangement of the words that are the ornaments of poetry, not semantic ornaments because they are external, i.e., they are not inherent to poetry whereas the sounds are. Bhāmaha therefore sees poetry as being the inseparable combination of both sound and sense qualified by ornamentation as well as other conditions laid out in the remainder of the work, but the motivation for this division and then unification has a much deeper history in Sanskrit linguistic thought. Let us, then, look more closely at these terms and the relation between sound and sense in the Sanskrit śāstric traditions.

śabda and artha, what I have here rendered as “sound and sense,” are not easily translated

20 sup = subanta, “what ends in a case suffix.” The scope of subanta is much wider than “noun” in English, since within the Pāṇinian school of grammar all fully formed words must end in either a case ending (sūp) or personal ending (tiṅ). Even indicinals are capped off with a case that is then elided by P. 2.4.82. A more exact, albeit less literal, translation of supāṃ tiṅāṃ ca would be “complete words.”

21 For stanzas BKA 1.13–15 there exists number of translations into English, e.g., Sastri (1956: 10–13), De (1960 II: 38), Jha (1967: 161f.), Naganatha Sastry (1970: 5f.), and Krishnamoorthy (1977: 295). Sastry and Shastry are translating the text as a part of Bhāmaha’s work, whereas Jha is translating the passage as quoted in the 6th ullāsa of Mammaṭa’s KāPr (vr̥tti ad KāPra 6.1). Similarly, Krishnamoorthy’s translation of the stanzas is found within the context of Kuntaka’s Vakroktijīvta (vr̥tti ad VJ 1.7 = Krishnamoorthy (1977: §)). Raghavan (1978: 83) quotes this passage but offers no exact translation. Ideas stemming from the theory of suggestion (dhvani) are often anachronistically incorporated into these translations. See, e.g., Govindabhaṭṭa’s Pradīpa ad KāPra 47/6.1 for an explanation incorporating the theory of suggestion: arthasyaiva vibhāvādirūpaṇatvena rasavyaṃjakatvāt tanniṣṭho rūpakādir evālaṅkāraḥ kaiścid uktāḥ | “Some say that semantic ornaments such as metaphor, etc., are the only ornaments because sense alone, as it constitutes emotion, etc., suggests poetic flavor (rasa).”

22 vyuytattti refers to any production including educational training, but in reference to words, it implies production according to the rules of grammar and, in the context of alaṅkārasāstra, to a particular production of poetic words that gives rise to sabdālāṅkāras “ornaments of sound,” such as alliteration.

23 Thus the explanation Māṇikyacandra reports in his commentary, Saṅketa, ad KāPra 6.1: apare tu kāvyaśvarūpāsamaṃvataṃ rūpakādyarthālāṅkārānām bahirṅgatāṃ manvānāh suptīvyutpatteḥ kāvyavārūpāsamaṃvataṃ vṛttīṃ āṅkārānām āuḥuh | “But others say that the production of nouns and verbs is internal insofar as it is inherent to the very form of poetry, since they think that semantic ornaments such as metaphor, etc., are external insofar as they are not inherent.”
out of Sanskrit. śabda can range from simply dhvani, “sound, noise,” as Patañjali glosses it in the Paspaśāhnika, to communicative linguistic forms to language itself, somewhat akin to Latin vox, “voice,” which can be aut articulata... aut confusa, “articulated (i.e., comprehensible) or confused (i.e., meaningless).” artha, in the linguistic context, refers to both the semantic content of a word as well as the object that the word represents, either in the physical world or the speaker’s or listener’s mind. I have chosen “sound and sense” in this context because it can, and hopefully does, conjure up poetic and poetological associations like the verses extracted from Part II of Alexander Pope’s An Essay on Criticism and now often titled Sound and Sense, or the introduction to poetry by Laurence Perrine and Thomas Arp likewise so titled. I also find this translation satisfying in the present context because it does not import much foreign, anachronistic, or loaded linguistic terms such as “signifier” and “signified” would.

The sambandha, “connection,” between these two concepts has long been a focal point of speculation among the philosophers of India, especially with regard to whether the relationship is eternal (nitya) or not (anitya). The position that the relation between sound and sense is eternal features in the philosophies of both the grammarians as well as the mīmāṃsakas whose foundational texts, Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya and Jaimini’s Mīmāṃsāsūtras, respectively, both include definitive statements on the matter near their start. In the Mahābhāṣya the vārtt.: siddhe śabdārthasambandhe, “when it is the case that the connection between a word and its meaning is (permanently) established.” Following the interpretation of Patañjali, sound, sense, and

24 For an overview of these two terms, see Houben (1995: 31–35) and Coward & Kunjunni Raja (1990: 5f.)
25 MBh I.1.12f.
26 Cf. Patañjali’s influential definition: MBh I.1.10f. yenoccāritena sāsnālāṅgūlakakudakhuravisānīnām sampratyayo bhavati sa śabdaḥ | “A śabda is that by which arises the conception of beings that possess a dewlap, a tale, a head, hooves, and horns.” Here Patañjali is dealing with a particular śabda, namely, gauḥ, “cow,” but the definition is, mutatis mutandis, transferable to other objects.
27 As in the first line of Bharṭṛhari’s Vākyapadiya where brahman (n.) is said to be śabda-tattva, “one whose essence is language.”
28 Donatus (2009: 16)
29 Cf. Boynton (1903: 72a): “The sound must seem an echo to the sense.”
31 More detailed discussions of artha can be found in Ganeri (2006: 9–33) and Deshpande (1992: 1–6).
32 Not marked as such in Kielhorn’s edition (MBh I.6.16), but Patañjali clearly treats it as one by both commenting on it and noting that the ācārya, “teacher” (i.e., Kātyāyana), has commenced his treatise with the word siddha to gain auspiciousness (maṅgalārtham). Cf. the translation in Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 90f.).
their relationship are permanent, i.e., *siddha*, “established,” = *nitya*, “permanent,” in this context. Bhartṛhari, the great digester of the *Mahābhāṣya*, offers a version of the vārṭṭ reworked with Patañjali’s comments in mind:

\[
\text{nityāḥ śabdārthasambandhāḥ tatrāmnātā maharṣibhiḥ} \\
\text{sūtrāṇāṃ sānutantrāṇāṃ bhāṣyānāṃ ca praṇetṛbhiḥ} \| \text{VP 1.23} \|
\]

The authors of the sūtras together with the critical comments and the commentary have handed down that words, objects, and their connection are eternal.\(^{33}\)

Similarly, toward the beginning of Jaimini’s work, we find JMS 1.1.5, the first portion of which is: *autpattikas tu śabdasyārthena sambandhaḥ*, “moreover, the connection of sound with sense is inborn.”\(^{34}\) Once again the adjective describing this relation is initially glossed as *nitya*, “permanent,” and then later *apauruṣeya*, “not of personal production,” by the Bhāṣyakāra, Śabara. The impetus for holding that there exists a permanent link between *śabda* and *arthā* derives from the axiomatic status of the Vedas not only as eternal but also as an instantiation of reality, when not reality itself. By extending this line of thought to language and reality in general, there arose numerous philosophical debates about just how language does or simply cannot correspond to reality.\(^{35}\) Given *ālankāraśāstra*’s close affiliation with *vyākaraṇa* and *mīmāṃsā*, Bhāmaha’s definition of poetry seems to play off of such passages from the MBh and JMS and indicates a similarly intertwined relation in poetic language both at the level of ornamentation as well as the level of content.

One particular concept the *ālankārika* take over from the grammarians is the idea that *sādhu śabda*, “correct language,” must be used in order to accurately and meritoriously express the intended sense.\(^{36}\) What is not correct is a *doṣa*, “fault,” and must be extirpated. Bhāmaha lays out his notions of (in)correct usage in several passages in the first section and then dedicates the last

---

33 The compound *śabdārthasambandhāḥ* is best taken as a *itaretara-dvandva*, i.e., a collection of three distinct objects. This is the interpretation given in the *vṛtti* ad VP 1.23: *nityaḥ śabdo nityo ’rtho nityaḥ sambandha ity eṣā śāstra-vyavasthā* | “The word is eternal. The object is eternal. The connection is eternal. This is the particular stance of the śāstra.” This corresponds to Patañjali’s understanding of the just quoted vārṭṭ, the model for the present verse.

34 See Jha (1933:8) for a full translation of the sūtra along with Śabara’s commentary and Scharf (1996: 269–271).

35 See Bronkhorst (2011) for further discussions.

36 The relation between *dharma*, “religious merit,” knowing the rules of grammar, and correct usage also occupies a good portion of the *Paspaśā*, MBh I.8.1–6 and I.10.4–11.
three *paricchedas*, “divisions,” of his *Kāvyalāṅkāra* to different types of faults and poetic dos and don’ts. Those found in the opening portion of his work are of a more general nature while the fourth *pariccheda* treats specific faults in the spheres of semantics, grammar, meter, and contradictions with established norms. The fifth focuses on fallacies in a syllogism, and the final section is devoted to the application of grammar. I will first turn to the more general errors and then look at two of the specific faults given in the fourth *pariccheda*. A more detailed discussion of the final section will be reserved for the following two chapters. But in order to understand why poetry should be given such attention, we must first understand what exactly is at stake in poetic composition. What can it do?

### 2.3.1.2 The Products of Poetry

Bhāmaha presents poetry as no idle task for a dilettante. On the contrary, the responsibilities of a poet are of great moment because what can be achieved through poetry are life’s greatest goals:

\[ dharmārthakāmokṣeṇa vaicakṣānyam kalāsu ca | \]
\[ pritīṃ karoti kirtiṃ ca sādhukāvyanibandhanam || 1.2 || (BhKA) \]

Skill in dharma, financial and sensual gain, liberation and the arts too, delight as well as fame, such things does a sound poetic composition help us obtain.

This verse\(^{37}\) gives “sound” (*sādhu*) poetic composition a role in achieving life’s primary goals, the four *puruṣārthas*, “ends of man,” as well as bringing delight and fame.\(^{38}\) As the noun *nibandhana* can refer to both the act of composition as well as what is composed, i.e., a literary work,\(^{39}\) so that the listed benefits may be got by composing poetry as well as from reading and studying it. The inclusion of *sādhu*, “correct, sound,” has deep echoes within the grammatical tradition, and paves the way for the lengthy discussions on poetic faults and how to remove them.

In the following verses Bhāmaha returns to the topic of fame in particular and emphasizes

---

\(^{37}\) Quoted in the *Locana* ad DhvĀ 1.1 (p. 40) with the reading *-niṣevanam*, “pursuit, practice,” although the Kāvyamāla edition (p. 12) of the DhvĀ notes that two manuscripts, क,ख also have *-nibandhanam*, the reading of all the editions of the BhKA.

\(^{38}\) De (1960 II: 39–41) discusses the development of the purposes of poetry in later alāṅkāraśāstra literature. It is, however, important to dwell on the synchronic context of an author’s statements and not immediately view them in hindsight. Pollock (2004) deals specifically with the first three *puruṣārthas*.

\(^{39}\) The suffix LyuṬ = -ana has great versatility by P. 3.3.113 *krtyalyūṭo bahulam*.  

---
that if a poet should desire renown that lasts on this earth after he has departed to heaven, he
must devote himself to the composition of poetry (BhKA 1.6–8), but the main theme leading up
to the discussion of sound and sense quoted above is the relation between poetry and śāstra and
how within this relationship śāstra plays the subordinate role, albeit one indispensable for the
creation of poetry. This dynamic is brought out in verses 3–5:

\[
\begin{align*}
adhanasyeva dātṛtvam klibasyevāstrakauśalam & | 1.3 | \\
ajñasyeva pragalbhatvam akaveḥ śāstravedanam & | 1.3 | \\
vīnayena vīnā kā śriḥ kā niśā śaśinā vīnā & | 1.4 | \\
rahitā satkavitvena kidrśī vāgvidagdhatā & | 1.4 | \\
gurūpadeśād adhyetum śāstrāṃ jaḍadhiyo 'py alam & | 1.5 | \\
kāvyam tu jāyate jātu kasyacit pratibhāvataḥ & | 1.5 | (BhKA)
\end{align*}
\]

For someone other than a poet⁴⁰ to know the śāstras is like a penniless man being
generous, a eunuch being skilled in weaponry, and an ignorant man speaking confidently. (1.3) What is wealth without good manners? What is the night without the
moon? What would eloquence be without skill in poetry? (1.4) Even men of dull
intellect can learn science from a teacher’s instruction, but poetry is born, if at all, to
someone with inspiration (pratibhā). (1.5)

The first two of these verses emphasize in a different way how the obtainment of systematized
knowledge becomes meaningful and effective only through a poet, and the third that the art of
poetry is in fact far more difficult to master than the other disciplines, for which all one needs is
a teacher. Based on the three standards of comparison presented in BhKA 1.3, only the poet is
able to be generous with his knowledge of the śāstras — the idea being either that only a poet has
the ability to learn and then impart such knowledge whereas someone else, though he may want
to give, cannot because he does not have the means to do so; only the poet has the skill to wield
this knowledge effectively and not look foolish when speaking. The last in the triad sets poetry
apart from other skills by introducing pratibhā, “inspiration,” a concept closely associated with
Bhartṛhari’s philosophy of language and discussed throughout the tradition of Sanskrit poetics as
an essential requirement for a poet.⁴¹ Yet despite poetry’s extraordinary status as something that
gives meaning to the śāstras but cannot be acquired along the same lines, it nevertheless depends

---

⁴⁰I understand the a-privative (nañ) in the sense of anyatā, “otherness.”
⁴¹There are a number of studies on the concept in both traditions. For Bhartṛhari and philosophy of language, see
Upon them.

In the following quartet (BhKA 1.9–12), Bhāmaha provides a mini syllabus for the would-be poet, a topic much elaborated on in later works of poetics and in the allied genre of kaviśikṣā, “education of a poet,” and bolsters the reason such training is needed and the consequences of being a bad poet:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{śabdaś chando 'bhidhānārthā itihāsāśrayāḥ kathāḥ |} \\
\text{loko yuktīḥ kalāś ceti mantavyāḥ kāvyahetavaḥ}^{44} || 1.9 || \\
\text{śabdābhidheye vijñāya kṛtva tadvidupāsanam} \\
\text{vilokyānyanibandhāṁś ca kāraṇaḥ kāvyakriyādaraḥ} || 1.10 || \\
\text{sarvathā padam apy ekaṃ na nigādyam avadyavat} \\
\text{vilakṣmaṇā hi kāvyena duhsuteneva nindyate} || 1.11 || \\
\text{nākavitvam adharmāya vyādhaye daṇḍanāya vā} \\
\text{kukavitvam punah sāksāṁ mṛtim āhur maniṣiṇaḥ} || 1.12 || (BhKA)
\end{align*}
\]

The causes of poetry are considered to be word (i.e., grammar), meter, the meanings of words (lexicography), stories based on traditional lore, the world (i.e., worldly experience), logic, and the arts. (1.9) Having understood words and what is denoted (by them), having studied at the feet of those who know about such things, and having examined the compositions of others, (only then) should one take the trouble to compose poetry. (1.10) By all means not even a single reprehensible word should be uttered since one is condemned for disobedient poetry, like for a bad son. (1.11) Not being a poet does not lead to demerit, sickness or punishment, but being a bad poet, the wise say, truly spells death. (1.12)

I note the prominence given to the study of linguistic topics, the first being grammar itself and that the requirement to understand “words and what is denoted (by them)” reflects the sound and sense constituents of poetry already dealt with above. Furthermore, the utterance of a single faulty word can lead to derision, a reality born out by the habits of ālankārikas and commentators over the centuries. The word vilakṣmaṇ-, “without/contrary to definition,” used to describe bad poetry, reflects the adherence to normativity, i.e., poetry should fall in line with a particular set of definitions. These verses reinforce the sādhutva, “correctness,” of the poetic composition

---

42 E.g. KAS 1.3.1 on the kāvyāṅgas, RKA 1.18–19, KāMi 1.4, etc.
43 See De (1960 II: 283–298).
44 The reading -hetavaḥ is found by the fragments of the Bhāmahavivarana. Cf. Gnoli (1962: XL, 8). I have also confirmed this reading in a MS of the BhKA in the Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg, MS 59b f. 185v ln. 2.
45 The upasarga vi can express, inter alia, vigata, “devoid of” or viruddha, “contradictory to.” Cf. Dimitrov (2007: 54E).
mentioned in the second verse, for it is only through purity of expression that the gains of poetry are able to be effectively obtained. The final line, that being a bad poet is tantamount to death, must be viewed in light of the lofty effects of poetry (skill in the ends of man, fame, and delight) as well as the fact that it is through poetry that one is able to obtain immortal fame (cf. BhKA 7–8) and without it one is truly dead.

2.3.1.3 Fault Finding

In order to achieve the required correctness in a poetic composition, the ālankaśrikas have listed a number of doṣas, “faults,” that must be removed from good poetry.46 Several elements of these lists derive from NŚ 16.88, where ten kāvyadoṣas, “poetic faults,” are presented and then subsequently defined and exemplified in NŚ 16.89–94. Bhāmaha borrows several faults from Bharata although under slightly different names. The types of faults in Bhāmaha’s work correspond, for the most part, to the kāvyahetus, “causes for poetry,” given in BhKA 1.9 and thereby signify the need to acquire proper training in the śāstras in order to ensure flawless poetry. There is, however, an emphasis on linguistic flaws pertaining to both formal grammatical correctness as well as semantics and the logical syllogism, both of these receiving their own chapters, but importance is also placed on the fact that a poem’s content needs to conform to norms of the (idealized) world, reason, and the śāstras more generally.

The discussion of faults spreads over the last three chapters (4–6) in the BhKA but already comes up toward the end of the first (BhKA 1.37–53). Chapter 4 is dedicated to 15 faults (or alternately 10 with one having 6 types), chapter 5 to faults in logic, and chapter to 6 to formal linguistic errors, although the opening verses discuss theories of language. The ten doṣas47 found in the first chapter are divided into six types of expressions poets should not use (BhKA 1.37d kavayo na prayuñjate | “Poets do not use.”) and three kinds of faulty (duṣṭa) and one kind of difficult (kaśta) wording. The reason for noting these ten faults in the initial chapter seems to be that they are of a more general nature, whereas those found in the latter chapters are infractions

47 The first six in BhKA 1.37 are never explicitly termed doṣas, but that they are so is clear from the context.
against a more specific śāstra or rule. This holds well with Bhāmaha’s scheme in the first chapter, where he lays much of the groundwork for what poetry is.

To elaborate more on this division and the basis for placing the ten faults in the first chapter, I will show that they serve to carve out a domain for poetic language that would otherwise be possible in ordinary language, or, to put it negatively, would not be excluded by any particular rule from another śāstra. More specifically, four place a prohibition against using overly obscure formulations, i.e., words used to denote things that would be theoretically possible but are not a part of good poetic diction. These dosas are neyārtha, “(a poetic expression) in which the meaning must be teased out,” (BhKA 1.38), anyārtha, “(a poetic expression) in which the meaning is another (unexpected) meaning,” (BhKA 1.40), avācaka, “unexpressive (poetic expression),” (BhKA 1.41), and gūḍhaśabdābhidhāna, “(a poetic expression) in which the meaning of the words is hidden” (BhKA 1.45). Of the remaining two, kliṣṭa, “tormented,” is left undefined (BhKA 1.40) and ayuktimat, “containing something unsuitable,” pertains specifically (somewhat oddly so) to the use of non-human messengers such as clouds, winds, the moon, etc. (BhKA 1.42), though an exception is made for maddened love-sick people. An example from the previous four will suffice to demonstrate my point.

Bhāmaha says that poets do not use poetry that is gūḍhaśabdābhidhāna, “in which the meaning of the words is hidden.” His example is the verse:

\[
\text{gūḍhaśabdābhidhānaṃ ca na prayojiyaṃ katham cana |
\text{sudhiyām api naivedam upakārāya kalpate || 1.45 ||}
\text{asitartitug adricchit svahkṣitām patir advidrk |
\text{amidbhiḥ subhradṛgṛṣṭair dviṣo jeghnīyiṣṭa vah || 1.46 || (BhKA)}
\]

In no way should poetry be used in which the meaning of the words is hidden. This does not serve to help even to the clever. (1.45) [For example:] “May the son of the one whose path is black, who pierces the mountain, the lord of the heaven-dwellers, who has not-two eyes, slay over and over your enemies with his non-oily bright looks.” (1.46)

---

48 All of the faults are adjectives in the neuter sing., and we can easily supply kāvya-vākya, “expression in a poem,” from the context.

49 This is undoubtedly a reference to Kālidāsa’s Meghadūta, in which a love-sick yakṣa addresses a cloud and requests it to carry a message to his beloved.
Although we do not have any further remarks from Bhāmaha about the hidden meaning in the verse, we can assume that it is the oblique reference to Kumāra conveyed by the adjectives in the first line, especially the first one, the meaning of which is particularly obscure based on the word choice: tuc, “son,” is a rare Vedic word, and asita-ṛti, “whose path is black,” i.e., “fire,” is not exactly straightforward; the word ṛti in the sense of path is also uncommon, though its derivation is transparent. One could further speculate that the mouthful jeghnīyiṣīṣṭa, an āśirliṅ, “benedictive,” of the yaṅ, “intensive,” from √han, “to kill,” would be problematic, — and indeed it is rather recherché — but I do not see it as containing any “hidden” meaning unless it is the obscurity of the derivational process its that needs to be taken into consideration. The point, in any case, is that Bhāmaha perceives excessive complexity in the conveyance of meaning a blemish upon a good poem. This might be fine for other genres, and indeed commentators frequently claim to illuminate the gūḍhārtha, “hidden meaning,” of a root text, but such forms of expression have no place in poetry. The other three faults mentioned above fall under the same general heading, although they differ in their details.

Of the remaining four faults of speech (BhKA 1.47–53), three deal with the subject of vulgar speech. Poetry that is śruti-duṣṭa, “faulty to the ear,” includes “dirty words,” many of which refer to primary sexual characteristics or what they emit. artha-duṣṭa, “faulty in meaning,” in contrast, relies not on the explicit mention of vulgarity but its implication through double entendre. kalpanā-duṣṭa, “faulty in construction,” language results when indecorous words occur because of an infelicitous conjunction of words which, on their own, do not occasion a blush. The last,

---

50 The verse is fortunately quoted in Bhoja’s SKĀa ad 32cd (p. 30, ex. 43) as an example of asaukumārya, “nontenderness.” The commentator, Rāmasimha, provides a very elucidating gloss on the verse, which I will follow.

51 It is derived from √ṛ, “to go,” with the suffix -ti to form an action noun.

52 The form is not accounted for by Pāṇini’s rules, so Kātyāyana has formulated three vārttikas ad P. 7.4.30 to accommodate it. The first two are abortive attempts to remedy the problem, but the third yaṅprakaraṇe hanter hiṃsāyāṁ ghnī, “in the derivation of the intensive, ghnī is substituted for √han when it means ‘to harm,’” properly accounts for the derivation and is included, under the somewhat modified form, hanter hiṃsāyāṁ yañi ghnībhāvo vaktavyāḥ, in the KV ad P. 7.4.30 and then in the various recasts of the A: RA vol. II p. 204 (after P. 7.3.55), SK ad P. 7.4.85, etc.

53 For example, Madhusūdana’s commentary on the Bhagavadgītā is titled Gūḍhārthadīpikā (A Lamp for the Hidden Meaning), and in their opening verses the authors of the KV claim that their commentary is vivṛta-gūḍha-sūtra-arthā, “one by which the hidden meaning of the sūtras is uncovered.”

54 The example in BhKA 1.52 is śauryābharaṇaḥ, i.e., śaurya-ābharaṇa, “he whose ornament is heroism,” which inadvertently (?) contains the noun yābha, “fuck.” The same humorous phenomenon exists in English and was
śruti-kliṣṭa, “harsh on the ears,” consists of sequences of sounds that would be considered less than mellifluous such as ajihlad, “S/he delighted.” Once again, there is nothing wrong with any of these words in other contexts, but within poetry they detract from the overall aesthetic that Bhāmaha thinks poets ought to strive for. Finally, it should be noted that Bhāmaha does allow some leeway for inappropriate words so long as they add beauty.\(^{55}\) The closing verses of the first section (BhKA 1.55–8) give examples. We will see a more context-sensitive treatment of the faults in Daṇḍin.

The ten (or sixteen) faults listed in chapter 4 of the Kāvyālaṅkāra have a more specific character and many of them are more objective (in a certain sense) violations either of normative rules found in the śāstras or of facts in the world as it (ideally) is. I present below the doṣas and, when possible, the corresponding rule that they violate and the rule’s sources in a preexisting discipline. Once again, all of the following words are adjectives modifying a word like kāvya, “poetry,” or kāvya-vākya, “a sentence/phrase of a poem.”

1. *apārtha* “(poetic expression that is) devoid of meaning.” Cf. *apārthaka* in NS 5.2.10.
2. *vyarthha* “(poetic expression that is) contradictory in meaning.” Cf. *vyāghāta* in NS 2.1.57.
3. *ekārtha* “(poetic expression that has) the same meaning,” repetition of content. Cf. *punarakta* in NS 5.2.14.
4. *sasaṃśaya* “(poetic expression that has) doubt.”
5. *apakrama* “(poetic expression that is) disorderly,” violation of *yathāsaṅkhya*, “parallelism.” Cf. P. 1.3.10.
6. *śabdahīna* “(poetic expression that is) defective of (correct) words,” violation of grammatical rules.
7. *yatibhraṣṭa* “(poetic expression that is) broken by the caesura,” incorrect caesura.
8. *bhinnavṛtta* “(poetic expression in which) the meter is broken,” faulty metrical pattern.

\(^{55}\) BhKA 1.55ab *kimcic āśrayasaundaryād dhatte sobhām asādhv api* | “Sometimes even a faulty word creates splendor on account of the beauty of its surroundings.” This seems to be how Śrīharṣa can work in NaiC 7.133. Cf. Narayana Rao and Shulman (2012: 66f.) for the Telugu version as well.
9. visandhi “(poetic expression that has) no junction,” unpleasing, though grammatical, hiatus.

10. virodhi “(poetic expression that) contradicts:”
  
  - deśavirdhi “contradicts region”
  - kālavirdhi “contradicts time”
  - kalāvirdhi “contradicts the arts”
  - lokavirdhi “contradicts the world”
  - nyāvirdhi “contradicts logic”
  - āgavirdhi “contradicts tradition”

Of these ten faults, the first four are of a semantic nature and can be found in other śāstras (especially nyāya and mīmāṃsā); three (śabdahīna, apakrama, and visandhi) concern more formal grammatical violations against Pāṇini’s rules; and two (yatibhraṣṭa and bhinnavṛttta) are metrical defects according to chandaḥśāstra, “metrics.” The five “contradiction”-faults arise when the content of a poem goes against traditionally accepted norms as established by various other śāstras. This list reinforces the idea that one can compose good poetry only by mastering all of the major disciplines of the time.

With regard to the linguistic faults, the division between semantic flaws and those against formal grammar highlights the scope of vyākaraṇa. For instance, both Bhāmaha and Vātsyāyana ad NS 5.10 give daśa dādimāni ṣaḍ apūpāḥ, etc., “ten pomegranates, six cakes, etc.” as an example for apārtha.56 The source of this example is to be found in the MBh ad P. 1.1.1.2, Kātyāyana’s second vārtt. in a lengthy discussion about the purpose of making a section on technical terms (samjñās). Here Patañjali notes that in actual linguistic usage we find utterances that are both meaningful and meaningless.57 The example then given for a meaningless utterance is a list of words which have neither syntactic connection nor rhyme or reason: “ten pomegranates, six cakes, a bowl, cumin, a lump of sesame and so forth.” Such nonsense, however, does not violate grammar or śabdānuśāsana, “instruction in words,” since the primary goal is to teach how to

56BhKA 4.8cd dādimāni daśāpūpāḥ ṣaḍ ityādi yathoditam || The word order is different metri causa.
57MBh I.38.3f. loke hy arthavanti cānarthakāni ca vākyāni drśyante | “For, in the (linguistic habits of the) world one finds both meaningful and meaningless utterances.”
analyze correctly formed words; the sense or external referents are not what is it taught. Hence the scope of the fault *apārtha* does not overlap with *śabdahīna*, “devoid of (correct) language.”

Turning briefly to the two faults I have identified as pertaining to linguistic forms, *śabdahīna* and *visandhi*, we can see more precisely how grammar plays a role. Bhāmaha defines and exemplifies *śabdahīna* as follows:

\[
\text{sūtrakṛtpadakāreṣṭaprayogād yo 'nyathā bhavet} \\
\text{tam āptaśrāvakāsiddheḥ} |
\]

(4.22)  

\[
\text{spurattadidvalayino vitatāmbhogariyasaḥ} |
\]

(4.23)  

\[
\text{tejas tirayataḥ sauraṃ ghanān paśya divo 'bhitaḥ} |
\]

(4.23) (BhKA)

They understand such usage to be *śabdahīna*, “devoid of (correct) speech,” as occurs contrary to the accepted usage of Pāṇini and the word-makers because it is not established (as correct) by authoritative (teachers) and their students. (4.22) Look at the clouds all over the sky! They are surrounded by flashing lightning, stretched and rather heavy with water, obstructing the radiance of the sun. (4.24)

Bhāmaha gives us no indication of the fault, but as Naganatha Sastry (1970: 80) points out, the faulty word is *tirayataḥ*, “obstructing.” The difficulty lies in deriving the verbal stem *tiraya-*. Although it is clearly from the indeclinable *tiras*, a member of the *svūrādi* list (Gaṇapāṭha 254.44), there is no grammatical rule for deriving such a verb. Instead, one should use *tirobhbū*, “to be obstructed,” or *tiraskṛ*, “to obstruct.” Nevertheless, the form is not without use in later literature, although commentators will usually gloss it with the proper *tiraskṛ*.  

58Cf. Jinendrabuddha emphasizes this point nicely, KV Nyāsa vol I p. 8: *śabdānuśāsanam ity atra tu śabdānām idam anuśāsanam, nārthānām ity etāvato 'rthasya vivakṣitatvāt* “But because here in ‘word-instruction’ the meaning that is intended to be expressed is only this much: this is an instruction in words, not in meanings.”

59The alternate reading is *āptaśrāvakāḥ siddheḥ* as printed in Trivedi’s edition, p. 229. The meaning of the verse, however, would not change much: “the teachers and their students understand such usage to be *śabdahīna*, ‘devoid of (correct) speech,’ ... on the basis of the established (language).”

60*padakāra*- lit. “word-maker” is generally given as “the author of the *padapātha*.” Patañjali informs us, MBh II.85.5, III.117.18–19 and III.398.9, that: *na lakṣaṇena padakārā anuvartaḥ padakārāir nāma lakṣaṇam anuvartyaṁ* | “Rule (scil. the rules of grammar) need not follow the word-makers; word-makers surely need follow the rule.” Cardon (2012) has studied Pāṇini’s critical evaluation of the *padakāras’* morphological analysis. On the MBh passages, c.f. Cardona (2012: 44, fn. 24). The mention of the *padakāras*, whose work is strictly within the realm of Vedic scholarship, appears somewhat out of place in the present context, but if we consider Bhāmaha to be speaking about Sanskrit most broadly, then it was sensible to also include those who defined the words of the Vedas. The 20th cent. commentator, Tātācārya, perhaps also somewhat puzzled by the appearance of the *padakāras* at this juncture, glosses the word with “Kātyāyana.” I am not, however, aware of any parallel for this meaning. Kātyāyana is often the *vākyakāra*, “author of the statements.” Cf. ŚPra III p. 171, where P. 8.1.28.1 is quoted in conjunction the *vākyakāra*.

61Cf. P. 1.4.71 and 72.

62*tiraya-* occurs, e.g., in the *Ratnāvali* 4.13 and HV 5.146. The anomalous formation is discussed in Bartholomae (1906: 115).
The second such fault, *visandhi*, “without sandhi,” receives no definition, only an example. This is an interesting fault, the history of which will occupy a short study that has not made it into the dissertation. At present, I will simply note that this fault restricts the domain of formal grammar within a poetic composition. In the example verse (BhKA 4.28), a hiatus between two vowels occurs three times in *pāda* a and b because the first vowel is -e of the neuter dual accusative, and such a vowel does not enter into sandhi. This kind of absence of sandhi, though perfectly grammatical, constitutes a fault for Bhāmaha. Similar to the need for the semantic faults and *śabdahīna*, so too here *visandhi* is needed because otherwise grammar would allow for such formations.

The remaining two chapters of Bhāmaha’s *Kāvyālāṅkāra* specialize in logical and grammatical faults. I will discuss the latter thoroughly in the following chapter alongside the analogous chapter in Vāmana’s *Kāvyālāṅkārasūtra*. In this discussion additional light will be thrown on Bhāmaha’s somewhat unique perspective on the intersection between grammatical language and poetic language.

### 2.3.2 Daṇḍin’s Mirror

Reading the texts of Daṇḍin and Bhāmaha side by side offers us a glimpse into the earlier history of *alāṅkārasāstra*. Both authors are clearly reacting to a preexisting tradition and taking their own stance on several issues that must have been of importance in their day. Daṇḍin’s *Kāvyādārśa*, “Mirror on Poetry,” or *Kāvyālāṅkāra*, “Differentia of Poetry,” however, gives the impression of a more innovative, forward-looking text, whereas Bhāmaha often comes across as more conservative and theoretical. Some of the finer distinctions in the two authors’ approach to the *śāstras* and grammar in particular will be highlighted in the following chapter. At present I will outline Daṇḍin’s general attitude toward what poetry is and how various other disciplines are required for a successful composition. In this regard there is much overlap in the two works.

Daṇḍin opens his work with several verses on the usefulness of learned speech (KĀ 1.3–4), the lasting fame as well as the prosperity it can bring (KĀ 1.5–6), and the importance of studying
the śāstras so that one can recognize faults and make poetry pure (KĀ 1.7–9). These topics, reminiscent of what we saw in Bhāmaha, form part of the basic tenets of alankāraśāstra.63 Verses 6–8 are worth looking at in more detail.

\[
gaur gauḥ kāmadughā samyakprayuktā smaryate budhaiḥ |
\]
\[
dusprayuktā punaṃ prayoktuḥ saiva sāmsati || 1.6 ||
\]
\[
tad alpam api nopekyam kāvyam duṣṭam katham cana |
\]
\[
syād vapuḥ sundaram api sūtrenaikena durbhagam || 1.7 ||
\]
\[
guṇadosān aśāstrajñāḥ kathāṃ vibhajate naraḥ |
\]
\[
kim andhasyādhikāro 'sti rūpabhедopalabdhīṣu || 1.8 || (KĀ)
\]

The wise recall that speech, when correctly used, is a wish-granting cow, but when used faultily it announces that the user is a cow. (1.6) A poem that is even a little faulty must in no way be given any attention. Even a beautiful body would be impossible to enjoy with a single spot of leprosy. (1.7) How can someone who does not know the śāstras differentiate virtues from faults? Does a blind man have any authority in perceiving the difference between colors? (1.8)

The first verse is a humorous reworking and expansion upon a rather famous passage from the Mahābhāṣya: “a single word, correctly understood, in accordance with the śāstras, (and) well-used is the wish-granting cow in heaven.”64 itself a quotation from the so-called bhrāja verses, authored by Kātyāyaya according to Kaiyaṭa.65 Daṇḍin consciously links his introduction to the purity of poetic language with the more general dialog about the importance of correct language in the Paspaśā, “Introduction” to the Mahābhāṣya, where Patañjali discusses the dangers of speaking without first studying grammar and the benefits if one does study the subject. In the second half of the present verse, it is noted that one risks making a fool of himself. A similar conceit is found in BhKA 1.12, which warns that though there is no danger in not being a poet, being a bad poet

---

63The zero-tolerance attitude toward flaws eventually forms part of the basic definition for poetry — most famously in KāPra 4ab tad adosau ṣabdārthau sagunāv analaṅkrī punah kvāpi “it (scil. poetry) is flawless sound and sense accompanied by good qualities but sometimes without ornamentation” — did not last throughout the whole tradition. Some later authors, Viśvanātha, Jagannātha, etc., note that such high standards can in fact exclude some very beautiful poetry and that flawless poetry need not be good poetry. Cf. Raghavan (1978: 204–210).

64MBh I.58.14–17 ekah śabdaḥ samyagjñātah śastraṇvitaḥ suprayuktah svarge loke kāmadhug bhavatitī | Patañjali then continues: yadi ekah śabdaḥ samyagjñātah śastraṇvitaḥ suprayuktaḥ svarge loke kāmadhug bhavati kimartham dvitiyāḥ trītiyāḥ ca prauyuJayate | na vai kāmānām teptir asti || “If a single word, correctly understood, in accordance with the śāstras (and) well-used is a wish-granting cow in heaven (and) in the world, to what end is a second and a third (word) used? There is no satisfying desires.” See also Houben (2012: 4–6) for a discussion of the passage and its citation in the MBhPr and MBhD, to which I can add the KVPada vol. I p. 11.

65MBhPr vol. I p. 36a&b, where Kaiyaṭa quotes the same passage as śrutī. See also Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 48f.).
means death (cf. p. 70 above).66

After establishing the advantages and drawbacks of the correct use of language, Daṇḍin introduces the topic of faulty poetry, which must be avoided at all costs, even if just slightly off. The graphic comparison of a barely blemished poem to a beautiful body with just a single spot of leprosy continues the entertaining style, but likewise serves to underscore that in order to write good poetry, the poet must strive for perfection. The final verse, then, brings in the notion of the śāstras, the main purpose of which is to allow someone to discern between the good qualities (gunaś) and the faults (dośas). Our first commentator on the KĀ, Ratnaśrījñāna, expands on the use of śāstra and repeatedly emphasizes its necessity for developing the caturvargas, “the group of four (life goals),” one of the main topics dealt with in a mahākāvya according to Daṇḍin (KĀ 1.15c).67 For example, in his now unfortunately lacunose remarks on the first ten verses, Ratnaśrī notes that the śāstras teach68 or illuminate the four goals of life,69 that it is only from śāstra that life’s undertakings can be defined by the cultivation of the four goals,70 and finally that poetry itself, by falling in line with śāstra, will be free from faults, replete with good qualities and efficacious in the pursuit of life’s goals.71

Turning to the specific treatment of faults in the third chapter of the KĀr 3.125–185,72 we find more or less the same two and a half verses as in BhKA 4.1.73 In what follows, KĀ 3.126cd–127,
Daṇḍin distinguishes himself from Bhāmaha by limiting the number of faults to exactly ten and then explicitly rejecting an in-depth analysis of faults within the logical syllogism.\footnote{KĀ 3.127 \textit{pratijñāhetudṛṣṭāntahānir doṣo na vety asau | vicārah karkaśaprāyas tenālīḍhena kim phalam}} The reason for doing so is that such an analysis is \textit{karkaśaprāyaḥ} “quite difficult,” by which we can infer that the topic is beyond the scope of a text on poetics. The commentator, Ratnaśrijñāna, writes at some length on the subject in his remarks ad KĀ 3.127. Although he does not necessarily represent Daṇḍin’s own view, his remarks are worth noting. After offering three glosses on \textit{karkaśaprāyaḥ}, he continues:\footnote{For the same of space, I have omitted the Sanskrit text. See Dimitrov (2011: 400). The text begins at the end of in ln. 6 with \textit{iha ca}. The words in bold face are quoted from Daṇḍin’s text.}

And here (in a work on \textit{alaṅkāraśāstra}) a mostly simple investigation concerning the good qualities and faults specifically restricted to poetry is the topic at hand. Therefore \textbf{what profit}, i.e., what purpose, which is the determination of the good qualities and faults restricted to poetry, is there in \textbf{such} a quite difficult investigation \textbf{being licked at},\footnote{I have rendered \textit{ālīḍha} “licked at” literally although the image is not common in English. “Touched upon” would be more prosaic as, Dimitrov’s rendering with \textit{berühren}. Similarly, in Bronner (2012: 102), the translation “introducing it” seems too bland. In Dimitrov (2012: 515) there is a lengthy discussion on whether or not to read the \textit{upasarga ā}, and, as Dimitrov notes, the gloss \textit{āsvādita} does not really help to decide. I would also add that \textit{āsvādita} is the exact gloss we would expect for \textit{lidha} since this is how the root \textit{ālih} is defined in KṣDhP 2.6 \textit{lihā āsvādane}. If then \textit{ālidha} is the correct reading, the \textit{ā} has not been glossed.} i.e., being tasted by means of engagement? The idea is: there isn’t any!

And so this is what (Daṇḍin) means: in a work that defines poetry the faults and the good qualities that are restricted to poetry are investigated, not those that are also common to the other \textit{sāstras} because it would consequently result in a collection of all of the \textit{sāstras}. And therefore, in this context, the other disciplines would be of no use in gaining proficiency in all the good qualities and faults because the branches of knowledge have just that as their fruit (i.e., to help people gain such a proficiency). There (in the branches of knowledge) there is proficiency in the good qualities and faults that are restricted to these (i.e., the individual disciplines). This too (scil. the
KĀ) would be useless for anything other than what’s already established because there would be no restriction on anything and because in this way one would not see a limitation on the proficiencies in good qualities and faults for each discipline ... Therefore, what’s the use of even licking at it is a good way to say that when a work that defines poetry is made into a definition of the authoritative means of knowledge, then it’s just braggadocio!

This is the closing passage in Ratnaśrī’s rather lengthy commentary on the verse and serves as a final justification for why Daṇḍin should disregard a thorough treatment of deficiencies in the syllogism. In the first place, if poetics expands its domain to include a treatment of faults very specific to other disciplines, it will rob those disciplines of their purpose and turn alaṅkāraśāstra into a sort of all encompassing farrago. Should a work of poetics aspire to provide definitions for lofty concepts like pramāṇa, “authoritative means of knowledge,” it would be nothing more than hallow bragging. We see here not only a more explicit statement about the division of labor between alaṅkāraśāstra and the other śāstras, which I tried to deduce from Bhāmaha’s treatment of faults above, but also that the teaching of certain types of faults are restricted to certain disciplines. So, while it is imperative to teach the faults of a syllogism in nyāyaśāstra, “the science of logic,” we need not find a full discussion in poetics. To return specifically to KĀ 3.127, it is somewhat ambiguous whether Daṇḍin means that a fault in the syllogism is not important for good poetry, or that we simply should not bother to discuss such a topic because it is treated elsewhere in more detail. Ratnaśrī’s comments point toward the later.

One of the striking features about Daṇḍin’s treatment of the doṣas is that he gives, when possible, the circumstances in which a fault is permissible. I have already drawn attention to a similar, albeit less precise, reasoning in the BhKA where Bhāmaha is willing to allow an asādhu, “objectionable,” word provided it can produce beauty. Under the fault ekārtha, he notes some

---

77I have omitted from tat kim chando to apeksyatā | 78BhKA 1.55–58. Daṇḍin (KĀ 1.95f.) too permits certain “vulgar” words, like udgīrṇa, “belched out,” provided they are used metaphorically. See Loewey Shacham (2015: 169f.) for a discussion of this word and a break with tradition in Telugu poetry.
exceptions for repetition,⁷⁹ and there is also a noted exception for ayuktimat — addressing an inanimate object — if the speaker is delirious.⁸⁰ Daṇḍin, however, goes much further and adds exceptions to five of the ten faults,⁸¹ what Ratnaśrī and Vāḍijaṅghaladeva term apavāda, “an exception to a general rule.”⁸² ekārtha and samśaya, in fact, are considered to be ornaments when used under the proper conditions. The exceptions to the first two faults, apārtha and vyartha, reflect important pragmatic features of literary language that cannot be overlooked. In both cases Daṇḍin notes that the faults are in fact not faults when someone of a particular mental state speaks the unacceptable words. An apārtha, “meaningless,” utterance becomes pukka when coming from the mouth of someone intoxicated, mad, or simple,⁸³ or, more generally put, someone not in their right state of mind.⁸⁴ vyartha, “contradictory (speech),” will similarly not incur reproach provided the speaker is in a state of mental derangement.⁸⁵ Because of these exceptions poets can represent the thoughts or words of human beings in their full emotional range, an essential part of literature. Among the exceptions to the other three faults, those for ekārtha and sasamśaya deserve a few words as well.⁸⁶ As already mentioned, both of these faults are able to be alaṅkāra under the right circumstances. ekārtha, “tautology,” will become acceptable when the author wishes to express

⁷⁹BhKA 4.14.
⁸⁰BhKA 1.42.
⁸¹For apārtha KĀ 3.128cd and 3.130, for vyartha KĀ 3.133, for ekārtha KĀ 3.137, for sasamśaya KĀ 3.141, and for apakrama KĀ 3.146.
⁸²Ratnaśrī ad KĀ 3.130 spells out the relationship: utsargas tv asambhavamātram ity apavādamukhena nigamayann āha | “Since he concludes by way of an exception that the general rule is simply not (always) possible, he says …” Dimitrov (2011: 404). On a stylistic note, Ratnaśrī introduces each of these apavāda verses with a slightly different phrasing.
⁸³KĀ 3.128cd tan mattonmattabālānām ukter anyatra dusyati | “it (scil. an apārtha utterance) is faulty so long as it is not the utterance of someone drunk, mad or simple.” As Ratnaśrī notes, and it is quite often the case, bāla does not just mean a “child” but rather one who is deficient in a number of ways: bālā heyopādeyajñānavikalā avyutpannās tathā bālā alpaḥ saktivikalā avṛddhā asambaddhabhāṣinaḥ “bālas are those who lack the knowledge about what is to be rejected and accepted, they are without proper education; also bālas are small, i.e., lacking strength, immature; they do not speak in connected (utterances).” Cf. AKKs 1.6.42ab and 3.206.
⁸⁴KĀ 3.130ab idam avasthacittānām abhidhānam aninditam | “This (scil. meaningless speech) is not reprehensible as an utterance of people who are not of sound mind.”
⁸⁵KĀ 3.133 asti kā cid avasthā sa sābhīṣaṅgasya cetasaḥ | yasyāṃ bhaved abhimatā viruddhārthāpi bhārati || “There is a certain state of the deranged mind in which even contradictory speech can be intended.” sābhīṣaṅga means kāmadīparavase, “subservient to passion, etc.,” according to Vāḍijaṅghaladeva.
⁸⁶The exact formulation of the exception to apakrama, “disorderly,” is somewhat muddled in the transmission. See Dimitrov (2012: ṭṭ for the apparatus criticus. Ratnaśrī clearly gives two readings and glosses both of them. The gist, however, is that the original order may be broken if one would otherwise have to make an effort to adhere to it, or if there is good reason for making a difficult construction, i.e., one that goes against the original order. See also Dimitrov (2012: 521) for a discussion of Ratnaśrī’s gloss on the first half of the verse.
some heightened emotion such as compassion. In fact, it is only by transgressing the normative concepts of proper speech that such feelings can be conveyed to the reader. *sasaṃśaya*, “doubtful speech,” on the other hand, may be employed provided that the poet intends for a doubt to arise for some purpose. In the explanation of the given examples, Daṇḍin notes that the ambiguous speech of the female confidant serves to create a sense of confusion in her friend’s lover. The normal flaw is only when the reader himself becomes confused, not someone in the text. Much as with the first two flaws, here too we find a distinction between quotative usage, i.e., certain forms of speech that are acceptable when they occur in the mouths of personae within the poem, and raw or unmediated usage that negatively effects the reader. In addition, though, the fault of *sasaṃśaya* can be considered an ornament to the poem because it adds another level of emotion to the vignette without being explicit.

In this brief discussion of the exceptions to the flaws, we can see how Daṇḍin has been able to find a domain for poetry outside of the linguistic standards as set forth both in other śāstras as well as within the *alāṅkāraśāstra* tradition itself. By doing so he has accounted for both quotative speech, which can reflect the internal state of the speaker, as well as noting that the very violation of rules can convey extraordinary emotion. Unfortunately, we do not know how innovative Daṇḍin is in providing these exceptions, especially in making them into *alāṅkāras*. Although Bhāmaha provides some exceptions, two of which are also based on the emotional state of the speaker, the reasoning is less sophisticated and not dwelt on, whereas Daṇḍin gives examples and integrates the exceptions into half of the faults. Lastly, I note that Daṇḍin has tacitly followed the method of *lakṣaṇa*, “defining,” practiced by the grammarians as well as the Mīmāṃsakas whereby the *utsarga*, “general rule,” is then superseded by an *apavāda*, “exception.” This adds a further śāstric touch.

Before leaving Daṇḍin we must examine his definition of *śabdahīna*, “(poetic expression) de-

---

87 KĀ 3.137 anukampādyatiṣayoyadikacīdvivakṣyate | na doṣah punarukte ’pi pratyuteyam alaṅkṛtih || “If some heightened state of compassion etc. is desired to be expressed, there is now fault even when there is repetition; moreover this is an ornament.”

88 The exception to *ayuktimat* in BhKA 1.42 and *ekārtha* in BhKA 4.14 noted above.

89 The *locus classicus* is MBh I.6.4–7.
void of (correct) language."

śabdahīnam anālakṣyalakṣyalakṣanapaddhatih |
padaprayogo 'śiṣṭeṣṭah śiṣṭeṣṭas tu na duṣyati || 3.148 || (KĀ)

(An utterance) devoid of good language is the usage of a word, accepted by the un-
learned, (and) to which no path either in exemplary language or grammar is visible.
But, if it is accepted by the learned, it is not faulty.

The definition is remarkable on several levels. On a purely sonic level, the yamakas, “twinning,”90
add a very ornamental flavor to the perhaps rather dry subject of grammar.91 As for the structure
of the definition we find a division of authorities for correct usage reminiscent of discussions
in the Mahābhāṣya. To begin with, incorrect usage is defined not just by the rules of grammar
but also by the lakṣya, “what is defined, the examples, the target language.”92 If this division is
meaningful, then lakṣya could be understood as an indication of the larger scope of language
than what the rules can describe, i.e., something larger than just what the rules are capable of
generating; otherwise, giving both would be meaningless since if a word goes against a rule,
it is not an example, and if it is not an example, there is no rule for it. The second half of the
verse specifies this other domain not governed by rules; it is śiṣṭeṣṭa, “what is accepted by the
learned.” This final verse-quarter, with the adversative tu, “but,” and the explicit statement that
such usage is not faulty can, once again, only be meaningful in the case that it does not simply
 correspond to usage described in grammar and (existing) examples. The yamaka that occurs at
this point in the verse with the word śiṣṭeṣṭa only further highlights the dichotomy and power
the learned hold in creating correct language. Before connecting this passage with its roots in the
grammatical tradition, a brief comparison with Bhāmaha’s definition of the same fault and his
attitudes toward the “learned” will be instructive for understanding the array of possible attitudes
toward grammar’s role in poetic language and serve as a prelude to the longer discussion of the

90In Sanskrit poetry, yamaka is a sound-based figure of speech (śabdālaṅkāra) that involves the repetition of the
same string of sounds but each with a different meaning. Cf. Gerow (1971: 223ff.)
91Daṇḍin does not exemplify this kind of yamaka. In Dimitrov’s notation it is A⁴³-A⁴¹ : B⁴³-B⁴¹, meaning that an
element A (here lakṣya) occurs at the end of the first quarter-verse and the beginning of the second quarter-verse,
and a second element B (here śiṣṭeṣṭa) occurs at the end of the third quarter-verse and at the beginning of the fourth
quarter-verse. See Dimitrov (2012: 12f.) for an explanation of the schematic representation and other examples.
92Ratnaśrī glosses lakṣya with udāharaṇa, “example”: lakṣyate tad iti lakṣyam udāharaṇam, “target, that which
is defined, i.e., an example.” Dimitrov (2012: 418).
this topic in the following chapter when we turn to chapters on language purification in the BhKA and KAS of Vāmana.

Bhāmaha’s definition of the fault śabdahīna, translated above (p. 76), shows some similarities to Daṇḍin’s insofar as they both mention that violations of the grammar are not acceptable, but that the larger linguistic world exists outside of the normative treatises does not figure at all in the verse. The mention of āptaśrāvaka, “students of authoritative teachers,” does not seem to be equivalent to īṣṭa and is certainly not loaded with the history that the latter term is.93 Regardless of the exact meaning of the verse, Bhāmaha gives us very concrete evidence that he opposes the view supported by Daṇḍin when in BhKA 6.27a and 36a he explicitly mentions that the usage of the īṣṭas is not sufficient reason to adopt such language for poetry.94 As will be shown, such statements fall in line with others made by Bhāmaha in the last chapter of his work as he seeks to further delimit poetic language from the larger accepted corpus. Daṇḍin, on the other hand, endorses the time-old view of the grammarians, that the īṣṭas are the ultimate arbitrators of language and their word is final.

At this point it is worthwhile to explain in some more detail on what basis Daṇḍin does not simply invoke lakṣaṇa, “rule,” but also emphasizes lakṣya, “example, target,” and īṣṭeṣṭa, “what is accepted by the learned.” Let us begin with the distinction between lakṣya and lakṣaṇa in the context of Sanskrit grammar. There are several very concrete examples within the system of linguistic description of the A. for an unsymmetrical or unpredictable relationship between the rules of grammar and the words they generate. The most famous example is P. 6.3.109 prṣo-
darādīni yathopadiṣṭam, “the words praṣodara, etc. are in accordance with how they are taught,” and Patañjali’s commentary thereon.95 In numerous places Pāṇini refers to a list of prātipadikas (i.e., nominal stems) simply with the first word from the list followed by ādi, “beginning with,” ap-

---

93 Bhāmaha certainly could have used īṣṭa here as it fits metrically. The “learned” are, in any case, said to be those who can speak in accordance with the A. even though they have not studied it and none of their defining characteristics as given by Patañjali includes their education or guru-paramparā.

94 The verses will be translated and discussed in the following chapter, pp. 126 and 151, respectively.

95 MBh III.173.19–174.15.
pended to it. Presumably by the time of Patañjali\textsuperscript{96} and certainly by the time of the KV,\textsuperscript{97} the word ādi has come to either indicate a closed list or mean ākṛti/prakāra, “form, nature, class.”\textsuperscript{98} Patañjali notes that the list in P. 6.3.109 is of the later type, i.e., words of the same class as pṛṣodara,\textsuperscript{99} and then goes on to explain that yathopadiṣṭam refers to the instruction of the śiṣṭas. The famous discussion of the śiṣṭas need not be repeated here,\textsuperscript{100} but I will emphasize that Patañjali clearly states that these learned men also know other (words),\textsuperscript{101} and so Daṇḍin’s distinction incorporates nicely Patañjali’s concept of Sanskrit extending in a way beyond what is in the textbooks.

Another instance is the dhātu-pāṭha, “recitation of roots.” The A presupposes a DhP with roots divided into ten gaṇas, “lists,” with the appropriate tags (anubandhas) to indicate which rules may apply to a particular root. Yet Patañjali, at the end of his discussion on the purposes (or rather purposelessness) of the dhātupāṭha ad P. 1.3.1.13, whittles away at another one of its uses proposed by Kātyāyana. Here Patañjali rejects part of vārtt. 12, which states: bhūvādipāṭhaḥ prātipadikāṇapayatyādinivṛtiṣṭhaḥ, “the recitation of (the roots) √bhū, etc. is in order to exclude the nominal stems and āṇapayati, etc.” This, and the other two other forms, vaṭṭati and vaḍḍhati, given by Patañjali, are Prakrit forms of Sanskrit ājñapayati, varṣate, and varddhate, respectively. In his comments on the following vārtt. Patañjali rejects the idea that the exclusion of the latter is a possible purpose for the recitation of the verbal roots:

\textsuperscript{96}In his comments ad P. 2.1.59 śreṇyādayaḥ kṛtādibhiḥ (MBh I.400.13), Patañjali notes that the members of the first list are recited (paṭhyante), whereas the second list is an ākṛti-gaṇa, “form-list,” i.e., a list whose members all share common feature. This is, however, the only instance of an ākṛtigaṇa in the MBh.

\textsuperscript{97}The authors of the KV declare 28 lists to be ākṛtigaṇas. More than half of these occur in the taddhita chapter of the A., indicative, perhaps, of the rather unpredictable set of words to which the secondary suffixes are applicable.

\textsuperscript{98}Cf. Kāyaśa’s glosses on the MBh ad P. 2.1.59 śreṇyādayaḥ kṛtādibhiḥ: MBhPra vol. II p. 403a atrādiśabdo vyavasthāvācī, kṛtādir ity atrādiśabdaḥ prakāravācī prayogadarśanāc codāharaṇasthānīyaḥ katipaye vṛttikāraḥ pradarśitāḥ | “The word ādi here (scil. in śreṇayādaḥ) is expressive of a fixed settlement (on the list of words); in kṛtādi, the word ādi is expressive of a type, and based on observed usage some (of the words), which take their place among the examples (for the list). This has been shown by the authors of the KV.”

\textsuperscript{99}MBh III.173.17–174.1 kāṇi punah pṛṣodarādīni | pṛṣodaraparakārīni | “What are pṛṣodara etc.? (Words) which are of the pṛṣodra sort.”

\textsuperscript{100}See my discussion in ch. 1, p. 6. Cf. Deshpande (1993: 60–65) for a translation of the MBh passage and references to similar passages in the dharma literature. On the pṛṣodara list, see also the vṛtti ad VP 1.12 and Cardona (1996: 176).

\textsuperscript{101}MBh III.174.14 ayam nāmaṁ anyān api jānati | Such a man (scil. śiṣṭa) also knows other (words).” Nāgēśa further clarifies: MBhPra vol. V p. 261f. astādhyyaṁanadhyayane ‘pi tatpratipaditasādhujñaṇena devānugraham śiṣṭatvam ca nirniya yān anyān api pratyunjite te ‘py anena tathaiva sādhuvena jñātāḥ | “After determining (another man’s) grace from God and learnedness through his own knowledge of correct (words) taught in the A., he knows those other words to be correct all the same that (the learned man) uses, even though there is no instruction (about them) in the A.”

86
Because of the usage of the learned there will be the exclusion of āṇapayati, etc., and the usage of the learned certainly has to be respected; its purpose is to prevent incorrect usage of even those (roots) which are recited. For in the world people use √kas, “to go, instruct,” (KṣDhP II.14 kasi gatiśāsanayoḥ) in the sense of √krṣ, “to plow,” (KṣDhP VI.6 krṣa vilekhane) and √diś, “to grant,” (KṣDhP VI.3 diśa atisarjane) in the sense of √drṣ, “to see,” (KṣDhP I.1037 drṣir prekṣane).102

The gist is that we do not need to have a dhātupāṭha for keeping out unwanted forms; we can learn which roots are correct on the basis of śiṣṭaprayoga. But, even if we do insist on reciting a dhātupāṭha, we still need the learned in order to keep Prakrit roots distinct from their homophoneous Sanskrit counterparts.

The very close of the DhP itself comments on the open-ended nature of the list: bahulam etan nidarśanam, “This instructive list is variable.” The earliest commentators on the DhP, Kṣīrasvāmin, notes three categories of roots which are not in the DhP:103 laukika, “in common use,” sautra, “from Pāṇini’s sūtras,” and vākyakārīya, “from the commentators”;104 He then sums up: vardhate hi dhātugaṇaḥ, “for the list of roots is growing.”105 We learn from Vāmana, who quotes these words as traditional knowledge, that the check on the growth of the list is likewise regulated by śiṣṭaprayoga.106 The notion of an ever-expanding language, albeit checked by an elite class of speakers, finds expression in Ratnaśrī’s comments ad KĀ 3.148. At the close of his remarks on the verse he explains that among the endless heap of words, some can be got from grammar, while others from the usage of the learned. Since receiving instruction from the learned is tantamount

---

102 The point of the last sentence is that there are Prakrit forms of Sanskrit roots which are homophoneous with proper Sanskrit roots.
103 The list corresponds to KAS 5.2.2.
104 The example culumpādayaḥ refers back to a remark by Patañjali ad P. 3.1.35.1. In order to account for the form cakāsaṅcakre, Patañjali believes we should include the word anekāc, “containing more than one vowel,” in the sūtra. This will also allow us to include other disyllabic roots like culump, etc.
106 vṛtti ad KAS 5.2.2 vardhate dhātugaṇaḥ iti hi śabdavidā acakṣate | tenaisām gaṇapāṭhe ’numatiḥ śiṣṭaprayogād iti || “For those who know language declare that the list of roots is growing. Therefore one can infer that they are in the recitation of the lists (of roots) on the basis of the usage of the learned.” For further detail see my discussion in ch. 5, pp. 282f.
to a lecture on grammar, one cannot distinguish between the two.\textsuperscript{107}

Daṇḍin next exemplifies the fault with a verse that contains a number of grammatically incorrect forms, much in the same manner as Bhāmaha. The commentators point out the various faults by referring or alluding to the violated sūtras. For identifying the faults we may follow Ratnaśrī, who avails himself of the \textit{Cāndravyākarana}, a rarity in the commentaries available to us at present, but indicative of the popularity of the CV in Buddhist circles, especially in Sri Lanka where he himself and others were deeply engaged with Candragomin’s grammar.\textsuperscript{108} Still though, when glossing the \textit{śiṣṭas} ad KĀ 1.2, Ratnaśrī puts Pāṇini at the top of the list of grammarians. The verse and its faults are as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
  avate bhavate bāhur mahīm arṇavaśakvarīm |
  mahārājann \textsuperscript{109} ajijñāsau \textsuperscript{109} nāstity āsāṃ girāṃ rasaḥ || 3.149 || (KĀ)
\end{verbatim}

O Greatking, yours arm protect the water-belty earth.\textsuperscript{110} In such a (verse) that does not intend to express (any meaning) the words have no flavor.

The faults are:

1. \textit{avate} → \textit{avati}. \textit{ātmanepada} for \textit{parasmaipada}. Cf. P. 1.3.12 and 78 and CV 1.4.46.\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{107}Dimitrov (2012: 418): \textit{ananto hi śabdarāśiḥ} | tatra kaś cic chabah śabdānuśāsanād grhyate kaś cid āptaprayogāt tatkalpāt | śabdānuśāsanam api hy āptopadeśa iti na kaś cid anayor viśeṣah | “For the heap of words is endless. Among them, some words can be got from grammar; others, because their valid status is based on the use of the qualified.”

\textsuperscript{108}See Gornall (2013) and Dimitrov (2016).

\textsuperscript{109}The final word of pāda c appears to be corrupt, and I have not yet found a very satisfying emendation. See Dimitrov (2012: 220) for the available variants. The context demands, I believe, another ungrammatical word, possibly \textit{ajijñāso} (\textit{ajijñāsah} without sandhi), “you investigated,” which should take the ātma. endings by P. 1.3.54. The meaning, however, is not satisfactory. If I am correct at least in seeing another ungrammatical form behind \textit{ajijñāsau}, the text must have already been corrupt by the time of Ratnaśrījñāna, whose commentary on this point also seems corrupt as well. Based on the MS evidence, the form quoted from the verse is \textit{jjijnāsite}, which is an unmetrical. See the apparatus in Dimitrov (2012: 410) and his notes to the passage on p. 523. NB that much of the commentary on this verse has required emendation.

\textsuperscript{110}The English is intentional.

\textsuperscript{111}Dimitrov (2012: 420) has marked the passage in Ratnaśrī’s commentary concerning \textit{avate} with \textit{cruces desperationis}: \textit{avatir ataño nas tanānī} | prayuktah | I believe, however, that the passage makes perfect sense as printed and should be translated as follows: “The verbal root \textit{av}, which does not take the ātma. endings, has been used as taking the \textit{ātmanepada} endings.” \textit{ataño nas} is a bahuvrihi compound agreeing with \textit{avatih} and means, “which does not take the endings tan or āna.” \textit{tanānī} likewise agrees with \textit{avatih} and is a nominative sing. of \textit{tanānī}, “which takes the endings tan and āna.” Dimitrov’s error stems from an unfamiliarity with grammatical terminology in the non-Pāṇinian systems. The CV lacks technical terms (\textit{saṃjñā}s) and therefore uses \textit{tanānāh} (e.g., CV 1.4.46 \textit{tanānā yathāpātham}) to refer to what Pāṇini terms \textit{ātmanepada} in P. 1.4.100 \textit{tanānāv ātmanepadam}. \textit{tanānān} is therefore equivalent to the very familiar \textit{ātmanepadin}. In the \textit{vṛtti} to the CV, we even find \textit{ataño nas} used in reference to non-\textit{ātmanepada} roots ad CV 1.2.87 \textit{śaktyavahiśeṣu} (= P. 3.2.129): \textit{śaktyādiṣu gamyamāneṣu laṭaḥ śaṇaj bhavati. punarvidhānād ataño nebhyo ‘pi | “The suffix \textit{ŚaṇaC} occurs in the place of the personal or participial endings when there is the accompanying
2. bhavate → bhavataḥ. Dative for genitive.


As we will see in the following chapter, these grammatical topics are of concern to other writers on poetic faults. But why does it matter if we use ātmanepada endings in place of parasmaipada endings? As Rantaśrī points out, one could even object that we have a nice bit of anuprāsa, “alliteration,” in the first hemistich; does not that count for something, isn’t there some rasa? Unfortunately his direct response to this question has become rather garbled in transmission and pertains to the part of the verse already noted to be corrupt, but his simile explains the situation vividly. It is possible to place a very beautiful bouquet of flowers anywhere, but if we lay it down upon soiled earth, it has not a chance of being beautiful; it is nisphala, “fruitless.” The point is that when the very foundation of a poem lacks purity, ornamentation will not achieve its intended effect and will fall flat.112

The following two, and final, verses dealing with the fault of śabdahīna represent Daṇḍin’s attitude toward grammatical faults and contrast with his willingness to see extenuating circumstances for several of the other faults mentioned above. Let us look at them in some detail.

\[
dakṣiṇādrer upasaran mārutaś cūtapādapān | 
kurute lalitādhūtapravālāṅkuraśobhinaḥ || 3.150 ||
\]

\[
ityādi śāstramāhātmyadarśanālasacetasām |
\]

meanings ‘ability, age, or habit’; because it has been prescribed again, (ŚānaC occurs) even after non-ātmanepada roots.” The point is that ŚānaC is usually only for ātmanepada verbs, but with the given accompanying meanings it is also acceptable after parasmaipada verbs. In Pāṇinian terminology, this is the suffix ČānaŚ of P. 3.2.129. A nice example is Jayamānam in Jānakiharana 1.12b. tānam in also finds a satisfactory parallel in the vṛti ad CVI.4.59: śikṣis taṇānavan eva | “The root √śikṣ takes only parasmaipada endings.” Although -vat is a different suffix, it is functionally equivalent to -in. The suggested emendations in Dimitrov (2012: 522f) are, therefore, unnecessary.

112Dimitrov (2012: 420): śuddhāyāṃ hi bhūmai nyastaḥ puspaprakarāḥ sōbhate| yaḥ punar apūtāyāṃ bhūvi niṣśipyate kusumanikaraḥ sa nisphala eva | tathā śuddhāyāṃ sādnapaddhatau raso ’nuprāsādih sōbhate nānyathā | “For a bouquet of flowers, when laid upon pure earth, is beautiful, but a heap of flowers that is placed upon impure earth is simply ineffectual (in creating beauty). So too is flavor, like alliteration, beautiful only in a pure track of words, nowhere else.”
The wind emerging from the southern mountain makes the mango trees glimmer beautifully with the curves of their shoots dancing and shaking. (3.150) Such verses appear like deviant speech to those whose intellect is too dull to see the greatness of grammar, and they (the verses) do not quit their beauty. (3.151)

In the second verse, Daṇḍin gives fair warning to those who, because they possess only sophomoric knowledge of grammar, might condemn a verse for falsely perceived grammatical errors, much in the way an amateur stickler of English grammar would correct “for John and me” to “for John and I.” The deeper point, however, is that language which relies on more recherché grammatical rules does not diminish the beauty or correctness of a verse. Grammatical complexity is no hindrance to the ultimate enjoyment and beauty of the verse. How then could this verse appear to contain faults? What kind of knowledge is the amateur grammarian lacking? To answer these questions I must refer to the explanations of the our trusted commentators, Ratnaśrījñāna and Vādijāṅghaladeva, who, however, do not note the same set of potential faults.

Both commentators highlight different issues with the verse, for which there is a partial explanation. Ratnaśrī focuses in on the syntax of dakṣinādṛer upasaran, “approaching from the southern mountain.” Whereas Vādijāṅghaladeva notes potential problems with the forms apasaran (his reading) and kurute. Let us start with Ratnaśrī. A dimwitted person (kudhī) might find the use of the ablative suspect because the ablative is defined by motion away, but here we have motion of approach. To counter this facile understanding, Ratnaśrī offers two alternatives. The

114 See his paraphrase of the first two words of the verse: dakṣinādṛer apasaran malayaparvatād apagacchan, “departing from the southern mountain, i.e., going away from Mt. Malaya.” The variant is not noted in Dimitrov’s apparatus ad KĀ 3.150.
115 The ablative or fifth case is associated with the kāraka called apādāna, which is defined as a fixed point in reference to motion away. Cf. P. 1.4.24 dhruvam apāye ‘pādānam and P. 2.3.28 apādāne pañcamī.
116 Dimitrov (2012: 524) has translated this entire passage of the commentary about the ablative in his philologische Bemerkungen. Although his translation is overall very sound, I do not believe that he has completely understood part of Ratnaśrī’s statement about why the ablative is here incorrect. The Sanskrit reads: atra kila dakṣinādṛer upasaранe bhāvāt pañcamī na yujyate ‘pāyalakṣanatvāt tasyāḥ | Of interest is the phrase dakṣinādṛer upasaранe bhāvāt. His translation is: “Hier paßt der Ablativ als Ursprungsort (bhāvāt) im Falle des Sichnäherns des südlichen Berges nicht ... ” Before proposing my own translation, Dimitrov’s cannot be correct for a number of reasons. To begin with, I note that Ratnaśrī later on points out that we can justify the ablative when one understands that the approach is from a place (upasaранe hi tata āgamanam). Second, bhāva does not usually mean Ursprungsort, “place of origin.” Pāṇini supplies a sūtra for just such instances, namely P. 1.4.31 bhuvah prabhavaḥ. Here the Sanskrit word for place
first is the quite obvious interpretation that even though the verb does not express motion away but rather approach, we can still have a place from which the approach occurs.\(^{117}\) The second explanation derives ultimately from the first vārtt. ad P. 2.3.28. MBh I.455.4: *pañcamividdhāne lyablope karmaṇi upasaṅkhyaśnam* | “In prescribing the fifth case there is the addition that (the fifth case occurs) in the sense of the direct object when an absolutive in -ya has been elided.” This rule is invoked when a word in the ablative is construed with a verb that lacks motion away and is not otherwise covered in the A. Its inclusion in the KV ad P. 2.3.28 signifies that it is, from the viewpoint of tradition, a necessary addition to the A. The example from Patañjali is: *prāsādam āruhya preksate. prāsādat preksate.* “Having ascended the palace roof s/he looks out. S/he looks out from the palace roof.” The *lyabanta, āruhya,* is deleted and its direct object then occurs in the ablative.\(^{118}\) Similarly, Ratnaśrī glosses the sentence with: *dakṣinādram āmrśyopasarann \(†\) iyann iti lyablopalakṣanā vā pañcamy eva yuyjate,* “Or ‘so much (wind)\(^{119}\) approaching after having touched/wiped the southern mountain,’ so the fifth case alone is fitting insofar as it is defined by the elision of an absolutive in -ya.” I cannot say for sure that Daṇḍin would have agreed with Ratnaśrī, but this seems like a reasonable possibility. The significance of the near fault will be discussed after we see the alternatives.

Turning now to Vādijaṅghaladeva,\(^{120}\) we encounter a completely different set of grammatical problems. This time errors are of a more formal, as opposed to syntactic, nature. The participle of origin is *prabhava.* More generally the ablative case in Sanskrit represents an *avadhi,* “limit.” Cf. CV 2.1.81 and KV ad P. 1.4.24. If Ratnaśrī is here saying that the southern mountain is the origin, then the ablative would be justified. Finally, the syntax is not correctly construed. The fifth case (*pañcami*) is not being equated (as) with *bhāva,* for which we would expect *bhāvatvena* or the like. In any case, such an interpretation must be excluded since it is the object that takes the case ending, not the case ending itself, that is the origin, etc. This is indeed what we find in the following sentence *ādhāreṇa vyāpyena vā daksinādrinā bhāvyam* | “The southern mountain should be the locus or the direct object.” A *vibhakti* can only occur in (loc.) some sense or another. I would therefore propose the following translation: “On this point it’s said that since the southern mountain occurs (bhāva) in relation to act of approaching, the fifth case is not fitting because it (scil. the fifth case) is characterized by motion away.”

\(^{117}\) *na caitad evam upasaraṇam hi tata āgamanam iti viśeṣayogat* | “And this (grammatical fault) is not so because there is connection with separation since approaching is coming from a place.”

\(^{118}\) On the construction, see further Desphande (1985: 58).

\(^{119}\) The reading *iyann* of the MS does not yield immediate sense although it is a proper word. *Pace* Dimitrov (2012: 524), *iyan* is not the present participle from the root \(\ddot{i}, \text{“to go,”* (which would be *yan* in this case), but the nom. masc. sing. of *iyat,* “so much, so large.” The suggested emendation to *āyan,* “coming,” would of course be a fitting gloss on *upasaraṇ,* but such a synonymous gloss at this place in the commentary feels quite out of place.

\(^{120}\) Tatacharya (1956: 328).
apasaran, “going away,” could be considered incorrect because the root √sṛ is to be replaced by dhau by P. 7.3.78 when a suffix marked with the tag letter Ś follows. Since the present participle suffix is ŚatṚ (P. 3.2.124), we expect apadhāvan. Our way back to grammatical correctness comes this time from the Kāśikā, our first extant running commentary on the A. Toward the end of the commentary ad P. 7.3.78 we find the following opinion: sarter vegitāyāṃ gatau dhāvādeśam icchanti | anyatra sarati anusaratity eva bhavati || “They accept the substitute dhau for √sṛ when the going is swift. In other cases there is just sarati, anusarati.” I cannot trace this suggestion further back than the KV, but both Kṣīrasvāmin and Sāyaṇa accept the meaning condition on the substitution in their respective commentaries on the Pāṇinian DhP, and Vādijaṅghaladeva follows suit. The dimwitted stickler must have forgotten or never learned this stipulation on Pāṇini’s rule.

The second objection concerns the main verb kurute, “makes,” and the problem is the ātmanepada ending. Certain verbs, though they do not inherently take the ātmanepada endings, can take them under certain conditions. The most general of these conditions is when the fruit of the action is directed back toward the agent, provided the root is marked with a svarita accented vowel or a Ń in the DhP. √kṛ is just such a root, its DhP form being KṣDhP VIII.10 ḏUkṛÑ. There appears, then, to be no reason to find fault with the form. According to Vādijaṅghala, our straw man fails to understand that a rule like P. 1.3.72 is dependent on the speaker’s intent, in Sanskrit vivaksā, “the desire to express”; it is not a rule that can just be applied automatically. So the solution is that the author of the verse describes the wind as making the mango trees glimmer beautifully etc. for its own benefit. Why that should be the case is not elaborated upon, but one can imagine various scenarios such as an anthropomorphized wind messenger or the

---

121 Vādijaṅghaladeva’s objection reads: tathā hy apasarann iti kila sarteḥ dhāvādeśaḥ prāpnoti | “For example (such dimwitted people) will say that in apasaran √dhāv obtains as the substitute for √sṛ.”

122 KṣDhP I.982 pāghrādhmeti (P. 7.3.78) vegitāyāṃ gatau dhāvādeśaḥ | MāDhP I.932 yadāyaṃ saratir vegitagamane varttate tadā pāghrāđinā śitpratyaye (P. 7.3.78) dhāvādesa dhāvati ityādi |

123 sarteḥ jave dhāvādeso nāpagame | “dhāv is the substitute for √sṛ in the sense of ‘speed,’ not ‘departing.’”

124 P. 1.3.72 svaritañitah kartrabhiprāye kriyāphale.

125 svaritañitah kartrabhiprāye kriyāphala iti bhavaty ātmanepadam | kartrabhiprāyasya kriyāphalasya vivaksitavād iti || “The ātmanepada ending does occur by P. 1.3.72 because the speaker desires to express that the fruit of the action is directed toward the agent.”
like. We must now ask why someone would think these are faults, or more importantly, what do these depictions of people making such errors tell us about the types of grammatical knowledge necessary at the time.

Ratnāṣrī’s defense of the fifth case — I will here remain closer to the Sanskrit grammatical terminology — is twofold. One, the dimwit has adhered too closely to the literal, Pāṇinian definition of the kāraka known as apādāna. Within the system of the A, the case endings can either express a kāraka, i.e., a semantic relation between a noun and an action, or they are assigned in connection with other non-verbal words such as prepositions. These are termed kārakavibhaktis and upapadavibhaktis, respectively. As a kārakavibhakti the fifth case is limited to apādāna, the primary definition of which is dhruvam apāye, “a fixed point with relation to motion away” (P. 1.4.24). Under the influence of this definition, a foolish person will believe that the fifth case, via apādāna, can occur only with verbs that are synonymous with apāya, “departure,” and not other verbs of motion such upa + √sṛ, “to approach,” which are antonyms. With these, s/he will expect either a direct object or locus, i.e., the second or seventh case (accusative or locative in Latinate terms). This is cleared up by noting, rather simplistically, that one does not only approach a place, but that one can also approach from a place. The second defense, as already explained, stems from a vārtt. that Katyāyanas has formulated on P. 2.3.28 in order to account for a usage not covered by Pāṇini. Although this interpretation is not strictly incompatible with the first, it does allow us to entirely drop the notion of motion away since the vārtt. only requires that lyabanta, “absolutive in -ya,” be dropped and that its karman, “direct object,” appear in the fifth case. It says nothing about the semantics of the main verb. Although I do not wish to push the following point too enthusiastically, it’s possible to infer that Ratnaśrī is here making a critique of the Pāṇinian definition of apādāna (and by extension the fifth case), for which I proffer the following reasoning. Within the CV the proposed grammatical error would not arise at all since in this grammar there is no definition for apādāna or meaning condition for the fifth case

126 The words Ratnaśrī puts in the mouth of the dimwit are: upasaranāpeksṭayā tv ādhāreṇa vyāpyena vā daśinādirnā bhāvyaṃ | tataś ca saaptamī dvitiyā vā yujyate | “But with respect to approaching there has to be a locus or a direct object, and so the seventh of the second case is appropriate.” Note that vyāpya is used in the CV much in the same sense as karman in the A. Cf. the vṛtti ad CV 2.1.43 and Gornall (2013: 90f.).
which requires *apāya*, “departure.” Furthermore, both justifications of the fifth case are covered by the single sūtra CV 2.1.81 *avadheḥ pañcamī*, “the fifth case occurs after a limiting point.”

This definition, by removing any specific reference to *apāya*, allows for a wide variety of verbal actions — not just motion away — in relation to the limiting point, including also mental (i.e., non-physical) movement. In addition, as the *vratti* to CV 2.1.81 points out, even the *lyablopa* construction falls within the rule’s scope because in such examples as *prāsādāt prekṣate*, “looks out from the terrace,” the terrace is perceived as a limit with respect to act of looking out. By this reasoning, the Paṇinian analysis involving *lyablopa* need not be, and indeed is not, mentioned at all in the CV or its *vratti*. By demonstrating the falsely perceived grammatical error in more or less Pāṇinian terminology and suppressing any reference to the CV, Ratnaśrī has made, I believe, a veiled attack on the A. If the dimwit had learned the CV, perhaps he wouldn’t have made such an error. Finally, and somewhat ironically, I suspect that the strong association of the fifth case with a verb of motion away might be responsible for the alternate reading *apasaran* in the recension of Vādijaṅghaladeva noted above.

If Ratnaśrī’s explanation of a perceived fault in KĀ 3.150 tacitly favors non-Pāṇinian knowledge of the Cāndra school of grammar, Vādijaṅghala’s demonstrates the necessity of understanding the A, through the commentarial tradition and not based on the sūtras alone. The necessity for (authoritative) commentary goes part and parcel with the A since the time of Patañjali, who repeatedly (twelve times to be exact) states: *vyākhyānato viśeṣapratipattir na samdehād alakṣaṇam*, “there is precise understanding from interpretation since something cannot remain ill-defined on

---

127 I adopt the translation by Gornall (2013: 265).

128 Candragomin is taking a cue from Patañjali who argues in MBh I.327.23–328.3 that, if we understand *apāya* in not merely a physical sense but also mental, we can do away with P. 1.2.26–31. Nevertheless, he still considers the formulation of P. 1.4.24 to be correct. The point is summarized in Joshi & Roodbergen (1975: 73f.). Gornall (2013: 77f.) explains how the CV sūtra goes one step further and accounts for some instances of the fifth case such as an *upapadavibhakti*.

129 As with so much in the CV, this reasoning is also derived from the Patañjali, who after exemplifying the six proposed *vārttikas* ad P. 2.3.28 does away with each one by demonstrating that each fifth case in question does indeed fall under the scope of the *kāraka apādāna* Cf. MBh I.455.19–456.5. For the example at hand he says: *apakramati tat tasmād darisānam* | “so one’s vision proceeds away from it (scil. the terrace).” I note here in passing that although Patañjali has rejected these additions, the KV accepts them and this sets the precedent for the later grammatical tradition.
account of doubt.” Interpreting the A without a proper commentary can only lead one astray. As described above, the first fault concerning the substitution of dhau for sṛ comes not from any statement in the A but rather from the KV and later the commentaries on the DhP which follow suit. The solution to the second perceived fault, the ātmanepada endings on kurute, likewise depends on the notion of vivakṣā, “the intention to express,” an extremely important concept in the application of Pāṇini’s rules, but not explicitly mentioned in the grammar itself. For both commentators, and I do highly suspect for Daṇḍin as well, knowing the basic rules was not sufficient to be a good grammarian. Only by mastering the larger body of commentarial literature, above all the Mahābhaṣya but eventually the Kāśikā as well, could one properly understand and compose Sanskrit. In composing poetry, and Daṇḍin does not mince words his words in KĀ 3.151, a poem does not lose any of its beauty even when a poet fashions words that require a detailed knowledge of the grammatical commentaries.

Our rather long foray into with Daṇḍin’s Mirror has given a glimpse into a poetics that in many ways parallels Bhāmaha’s insofar as a thorough knowledge of the śāstras remains indispensable for good poetry, but it also displays a more nuanced, if not playful, approach to their application. The numerous exceptions to the faults allow for important pragmatic contexts to enter poetry although they violate śāstric norms. In contrast, however, no exception is given for śabdahīna, “(poetic expression) devoid of (correct) language”; in its stead, Daṇḍin gives us a verse that could appear to the dimwitted to contain the fault but in fact does not. This is significant for two reasons: no matter in what context a grammatically incorrect verse may occur, it cannot gain beauty because the very foundation is faulty. Second, the enjoyment of poetry does not diminish because its language draws on a wide range of grammatical justifications that fall outside of the core sūtra text. We will see these ideas both develop and constrict in the following chapter.

130 MBh I.6.26 is the first occurrence. The maxim is incorporated in almost all the lists of parabhāṣās (not in the lists associated with the Kātantra and Jainendra schools of grammar) and features as the first one after Puruṣottamadeva, including Nāgeśa’s definitive work, the Paribhāṣenduśekhara. See Abhyankar (1967: 488).
131 See Deshpande (1979), van Nooten (1983), Radicchi (1994), and Scharf (2002). Joshi & Roodbergen (1975: xvi-xix) and Gornall (2013: 75–83) for the Cāndra tradition where the notion of vivakṣā plays an even more expanded role.
132 Cf. KĀ 1.7 and 10.
2.3.3 Vāmana’s Sūtras and Vṛtti

Vāmana attempted to do for poetics what other śāstras already took for granted, a sūtra text, and in fact the only one of its kind in the long history of alaṅkāraśāstra. To this end he composed the Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra, divided into adhyāyas grouped into adhikaraṇas, with a svavṛtti, “auto-commentary.” It is possible that he was active at the court of King Jayāpiḍa (779–813 CE) in Kashmir at the end of the 8th and beginning of the 9th centuries, where he would have been part of very lively intellectual circles, especially for grammar and alaṅkāraśāstra. As we know from the RT 4.486–499, king Jayāpiḍa set out to cultivate both himself and his land by bringing pāṇḍits from all over the region and even reintroduced the study of the Mahābhāṣya. One learned grammarian named Kṣīra is said to have tutored Jayāpiḍa personally. This intensive study of grammar, which presumably must have also included the CV along with its vṛtti and the KV, may have served as impetus for Vāmana to compose an alaṅkāra work in the sūtra format with a svavṛtti and to include an extensive section on śabdaśuddhi, “purification of language.” As for alaṅkāraśāstra, the presence of Udbhaṭa, who worked at the court of Jayāpiḍa as his sabhāpati, “Master of the Salon,” may also have influenced Vāmana. Many statements in the KAS contradict the BhKA and are perhaps evidence for a rivalry between the two since Udbhaṭa wrote a very important, although now mostly lost, commentary on the BhKA, the Vivaraṇa. Regardless of the truth of these inferred details, Vāmana wrote during a time of great intellectual flourishing in Kasmir, and his attitudes toward śāstra and grammar in poetry were to have lasting effects both within

---


134 The evidence for this is the following quarter-verse from Kalhana’s Rājatarangini: RT 4.497d bhubhūvuh kavayas tasya vāmanādyās ca mantriṇah || “They were his poets and Vāmana etc. were his ministers,” as well as “the tradition of the Kashmirian pāṇḍits” according to Bührer (1877: 64f.). Vāmana’s citations of Bhavabhūti (KAS 1.2.12 and 4.3.6) and Rājaśekhara’s citation of Vāmana in the Kāvyamīmāṃsā place him at the time of Jayāpiḍa.

135 Kṣīra is not Kṣīrasvāmin who wrote, inter alia, important commentaries on the Āmarakośa and Dhaṭūpāṭha during the 12th cent. See Liebich (1930: 201–204).

136 Vāmana was certainly not an author of this work since Jinendrabuddhi’s Kāśikāvivaranaṇapaścikā, or Nyāsa, was already written by the 8th cent. Cf. Hayes (1983). A possible grammatical work by Vāmana is the Lingānuśāsana. See Franke (1890: 28f.).

137 RT 4.495.

138 The available fragments from an extremely damaged manuscript are published in Gnoli (1962).
poetics and the later commentarial tradition on poetry.\textsuperscript{139}

As one might expect from a sūtra text, the KAS lays out a description of poetry, its causes, and so forth in very terse language with hardly any of the entertaining and vivid turns of phrase found in Daṇḍin or Bhāmah but with all the economy of Pāṇini. The very first sūtras of the first adhyāya, which deals with the śarīra, “body,” of poetry may serve both to exemplify this style as well as introduce the theme of śāstra and doṣas.

\begin{quote}
  kāvyam grāhyam alaṅkārāt \| 1.1.1 \|
  saundaryam alaṅkārah \| 1.1.2 \|
  sa doṣagunālankārahānādānābhyām \| 1.1.3 \|
  śāstratas te \| 1.1.4 \|
  kāvyam sadṛṣṭādrṣṭārtham prītiḥśūleścām \| 1.1.5 \| (KAS)
\end{quote}

KAS 1.1.1 Poetry must be understood from ornamentation.
KAS 1.1.2 Ornamentation is beauty.
KAS 1.1.3 It exists by means of removing faults and adding good qualities and ornamentation.
KAS 1.1.4 These two are because of study.
KAS 1.1.5 Poetry has seen and unseen purposes because it is the cause for enjoyment and fame.

We may first point out a few features of his style to support the claim made above that Vāmana set out to create a text in the venerable sūtra tradition. Starting at the paratextual level, the KAS is divided into twelve adhāyas “lessons,” a nomenclature mostly associated with the great sūtra texts such as the Brahma-sūtra, Mīmāṃsā-sūtra, and of course Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī; the commentator Gopāla even refers to the KAS as dvādaśādhyāyī, “the treatise in twelve lessons,”\textsuperscript{140} strongly recalling the title of Pāṇini’s grammar. The term alaṅkāra is defined as “beauty,” and this particular meaning is then to be applied within the system of Vāmana’s work, much in the way Pāṇini defines technical terms within the scope of his grammar. In both doṣagunālankārahānādānābhyām and sadṛṣṭādrṣṭārtham prītiḥśūleścām one set of elements is linked with other according the principle of yathāsaṅkhyaṃ, i.e., the first element of one list is matched with the first ele-

\textsuperscript{139}Nevertheless, the KAS lost popularity after some time and had to receive new life from later commentators. Only the commentary, Kāmadhenu, of Gopendratripurabhūpiratilaka, as he calls himself in verse 8 of his introductory stanzas, has been published. See ch. 5 for further details.

\textsuperscript{140}ity esa dvādaśādhyāyāyiprameyeyām anukramah, “so is the order of the topics in the treatise in twelve lessons.” KAS p. 2 of Śrīkṛṣṇasūri’s edition. Subsequent page references are to this edition.
ment of the other, the second with the second as so forth.\textsuperscript{141} And, perhaps most characteristic of this style, there are no finite verbs, one sure way to achieve brevity. Beyond these formal characteristics, the necessity of the \textit{vr̥tti} for correctly understanding the sūtras locates the text well within the realm of \textit{sāstra}. For example, the word \textit{kāvyat} cannot be understood in its standard meaning \textit{guṇālaṅkārārasamskṛtayau śabdārthau}, “sound and sense perfected by good qualities and ornaments,” but rather metaphorically as just “sound and sense.”\textsuperscript{142} Similarly, Vāmana glosses \textit{alaṅkāra} as \textit{alaṅkṛti}, a \textit{nomen actionis} (\textit{bhāvasādhanā}), in order to include the \textit{guna}s.\textsuperscript{143} We will later on also see the feature of \textit{anuvṛtti}, “rolling along,” i.e., the continuation of a word from one sūtra to subsequent ones, as in KAS 2.2.15 where the word \textit{pratipattyai} has to be understood from KAS 2.2.13. These points and others will be evident as we proceed through portions of the text.

The content of these sūtras will by now be somewhat familiar. In the first four Vāmana presents a series of causes that connect poetry to the \textit{sāstras} in rapid-fire succession. Poetry is grasped from \textit{alaṅkāra}, i.e., beauty; \textit{alaṅkāra} exists because faults have been removed and good qualities and \textit{alaṅkāra} (beauty) have been added; these two actions depend on \textit{sāstra}. Vāmana will later note in his brief exposition of the \textit{adhikārin}, “man authorized (to study this work),” that such \textit{sāstric} learning bears no fruit among \textit{avivekin}, “undiscriminating,” poets, just as the clearing nut (\textit{kataka}) has not a chance of purifying mud.\textsuperscript{144} The fifth and final sūtra of the \textit{adhyaśya} repeats two of the purposes of poetry we have already encountered (BhKA 1.2 and cf. KĀ1.105). Unlike Bhāmaha, however, Vāmana does not include any discussion about the ends of man, although in his \textit{vr̥tti} he cites a verse in which the result of fame is said to be \textit{svarga}, “heaven.”

The lengthiest discussion of the \textit{sāstras} the KAS occurs in the third \textit{adhyaśya} on \textit{kāvyāṅga}, “limbs of poetry,” which Vāmana defines as \textit{loka}, “the affairs of men,” \textit{vidyā}, “knowledge,” and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[141] The comments in the \textit{Kāmadhenu} on the respective words make just this point, KAS p. 10f., \textit{yathāsankhya} is defined in P. 1.3.10.
\item[142] \textit{Kāmadhenu} ad 1.1 kāvyāsabdo ‘yaṁ guṇālaṅkārārasamskṛtayoh śabdārthayor vartate | bhaktyā tu śabdārthamātravacano ’tra grhyate ||
\item[143] Cf. Gopendra’s comments alaṅkārāsadbasya kuravanyutpattipakṣe tu na guṇānām kāvyagrañçahetutvam iti | “But in the view that the word \textit{alaṅkāra} is derived in the sense of an instrument, the qualities will not be a cause for grasping poetry.”
\item[144] KAS 1.2.4f.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
prakīrṇa, “miscellanea.” The kinds of vidyā are then given in KAS 1.3.3 where grammar (śabdasmṛti, “recollection of words”) stands at the head of the list. As Gopendra makes us aware, grammar occupies the first place in the list because it is the root (mūla) of all the sciences. In the following sūtras Vāmana explains what we stand to gain from acquiring the individual types of knowledge. In the case of grammar he says:

śabdasmṛteḥ śabdaśuddhiḥ || 1.3.4 ||

KAS 1.3.4 From grammar there is the purification of language.

[Auto-commentary:] From śabdasmṛti, i.e., grammar, the purification of words, the establishment of correctness must be made, since unwavering poets use pure words.

Such a passage will come as no surprise at this point, but the use of the word śabdasmṛti, literally, “recollection of words,” could serve to add a certain prestige to grammar by affiliating it with smṛti, the recollected body of literature that has a level of authority second only to the śruti literature or Vedas. The choice of the adjective niṣkampa, “without trembling, stable, fearless” that accompanies kavi, “poet,” points toward the unflinching dedication a poet must have in adhering to grammatical correctness and the commitment to thoroughly understanding grammatical texts to achieve that end. We can, therefore, see at least a partial justification for Vāmana’s inclusion of an entire section on śabdaśuddhi in the final chapter of his. The remaining vidyās will be familiar from Bhāmaha, and Vāmana duly explains their importance in no particularly exciting manner.

145 KAS 1.3.1 loko vidyā prakirnaṃ ca kāvyāṅgāni ||  
146 KAS 1.3.3 śabdasmṛty-abhidhānakośa-cchandoviciti-kalā-kāma-śāstra-daṇḍanīti-pūrvā vidyāḥ || “The types of knowledge are the prerequisites: grammar, dictionaries, metric, the study of the arts and love, and polity.”  
147 KAS p. 27: vyākaranam hi mālam sarvavidyānām iti yuktyā prathamoddistiṣṭāyāḥ śabdavidyāyā upayogam darṣayati, “He (scil. Vāmana) demonstrates the application of linguistic knowledge which has been listed first by the reasoning that ‘for grammar is the root of all the sciences.’”  
148 nirbhaya, “fearless,” is the gloss Gopendra gives.
2.3.4 The Faults of the *Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra*

The second *adhikarana*, “topic,” comprised of two *adhyāyas*, is dedicated to poetic *doṣas* that Vāmana defines as the opposite of the *guṇas*;\(^{149}\) they are the cause for removing poetic beauty and must be recognized so they can be abandoned.\(^{150}\) Unlike Bhāmaha and Daṇḍin, we find here a deviation from the ten *doṣas* derived ultimately from the NŚ, although there are still many similarities. The most innovative feature of their treatment is the classification into four groups as follows:

1. *padadoṣas* “faults at the word level” (KAS 2.1.2.4–10).
   - *asādhu* “incorrect word.”
   - *kaśṭa* “difficult word.”
   - *grāmya* “rustic word.”
   - *apṛita* “unpleasant word.”
   - *anarthaka* “meaningless word.”

2. *padārthadoṣas* “faults at the word-meaning level” (KAS 2.1.11–22).
   - *anya* “different word-meaning.”
   - *neya* “teased out word-meaning.”
   - *gūḍhārtha* “hidden word-meaning.”
   - *aślīla* “vulgar word-meaning.”\(^{151}\)
   - *kliṣṭa* “tortured word-meaning.”\(^{152}\)

3. *vākyadoṣas* “faults at the sentence level” (KAS 2.2.1–8).
   - *bhinnavṛttta* “a sentence with broken meter.”
   - *yatibhraṣṭa* “a sentence ruined by its caesura.”
   - *visandhi* “a sentence with a bad juncture.”

\(^{149}\)KAS 2.1.1 *guṇaviparyyat mano doṣāḥ* ||
\(^{150}\)KASv 2.1.1 *kāvyasaundaryākṣepahetavas tyāgaya doṣā vijñātavyāḥ* |
\(^{151}\)Also a sentence level fault in KAS 2.1.22.
\(^{152}\)Also a sentence level fault in KAS 2.1.22.
4. vākyārthadoṣa “faults at the sentence-meaning level” (KAS 2.2.9–24).

- vyarthā “a meaningless sentence.”
- ekārtha “a sentence with a repeated meaning.”
- sandigdha “a sentence with a dubious meaning.”
- ayukta “a sentence with unfitting meaning.”
- apakrama “a sentence with meaning out of order.”
- loka-vidyā-viruddha “a sentence that opposes the customs of the world or knowledge.”

These four categories arise from two divisions: śabda, “sound,” vs. artha, “meaning,” and pada, “word,” vs. vākya, “sentence.” Faults that are based on sound occur more or less upon simply hearing a word without giving too much thought to the meaning, which could be perfectly innocuous. For instance, we need not fully understand a grāmya, “rustic,” or aprīta, “unpleasant,” i.e., scientific, word to recognize it as such. Similarly on the vākya side, in a yatibhraṣṭa sentence, there is no need to understand a verse to find its metrical break defective or unbecoming. The faults in meaning, on the other hand, pertain to what one understands from hearing a word or a group of words fashioned into sentence. Vulgarity (aślīla), dubiousness (sandigdha), and disorder (apakrama) all fall into this category, as well as meanings that are particularly difficult to grasp for one reason or another (neyartha). These divisions have a lasting effect on the classification of faults in later writers on poetics such as Rudraṭa’s Kāvyālaṅkāra and Bhoja’s Sarasvatikaṇṭhaḥaraṇa, even if the exact same scheme is not adopted en bloc. Vāmana also applies the śabda vs. artha distinction to the guṇas, “good qualities,” (KAS 3) and the alaṅkāras (KAS 4) for the first time. This more systematized, linguistically oriented approach to alaṅkāraśāstra may very well reflect the intellectual, grammatically charged climate of Jayāpīḍa’s court discussed above. The distinction between word and sentence is very reminiscent of Bhartṛhari’s work, which treats the sentence in the second chapter and the word in the third chapter. Unfortunately there is not space at present to discuss many of the fascinating features of Vāmana’s explanation and exem-

---

153 Rudrata classifies his faults only into word or sentence. Bhoja has only pada-doṣas but then vākya-doṣas, “sentence-level faults,” and vākyārtha-doṣas, “semantic faults at the level of the sentence.”
plification of the faults, but we will make a few more observations regarding tolerance and what role ungrammaticality plays.

Strictly speaking, Vāmana considers the teaching of doṣas unnecessary since it is possible to infer them based on the fact that they are the opposite of the guṇas. Nevertheless, he gives us a prapañca, “extended exposition,” saukaryāya, “for the sake of convenience.” Keeping in line with the prominent place allotted to grammar in the list of the vidyās, the first fault is asādhu, “incorrect (language),” in KAS 2.1.5, but before looking at this sūtra in more detail, other more general features should be noted. As was the case in the works of both Bhāmaha and Daṇḍin, Vāmana allows for exceptions (apavādas as noted in the vṛtti) to the faults under certain circumstances that are mentioned immediately after the general definition for the doṣa. The exceptions, however, are limited to only three faults (anarthaka, aślīla, and vyartha), far fewer than in Daṇḍin especially by percentage, and hardly exhibit the same sensitivity to poetic usage, most of the justifications being grounded in the śāstras or simple pragmatism, not because of the need for certain poetic effects. A cursory look at the three will make this point clear.

The first exception is to anarthaka, “meaningless, purposeless word,” in KAS 2.1.9, defined in metrical terms as pūraṇārtha, “for the purpose of filling out (the meter).” The vṛtti explains that these include not just avyayas, “indeclinables,” like tu, “but,” but other words as well according to the daṇḍāpūpanyāya, “rule of the stick and the cake,” a kind of inference. In the following sūtra, KAS 2.1.10, Vāmana exonerates such words when they are vākyālaṅkārtha, “for the beautification of a sentence.” His example is an unidentified verse in the prthvī meter where the poet has used the indeclinable khalu, which could potentially just be a verse-filler, but here adds beauty. The patent subjectiveness of such reasoning should go without much comment, but I suspect

\[154\] KAS 2.1.2 guṇaviparyayātmāno doṣāḥ | “The faults constitute the opposite the good qualities.”

\[155\] KAS 2.1.3 arthatas tadavagamaḥ | “The comprehension of them results from their meaning,” and 2.1.4 saukaryāya prapañcaḥ | “There is an extended exposition for the sake of convenience.”

\[156\] KAS 2.1.9 pūraṇārthaḥ anarthakam || Cf. BhKA 5.67, where poetry with bahupūraṇa, “many fillers,” is rejected.

\[157\] Gopendragives two definitions for the “rule,” which basically means that if one proposition is true then another most certainly must also be true. Cf. Jacob (1907: 29). He then unpacks the application of the nyāya and clarifies that if mere indeclinables so used are faulty, how much more so words that refer to objects.

\[158\] As Gary Tubb has pointed out to me, vākyālaṅkārtha words were mostly likely model particles that served to give a sentence a certain idiomatic, natural feel that the Sanskrit grammarians and lexicographers never fully theorized or explained.
Vāmana has chosen neither his wording nor the example haphazardly. In the Sanskrit kośas one of the meanings of khalu is vākyālaṅkāra, “an ornamentation for the sentence.” By formulating the exception in this language, Vāmana has incorporated a śāstric prescription for a particular particle and then extended it more so as to include others, all the while harmonizing the norms of alaṅkāraśāstra with those of lexicography. The subjectivity of the judgment call allows for quite a wide range of application to save a respected poet from a blemish.

The second exception is to aślīla, “vulgar (word-meaning),” in KAS 2.1.15. These are defined as polysemic words, one meaning of which is asabhya, “not belonging to the salon,” i.e., “indecorous,” and also one that can cause someone to recall something indecorous. In the svavṛtti, Vāmana gives the examples varcas, which can occur in the meaning of tejas, “splendor,” and viṣṭā, “excrement,” and kṛkāṭikā, “joint of the neck,” which evokes the word kāṭi, “bier.” This search for evocative words, however, can be carried too far, and Vāmana gives three conditions for when potential vulgarity in a word should be ignored: KAS 2.1.16 na guptalakṣitasaṃvṛtāni, “hidden, secondary, and covered (indecorous word-meanings) are not vulgar.” This is Vāmana saying, “don’t get carried away.” One shouldn’t search high and low in all the dictionaries for hidden or obscure (gupta) vulgar definitions of words with a well known polite meaning, or think too long about what a word could mean secondarily (lakṣita), and if the vulgar meaning of a word is universally covered (saṃvṛta = lokasaṃvīta), let it be because no one would now see its vulgarity. The examples are of interest because they help to identify Vāmana’s relation to his predecessors. As a gupta vulgar word, Vāmana gives sambādha, “throng, vagina,” and thereby rejects Bhāmaha’s classification (BhKA 1.49a) of the word as śrutiduṣṭa, “harsh on the ears,” because the widely known meaning is “throng.” The AK does not seem to know the word

---

159 Cf. AKṣ 3.3.256b
160 KAS 2.1.15 asabhyaṛthāntaram asabhyaṃśṛtiḥetus cāślīlam | “An aślīla (word-meaning) is indecorous and also one that is the cause for recollecting something indecorous.”
161 Cf. BhKA 1.47, 49 and 50 on śrutiduṣṭa and arthaduṣṭa and KĀ 1.66–68.
162 Cf. AKṣ 3.3.232a tejahpuṣiyor varcaḥ.
163 Gopendra quotes the Vaijayanti, bhūmikānda, ksatriyādhyāya 216c pretayānam khaṭih kāṭih. Oppert (1893: 122) reads: śavayānam kāṭah khaṭih. If kṛkāṭikā actually contains the indecorous word within it and does not simply sound like it (this is the more likely case, I believe), then we should emend Oppert’s reading.
164 The gloss is guhya, “pudendum (muliebre).”
in this meaning but others do. The examples for the third category, on the other hand, support Daṇḍin (KĀ 1.68). In both texts words like bhaginī, “sister, woman,” are said to have a universally hidden meaning, although one can easily analyze them as asyā bhaga iti bhaginī, “she has a vagina, vagina-ed.” The word with an inappropriate secondary (lakṣita) meaning is janmabhū, not surprisingly at this point, “vagina.” As in Bhāmaha, there is particular concern with words that could refer to bodily discharges or (female) reproductive organs. Reasons for this are not particularly hard to come by. In addition to exciting blushes, the female reproductive organs can be polluting and even indirect mention of them would defile the beauty of a poem. Cf. Ingalls (1965: 198). Yet at the linguistic level, Vāmana’s exceptions show that there can be excessive adherence to the science of lexicography and over zealous recourse to secondary usage has its limit. He understands something like dead metaphors in the third group; sure, all the pieces are there, but we do not actually analyze them like that. This is an instance of śāstra bowing to worldly practice which it cannot override. At the close of this section, in the vṛtti ad KAS 2.1.19, Vāmana gives the following verse to demonstrate how people of his time, and in India still, are confronted on a daily basis with an object ripe for an indecorous interpretation but which everyone simply accepts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{saṃvītasya hi lokena na doṣānveṣāṇaṃ kṣamam} & \\
\text{śivalīṅgasya saṃsthāne kasyāsabhīyatvabhāvanā} & 
\end{align*}
\]

(vṛtti ad KAS 2.1.19)

For seeking out faults in what is hidden to the world is not suitable. For whom could there be anything indecorous in the form of Śiva’s liṅga?

These discussions about propriety in alaṅkāraśāstra give us a window into the topics suitable for the sabhā, “salon,” and deserve further study for understanding cultural norms in ancient India.

The last exception is to KAS 2.2.11 ekārtha, “a sentence-meaning with the same meaning,” i.e., tautology. Such sentences contain a word or words that express a meaning already present in other word(s). According to the following sūtra, the fault can become acceptable provided that

\[\text{KAS 2.2.11 ukṭārtapadam ekārtham} \parallel \text{“ekārtha is a sentence meaning in which there are words whose meaning has already been expressed.”}\]

\[\text{KAS 2.2.12 na viśeṣaś ca ekārthaṃ duṣṭam} \parallel \text{“ekārtha is not faulty if there is a specification.”}\]
it serves a particular purpose, namely viśeṣa, “specification,” but this loophole is not to be applied as one pleases; it is subject to further conditions that Vāmana lists in the next six sūtras. The first five of these pertain to certain two-word compounds in which the lexemes both express a similar concept, but the first member adds a specification of some sort or other to the second member. Hence, they are all karmadhāraya compounds. One example will suffice. KAS 2.2.15 treats the compound muktāhāra, “string of pearls.” Since the word hāra can convey the meaning “string of pearls” on its own, how can we justify muktā which also means pearls? Vāmana says in the vr̥ti that it is to express the purity of the necklace, i.e., that no other precious stones are mixed in. The sixth type of specification differs from the other five insofar as it is syntactic. Based on the example to the sūtra, jagāda madhurāṃ vācam viśadākṣaraśālinim, “she spoke soft words replete with pure letters,” this exception accounts for the use of nouns that are inherent in the verbal action and would therefore be redundant unless they received some further specification from an adjective. So, in the example, vācam, “speech, words,” is already understood from the verb jagāda, “spoke,” but may surface so that it can receive a qualification in the form of adjectives madhurām, etc. A similar example is given in the Kāmadhenu subcommentary. Vāmana closes this section of exceptions to ekārtha by stating a general rule of thumb: KAS 2.2.19 tad idaṃ prayukteṣu, “this, what has been the topic at hand, occurs among (words) already in use.” This means that a poet is not free to generate new, analogous expressions on the model of the words given in the preceding sūtras; only those that earlier great poets have used and that are now well-established can be recycled in new works. In fact, the whole list of exceptions to the fault of tautology arises

---

168 KAS 2.2.15 muktāhārasabde muktāsabdhā śuddheḥ | “In the word muktāhāra, the word muktā is for the purpose of perceiving purity.” Note that pratipattyai, “for the purpose of perceiving,” has come down by anuvṛti from KAS 2.2.13.

169 Cf. AKṣ 2.6.105a hāro muktāvalī or similarly Vaijayantī, pātālakāṇḍa 138a jalādhyāya.

170 KAS 2.2.18 viśeṣānaya ca | “and for the purpose of a qualification.” Note Vāmana’s use of ca to bring a section to a close as in the A.

171 Gopendra, following Mammaṭa’s commentary ad KāPra 7.10d, rejects Vāmana’s example because it would have been possible to use a kriyāviśeṣana, “adverb,” as in jagāda madhurodāraviśadākṣaram īśvareḥ, “the lord spoke with sweet, noble, and pure letters,” and thereby eliminate the repetition all together. In its place he suggests nilānīra-javikāsahārinā kāntam īkṣayugena vīkṣate, “she looks at her lover with a pair of eyes ravishing as the blooming of the blue water lily.” (KAS p. 62). Here we know that one looks with the eyes so technically their mention is redundant, but since the eyes receive a qualification their mention is necessary. Mammaṭa gives a similar example with walking (vraja) and feet.
as an effort to explain existing practices. The theory must accommodate practice. But, the reason that such usages cannot serve as the basis for new words is precisely because they do violate a general śāstric prohibition and are permitted only by virtue of the weight of the tradition that supports them.

Vāmana formulates exceptions to the faults when a conflict arises between theory and utility, or theory and well-established practice. Under the first category come the faults that can be justified by noting that they serve some additional utility or purpose that trumps the general violation. This is the case for anarthaka, “meaningless word,” where the faulty particle adds some ornamentation to the sentence, and ekārtha, “tautology,” where the tautologous word conveys some additional bit of information or serves to accommodate an otherwise impossible syntactic structure. As noted, this last exception is ultimately regulated by established usage. To settle the conflict between the fault of aślīla, “vulgar word-meaning,” and usage, Vāmana places limits on the application of lexicography and the hunt for secondary meaning — sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, especially when such meanings are universally obscured. The final example of Śiva’s liṅga, which everyone knows has great potential for sexual interpretations but no one finds unseemly, reflects the banality of over-sexualizing objects or words because they convey something non-sexual according to the community that uses them and this is ultimately of more importance. Although these three exceptions do not touch on the need to break norms to express emotion and add flavor to poetry, as was the case with Daṇḍin, Vāmana has offered a systematic and nuanced navigation between theory and practice which had a far-reaching impact in the tradition of alaṅkāra śāstra.

I mention briefly the doṣa of asādhu, “incorrect word,” in KAS 2.1.5 śabdasmṛtiviruddham asādhu, “an incorrect word is contradictory to the linguistic tradition (i.e., grammar).” Of note is the switch in terminology from śabdahīna in Bharata, Bhāmaha, and Daṇḍin, to asādhu. Although this word was used in the earlier treatises it did not have the technical meaning of ungrammati-

---

172 One possible interpretation would be that the liṅga is something sexual but is nevertheless not perceived as something unseemly. Based on the context of the quote, however, the more likely interpretation is that the asabhya aspect of the object simply does not come to mind like in subhaginī etc.

173 Cf. KāPra 7.10/58. In his commentary Mammaṭa basically repeats the exceptions to ekārtha from Vāmana.
By choosing to depart from the word’s more traditional usage in *alaṅkāraśāstra*, Vāmana can both save a few syllables and recall the language of the *Mahābhāṣaya* and other grammatical works where *sādhu śabda*, “correct language,” plays and important role. The placement of *asādhu* at the very top of the list of faults mirrors *śabdaśmrṭi*’s at the beginning of the *vidyās* in KAS 1.3.3 and highlights its supreme importance. The example for the fault, *anyakārakavaiyarthyam*, “the futility of making mistakes,” is in violation of P. 6.3.99 which prescribes the augment *dUK*. The correct form should be *anyatkārakavaiyarthyam*. Besides the rather clever example, the sūtra and the *vṛtti* do not offer much for further discussion.

### 2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter I have shown in some detail how the three earliest authors on *alaṅkāraśāstra*, Bhāmaha, Daṇḍin, and Vāmana, have approached the concept of poetry in general, its purposes and importance in life, and the role that the *śāstras* play in creating it. By analyzing the sections on *doṣas* I have demonstrated that all authors are concerned about *kāvya* falling in line with śāstric tenets, especially correct grammar, since this constitutes the most basic material — the body — of poetry. The exceptions to the faults reveal how the *ālaṅkārika* maneuvered between practice and theory. There are limits to *śāstra* determined by various criteria but mostly through the usage of the learned. In the following chapters I will look at the sections on *śabdaśuddhi*, “linguistic purification,” in both Bhāmaha and Vāmana and discuss further their attitudes toward grammar. We will see that Vāmana’s somewhat more creative and tolerant approach eventually wins out and has lasting ramifications for poetic commentaries and even the transmission of poems themselves.

---

174 For example in BhKA 1.55, 57 & 58 *asādhu* refers rather generally to a faulty word, but based on the context and examples (*viklinna* and *gaṇḍa*) Bhāmaha has in mind the faults dealt with in the first *pariccheda* such as *śrutiduṣṭa* and *śrutikaṣṭa*. 
Chapter 3

Bhāmaha’s Purification of Language

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter I discussed the role of śāstra in the three earliest works of Sanskrit poetics by analyzing both passages that directly address the topic as well as the proposed doṣas, “flaws,” and their exceptions. From this we can conclude that each author, to one degree or another, felt beholden to the normative prescriptions of the śāstras but also sought to limit their domain in application to poetry so as to both accommodate necessary features otherwise strictly banned and exclude what is strictly allowed but inappropriate. Indeed, the reworking of the doṣas from Bharata’s initial list — either by exceptions as in the case of Daṇḍin and Bhāmaha or tweaking it in the case of Vāmana — represents a reaction to the norms within alaṅkāraśāstra itself insofar as these texts took the list of faults in the Nāṭyaśāstra as a model in need of some modification. By understanding how and why these authors developed their nuanced approaches to śāstric literature, we are in a position to engage more meaningfully the subject of grammar, which, although a recurrent topic in the last chapter, did not feature very prominently since all three authors were fairly straightforward in awarding vyākaraṇa carte blanche. This picture will now be revised and sharpened as we enter into the more technical sections dedicated exclusively to grammar in the final chapter of both the BhKA and the KAS. Through our broader understanding
of Bhāmaha’s and Vāmana’s attitudes toward the śāstras, it will be possible to better contextualize these sections and see to what extent the more general attitudes apply to vyākaraṇa.

In the present and three following chapters I will treat in some detail śabdaśuddhi, “linguistic purification,” as presented in the BhKA and the KAS. Besides being of importance for understanding the individual authors’ conception of grammatically correct, poetic language, they are also of great moment for the later tradition of alaṅkāraśāstra, vyākaraṇa, and the commentaries on poetry that begin at the end of the first millennium. The common ground for all three of these areas is the relation between prayoga, “usage,” and grammatical rule and how to best harmonize the two, if at all. As we will see, poetic usage becomes increasingly important for defining what good Sanskrit is, all the while the grammatical tradition seeks new ways of handling the available literature. Although latter grammarians or commentators on poetry do not reference the BhKA, many of the grammatical points Bhāmaha pays attention to remain a topic of discussion in the later literature. We can, therefore, assume that Bhāmaha was responding to ongoing debates about grammatical correctness among his contemporaries. Vāmana’s section, on the other hand, was more well received, and references to it are found not infrequently in commentaries on poetry. I will offer a tentative explanation for this unbalanced reception later on. At present we will look at Bhāmaha’s work in depth.

3.2 Bhāmaha’s Purification

The Kāvyālaṅkāra of Bhāmaha is unique among works on poetics in Sanskrit in that it contains two sections, the fifth and sixth paricchedas, dedicated to the technical subjects of nyāya, “logic,” and vyākaraṇa, “grammar,” and how the two should regulate the poetic idiom. Later works on alaṅkāraśāstra certainly do not shy away from discussing technical linguistic topics, especially the vṛttis, “modes of conveying meaning,” but none follow Bhāmaha’s model with the exception

1I will have to leave aside the section on logic out of consideration for space and the scope of topic at hand, although it is certainly worth further investigation for the early history of nyāya. See Śarmā & Upadhyāya (1981: 40–55), Pathak (1931), Diwekar (1929), Tucci (1930), and Subhadra (2008: 185–206).

of Vāmana who takes up only grammar and in a rather different way. Reasons for this shift will become clear in the following chapters but it seems that a division of labor was established during the rise of the commentarial tradition on poetry and other developments in the grammatical tradition. In this chapter, I will provide an overview of the sixth pariccheda of the BhKA, an analysis of select passages that help to refine our understanding of Bhāmaha’s vision of grammatically correct poetry, and finally a survey of the specific grammatical rules to which Bhāmaha gives attention. This last topic will extend into the following chapter where one specific rule is looked at in great detail.

3.2.1 Philosophy of Language

The sixth and final chapter of the BhKA can be divided into three main topics. Verses 1–6 describe the importance of grammar for poetic composition, 7–22 treat questions in philosophy of language (what is a word, how does it convey meaning, etc.), and 23–61 discuss various grammatical rules one should or need not heed in poetic composition. The final three verses, 62–64, are a sort of summary and standard self-abasement. Proceeding not entirely according to order, I would like to begin with the verses that summarize various explanations of how language functions. As this section is somewhat of a dead-end even within the BhKA itself and not as pertinent to my argument as the other two, I will not dwell excessively long on it, although much like the preceding section on logic, the views Bhāmaha presents are important in situating him within the development of linguistic speculation during the first millennium.4

Bhoja dedicates a large part of the ŚPra (chapters 1–8) to grammar, but it is so all-encompassing that it is tantamount to a detailed introduction to Śanskrit grammar itself. Several of Bhoja’s classifications are novel, e.g., the types of roots, the number of sub-kārakas, etc., and worthy of further investigation in another place. It is surprising that he does not seem to refer to his own grammar, the SKĀv.

Several scholars have attempted to pin down the sources for Bhāmaha’s views on logic and the syllogism — Śarmā & Upadhyāya (1981: 40–55), Tucci (1930), Pathak (1930), Warder (1958), Kulkarni (1983: 125–129), Subhadra (2008: 185–206) — and thereby determine his place in the (relative) chronology of Śanskrit authors. The results are summarized in Bronner (2011: 86.f) and Subhadra (2008: 33–35). Bhāmaha must have been after Diṅnāga, whose apoha, “exclusion,” theory he refutes in BhKA 6.16–19, although he nevertheless agrees with him on other points such as there being only two pramāṇas and three parts to the syllogism. NB that these ideas were also available from other sources: the early Vaśēsikas also postulated only two pramāṇas and the reduction of the syllogism to three parts dates back to Vasubandhu’s Vādavidhi even if he does not fully champion this position outside of the debate. On the pramāṇas see below. For the syllogism in the philosophies of Vasubandhu and Diṅnāga, see Potter

---

3 Bhoja dedicates a large part of the ŚPra (chapters 1–8) to grammar, but it is so all-encompassing that it is tantamount to a detailed introduction to Śanskrit grammar itself. Several of Bhoja’s classifications are novel, e.g., the types of roots, the number of sub-kārakas, etc., and worthy of further investigation in another place. It is surprising that he does not seem to refer to his own grammar, the SKĀv.

4 Several scholars have attempted to pin down the sources for Bhāmaha’s views on logic and the syllogism — Śarmā & Upadhyāya (1981: 40–55), Tucci (1930), Pathak (1930), Warder (1958), Kulkarni (1983: 125–129), Subhadra (2008: 185–206) — and thereby determine his place in the (relative) chronology of Śanskrit authors. The results are summarized in Bronner (2011: 86.f) and Subhadra (2008: 33–35). Bhāmaha must have been after Diṅnāga, whose apoha, “exclusion,” theory he refutes in BhKA 6.16–19, although he nevertheless agrees with him on other points such as there being only two pramāṇas and three parts to the syllogism. NB that these ideas were also available from other sources: the early Vaśēsikas also postulated only two pramāṇas and the reduction of the syllogism to three parts dates back to Vasubandhu’s Vādavidhi even if he does not fully champion this position outside of the debate. On the pramāṇas see below. For the syllogism in the philosophies of Vasubandhu and Diṅnāga, see Potter.
In his short digression into philosophy of language, Bhāmaha presents and rejects several views dealing with the definition of śabda, “word,” and its relation to artha, “meaning.” In sum, after rejecting the views of the grammarians and the Buddhists, Bhāmaha will side with a view more akin to the Naiyāyikas/Vaiśeṣikas, “logicians/realists,” who accept a sort of compact at the beginning of time concerning which śabdas will denote which arthas. Yet ultimately, the whole topic is dismissed as too complicated, and homage is paid, perhaps tongue in cheek, to those wise men who have dedicated more thought to subject. I suspect that the flurry of ideas on the nature of language in the wake of Bhartṛhari and Diṅnāga goaded Bhāmaha to at least weigh in on the matter. Owing to its brevity and at times rather veiled references to philosophical schools, the section is somewhat challenging to elucidate. Nevertheless, I believe I have been able to trace many of the references and have attempted to give the likely sources for these ideas, especially from the Mahābhāṣya and Vākyapadīya, two works Bhāmaha is very likely to have known based on internal evidence. Other sources are the Buddhist philosophers, especially Diṅnāga for the theory of apoha, and possibly the works of Kumārila with whom Bhāmaha may have been a contemporary.

3.2.2 Against the Grammarians and Mīmāṃsakas

To begin the debate, Bhāmaha presents a faulty definition attributed to pare, “others,” which overshoots its mark because it fails to ascribe any sonic aspect to śabda. These people merely say that a word is something from which we have a cognition regarding arthas, “objects, meanings.” There are several obvious counterexamples from among which Bhāmaha chooses smoke and light as they would logically also count as words under such a definition, the implication being that from them we have the cognition of fire.6 Kumārila also cautions against associating the word

---

6BhKA 6.7 pratītir artheṣu yatas taṃ sābdaṃ bruvate pare | dhūmābhāsor api prāptā śabdatānyānumāṃ prati ||
“Others say that a word is that from which there is a cognition with respect to objects. Smoke and light are (then)
too exclusively with something that conveys meaning and provides the same counter example of smoke.\textsuperscript{7} A second definition is then proposed whereby a word is that which is a meaningful collection of \textit{vārṇas}, “letters,”\textsuperscript{8} such as “a,” etc. and uttered for the purpose of conveying an object,\textsuperscript{9} a slight reworking of Patañjali’s famous definition of the word \textit{gauḥ} in the \textit{Paspaśāhnika}.\textsuperscript{10} The inclusion of \textit{vārṇāṇāṃ samudāyāḥ}, “a collection of letters,” as a meaning bearing unit derives from a discussion in \textit{vārttikas} 8–15 ad \textit{Śivasūtra} 5 and the accompanying \textit{bhāṣya}, where it is argued that a \textit{saṃghāta}, “heap,” (glossed as \textit{samudāya} by Patañjali) of letters is meaningful.\textsuperscript{11} Note that Bhāmaha even echoes \textit{saṃghāta} in the following verse with \textit{saṃhati}, a different primary derivative from the same root (\textit{Śhan}) with the same meaning.

The next three verses present a series of objections to this idea, but the exact purport of the conclusion somewhat eludes me. First, a doubt is raised regarding how a collection can be meaningful when the letters it is made up of are not,\textsuperscript{12} and that lumping the letters together is also not acceptable since they have a specific order.\textsuperscript{13} Both of these problems are well known to the grammarians, and the former is already raised in the \textit{Mahābhāṣya} in the section just cited. The latter problem — that when the letters are (mentally) lumped together in an unordered mass, we lose the ability to distinguish between, e.g., \textit{mataḥ} and \textit{tamaḥ} — becomes a primary argument for postulating \textit{sphoṭa}, “burst,” a cause for the conveyance of meaning that arises from the sounds but is different from them. Bhāmaha goes on to note that a group cannot remain apart from

\textsuperscript{7}Ślokavārttika, \textit{Sphoṭavāda} 5–7, in particular 7ab: \textit{agnyādin gamayanto ’pi śabdā dhūmādayo na hi} | “For smoke etc., which make fire, etc. understood, are not words.”

\textsuperscript{8}I adopt here Allen’s translation of \textit{vārna} for the reasons given in Allen (1953: 13–16). I must still emphasize that \textit{vārna}, “letter,” always refers to an auditory phenomenon and not a visual one. Such a translation is, I believe, still better than phoneme or the like. Avoiding modern technical terminology, which itself is not always particularly stable, when translating Sanskrit is crucial for an unbiased and accurate presentation of the material in English.

\textsuperscript{9}BhKA 6.8 \textit{nān vāca dībheyaḥ samudāyaḥ guṇahitāḥ} \textit{ḥīṃṣatīyate} \textit{gītaḥ śabda ity abhidhiyate} | “Now, one could object that a collection of letters like \textit{a}, etc. bears what is denoted (i.e., the meaning). ‘Word’ is defined as what is uttered in order to convey meaning.”

\textsuperscript{10}Quoted and translated above in 26, p. 65. Cf. VP 2.330.

\textsuperscript{11}MBh I.30.1–32.11. Cf. Joshi (1967: 1–20) for an overview of Patañjali’s ideas as well as Coward & Kunjunni Raja (1990: 115–117), although the latter falsely ascribe the concept of \textit{pravāhanityatā}, “permanence in the stream,” to Patañjali; it is a later development found, e.g., in Kaiyata’s \textit{Pradīpa}, MBhPr vol. I p. 59a.

\textsuperscript{12}Cf. \textit{vārttikas} 14 and 15 ad \textit{Śivasūtra} 5.

\textsuperscript{13}BhKA 6.9 \textit{pratyekam asamarthānāṃ samudāyō ’rthūvāṃ kathām} | \textit{vārṇāṇāṃ kramavṛtātāḥ} \textit{nyāyyā nāpi ca saṃhatiḥ} | “How can it be that a group of letters, individually meaningless, is meaningful? Because the letters occur in a (certain) order, a lump is also not reasonable.”
its members, as a house from the timber, walls, and ground.\(^{14}\) The example of a house directly refutes an argument in the Mahābhāṣya to justify that a collection can be made up of meaningless parts. In this passage Patañjali uses the example of a chariot: it can function as a conveyance only with all its parts even though none of them on their own can do so.\(^ {15}\) Here the theories of the Mimāṃsakas also become palpable in Bhāmaha’s argument, for they uphold the view that meaning derives directly from the letters and there is no need to postulate that the group conveys meaning.\(^ {16}\)

The last two verses before Bhāmaha presents his own opinion drive the last nails in the grammarian’s coffin. It is first concluded that a kūṭastha (scil. word?) is a verbal machination made in vain. Only that for which there is direct perception or inference truly exists.\(^ {17}\) The limitation of the pramāṇas to only pratyakṣa, “direct perception,” and anumāṇa, “inference,” is characteristic of both early Vaiśeṣika and Diṅnāga’s flavor of Buddhist philosophy.\(^ {18}\) The term kūṭastha, however, requires an explanation. Within the Mahābhāṣya, kūṭastha, “immovable, indestructible,”\(^ {19}\) occurs in a few contexts.\(^ {20}\) After its initial introduction as one of the meanings of siddha and hence a

---

\(^{14}\) BhKA 6.10 na cāpi samudāyibhyah samudāyo ‘tiricyate | dārubhītibhuno ‘tītya kim anyat sadma kalpyate || “Nor can a group be distinguished from its constituent elements. What else is a house but the timber, walls, and ground?”

\(^{15}\) MBh I.220.22–24 yathā tarhi rathāṅgāni vihṛtāni pratyekaṃ vrajaṅkīrīyāṃ praty asamarthāni bhavanti tat-samudāyāḥ ca rathah samartha evam esām varṇānām samudāyāḥ arthavanto ‘vayvā anarthakā iti || “Then it’s like the parts of a chariot: when they are dismantled, they are not capable of the act of motion, and yet their collection, the chariot, is capable. In this way, groups of letters are meaningful; the parts, meaningless.”

\(^{16}\) JMSBhp.45–48 ad JMS1.1.5. In sum (p. 48): na ca pratyakṣo gakārādibhyo ‘nyo gosābda iti | bhedadarśanābhāvād abhedadarśanāc ca | gakārādīni hi pratyakṣāṇi | tasmād gaur iti gakārādivisarjanīyāntaṃ padam akṣarāṇy eva | ato no tebhya vyaviriktam anvay padam nāmeti || “And the word gauḥ is not directly perceived as different from g, etc. because one does not see a difference but rather non-difference, since the letters g, etc. are directly perceived. Therefore, the word gauḥ beginning with g and ending in ḥ is just letters. So, there is no word distinct from them.” Kumārila defends the same view in his Ślokavārttikā Sphoṭavāda 69f. Cf. Verpoorten (1987: 26f.).

\(^{17}\) BhKA 6.11 tasmāt kūṭastha ity eṣā sādā vah kalpanā vrthā | pratyakṣaṃ anumāṇaṃ vā yatra tat paramārthataḥ || “Therefore this verbal jugglery of yours, namely, that the word is kūṭastha, is in vain. That for which there is direct perception or inference (can be) truly (understood).” This is the second time Bhāmaha states that he accepts only two pramāṇas, pratyakṣa, “direct perception,” and anumāṇa, “inference,” the first time being BhKA 5.5. On kūṭastha, see the following paragraph.

\(^{18}\) The Vaiśeṣika sūtras discuss only pratyakṣa and liṅga, “inferential mark.” Candramati (5th cent.) likewise accepts only the two in his Daśapādarthaśāstra. See Potter (1977: 174 and 276). In his PS 1.2, Diṅnāga states that the pramāṇas are limited to these two. Cf. Śarmā & Upādhyāya (1981: 44f.) and Potter (2003: 36–43).

\(^{19}\) Kaiyata provides the gloss avināśin, “non-perishing,” (MBPr vol. I p. 60a), and Nāgėśa further explains: kūtaṃ ayoṇhas tadvat tiṣṭhanti ye teṣu samsārgināśe ‘pi svaṇam anāṃstey ity arthāḥ || “A kūta is an iron anvil; those things which stand like it (scil. kūta), they have not perished even in the destruction of the ephemeral. This is the meaning.” (loc. cit.)

synonym for nitya (MBh I.7.3), five of its other occurrences are in the set phrase nityesu śabdesu kūṭasthair avicālibhir varṇair bhavitavyam anapāyopajanavikāribhiḥ | “Among permanent words there must be indestructible, inseparable letters that are neither subtracted, added, or modified,” which comes up as an objection when it seems that part of word is in one way or another impermanent as, for example, when an āgama, “augment,” is added.21 Bhāmaha appears to be mocking the reasoning that the letters themselves are eternal and to support the non-eternity of sound, a tenant of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and Buddhist philosophies and repeatedly upheld in their texts.22 Still, it is not entirely clear to me why he chose the term kūṭastha which does not feature very prominently in later grammatical—there is not even a single occurrence in the kārikā of the VP—or Nyāya literature. Although Patañjali uses kūṭastha only in reference to letters, its transference to śabda does not seem unwarranted. (It does however feature in Kumārila’s Ślokavārttika in the Śabdanityatā section.) Finally, Bhāmaha rejects the sphaṭa theory flat out in a rather sarcastic tone, likening it to the proverbial flower in the sky, i.e., something that has no basis for existence.23 Given this rather terse and flippant rebuttal, Bhāmaha seems to have first mainly argued against the philosophy of language as found in the Mahābhāṣya, as the parallels I have pointed out show, and only as a sort of afterthought turns to Bharṭṛhari’s innovative doctrine, indicating perhaps that it was still too new (or perhaps too absurd) to require further discussion. This accords well with the concerns of Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika texts of the first millennium which hardly engage the sphaṭa doctrine until the tenth century in the works of Jayanta Bhaṭṭa and Śridhara,24

---

21In both MBh I.75.8ff. ad P. 1.1.20.5 and MBh I.122.24ff. ad P. 1.1.46, the solution proposed is to conceptualize augmentation as an ādeśa, “substitution”; the augmented word completely replaces the augmentless word. The theory is epitomized in the verse (MBh I.75.12f. = MBh III.251.12f.): sarve sarvapaddēsā dāksiputrasya pāṇineḥ | ekadēsavikāre hi nityatvaṃ nopapadyate || “All (alterations) are substitutions for an entire word in the opinion of Pāṇini, son of Dākṣi, since it is not suitable that (something) be permanent when there is a modification in one place.”

22The basic arguments are presented in NS 2.2.13–21 and elaborated in the NSBh of Vātsyāyana. Cf. Potter (1977: 13ff., 228f., 254–256, and 324f.) for a summary. On the Vaiśeṣika side, see VS (of Candrānanda) 2.2.24–43 and Potter (1977: 214). For the Buddhists, a good example is the refutation in Vasubandhu’s Vādavidhi summarized in Potter (2002: 570ff.).

23BhKA 6.12 śapathair api cādeyaṃ vaco na sphaṭavādinām | nabhāḥkusumam astitī śraddhyat kah sacetanaḥ || “And the word of the supporters of sphaṭa cannot be accepted even on their oath. What sort of intelligent person would believe in flowers in the sky?”

but which routinely argue against the eternality of sound as already noted.

3.2.3 Bhāmaha’s Own View on Language

We finally arrive at Bhāmaha’s own view about language: a compact has been made in the past such that one particular group of sounds denotes one particular object/meaning for the benefit of worldly discourse.\textsuperscript{25} As noted in the introduction to this section, Bhāmaha very clearly subscribes to the theory of language propounded in both the Nyāya- and Vaiśeṣikasūtras, which each deal with the topic in similar words.\textsuperscript{26} In rounding off this section on the nature of language, one last jab is hurled at those \textit{manda}, “slow,” people who take the word to be \textit{kūṭastha}, “immovable,” and something other than just sound, not to mention that they believe these conventional meanings to constitute the supreme truth.\textsuperscript{27} Yet, after so much discussion, Bhāmaha throws up his hands and says the relationship between word and meaning may be permanent or transient; let’s pay homage to the learned as they are the authorities in determining such matters.\textsuperscript{28} This type of verse, one that declares the difficulty or impossibility of describing a topic in full and the author’s unsuitability to the task, is common practice in the BhKA (and other works as well), and Bhāmaha concludes several chapters in a similar manner.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{25} BhKA 6.13 \textit{iyanta ādeśā varṇā ādeśgarthābhidhāyināḥ | vyavahārāya lokasya prāg itthāṃ samayāḥ kṛtaḥ} || “Just so many letters are denotative of the corresponding meaning. Such compact has been made long ago for the purpose of communication among people in the world.”

\textsuperscript{26} NS 2.1.55 \textit{na sāmayikatvāc chabdārthasampratyayasya | “No (scil. the reasoning thus far is not valid), because comprehending the meaning of a word is conventional.” VS 7.2.24 sāmayikāḥ śabdād arthapratyayāḥ | “The comprehension of a meaning from a word is conventional.” Cf. Kunjunni Raja (1963:21–24).}

\textsuperscript{27} BhKA 6.14 \textit{sa kūṭastho 'nupayāyī ca nādād anyaś ca kathyate | mandāḥ sāṃketikān arthān manyante pāramārthikān} || “Such an immutable word is said to be imperishable and nothing other than sound. Slow people think that conventional meanings are the ultimately true.”

\textsuperscript{28} BhKA 6.15 \textit{vinaśvaro 'stu nityo vā sambandho 'rthena vā satā | namo 'stu tebhyo vidvadbhyāḥ pramāṇāḥ ye ‘syā niścitaḥ} || Pāda b is not entirely clear to me.

\textsuperscript{29} BhKA 2.95 on the headache of further elaboration of the \textit{alaṅkāras}, BhKA 4.51 on Bhāmaha’s inability to fully know the intention of the cultivated, BhKA 5.69 on the authority of wiser men, and BhKA 6.62 on the overwhelming magnitude of Pāṇini’s grammar.
3.2.4 Refutation of *apoha*

If the *sphoṭa*-doctrine could be dismissed in a mere 32 syllables, Bhāmaha could not conclude his discussion on language without launching a lengthier attack (four times as long: BhKA 6.16–19) on the Buddhist theory of *anyāpoha*, “exclusion of others,” first put forth by Diṅnāga (ca. 480–540\(^{30}\)) and condensed in the fifth chapter of his *Pramāṇasamuccaya* and *vṛtti* thereon.\(^{31}\) The theory, *in nuce*,\(^{32}\) turns on its head the intuitive notion that the word “cow” refers to the object cow because the two are always associated with one another. In its stead, Diṅnāga proposes that it is rather the mutual absence of all other word-object relations that allows us to infer a word’s referent; “cow” refers to an object qualified by the exclusion of other referents (*arthāntaranivṛtti-viśiṣṭa bhāva*). In other words, we infer that “cow” means cow because it does not mean anything else. This reasoning extends from Diṅnāga’s theory of logical inference (*anumāna*), whereby we infer fire from smoke because it is associated with nothing else.\(^{33}\) Furthermore, it is specifically “things” (*bhāva*, *vastus*) that the word excludes, although later proponents tweak the theory in response to other philosophical developments.\(^{34}\) In response, Bhāmaha notes that if, for example, the word “cow” denotes everything other than a cow, then we need to hunt for the sound that will create the notion of cow.\(^{35}\) Furthermore, it is problematic that a single entity has a pair of *phalas*, “fruits, results,” one that excludes and another that affirms.\(^{36}\) Finally, Bhāmaha asserts that we

\(^{30}\) Cf. Frauwallner (1961: 134–137) for Diṅnāga’s date, although Pind (2009: 12 fn. 20) mentions the need for reevaluation in light of the Sāṅkhya philosopher Mādhava’s familiarity with Diṅnāga. Unfortunately, no further elaboration is given.

\(^{31}\) See Pind (2009) (dissertation now published as Pind (2016) but I have not yet had access to the published work) for a full introduction, edition, and translation of the chapter. Since Diṅnāga wrote the PS as a digest and defense of his philosophy, many of the ideas presented in it were already known from earlier works, and the tenets of his philosophy are at times only presented *en passant*, e.g., the actual *apoha* theory is laid down in a mere two *kārikās* PS 5.35–36 and their *vṛtti*. Cf. Pind (2002: 12). The circulation of Diṅnāga’s philosophy before the PS can be seen from a rebuttal to Mādhava’s critique of the *apoha* doctrine in the PS. Cf. Pind (2009: 12).

\(^{32}\) Cf. Pind (2009: 43–60) for a full overview of the theory.

\(^{33}\) Indeed, *apoha* is central to the entire philosophical system of many Buddhists. Cf. McCrea & Patel (2010: 1).

\(^{34}\) The theory undergoes several modifications over the coming centuries especially in the hands of Dharmakīrti, Dharmottara, and Jñānaśrīmitra. Cf. McCrea & Patel (2010: 9–34) for a very succinct and lucid summary and Kunjunni Raja (1962: 78–92).

\(^{35}\) BhKA 6.17 *yadi gaur ity ayaṃ śabdah kṛtārtho ’nyanirākṛtau | janako gavi gobuddher mṛgyatām aparō dhvaniḥ || “If the word ‘cow’ produces its meaning when there is the exclusion of other (objects), another sound must be sought after that produces the cognition of a cow in the meaning of ‘cow.’”

\(^{36}\) BhKA 6.18. *arthajñānaphalahā śabdā na caikasya phaladvayam | aparādavidhijñāne phale caikasya vah katham || “Words result in the knowledge of objects, and one thing cannot have a pair of results. How can you maintain that*
do not understand things other than cows when we hear the word “cow” because the word itself directly brings to mind the object cow, not through any process of excluding non-cows. One reason for refuting the theory at all may have been that it directly contradicted the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theory of linguistic denotation whereby words can refer to objects because of the jāti, “class,” that inheres in objects. According to Diṅnāga, it is not jāti but apoha that resides in objects and allows for them to be referred to by words. Bhāmaha’s refutation of the apoha theory, therefore, accords well with his leanings toward Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and pre-Diṅnāga Buddhist logic we have already seen in his favoring of two pramāṇas and the non-eternity of sound. One must also briefly mention that it is thanks to this passage that additional evidence exists for determining Bhāmaha’s date since it is quoted in later works by Jinendrabuddhi and Śāntarakṣita.

### 3.2.5 Concluding Remarks

The section closes with three verses about the general nature of language and the futility of trying to pin down its specifics. Knowing śabdas and what it is they denote is a difficult road to go down, and words themselves can hardly be limited or specified owing to the diversity of languages and their reference to endless objects. Sandwiched in between is a stray, brief statement about the four, possibly five, classes of words, namely those that refer to a dravya, “object,” kriyā, “action,” jāti, “universal,” guṇa, “quality,” and, according to others, yadṛcchā “spontaneous/proper names.” The verse recalls Patañjali’s mention of a four- or threefold classification of the con-

---

38 The tantalizing mention of a nyāsakāra in BhKA 6.3.36 has caused a wave of ink to flow. See once again Bronner (2011: 90–95) for an overview. In addition to there being a disparity between Jinendrabuddhi’s statement and Bhāmaha’s reference (trC and trN are quite distinct), the evidence brought forth in Pind (2009: 27f.) convinces that Jinendrabuddhi lived well after Bhāmaha at the time of Śāntarakṣita in the eighth century, both of whom discuss Bhāmaha’s refutation of the apoha theory under the clear influence of Dharmakīrti. There remains, however, less than solid evidence that the grammarian Jinendrabuddhi and the Buddhist philosopher were the same person, namely only the mention in a colophon to the Visālamālavatī Ṭīkā (Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary on the PSV) that the author was an “erudite grammarian” and a similar explanation of a grammatical point in the Visālamālavatī ad PSV 5.14 & 27 and the Nyāsa ad P. 2.1.57. Cf. Pind (2009: 26f.).
39 BhKA 6.20cd ke śabdāḥ kim ca tadvācyam ity aho vartma dustaram || “What are words and what is expressed by them? Alas, this is a difficult path to cross.”
40 BhKA 6.22 nānābhāṣāviṣayinām aparyantarārthavarttinām | iyāttā kena vāmśāṃ viṣeṣād avadhāryate || “Who can precisely delimit the extent of these words that cover many languages and refer to unlimited object?”
41 BhKA 6.21.
ditions for using a word (*pravṛtti*), but Bhāmaha expresses himself too tersely to give more precision. In any case, it seems to be the last bit of requisite information for a theory of language.

What are we to make of this somewhat frenetic tour of philosophical ideas about language in a work on *alāṅkāra-śāstra*? Why has Bhāmaha bothered at all to touch upon concepts such as the eternality of sound and the denotation of words, and even reject two of the most hotly debated theories of language for centuries to come? Concrete or very confident answers to such questions will elude us unless further evidence turns up, e.g., a manuscript of Udabhaṭa’s commentary on the BhKA, but a few remarks can, I believe, surpass mere speculation. Bhāmaha clearly wanted his readers, i.e., potential poets and readers of poetry, to approach a poetic text with a certain understanding of language, one that is by all means relatively simple and based on what is clearly perceptible: sounds are not eternal, there is no mystical entity above the words such as *sphoṭa*, and denotation occurs in a straightforward fashion without the need for taking the circuitous route proposed by the proponents of the *apoha*-theory. If we think in terms of one of the larger philosophical dichotomies in Indian philosophy, Bhāmaha adheres to the *asat-kārya-vāda*, “the doctrine of the non-existent effect,” i.e., that when something new is produced, it did not previously exist in the cause. The standard example is the production of a pot from clay. For a proponent of the *asat-kārya-vāda*, the pot (the *kārya*) did not already exist in the clay (the cause). This is a basic tenet of the Vaiśeṣika school of philosophy and opposes the contrary doctrine of the Sāṁkhya school, the *sat-kārya-vāda*, according to which the result (e.g., the pot) already existed in the cause (e.g., the clay). The other philosophical views that Bhāmaha supports — the non-eternity of sounds, the two *pramāṇa*, the three part syllogism — also accord well with the *asat-kārya-vāda*. Indeed, when we turn to Bhāmaha’s approach to Pāṇinian grammar in the next section, we will see that his philosophical outlook also played an important role. For example,

---

42MBh I.19.20–21: *catuṣṭayī śabdānām pravṛttiḥ | jātiśabdāḥ guṇaśabdāḥ kriyāśabdāḥ yadṛcchāśabdāḥ caturthāḥ |* “The condition for using a word is fourfold: universal-words, quality-words, action-words, (and) the fourth spontaneous words.” That not everyone includes *yadṛcchāśabdās* is also noted under the following vārtt. MBh I.20.38f. Cf. Scharf (1996: 22 fn. 6). That words can also denote individual objects (*dravyas*) is of course known from elsewhere in the *Mahābhāṣya* and ascribed to Vyāḍi. MBh I.244.8 (P. 1.2.64.45). Cf. Kunjunni Raja (1962: 75–78). The name *dittha* is mentioned again in BhKA 6.25.

43Most other philosophical schools also fall into one of these two categories. On the *asatkāryavāda*, cf. Frauwallner (2003: 110–114) and Dasgupta (1922: 319f.).
Bhāmaha rejects efforts to squeeze more information out of a rule than is already apparent. Consequently, as we will learn, Bhāmaha discourages a poet from using grammatical forms that are got by splitting a rule (yoga-vibhāga, cf. BhKA 6.29d) or through hints (jñapaka, cf. BhKA 6.26c). Both of these devices allow for one to see more descriptive potential in a sūtra than meets the eye, much as an adherent of the sat-kārya-vāda can see more in clay than just clay. With respect to the composition of poetry, this emphasis on empiricism also guides Bhāmaha to take a rather negative stance toward difficult poetry that is in need of excess commentary (BhKA 1.20d and 2.2044) or that one needs to “crack open” in order to enjoy like the unripe wood-apple (BhKA 5.62). We can also view these attitudes as responses to the incorporation of citra-kāvya, “flashy poetry,” into the poems of Bhāravi (KirātA 15) and Māgha (ŚiśuP19).45 One final justification for this preference for simplicity is the didactic goals of poetry Bhāmaha mentions in BhKA 1.2 and already discussed in the preceding chapter.

3.3 A Grammar for Poetry

If Bhāmaha found the philosophy of the Pāṇinian grammarians unacceptable — including such basic tenets as the eternality of sound and the sphota doctrine — he wholeheartedly endorsed their authority as the guardians of sādhu, “correct,” usage and saw the mastery of their works as a magnificent task and an absolutely integral part of a poet’s training. We learn of Bhāmaha’s convictions from two sets of verses, BhKA 6.1–3 and 6.62f., that frame the last chapter and are thematically connected by an ocean metaphor. The first group presents a vivid image of the full complex of grammatical texts likened to the ocean with all its dangers,46 and are worth quoting in full as they detail the grammatical curriculum and begin Bhāmaha’s justification for the study

44See pp. 120 and 125 below.
45Ānandavardhana, the author of the Dhvanyāloka, likewise does not hold such poetry in high regard. Cf. Ingalls et al. (1990: 635–637).
46In the conventions of Sanskrit poetry, the completion of a particularly challenging task is equated to crossing the ocean, the comparison often being extended, as here, to include other oceanic horrors such as sea monsters and the like. Within the grammatical tradition, see Kaiyāta’s opening verses 6–7 to his Pradīpa on the MBh where the Mahābhāṣya is the ocean and Bhartṛhari’s work is the causeway. In poetry, cf. Rāghuvamsa 1.2 and, for the extended comparison, Buddhacarita 1.70.
of grammar.

`sūtrāmbhasam padāvartaṃ pārāyaṇarasātalam |
  dhātūṇādiganagrāhaṃ dhyānagrahābhatplavam || 6.1 ||
dhirair aloktaprāntam amedhobhir asūyitam |
sadopabhuktam sarvāhir anyavidyākarenubhiḥ || 6.2 ||
nāpārayitvā durgādham amuṃ vyākaranārṇavam
  śabdaratnaṃ svayaṅgamyam" \( \text{alam kartum ayam janaḥ} \) || 6.3 || (BhKA)

Without crossing that unfathomable ocean of grammar, which has sūtras for water, words for vortices, lists as its depths, roots and the \( \text{uṇādi} \) (suffixes) as its sea monsters, tenacity in thought as its great raft, whose far shores are seen by the wise, despised by the insipid, constantly enjoyed by all sciences as cow elephants, such a man will not be able to make a gem of a word which can be understood by itself.

The simile effectively brings out both the challenges involved in mastering the entire complex of grammar, which includes not only the sūtras but also ancillary material like the \( \text{uṇādi} \) suffixes etc., and the reward gained from such efforts, a \( \text{śabda-ratna} \), “gem of a word,” which can only be obtained by braving the depths of the ocean.\(^{48}\) Bhāmaha also includes a reference to the foundational role grammar plays for the other knowledge systems (\( \text{vidyās} \)) by likening them to cow elephants who delight (presumably by swimming) in the ocean water of grammar. One intriguing word is the adjective to \( \text{śabda-ratna} \), \( \text{svayaṅ-gamyam} \), “comprehensible by itself,” because it alludes to the importance of grammar-regulated language in communicating clearly to others.\(^{49}\)

Although a certain amount of supermundane power was attributed to the use of correct speech from at least the time of Patañjali, the ease of comprehension Bhāmaha ascribes to such grammatically polished “word-gems” seems rather to highlight that there existed a standard training in grammar shared by a larger community. Only by playing according to the established rules can a poet hope for his poem to be well understood.

The centrality of the Pāṇinian tradition in Bhāmaha’s community is brought out in two verses

\(^{47}\)I have adopted Trivedī’s proposed emendation of \( \text{svayaṅgamam} \) to \( \text{svayaṅgamyam} \), which gives better sense and corrects the metrical defect. I have not, however, been able to locate any parallels for the form.

\(^{48}\)In Hindu mythology, gems are one of the many precious items emitted from the milk-ocean when the gods and demons churned it.

\(^{49}\)This is the exact opposite of what we find in the famous verse in the \text{Bhaṭṭikāvya} 22.34 in which the poem is said to be \( \text{vyākhyāgamya} \), “understandable through a commentary.” This verse has often been cited in connection with BhKA 1.20 and 2.20 where such poems are criticized.
toward the close of the work. The first, BhKA 6.62, specifies for the first time that Pāṇini’s doctrine (sālāturīyam matam) is the grammatical school under discussion. Furthermore, to go through it incrementally here is not Bhāmaha’s task, and if someone should reach its far shore that will surely be a wonder. The following verse provides further information about Pāṇini’s grammar in the “world,” i.e., scholarly community.

vidyānāṃ satatam apāśrayo ’parāsām
tāsūktān na ca virunaddhi kāmścid arthān |
sraddheyam jagatī mataṁ hi pāṇinīyaṁ
mādhyasthyād bhavati na kasyacit pramāṇam || 6.63 || (BhKA)

Always a resource for the other sciences, it does not contradict anything said in them because the Pāṇinian doctrine is to be trusted in the world. Since it serves as an impartial mediator it is not the (philosophical) authority for any (philosophical system).

I find the last pāda somewhat difficult to interpret and will come back to it presently. The first three pādas, however, are perfectly comprehensible. As was metaphorically spelled out in the opening stanzas just cited, the other sciences enjoy or make use of (upabhuj) grammar. So too here it is an apāśraya, “resource, support” for them and, accordingly, does not contradict what is found in them. This ecumenical role of grammar among the Sanskrit disciplines derives from that fact that regardless of which doctrine one might follow or what kind of text one wishes to write, correct language is the bedrock of every composition. For example, within the context of the vedāṅgas, “appendices to the Veda,” vyākaraṇa has often won the place of most importance (pradhāna) because it allows us to understand the meaning of words. Consequently, Bhāmaha proclaims that, “the Pāṇinian doctrine is to be trusted in the world.” This statement of allegiance to the Aṣṭādhyāyī does not so much as raise an eyebrow for most readers today, but if we place ourselves in Bhāmaha’s time (latter half of 6th to early 7th cent.), it has far greater significance because of the rival grammatical schools of that era, above all the Cāndravyākaraṇa and the Jainen-

---

50The locus classicus is MBh I.1.19 pradhānaṃ ca śaṭṣv aṅgeṣu vyākaraṇam | “Among the six appendices (scil. to the Veda), grammar is predominant.” Haradatta adds the reason: KVPada I p. 7 padapadārthajñānasya tadāyattatvāt | “because knowledge of the meaning of words is dependent upon that (scil. grammar).” Elsewhere in his opening remarks, essentially a short essay on grammar based on the Paspaśāhnika, Haradatta finds even questioning the use of grammar risible: KVPada I p. 6 atha vyākaraṇasya kim prayojanam | kim anena prāśenena | sarvataḥdhyeyam vyākaraṇam | “Now what is the use of grammar? How can you ask such a question! By all means must grammar be studied.” On the place of grammar in the Sanskrit tradition see Cardona (2007).
dravyākaraṇa, both of which clearly had very strong followers in Buddhist and Jain circles\(^{51}\) and merited attention in Brahmanical circles as well. The justification for such trustworthiness in Pāṇini and his followers is the school’s ability to be an impartial judge (madhyastha). Bhāmaha has chosen to recommend the Pāṇinian school because it is not only trusted throughout the world, but also because it does not have any specific affiliations in the way that the Cāndravyākaraṇa and Jainendravyākaraṇa did. One wonders, though, what Bhāmaha meant with pāṇinīyam matam. As we have seen, he rejects rather central tenets of the grammarians’ philosophy that certainly cannot be described as madhyastha, “netural,” or even śraddheya, “trustworthy,” in the world. I conclude, therefore, that what is intended is the narrower sense of pāṇiniya, namely the Aṣṭādhyāyī along with the necessary additions made by Kātyāyana and Patañjali and not the metaphysical baggage we find in the Mahābhāṣya and even more so in the Vākyapadiya. If we think back to the end of the last section and Bhāmaha’s penchant for the empirical, this reference to the limited Pāṇinian school makes good sense.

Returning to the beginning of the section, Bhāmaha introduces other reasons for studying grammar beyond simple linguistic correctness but instead tied to originality.

\[\text{tasya cādhigame yatnaḥ kāryah kāvyam vidhitsitā} | \]
\[\text{parapratayata yat tu kriyate tena kā ratih} || 6.4 || \]
\[\text{nānyapratrayasyābdā vāg āvibhāti mude satām} | \]
\[\text{prena dhṛtamukteva sarasā kusumāvalī} || 6.5 || \]
\[\text{mukhyaś tāvad ayaṃ nyāyo yat svaśaktyā pravartate} | \]
\[\text{anyasārasvatā\(^{52}\) nāma santy anyoktānūvādinaḥ} || 6.6 || (BhKA) \]

Someone who wishes to create a poem must make an effort in learning it (scil. grammar). What pleasure can something bring that derives from confidence in another/another’s knowledge.\(^{53}\) (6.4) Speech whose words come from another’s understanding do not shine to the delight of the learned. It’s like a garland of flowers, still fresh.\(^{54}\) (but)

\(^{51}\) The Cāndravyākaraṇa, as we have already seen, was the go-to grammar of Ratnaśrījñāna in his commentary on the KĀ, and its promulgation in Sri Lanka has already been mentioned. Works from both grammatical schools were translated into Tibetan at a relatively early date.

\(^{52}\) Śarmā and Upādhyāya report this reading as variant for anye sārasvatā in fn. 1, p. 41. Tātācārya has also adopted it in his edition. The other reading might be translated “other are learned (sārasvata) only by name.”

\(^{53}\) pratyaya has several possible translations in to English. The two most common semantic fields are “confidence, trust, etc.” and “understanding, comprehension.” Both meanings seem fitting here.

\(^{54}\) sarasa lit. “with juice, flavor” means “fresh” in the case of flowers and “full of emotional flavor” in the case of a poem, a śleṣa, “double entendre.”
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worn and discarded by another. (6.5) This is a primary rule of thumb that it (scil. language) comes into use by one’s own power. The ones who just repeat what others have have borrowed eloquence. (6.6)

The exhortation that one who wishes to create a poem must make an effort in the study of grammar is justified by a series of sententiae on the displeasure the learned have toward what is not just borrowed, but also what is not based on one’s own understanding of language. The poet should be able to show his work, as it were, if called upon to do so. Although there is certainly an aspect of plagiarism involved here, i.e., mere copying, given the context Bhāmaha seems also to be speaking about the need to have an in-depth understanding of how a word can be derived within the grammatical system, what rules to apply when, and how to properly manipulate language. This is not only supported by the lengthy discussion in the last half of the chapter, but also substantiated by the habit of commentators on poetry of pointing out the appropriate rules for deriving words.

As we finally wind our way to the heart of the section, a discussion about the poetic propriety of some two dozen forms as governed by the Aṣṭādhyāyī, Bhāmaha leads us in with a single verse introduction to the new section (BhKA 6.23, after the philosophy of language disputation), and then follow several rules of thumb, some of which shed more light on what the domain of poetic language looks like within the realm of acceptable speech (BhKA 6.24–30). A few of the prohibitions are repeated from the sections on faults in the first and the fourth chapters. I will look at a few of these rules in more detail when they bear on our understanding of how the complex of grammatical works is being restricted or they provide evidence for other novel attitudes of Bhāmaha. Otherwise I shall offer only a summary, but more detail can be found in Subhadra (2008: 214–216).

The opening verse is rather straightforward and may be given with little comment:

\[
vakravācāṃ kavināṃ ye prayogam prati sādhavaḥ \\
prayoktum ye na yuktāś ca tadviveko 'yam ucyate || 6.23 || (BhKA)
\]

What here follows is an investigation into those words which are correct for the use of poets whose speech is crooked as well as those which are not fit to be used.
The use of the word *sādhu*, “good, correct,” but this time with a specification of scope, signals that we will now be moving within a subset of the larger realm of *sādhu* words, some of which are already familiar from other parts of the work. For example, Bhāmaha reiterates in BhKA 6.25 his prohibition on indecorous language: no *apeśala*, “uncharming,” words or *grāmya*, “vulgar,” speech. Yet, many of his guidelines focus on how readily understandable a word is. Such ease of comprehension is impeded by several factors like the use of rare meanings found only in reference works (i.e., the *kośas* and DhP), technical terms from śāstric literature or antiquated Vedic words. In addition to these lexical factors, Bhāmaha also objects to having recourse to certain types of derivational practices for obtaining a word from Pāṇini’s rules. These restrictions and the extent to which they are followed or not by later authors indicate shifts in both how the system of grammar was applied to poetic language and, in turn, what methods of interpretation were seen fit for understanding the generative power of the *Aṣṭādhyāyī*.

### 3.3.1 Lexical Faux Pas

From the lexical restrictions just mentioned, I would like to look at three in more detail, as I have a few points that have thus far been missed in the rather slender secondary literature on the BhKA. To begin with, Bhāmaha gives *piṇḍiśūra*, “cake-hero, coward,” as an example of a *grāmya* word one should not use, and indeed the word has very few occurrences in the literature I have been able to search and none in the works of Aśvaghoṣa, Kālidāsa, Bhāravi, Māgha, Mayūra, and Ratnākara. The word is, however, perfectly pukka from the point of grammar and lexicography. It is given in the *pātresamitādi gana*, “list,” ad P. 2.1.48 in the KV, itself a subsection of the *yuktārohyādi* list mentioned in P. 6.2.81. These are all given by *nipātana*, “setting down (without derivation),” in part, because of their irregular accent on the first syllable by the latter sūtra.

---

55 That is to say, the *duṣṭa* words defined and exemplified in BhKA 1.47–52.
56 Cf. BhKA 1.19 & 35.
57 BhKA 6.24 & 26ab.
58 BhKa 6.27.
59 BhKA 6.25.
60 I have found a single occurrence in each of the following works: *Subhāṣitāvalī* 463c, Rūpagovāmin’s *Harabhaktirasamārtasindhu* 4.3.12a, and Jivagovāmin’s *Gopālacampū* 1.31.7.
According to the KV, the word *piṇḍiśūra* occurs in the sense of an insult based on *nirīhitā*, “lack of motivation.” The lexicographers take up the word relatively late, its first appearance being in Halāyudha’s *Abhidhānaratnamālā* 2.212cd (10th cent.) and then again in Hemacandra’s *Abhidhānacintāmanī* 477ab/3.141ab (12th cent.). There is, however, an occurrence of *piṇḍiśūra* in one of the earlier *mahākāvyas*, namely, in *Bhaṭṭikāvya* 5.85. Unfortunately, the date of Bhaṭṭi remains somewhat uncertain and his relation to Bhāmaha is a topic of great interest and speculation. The purported connection between the two authors lies primarily in the similar ordering of the poetic figures defined in the BhKA and exemplified in the 10th canto of the *Bhaṭṭikāvya*, but there are problems, and the exact identification of the figures is to some extent speculative since they all date back to later commentators and not to Bhaṭṭi himself. Furthermore, the authors disagree on a number of points. For example, Bhāmaha criticizes *vyākhyāgamya*, “understandable-through-a-commentary,” poetry (language should be *svayaṃgamya*, “easily understandable on its own,” as noted above on p. 120), whereas Bhaṭṭi boasts that he has composed just such a poem in the penultimate verse, *Bhaṭṭikāvya* 22.34. Whoever may have written first, one is clearly re-

---

61KV ad P. 2.1.48 *piṇḍiśūrādiṣu nirīhitayā* (scil. *kṣepaḥ*) | The sub-commentaries thereon add the following: KVNyāsa II p. 62f. *yo na kīmīcit kartum samarthah sa piṇḍiśūra ity evamādhībhīḥ padair abhidhiyate* | “The words *piṇḍiśūra*, etc. denote someone who is not capable of doing anything.” KVPada II p. 62 *piṇḍōdanapiṇḍah, tatraiva śūro nānyatreti nirīhatā* | “a *piṇḍi* is a ball of rice; only with regard to that and nothing else is he courageous. Thus, a lack of motivation.”


63Both entries include the two synonyms *gehenardin*, “shouting only at home,” and *geheśūra*, “brave only at home,” which are also listed in the *pātresamitādi* list.

64BhK 5.85*rākṣasān batuyajñēsu piṇḍiśūrān nirastavān | yady asau kūpamāṇḍūki tavaitāvati kah smayaḥ || “You frog in a well! if he’s only tossed out those pusillanimous demons at the sacrifices of those silly Brahmins, what astonishment can you have at just that?” Two of the commentators, Jayamaṅgala and Mallinātha, note the grammar of the word by reference to P. 2.1.48, although only Mallinātha gives the citation from Halāyudha’s lexicon already noted. Its absence in the *Jayamaṅgalā* may well indicate that Jayamaṅgala wrote before Halāyudha, i.e. before the 10th cent. Cf. Kane (1960: 77) for Jayamaṅgala’s date as sometime between 800–1050.

65Lienhard (1984: 180f.) discusses the most relevant data for Bhaṭṭi’s date and the problems surrounding various proposals. What appears to be an important piece of evidence for dating Bhaṭṭi to the reign of one Śrīdharaśena in the 7th cent., the final verse of the poem in Jayamaṅgala’s recension, is called into question because it is absent in Mallinātha’s text. Diwekar (1929), who argues that Bhaṭṭi knew and reacted to Bhāmaha’s work, raises important problems about how the figures in the *Bhaṭṭikāvya* were identified in the first place and notes several other parallel passages to support Bhaṭṭi as the later author. De (1960: 50–56), who places Bhāmaha in the 7th or 8th century, believes Bhaṭṭi is not only a predecessor of Bhāmaha but that he relies on an older, now lost work on poetics. I tend, however, to agree with Diwekar that there is no reason to insist that Bhaṭṭi followed any particular work to a tee and that he likely belonged to those who opposed Bhāmaha on certain points, much like Daṇḍin.

66Cf. BhKA 1.20 and 2.20.

67I appreciate and acknowledge the more subtle reading of these passages in Diwekar (1929: 825), namely that according to Bhāmaha a poem should not need an excessive (*ati*) comment (BhKA 1.20) and that *vyākhyāgamya*
acting to the other. Bhaṭṭi’s use of the word *piṇḍīśūra* is either a flagrant violation of Bhâmaha’s rather prudish attitude or Bhâmaha is chastising Bhaṭṭi and people like him who would use such language. As a matter of fact, *piṇḍīśūra* is not the only word Bhaṭṭi uses from the *pātremitādi* list with a similar connotation. Earlier in the same canto, 5.41, we find the word *gehenardin*, “roaring at home,” i.e., someone who only has the courage to shout in his own home, which also occurs as a synonym in the *koṣa* entries cited above. Bhaṭṭi, therefore, seems to have twice violated Bhâmaha’s recommendation. Although I do not think this evidence can help us very much in determining Bhaṭṭi’s priority to Bhâmaha or vice versa, it does further connect the two authors, and the fact that none of these words is used by any of the famed classical poets (to the best of my knowledge) may be taken as a testament to Bhâmaha’s lasting influence on the composition of poetry. More generally, we can detect here Bhâmaha’s rejection of the genre *śāstra-kāvya*, poems composed primarily to exemplify the rules of grammar or other technical treatises.68

In BhKA 6.2769 we come across four categories of words whose use is problematic, although they are accepted in general. In the first place, Bhâmaha reins in the authority of the *śiṣṭa*, “learned,” for poetic usage; their usage, which covers a wide range of topics, is not always going to be suitable for poetry. The second reason appears to be a reference to other grammatical works (*tantras*), perhaps even to the *Kātantra* given Bhâmaha’s choice of words. The fourth reason emphasizes that we must exclude all Vedic words, although they are certainly correct. The Vedic language was already a separate category of antiquated words and constructions by the time of Patañjali, and many grammars dropped the Vedic rules altogether. The third item, however, has not yet been correctly identified in my opinion. The Sanskrit text of the last line reads: *chandovad iti cotsargān na cāpi cchāndasaṃ vadet*. Naganatha Sastry (1970: 120) translates, “Nor [scil. may you employ] words used in the *Vedas* because of the general rule *छन्दवत् सूक्ष्माणि भवन्ति*, nor words peculiar to the Vedas.” Naganatha Sastry has completed the quote *chandovat* with a maxim used

---


69 BhKA 6.27 *na śiṣṭair uktam ity eva na tantrāntarasādhitam | chandovad iti cotsargān na cāpi cchāndasaṃ vadet* ||

“One should not speak (a word) just because it has been used by the learned nor a word established by another *tantra* (grammatical work?), and also no Vedic words on the basis of the general rule *chandovat* ‘like the Vedas.’”
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twice in the MBh\textsuperscript{70} to explain peculiarities of Pāṇinian sūtras: *chandovat sūtrāni bhavanti*, “Sūtras are like the (the language of the) Vedas.”\textsuperscript{71} For example, the very first sūtra, P. 1.1.1 *vṛddhir ādaic*, contains the irregularity of a *c* in word-final position, whereas palatals are not a permitted final in Sanskrit.\textsuperscript{72} The exact explanation need not concern us,\textsuperscript{73} but it is this Veda-like status of the sūtra language that permits the irregularity. This quote does not make sense in the present context. I do not believe that anyone ever thought of poetry to be like sūtras.\textsuperscript{74} Nevertheless, I do believe that the general rule (*utsarga*) that Bhāmaha actually refers to stems from the MBha but is *chandovat kavyayah kuvanti* (MBh I.313.14), “poets compose as though in the Vedic register.”\textsuperscript{75} Recall from ch. 1 that the dictum occurs during a discussion of the dubiously formed word *stryākhyau*, “which denote a feminine gender,” in P. 1.4.3 and that one of the interlocutors brings up an unidentified verse as support for Pāṇini’s usage and then states that *chandovat kavayaḥ kurvanti*, implying that we should tolerate grammatical anomalies in poetry.\textsuperscript{76} This passage from the *Mahābhāṣya* is not cited by other authors I am familiar with, but perhaps it was in vogue during Bhāmaha’s day. Nevertheless, the rejection of this maxim underscores that no excessive freedom in grammar may be granted to poets even if sanctioned by a statement from the *Mahābhāṣya*.\textsuperscript{77}

In this section Bhāmaha offers a few guidelines for the derivation of words. In addition to the general disapproval for *durbodha*, “difficult to understand,” words like *śrautra*,\textsuperscript{78} which are based on a convoluted derivation, he specifically prohibits the use of *leśa-jnāpakas*, “slight hints,”\textsuperscript{79} as

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{70}MBh I.37.4 & I.133.5.
\textsuperscript{71}Kaiyāṭa, specifies: MBhPr I. 153b *na vaiśeṣikādisūtrāṇy api tv aṅgatvād vyākaraṇasūtrāṇy eva* | “Not the sūtras of the Vaiśeṣik etc., but only the sūtras for grammar because they are a part (of the Vedas).”
\textsuperscript{72}By P. 8.2.30 *coh kuḥ*. Cf. Whitney (1896: 50).
\textsuperscript{73}ādaic needs to be termed both *bha* and *pada*.
\textsuperscript{74}At least in Sanskrit. While reading the *Bālavyākaraṇamu*, a 19th cent. grammar of Telugu by Cinnaya Sūri, with S. L. P. Anjaneya Sharma, it was repeatedly impressed upon me that Chinnaya Sūri made certain choices in diction and grammar so as to create exceptionally beautiful *sūtramus*, which Telugu literati prize for both their content as well as their musical qualities.
\textsuperscript{75}Keith (1920: 20) briefly mentions this passage and Joshi & Roodebergen (1995: 45) explain the passage in full.
\textsuperscript{76}As already explained, Patañjali does not accept this example as a valid means to justify Pāṇini’s language, but once he solves the irregularity in *stryākhyau*, he returns to the verse and declares it is also acceptable.
\textsuperscript{77}Was Bhāmaha trying to ensure that students understood that *chandovat kavyayah ...* was not Patañjali’s final conclusion?
\textsuperscript{78}BhKA 6.25a *śrautrādīm na tu durbodham*, “(scil. one should not use) a word difficult to comprehend such as *śrautra*.”
\textsuperscript{79}BhKA 6.26cd *na leśa-jnāpakākrśtam samhati dhyāti vā yathā* || “(one should not use) a word got by a subtle hint like *samhati*, ‘congresses,’ or *dhyāti*, ‘thinks.’” Trivedī p. 237 prints: *na leśa-jnāpakākrśtasamhati ...*. Tātācārya p. 143
\end{flushright}
well as yogavibhāga, “the splitting of a rule.” Let us look at each of these in turn. The example of a durbodha word is given as śrautra. Accepting this emendation, the evolution of the form is as follows. The word śrotriya is set down as an irregular form in P. 5.2.84 śrotriyaṃś chando 'dhīte, “śrotriyaN means ‘studies the Vedas.’” As the KV notes, we have the option of interpreting the form as completely underived with no division between the stem and the suffix, or as a ready made form but still with a division between the base śrotra and the suffix GHaN = iyaN by P. 7.1.2.

The next step is to add the suffix aṆ byavār. adP.5.1.130. The sūtra enjoins the suffix aṆ after certain words in the sense of bhāva, “existence,” or karman, “activity,” but not after śrotriya. The vārtt. is included specifically to remedy this deficit. Together with Patañjali’s commentary it runs as follows:

\[
anprakarane śrotriyasya ghalopaś ca || 1 ||
\]

[Bhāṣya] anprakarane śrotriyas ypapasamkhyaṇṇaṃ kartavyaṃ ghalopaś ca vaktavyah | śrotriyasya bhāvaḥ śrautram || (MBh II.371.10–12)

Vārtt. I. In the context of aN, of śrotriya, and the elision of GHa.

[Commentary] Mention must be made of śrotriya in the context of aṆ and the elision of GHa (=iya) must be stated. The state of being a śrotriya ‘one whose studies the Vedas’ is śrautra.

What does Bhāmaha object to in this? It cannot be that we require a vārtt. to obtain the form since he explicitly says we may use the upasamkhyas, “additions,” in BhKA 6.29ab. The reason is, to the best of my understanding, that this word is homophonous with śrautra in the sense of “ear,” derived from śrotra with the svārtha, “semantically neutral,” suffix aṆ by P. 5.4.38. In addition,
śrautra, “the state of being one who studies the Vedas,” is not morphologically transparent insofar as iya which encodes the meaning “studies” is lost entirely. Bhāmaha would presumably have preferred a poet to avoid a form which is difficult to understand both on account of homophony as well as the less than straightforward derivation.

The other more explicit references to the derivational process in the Aṣṭādhyāyi are Bhāmaha’s prohibitions on jñāpakas (BhKA 26cd) and yogavibhāga (BhKA 6.29d) in forming poetic words. These are some of the interpretive devices\(^{83}\) employed by commentators on the A, from the time of Kātyāyana onwards in order to derive less than apparent meaning from the sūtras without altering the text. Although some of the reasoning involved may strike the modern reader as beyond the pale of responsible philology, these devices formed the theoretical foundation for interpreting Pāṇini’s grammar till the very end of the tradition, and only in modern times has the validity of these methods been seriously questioned.\(^{84}\) Bhāmaha, of course, only questions their applicability in the realm of poetry. Once again, we unfortunately cannot say a great deal about what Bhāmaha had in mind on account of the brevity of his statements, but even with just these few words it is possible to limn his general theory by unpacking the context of these devices in the grammatical tradition.

I have already touched upon jñāpakas in ch. 1, p. 7, and the device will return to take center stage in ch. 6.\(^{85}\) As already briefly explained, the discovery of a jñāpaka hinges on an apparent redundancy in Pāṇini’s teaching, ranging from a single letter to an entire rule. Since Pāṇini cannot have employed even a single letter in vain, the seemingly redundant element must indicate information not explicitly stated,\(^{86}\) quite often a paribhāṣā or “metarule.” This is a favored method of interpretation from Kātyāyana, who resorts to jñāpaka 44 times,\(^{87}\) and continues to be explored throughout the remainder of the tradition. Bhāmaha seeks to curtail the application of this de-

---

\(^{83}\)Kielhorn (1887c) [Rau (1969: 233–241)] lists 22 such devices and provides a concise introduction to the general topic.

\(^{84}\)See my discussion in the introductory chapter.

\(^{85}\)See DSG p. 163, TGS p. 150, and Kielhorn (1887c: 244f.) for a general definition, discussion, and examples.

\(^{86}\)Cf. MBh III.54.4 na hi kimcid asmin paśyāmi sāstre yad anarthakam syāt | “For nothing I see here in this work could be meaningless,” and MBh I.39.11f. tatrasakyaṁ varṇenāpy anarthakena bhavitum kim punar iyatā sūtreṇa | “Not even a letter could be useless there (scil. in Pāṇini’s work), how much less so large a sūtra?”

\(^{87}\)Kielhorn (1887c: 244, fn. 1)
vice or at least some variety of it, the leśa-jñāpaka. If we accept analysis offered by Tātācārya that the compound is a karmadhāraya, i.e., “a minute hint,” and not a dvandva, i.e., “a bit and a hint,” then we should determine what Bhāmaha may have meant by his words. To do so, we unfortunately only have the term itself, otherwise not known to me from primary or secondary literature, and the example dhyāti. According to Tātācārya, with whom I am in full agreement, we can only justify the form dhyāti by invoking the paribhāṣā PŚ 93.3 gaṇakāryam anityam, “an operation on a list (of the DhP) is non-mandatory,” the existence of which is based on a jñāpaka in P. 3.1.79.88 The difficulty with the form is that KṣDhP I.957 √dhyai, “to contemplate,” belongs to the first class of verbs (bhvādi-gaṇa) and should be conjugated as dhyāyati.89 By applying the above mentioned jñāpaka, however, we can elide the class sign of the first class (ŚaP) and conjugate the root according to the second class (hvādi-gaṇa). The most remarkable aspect of this metarule is that it does not derive from Patañjali and first appears in the collection of paribhāṣās belonging to the Kātantra school, although it is included in the collections of the Pāṇinian school beginning with Puruṣottamadeva.90 Without Patañjali’s express support, Nageśa will feel compelled to reject the jñāpaka and the metarule.91 In the absence of any further information from Bhāmaha himself or from an ancient commentary, we have now examined the available evidence and can tentatively draw a conclusion about what exactly was meant by leśa-jñāpaka. I suspect that Bhāmaha, like Nāgeśa, did not much care for those jñāpakas that lacked Patañjali’s authority and that leśa-jñāpaka might be understood as a “minor hint,” i.e., one that was founded on the reasoning of newer grammarians. The only further supporting piece of evidence I can offer for this hypothesis is that Bhāmaha also rejects the composition of an agent noun in trC with a objective genitive sūtrajñāpakamātreṇa, “on the basis of only a hint that is a sūtra,” in BhKA 3.37a. I will return to this passage below. At the very least, however, we see another instance of Bhāmaha shunning excessive interpretation of a text to reveal new meaning.

88 Coincidentally, I will discuss this jñāpaka again in ch. 6 where more detail will be given regarding the reasoning that leads to the discovery of the hint.
89 The form dhyāti occurs, e.g., in MahāBh 12.46.11c and 12.228.34b.
90 See ch. 6 for more details.
The third prohibited device mentioned by Bhāmaha is *yogavibhāga,* “splitting of a rule,” which also dates back to the MBh and has had considerable impact on the text of the A as given in the KV and later commentaries.\(^{92}\) As the word suggests, a commentator will propose that a rule be split into two (but once into three\(^{93}\)) rules in order to accommodate forms that would otherwise not be accounted for. The authors of the KV clearly saw some (eight to be exact) of the divisions as necessary and valid “alterations” and incorporated them into the *sūtrapāṭha,* “recitation of the sūtras” upon which they commented. Yet, just as in the case of *jñāpaka,* Kātyāyana and Patañjali were surely not the only commentators to suggest such splits and other creative means of interpretation. Bronkhorst (2008) provides evidence for interpreters of the A who did not follow Patañjali, including one Udbhaṭa (9\(^{th}\) cent.) who went rather wild in applying such devices as *yogavibhāga.* As a consequence his works have perished.\(^{94}\) We may assume, without too much imagination, that Bhāmaha was helping to guard his would-be poets against such rogues by rejecting *vibhāga* in toto. We get the overall impression that Bhāmaha was a Pāṇinian purist and did not think highly of derivations that involved going beyond the received text, and he may have been reacting against the authors of the KV who had recently produced a definitive commentary on the A based on a modified text.\(^{95}\)

---

\(^{92}\) Cf. Kielhorn (1887b:179f.) for instances where the text of the A has been altered in the recension of the KV according to splits and other additions suggested by Kātyāyana and Patañjali. Kātyāyana has recommended *yogavibhāva* 25 times and Patañjali more than 70. Cf. Kielhorn (1887c: 247).

\(^{93}\) P. 7.3.117, 118, and 119 were originally one sūtra.

\(^{94}\) Bronkhorst culls evidence from the well-known verses on the decline of Mahābhāṣya studies in VP II.481–486 and Cakradhara’s *Nyāyamaṇḍījarigranthibhānha* in which certain difficult words (*śobhā* etc.) are derived according to Udbhaṭa’s unorthodox (i.e., non-Patañjalian) practices. It is possible but by no means certain that this is the same Udbhaṭa who authored the *Kāvyālankārasārasaṅgraha.* Although there is some truth in Bronkhorst’s observation, both the KV and Jinedrabuddhi, author of the *Nyāsa* on the KV, go against the MBh or offer interpretations that lack the support of Patañjali. Haradatta, author of a later commentary on the KV, is often at pains to defend statements in the KV and flat out rejects comments of Jinedrabuddhi as *bhāṣyaviroddha,* “contradicted by the (Mahā)bhāṣya.” The next chapter on *KvasU* will provide an example of just this situation.

\(^{95}\) Although the splits were incorporated into the standard recension of the sūtras, knowledge of their original form was still known to, and discussed by, the commentators of all ages, like Kaiyata and Nāgeśa, as Kielhorn (1887b) notes. The KV itself often mentions the reason for splitting a rule, e.g., KV ad P. 1.4.58.
3.4 Specific Rules

3.4.1 Introduction

We may now dive into the ocean, or perhaps rather, stroll into the forest of grammar — a metaphor that better suits our needs. In what follows I will discuss a select number of the sūtras to which Bhāmaha refers in BhKA 6.31–60, demonstrate what grammatical debates are at stake, and why Bhāmaha gives advice for these sūtras in particular. This will require a certain amount of both “technical” language as well as detailed argumentation, which I will do my best to explain in a lucid fashion with the non-“expert” in mind. Such technical explanations are necessary for the simple fact that so much hinges on technicalities. To return to our metaphor, it is not possible to view the Sanskrit grammatical tradition as a forest without intimately knowing the trees. Indeed, one must not simply stroll through the forest and observe the species of each tree, but one must also stop altogether and gaze lovingly at the branches, the bark, the leaves, and even the patterns intricately etched into the leaves. Without this attention to detail, any discussion of the forest runs the risk of the errors, pointless superficialities, and grandiose edifices constructed on half-truths. In the context of the Sanskrit grammatical tradition (Pāṇinian or otherwise), we must always keep in mind that there can be no particularly meaningful understanding without following the evolution of thought from the Mahābhāṣya. As Thieme quite aptly put it: “No Pāṇiniya can be properly understood, unless he be taken as a link in the continuous chain that connects Patañjali and Nāgojibhaṭṭa.”96 In the following discussions, I will demonstrate the validity of this statement and its importance in correctly understanding the text at hand. The very first sūtra alone will give ample opportunity to exemplify this and other relevant points about the evolution of the Pāṇinian tradition down to the present day.

96Thieme (1956: 10).
3.4.2 On mārjanti

Bhāmaha begins the treatment of individual sūtras (BhKA 6.31–60) in the same way as Pāṇini begins his grammar with the word vṛddhi, “prosperity, the vowels ā, ai, and au,” both a technical grammatical term and an auspicious word.97 The verse in full is:

\[ vṛddhipakṣam prayuñjīta saṃkrame 'pi mṛjer yathā | mārjanty adhararāgaṃ te patanto bāspabindavaḥ || 6.31 || (BhKA) \]

One should use the vṛddhi option for the root mṛj, “to wipe,” even when a saṃkrama (suffix)98 follows. For example: “The teardrops, as they fall, wash away (mārjanti) the red on the lower lip.”

One need know very little, and indeed really no Pāṇini at all, to understand the gist of Bhāmaha’s advice. If we turn first to Whitney’s grammar, we find that with regard to the root √mṛj: “… the same [scil. vṛddhi-] strengthening is said to be allowed in weak forms before endings beginning with a vowel: thus, mārjantu, amārjan,”99 and can conclude that there is the option of using either mṛjantu or mārjantu. Bhāmaha would prefer a poet to use the form mārjantu since it contains the vṛddhi vowel, ā.100 Rather straightforward. But given that Bhāmaha in all likelihood had not read Whitney’s grammar, we should seek out another explanation. Let us next check two comments written in English on this verse. Naganatha Sastry (1970: 121f.) gives the following translation and comment:

In the case of the root “Mṛj” employ the form with ‘vṛddhi’ although both forms are permissible. The tears falling down wash off the colour of your lips.

The root “Mṛj” in the present tense takes ‘Vṛddhi’ compulsorily before strong terminations beginning with a consonant. Before terminations beginning with a vowel (even though weak) it takes Vṛddhi optionally. See ‘मृजेवृद्धि’ (7-2-14 [sic]) and its Vārttika विद्रध्विंजादौ वा.”

---

97 As Patañjali explains (MBh I.40.5–10) Pāṇini has formulated P. 1.1.1 vṛddhir ādaic as such so that there is an auspicious word at the beginning of his work. Usually (though there are still other exceptions, e.g., P. 1.2.41) the syntax for a definition sūtra is predicate followed by subject, i.e., saṃjñā, “what receives the technical term,” then the saṃjñā, “technical term,” as in P. 1.1.2 aden gunah. Subhadra (2008: 216) notes the auspicious beginning as well.

98 samkrama will be clarified in due course.

99 Whitney (1896: 625).

100 In the Pāṇinian system of grammar, ār is not a vṛddhi vowel — r is not a vowel — but rather simply ā. The r appears, however, automatically by P. 1.1.51 ur an raparāh.
Naganatha Sastry certainly translates the spirit of the verse. He also offers a reference to the Pāṇinian sūtra, correctly quoted but with the wrong sūtra number (the sūtra is P. 7.2.114), that is responsible for the vṛddhi-strengthening in forms like mārṣṭum, mārṣṭavyam etc., and notes that a vārṭt. thereon accounts for the optionality. Ultimately, however, the explanation does not differ substantially from Whitney’s since neither the sūtra nor the vārṭt. are explained; we are still in the realm of parapratyaya. Subhadra (2008: 216) gives more or less the same commentary albeit she does translate the vārṭt.: “a ‘kit’ or ‘ṅit’ affix whose first letter is a vowel...” All of this certainly puts us on the right path, but little of it helps us to understand why Bhāmaha has made such a recommendation or how the forms mārjanti, etc. are derived within the A. Finally, it is worth noting that the word saṃkrama in the verse receives no explanation at all, and no such vārṭt. will be found ad P. 7.2.114 if one looks into the MBh. If we now follow Thieme’s advice, all will unravel.

Before diving into the relevant portion of the MBh, a few preliminaries about mārjanti and mṛjanti are in order. The root √mṛj, “to wipe, cleanse,” (KṣDhP II.67 = MDhP II.56 mṛjūṣ śuddhau) belongs to a list of verbal roots known as the adādi gaṇa, “the list beginning with √ad ‘to eat’,” in the Dhātupāṭha. As such, P. 2.4.72 adiprabhṛtibhyaḥ śapaḥ, “there is (luk elision) of the suffix ŚaP after the roots √ad etc.” applies, the vikarana, “class sign,” ŚaP is elided, and the personal endings are added directly to the root (hence the “root-class” according to English terminology)

Since the elision is done with luk, the elided suffix ŚaP will not leave its mark behind — P. 1.1.63 debarrs P. 1.1.61 — and the strengthening of the root will depend on the characteristics of the following personal ending. As sārvadhātuka suffixes by P. 3.4.113, they generally cause a final iK vowel or a medial light iK vowel of a base (aṅga) to be replaced by the corresponding guṇa vowel. P. 1.1.3 iko guṇavṛddhi, “guṇa and vṛddhi occur in place of an i, u, r or l (of any

101Subhadra (2008: 216) gives the explanation: “Bhāmaha’s view is that in poetry the vṛddhi is more beautiful to be used.” We should, however, first seek for a more concrete and, less subjective reason.
102By P. 3.1.68 kartari śap, ŚaP is added, unless otherwise stated, to verbal roots when making a finite form based on the present stem.
104iK is a pratyāhāra, “condensed list,” that stands for the vowels i, u, r, and l of any length, intonation, or nasality.
105P. 7.3.84 sārvadhātukārdhadhātukayoḥ takes care of the final vowel of an aṅga, and P. 7.3.86 pugantalaghūpadhasya ca accounts for a medial light vowel as well as the vowel preceding the augment p.
length, etc.), “specifies that when the words “guṇa” or “vṛddhi” are prescribed as a replacement for another vowel, it is only in place of an iK vowel and not others, i.e., ā, e, etc. For example, the root √dviṣ (KṣDhP/MDhP II.3 dviṣa aprītau), “to hate,” also belongs to the adādi class and will take and then lose the vikaraṇa ŚaP. When we add the personal ending tiP of the third person singular parasmaipada, the light medial vowel will be replaced by the guṇa vowel e, and we have dveṣti.¹⁰⁶ As is well known, however, guṇa-strengthening does not occur everywhere in the entire paradigm of dviṣ, e.g., dviṣanti, “they hate.”¹⁰⁷

To account for the lack of strengthening, Pāṇini created the following, somewhat involved system. Since guṇa-strengthening by P. 7.3.84ff. is effected by any following suffix, Pāṇini has marked some suffixes with a K, G or Ṇ — termed its or anubandhas “tag letters” — which indicate that guṇa and vṛddhi are barred by P. 1.1.5 knīti ca.¹⁰⁸ Yet, none of the personal endings (listed in P. 3.4.78) are marked with a K, G, or Ṇ. Instead, Pāṇini has formulated the rule P. 1.2.4 sārvadhātukam apit, “a sārvadhātuka suffix not marked with a P is considered as marked with Ṇ,” that extends (atideśa) the anubandha Ṇ to all sārvadhātuka suffixes not marked with a P.¹⁰⁹ Those that are marked with a P comprise the parasmaipada singular endings tiP, siP and miP. So, instead of marking fifteen suffixes with Ṇ, Pāṇini created a rule which depends on an already present anubandha, and economy is achieved. The main points to bear in mind as we proceed to the details of mārjanti/mṛjanti are the following:

1. The strengthening of the vowel in finite verbal forms of the root-class is determined by the personal endings (P. 7.3.48ff.).
2. Suffixes marked with K, G, and Ṇ block guṇa and vṛddhi strengthening (P. 1.1.5).
3. The words “guṇa” and “vṛddhi” are used to replace only iK (i, u, r, l of any length) vowels (P. 1.1.3).

¹⁰⁶The t becomes retroflex by P. 8.4.41 ṣṭoḥ ṣṭunā, “(In place of s or a dental consonant) there will be ʂ or the corresponding retroflex consonant when in contact with an ʂ or retroflex consonant.”
¹⁰⁷In general, the root only has the strong form in the parasmaipada singular of the present and imperfect (but also certain imperative forms). See Whitney (1896: 228f. & 232–242) for further details on the root-class verbs. The same rules for strengthening apply to the other non-thematic classes as well.
¹⁰⁸The tradition reads a g in P. 1.1.5 although this does not seem likely to be what Pāṇini intended. See Kiparsky (2007) and Cardona (1997: viii–xxxix) for different takes on the matter.
¹⁰⁹P also prevents a suffix from bearing the accent by P. 3.1.4 anudāttau suppītau.
4. All personal endings except for those of the parasmaipada singular are marked with ṇ (P. 2.1.4).

With this in mind, let us proceed to the details of mṛj and why it is problematic.

3.4.2.1 Patañjali on mārjanti

If the root √mṛj were like other roots of the adādi class, we would not face the present difficulties, but as it happens, √mṛj is irregular insofar as there is vṛddhi-strengthening in its strong forms: mārjmi, “I wipe,” mārksi, “you (sing.) wipe,” mārṣṭi, “he/she/it wipes,” etc. and not the expected guṇa-strengthening as we find in dveṣṭi, etc. In fact, mṛj takes vṛddhi strengthening in all places where other verbs take guṇa. To account for this anomaly, Pāṇini has formulated the sūtra P. 7.2.114 mṛjer vṛddhiḥ, “there is vṛddhi in place of (the iK vowel) of the base (aṅga) mṛj.” Accordingly, all suffixes not marked with a K, G, or ṇ will cause the stem to change to mārj and not marj as would be expected by P. 7.3.86. The next problem is that, based on usage, vṛddhi can optionally be extended to certain weak forms, so that we have both mṛjanti and mārjanti. The question is, can the rules of Pāṇini account for these forms and if not, how does the tradition deal with the deficit? In the MBh, Patañjali brings up the problem not under P. 7.2.114 but in his comments ad P. 1.1.3 iko guṇavṛddhi, “guṇa and vṛddhi occur in place of an iK vowel.” In his and Kātyāyana’s rather lengthy remarks on this sūtra (covering some nine pages in Kielhorn’s edition), Patañjali discusses a number of topics that focus on the purposefulness of each of the words in the sūtra. When he arrives at the purpose of the word vṛddhi, the sūtra P. 7.2.114 comes into play and it is debated whether or not this sūtra constitutes a justification for mentioning vṛddhi in P. 1.1.3. Toward the end of the discussion, Patañjali mentions that in the opinion of other grammarians there is the option for vṛddhi under certain circumstances. The passage runs as follows:

110 e.g., kartā vs. mārṣṭā, both made with the agentive suffix TrC.  
111 It is important to note that P. 7.2.114 falls within the purview of P. 6.4.1 aṅgasya, ”belonging to a base.” Reference is to the rather complex technical term aṅga, ”presuffixal base,” defined in P. 1.4.13. For present purposes it will suffice to say that for P. 7.2.114 to apply, mṛj must be followed by a suffix.
evam tarhīhānye vaiyākaraṇaṁ mṛjer ajādau saṃkrame vibhāṣā vrddhim ārabhante |
parimṛjanti parimārjanti; parimṛjantu parimārjantu; parimamṛjatuḥ parimamārjatuḥ |
ityādyartham | (MBh I.48.9f.)

So then on this topic other grammarians optionally introduce vrddhi for mṛj when a saṃkrama (suffix) beginning with a vowel follows so as to account for forms like the following: parimṛjanti or parimārjanti, “They wipe all around” parimṛjantu or parimārjantu, “May they wipe all around!” parimamṛjatuḥ or parimamārjatuḥ, “The two of them have wiped all around.”

In giving the opinion of these other grammarians, Pataṅjali appears to have partially reproduced their original wording by including the otherwise unattested technical term saṃkrama, which must have been sufficiently well-known at the time to require no further explanation. The authors of the KV are the first to explain that it refers to what prohibits guṇa and vrddhi substitution, i.e., suffixes marked with K, G, or Ṇ. These other grammarians simply make an addition to the A and offer no in-house derivation. Pataṅjali responds to these grammarians that, sure, the forms must be accounted for, but we can do so in a more Pāṇinian fashion. His proposal is as follows:

tad ihāpi sādhyam | tasmin sādhye yogavibhāgah kariṣyate | mṛjer vrddhir acaḥ bhavati |
tato ‘ci kniti | ajādau ca kniti mṛjer vrddhir bhavati | parimārjanti parimārjantu |
kimarthaṁ idam | niyamārtham | ajādav eva kniti nānyatra | kvāntra mā bhūt |
mṛṣṭaḥ mṛṣṭavān iti | tato vā | vāci kniti mṛjer vrddhir bhavati | parimārjanti parimārjanti |
parimamṛjatuḥ parimamārjatuḥ iti |

This (the optional forms of mṛj with vrddhi) should be established here (in Pāṇini’s grammar) as well. Since it must be established, a rule split will be made. (The resulting rule is:) mṛjer vrddhir acaḥ, “A vrddhi vowel occurs in place of a vowel of

---

112Given the rarity of the forms with vrddhi — Whitney (1886: 238) notes only mārjīta — it is possible that the original authors of this addendum used vibhāṣā in the sense “a less preferable option” as suggested by Kiparksty (1979).

113All other attestations are direct citations or references to this passage.

114KV ad P. 1.1.5 saṃkrama nāma guṇavrddhipratisedhavisayah | “What falls within the scope of prohibiting guṇa and vrddhi goes by the name saṃkrama.” Haradatta KVPada I pp. 83f. gives an etymological gloss on saṃkrama: saṃkrāmato ‘pakrāmato guṇavrddhi asmād iti kṛtvā | “he takes saṃkrama as something from which both guṇa and vrddhi pass over, i.e., depart.”

115This refers back to a proposal in P. 1.1.3.8 to split P. 7.2.115 aco īniti so that acaḥ can be combined with P. 7.2.114 and the sūtra will mean: “a vrddhi vowel occurs in place of a vowel of √ mṛj (i.e., in place of r).” The goal is to eliminate the need for mentioning vrddhi as a sthānī, “item to be substituted,” is not mentioned in a vrddhi substitution. Cf. MBh I.47.14–19. Kātyāyana on P. 1.1.3.10, however, rejects this attempt because if the vrddhi vowel comes in place of an iK vowel as governed by P. 1.1.3. Pataṅjali now revives the rule split.
“When a suffix beginning with a vowel and marked with a K, G, or Ṅ follows.” (The new sūtra reads:) *ajādau ca kniti mrjer vrddhiḥ*，“A vrddhi vowel occurs in place of (the vowel) of √ *mrj* when a suffix beginning with a vowel and marked with a K, G, or Ṅ follows.” (So we obtain the forms:) parimārjanti and parimārjantu. For what purpose is this (formulation)? In order to restrict. (The vrddhi substitution) occurs when a suffix marked with a K and beginning with a vowel follows, not elsewhere. In which other instance may it not occur? *mṛṣṭah* and *mṛṣṭavān*. Then there is vā, “optionally.” (The new sūtra is:) *vāci kniti mrjer vrddhiḥ*，“Vrddhi-substitution optionally occurs in place of (the vowel) of √ *mrj* when a suffix beginning with a vowel and marked with a K or Ṅ follows.” (So we obtain:) parimṛjanti or parimārjanti; parimamṛjatuḥ or parimamārjatuḥ.

Patañjali does not explain in any detail how exactly to arrive at the final form of the sūtra: *vāci kniti mrjer vrddhiḥ*. The words *vāci kniti* should probably be understood as his own addition.

The difficulty in gathering these words from other sūtras of the A can be seen in the *Chāyā* of Pāyaguṇḍe (a student of Nāgeśa in the 18th cent.) on Nāgeśa’s *Uddyota*, itself a commentary on Kaiyāṭa’s *Mahābhāṣyāyapradīpa*. Here Pāyaguṇḍe explains that Patañjali has given an *apūrvaṃ vacanaṃ*, “new statement,” and that Nāgeśa has said that *aci* alone is Patañjali’s own word because he wished to indicate the disagreement among those who strive to pluck the words *vāci kniti* from other sūtras. Their reasoning, Pāyaguṇḍe states, is as follows:

> apekṣāto ’dhikāraḥ iti nyāyena āto nītaḥ ity ato vibhaktiviparinatasya nītaḥ ity asya, aci ra ‘ṛtaḥ ity ato ’cīty asya, jarāyā ity ato ’nyatarasyāṃ ity asyānuvṛttyā kiti ca ity asyāpakarṣena ca tādṛśārthalābha iti vadatsu ...

( MBhPravol.I p.193a, fn.6)

Among those who argue that such a meaning can be obtained by the following: According to the maxim, “heading rules are (employed) based on necessity,” by means

---

116This seems to be an addition proposed by Patañjali, although one could, rather dubiously, obtain these elements from other rules, as Pāyaguṇḍe shows. See below.

117Patañali presumably drops *acaḥ* since it is not properly part of the rule. Nāgeśa notes, MBhPra vol. I p. 193a, that the only statement (vacana) is *aci*; the addition of ādau comes automatically by the metarule PŚ 33. See Kielhorn (1960: 168–170).

118Both suffixes, *Kta* and *KtavatU* are marked with a K but do not begin with a vowel so there can be no vrddhi substitution at all. Note that with this formulation we no longer need to worry about whether or not the prohibition against guṇa and vrddhi substitution by P. 1.1.5 applies since “suffix beginning with a vowel” has now been added as a condition for vrddhi.


120MBhPra vol. I p. 193a, fn. 6: *aci kniti vā ity evāpūrvaṃ vacanaṃ mrjeh iti sūtrād agre pāthyaṃ ity arthah* | “Only *aci kniti vā* is the new statement that should be recited first after the sūtra P. 7.2.114 *mrjeh*.”

121MBhPra vol. I p. 193a, fn. 6: *... tādvrddhalābha iti vadatsu asaṃgatim sūcayāṃ āha acity eveti* | “In order to point out the disagreement among those who argue that such a meaning can be obtained (scil. *aci kniti vā*), Nāgeśa says ‘only *aci* is Patañjali’s statement.” What occurs in the ellipsis I will explain presently.

122The *paribhāṣā* occurs as sūtra in Bhoja’s *Sarasvatīkāṇṭhābharaṇa*, SKĀv 1.2.65, and as *Nyāyasamgraha* 12
of the continuation of *ṅitaḥ* with a change of case from P. 7.2.81 and of *aci* from P. 7.2.100, and of *anyantarasyām* (= *vā*, “optionally”) from 7.2.101, as well as by attraction of *kiti* from P. 7.2.118.

The same information may be presented in a clearer format as follows:

1. *ṅiti* from P. 7.2.81 *āto ṇitaḥ*, with a change of case (*vibhaktivipariṇata*).
2. *aci* from P. 7.2.100 *aci ra ṛṭah*.
3. *vā* (i.e., optionality) from P. 7.2.101 *jarāyā jaro ’nyatarasyām*.\(^{123}\)
4. *kiti* from P. 7.2.118 *kiti ca*.

The first elements are got by *anuvṛtti*, “continuation,” while the fourth is obtained from a later sūtra by *ākārṣa*, “attraction.” Pāyagūnde notes all this to validate Patañjali’s additions to the rule in his own words and not through an extended hunt and peck as others have done. Jinendrabuddhi, for example, explains the presence of optionality by allowing *anyatarasyām* to hop from P. 7.2.100 into the sūtra by *maṇḍūkaplutinyāya*, “the maxim of the frog leap,” a type of *anuvṛtti* commentators invoke when a word “hops” over an intermediate rule into another.\(^{124}\) However we obtain these elements, Patañjali has effectively incorporated an observation of other grammarians in Pāṇinian terminology, defended Kātyāyana’s rule split of P. 7.2.115, and altered P. 7.2.114 in such a way that *vṛddhi* is no longer needed in P. 1.1.3. The next question is: how do later grammarians respond to this proposal and how does it help to clarify Bhāmaha’s position.

3.4.2.2 The Non-Pāṇinians on *mārjanti*

After the *Mahābhāṣya* later grammarians incorporate the optional forms of *mrj* with *vṛddhi* into their works, be they non-Pāṇinian grammars or commentators on Pāṇini’s sūtras. Usually this...
rule follows immediately upon the general rule for vṛddhi substitution in mrj, although Vopadeva combines them into one in his Mugdhabodha. Below I give the rules in select non-Pāṇinian schools in roughly chronological order:

1. Cāndravyākaraṇa

   - CV 6.1.1 mrjer āt (ataḥ)\textsuperscript{125} || “A long ā occurs (in place of the short a) of √mrj.”

      The sūtra has a different formulation in part because the CV does not avail itself of technical terms (saṃjñās).\textsuperscript{126} For instance, there is neither vṛddhi or guṇa as technical terms. Like in the A, a suffix will generally cause guṇa-strengthening of a final iK vowel by CV 6.2.1 and of a medial light vowel by CV 6.2.4 when a suffix follows. In this case, the r is first replaced by a with r added automatically by CV 1.1.15, so we get marj. Then, by the present sūtra the a in marj is replaced by ā, so we get mārj. The Kātantra follows the same procedure. See below.

   - CV 6.1.2 rto ’ci vā (mrjer āt) || “(A long ā) optionally occurs in place of the short r (of mrj) when a suffix beginning with a vowel follows.”

      The formulation necessarily refers to suffixes that do not cause guṇa-strengthening since the substitution is in place of r not a as above. Candragomin did not adopt Pāṇini’s method of marking the apit sārvadhātuka suffixes with Ā, but rather formulated CV 6.2.8, which teaches that personal endings (tiN) and endings marked with a Ś, excepting those marked with a P and those of the precative (āśirliṅ), do not cause guṇa-substitution.

2. Jainendravyākaraṇa

   - JV 5.2.1 mrjer aip || “There is an aip (= vṛddhi) vowel in place of an iK vowel of the base mrj.”

      aip is the technical term for vṛddhi by JV 1.1.15 ādaig aip. The JV also has an equivalent

---

\textsuperscript{125}Supplied from CV 5.4.175.

\textsuperscript{126}Recall the commentary ad CV 2.2.68: candrapajñam asamjñākaṃ vyākaraṇam, “the grammar taught by Candra is without technical terms.”
of āṅga, namely gu defined in JV 1.2.102. The present sūtra falls within the scope of JV 4.4.1 goḥ = P. 6.4.1 āṅgasya with the same implications.

- JV 5.2.2 knity aci vā (mrjer aip) || “There is optionally (a vṛddhi vowel in place of an iK of the base √mṛj) when a suffix marked with a K or N follows and begins with a vowel.”

3. Kātantra

- Kā 3.8.23 marjo mārjiḥ || “In place of marj there is mārj.”

The Kā has employed the same method as the CV albeit with a bit more prolixity. The idea is that there is the general rule, Kā 3.5.2 nāmināś copadhāyā laghoḥ, that suffixes cause guṇa-strengthening of a medial light vowel, so we get marj only when a suffix has been added. The present sūtra then automatically replaces all instances of marj with mārj.

- Durgavṛṭti: aguṇe svare vā vaktavyam: parimārjanti, parmṛjanti | “It must be stated that (mārj) optionally occurs (in place of √mṛj) when a suffix that does not cause guṇa-substitution and begins with a vowel follows.”

4. Sarasvatīkāṇṭhābharaṇa

- SKBhv 7.1.1 mrjer vṛddhiḥ || “There is vṛddhi in place of the iK vowel of √mṛj (when a suffix follows).”

- SKBhv 7.1.2 rto ’ci vā || “There is optionally (vṛddhi) in place of the r (of √mṛj) when a suffix beginning with a vowel follows.”

The commentary on this sūtra is not available, so my translation is somewhat tentative.

5. Siddhahemacandraśabdānuśāsana

- SHŚ 4.3.42 mrjo ’syā vṛddhiḥ || “There is vṛddhi in place of the a of √mṛj.”

\[127\] We need to understand mrjer and not marjha by force of the context, as Durgasiṃha points out in his Ṭīkā ad loc. mrjer iti sambandho ’ṛthavaśāt.
Similar to the CV, vṛddhi substitution takes place after the r of mṛj has been replaced by √ar.

- SHŚ 4.3.43 rtah svare vā || “There is optionally vṛddhi in place of the short r (of √mṛj) when a suffix beginning with a vowel follows.”

6. Mugdhabodhavyākaraṇa

- MV 694 (9.25, adādíprakaraṇa) mrjo 'kaṇiti vṛir vā tv acy āṇau || “There is a vṛddhi vowel in place of the vowel of √mṛj when a suffix not marked with a K or �CHANT begins with a vowel and not causing guṇa-substitution follows.”

āṇau is the loc. sing. of āṇu, “a suffix which does not cause āṇu substitution.” āṇu is the technical term for guṇa as defined in MV 1.6. Just as in the A., the anubandha N is extended to the personal endings not marked with a P by MV 8.5.

7. Sārasvatavyākaraṇa

- SārV II.152 mrjer guṇanimite pratyaye pare vṛddhir vācyā kiti niti svare vā |

“vṛddhi must be said to occur in place of (the vowel) of √mṛj when a suffix that causes guṇa follows, optionally when a suffix marked with a K or Ṛ and beginning with a vowel follows.”

Of note is that each of these grammars adopts the wording of Patañjali (not that of the other grammarians) mutatis mutandis to account for the peculiarities of each system. This will contrast with what we find in the commentaries on the A.

During the course of the first half of the first millennium the descriptive grammar, the lakṣaṇa, of Sanskrit reached a certain stability and codification. Within and without the Pāṇinian tradition this process involved the incorporation of the upasaṅkhyānas, “addenda,” and iṣṭis, “desiderata,” found in the Mahābhāṣya into a unified text, most often a commentary in the Pāṇinian tradition, but as Kielhorn (1887b) has shown, the sūtras themselves underwent occasional modifications as well. Although the Cāndravyākaraṇa offers a great deal of insight into these developments, the
Kāśikāvṛtti arrives on the scene as not only the first commentary on the entire A., but also the first indication within the Pāṇinian school as to how and which updates were to be incorporated into one systematized textual body of knowledge. Despite the questions surrounding the KV’s sources128 and its exact authorship, the KV had a lasting impact on the Pāṇinian tradition, and we shall begin our investigation into √mṛj there. The goal will be to see how the text of the MBh was worked into these commentaries and explained.

As yet, we have seen the discussion of mārjanti/mṛjanti coming under P. 1.1.3 iko guṇavṛddhi in the MBh and given as a vārtt. on P. 7.2.114 mṛjer vṛddhiḥ by the modern commentators on the BhKA. The KV, however, finds still a third place to discuss the addition: under P. 1.1.5 kniti ca. I have explained this sūtra in brief above as being responsible for blocking guṇa and vṛddhi substitution when they would otherwise be expected.129 After giving examples of suffixes marked with each of the three anubandhas, we find the following statement:

mrjer ajādau saṃkrame vibhāṣā vṛddhir isyate | saṃkramo nāma guṇavṛddhipratisedhaviśayāḥ | parimṛjanti parimārjanti; parimṛjantu parimārjantu | (KV ad P. 1.1.5)

It is accepted that there is a vṛddhi vowel in place of (the vowel in) √mṛj when a saṃkrama (suffix) beginning with a vowel follows. (A suffix) which has scope in prohibiting guṇa and vṛddhi is named saṃkrama.

The reader will note right away that the authors of the KV have chosen the wording of the other grammarians for the iṣṭi and not Patañjali’s own, more economical phrasing vāci kniti. This contrasts with all the non-Pāṇinian grammars we have seen who adopt Patañjali’s words to their respective systems. The KV has rather chosen to preserve the original citation in the MBh even though Patañjali’s own words could easily have been quoted as they are simply a more Pāṇinian way of saying the same. For this we may offer the following reasoning. The KV will relocate a vārtt. or addition stated under one sūtra in the MBh to a different sūtra, if it contextually makes

---

128 Bronkhorst (2002: 185) has taken the rather extreme view that “it [is] a priori improbable that the Kāśikā ... should have as a major source a text like the Cāndra-vyākaraṇa” on the basis that it belongs to another grammatical school and the CV is never mentioned in the KV. The idea is presented also in an earlier publication Bronkhorst (1983: 379–382) and further argued in Bronkhorst (2004), but the evidence in the latter merely supports the existence of other commentaries prior to the KV. I, as well as others, remain more open to its influence and find some of Bronkhorst’s arguments do not necessarily lead to his conclusions. See Oberlies (1996) and Aussant (2011).

129 The exact gloss of the KV is: kniṇinmitte ye guṇavṛddhiḥ prāṇputas te na bhavataḥ | “The guṇa and vṛddhi (vowels) which obtain because of a suffix marked with a K, G or N, do not occur.”
For the optional vṛddhi forms of √mṛj one might have expected the KV to make the addition after or within P. 7.2.114 like the non-Pāṇinian grammars, but instead the authors followed the logic that the addition is in fact a modification of how to apply P. 1.1.5, i.e., it allows for vṛddhi when it should be blocked by the presence of a suffix marked with a K etc. This is clear from the larger context within the MBh where Kātyāyana in P. 1.1.3.7 and Patañjali thereon propose that the purpose of vṛddhi in P. 1.1.5 is for a later sūtra, namely P. 1.1.5. Therefore, from a systemic and metalinguistic point of the view, a statement about the optional vṛddhi forms of √mṛj belongs to P. 1.1.5 and not to the rule that enjoins vṛddhi for √mṛj generally, P. 7.2.114. A further justification for the location and wording of the iṣṭi in the KV is that the authors often distinguish between vārttikas and iṣṭis made by Kātyāyana and Patañjali and the additions Patañjali attributes to others. This habit is lost in the later tradition. The present case is somewhat of a mixed bag insofar as the initial observation stems from other grammarians, possibly of another school, but Patañjali goes on to accept and adopt the addendum to Pāṇinian phrasing. In a corresponding manner, the KV uses the rather neutral isyate, “is accepted,” and retains the original wording with the non-Pāṇinian term saṃkrama. The KV, therefore, keeps the original foreignness of the statement as presented in the MBh but has relocated it to P. 1.1.5 because, at a systemic level, the addition requires a modification of how the anubandhas K, etc. operate. As we will now see, the later tradition, heavily dominated by the need for prakriyās, “derivations,” and moving away from the MBh, makes further adjustments.

---

130In addition to the present example, I have noted P. 2.1.69.8 is moved to P. 2.1.60 in the KV, P. 2.2.8.2 to P. 2.2.9 in the KV, P. 3.4.89.1 to P. 3.4.86 in the KV, and P. 6.2.93.1 to P. 2.2.9 in the KV. There are surely more examples, but I do not know of a complete list or a study on the topic.

131Compare the MBh on P. 3.1.11, P. 4.1.39, P. 6.1.36, and P. 6.1.166 with the KV for just a few examples. If we look at P. 3.1.11 kartuḥ kyaṅ salopaś ca, which prescribes the suffix Kyaṅ after a noun to indicate that the agent behaves like the said noun, we find that Kātyāyana’s third vārtt., ācāre galbhaklibahodebhyah kvib vā, is reproduced in the KV vebatim (except avagalbh- for galbha- under the influence of Patañjali’s examples avagalbhate, etc.) plus vaktavyah, “the suffix must be stated,” as is characteristic of Patañjali’s gloss on a vārtt., whereas the addition that Patañjali gives under apara āḥa, “another person says,” is attributed to “some” (ity eke) in the KV. Observe that in the Siddhāntakaumudi both the vārtt. and the opinion of some are formulated identically with vaktavyah.

132Puruṣottamadeva (12th cent.) alone follows the KV in his Bhāṣāśāstṛ ad P. 1.1.5.
3.4.2.3 The Later Pāṇinians on mārjanti

Beginning with Rūpāvatāra (RA) of Dharmakīrti (10th cent., not to be confused with the much earlier philosopher), a series of commentaries emerged on the Ātā that sought to explain the rules of Pāṇini in a fashion more conducive to prakriyās, “derivations.” To achieve this end, the commentators rearranged Pāṇini’s rules so that the derivation of a particular form or class of forms could be learned comfortably in a single lesson and without the anxiety of wondering what rule should apply next (for the most part). Although the RA is the first grammar where this process is put down in writing, since the derivation of words was always the main purpose of the A, we can safely assume that a similar pedagogical method existed before Dharmakīrti’s work. In accordance with this principle, the rules needed for forming the present tense of √mṛj are gathered in a single section with the heading atha adādau lugvikaraṇe laṭ, “now the present tense among the adādi, ‘root-class’ (verbs) whose class sign is elided.” The first rule is P. 2.4.72 adādibhyo śa-paḥ, “there is (luk) elision of ŠaP after the roots ad etc.” When we come to √mṛj we find the following:

mrjūṣ śuddhau | mrjer vṛddhiḥ | mrjer anāgaseko vṛddhir bhavati | gunasyāpavādah | raparatvam | vrascādinā śatvam | šutvam | māṛṣṭi, mṛṣṭah | mrjer ajādau samkrame vibhāṣā vṛddhiḥ | samkrama iti gunavṛddhipratiṣedhavisyaye knitām prācām samjñā | mārjanti, mṛjanti | mārkṣi, mṛṣṭah, mṛṣṭha | mārjmi, mṛjvaḥ, mṛjmah | mrjŪṢ in the meaning “cleansing.” There is vṛddhi in place of (the vowel of) √mṛj. Vṛddhi occurs in place of an iK vowel of the base √mṛj. This sets aside guna-substitution. There is the following r. (By the rule) beginning with vraśca etc. there is the retroflexion of s and the dentals. (So we obtain the forms:) māṛṣṭi, “S/he wipes.” mṛṣṭah, “The two wipe.” There is optionally vṛddhi of √mṛj when a samkrama (suffix)

133The Nyāsa often gives somewhat detailed derivations for the examples in the KV.
134RA II p. 16)
135In the following quotations I have mostly followed the punctuation and layout of the editions used. The text of the RA in the printed edition only puts the sūtra numbers in parentheses. I have in this instance, left out all numbering in the Sanskrit text so as to give a better feel for how the original read.
136KṣDhP II.67 = MDhP II.56.
137P. 2.4.72 mrjer vṛddhiḥ.
138Reference is to P. 1.1.51 ur aṇ raparāh whereby an r automatically follows an a, i or u vowel of any length that replaces r.
139P. 8.2.36 vraśca-bhraṣja-sṛja-mṛja-yaja-raja-bhraja-cchaśāṃ sāh, whereby the final consonant of particular roots, including √mṛj, is replaced by s when a consonant, excluding the semivowels, save l, and the nasals, follows.
140P. 8.4.41 śfunā śṭuh.
follows and it begins with a vowel. samkrama is a technical term of the ancients in the meaning of (a suffix) within the scope of preventing guṇa and vṛddhi. (So we have the forms) mārjanti or mrjanti, “They wipe.” mārksi, “You (sing.) wipe.”¹⁴¹ mṛṣṭaḥ, “You two wipe.” mṛṣṭha, “You (pl.) wipe.” mārjmi, “I wipe.” mṛjvaḥ, “We two wipe.” mṛjmah, “We wipe.”

Dharmakirti has stripped away all theoretical explanations and mainly focused on how the rules apply and what effects they have on their input. In the present section he presents the present tense paradigm of several verbal roots and the rules necessary to derive them. When the rules have not yet been taught he cites them, otherwise he gives a brief reference to them. As such, it makes most sense to mention the optional vṛddhi forms of √mṛj in combination with P. 7.2.114 and in particular when he arrives at the third person singular plural. This contradicts with the reasoning of the KV noted above. Here application trumps theory. The addition cited in the RA also retains the exact wording of the other grammarians as we have seen in both the MBh and the KV, i.e., with the foreign term samkrama and the use of ajādau instead of aci.

The Rūpamālā (RM) of Vimalasarasvatī (14th cent.)¹⁴² is the next rearrangement of Pāṇini’s grammar after the Rūpāvatāra and we begin to notice subtle shifts. Much like RA, the RM has a section that deals primarily with the vagaries of the present system, although he abandons the narrative style of Dharmakirti and rather comments on specific sūtras with fewer signposts for the necessary rules leading to the derivation at hand. The exposition of √mṛj is as follows:

```
mṛjūṣ śūddhau |

221. mṛjer vṛddhiḥ || 7 | 2 | 114 ||

guṇāpavādaḥ | vraścādinā śatvam | mārṣṭi | mṛṣṭaḥ | mṛjer ajādau kniti vā vṛddhir isy- 
ate | mārjanti | mrjanti vā |
```

KṣDhP II.57 √mṛj in the sense of cleansing.

P. 7.2.114 (RM 221) vṛddhiḥ (in place of the iK vowel) of (the stem) √mṛj.

¹⁴¹The change of j to g by P. 8.2.30 coh kuḥ has already been taught in the vibhakti-avatāra on RA I p. 98 (note this blocks P. 8.2.36), the change of s to ś by P. 8.3.59 ādesaprayayayoh is given in the sandhi-avatāra on RA I p. 28, and finally the change of g to k by P. 8.4.55 khari ca is to be found on RA I pp. 18 & 20, also in the sandhi-avatāra. These three rules must apply in this order as the output of a later rule cannot feed into a previous rule in the last three pādas of the A. Cf. P. 8.2.1 purvatrāsiddham.

This sets aside guṇa-substitution. By P. 8.2.36 vraśca-, etc. there is ṣ. (So we obtain:)
māṛṣṭi, “S/he wipes.” mṛṣṭāḥ, “They two wipe.” Vṛddhi is optionally desired in place of (the vowel) of √mrj when a suffix beginning with a vowel and marked K, G or N follows. (So we obtain:) māṛjanti or mrjanti, “They wipe.”

This is all familiar from the RA, but the wording of the option for vṛddhi has begun to change and we approach something like Patañjali’s final formulation. The old technical term samkrama has been replaced with its Pāṇinian equivalent kniti, and the clunky vibhāṣā has been slimmed down to vā, just as Patañjali penned them. The word isyate is also introduced as in the KV. What remains is ajādau, “(a suffix) that begins with a vowel.” As noted above, the word ādi is superfluous within the Pāṇinian system because of a paribhāṣā (PŚ 33) that informs us that aci alone, because it’s in the loc. case and modifying a suffix, indicates that the following suffix begins with a vowel.\(^{143}\) It is not entirely clear why this last bit from the other grammarians’ phrasing has remained. It will, however, be eliminated in the following phase.

A few centuries prior to Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudī, the Prakriyākaumudī (PK) of Rāmacandra (14\(^{th}/15\(^{th}\) cent.) was the dominant recast of Pāṇini’s grammar with learned commentaries by Viṭṭhala and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, Bhaṭṭoji’s own teacher. This work likewise abandons the more narrative style of the RA and gives fewer examples, but the explanations are usually quite similar to what we find in the KV. On P. 7.2.114 Rāmacandra has the following to say:

\[
\text{mrjer vṛddhiḥ} || 7 | 2 | 114 || \\
\text{mrjer iko vṛddhiḥ syāt sārvadhātukārdhadhātukayoh} || \text{guṇāpavādaḥ} | \text{vraśca iti ṣah} | \text{māṛṣṭi} | \text{kniti ca iti na vṛddhiḥ} | \text{mṛṣṭāḥ} | \text{knity aci mrjer vṛddhir veyorate} | \text{mrjanti} | \text{māṛjanti} | \text{māṛṣti} | \text{mṛjyāt} | \text{māṣṭu} | \text{mrjantu} | \text{māṛjantu} | \text{mrddhi} |
\]

P. 7.2.114 vṛddhi in place of √mrj.

There should be a vṛddhi vowel in place of the iK vowel of √mrj when a sārvadhātuka or ārdhadhātuka suffix follows (P. 7.3.86). This puts aside guṇa-substitution. By P. 8.2.36 vraśca ... there is ṣ. By P. 1.1.5 kniti ca there is not vṛddhi. (So we obtain the

\(^{143}\)I have tried to capture at least the essence of the paribhāṣā. The full meaning is somewhat more complex. Kielhorn’s translation is as follows: “When a term which denotes a letter is exhibited (in a rule) in (the form of) the Locative case (and qualifies something else which likewise stands in the Locative case, that which is qualified it must be regarded as) beginning with the letter (which is denoted by the term in question, and not as ending with it).” Kielhorn (1960: 168f.)
form: mṛṣṭaḥ, “wiped.” Vṛddhi is optionally accepted in place of (the iK vowel) of √mrj when a suffix marked with K, G, or N and beginning with a vowel follows. (So we obtain either) mṛjānti (or) mārjānti, “They wipe.” mārksī, “You (sing.) wipe.” mṛjyāt, “One should wipe.” māṣṭu, “May one wipe!” mṛjāntu (or) mārjāntu, “May they wipe!” mṛṛdhī, “Wipe!”

We at least reach the wording, even if in a slightly different order, of Patañjali (vāci knīti mṛjer vṛddhir bhavati) with the addition of iṣyate from the KV.

The final and now most widely studied text of the Pāṇinian tradition is the Siddhāntakaumudi (SK) of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita (16th). His commentary’s relatively short and sweet:

1142 mṛjū śuddhau

2472 | mṛjer vṛddhiḥ | 7 | 2 | 114 | mṛjer iko vṛddhiḥ syād dhātupratyaye pare || knīty ajādau veṣyate || vraśca iti saḥ | māṛṣṭī | mṛṣṭaḥ | mṛjānti, mārjānti | mamārja | mamārjatuḥ mamārjatuḥ | (etc.)

DhP 1142 [= KṣDhP II.57] mṛj in the sense of “wiping.”

P. 7.2.114 (=SK 2472) Vṛddhi occurs in place of the iK vowel of √mrj when a root-suffix follows. It (scil. vṛddhi) is optionally desired when (a suffix) marked with a K, G or N and beginning with a vowel follows. By P. 8.2.36 vraśca-, etc. there is ś. māṛṣṭī, “wipes.” mṛṣṭaḥ, “They two wipe.” mṛjānti or mārjānti, “They wipe.” mamārja, “S/he wiped.” mamārjatuḥ mamārjatuḥ, “They two wiped.”

Bhaṭṭoji, in a rather surprising turn of events, reverts back to the phrasing found in the RM, minus the word “vṛddhi” which can be understood from context. It is unclear why he chose to reintroduce ajādi after it was properly deleted in the PK. In any case, we have finally arrived at the formulation of the vārṭ. cited in the modern commentaries on the BhKA.

---

144 √mrj + Kta.
145 I have left out the remaining forms as they are not relevant.
146 The reason Bhaṭṭoji includes the term dhātupratyaya, “root-suffix,” refers back to the discussion in the MBh ad P. 7.2.144. The issue at hand is whether √mrj refers simply to the root, or can we also understand Kvīp derivatives from √mrj, i.e., an agent noun with a null suffix like kamṣa-parimṛj, “one who rubs outs Kamṣa,” where the final element is identical to the root. If so, then we would expect vṛddhi strengthening. Although Kātyāyana raises and defends this idea, Patañjali comes to Pāṇini’s rescue and notes that we can exclude such instances by a jñāpaka, “hint,” namely the listing of bhaunahatya as an irregular form in P. 6.4.124. See Kielhorn (1960: 428–230) for a full explanation.
147 Haradatta (KVPad I p. 86) suggested that ādi was not redundant because it indicated that only those suffixes that originally (mukhya) began with a vowel were to be taken into consideration and not their substitutes. This proposal, however, is not tenable, since Patañjali quotes the examples mamārjatuḥ (MBh L.48.7), in which the suffix tus is replaced by atur by P. 3.4.82. Nāgeśa expressly refutes this idea as well. See MBhPra I p. 193.
Before returning at long last to Bhāmaha after this detour through the forest of grammar, I
would like summarize the results of this journey and highlight a few important points about the
development of the Pāṇinian tradition. The two main points of interest have been the wording
of the addendum and the sūtra to which is has been attached. The creators of the non-Pāṇinian
grammars had the simple option of either adding another sūtra to the main body of the text or
incorporating the optional vṛddhi forms into a single sūtra. The Pāṇinians, on the other hand, had
to decide both the exact wording of the addition and where it best belonged. The KV relocated the
optional vṛddhi to P. 1.1.5 because of the effects it has on the anubandha K etc. Puruṣottamadeva
followed suit. The authors of the kaumudi-style grammars chose, according to their focus on
derivations, to place it alongside the general rule for creating the vṛddhi forms of √mrj, P. 7.2.114.
The wording of the addition, however, shows a variety of fluctuation from the RA to the SK. The
shift from the original wording of the other grammarians to Patañjali’s own words (for the most
part) highlights the increasing authority that Patañjali enjoyed throughout the later tradition.

Bhāmaha clearly accepted the added option for vṛddhi in the paradigm of √mrj since Patañjali
gave it his blessing. I assume, however, that he would have preferred the simple addition as ap-
posed to the tortured attempt to extract the needed words from the text as we saw in Pāyagunḍa’s
Chāyā. Still, the restriction to the vṛddhi forms causa pulchritudinis rings shallow. I would sug-
gest, rather, that Bhāmaha is following the lead of Pāṇini and suggesting poets make use of vṛddhi
in √mrj because such a form would increase prosperity. That certain grammatical forms can bring
more benefit than others finds expression in a verse from the Mahābhāṣya ad P. 3.1.48.1:

nākam iṣṭasukham yānti suyuktair vadavāratthaiḥ |
atha patkāśino yānti ye 'cikamatabhāsinaiḥ || (MBh II.55.4.f.)

They go to heaven, the longed for happiness, with well-yoked chariots (drawn) by
mares. Now those who say acikamata, they go by foot.

The context is how to build the aorist of the root √kam, “to desire,” all the details of which need
not detain us. The gist is that the first vārśt. ad P. 3.1.48148 allows for the suffix CaN, the sign of

148P. 3.1.48.1 niśridrusruṣu kamer upasamkhyānam | “among roots ending in Nī, as well as √śri, √dru, and √sru, there
is the further addition of √kam.”
the reduplicated aorist,\textsuperscript{149} to occur after $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$ even when $\text{NiN}$ is suspended by P. 3.1.31.\textsuperscript{150} When we add $\text{CaN}$, there are, then, two possible forms: $\text{acakamata}$ (without $\text{NiN}$) and $\text{acikamata}$ (with $\text{NiN}$).\textsuperscript{151}

As for the verse, Kaiyaṭa records two interpretations in his Pradīpa (MBhPra vol. III p. 100b). According to the first, both forms are technically correct, but people who say that aorist of $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$ is $\text{acakamata}$ have a more luxurious journey to heaven than those who use $\text{acikamata}$. The reason is that one must remember this particular vārtt. (P. 3.1.48.1) in order to form $\text{acakamata}$. Such excellence in recollection is dully rewarded, whereas forgetfulness excludes one from a first class ride in a chariot drawn by mares.\textsuperscript{152} Others, however, divide the words of the first quarter-verse differently than how I have done in the quotation above. They read: $\text{na akamiṣṭa sukhaṃ}$. As Kaiyaṭa explains, this refers to people who say that the aorist of $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$ is $\text{akamiṣṭa}$ — an utterly incorrect form — and, consequently, do not go to heaven at all.\textsuperscript{153} Returning to the first interpretation, which seem more plausible, Nāgeṣa explains that the gist (tātparya) of the passage is that one obtains more dharma, “merit,” by using words whose derivation requires a special rule.\textsuperscript{154}

Bhāmaha’s suggestion to make use of the special option for $\sqrt{\text{mrj}}$ can be viewed as following

\textsuperscript{149}This variety of luṅ, “aorist,” is mostly associated with the causative or other verbal stems ending in -aya in the present. $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$ builds its present stem, kāmaya-, with the suffix $\text{NiN}$ by P. 3.1.30.

\textsuperscript{150}P. 3.1.31 $\text{āyādaya ārdhadhātuke vā}$ | “When an ārdhudhātuka suffix follows, the suffixes āya, etc. are optional.” āya, etc. refers to the three suffixes in P. 3.1.28–30, the last of which is $\text{NiN}$. Without the varṛt., $\text{NiN}$ would be necessary for the application of P. 3.1.48, i.e., for $\text{CaN}$.

\textsuperscript{151}The difference between the two forms hinges on the application of P. 7.4.93. If applied, the reduplication of the $\text{CaN}$-aorist will be treated sanvad, “like the desiderative,” i.e., a radical a will be reduplicated with an i by P. 7.4.79: $\text{acikamata}$. If not applied, we have normal reduplication of a with a: $\text{acakamata}$. For P. 7.4.93 to apply, $\text{NiN}$ must be added to $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$.

\textsuperscript{152}MBhPra vol. III p. 100b: yais tu acikamata ity uktam te patkāśino yānti laksanāsmaranāt | nindārthavādo 'yam lakṣaṇaṁmaṇḍarādārthah | “But those who say (the aorist of $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$) is acikamata go on foot because they have forgotten the rule. This statement of derision is for the purpose of showing respect for remembering the rule.”

\textsuperscript{153}MBhPra vol. III p. 100b: anye tv āhūḥ akamiṣṭeti yair uktam ta evopacārād akamiṣṭaśabdenānakaranāsabdenacyante | “But others say the following: with the quoted word akamiṣṭa those very people who say (the aorist of $\sqrt{\text{kam}}$) is akamiṣṭa are referred by metaphorical association.” The word akamiṣṭa should be understood as a sort of nickname for those who use this form. One could imagine a similar situation in (American) English, e.g., encountering George H. W. Bush after 1990 and saying something like “Well, if it isn’t Mr. "Read my lips," in reference to his broken campaign promise for no new taxes. The form akamiṣṭa is falsely built on analogy with the so-called is-aorist as in apaviṣṭa, "cleansed.” This alternate interpretation is rejected by Nāgeṣa as not being in accordance (ananuguna) with the MBh. Cf. MBhPra vol. III p. 100b.

\textsuperscript{154}MBhUd vol. III p. 100b evam ca sāmānyasāstrānugatalaksyaparyopārākṣaya viśeṣānākaranāgatāsabdepadyoge dharmādhiḥkhyam ity asya bhāṣyasya tātparyam | “And so the gist of this Bhāṣya (passage) is that there is additional merit when one uses a word that follows a specific rule as opposed to using a (word) that is described following general instruction (i.e., rules).”
similar logic, and we need not see this as a mere personal opinion for what counts as beautiful language. The use of a special grammatical rule, when a general one would have sufficed, adds something extra to the linguistic content. It reflects the learnedness of the speaker and requires an equally learned audience to be appreciated. Such a display of knowledge is best not viewed as boastful but rather as adding to the aesthetic experience by skilfully playing within the limits of the poetic conventions, a solid mastery of grammar being one of them. Whether or not Bhāmaha also believed that additional merit could be won through the application of special rules is not made explicit in the text itself, but reading the two passages together offers a possible reason for Bhāmaha’s preference for the vṛddhi forms of √mrj.

3.4.3 Bhāmaha and the Nyāsakāra

An important set of verses in the BhKA is 6.36 and 37:

\[
\text{śiṣṭaprayogamātreṇa nyāsakāramatena vā |}
\text{tṛcā samastasaṣṭhikaṃ na kathāṃcid udāharet || 6.36 ||}
\text{sūtrajñāpakamātreṇa vrtrahāntā yathoditaḥ |}
\text{akena ca na kuryta vṛttīṃ tadgamako yathā || 6.37 || (BhKA)}
\]

Under no circumstances should one use a genitive compound with (a word ending in the suffix) tṛC, neither based on the mere usage of the learned nor on the opinion of the author of the Nyāsa. (6.36) For example, vrtrahānta, “Vṛtra-slayer,” has been uttered on the basis of a mere hint within a sūtra. And, one should not make a complex form (vṛttī) (i.e., a genitive compound) with (a word ending in the suffix) aka, like tadgamaka, “it-conveyor, a conveyor of it.” (6.37)

Although this verse has been much discussed in the secondary literature because of the reference to a nyāsakāra, “the author of the Nyāsa,” a possible designation for Jinendrabuddhi, I will touch on it once again because a full explanation of the problem is not readily available in English and the history of the debate among later grammarians is of interest for how difficult forms are handled. Let us first lay out the simple facts first. Bhāmaha refers to a prohibition on the formation of genitive compounds with nouns ending in the suffixes tṛC and aka,\(^{155}\) which corresponds to

\(^{155}\)The suffix tṛC forms generic agent nouns by P. 3.1.133 ṇvulṭṛcāu. P. 3.3.169 arhe kṛyatṛcās ca allows for the added semantic content of “worthy, suitable” to such nouns. The suffix aka, on the other hand, represents potentially 8 Pāṇinian suffixes. See Böhtlingk (1887: 181*). Practically speaking, however, we are dealing only with the suffixes
P. 2.2.15 and 16. Let us revisit some of these passages and compare the findings with what we find in the secondary literature, in particular Bronner (2012), as this is the article most scholars of today will have read. I begin simply with the two sūtras P. 2.2.15 and 16 along with the commentary of the KV since this is the commentary Bhāmaha is likely to have known and the work on which Jinendrabuddhi wrote his Nyāsa. My translation of the sūtra follows the KV’s interpretation.

P. 2.2.15 trjakābhyaṃ kartari (ṣaṣṭhi\textsuperscript{156}) na\textsuperscript{157}.

[KV] kartṛgrahaṇam ṣaṣṭhi viśeṣaṇam | kartari yā ṣaṣṭhi sā trcākena ca saha na samasyate | bhavataḥ śāyikā | bhavato ’ṛagāmikā | trc kartary eva vidhiyate tatprayoge kartari ṣaṣṭhi nāsti | tasmāt tṛjgrahaṇam uttarārtham |

P. 2.2.15 With (words ending in) trC and aka in the sense of an agent (a word in the genitive is not compounded).

[KV] The mention of the word kartṛ (i.e. kartari) is a qualification of the genitive. A genitive which occurs in the sense of an agent is not compounded with a (word ending in) either the suffix trC or aka.

[Examples:]

Your good sir’s turn for repose. Your good sir’s turn for sitting. Your good sir’s turn for eating first.\textsuperscript{158}

The suffix trC is enjoined only in the sense of an agent (i.e., it forms only agent nouns). A genitive in the sense of an agent does not occur in connection with it (scil. the suffix trC). The mention of the suffix trC is for the following (sūtra).\textsuperscript{159}

In sum, if we follow the KV, P. 2.2.15 deals only with the compounding of subjective (kartari) genitives with action nouns ending in the suffix aka (i.e., ṇvuC) and not trC.

The following sūtra, P. 2.2.16, is the only sūtra that governs the prohibition mentioned by ṇvuC, as prescribed in P. 3.1.133 to form agent nouns and ṇvuC in P. 3.3.111 paryāyāhrnotpatṭisu ṇvuc to form action nouns with the listed semantic specifications. The sequence vu is replaced by aka according to P. 7.1.1 yuvor anākau.

\textsuperscript{156}From P. 2.2.8.

\textsuperscript{157}From P. 2.2.10.

\textsuperscript{158}As Jindendrabuddhi points out, all of these nouns are formed with the suffix ṇvuC in the sense of the action itself (bhāve) with the additional meaning paryāya, “succession, turn,” (= paripāṭi according to the KV ad P. 3.3.111) by P. 3.3.111 paryāyāhrnotpatṭisu ṇvuc. śāyikā and agragāśikā are also cited as examples for this sūtra in the KV.

\textsuperscript{159}Since an agent noun already expresses the agent of the action, it’s impossible to have a genitive in the sense of the agent, i.e., a subjective genitive, for the same action. The same holds true in English. In the phrase “John’s writer” “John” cannot be the agent of writing.
Bhāmaha. Once again the text along with the KV is as follows:

P. 2.2.16 kartari ca ||

[KV] kartari ca yau trjakau tābhyaṃ saha śaṣṭhi na samasyate | sāmarthyaād akasya viśesāṁ kartrgraṇham itatra vyahicārbhāvāt | apāṁ sraṣṭā | purāṁ bhettā | vajrasya bhartā | nanu ca bhartṛśabdo 'py\(^{160}\) ayaṁ yājakādiśu pathyate | sambandhiśabdasya patiparyāyasya tatra graṇham | akah khalv api odanasya bhojakāḥ | saktiṇām pāyakah ||

P. 2.2.16 And (a noun in the genitive is not compounded with a word ending in the suffixes trC or aka) when they express an agent.

[KV] A genitive is not compounded with (a word ending in the suffixes) trC or aka, which occurs in the sense of an agent. Based on context the mention of kartṛ (i.e., kartari) is for the purpose of qualifying the suffix aka because there is no possibility for deviation (from expressing an agent) in the other (suffix trC).


Now one could object that this word bhartṛ is also listed in the list beginning with yājaka (in P. 2.2.11). In that context there is mention of the relationship term, a synonym for pati, “husband.”\(^{161}\)

The suffix aka as well of course:

[Examples:] Eater of rice. Drinker of gruel.

Only this sūtra, P. 2.2.16, prohibits compounding of agent nouns with a genitive expressing a direct object, i.e., an objective genitive. If we compare this with Bronner (2012: 92), there is a stark disharmony: “Aṣṭādhyāyī 2.2.15 (trjābhyāṁ kartari)—a sūtra that literally forbids the compound of agents ending trc (and aka) with objects in the genitive.” In footnote 108 on the same page, Bronner adds: “More accurately, the prohibition of a genitive combination with agents in trc is completed in the following sūtra (2.2.16 kartari ca).” According to Bronner it is not P. 2.2.16 that

---

\(^{160}\) I have tentatively changed hy of the printed edition to ‘py, i.e., api, because hi, “for,” does not make good sense in the context, whereas api, “also,” fits the context very well.

\(^{161}\) P. 2.2.11 lists words formed with trC and aka that can form genitive compounds and among these the word bhartṛ is listed. These are exceptions to the present prohibition. The objection is that since the word bhartṛ has already been permitted to form genitive compounds, why does vajrasya bhartā not form a compound. The solution is that in the yājaka list, bhartṛ does not denote “bearer,” i.e., an agent noun, but rather it is a synonym for pati, “husband.” Thus, the suffix trC does not express an agent in the yājaka list and therefore does not fall within the scope of the present prohibition.
prohibits the genitive compounds but P. 2.2.15. Why this contradiction?

If we follow the interpretation of these two sūtras throughout the Pāṇinian tradition, most commentators follow the KV, which is the first commentary we have on the sūtra, since neither Kātyāyana nor Patañjali comment on them. This includes the Rūpavatāra, the Durghaṭavṛtti of Śaraṇadeva, the Bhāṣavṛtti of Puruṣottamadeva, the Prakriyākaumudi of Rāmacandra, and Annambhaṭṭa in his Mitākṣara, a running commentary on the A. This interpretation, however, was not universal. Within the Pāṇinian tradition the first to deviate from the KV’s explanation appears to one Rāmadeva Miśra, the author of the Vṛtipradīpa on the KV, and frequently cited by Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa (Kerala, early 16th cent.) in his Prakriyāśārvasva, who follows Rāmadeva’s explanation on these two sūtras. His glosses and examples are as follows:

P. 2.2.15 tṛjakābhyāṃ kartari ||

[Vyākhyā] kartrarthābhyāṃ tṛjakābhyāṃ ṣaṣṭhī na samasyate | purāṃ bhettā | va-jrasya bhartā | harer arcakah | janikartuḥ prakṛtiḥ tatprayojako hetuṣ ca iti sūtroktyā tṛjakayoḥ samāsanisedho ’nityah ||

162 Kātyāyana and Patañjali do have remarks ad P. 2.2.14 that bear on P. 2.2.15. I will discuss these below.
163 RA I p. 175 tṛjakābhyāṃ kartari | kartari yā ṣaṣṭhī sā tṛcākena ca saha na samasyate | apāṃ sraṣṭā, bhavato ’gragāmikā | kartari ca | kartari ca yau tṛjakau tābhyaḥ saha ṣaṣṭhī na samasyate | purāṃ bhettā, odanasya bhojakah | The glosses are identical to those in the KV. The printed edition includes apāṃ sraṣṭā as an example for P. 2.1.15, but this must be an error based on the gloss and the second example given. Without access to the manuscripts, however, I do not wish to make any further speculations.
164 Durghaṭavṛtti ad P. 2.2.16 discusses the same type of forms as Bhāmaha, i.e., agent nouns compounded with objective genitives. This implies that Śaraṇadeva must have understood the sūtras in the same fashion as the KV.
165 Puruṣottamadeva gives in essence the same glosses as the KV, although he does specify for P. 2.2.16 that the genitive is karmāṇi. This is left out of the other glosses.
166 The exact wording of the glosses deviates from the KV, although the resulting interpretation and examples are the same. PrKV I p. 506: P. 2.2.15 tṛjakābhyāṃ kartari | kartari šaṣṭhīs tṛjakābhyāṃ na samāsah | “There is no compounding of a word ending in the sixth case in the sense of an agent with (a word ending in) the suffix tṛC or aca.” On P. 2.2.16: kartrarthatejakābhyāṃ ṣaṣṭhī na samāsah | “There is no compounding a word in the genitive (with a word ending in) the suffix trC or aca in the sense of an agent.”
167 I have been unable to find this sūtra in Vimalasarasvatī’s Rūpamālā despite a very thorough search, and the only printed edition does provide an alphabetical index of the sūtras.
168 Joshi & Roodbergen (1997: 32–47) discuss the two different interpretations, but they only ascribe the alternative to Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita. For their translation of the sūtra they prefer to follow Bhaṭṭoji. Sharma (2002: 81–84) also notes the two alternatives and likewise selects a modified version of Bhaṭṭoji’s interpretation as his translation. Cardona (1997: 216) is surprisingly vague and mentions only the interpretation of the KV.
169 The work is partially available in MSS from Kerala and Tamil Nadu, but I have yet to see them. Cf. Venkitasubramonia Iyer (1972: 37ff). Sāyaṇa cites Rāmadeva Miśra at least once by name in his vṛtti on the DhP (MDhV p. 80) as repeating Haradatta (haradattānvūḍi rāmadevamīśraḥ). This would place him around the 13th cent. Cf. NCC IV p. 119.
P. 2.2.15 (A word in the genitive is not compounded with a word ending in) the suffixes \( tṛC \) and \( aka \) in the sense of an agent.

[Commentary] A word ending in the sixth case is not compounded with a word ending in the suffix \( tṛC \) or \( aka \) when they express an agent.


Based on the wording of the sūtras P. 1.4.30 \( janikartuḥ prakṛtiḥ \) and 1.4.55 \( tatprayojaka hetuś ca \) the (present) prohibition against compounds with (nouns ending in) \( tṛC \) and \( aka \) is not always valid.

P. 2.2.16 \( kartari ca \)
\( kartari śaṣṭhy akena na samasyate | bhavataḥ śāyikā | paryāyādau ṅvuc ayam | rāmoktaiva sūtrayor vyākhyā | 

A word in the genitive case which has an agent as its referent is not compounded with a word ending in the suffix \( aka \).

[Example:] Your good sir’s turn for reclining. This is the suffix \( ṇvuC \) by P. 3.3.111 \( paryāya \), etc.

(This) explanation of the two sūtras has been stated by Rāma(deva Miśra).

If we look, however, outside of the Pāṇinian tradition, I believe there is even earlier evidence of the alternative interpretation. In his grammar, the Sarasvatīkāṇṭhābharaṇa, Bhojadeva (11th) has reworked the two Pāṇinian sūtras, presumably so as to remove the uselessness of mentioning \( tṛC \) in P. 2.2.15 and to clarify other doubts the sūtras might give rise to. Furthermore, and of most relevance to the present case, his reworking of P. 2.2.15 along with Nārāyaṇaḍānātha’s commentary, the Hṛdayahārini, thereon reflect the same interpretation we find in the Prakriyāśārvasva. They are together:

SKĀv 3.2.144 \( kartary akena || 
\[Hṛdayahārini\] \( kartari yā šaṣṭhi sā akapratyayāntena saha na samasyate | bhavata āsikā | bhavataḥ śāyikā | bhavato gāmikā| kartarīti kim | ikṣubhikhikāṁ me dhārayasi ||

SKĀv 3.2.144 With \( aka \) in the sense of the agent.
[Commentary] A word ending in the genitive case, which expresses an agent, is not compounded with a word ending in the suffix aka.

[Examples:] Your good sir’s turn for sitting. Your good sir’s turn for reclining. Your good sir’s turn for going.

Why “in sense of the agent”? [Observe:] You support my sugarcane-eating.

SKĀv 3.2.145 kartṛtrjakābhyaṁ ||

[Hardayahārini] kartari āv trjakau tābhyāṁ saha ṛaṣṭi na samsayate | apāṃ sraṣṭā | purāḥ bhettā | odanasya bhojakah | saktūnāṃ pāyakah ||

SKĀv 3.2.144 With agentive trC and aka.

[Commentary] The sixth case is not compounded with (a word ending in either of) the two suffixes trC or aka, which express an agent.

[Examples:] The releaser of the waters. The breaker of cities. The eater of rice. The drinker of gruel.

Although the end result is the same, Bhoja has essentially reversed the interpretation and order of the Pāṇinian sūtras, but, following the KV, retained the same order of the prohibitions (the first for subjective genitives with aka, the second for objective genitives with both aka and trC), and eliminated the uselessness of mentioning trC together in the same sūtra as aka as is the case in P. 2.2.15 (recall that the KV has said it is mentioned only for the purpose of the following sūtra). The repetition of aka may be viewed as slightly awkward but since the suffix occurs in two different meanings (first as an action noun, and then as an agent noun), it is permissible. Hemacandra, who made use of Bhoja’s grammar, adopts a similar strategy in his Śabdānuśāsana, although he arguably improves on Bhoja’s formulation since he does not repeat aka. In any case, that there was the potential for applying a similar interpretation to Pāṇini’s rules must have

SHŚ 3.1.82 na kartari || “A word ending in a genitive that occurs in the sense of an agent is not compounded with a word ending in the suffix aka.” 3.1.83 karmajā trcā ca || “A word which ends in a genitive that has been enjoined in the sense of a direct object is not compounded with a word ending in the suffix aka which has been enjoined in the sense of an agent and also not a word ending in the suffix trC.” My translation follows the gloss found in Hemacandra’s own “large commentary,” the Tattvapraśāsikā, “The Truth-Illuminator,” vol. III p. 141. The formulation of the second sūtra deviates even further from Pāṇini’s, but it is still clear that SHŚ 3.1.82 reflects P. 2.2.16 and SHŚ 3.1.83 is a reworking of P. 2.2.15.
gotten the attention of later commentators since this is essentially how Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa, based on Rāmadeva Miśra’s Kāśikāvṛtti-pradīpa, interprets the Pāṇinian sūtras in question: P. 2.2.15 \textit{trjakābhyaṁ kartari} — the sūtra with both suffixes — prohibits agent nouns ending in \textit{trC} and \textit{aka} from forming compounds with a genitive (and logically only \textit{karmaṇi}, i.e., objective, genitives), whereas P. 2.2.16 \textit{kartari ca} forbids an action noun in \textit{aka} from compounding with a \textit{kartari}, i.e., subjective, genitive. The suffix \textit{trC} does not take part in the prohibition since it always forms agent nouns and can therefore only be construed with an objective genitive. Based on the evidence at hand, this appears to be a clear case where non-Pāṇinian grammarians exercised some influence on the interpreters of the A.

The final link in the chain, as always, is Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudī with its constellation of commentaries. Bhaṭṭoji’s comments reflect influence from both the wording of the \textit{Prakriyākaumudī}, the primary grammar he had studied under his teacher Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, who himself wrote the commentary \textit{Prakāśa} on the PrK, and the interpretation presented in the \textit{Prakriyāsārvasva}.\footnote{It is reported that Bhaṭṭoji knew Nārāyaṇa’s work and even traveled south to meet the author himself. The meeting never took place because Nārāyaṇa died while Bhaṭṭoji was en route.}

Bhaṭṭoji explains the two sūtras as follows:

P. 2.2.15 \textit{trjakābhyaṁ kartari} ||
\begin{quote}
\textit{kartrarthat} \textit{trjakābhyaṁ śaṣṭhyā na samāsah} \textit{apāṃ sraṣṭā} \textit{vajrasya bhartā} \textit{odanasya pācakaḥ} \textit{kartari kim} \textit{ikṣuṇāṃ bhakṣanam ikṣubhakṣikā}
\end{quote}

P. 2.2.15 With \textit{trj} and \textit{aka} in the sense of the agent.

There is no compounding of a genitive with (a word ending in) the suffixes \textit{trC} or \textit{aka}, which have an agent as their meaning/referent.

[Examples:] The releaser of water. The bearer of the lightning-bold. The eater of rice.

Why “in the sense of the agent”? [Observe:] eating of sugarcane, sugarcane-eating.

P. 2.2.16 \textit{kartari ca} ||
\begin{quote}
\textit{kartari śaṣṭhyā akena na samāsah} \textit{bhavataḥ śāyikā} \textit{neha trj anuvartate} \textit{tadyoge kartur abhihitatvena kartṛṣaṣṭhyā abhāvāt}
\end{quote}
P. 2.2.16 And in the sense of the agent.

There is no compounding of a genitive in the sense of an agent with a (word ending in the suffix) aka.

[Example:] Your good sir’s turn for reclining. Here the word trC does not continue, because in connection with it the genitive in the sense of an agent does not occur since the agent has already been expressed (scil. by the suffix trC).

As even a quick glance will show, Bhaṭṭoji has followed quite closely the interpretation given by Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa. Of particular note is that he specifies only the suffix aka as being relevant for P. 2.2.16 exactly as Nārāyaṇa and much in the same spirit as Bhoja’s revised version of the sūtra kartary akena. In terms of syntax, however, he follows Rāmacandra insofar as he substitutes the noun samāsa, “compounding,” with an objective genitive for samasyate, “is compounded,” with a nominative, which is still likewise used karmanī, i.e., in the sense of the object. The compound kartrarthā, “having an agent as its reference/meaning,” is found in both commentaries and may also have origins in Bhoja’s reformulation kartṛtrjakābhīyām. As already mentioned while discussing the corresponding sūtras in Sarasvatīkaṇṭha’s bharana, this alternative interpretation eliminates the purposeless mention of trC in P. 2.2.15.

In addition to the parallels between the various sources so far cited and Bhaṭṭoji’s final sid-dhānta on the matter, there may well have been good reason to follow such an interpretation from within Bhaṭṭoji’s own educational lineage. Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, the teacher Bhaṭṭoji scandalously contradicted in his Prauḍhamanoramā, makes a pertinent observation in his commentary, the Prakāśa, on the Prakriyākaumudī. He initially explains P. 2.2.15 in words almost identical to those from the KV, namely, that according Rāmacandra’s interpretation of the sūtra, the word kartari qualifies only the word ṣaṣṭhī, which is continued by anuvṛtti from P. 2.2.8, and not trC or aka. In the next breath, however, Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa observes the following:

172 And Hemacandra’s as well. SHŚ 3.1.82 na kartari requires the continuation of aka from the preceding sūtra.
173 KV ad P. 2.2.15: kartṛgraḥaṇaṃ ṣaṣṭhīviśeṣaṇam | “The mention of kartṛ (i.e., kartari) is a qualification of the genitive.” | PrKPr II p. 130: kartṛgraḥaṇaṃ ṣaṣṭhyā viśeṣaṇam na trjacakayoḥ | kartari ca ity etat tu trjacakayor viśeṣaṇam na ṣaṣṭhyā ity abhiprāyena vyācāste | “the mention of the word kartṛ is a qualification of the genitive not of trC and aka, but in P. 2.2.16 kartari ca this (scil. mention of kartari) is a qualification of trC and aka, not of the genitive. With such an intention he explains...”
But in fact, *kartari* does qualify the two suffixes *trC* and *aka* because [they] are heard in the presence (of *kartari*). On the other hand, it is a qualification of the genitive in the following sūtra. This is a fitting reversal because one must not say that the continuation of *trC* and *aka* is for what follows. And in this manner, one need not say that the non-continuation of *trC* could be doubtful in P. 2.2.17 since it has no connection in P. 2.2.16.

The point is that according to the old interpretation in the KV, etc., the word *trC* is not needed in P. 2.2.17 as the commentators duly note, but the word’s sudden and baseless disappearance from the *anuvṛtti* should cause some discomfort. Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa believes that his alternative explanation provides such a reason, namely that P. 2.2.16 cannot apply to nouns in *trC* because agent nouns can never be construed with a subjective genitive, and if it is left out in P. 2.2.16, there is reason for leaving it out in P. 2.2.17. That Kṛṣṇa generally follows the alternative interpretation of P. 2.2.15 and 16 is also confirmed in his comments elsewhere, e.g., ad P. 2.2.9. We can surmise that Bhaṭṭoji followed his teacher’s reasoning based on support from his own comments in the *Śabdakaustubha* ad P. 2.2.17 where we find the justification *tayoḥ śrutatvāt*, “because the two (suffixes) are heard (in the sūtra),” as the reason why *kartari* should qualify the suffixes *trC* and *aka* in P. 2.2.15. This reflects Kṛṣṇa’s *sākṣāc chrutatvāt* quoted above to justify the same interpretation.

After reaching the end of the grammatical tradition, like the lion, we must also look back. As already mentioned above, there is no *bhāṣya* on P. 2.2.15 and 16, but there is a fleeting reference to P. 2.2.15 or 16 in the second vārtt. ad P. 2.2.14 *karmanī ca*. Much like the discussion so far, the

---

174I emend the text here slightly. The editor prints *atra nānuvṛttīḥ* with the variant *atrānuvṛttīḥ* given in fn. 1. My reasoning is that one has doubts about why *trC* should not continue into P. 2.2.17 if we understand the sūtras as Rāmacandra et al. do. If we have sentential negation, the sentence does not yield any good sense.

175PrKPrak II p. 123. Here he notes that P. 2.2.9 forms an exception to P. 2.2.15 not to 2.2.16 in contrast to the KV and others.

176The same discussion is repeated by Jñānendrasarasvati in his *Tattvacdhini*, a commentary on the *Siddhāntakamudi*. SK *Tattvacdhini* II p. 53. He also notes explicitly the disagreement with the KV: *kartṛṣaṣṭhyās trjakābhyyāṁ iti vṛttikārvāvākhyyānam ayuktam iti dhvanayann āha* | “Implying that the explanation of the author of the KV, namely that there (compounding) of a subjective genitive with nouns ending in *trC* and *aka* is unsuitable, he says…”
main issue with P. 2.2.14 is what the locative karmani, “in the sense of the direct object,” modifies. The first vārttika suggests that it modifies saṣṭhī, “the word in the genitive,” but this creates several problems, the first of which is that we then need an additional rule to permit compounding of an objective genitive with a primary derivative not in the sense of an agent. The second objection in the second vārtt. is that if we understand karmani as qualifying the genitive, then stating a prohibition against compounding an agent noun in trC or aka becomes useless because they will already be taken care of (siddha) by the present sūtra. As an example, Patañjali gives apāṃ sraṣṭā. The final interpretation of karmani in P. 2.2.14 is that it refers only to an objective genitive got by P. 2.3.66, i.e., when both a subjective and objective genitive could obtain, only the object is put in the genitive and the agent in the instrumental. Unfortunately, this is all too vague to know which of the following two sūtras Patañjali is referring to since according to the KV trjákābhyaṃ is also continued into P. 2.2.16, and Patañjali does not give us any positive evidence that he disagrees with this interpretation. This uncertainty is likely the reason for the conflict in the later tradition.

We may summarize the above findings as follows: Pāṇini composed two sūtras, P. 2.2.15 and 16, that forbid certain types of genitive compounds with nouns ending in the two suffixes trC and aka. The explanation of the KV — P. 2.2.15 prevents subjective genitives (kartari saṣṭhī) from compounding with action nouns in aka and P. 2.2.16 forbids objective genitives (karmani saṣṭhī) from compounding with agent nouns — remained the standard in almost all Pāṇinian commentaries up to the 16th cent. when Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa switched the meaning of

177 That is to say, a word like pravṛāscana in the sense of the instrument for cutting should be allowed to compound with a direct object of cutting like idhma in idhmavrāscana, “wood-cutting instrument.”
178 P. 2.2.14.2 (MBh II.425.4) trjákābhyaṃ cānarthakaḥ pratiṣedhaḥ | “And the prohibition (against compound an objective genitive) with words ending in the suffixes trC or aka is useless.”
179 Sharma (2002 vol. III: 93) believes that the KV has gone against the MBh because “[t]he Mahābhāṣya (II: 685) accepts that karmani, from rule 2.2.14, is carried as a qualifier of saṣṭhī in 2.2.15.” Since only a page reference is given to the edition by Vedavrata and neither a precise quotation nor translation is provided, I can only guess at what Sharma had in mind, but whatever that may have been, there is nothing in the MBh ad P. 2.2.14 that supports Sharma’s assertion. Indeed, Patañjali’s final conclusion, that karmani in P. 2.2.14 refers only to objective genitives obtained by P. 2.3.66, makes it unlikely that he wished karmani to continue into the following sūtra, where such a meaning would be rather awkward. Joshi & Roodbergen (1973: 166–170) follow the KV without compunction when translating and commenting on the relevant passage from the MBh. Further evidence against Sharma would be that Bhaṭṭoji does not cite this MBh passage in support of his interpretation of P. 2.2.15 and 16.
the two sūtras. One earlier source possibly from the 13th cent., the Kāśikāvṛttipradīpa of Rāmadeva Miśra, was certainly the inspiration for Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa, but this alternative interpretation did not gain wide currency till Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita adopted it. The absolute earliest source now available for the alternative interpretation, however, seems to come from outside of the Pāṇinian tradition, namely from Bhoja’s Sarasvatīkanṭhābharana. There is, however, no mention of Bhoja in any of the sources I have been able to examine, and similarly Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa does not mention Rāmadeva Miśra. Finally, it seems that one reason for the confusion, besides Pāṇini’s rather cryptic wording, is that neither Kātyāyana nor Patañjali has commented on the two sūtras, and without their authority as guidance, the tradition was unable to fully stabilize.

3.4.4 Three Tricks

With a relatively clear picture in mind now of how the tradition has handled the interpretation of the two sūtras, we can return to Bhāmaha. In BhKA 6.36 and 37ab the issue is raised that some commentators have found a way around the prohibition on the basis of śiṣṭaprayoga, “usage of the learned,” nyāsakāramata, “the opinion of the author of the Nyāsa,” and a sūtrajñāpaka, “hint,” in the text of the A. itself. Bhāmaha does not approve of any of these, as we would expect based on his previous statements about derivations. According to the summary in Bronner (2012: 91), Kobayashi (1978) makes a similar point. As we will see, several of Bhāmaha’s statements in this section of the 6th chapter serve to support a particular interpretation of the A.

Of relevance for chronology is, as mentioned above, a reference to a nyāsakāra and his possible identification with Jinendrabuddhi. Trivedi (1913: 259–261) has shown with great accuracy and thoroughness (although exact translations of the relevant passages are still missing) that based on the readings in the available texts, the identification is simply not possible. The reason is that Bhāmaha mentions that one should not form genitive compounds with nouns ending in

---

180 The CV has dealt with compounds in far less detail. Compounding a word with another expressive of a kāraka, “factor,” is handled in but one sūtra: CV 2.2.16 kārakam bahulam | “A factor ending in a case ending semantically unites (ekārthībhavati) with a noun in various ways.”

181 If we recall Bronner’s translation — that P. 2.2.15 deals with objective genitives — it is patent that he has followed, in part, the non-KV interpretation of the two sūtras, although based on fn. 108 he also mixes in a bit of the old.
trC whereas Jinendrabuddhi finds a way to form compounds with trN. The difference between the two suffixes as indicated by the anubandhas should not be taken lightly, and Bronner’s remark that “... it is possible that Bhāmaha deliberately mentioned trc here if he found Jinendrabuddhi’s distinction between trc and trn invalid and considered him to be allowing trc by another name,” cannot hold much water especially in light of BhKA 6.48b, where trN is specifically listed having the additional sense of tacchilādi, “having it (the action of the root) as one’s habit etc.”  

Pathak (1914: 24), who argues quite forcefully for Bhāmaha’s knowledge of Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyāsa, simply disregards the problem and rather overstates that “... the Nyāsakāra’s झङ्क has not been accepted by subsequent writers though it is known to them.”  

It is at this point worthwhile to restate the relevant passages and add new ones so as to understand how the tradition handled these problems.

According to Bhāmaha, of the three reasons by which one might think of justifying a compound in violation of P. 2.2.16 (or 15 depending on the interpretation), the first is on the bases of śiṣṭaprayoga, “the usage of the learned.” For this we can find a variety of examples, mostly compounds in trC, from the Sanskrit literature known in the 6th cent., above all the Epics, Purāṇas, and other texts composed in a less rigid Sanskrit like the Manusmṛti etc., but examples from the Vedic literature are virtually unknown. There is of course Pāṇini’s own usage in P. 1.4.30 janikartr and P. 1.4.55 tatprayojaka, both of which are in violation of his own rules. This accords well with

---

182 The two suffixes are only formally identical if one ignores the pitch accent. Nouns ending in trC carry the accent on the suffix, whereas for those in trN the accent falls on the root. One might argue that this would be a reason to blur the distinction. Semantically, however, the difference between the two is quite important. Agent nouns in trC are generic (but note the added semantics in P. 3.3.169), whereas those in trN indicate that the agent does the action habitually, characteristically or particularly well (tacchila-taddharma-tatsādhukāriṣu) by P. 3.2.135. Furthermore, trC can take an objective genitive (P. 2.3.65), while trN has an objective accusative (P. 2.3.69). That this distinction remained relevant in later Sanskrit can be gleaned from the fact that the non-Pāṇinian grammars continue to distinguish the two even when they leave out the pitch accents. trC: CV 1.1.139, Kā 4.2.47, JV (M) 2.1.106, ŚaŚ 4.3.85, SKĀv 1.3.87, SHŚ 5.1.48, Mugdhabodha 8.62 (tr. So listed in Böhtlingk’s index p. 239, but the corresponding sūtra does not give the suffix ). trN: CV 1.2.89, Kā 4.4.15, KV 2.2.113, ŚaŚ 4.3.222, SKBhv 1.4.187, SHŚ 5.2.27, Mugdhabodha 26.26 (but = trC semantically). See Kiparsky (2016) for an in-depth treatment of the differences between the two suffixes both in Pāṇini and Vedic literature.

183 Pathak’s arguments in other publications concerning the history of Sanskrit grammar have proven hasty or simply inaccurate, and one should not rely on them without independent evaluation. Cf. Birwé (1971: 27–37).

184 As already mentioned, Trivedi (1913) and Pathak (1914) will have quoted some of these passages, but at best a summary is given. Kobayashi’s article, in Japanese, is also not accessible to a terribly wide audience.

185 See AiGr II.1 p. 188f. for more examples and an historical overview of such compounds.
Pāṇini’s date in about the 4th BCE and the general observation that most of the forms that do not fall in line with Pāṇini’s grammar are more recent or marginal developments within the language (although oversights, dialectical difference, etc. are likewise possible). As we have already seen, the role of the śiṣṭas in the overall governance of the Sanskrit language is accepted since the time of Patañjali, and I have discussed some invocations of “the usage of the learned” in connection with KĀ 3.148. Bhāmaha, however, voices the opinion that usage based on such models will not suit poetic compositions, presumably because such language could hinder the common enjoyment of poetry by introducing unfamiliar or dubious forms that the reader/listener would puzzle over.

The second reason Bhāmaha gives is the nyāsakāramata, “the opinion of the author of the Nyāsa.” As already noted, the reason given in Jinendrabuddhi’s Kāśikāvivaraṇapañcikā does not match what Bhāmaha says in his verse, and based on other evidence for Jinendrabuddhi’s date, it seems unlikely that the two were contemporaneous. Yet, regardless of this thorny problem of intertextuality, the attempts to explain such compounds to which Bhāmaha objects for composing poetic language continue to occupy Sanskrit grammarians for the remainder of the tradition and are an excellent example of how post-Pāṇinian grammarians, beginning already with Kātyāyana, attempted to account for such forms either by additions to the A (only Kātyāyana and Patañjali) or by creatively interpreting Pāṇini’s rules.186 The case of the genitive compounds is particularly representative of the strategies for the creative interpretation of Pāṇini’s sūtras because there are several explanations for the forms as Bhāmaha points out. Let us review the evidence somewhat more systematically.

We shall begin with the Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary ad P. 2.2.15. The relevant passages runs as follows:

\[
\text{atha kimartham triçaḥ sānubandhakasyoccāranam} | \text{trno nvṛttyartham iti cet naitad asti} | \text{tadyoge na lokāvyayaniśṭhā ityādinā sāsthhipratiśedhā} | \text{evaṁ tarhy etad eva} \text{ jnāpakam trnyoge } \text{pi kvacit sāṣṭhi bhavati} | \text{tena bhismah kurūṇāṃ bhayaśokahartā ityādi siddham bhavati} \|
\] (KVNyāsa I p. 117)

186On the development of Sanskrit one may consult Renou (1956). For the developments between the time of Pāṇini and Patañjali see Laddu (1974) and Sarangi (1985).
Now to what end is there the utterance of trC along with the indicative letter (scil. C)? If you say “it is in order to prevent trN,” this is not so, because in connection with it (the suffix trN) there is a prohibition against the genitive by P. 2.3.69. So then this is a hint. Sometimes a genitive occurs even in connection with trN. Thereby such forms as bhayaśokahartā, “fear-and-sorrow remover,” in “Bhīṣma is the fear-and-sorrow remover for the Kurus” are established.

The point is relatively simple. As the grammarian always thinks about brevity (lāghava), Jinendrabuddhi raises the question why Pāṇini has formulated the sūtra with trC when he could have said just tr and saved a syllable. tr would have then referred to both trC and trN. The simple answer would be that Pāṇini wanted to exclude trN and only speak of trC. This sounds reasonable. Yet, even if the sūtra were formulated with tr, the sūtra would have no scope over trN anyways because an objective genitive cannot be construed with an agent noun in trN by P. 2.3.69. So, if Pāṇini could have achieved the same result by using tr and thereby also save a letter, why did he use trC? Jinendrabuddhi believes that it was in order to show that trN does sometime take an objective genitive and Pāṇini, in order not to exclude such compounds, only mentions trC. As an example he gives a quarter verse in the indravajrā meter: bhīṣmaḥ kurūṇāṃ bhayaśokahartā, “Bhīṣma is the remover of fear and sorrow for the Kurus.” Unfortunately the verse cannot be traced, and I have not been able to find the relevant compound bhaya-śoka-hartṛ in any searchable or indexed texts. The closest parallel I have found is śoka-hartā, “misery-remover,” in Bhāgavātā-Purāṇa 3.13.48c, and the un-compounded equivalent śokasya hartā is found in Aśvaghoṣa’s Saundarananda 7.5a. Whatever the source may have been, Jinendrabuddhi thought it worthy of mentioning as a representative form that can be saved from grammatical incorrectness by the present jñāpaka.

Pace Pathak (1914: 24), Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka continues to be cited and certainly not outright rejected by subsequent Pāṇinians. Before giving the other authors who cite the Nyāsa, it will be instructive to briefly note the alternative explanation for such compounds because these are usually given alongside Jinendrabuddhi’s. The first derives from Pāṇini’s own usage. In two sūtras a compound occurs that appears to be in violation of the prohibition in question: janikartṛ

187See also the summaries in Trivedi (1913) and Pathak (1914: 23).
in P. 1.4.30 janikartuh prakṛtiḥ and tatprayojaka in P. 1.4.55 tatprayojaka hetuś ca. These occurrences are also what Bhāmahā likely had in mind when he says not to form genitive compounds based on a sūtra-jñāpaka, “hint in a sūtra.” The logic would then be that Pāṇini has shown through his own usage that such compounds are sometimes permissible, i.e., the prohibition is anitya. The other way out, is to consider that such compounds are not formed with a karmani ṣaṣṭhi, “objective genitive,” but rather with a ṣeṣaṣaṣṭhi, “remaining, i.e., not otherwise specified, genitive.”

In order for this explanation to be sensible, one must understand that the genitive prohibited by P. 2.2.16 (or 15 following Bhaṭṭoji et al.) does not refer to a ṣeṣaṣaṣṭhi but rather only to a genitive obtained by a specific rule other than P. 2.3.50, in this case a karmani, “objective,” genitive by P. 2.3.65 kartṛkarmaṇoḥ kṛti. As a result, P. 2.2.8 ṣaṣṭhi, “a word ending in the sixth case is optionally compounded with noun ending in a case,” can apply and the later prohibition loses its scope. The only formal difference between a ṣeṣaṣaṣṭhi compound and a kārakaṣaṣṭhi compound is the accent. Kaiyaṭa is generally credited with proposing such an explanation.

There are, then, three possible ways to justify genitive compounds with agent nouns in tr and aka:

1. Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka: agent nouns in trN can both occur with a genitive and be compounded with a genitive by P. 2.2.8.

2. śiṣṭaprayoga/sūtra-jñāpaka: The usage of Pāṇini (or Patañjali) makes the prohibition not always valid. Note that in the commentaries the term śiṣṭaprayoga is usually not explicitly

---

188 Such genitives are assigned by P. 2.3.50 ṣaṣṭhi śeṣe and account for genitives of possession among others. Vergiani (2009) has treated this type of genitive at some length.

189 P. 2.3.65 prescribes the genitive in the sense of an agent or a patient in connection with a primary derivative (krdanta). That is to say, the sūtra deals with objective and subjective genitives. Based on vārtikas by Kātyāyana ad P. 2.2.8 and 10, the whole interaction and interpretation of these rules is somewhat convoluted, and a proper explanation here would result in excess without a corresponding gain. See Joshi & Roodbergen (1973: 124–128) for a detailed explanation and translation of the relevant passages. Puruṣottamadeva in his Bhāṣāvṛtti ad P. 2.2.16 makes clear in glossing the sūtra that the genitive is specifically karmani, “objective.” Cf. also Vāsudeva Diksita’s comments ad SK on P. 2.2.15 (SK II p. 54): prayūṣattayā kārakaṣaṣṭhyā evāyaṃ nīṣedhaḥ | “Based on proximity (to karmani in P. 2.2.14) this prohibition is only for genitives that express a kāraka.”

190 This point is highlighted by Haradatta ad P. 2.2.12 (KVPada vol. II p. 114), Puruṣottamadeva in his Bhāṣāvṛtti ad P. 2.2.15, and Bhaṭṭoji in his Śabdakaustubha vol. II p. 203. If a kārakaṣaṣṭhi, then P. 6.2.139 applies and the second member of the compound retains its original accent. If it is a ṣeṣaṣaṣṭhi, P. 6.1.223 applies, and the compound is accented on the final vowel.

191 MBhPr II p. 236b. Kaiyata attempts to explain the word guṇiviśeṣaka, “modifier of the qualified,” in the MBh and proposes: ata eva vacanād anityāḥ saṣṭhitamāsaṇapratīśeṣah | ṣeṣaṣaṣṭyā vā samāsaḥ | “because of this very expression (scil. guṇiviśeṣaka) the prohibition against a genitive compound (by P. 2.2.16) does not always apply. Or, there is compounding of an unspecified genitive.”
used.

3. śeṣaṣaṣṭhi: The genitive is not actually an objective genitive but a śeṣaṣaṣṭhi by P. 2.3.50 and compounded by P. 2.2.8.

The following commentators justify the genitive compounds in question. The methods they use are noted by the names given to them above.

1. Haradatta Miśra, Padamañjarī.

   - śiṣṭaprayoga: On P. 1.4.30 (KVPada I p. 543), the use of janikartṛ indicates that P. 2.2.16 is anitya, “not always valid.”
   - śeṣaṣaṣṭhi: On P. 2.2.12 (KVPada II p. 114) śeṣaṣaṣṭhi used to explain the compounds janikartṛ and tatprayojaka in P. 1.4.30 and P. 1.4.55 respectively instead of claiming them the result of nipātana, “the setting down (of irregular forms).”

2. Śaraṇadeva, Durghaṭavṛttī ad P. 2.2.16.

   - First, Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka along with the example bhīṣmaḥ kurūṇāṃ bhayaśokahartā. Attributed explicitly to the Nyāsa.
   - Second, śeṣaṣaṣṭhi, attributed to anyaḥ, “another.”

3. Puruṣottamadeva, Bhāṣāvṛttī ad P. 2.2.16.

   - śeṣaṣaṣṭhi: No attribution. Several examples are given for apparent violations of P. 2.2.12–16. Against P. 2.2.12: rājasammata, “king-esteemed, esteemed by the king,” rāmamahita, “Rāma-honored, honored by Rāma” (cf. Bhaṭṭikāvya 10.2b); against P. 2.2.13: bhavadāsita, “sir-seat, sir’s seat”; against P. 2.2.15: bhavadāsikā, “sir-turn-for-sitting, sir’s turn for sitting”; against P. 2.2.14: godoha, “cow-milking, milking of the cows”; against P. 2.2.16: tatkartr (quoted from VP 3.12.9d with attribution to Bhartṛhari), kriyāviśeṣaka (cf. P. 1.3.1.7), jātivācaka (Cf. P. 1.2.10.1 and P. 4.1.14.7), tatprayojaka (cf. P. 1.4.55).

• śiṣṭaprayoga: P. 1.4.30 and 55 cited to prove the prohibition is not always valid (anitya).

No example.

5. Viṭṭhala, Prasāda ad P. 2.2.16 in PrK (PrKPras I p. 507).

• Jinendrabuddha’s jñāpaka, no attribution. Example: bhiṣmaḥ karūnāṃ bhayaśokahantā.

• śiṣṭaprayoga: P. 1.4.30 and 56 cited to prove the prohibition not always valid (anitya). Example: nijatrinetrāvataratvabodhikām, “(an eye) indicating the fact that his own descent is from the three eyed one (Śiva)” from NaiC 1.6d.

6. Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa ad P. 2.2.16 in Prakriyākaumūdī (PrKPrak II p. 131).

• śiṣṭaprayoga in P. 1.4.30 and 56 cited to prove the prohibition is not always valid (anitya). Examples: emphbhiṣmaḥ karūnāṃ bhayaśokahantā, hitakāraka, guṇaviśeṣaka (Cf. MBh I.321.13).

• Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka. Attributed to anyāḥ, “others.”

7. Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita SK and Śabdakaustubha.

• In both works the example is: Example: ghaṭānāṃ nirmātus tribhuvanavidhātuś ca, “of the maker of the pots and of the triple-world-creator,” tribhuvanavidhātr is the problematic form.

• In the Śabdakaustubha Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka is given first with attribution to nyāsakāra.

• In both works, śeṣaṣaṣṭhi is attributed to Kaiyaṭa. This is the second explanation in Śabdakaustubha, and the only one in the SK.

• In the Śabdakaustubha the third and last explanation is śiṣṭaprayoga. This is attributed to bahavaḥ, “many.”

One could also add the remarks of Jñānendrasarasvatī in his Tattvabodhini, cited in Pathak (1914: 25), but he more or less repeats what is in the Śabdakaustubha except that he adds that the śiṣṭaprayoga-
option is *manda*, “stupid.”\textsuperscript{192} From these citations emerges a somewhat more complete picture of how later Sanskrit grammarians handled an awkward set of forms from the point of Pāṇini’s rules, and that there are indeed examples from poetry. None of the commentators argue specifically against Jinendrabuddhi, although only Śaraṇadeva gives his *jñāpaka* as the first option. Only two commentators, Puruṣottamadeva and Nārāyanabhaṭṭa, give a single explanation, *śeṣaṣaṣṭhi* and *śiṣṭaprayoga*, respectively. Bhāṭjoji seems ultimately to prefer the *śeṣaṣaṣṭhi* option since it is the explanation given in his SK, whereas the others are discussed only in his works for more advanced pupils, the *Śabdakaustubha* and *Praudhamanoramā*. The slight preference for *śeṣaṣaṣṭhi* may well derive from the authoritativeness of Kaiyaṭa, who gives this as his second, preferred explanation (*vā, “or (rather)”*), after first proposing the *śiṣṭaprayoga* view.\textsuperscript{193} Yet overall we find that commentators put forth a variety of options just as Bhāmaha notes a variety of explanations in his BhKA. This is quite remarkable if we recall that Bhāmaha wrote at a time before all the commentators quoted above lived, including most likely Jinendrabuddhi; it demonstrates that problems within the grammatical tradition have a much deeper history than the available texts allow us to reconstruct and that it is difficult to pinpoint true innovations or the emergence of new practices based on the available evidence.\textsuperscript{194} Turning to sources outside the Pāṇinian tradition, such as the *Cāndravyākaraṇa*, Bhoja’s *Sarasvatikaṇṭhābharaṇa*, and Hemacandra’s works, may help us get a clearer picture even of the later tradition, but such work has hardly been begun. In the following chapter, I will investigate another problematic set of sūtras referred to by Bhāmaha that deal with the perfect active participles or *kvasvanta*s. Many of the points about the diversity of the Sanskrit grammatical tradition and the long-lasting problems Bhāmaha points out at a relative early stage in the tradition’s history will be further substantiated.

\textsuperscript{192}SK II p. 54 *kecit tu janikartuḥ, tatprayojako hetuṣ ca iti nirdesād anityo ’yam samāsaniṣedhaḥ ity āhuh | tan mandaṃ śeṣaṣaṣṭhisamāsenoktanirdesopaṭateḥ* [“But some say that because of the indication in P. 1.4.30 and P. 1.4.55, the prohibition against forming such compounds is not mandatory. This is stupid because it is suitable to explain the statements by a *śeṣaṣaṣṭhi* compound.”]

\textsuperscript{193}See the passage quoted and translated above in fn. .

\textsuperscript{194}Bronkhorst (2010) expresses a similar sentiment, citing the loss of Buddhists, Ājīvikas, and Cārvakas in India.
Chapter 4

Can Poetry Be Vedic?

The Curious Case of KvasU

tad etat pratipadyantāṁ
bhāṣye kṛtapariśramāḥ |
nānye sahasram apy andhāḥ
sūryam paśyanti nāñjasā ||

“A matter such as this those
who have greatly labored in the Bhāṣya may understand,
not others. Blind men, though they number a thousand,
ever truly see the sun.”¹

4.1 An Indulgence

My study of the single suffix KvasU, which forms the perfect active participle, evolved unexpectedly, and my investigation led me into so many unforeseen grammatical adventures and discoveries (from my own perspective) that what was originally planned as just another few pages expanded at a rate I could hardly control, and before it was over a new chapter had emerged. The length and technical nature of the chapter may be justified, if justification should be wanted, by the results of the study and their implication for how we should understand the history of San-

¹Haradatta gives this verse at the end of his commentary ad P. 2.1.36, KVPada vol. II p. 54.
skrit grammar. In sum, I have pursued the suffix KvasU in as many grammars, commentaries, and poetic works, including the epics, as I could to determine when and in whose opinion the suffix was considered Vedic. The catalyst for this investigation remains the Kāvyālāṅkāra of Bhāmaha and his unassuming statement that the suffix KvasU is accepted as non-Vedic (acchāndasa) in the realm of poetry. This spark sent a fire down a number of as yet unexplored avenues winding deep into non-Pāṇinian territory and illuminated not only how varied the opinions of the grammarians were, but also how poets followed or rejected certain grammatical traditions. The three main phenomena, I believe, that this study helps us to understand are the varied interpretation and hence translation of Pāṇini’s sūtras, the authority of Patañjali, and the interaction between theory and practice. Furthermore, it has made sufficiently evident how important the now mostly neglected non-Pāṇinian grammars are for writing the history of Sanskrit grammar and the extent to which they have influenced the Pāṇinian tradition itself. To achieve these ends though, it is imperative to present evidence from a range of sources — and I wish I could have cast my net even wider — over a long period of time with close attention to changes in detail. Only through this method could a clear picture emerge.

4.2 The Problem with KvasU

Our final example from the BhKA will bring us into the realm of Vedic, or possibly Vedic, Sanskrit. As is pointed out at the beginning of the Mahābhāṣya, Pāṇini’s grammar treats both common (laukika) as well as Vedic (vaidika) words. If unmarked, a rule can be applied to form either type of word, but if marked as “Vedic” by the word chandasi, “in Vedic literature,” or with some similar designation, it is restricted to that particular domain and should not occur in the bhāṣā, “standard language.” On the other hand, some rules are specifically marked with bhāṣāyām,
“in the standard language,” to indicate that the rule and resulting form(s) are valid only in the standard language. One of the hallmarks of non-Pāṇiniangrammars is that they omit these Vedic rules, including the accent rules, since for all intents and purposes the original pitch accent had become irrelevant for standard Sanskrit in the Common Era and was relegated to the description of Vedic Sanskrit despite originally forming an integral part of Pāṇini’s standard language. The exact boundary between the two forms of Sanskrit, however, shifted over time, and Kātyāyana occasionally made provisions for a few suffixes or rules marked as Vedic in the A to enter the standard language. Bhāmaha, much like his predecessor, points to one more case in BhKA 6.42f.:

\[
\begin{align*}
puṃsi striyām ca kvasvāntam icchanty acchāndasaṃ kila | 
\text{upeyusām api divam yathā na vyeti cārūtā} || 6.42 || 
ibhakumbhanibhe bāla dadhuṣi kañcucaṃ stane | 
ratikhedaparīśrāntā jahāra hṛdayam nrṇām || 6.43 || (BhKA)
\end{align*}
\]

In the masculine and the feminine they accept words ending in the suffix KvasU to be non-Vedic, so it’s said. In such examples as upeyusām api divam, “of even those who have approached heaven,” no charm is lost, (as well as in the example:) “a young

\[\text{panāya prthagupādānam} | \ “\text{Given that Vedic words are also common words, separate mention is made of them in order to announce their prominence.”}\]

The logic, according to Nāgeśa on the passage (MBhPra I p. 11a and note the alternate reading laukikatve ’pi’), is that since everything separated from Brahma is a worldly object (lokapadārtha), even the Veda is within the realm of the ordinary world. The alternate explanation Kāyita gives is that only words of the standard language (bhāṣa) are common and hence the Vedic ones must be mentioned separately. Cf. Joshi & Roodbergen (1986: 10) for further discussion.

Except Bhoja’s Sarasvatikanṭhabharana in the eighth adhyāya and evidently the Cāndravyākarāṇa in its original form, for which see Scharfe (1977: 164, fn. 11).

There are exceptions. In the discussions of śleṣa, “double entendre,” the difference of pitch accent can be of importance in śabdāśleṣa, a double entendre based on extracting two different words from the same set of letters. Indurāja (Laghuvṛti on the KASS, pp. 60f.) discusses the different pitch accent that arises depending on the analysis.

On the other hand, Mammaṭa and his followers generally adhere to the dictum in the auto-commentary to KāPr 84: kāvyamārge svaro na gaṇyate | “In the way of poetry the accent does not count.”

The following vārttikas demonstrate that this was Kātyāyana’s practice: P. 3.2.171.3 the suffixes Ki and KiN, P. 3.3.130.1 the suffix yaC, P. 8.2.70.1 sandhi of pracetas, and P. 8.3.1.2 sandhi of bhavat, bhagavat, and aghavat in the voc.

Perfect active participle of \(upa + \sqrt{i}\) in the gen. masc.pl.
girl who has placed (dadhusi\textsuperscript{10}) a bodice on her breast, which resembles the pot-like
temples of an elephant, thoroughly worn out by her labors of passion, has stolen the
heart of men.”

Bhāmaha would like to move the kvasvantas or perfect active participles\textsuperscript{11} out of the realm of
Vedic and welcome them into poetic language, excepting forms in the neuter. As we have seen in
previous examples, Bhāmaha refers to a problem that will last throughout the remainder of the
tradition and puts at loggerheads the usage of great poets, including Kālidāsa, with the express
opinion of the munitraya, “triad of sages,” Pāṇini, Kātyātana, and Patañjali. Pāṇini’s treatment of
the perfect active participles is at first blush relatively straightforward, and it will be illustrative to
present the full series of relevant rules, all of which fall under the general heading rule (adhikāra)
P. 3.2.84 bhūte, “in the past,” meaning that the suffixes prescribed within this domain indicate
that the action expressed by the root occurred at some point the general past,\textsuperscript{12} i.e., without the
more specific qualification parokše, “beyond one’s experience,” or anadyatana, “not on the present
day,” that are mostly associated with the morphology of the perfect (liṭ)\textsuperscript{13} and imperfect (laṅ),\textsuperscript{14}
respectively. The following translation gives only a general idea of what the sūtras mean, which
varies to some degree between the commentators.\textsuperscript{15} I will fill in more detail as we proceed.

\begin{equation}
\text{P. 3.2.105 chandasi liṭ [bhūte,\textsuperscript{16} dhātuh\textsuperscript{17}]} \mid \mid
\end{equation}

In Vedic literature the suffix liṭ occurs in the sense of past time after a root.

---

\textsuperscript{10} Perfect active participle of √dhā in the nom. fem. sing.

\textsuperscript{11} On the formation, syntax, and historical development of the suffix, see AiGr II.2 pp. 909–915 with literature.

\textsuperscript{12} We should here supply dhātvarte bhūte, “the meaning/referent of the verbal root that has passed,” i.e., the kriyā,
“action.” Cf. MBh II.111.4f. and the KV ad P. 3.2.84. Commentators often use the term bhūtassāmānye, “in the sense of
general past,” to specify this type of past tense from others, in particular in reference to the aorist (luṅ). The earliest
occurrence, to the best of my knowledge, is in the KV ad P. 3.2.120, but see also KVNyāsa vol. II p. 618 ad P. 3.2.108
and p. 624 ad P. 3.2.111 (on luṅ).

\textsuperscript{13} P. 3.2.115. liṭ is technically both parokše and anadyatana.

\textsuperscript{14} P. 3.2.111.

\textsuperscript{15} The KV diverges from the MBh on several points. As these do not concern the main topic at hand, I will reserve
such discussions to the footnotes for the most part. The rules are briefly discussed in Biswas (1968: 20f).

\textsuperscript{16} Continued from P. 3.2.84.

\textsuperscript{17} Continued from P. 3.1.91.
In Vedic literature the suffix KānaC optionally occurs in place of the suffix liṭ after a root in the sense of past time.

And so does the suffix KvasU.

In the standard language the suffix KvasU optionally occurs after the roots āsad, “to sit,” āvas, “to dwell,” and āśru, “to hear,” in place of liṭ in the sense of past time.

And (in the same sense there are the set forms) upeyivān-anāśvān-anūcānas ca

The first sūtra places us in the realm of the Vedic language and describes the usage of the suffix liṭ, the underlying suffix for the perfect, in the sense of a general past tense, and not the more specific sense of liṭ, “beyond one’s perception,” as prescribed by P. 3.2.115 parokṣe liṭ. Accordingly, a perfect form such as dadarśa, “has seen,” can refer to any past event of seeing. The two following sūtras optionally permit liṭ to be substituted by the suffixes KānaC and KvasU, the ātmanepada and parasmaipada perfect participles, respectively. According to the KV, these suffixes can

18Continued from the preceding sūtra.

A topic that will periodically occur concerns the application of P. 3.1.94 vāsarūpo 'striyām, often referred to as the vāsarūpavidhi. In brief, this rule short-circuits among kṛt suffixes the standard metarule that a specific rule (apavāda) supersedes a general rule (utsarga), provided the suffixes are not identical and not feminine. This rule does not, however, apply to the substitutes of the lukāras and so the vā is necessary in the present rule, but commentators differ on this point. See Haradatta’s discussion on na ca bhavati (KVPaḍa vol. II p. 616) and mine on p. 210 with fn. 156, and Kielhorn (1960: 353f.) for more details on this paribhāṣā.

20P. 3.2.106 and 107 formed a single sūtra at the time of the Mahābhāṣya. Their split (yogavibhāga) occurs for the first time in the KV. Cf. KV ad P. 3.2.107 yogavibhāga uttararthaḥ | “Splitting the rule is for the purpose of what follows.” That is to say, only KvasU should continue into the next sūtra.

21Continued from P. 3.2.106.

22Continued from the preceding sūtra.

23śuśruvān can also mean “one who has studied, i.e., “a scholar.”

24The KV makes an important correction, thoroughly embraced by the later tradition. The upa on upeyivān should be ignored, and the kvavasta of āni, “to go,” may be used with any or no upasarga. I will discuss this point later on.

25A literal translation. The standard meaning is given in KṣAK 2.7.10 anūcānaḥ pravacane saṅge dhīti, “anūcāna means one well studied in the sacred works along with their ancillary texts (aṅgas).”

26More accurately stated, the morphology associated with forms termed “perfect” in Latinate terminology. In Pāṇini’s grammar, one and the same suffix or form can have different meanings under different circumstances.

27Thus the KV. The MBh reasons that the word vā, “optionally,” occurs only for the sake of later sūtras and that finite liṭ forms are taken care of by P. 3.4.6 chandasi ljunāliṭaḥ, which permits the promiscuous intermingling of the
substitute for liṭ in any sense including parokṣe liṭ and not just bhūte liṭ enjoined in the previous rule, but Patañjali and his followers only allow bhūte liṭ. According to the KV, Patañjali, and other modern translators, the word chandasi continues into these two sūtras (or sūtra), and there is no reason for objecting to this anuvṛtti. The final two sūtras then move us into the realm of the bhāṣā, “standard language,” where the suffix KvasU is permitted to substitute for liṭ after three verbal roots, √sad, √vas and √śru in the sense of (general) past time. According to the interpretation of the Pāṇinīyas, these three perfect active participles can replace any of the finite past tenses (laṅ, liṭ and luṅ) in the standard language. The final rule gives three nipātana, “irregular forms set down without derivation,” to be admitted in standard Sanskrit. Later on in the sixth chapter, P. 6.1.12, Pāṇini adds three more set forms, dāśvān, sāhvān, and mīḍhvān, which the commentators also identify as irregular perfect active participles without reduplication and

---

28 On this point the KV and MBh part ways. The KV insists that litaḥ in P. 3.2.106 could have continued from the preceding sūtra because the case of a word may change from one sūtra to the next as the context demands. This is known as (vibhakti)-vипарिनामम and is used from time to time in the MBh, e.g., P. 1.1.56.14. See also DSGr p. 356 and TGr p. 279. litaḥ will therefore be redundant if we cannot assign it another purpose. To remove the problem, the KV says that its purpose is so that the rule applies to liṁmātra, “liṭ plain and simple,” i.e., any liṭ regardless of which rule enjoins it, even parokṣe liṭ. Kātyāyana and Patañjali do not see the same problem as the KV and in discussing the purpose of vā (MBh II.114.18–23) they state that KānaC and KvasU are substitutes anena vihitasya, “for the (liṭ) which has been prescribed by that (i.e., sūtra P. 3.2.105).” Kaiyata fills out the details, indicating that P. 3.2.105 is the referent of anena and goes on to explain that: MBhPra III p. 183a tasyaiva liṭaḥ iḥānukṛtatvād ānantaryād iti bhāvah, “the underlying idea is: because only that liṭ occurs in a contiguous rule on account of its being copied (anukṛta) here.” Kaiyata tacitly invokes the paribhāṣā (PŚ 61) that requires us to understand the closer of two possible referents (liṭ in P. 3.2.105) and not the more distant one (līṭ in P. 3.2.115). Haradatta points out this discrepancy between the KV and the MBh in his comments on pūrvasyaiva in the KV, KVPada vol. II p. 616. Correct pratyayāntaram to pratyayānantaram. I discuss this issue in connection with the CV below on pp. 197f.

29 KV ad P. 3.2.107: chandasi litaḥ kvasur ādeśo bhavati | "KvasU is (optionally) the substitute for līṭ in the Vedas.” vā, “optionally,” has been left out, presumably because of ca and the mention of the division of the sūtra later on. The passages from the MBh and KV will be discussed below.

30 I flag here at the outset that a somewhat complicated discussion arises with regard to the tenses KvasU can denote and what exactly in the sūtra is optional. Once again the KV does not follow the MBh, but the end result is mostly the same. Part of the conundrum is presented in Sharma (2002: 416f.). I will say more below in § 4.4.1.1, p. 198.
valid for both the Vedic and standard language. In sum, Pāṇini, Patañjali, and the KV have all limited the forms in KvasU to nine roots in the standard language, while the full productivity of the perfect active participle only exists in the Vedic language. Bhāmaha, however, would like to see free use of these participles in the standard language of poetry.

4.2.1 The Grounds for Objection

It is not without good reason that Bhāmaha goes against the Pāṇinian tradition as known to him. The forms in question have some frequency in the two mahakāvyas of Kālidāsa, the Kumārasambhava and the Raghuvanśa, and other works as well, specifically, though, in mahakāvyas and the epics. To better substantiate Bhāmaha’s desideratum and see how it played out, I will proceed in the following manner. First, I will present the usage of the perfect active participles in mahakāvyas with additional references to other forms of poetry as well epic literature from the beginning of the first millennium CE and extending into the second. This will give us an initial idea of practice and clues about the grammatical theory to which certain authors may have adhered. Then, I will endeavor a somewhat exhaustive treatment of the suffix KvasU in grammatical literature, after which I will return to the commentators’ explanations on the relevant passages and tally them with my findings from the grammarians. The ample material for KvasU grants us a perfect case study for the development of theory in the face of practice and the harmonization (or lack thereof) between the two. It will also perhaps breathe new life into many understudied grammars.

31 Cf. KV ad P. 6.1.12: dāśvān sāhvān midhvān ity ete śabdāś chandasi bhāṣyāṃ cāviśeṇa nipātyante | “The following words: dāśvān, ‘pious,’ sāhvān, ‘capable,’ and midhvān, ‘munificent,’ are set down in both the Vedas and the standard language without distinction.” In practice, however, these forms are rare after the Vedic period, and as a result, it seems, the grammarians were not unanimous in including the rule for the standard language. Dharmakīrti (RA II p. 246) and Puruṣottamadeva both include it in their grammars, while Rāmacandra omits it and Bhaṭṭoji relegates it to the Vedic section of the Siddhāntakauṭumudī. There is similar disharmony among the non-Pāṇinian grammarians. Candragomin includes a similar rule (CV 5.1.9), as does Bhoja (SKĀv 6.1.11) and Hemacandra (SHŚ 4.1.15), but the JV in both recensions has no corresponding provision for the forms. It seems that the CV and KV are responsible for the rule’s inclusion in grammars for standard Sanskrit. I suspect, therefore, that they had a rather archaic flavor when used in later literature as in, e.g., RaghuV 14.71d dāśvān and the Bhāgavatapurāṇa. For the latter see § 4.2.5. They will nonetheless be tallied with the standard forms below.

32 Patañjali even calls the suffix chāndasa, e.g., ad P. 1.2.18, MBh I.200.10. This plays an important role in our story, and I will return to it in due course.

33 Or rather, as we can conclude he knew it based on the available texts.
4.2.2 Selection of Texts

Regarding the choice of texts for my corpus, since this study springs from a statement about poetic usage, I have searched as much kāvya, both in verse and in prose, as was available. In addition, I have examined the entire Rāmāyaṇa and the first nine parvans of the Mahābhārata for comparison. From a brief survey of the Purāṇic literature, I was able to determine that hardly any kvasvantas exist in this genre and have therefore excluded them from a more exhaustive query except for the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, where a number of archaic forms occur including, as we might expect, kvasvantas. The corpus includes the following works arranged in alphabetical order by author’s name, when available. In the case of an incomplete search, I have given in a footnote the portion of the text examined. Next to each work I have included in parentheses the number kvasvantas I have found in the format: T(total), V(edic), S(standard).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Vedic</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Abhinanda’s Kādambarikathāśāra</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Abhinanda’s Rāmacaritamahākāvyya</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>0(V), 2(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Amaruśataka</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Āśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacarita</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7(T), 4(V), 3(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. and Saundarānanda</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7(T), 3(V), 4(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bāṇa’s Harṣacarita</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. and Kādambari</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Bhāgavatapurāṇa</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>52(T), 16(V), 36(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Bhāravi’s Kirātārjunīya</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21(T), 0(V), 21(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Bhaṭṭikāvyya</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15(T), 0(V), 15(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Kālidāsa’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. and Meghadūta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The date, authorship, and provenance of the Bhāgavata is ein weites Feld, although scholarly consensus places it in the Tamil country, probably at the end of the first millennium CE. Cf. Rocher (1986: 138–151).
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13. and Raghuvanśa (30 T, 12 V, 18 S) 19. Śivasvāmin’s

14. Kumāradāsa’s Jānakīharana\(^{44}\) (2 T, 0 V, 2 S) 20. Śrīhāra’s

15. Māgha’s Śiṣupālavadha\(^{45}\) (24 T, 0 V, 24 S) Naiṣadhiyacarita\(^{50}\) (21 T, 7 V, 14 S)


17. Padmagupta’s Navasāhasāṅkacarita\(^{47}\) (10 T, 1 V, 9 S) 22. Vidyākara’s Subhāṣitaratnakoṣa\(^{51}\)

18. Ratnākara’s Haravijaya (98 T, 56 V, 42 S)\(^{48}\) 23. Vyāsa’s Mahābhārata (147 T, 85 V, 62 S)\(^{52}\)

My intention in choosing these texts has been to test to what extent poets, above all the authors of mahākāvyas, availed themselves of kvasvantas built on roots besides those generally accepted for the standard language. The usage of poets prior to Bhāmaha could likely have motivated his statement about KvasU being non-Vedic, whereas those after him could have been following or rejecting it, as the case may be. Since poets do not specify which grammatical or poetological texts they accept or deny as authoritative, I cannot say with any great deal of certainty that they must have known this work and not another, albeit chronological impossibilities logically rule some out. At most, the presence of these participles can only tell us that a poet has accepted them as part of his poetic diction. The complete absence of such forms, on the other hand, is weaker since their omission may be due to mere chance, but I will argue that in most instances this is quite unlikely. A comparison with the epics provides a broader picture and telling trends that allow us to have added insight into how poetic Sanskrit differs from other genres.

The grunt work of my searches consisted of looking for strings of letters that appear in the

---

\(^{44}\) 7th cent. Śrīmalā. Warder 4.133–144.


\(^{46}\) 10th–11th cent. Dharā. Warder 4.133–144.

\(^{47}\) 9th cent. Kāśmir. Warder 4.133–144.


\(^{49}\) 12th cent. Warder 7.281–319.

\(^{50}\) A collection of poems assembled in 12th cent. Bengal. See Ingalls (1965: 30–49) for the sources of the individual poems.

\(^{51}\) parvans 1–9
paradigm of the perfect active participle, such as -vān, -vāṃs, -vad, -uṣā, etc. I had to determine by my own mental faculties whether or not each occurrence of these strings formed part of a kvasvanta. Here I must confess freely that I am likely to have erred despite my best efforts for accuracy. When I have quoted a form, however, I have checked the printed editions for the correctness of the text and variant readings when available. I have also read the entire verse in which a cited form appears and perused the surrounding verses for context to the extent that time and my mental fortitude permitted. The methodology outlined above clearly has a number of caveats and restrictions, the removal of which would certainly have enhanced my study, but even taking them into consideration, I am pleased that the results allow for a number of definitive conclusions and will add a greater understanding of how poets and grammarians responded to each others’ work.

4.2.3 Kvasvantas in Poetry

We shall begin with data from poems that may have inspired Bhāmaha’s view on KvasU. The poets we can assume came before Bhāmaha are Aśvaghoṣa, Kālidāsa, Bhartṛhari, and Bhāravi. Amaru, Bāna and Kumāradāsa are possible contemporaries, but given the rather slippery date of Bhāmaha himself, it is hard to say. In the following lists, I exclude the six verbal forms permitted in the standard language by P. 3.2.108 and 109 as they do not require any special sanction. I have also included the forms of √i not based on upeyivān, which are strictly not sanctioned by Pāṇini, but accounted for by the KV. These are marked with an asterisk (*). My choice to include Aśvaghoṣa, whose works did not leave much of a mark on alaṅkāraśāstra as we have it today, is based on the fact that Kālidāsa knew his works well, and his grammatical style could have influenced the latter.

53Despite Kosambi’s admirable edition of Bhartṛhari’s Śatakatraya, Kosambi (2000), it is still somewhat uncertain exactly which poems go back to the individual named Bhartrhari, and to which period of time they belong. In any case, the muktaka genre clearly rejects the kvasvanta, so it is of little consequence for this study.

54I have not included forms with an additional upasarga such as sam-upeyivān.

55See Sternbach (1978: 104) and Zachariae (1933).

56See Tubb (2014a) for the connections between the two authors.
• Aśvaghoṣa (14 T, 7 V, 7 S)
  - *Buddhacarita* (7 T, 4 V, 3 S)
    1. 3.43a ूचिवण्, “he who has spoken.”\(^{57}\)
    2. 4.36d तस्तुषि, “she who has stood.”
    3. 5.20d तस्मेयिवण्, “he who has come together.”
    4. 5.36a ूचिवण्मस, “him who has spoken.”
    5. 12.2d उपाजग्निवण्, “he who has approached.”
  - *Saundarānanda* (7 T, 3 V, 4 S)
    1. 1.44b तस्तुषाḥ, “them who have stood.”
    2. 2.8d तस्तिवण्, “he who has come.”
    3. 3.22b तस्तिवण्, “he who has stood.”
    4. 9.18c निजग्निवण्, “he who has struck down.”
    5. 12.4d तस्तिवण्, “he who has come.”
• Kālidāsa (38 T, 15 V, 23 S)
  - *Kumārasambhava*\(^{58}\) (8 T, 3 V, 5 S)
    1. 6.64a ूचिवण्, “he who has spoken.”\(^{59}\)
    2. 6.72b (ा)तस्तुषाः, “by him who has taken up.”\(^{60}\)
    3. 8.50b अनुतस्तिवण्, “he who has performed.”
  - *Raghuvaṃśa*\(^{61}\) (30 T, 12 V, 18 S)
    1. 2.29a तस्तिवण्मस, “him who has stood.”
    2. 3.62b तस्त्रुषाः, “of him having stood.”

\(^{57}\) The translation for these participles out of context is merely perfunctory and intended only to give the basic semantics of the underlying verb and, to some degree, reflect the case, number, and gender.

\(^{58}\) The verse numbering follows Mallinātha’s text.

\(^{59}\) The variant उक्तिवण् is reported in several editions, e.g., those of Avināśacandramukha, p. 185, fn. 7. In his commentary on the verse Vidyāmādhava mentions that the reading is known to him. On this see below.

\(^{60}\) There are three readings for pāda b. Vallabhadeva, Mallinātha, and Čāitravardhana give *padam ātasthuṣā tvayā*. Arunagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa read *padam ākrāmya tātusā*. Vidyāmādhava has *padam ākrāmya tiṣṭhatā*.

\(^{61}\) The verse numbering follows Mallinātha’s text.
3. 5.34b *adhiṣaṃghūṣaḥ*, “of you who has obtained.”
4. 5.61a *tasthivāṃsah*, “him who has stood.”
5. 8.75c *vijñāṇivān*, “he who has understood.”
6. 9.59a *uttasthūṣah*, “of it which has stood up.”
7. 9.82a *samayivān*, “he who has come together.”
8. 10.78b (vṛṣṭiḥ) *petuṣī*, “(rain) which has fallen.”
9. 11.19a *nipetuṣī*, “she who has fallen down.”
10. 11.65b *tasthuṣā*, “by him who has stood.”
11. 11.91c *ūcivān*, “he who has spoken.”
12. 15.96b *adhitasthuṣi*, “when it had ascended.”
13. 16.86a *ūcivān*, “he who has spoken.”

Note that the number of roots is fairly limited. From these 22 occurrences, there are only six roots: √gam (2), √jñā (1), √pat (2), √vac (5), √sthā (11), and √han (1). The root √sthā is by far the favored. Kālidāsa has used all the same roots as Aśvaghoṣa with the exception of √han, but he has added √jñā. These will be important to keep in mind while looking at the rest of the data since a precedent set by Kālidāsa can have long-lasting influence. Note that there are forms from √i with upasargas other than *upa* in the works of both authors. The kvasvantas from the standard language are well represented. Aśvaghoṣa has two such forms in the *Buddhacarita* and two in the *Saundarānanda*. These are all from *upeyivān*. Kālidāsa has five non-Vedic kvasvantas in the *Kumārasambhava*, and 18 in the *Raghuvaṃśa*. In contrast to Aśvaghoṣa, who has only forms from *(upa)* √i, Kālidāsa has derivatives from four of the six permitted roots, excluding only *vas* and *anāśvān*, two of the rarer forms across the board. Based on this evidence we can conclude there was at least some motivation for Bhāmahā to make his suggestion. Furthermore, the KV’s proposal to ignore the *upa* in *upeyivān* accords well with the usage found in both authors’ works.

---

62 The locative is part of a locative absolute construction.
63 *Buddhacarita* 5.8d *upeyivān*, and 8.62c *upeyusah*.
64 *Saundarānanda* 5.29c *upeyivāṃsah*, and 11.57d *upeyivān* (deemed spurious by Johnston (1928: Notes 155)).
65 *Kumārasambhava* 2.4d *upeyuse*, 5.12d *niseduṣi* (= √sad), 6.10b *upeyusam*, 6.15c *anucañāḥ*, and 8.11b *niseduṣaḥ*.
66 Examples from the three roots used are: 2.6d *niseduṣiṃ*, 11.51b *uśruvān*, and 15.70b *upeyivān*. NB also 14.71d *dāśvān* by P. 6.1.12.
If we turn, however, to the major poets of the centuries following Kālidāsa, i.e., Bhaṭṭi, Bhāravi, Kumāradāsa, Bāṇa, Subandhu, Daṇḍin, and Māgha, we cannot but be astonished to see that the strictly Vedic forms completely disappear, while those that Pāṇini gives for the standard language (built on √sad, etc.) remain relatively common in the padya, “verse,” kāvyas and more specifically the mahākāvyas: 15 in the Bhaṭṭikāvya,\(^{67}\) 21 in the Kirātārjunīya,\(^{68}\) and 24 in the Śiśupālavadha.\(^{69}\) Among these, forms from √i other than upeyivān are extremely rare, only one in Bhaṭṭikāvya 4.1.d iiyivān, and one in KirātA 1.11c iiyivān.\(^{70}\) Māgha adheres strictly to Pāṇini’s set form, upeyivān. The last of the early mahākāvyas, Kumāradāsa’s little studied Jānakiharaṇa, contains only two forms, both from √i, in the first ten cantos: 4.11b upeyuṣaḥ and 7.34c iyuṣi. In the portions of the gadya, “prose,” kāvyas I have been able to search, I have not found a single perfect active participle from any root. This most likely indicates a difference in style. The only reason to use such forms as permitted in P. 3.2.108 and 3.2.109 would be to demonstrate knowledge of Pāṇinian grammar and give an epic, grand flare (we will see they are common in the epics, especially the Mahābhārata); the authors of prose kāvyas may not have felt such forms to be stylistically appropriate. Although I must admit to being unable to search the complete corpus of the early prose kāvyas, the absence in the portions I have searched is at the very least telling. The permitted forms are similarly absent or extremely rare in muktakas, “independent stanzas,”\(^{71}\) and the dramas. We can therefore tentatively draw two conclusions so far. In the first place the use of any kvasvanta within the domain of poetry was reserved for the highest style, the mahākāvya. Second, the post-Kālidāsa

---

\(^{67}\)References are to Jayamaṅgala’s numbering unless otherwise noted. From all roots except anāśvān. 5 from √sad: 3.12a upaseduṣaḥ, 3.26b āśeduṣaḥ, 6.135b upaseduṣāṁ, 11.1a āśeduṣi, 14.22d niṣedivān; 2 from √vas: 3.27a prasivān, 6.135c āśruvān = 6.136a = 14.22a; 4 from √i: 3.6a upeyivāṃsaṃ, 4.1d iiyivān, 6.136c upeyivān, 14.22b abhyupeyuṣaḥ; 1 from anūcāna: 6.136d anūcānaiḥ.

\(^{68}\)Only three roots are represented: 5 from √sad: 3.24c prasadivāṃsaṃ, 17.23a prasadivāṃsaṃ, 18.18a āśeduṣaḥ, 18.20c nisedivāṃsaṃ, 18.38b niseduṣaḥ; 15 from √i 1.11c iiyivān, 4.32b upeyuṣaḥ, 5.43b upeyuṣi, 6.22b samupeyuṣi, 8.7b upeyuṣā, 8.10a upeyuṣaḥ, 8.12a upeyuṣiniḥ, 9.2b upeyuṣi, 13.39a upeyuṣaḥ, 14.26c upeyuṣaḥ, 14.38a upeyuṣi, 14.46c upeyuṣā, 15.10b upeyuṣām, 17.65b upeyuṣā, 18.42c abhyupeyuṣaḥ; one from anāśvān: 12.2b anāśvān.

\(^{69}\)Each of the roots except for anūcāna-, is represented. Five from √sad: 1.16b niṣedivān, 1.17a prasaduṣaḥ, 12.7b niṣedivān, 13.24c upasdevadbhīḥ, 14.68b niṣeduṣaḥ; One from √vas: 3.59c adhyuṣaḥ; two from √i: 13.1a āśruvān, 13.1a āśruvān; 15 from upa + √i (always with upa), e.g., 1.32c upeyuṣaḥ, 2.3b samupeyuṣi, etc.; one from anāśvān: 14.49c anāśuṣā.

\(^{70}\)There is also the reading eyivān as the commentaries of Vidyāmādhava (p. 13 of Chatterji’s edition) and Citrabhānu (pp. 18f. of Ganapati Sāstrī’s edition) attest to. The latter specifies that the suffix KvasU stands in for a parokṣe liṭ, a comment I have not seen elsewhere.

\(^{71}\)Forms are also absent in the searchable works of Kṣemendra.
authors up to and including Māgha could not brook the rather dubious status of P. 3.2.107 as non-Vedic even in poetry. Although this is an *argumentum ex nihilo*, the concomitant occurrence of the other permitted perfect active participles points more to an intentional omission rather than happenstance, especially for poets like Bhāravi and Māgha, who do not shy from grammatical virtuosity. The intentionality is even stronger, if not entirely definite for Bhaṭṭi, since he aims to exemplify the rules of Sanskrit grammar and dutifully provides examples for five of the six roots in P. 3.2.108 and 109 (*anāśvān* is missing) in the span of two verses:

*te hi jālair gale pāśais tiraścām upaseduṣām |
ūsuṣām paradāraiṣ ca sārdham nidhanam aisiṣuḥ || 6.135 ||
aham tu śuṣruvaṇ bhrārā striyaṃ bhuktāṃ kanīyasā |
*upeyivān anuścānair ninditas tvam latāṁra || 6.136 || (Bhaṭṭikāvya)*

For they (scil. the previous elders) sought with nets and nooses for their necks the destruction of the animals who had come near and of those who had lived with others’ wives. I, however, O monkey (scil. Valin)! have heard that you, after approaching a woman enjoyed by your younger brother, were reprimanded by those who are versed in the Vedas.

Bhāmaha’s advice, if known to these poets, has fallen on deaf ears. More definitively, Kālidāsa’s usage of the Vedic *kvasvanta* was not sufficient grounds for them to adopt these questionable grammatical forms.

This strict adherence to the letter of the law comes to an abrupt and forceful end in the Brobbingdnagian poem of Ratnākara, the *Haravijaya*. Of the nigh hundred perfect active participles I have counted in this largest of *mahākāvyas*, 56 should, strictly speaking, count as Vedicisms as they are not formed from the six roots given in P. 3.2.108 and 109. As though to prove the full legitimacy of P. 3.2.107 for the (poetic) bhāṣā, Ratnākara uses the suffix *KvasU* with a wide range of roots in the *Haravijaya*, as the following incomplete list amply demonstrates:

1. √*i* : 13.13a iveryā*.
2. √*kr* : 46.35a cakrvāṃsam.*
3. √*krudh* : 7.42a cukrudhivāṃsam.
5. √*tan* : 44.30a ātenuṣām.

---

72 6.138f. according to Mallinātha.
73 The alternate reading *cakrvāṃsam* is noted.
7. √dhuva: 34.37a dukhuvaśa.
8. √nah: 15.39a pinheivamaṣaḥ.
9. √nī: 50.45a ānemuṣaḥ.
10. √mlā: 17.100b mamlusì.
11. √pat: 9.9b nipetivamaṣaḥ.
12. √phal: 20.44b pratipheluṣībiḥ.
13. √bhid: 34.22a bhidhivāvāṃ.
14. √bhram: 34.38a sambhremuṣaḥ.
15. √mṛd: 28.91a mamṛduṣaḥ.
16. √vac: 50.16a ūcuṣī.
17. √viṣ: 22.54b vīvīṣiḥ.
18. √śam: 16.7a viniśemusām.
19. √sad: 36.13b āiseduṣaḥ.
20. √srj: 13.17b sasṛjuṣām.
21. √sthā: 44.51b tathuṣi.
23. √hā: 16.35b juhuṣām.

There are also 10 derivatives from √i either without an upasarga or with one different from upa,74 indicating the KV’s interpretation of the sūtra was acceptable. Oddly, I have found no forms derived from anūcāna or anāśvān. One possible explanation for this change, and there are others as we shall see, could be Ratnākara’s milieu in 9th century Kashmir,75 where Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālāṅkāra served as the foundational text for the study of alaṅkāraśāstra.

This resurgence of the kvasvanta is, however, short-lived, and in later kāvya works all perfect active participles dwindle down to a trickle. Abhinanda keeps a few Vedic forms alive in his Rāmacarita: 2.54a ūcivān, 3.34b ājagmuṣaḥ.76 Padmagupta77 works in only a single Vedic participle, 13.59a ūcivān, in his Navasāhasāṅkacarita. On other hand, kvasvantas tagged for the standard language are not entirely absent, especially from upeyivān.78 In the Naiṣadhīyacarita, Śrīharṣa sparingly employs a few forms, 15 in total, of which 6 could be considered Vedic, but only from two roots. √sthā: 5.19d tathivān (= 5.40b, 18.33b); 20.161d uttathivān; and √vac: 5.128a ūcivān (= 17.107d).79 That all the roots from which these poets have built Vedic kvasvantas are found in
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74E.g 6.134a īyuṣi and 24.28a udiyuṣaḥ.
76Note I have only been able to search the first three sarga. On Abhinanda’s style, which shows a “return to the relatively simpler manner of Āśvaghoṣa” and is innovative but “immediately understandable,” see Tubb (2014c).
77Padmagupta’s mahākāvya has been more recently discussed in McCrea (2010: 50f).
78From upeyivān: Navasāhasāṅkacarita 1.31a upeyivāṃsām, 5.3b upeyusi (= 6.9b), 7.8c upeyusā (= 8.67a), 17.50d upeyuvadhbiḥ. Two derived from √sad: 4.33a niṣedusā and 10.47a prasedivān.
79Of the remaining 9, two are from √sad: NaiC 2.17a praseduṣā, 14.45c praseduṣaḥ; the others are from √i with upa: 2.99b upeyusā, without it: 12.17b īyuṣi, and with other upasargas: 15.84b samīyuṣaḥ.
Kālidāsa points toward a certain comfort with forms already sanctioned by the master poet and an imitation of his style.

The next significant revival of the perfect active participle I have noted occurs in the Nārāyaṇīya of Nārāyaṇa Bhaṭṭa (16th cent. Kerala) with 34 forms, 21 of which fall within the scope of Vedic usage. Like Ratnākara, Nārāyaṇa does not hesitate to demonstrate the productivity of the KvasU suffix by affixing it to several different roots:

1. √kṛ : 10.85.6a pracakraṣī. 7. √budh : 10.82.8b bubudhuṣā.
2. √gam : 10.39.5c ajagmuṣī\(^{80}\) (cf. 10.39.6c). 8. √muh : 10.82.6a mumuṣuṣi.
3. √dā : 10.80.2d dadivān (cf. 9.34.1b, 10.40.6b, 10.78.2a). 9. √vac : 10.37.5d ucivān (= 10.37.5d, 10.60.9b, 10.68.8d; cf. 4.17.9a).
4. √dhā : 10.38.3a dadhuṣā. 10. √viṣ : 2.5.4b vīṣivān.
5. √pā : 10.47.1d papivān. 11. √śaṃs : 10.85.2d šaśaṃsuṣi.
6. √bandh : 10.82.4b babandhuṣi. 12. √sthā : 2.7.2b tasthivān (cf. 10.68.2b).

Below I will attempt to explain Nārāyaṇa’s affinity for these forms, clustered especially in the tenth skandha, by citing both his grammatical works as well as the model for his poem, the Bhāgavatapurāṇa.

4.2.4 Kvasvantas in the Epics

Both for the sake of comparison between genres and to present a part of the wider linguistic backdrop for my study, I have surveyed the following works from the epic and purānic traditions: the first nine parvans of the Mahābhārata, the entire Rāmāyaṇa, and the entire Bhāgavatapurāṇa. The language of the two great epics represents a form of Sanskrit not so heavily regulated by Pāṇini (or other grammarians) with many irregularities, from the viewpoint of classical Sanskrit.

\(^{80}\)This is one of only two instances I have found of a kvasvanta compounded with the privative particle naN-(= a-), the other being Mbh 5.48.29d anapeyivān. The verse describes Yogamāya’s miraculous ascension into the sky in her full form as the eight-handed fierce goddess after Kāṃsa had dashed her human form on the rocks. She then glitters in the sky adhastalam ajagmuṣī, "without having gone to the nether world.” The positive form jagmuṣī occurs in the immediately following verse in which the goddess addresses Kāṃsa and then departs for her earthly dwellings.
skrit, in morphology, sandhi, conjugation, and declension. Among the two, the Rāmāyaṇa, the ādikāvya, “first poem,” certainly comes closer to the Pāṇinian standard and frequently served as a model for the later poets both thematically as well as linguistically. As to whose speech and what time period the language of the two epics represents, there is no single answer, both of the texts having grown significantly over the centuries at the hands of many individuals and the precise date of redaction varying between the different recensions. Nevertheless, both works appear to have reached a somewhat stable form by the time of Bhāmahā in the 7th cent., and certainly comprised a large body of well-known literature that grammarians of the first millennium CE could have taken into consideration. By examining this linguistic data, we obtain a picture of another register of the language that a very wide range of the Sanskrit-speaking population knew and was certainly more accessible than the learned mahākāvyas. The Bhāgavatapurāṇa, on the other hand, is a much later work, which clearly sought to adopt archaic language so as to give off a Veda-like aura.

The composers of the Mahābhārata make fairly frequent of use kvasvantas. Based on the e-text of the Mbh available on GRETIL and including the verses not accepted into the critical edition, there are 144 perfect active participles in the first nine parvans, of which 85 should be considered Vedic; these are, however, restricted to just a few roots: √gam, √jñā, √pat, √pad, √yaj, √vac, √sthā, √han, and √hr (just once Mbh 1.40.1c vijahrivān). Of those roots sanctioned by Pāṇini, all but one (Mbh 1.71.55c śuśrvāmsah = 3.134.23a) are from √i with and without upasarga(s). With regard to case, number, and gender, they are almost exclusively in the masc. nom. sing., and serve as the main verb. For the most part they are at the end of a hemistich in the anusṭubh meter, where the participle easily fills the iambic cadence. Twenty forms are located elsewhere in the verse. Metrical considerations probably played a role in the decision to use such forms as upeyivān, “has approached,” (e.g., Mbh 1.70.46d), jaghnivān, “has killed,” (e.g., Mbh1.119.38d), and pedivān, “has set forth,” (e.g., Mbh 1.155.28b), since the corresponding past active participles in either -tavān (ktavatvantas) or in -ta (ktvāntas) would be unmetrical in the same position at

---

81 On the language of the epics in general see, Oberlies (2003). Brockington (1969) briefly discusses the nine kvasvantas in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa including the odd form aprīyaśāmsivān in 2.16.60d.
the end of a hemistich: \textit{upetaḥ}, \textit{hatavān}, and \textit{pannaḥ}. Other roots whose \textit{ktvānta} do metrically fit are found in this position, e.g., \textit{Mbh} 3.3.30d \textit{avāptavān}. As before, it’s worth noting that \textit{√i} is used with \textit{upasarga} other than \textit{upa}. I have noted 19 instances in my data set, e.g., \textit{Mbh} 1.198.19 \textit{iyivān}, 3.60.32d \textit{eyivān}, 4.7.8c \textit{sameyivān}, etc. We can safely conclude that the data from the \textit{Mbh} supports the continued use of \textit{kvasvantas} in the post-Vedic period from a wider number of roots than \textit{Pāṇini} allowed and that \textit{√i} need not occur with \textit{upa}.

The \textit{Rāmāyaṇa} presents us with a drastically different picture. I have located only 24 perfect active participles in the entire epic, with none whatsoever in the third \textit{kāṇḍa}. From among these, ten are to be considered Vedic: \textit{Rām} 2.10.31e \textit{āpedivān}, 2.14.17d \textit{abhidadhyuṣī}, 2.66.43d \textit{upapedivān}, 2.88.27a \textit{vijahrivān}, 5.3.7d \textit{abhipedivān}, 7.10.6d \textit{tasthivān}, 7.13.38b \textit{jaghnivān} = 7.57.16b, 7.76.18d \textit{upajagmivān} = 7.94.9d. From \textit{√i}, six are combined with an \textit{upasarga} other than \textit{upa}: 1.76.018b \textit{sameyivān}, 2.56.17d \textit{eyivān}, 2.59.13c \textit{iyuṣaḥ}, 4.18.21b \textit{apeyuṣaḥ}, 6.47.126d \textit{eyivān}, and 6.66.1d \textit{eyivān}. These are accounted for by the \textit{KV}. All that remains within the realm of strict \textit{Pāṇinian} Sanskrit are eight forms only one of which, \textit{Rām} 1.18.20b \textit{sušrvān}, is not a form of \textit{upeyivān}.

The drastic decline in frequency of these forms reflects their overall decline in later Sanskrit and complete disappearance in most genres. Nevertheless, there are enough Vedic \textit{kvasvantas} to demonstrate that \textit{Pāṇini}’s rules were not taken to be inviolable, or, vice versa, the now available \textit{Pāṇinian} grammarians prior the \textit{KV} did not account for two thirds of these forms. Although this evidence from the \textit{Rāmāyaṇa} is much slimmer than that from the \textit{Mahābhārata}, they both align well with each other and provide a linguistic register outside of \textit{kāvya} that employed perfect active participles beyond the bounds of \textit{Pāṇini}’s rules.

4.2.5 The \textit{Bhāgavatapurāṇa} and \textit{KvasU}

The \textit{Bhāgavatapurāṇa} does not lend itself to easy classification, although it does officially number among the \textit{Purāṇas}.

\textsuperscript{83}One of the striking features of this text is its highly archaic language, an

\textsuperscript{82}Among these I include the forms of \textit{upeyivān} with an additional preverb: \textit{Rām} 1.68.7b \textit{abhhyupeyivān} and 1.72.1d \textit{samupeyivān}. \textit{upeyivān} alone is found at \textit{Rām} 1.41.9d, 1.57.2d, 2.18.7b, 2.48.31b, and 7.95.16d.

\textsuperscript{83}But sometimes not. See Rocher (1986: 146f.) for references to individuals in the Sanskrit tradition who did not consider the word \textit{Bhāgava} in the list of 18 \textit{Purāṇas} to refer to the \textit{Bhāgavatapurāṇa}. 
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object of investigation in modern scholarship that received its primary impetus from Wackernagel and was subsequently taken up by Meier (1931), Van Buitenen (1966), and Biswas (1968). These studies have shown that the author of the Bhāgavata took over a number of forms from Vedic literature possibly as “an attempt at Sanskritization of the popular Krishna legend.” We can, therefore, anticipate that Vedic kvasvantas will make an appearance in this work, and we are not let down. I have noted 16 forms from the following seven roots:

1. \(\sqrt{\text{gam}}\) : 10.57.6d jagmivān.
2. \(\sqrt{\text{jñā}}\) : 4.23.2d jajnivān.
3. \(\sqrt{\text{drś}}\) : 3.4.12d dadrśvān.\(^{86}\)
4. \(\sqrt{\text{vac}}\) : 1.3.11d ūcivān (= 3.1.14a, 4.21.19c, 9.3.1d, 10.6.56d).
5. \(\sqrt{\text{vah}}\) : 5.10.6b āhivān.
6. \(\sqrt{\text{sthā}}\) : 3.10.18d taśtuṣām (= 3.13.43a and cf. 4.23.2a, 6.3.12a, 7.3.29a).
7. \(\sqrt{\text{han}}\) : 4.11.1a jaghnivān (= 4.24.5d).

Among these there are two new roots, \(\sqrt{\text{drś}}\) and \(\sqrt{\text{vah}}\); the others can be found already in the early kāvyas. dadrśvān appears to be taken over directly from RV 4.33.6 and 10.139.4. As per usual, forms from \(\sqrt{i}\) with upasargas other than upa or none at all are attested.\(^{87}\) The presence of these forms in the BhP can be taken as another indication that they gave a particular elevated, if not archaic, flare to poetry. We can also now see that the Nārāyaṇīya of Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa also had precedent in the BhP for employing his kvasvantas, albeit at a much greater frequency.

Among the forms permitted in the standard language, the non-reduplicated perfect active participle, mīḍhvān, “munificent,” set down as irregular in P. 6.1.12, makes up eleven (about one third) of all 36 such occurrences. dāśvān, “pious,” in BhP 8.22.23d is another such form given in the same sūtra. As I remarked earlier in fn. 31, the Vedic or non-Vedic status of the forms in
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\(^{84}\)Cf. Rocher (1968: 146). Meier (1931: 33) gives the references to Wackernagel.

\(^{85}\)Van Buitenen (1966: 33) and quoted in Rocher (1968: 146).

\(^{86}\)Cf. Meier (1931: 58). This is the only kvasvanta that Meier notes, although his general remark that the perf. act. part. appears to be restricted to a particular, albeit larger number of roots than Pāṇini gives, is certainly supported by the present study. Cf. Biswas (1968: 20f.).

\(^{87}\)E.g., BhP 3.26.16d īyuṣaḥ, 4.26.11b āyivān.
P. 6.1.12 was not settled among the grammarians, despite the KV’s explicit remarks that they are valid for both Vedic as well as the standard language. Usage, however, tells us that they were considered unfit for standard Sanskrit, even poetry, and the sudden appearance of mīḍhvān and its derivatives in the archaizing BhP corroborates this impression. Returning to the grammarians, we can see once again that the CV, which includes dāśvān, etc., and of which the authors of KV and Bhoja made use, quietly exerted considerable influence on the Sanskrit grammatical tradition. That the later grammarians, Rāmacandra and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita, tacitly rejected the statements of the KV demonstrates that usage had a role in the interpretation of Pāṇini’s rules and that the authority of the KV was by no means assured. We shall return to these same themes again.

4.3 The Grammarians on KvasU

After seeing the waxing and waning of the perfect active participle in Sanskrit kāvya literature and the epics, we must now examine how the grammarians describe the domain of KvasU. We may then compare this with the remarks of the commentators. This will prove a particularly fruitful test case, not only because there is abundant evidence from practice, but also on account of the rather stark and at times even explicitly acknowledged divide between the Pāṇinians themselves and also other grammarians. Furthermore, the case of KvasU allows for a microcosm of how the authority of Patañjali gains gravity over the course of time and by what means the grammarians resolve usage with the muni’s words. Let us, then, begin our journey with Patañjali after a few more details regarding the suffix KvasU and the interpretation of the sūtras that prescribe it.

The wording of the series of sūtras cited above (P. 3.2.105–109) poses a number of interpretive obstacles for the commentators, all of which are dealt with to one degree or another in the Mahābhāṣya and rehashed in the later commentaries. The divergent positions of the KV, some of which have been noted above, provide fuel for later critics who defend Patañjali. For the debate...
surrounding whether or not the general application of KvasU (and KānaC) is restricted to the Vedic language (chandasi), the primary issue is the use of the anubandha, “indicatory letter,” K at the beginning of the two suffixes. As noted before, one of the main functions of marking a suffix with K (kitkarana, “making (a suffix) be one which has K as its it, i.e. anubandha”) is to prevent the application of P. 7.3.84 and 86, which cause a final vowel and a penultimate light vowel of a root etc., to be replaced by the corresponding guṇa vowel. The presence of K will therefore block guṇa-substitution from applying in cases like cakṛ + KvasU so that the nom. masc. sing., is cakṛvān and not cakarvān*. This straightforward explanation, however, cannot satisfy someone well versed in the A like Kātyāyana. The reason is that Pāṇini automatically makes the suffixes of the perfect, i.e., the substitutes for liṭ, marked with K under certain circumstances, viz. when the root does not end in a conjunct consonant and the replacement suffix is not already marked with a P.* This is achieved with P. 1.2.5 asamyogāl liṭ kit [apit], “The (the substitutes for) liṭ are marked with a K when following a root which does not end in a conjunct consonant and the suffix is not already marked with a P.” In the example just given, cakṛvān, K has no purpose since KvasU will be marked with a K by P. 1.2.5. Nevertheless, Kātyāyana still finds a use for K and Patañjali manages to find fault. In their own words:

[bhāṣya] atha kitkaranaṃ kimartham | nāsamyogāl liṭ kit ity eva siddham |
[vārtt.] kitkaranaṃ samyogāntārtham || 3 ||

[bhāṣya] kitkaranaṃ kriyate samyogārtham | samyogāntāḥ prayojayanti | vrtrasya yad badbadhānasya rodasi | tvam arṇavān badbadhānāṁ aramṇāḥ | aṇjer ājivān iti || chāndasau kānackvasū | liṭ ca chandasi sārvadhātukam api bhavati | tatra sārvadhātukam apit nīd bhavati iti nīttvād upadhālopo bhavisyati || (MBh II.115.3–8)

[Commentary] Now, to what end are (the suffixes) marked with K? Is it not taken care of by P. 1.2.5 alone, “the (substitutes for) liṭ are marked with K when following a root which does not end in a conjunct consonant and the suffix is not already marked with a P”?}

89Devasthali (1967: 63–76) explains the uses of K in detail.
90Recall the discussion in the preceding chapter of mṛjanti and the sūtra P. 1.2.4 sārvadhātukam apit. Cf. p. 135. This is the same process of extending (atidesa) an anubandha to a suffix not overtly marked with the said anubandha. In this instance, Pāṇini extends kīttva, “being marked with K.” The condition apit, “not marked with a P,” continues into the next sūtra.
Vārttika III: Marking (the suffixes) with K is for the sake of (roots) ending in a conjunct consonant.

[Commentary] Marking (the suffixes) with K is done for the purpose of (roots) ending in a conjunct consonant. The (roots) ending in a conjunct consonant cause the use of (K). (For example:) RV I.52.10c “When ... of Vṛtra, who was pressing harder the two world-halves.”91 (and) RV V.32.1b “You brought to peace the floods which had been hard pressed.”92 From the root añj (one forms the perfect active participle) ājivān.93 The suffixes KānaC and KvasU are both Vedic. And liṭ in the Vedas is also a sārvadhātuka suffix.94 In that case, since it (KvasU) is marked with ṇ because as a sārvadhātuka suffix not marked with P it becomes marked with ṇ,95 the elision of the penultimate (nasal in such examples just cited)96 will occur.

In his analysis of Kātyāyana’s vārta, Patañjali imagines what would happen if KvasU were not marked with K. Is there any way to achieve the same result, namely, the elision of the penultimate nasal by P. 6.4.24? The answer is yes. According to P. 3.4.117 chandasy ubhayathā, there is no distinction between sārvadhātuka suffixes and ārdhadhātuka suffixes in deriving Vedic forms. Normally sārvadhātuka suffixes are only the personal endings (tiṅ) and suffixes marked with the anubandha š by P. 3.4.113 tiṅśit sārvadhātukam, except those that replace liṭ and the aśirliṅ, “benedictive,” which Pāṇini exceptionally includes under the ārdhadhātuka suffixes by P. 3.4.115f.,

91 Translation by Jamison & Brereton (2015: 167). The analysis of the form badbadhānasya (and badbadhānān in the following citation) is not consistent among the commentators. Patañjali must have taken it as a perfect participle of bandh, “to bind,” so that the anubandha K will cause the elision of the penultimate n by P. 6.4.24 anditām hala upadhāyāḥ kniti, “there is the elision of a penultimate n of a presuffixal base (āṅga) not marked with an I when a suffix marked with a K, G, or Ń follows,” and Kaiyatha explains accordingly (MBhPra III.183b): bandha bandhane chāndasatvād abhāṣyadhakārasya halādīḥ sēṇa niṃrtyabhāve jhalāṃ jāś jhāşı jaśtvām dukāraḥ | "(The root is)KṣDhP VII.37 bandhA ‘to bind’; when there is no removal of the letter dh in the reduplicated syllable by P. 7.4.60 halādīḥ sēṇa because (the form) is Vedic, it is deaspirated (jaśva) by P. 8.4.53 jhalāṃ jaś jhāśi.” Sāyaṇa, on the other hand, as well as modern linguists, derives the form from bādh, "to press, block,” (KṣDhP L6 bādhṛ viloḍane), but they differ on the cause for the reduplication. Sāyaṇa (RVBh vol. 1 p. 266) sees an irregular transfer to the hvādi or reduplicating gana (P. 2.4.76) with the suffix CānaS by P. 3.2.129. Modern linguists, quite justifiably, take it as a middle participle of the intensive (yaṅluk). Cf. Macdonell (1910: 391). In either case the reduplicated syllable is extraordinary. That other grammarians disagreed with Patañjali’s interpretation is perhaps indicated by the fact that the KV provides different and more straightforward examples ad P. 3.2.106: aṅṇiṃ cikyānaḥ | “He has piled up the fire.” somaṃ suṣuvāṇaḥ | He has pressed the soma.

92 Translation by Jamison & Brereton (2015: 697). badbadhānān, the same stem as before, is here taken in a passive sense by both modern interpreters and Sāyaṇa. The latter’s gloss (VPr vol. II p.557) is bādhyamānān.

93 Once again, the point is that K will cause the elision of the penultimate nasal by P. 6.4.24.

94 Normally the replacements for liṭ are ārdhadhātuka by P. 3.2.115 liṭ ca, but by P. 3.4.117 chandasy ubhayathā “in Vedic literature a suffix can be either (sārvadhātuka or ārdhadhātuka),” they can be either.

95P. 1.2.4.

96P. 6.4.24.
but in the Vedas this distinction is blurred. Consequently, P. 1.2.4 sārvadhātukam apit could apply to KvasU and mark it with ṇ. Now since the application of P. 6.4.68 is conditioned (in part) by a following suffix being marked either with a K, G, or a ṇ, it can still apply even if KvasU were not marked with K, and the elision of the penultimate nasal of bandh and aṅj is achieved without any recourse to K. Once Patañjali has demonstrated that K is not necessary for the given examples, another purpose must be sought.

Kātyāyana, aware of the weakness in his first proposal, offers a second. The alternative purpose for marking KvasU with K concerns the application of P. 7.4.11 ṛcchatyṛtām. This sūtra deals with the perfect of the verbs ṛch (KṣDhP VI.15 ṛchA indriyapralayamūrtibhāvayoḥ), ṛ (KṣDhP I.983 ṛ gatiprāpaṇayoh and KṣDhP III.16 ṛ gatau), and all roots ending in a long ō. We are concerned with the last group. The sūtra states, in short, that the vowel of such roots takes guṇa-substitution when a perfect suffix follows. There is, however, an immediate conflict with one of the rules we have just seen. P. 1.2.5 marks all the perfect suffixes except the singular of the parasmaipada with K and so debars guṇa- and vṛddhi-substitution by P. 1.1.5. Does P. 7.4.11 override the presence of the anubandha K, i.e., the prohibition of P. 1.1.5? It must, because if did not, it would have no scope of application at all, since the forms of the parasmaipada singular will cause guṇa-strengthening regardless as they are not marked with K by P. 2.1.5. Therefore, in deriving such forms as nicakaruḥ, “they have thrown down,” from ni + kṝ, we can ignore the facts that P. 1.2.5 marks the 3rd pers. pl. ending (originally jhi, then us in the perfect by P. 3.4.82) with K and that guṇa should be blocked. P. 7.4.11 will take over so there is guṇa-strengthening of the final ō, and the correct form nicakaruḥ will be produced. With this in mind, let us see Kātyāyana’s second reason for using K in KvasU.

[vārṭt.] ṛkārāntaguṇapratiṣedhārthaṃ vā || 4 ||

[bhāṣya] ṛkārāntaguṇapratiṣedhārthaṃ tarhi kitkaraṇam kartavyam | ayam liṭy ṛkā- rāntānāṃ pratiṣedhāvayate guṇa ārabhyate | sa yathaiveha pratiṣedham bādhitvā guṇo bhavati teratuḥ teruḥ evam ihāpi syāt titivrāṇ titirāṇah | punah kitkaraṇāt pratiṣidhy-

97The same arguments are also presented in brief in the Bhāṣya ad P. 1.2.18, MBh I.200.10–12.
98The same explanation is given for the anubandha K in suffixes Ki and KiNī taught in P. 3.2.171. Cf. MBh II.134.20–23.
ate || (MBh II.115.9–12)

Vārttika IV: Or, it is for the purpose of prohibiting guṇa of (roots) ending in ṛ.

[Commentary] Then, marking (the suffixes) with a K must be done for the purpose of prohibiting guṇa (substitution\(^{99}\) of the final vowel) of (roots) ending in ṛ. This guṇa is introduced within the scope of a prohibition (scil. P.1.1.5). Just as after blocking the prohibition (by P. 1.1.5) guṇa applies here in teratuḥ, “the two have crossed,” teruḥ, “they have crossed,” so too would (guṇa apply) here in titırvān, “he has crossed,” titirāṇaḥ, “he has crossed,” (if KvasU were not marked with K), but because it is marked with K (guṇa) is prohibited.

Patañjali explains Kātyāyana’s alternative purpose by pointing to two sets of examples: teratuḥ, teruḥ and titırvān, titirāṇaḥ. The first set exemplifies that the guṇa prescribed by P. 7.4.11 will block the general prohibition against guṇa as enjoined in P. 1.1.5. The perfect suffixes -atus and -us are marked with K by P. 1.2.4, and hence P. 1.1.5 would usually be applicable, were it not for P. 7.4.11.\(^{100}\) The second set should explain why KānaC and KvasU must be marked with K. The idea is simply that since suffixes occurring in place of liṭ and not marked with P are automatically marked with K (or N), Pāṇini must have marked KānaC and KvasU with K for a special purpose, otherwise he would be subject to the accusation of superfluity, a grave sin for a grammarian. Its purpose, in a sense, is to strengthen the power of the two suffixes to block any and all guṇa-substitutions including P. 7.4.11. As a consequence, when we derive forms such as titırvān, P. 7.1.100 ṭita id dhātoḥ will apply so that ṛ is replaced by ir and eventually lengthened to īr by P. 8.2.77 hali ca.\(^{101}\) Kātyāyana and Patañjali have now successfully defended the existence of K on the suffixes KānaC and KvasU.

Based on these passages from the Mahābhāṣya, there is no hint that the suffixes KānaC and KvasU could be generally productive in the standard language, and, in fact, Patañjali even ex-

\(^{99}\)By P. 7.4.11.

\(^{100}\)In deriving forms such as teruh, the guna-strengthening is obscured by the contraction of tatar- to ter- just as papat- contracts to pet- in its weak forms. P. 6.4.122 governs the transformation of tatar- to ter- and requires a short a in the presuffixal base (aṅga). To meet this criterion, the successful application of P. 7.4.11 is necessary so the final ṛ of tṛ will become tar and the form tatar- can arise.

\(^{101}\)Since the lengthening is triggered, inter alia, by a following consonant (halt), the second ī of titirāṇaḥ remains short, i.e., P. 8.2.77 cannot apply. In the Vedas we find titivrāṃṣas (RV 1.36.7d) with a short ī; no form with a long ī is attested, nor is titirāṇa. Also, one would expect tatirāṇaḥ based on sthānivadbhāva as prescribed in P. 1.1.59 dvivracaṇe 'ci. titirāṇaḥ is the form found in the Mahāvyāti ad JV(M) 2.2.88 where JV(M) 1.1.59 (= P. 1.1.59) is even cited. See fnns. 108 and 157 below.
plicitly qualifies them with *chāndasa*, “Vedic,” as we have seen above.\(^{102}\) Nevertheless, somewhat free use of the perfect participles continued well after the Vedic period, especially in the *Mahā-bharata* with examples in the early *mahākāvya* as well. Some grammarians felt the need to justify this linguistic reality. Jinendrabuddhi is the first grammarian of the Pāṇinian school to do so, even though he goes against both the explicit statements of Patañjali and his own root text, the *Kāśikāvṛtti*.\(^{103}\) To grant the two suffixes general application in the *bhāṣā*, “standard language,” Jinendrabuddhi puts forth the following argument. Although it mostly builds on the MBh passages just quoted, the logical conclusions one should draw from the presence of the *K* on *KānaC* and *KvasU* go beyond Patañjali’s reasoning.

\[
\text{kitkaraṇam kitkāryārtham} | \text{tat punah bandha bandhane ity evamādayaḥ samyogāntāḥ prayojayanti nānye} | \text{asamyogānte bhavīyaḥ asamyogāl liṭ kit iti siddahāḥ} | \text{saṃyogāntā api kīttvam bhāṣāyaṁ prayojayantī na cchandasi} | \text{tatrāhā chandasy ubhayathā iti liṭāḥ sārvadhātukatvatāt sārvadhātukam apit iti nittvam asty eva} | \text{na kīttve nīttvē vā cchandasi kāś cid viśeṣo ‘stī | bhāṣāyaṁ tu yady asamyogānte bhīyāṃ kīttvam na sāyd yo ’yam rčchatyṛtām iti guṇah pratīṣedhaviśayā arabhhyate sa yathēva bhavati}^{104} \text{nippaparatuḥ tathēpī syāt nippuruṇānāḥ iti} | \text{kīttve ca sati na bhavati} | \text{bhāṣāyaṁ tu kīttvam arthavād bhavati} | \ldots^{105} | \text{bhāṣāyaṁ kānaj bhavatīty asmād eva jñāpakād avasīyate} | \text{(KVNyāsa II p. 616)}
\]

Marking (*KānaC*) with *K* is for the purpose of operations (conditioned by the presence of) the *anubandha* *K*. But only roots such as *KṣDhP IX.37 bandhA bandhane* that end in a conjunct cause the use of it (scil. the *K*), not others. After (roots) not ending in a conjunct consonant, (being marked with *K*) is taken care of by P. 1.2.5 *asamyogāl liṭ kit*. And, roots ending in a conjunct consonant will bring about the use of the (suffix) being marked with *K* in the standard language, not in the Vedas. On this matter he (scil. Pāṇini) says the following: since by P. 3.4.117 *chandasy ubhayathāḥ* “in the Vedas (the suffixes) are both (termed *sārvadhātuka* and *ārdhadhātuka*),” *liṭ* is termed *sārvadhātuka*, it is certainly marked with *N* according to P. 1.2.4 *sārvadhātukam apit*, “a *sārvadhātuka* suffix not marked with *P* is marked with *N*” In the

\(^{102}\)In addition to the already quoted passage, Patañjali uses *chāndasa* to qualify *KvasU* alone in MBh I.200.10 and III.337.1.

\(^{103}\)KV ad P. 3.2.106. *liṭaḥ kānaj vā | chandasi liṭaḥ kānaj ādeśo bhavati vā | “In the Vedas *KānaC* is optionally the substitute for *liṭ*.” And, ad P. 3.2.107 *kvasus ca | chandasi liṭaḥ kvasur ādeśo bhavati | “In the Vedas the *KvasU* is (optionally) the substitute for *liṭ*.”

\(^{104}\)Both printed editions include *a na* before *bhavati*, but I am unable to make sense of the passage with the negative. The point is that P. 7.4.11 does apply in the immediately following examples because the suffixes, i.e., the replacements for *liṭ*, are not explicitly taught with *K* (*au padreśika*). Analogously, *KānaC* without its *K* would also permit P. 7.4.11 to apply. Based on this reasoning I have deleted *na*.

\(^{105}\)The omitted passage gives information regarding the *prakriyā*, “derivation,” of *nipapurāṇaḥ*. These details do not concern us at the moment.
Vedas there is simply no difference between (a suffix) being marked with \( K \) and being marked with \( ṇ \). But in the standard language if \( K \) were not to occur as a marker (on a suffix) after a (verbal root) not ending in a conjunct consonant,\(^{106} \) that very guṇa (substitution), which is introduced by P. 7.4.11 rcchatyṝāṁ within the scope of a prohibition (scil. P.1.1.5), just as it (guṇa) occurs in nipaparatuḥ, “the two of them have set down,” nipaparuḥ ‘they have set down,’\(^{107} \) it would also apply here: nipapurāṇaḥ, “he who has set down.”\(^{108} \) But given that the (suffix is marked with \( K \)), it (guṇa by P. 7.4.11) does not apply. But in the standard language (KānaC) being marked with \( K \) is meaningful … One can conclude based on just this hint (jñāpaka) that KānaC occurs in the standard language.

In brief, the jñāpaka is that the \( K \) in KānaC (and KvasU) is only meaningful (arthavat) in the standard language (bhāṣā) because in the Vedas the lit suffixes can always be marked \( ṇ \) when they cannot be marked with \( K \); In other words when P. 1.2.5 can’t apply, P. 1.2.4 can step in, and so marking the suffixes with a \( K \) is redundant when applying the rules to Vedic forms.

Well aware that this freedom is not possible in the standard language, Pāṇini taught KānaC (and KvasU) with \( K \) so as to hint that the suffixes are intended to occur after any root in the bhāṣā as well. The precise logic and implications are somewhat fuzzy in my opinion, and Jinendrabuddhi sidesteps Patañjali’s argument that \( K \) is necessary even for Vedic forms because it prevents guṇa by P. 7.4.11. Yet, regardless of the jñāpaka’s validity in the opinion of anyone else, Jinendrabuddhi has provided a justification that he presumably believes holds water. It is unfortunate that he does not give a citation from literature, but in some respects a justification within Pāṇini’s system is stronger than actual usage and well in accord with Jinendrabuddhi’s goal to read as much into the text of the A as possible. Finally, lest one object that KvasU has been neglected, in his comments on the following sūtra, P. 3.2.107 kvasuṣ ca, Jinendrabuddhi interprets the \( K \) of KvasU in the

---

\(^{106} \)In this hypothetical, P. 1.2.5 could not extend the \( K \) marker to the suffix because the root ends in a conjunct consonant. In the Vedas however, P. 1.2.4 could step in.

\(^{107} \)Since there is no context for \( ni + \sqrt{pṛ} \), I simply follow Whitney’s translation of the verb nipṛṇāmi in AVŚ 18.2.30a in Whitney & Lanman (1906: 839). The same form is found in a following hymn, AVŚ 18.4.42b, where Whitney translates it as ‘I offer,’ Whitney & Lanman (1906: 882).

\(^{108} \)Cf. my note on teruh and titirvān. The crux of the argument is the same, namely that we want guṇa in the finite forms like nipaparatuḥ, etc., but not in the participles like nipapurāṇaḥ. In order to ensure the prohibition, KānaC (and KvasU) must be marked with \( K \). Note that in \( \sqrt{pṛ} \) the final \( ṛ \) is replaced by \( r(r) \) because it is preceded by a labial consonant. Cf. P. 7.1.102 ud oṣṭhyapārvasya. The reduplicated syllable, however, is based on \( \sqrt{pṛ} \) by P. 1.1.59. I suspect that Jinendrabuddhi has chosen nipapurāṇaḥ instead of titirāṇaḥ from the MBh because titirāṇaḥ appears un-Pāṇinian insofar as sthānivadbhāva should apply to the base during reduplication whereby we would want tatirāṇaḥ much like papurāṇaḥ. See fn. 101, p. 192 and and fn. 157, p. 210.
same manner as for KānaC (KVNyāsa vol. II p. 617): kitkaraṇaṃ kānaca iva draṣṭavyam | “Marking (KvasU) with K should be viewed like (marking) KānaC (with K).” The same set of arguments and outcomes may be repeated for KvasU. As we will see later on some subsequent Pāṇinians are quick to dismiss this logic, primarily because it runs against Patañjali’s express statement that these suffixes are chāndasa, “Vedic.”109 But why, in the first place, does Jinendrabuddhi want these suffixes to apply in standard language as well? As I have shown, the use of these participles by Kālidāsa and in other works like the Mahābhārata must have served as an impetus, but there appears to have been at least one other factor, the Cāndravyākarana.

4.4 The Cāndravyākarana on KvasU

As a Buddhist, Jinendrabuddhi was, in all likelihood, familiar with the once influential and popular Cāndravyākarana by Candragomin along with its vr̥tti (likely by another author, Dharmadāsa). Its influence on the Kāśikā is now well documented,110 and we would not be too rash to assume that it had some impact on Jinendrabuddhi in composing his commentary on the KV. Although a thorough comparison of the two works is well beyond the scope of my present task, I believe that I can furnish one piece of evidence in support of this hypothesis and at least get the ball rolling. So far, Patañjali and the authors of the KV have unequivocally stated that KānaC and KvasU are restricted to the Vedic language in their application to any root. The exceptions are limited to a mere six verbal roots in P. 3.2.108 and 109. Recall also, that the kvasvanta of these roots can stand in for any of the three past tenses. Candragomin, who eliminated all the Vedic rules from the main section of his grammar, should, therefore, mention only the six exceptional forms from P. 3.2.108 and 109, preferably in a more economic way. Yet this is not quite what we find in the CV. The sūtras along with the vr̥tti, corresponding roughly to P. 3.2.107–9, are as follows:

CV 1.2.73 śrusadvaso liḍ vā [bhūte111] ||

109 Haradatta already notes the conflict and rejects Jinendrabuddhi’s argument on the basis that it contradicts the Bhāṣya. I discuss this passage below in § 4.6.5.
110 Discussed in ch. 1.
111 CV 1.2.62 bhūte || governs up to CV 1.2.81.
[vṛtti] śṛṇotyādibhyo bhūte lid vā bhavati | upaśuśrāva upaśrauṣit upaśrṇot | upasasāda upāsadat upāsidat | anuvāsa anvavātsit anvavasat ||

CV 1.2.74 liṭh kvasuh ||

[vṛtti] liṭh kvasur ādeo vā bhavati | upaśuśrūvān upaśuśrāva | jagmivān jagāma ||

CV 1.2.75 iyivān anāśvān anūcānāḥ ||

[vṛtti] lidantā ete śabdā vā nipātyante | iyivān iyāya; upeyivān upeyāya; samiyivān samiyāya | anāśvān nāśa | anūcānāḥ anūvāca ||

CV 1.2.73 liṭ occurs optionally in the sense of past time after the roots √śru, “to hear,” √sad, “to sit,” and √vas, “to dwell.”112

[Commentary] liṭ occurs optionally in the sense of past time after √śru, etc. (For example:) upaśruśrāva, “has heard,” (but without the option we have:) upaśrauṣit, “heard,” (and) upaśrṇot, “heard.” upasasāda, “has respectfully approached,” (but without the option we have) upāsidat, “approached respectfully,” and upāsadat, “approached respectfully.” anuvāsa, “has dwelt near,” (but without the option we have) anvavātsit, “dwelt near,” (and) anvavasat, “dwelt near.”

CV 1.2.74 KvasU occurs optionally in place of liṭ in the sense of past time.

[Commentary] KvasU is optionally the substitute for liṭ. (For example:) upaśuśrūvān (or) upaśuśrāva, “has heard.” jagmivān (or) jagāma, “has gone.”

CV 1.2.75 iyivān anāśvān and anūcānāḥ (are set forms) optionally in the sense of past time.

[Commentary] These words (iyivān, anāśvān, and anūcānāḥ) ending in a liṭ suffix, are optionally113 set forms. (For example:) iyivān (or) iyāya, “has gone”; upeyivān upeyāya, “has approached”; samiyivān (or) samiyāya, “has come together.” anāśvān (or) nāśa, “has not obtained.” anūcānāḥ anūvāca, “has repeated.”

Let us first describe in a bit more detail how these sūtras are composed and arranged. CV 1.2.73 permits the suffix liṭ in the sense of the general past after the roots √śru, etc. Based on the CV and its vṛtti, the exact interpretation of the sūtra is somewhat uncertain. I assume what is meant is that when the option is applied, we obtain the finite perfect (the first example of each triad) as

---

112The order of the roots has been rearranged to avoid the addition of v after √śru in Pāṇini’s sūtra.
113The scope of the option ranges over the use of the perfect active participle in place of other finite perfect forms, as the examples show.
an alternative to any of the other past tenses, i.e., the imperfect (laṅ) and aorist (luṅ). When the option is not applied we have the other past tense forms per usual.\textsuperscript{114} Pāṇini does not have any equivalent sūtra, strictly speaking. According to the commentators on the A, only the perfect active participle of √sad, etc. can stand in for any of the three past tenses, not the finite perfect. I will return to this topic below.

The next sūtra, functionally equivalent to P. 3.2.107, allows for the suffix KvasU to optionally replace liṭ. Based on the examples there is no restriction on which liṭ KvasU can replace, i.e., it can be either the bhūte liṭ in the preceding sūtra or the parokṣe liṭ prescribed in CV 1.2.81, otherwise the equivalence jagmivān and jagāma would not be possible, since bhūte liṭ was restricted to √śru, etc.\textsuperscript{115} Although examples are not given, it follows that the kvasvantas from the three roots √śru, etc. can stand in for any of the three past tenses, just as the finite perfect forms śuśrāva, etc. can be employed for any past tense. The kvasvanta of any other root can only stand in for the normal parokṣe perfect. Finally, the last sūtra in the triad gives the set forms for three more roots, just as in P. 3.2.109. According to the commentator, they are optional only for the finite perfect forms. I note now that the CV has altered upeyivān to īyivān, a point I will return to shortly. In sum, bhūte liṭ is optional after √sad, etc., KvasU is an optional substitute for any liṭ, and the three set forms are options to the finite perfect.

\subsection{The Cāndravyākaraṇa’s Influence}

To what extent has the CV and its vr̥ttī influenced the KV and other commentators? I will demonstrate in the following sections that there are indications, to varying degrees of certitude, that the KV and Jinendrabuddhi repeat ideas found for the first time in the CV. To begin with a very clear parallel between the KV and CV, remember that the KV said that liṭaḥ in P. 3.2.106, though

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{114}I base this on the remarks in the much fuller commentaries on Bhoja’s Sarasvatikanṭhābharaṇa and Hemacandra’s Šabdānuśāsana. Bhoja has borrowed CV 1.2.73–75 almost verbatim in his Sarasvatikanṭhābharaṇa 1.4.143–145, and Hemacandra, presumably following Bhoja, likewise has a very similar set of sūtras. The first of these SHŚ 5.2.1 is in fact identical to CV 1.2.73, mutatis mutandis, to account for differences in technical terms. See §§ 4.5.5 and 4.5.6 below.

\textsuperscript{115}Once again the commentaries ad SKBhv 1.4.144 and ad SHŚ 5.2.2 both substantiate this interpretation. The former explains that liṭaḥ refers to both the liṭ that has just been stated as well as the liṭ that will be stated. See § 4.5.5 below.
\end{footnotesize}
obtainable through anuvṛtti, is not redundant because it indicates that Pāṇini refers to liṇmātra, “simply liṭ,” i.e., any liṭ suffix obtained by any rule. This is the same interpretation the vṛtti must assume for liṭah in CV 1.2.74 (≈ P. 3.2.106) otherwise we could not arrive at the pair jagmivān, jagāma, since only CV 1.2.81 parokṣe liṭ can assign liṭ to gam. As I explained above in fn. 28 (p. 174), the KV differs on this point from Patañjali, who takes liṭah in P. 3.2.106 to refer only to bhūte liṭ in the preceding sūtra. The CV and KV, however, are unanimous.¹¹⁶

4.4.1.1 The Tenses of KvasU

Another point for discussion among the grammarians is how best to account for the fact that the kvasvantas of √sad, etc. are alternatives to all three finite past tenses. As mentioned above (p. 174 and fn. 30), the Pāṇinīyas, beginning with the MBh, believe this to be the case even if to do so requires either additions or some acrobatics. Yet, one important difference is that according to the MBh, upaśuśrāva, etc. cannot optionally stand in for upāśrauṣīt or upāśṛṇot as it can in the vṛtti ad CV 1.2.73; instead only upaśuśruvān, the participle, can take on the meaning of the respective past tenses. Kātyāyana’s five vārṭikas ad P. 3.2.108 propose various addenda so that the past tense suffixes interact properly with KvasU after √sad, etc. First, Kātyāyana slightly reformulates the sūtra. The suffix liṭ (in the sense of unqualified past time) optionally occurs after √sad, etc.¹¹⁷ so that the aorist, which is also bhūte, does not lose its opportunity to apply after √sad, etc.¹¹⁸ Next, this liṭ should also occur in the sense of the other two past tenses,¹¹⁹ and finally KvasU invariably (nitya) replaces liṭ when expressing a tense other than parokṣe, “beyond one’s senses,” i.e., when equivalent to the imperfect or aorist.¹²⁰

Patañjali does not disagree with the ultimate result but believes we can achieve much of the

¹¹⁶ As are the commentaries on SKBhv 1.4.144 and SHŚ 5.2.2. The latter even repeats liṇmātra but in the parlance of his own grammar parokśamātra.
¹¹⁷ P. 3.2.108.1–5 bhāṣāyāṃ sadādibhyo vā liṭ | “liṭ occurs optionally after √sad, etc. in the standard language.” This is an instance where Kātyāyana has assumed that the sūtra should have a particular meaning without first examining the original wording of the sūtra.
¹¹⁸ P. 3.2.108.2 tadvāsya luño ‘nivettyartham | “So that luṇi is not prevented in that (scil. bhūte) domain.”
¹¹⁹ P. 3.2.108.3 anadayanapanarokṣayos ca | “and in the sense of ‘not today’ and ‘beyond one’s perception.’”
¹²⁰ P. 3.2.108.5 tasya kvasu aparokṣe | “KvasU occurs in place of it (scil. liṭ) when not in the sense of ‘beyond one’s perception.’” I have left out the fourth vārṭt. as it just explains how laṇi and parokṣe liṭ block a bhūte suffix.
same result by making use of anuvṛtti rather freely applied. His solution is, nonetheless, quite clever. He assumes Kātyāyana’s first vārtt. and part of his last. The basic rule is: bhāṣayāṁ sadādibhyo vā liṭ bhavati | liṭaś ca kvasur bhavati | “liṭ optionally occurs in the standard language after √sad, etc., and KvasU occurs in place of liṭ.”121 Patañjali then allows the sūtra as such to continue in toto into the three rules for luṅ (P. 3.2.110), laṅ (P. 3.2.111), and liṭ (P. 3.2.115). Because the optionality has scope only over liṭ and not KvasU, the solution ultimately hinges on KvasU invariably replacing only the liṭ prescribed in this version of P. 3.2.108, and not parokṣe liṭ. As the sūtra moves into the rules for luṅ, etc., liṭ will optionally replace luṅ, etc., in their respective meanings, and KvasU will invariable replace this liṭ. Note that in the case of P. 3.2.115 parokṣe liṭ, liṭ replaces liṭ and KvasU replaces only the second liṭ. Thus, the finite perfect forms of √sad, etc., aren’t blocked. In the end we obtain such formulations as in MBh II.116.7–9: anadyatane bhūtakāle laṅ bhavati. (Cf. P. 3.2.111) bhāṣayāṁ sadādibhyo vā liḍ bhavati liṭaś ca kvasur bhavati, “laṅ occurs in the sense of ‘in the past but not today.’ The suffix liṭ optionally occurs (in the sense of ‘in the past but not today’) after the roots √sad, etc., in the standard language, and KvasU occurs in place of liṭ.” This is a very neat and tidy solution on Patañjali’s part. Note however, that upasasāda, or the like, never occurs as an optional form for upāsadat or upāsīdat because KvasU replaces liṭ before the personal endings have the opportunity to appear.122 Given the continuation of vā and the perfect forms upaśuśāva, etc., in the vṛtti ad CV 1.2.73, the commentator does not follow Patañjali/Kātyāyana in making KvasU a necessary substitute for the general past liṭ.

Furthermore, that KvasU can optionally replace liṭ after any root is clearly an innovation of the Cāndra school (from our vantage point), most certainly to account for documented usage of the perfect active participle as we have seen in kāvya and the epics.

If we turn now to the KV, we find a number of differences. In the first place, the scope of the option covers KvasU and not liṭ, that is to say we must first be able to add liṭ in the sense of the

---

121 Kaiyaṭa (MBhPra III p. 184b: liṭah kānaj vety ato vety anuvartate.) says that the word vā is got from P. 3.2.106 by anuvṛtti.

122 Cf. the final statement of PŚ 69 p. 151. I mention this detail because later grammarians continue to fiddle with just this problem.
general past tense\textsuperscript{123} and then replace this \textit{liṭ} with \textit{KvasU}. This immediately leads to the problem that this particular \textit{liṭ} is not available in the standard language, only in the Vedic by P. 3.2.105. The KV solves the problem as follows:

\begin{quote}
KV ad P.3.2.108: \textit{sada vasa śru ity etebhyah parasya liṭo bhūṣāyāṃ viṣaye vā kvasur ādeśo bhavati} \textit{ādeśavidhānād eva liḍ api tadviṣayo ’numiyate |
\end{quote}

The suffix \textit{KvasU} is optionally the substitute in the standard language for the \textit{liṭ} that follows \textit{śad}, \textit{vas}, and \textit{śru}. Only because the substitute (\textit{KvasU}) is prescribed is \textit{liṭ} in this domain (the standard language) inferred.

The reasoning is perfectly sound. How could we have \textit{KvasU} as a substitute for general past \textit{liṭ}, if general past \textit{liṭ} does not occur in this context? Hence, \textit{liṭ} must also occur after \textit{śad}, etc., just as in CV 1.2.73 \textit{śrusadvaso liḍ vā} explicitly prescribes. This procedure is entirely new and is presumably intended to counter the need to make Kātyāyana’s first vārtt. ad P. 3.2.108.\textsuperscript{124} But does this imply that \textit{liṭ} can develop into a finite verb with the sense of general past, as we saw in the CV \textit{vr̥tti}? On this point the KV becomes rather cheese-paring with its words — the text never mentions, e.g., \textit{KvasU} as an obligatory substitute — although the fact that it does not give a finite perfect form alongside its example: \textit{upasedivān kautsaḥ pāṇinim} \textit{“Kautsa sat at Pāṇini’s feet,”} points more in the direction of a no.\textsuperscript{125} The KV also shows that when we do not take the option for \textit{KvasU}, the other tenses will apply per usual.\textsuperscript{126} Finally, recourse is made to the same \textit{anuvṛtti} trick found in the MBh to account for the fact that the \textit{kvasvantas} can also take on the meaning of the past tenses “not today” and “beyond one’s perception.”\textsuperscript{127} Can any of this be tied to the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{123}Both the KVNyāsa and KVPada vol. II p. 618 confirm that we are here talking about \textit{bhūtasāmānye liṭ}.  
\textsuperscript{124}Kātyāyana makes the addendum that \textit{liṭ} optionally occurs after \textit{śad}, etc. See the following paragraph. Note that Kaiyata also supports the KV’s reasoning, MBhPr III p. 184a.  
\textsuperscript{125}Jinendrabuddhi (KVNyāsa vol. II p. 617) also thought no. He argues that since \textit{liṭ} can only be inferred by its sign, \textit{KvasU}, if we do not have \textit{KvasU} we can no longer infer \textit{liṭ}, and hence there is no possibility for a finite perfect in the sense of the general past. Cf. the discussion in the Amoghavṛtti below on p. 214.  
\textsuperscript{126}\textit{tena mukte yathāprāptaṃ pratyayā bhavanti} \textit{“Therefore when (the suffix \textit{liṭ}) has been laid aside, the (other past tense) suffixes occur as usual.” Unfortunately, neither KV commentator comment on this sentence.  
\textsuperscript{127}\textit{lanlīḍviṣaye ‘pi parastād anuvṛtteh kvasur bhavati} \textit{“KvasU also occurs in the domain of the imperfect and perfect because of continuing hereafter.” I have adopted the reading of the Osmania edition of the KV. The other editions I have consulted have \textit{lanlīḍviṣaye}, which cannot be correct since the domain of \textit{liṭ}, i.e., general past tense, is already taken care of by \textit{bhūte liṭ} in the present sūtra. The Nyāsa’s comments on this short passage (KVNyāsa II p. 620) further confirm the reading of the Osmania edition because \textit{KvasU} is only explained in the domain of \textit{laṅ} and \textit{liṭ}, quoting at the end MBh II.116.8–10 without ascription, part of which I cited above. Cf. \textit{Sabdakaustubha} vol. II p. 463 where we also find \textit{lanlīḍviṣaye ‘pi bhavati parastād anuvṛtteh.}
\end{footnotes}
CV? Two points harmonize well with the Cāndra school while going against the MBh: that the option has scope over KvasU and not liṭ closely resembles the vṛtti ad CV 1.2.74, and that liṭah in P. 3.2.106/7 stands for any liṭ, i.e. KvasU can occur in place of any liṭ, not just bhūte liṭ, is the same interpretation needed for CV 1.2.74, although the vṛtti does not make this explicit. Recall that this interpretation is substantiated by the commentaries on the similar sūtras in the SKBhv and SHŚ. Lastly, although the inference of bhūte liṭ after āsad, etc. has no known predecessor in the grammatical tradition, it elegantly accounts for Kātyāyana’s first vārṇa. ad P. 2.3.108, the basis for CV 1.2.73, without fiddling with the text of the A. The KV, however, appears to diverge from CV with regard to the finite perfects of āsad, etc. in the sense of the general past tense. Based on the examples and the Nyāsa, as well as later commentaries, the KV does not permit śuśrāva, etc., to stand in for any past tense, as śuśruvān, etc., can. According to the CV vṛtti, on the other hand, such forms are unquestionably permitted. The grammatical schools will remain in schism on this point.

4.4.1.2 The upasarga upa

Another innovation of the two first Pāṇinian grammars, the JV(M) and CV, is the abense of upa in the kvasvanta of āi, i.e. āyavān is permitted. In the CV, the three nipātanas or “set forms,” taken over from P. 3.2.108 into CV 1.2.75, include the slight modification āyivān for upeyivān. This indicates that the perfect active participle of āi may be used with any or no upasarga. As I have documented along the way, such forms without upa are attested in classical Sanskrit kāvyas and epic literature. The use of these forms in works like Bhaṭṭikāvya and Kirātārjunīya, both of which contain no examples of the Vedic KvasU and generally follow the Pāṇiniyas assiduously, suggests that there is a grammatical justification for them. No hint, however, is given in the

---

128Haradatta, a rather strict adherent to the MBh and worried that one might construe the sūtra incorrectly, i.e., not in accordance with the MBh, notes KVPada vol. II p. 620: na vāvacanena kvasur abhisambadhyate ... liḍ abhisambadhyate | bhāṣyāṁ sadādibhyo vā liṭ | tasya nityāṁ kvasur ādeso bhavati | vṛtti-grantho ’py asminn arthe yojaniyāḥ | “KvasU is not syntactically connected with vā ’optionally’ ... liṭ is syntactically connected (with vā). liṭ optionally occurs in the standard language after āsad, etc. KvasU is invariably the substitute for liṭ. The text of the KV must also be construed in this meaning.” This obviously goes against the most natural reading of the KV.
129See pp. 208f. for a translation and discussion of the relevant JV(M) sūtra.
MBh that īyivān may occur on its own or with an upasarga other than upa. It is only in the KV ad P. 3.2.109 that we find a justification for such forms. Although without Patañjali’s explicit blessing, the basis for this interpretation does mimic a common exegetic technique favored by the author of the Bhāṣya, namely that an element of the sūtra, in this case the upasarga upa, is declared not to be tantra, “predominant,” (= pradhāna as noted, e.g., in KV Nyāsa vol. 3 p. 493 and AKKṣ 3.3.731). Since we will see other grammarians remark on this topic below, if we turn for a moment to the commentators on the kāvya, there is ample evidence that the KV served as the main justification for such forms. To cite but a few:

- Jayamaṅgala ad Bhaṭṭikāvya 4.1: tad īyivān gatavān | upeyivānanāśvānaś ca ity atropasar-gasyātantravatāt kevalād apiṇah kvasuh ||
  He (scil. Rāma) who has gone, i.e., who went, there. The suffix KvasU occurs also after the bare root √i because in P. 3.2.109 the upasarga is not predominant.
- Mallinātha ad Bhaṭṭikāvya 4.1: upeyivān iti kvasvantanipātana131 upopasargābhāyāsasyā-tantratvād anyopasṛṣṭo ’napasṛṣṭo vā sādhur eva ||
  According to P. 3.2.109 the set form upeyivān ending in the suffix KvasU is certainly correct with another upasarga (i.e., other than upa) or with no upasarga because the upasarga upa and the reduplicated syllable are not predominant.
- Devarājaya ad KirātA 1.11: upeyivān sūtre nātropasargas tantram iti vṛttikāravacanād īyivān iti rūpam |
  Based on the statement of the author of the (Kāśikā)vṛtti that the upasarga is not predominant in the sūtra P. 3.2.109, the form is īyivān.
- Vidyāmādhava ad KirātA 1.11: nanu upeyivānanāśānanūcānaś ca iti nipātanād upeyivān ity eva prayoktavyam iti cen naśa niyamaḥ | yad uktaṃ vṛttikāreṇa na cātropasargas tantram

130See DSG p. 182f. for examples from the MBh. The relevant KV passage ad P. 2.1.109 reads: na cātropasargas tantram | anyopasargapūrvān nirupasargāc ca bhavaty eva | “And here (in the word upeyivān) the upasarga is not of primary importance. (The suffix KvasU) surely occurs after (the root √i) preceded by other upasargas and without any upasarga.” Cf. MBhPr III p. 184 (ad P. 3.2.109) where Kaiyata gives the same explanation in his first comment on this sūtra, and SK ad P. 3.2.109 where the upa is labeled avivaksitam, “not intended.”
131Trivedi prints - nipātane upa-. I believe, however, that the nominative is the correct interpretation. The sandhi would be the same with either the locative or the nominative.
anyopasargān nirupasargāc ca bhavaty eva iti | tasmād idam āṅpūrvasya ināh kvasau rūpam |

Now one could object that by P. 3.2.109 only (the form) upeyivān should be used because it is set down (as such). If one says that, (we respond) no, this is not a restriction because of what the author of the (Kāśikā) vṝtti has said, ‘and the upasarga here is not predominant, (KvasU) certainly occurs after (the root ā)i with a different upasarga and without any upasarga.’ Therefore this is the form of the root ā)i preceded by the (upasarga) āN with the suffix KvasU.132

- Mallinātha ad KirātA 1.11: upeyivānanāśānanucaṇāś ca iti kvasupratyayānto nipātaḥ | nopasar-gas tantram iti kāśikākāra āha sama |

By P. 3.2.108 there is the set form ending in the suffix KvasU. The author of the Kāśikā(vṝtti) has said “the upasarga is not predominant.

The commentators’ reliance on the KV, even when not expressly named, confirms that there was likely no other acceptable source for justifying such forms, i.e., the commentators did not wish to draw on other grammatical traditions. Nāgeśa, however, notes that others rebuff this line of argumentation and insist that only upeyivān is valid in the standard language.133

Before picking up again the story of KvasU, we may reflect on two of the more straightforward developments discussed so far and how the KV dealt with them. The CV and JV(M) have changed upeyivān to iyivān so as to better describe actual usage, evidence for which I have presented above. The KV, in all likelihood taking a cue from the CV or JV(M), accounts for the same modification of the rule, but without meddling with the sūtra text itself, although this is not beyond the KV. Instead, we find a justification following one of the methods of Patañjali and not openly contradicting him either. Such a non-confrontational procedure shields the ar-

132Note that Vidyāmādhava reads eyivān for iyivān. Citrabhānu likewise comments on this reading.

133In discussing an alternate reading in the Mahābhāṣya mentioned by Kaiyata (iy for īy), Nāgeśa says (MBhPra III p. 185b): bhāsyey iti hrasva pāṭhe iyivān ityādū chāndaso varṇavyatyayo bodhyah | lōke tv upeyivān ity eva sādhuḥ | upa ity avivākṣāyām nānabhāvād ity anve | “In the reading of a short (vowel) iy in the (Mahābhāṣya), one should understand that the change of sounds in such forms as iyivān is Vedic. Others say that in the ordinary world, however, only the form upeyivān is correct because it is out of a lack of proof when upa is said to be not intended.” N.B. that Nāgeśa uses anye and pare, “others,” to refer to scholars whose opinion he supports. kecit, on the other hand, is for those whose opinion lacks the support or goes against the MBh. Cf. Thieme (1957: 50 with fn. 2). On the KV’s original argument see 130. Kaiyata appears to be the first one to replace atantra with avivākṣita, which is then repeated in later grammars such as the Siddhāntakaumudi.
gument from criticism, as would befall Jinendrabuddhi, whose arguments contradict Patañjali’s own words. I would therefore count this as another instance of the KV incorporating material from a source other than the MBh, most likely the non-Pāṇinian grammars, into its interpretation of a sūtra. What makes this case somewhat unusual, is that the author of KV has not simply taken over an idea from the CV but has done so with a clever justification in the style of Patañjali. The second issue is the general applicability of KvasU to the standard language, which receives no attention in the Pāṇinian tradition as we have it until Jinendrabuddhi makes a case for it. The KV completely ignores it, although the CV accounts for it, in all likelihood because Patañjali is more than clear about the suffix being Vedic. Even when we come to Jinendrabuddhi’s argument, which for all intents and purposes imitates the MBh quite well, it never wins much favor in the Pāṇinian school because it contradicts Patañjali. A further point worth noting is that we have yet to see any mention of usage being a motive for the changes. This does not mean that the usage was not there, or that the grammarians are working only within the fog of theory. Rather, it is patent that there would be no reason to offer new interpretations if the corresponding forms were not in use. Unfortunately, we can never say with absolute certainty that Candragomin was the first to introduce these alterations into a grammatical system and even that the KV and Jinden- drabuddhi drew inspiration from his work, but the evidence points towards the CV’s influence, and the case of KvasU supports others’ work that has found a close link between the KV and CV. In what follows we will see how other schools of grammar deal with the same set of problems.

4.5 The Non-Pāṇinians

Candrogomin’s acceptance of KvasU for standard Sanskrit coupled with its continued usage in literature are likely to have given rise to the communis opinio among many grammarians over the course of time that the suffix should be acknowledged as generally applicable after any root, but others, especially the close followers of the MBh, remained hesitant to give the suffix their blessing, and the varied opinions are often noted or refuted. In addition to demonstrating the de-
scriptive spirit of grammar, the opinions of these more liberal grammarians indicate that Patañjali’s word did not enjoy the supreme authority it would among later Pāṇinians. In seeing how this debate plays out, we will remain at first within the non-Pāṇinian schools and then look at how the commentators on the A of the second millennium dealt with the problem of KvasU.

The consensus among the non-Pāṇinian grammarians is that KvasU (and at times also KānaC) has general applicability. As most of these grammars were composed by non-Vedic authors, i.e., Buddhist and Jains, they do not treat the Vedic language at all, and the discussion regarding whether or not a sūtra comes under the scope of the standard language (bhāṣā) or Vedic does not arise. What does come under discussion is whether or not KvasU can be used after roots other than the six given in P. 3.2.108f. Furthermore, the issue of the finite perfect as a general past tense also receives some attention. The sūtras themselves, as always, do not provide much information, but the commentators, in fleshing out the ideas encapsulated therein, offer us a number of insights into the debates going on at the time.

Below I have given the sūtras prescribing KvasU from the following non-Pāṇinian grammars: the Kātantra of Šarvavarman, Jainedravyākaraṇa,134 the Šabdānuśāsana of Šākaṭāyana (9th), the Sarasvatikaṇṭhābharaṇa of Bhoja, and the Siddhahemaśabdānuśāsana of Hemacandra. These are in chronological order, save perhaps the Kātantra, on which see below. With respect to the commentators, note that Durgasiṃha (6th–8th cent.) on the Kātantra likely comes after Abhayanandin (late 7th cent.), and that Somadeva (12th–13th cent.) is somewhat later than Hemacandra. A few other grammars will be mentioned in notes while discussing these passages but no other works add anything of much moment. I have included the basic gloss of the sūtra, but other comments that illuminate or bear on the matter at hand have been freely appended. In sum, every grammarian except Devanandin (Pūjyapāda) makes a provision for the general application of KvasU (and sometimes KānaC). In this instance, Devanandin is clearly following the MBh more closely than the others. Further research into the Jainendravyākaraṇa will certainly yield additional evidence

---

134 In both the recension of Abhayanandin and Somadeva. The root text of the latter is usually attributed to Gunanandin (8th–9th cent. under the name Šabdārvana. Cf. CII 6 pp. lxviii f. It is, therefore, slightly later than the Šākaṭāyanavyākaraṇa, which was composed under the Raṣṭrakūṭa king Amoghavarśa I in the 9th cent.
of the grammar’s conservatism with respect to his fellow non-Pāṇinians. As will be evident from a perusal of the following sūtras, all authors, except Devanandin, have done away with upeyivān and adopted īyivān as suggested first by the Candragomin and defended in the KV.

4.5.1 Kātantra

kvansukānau parokṣāvac ca [atīte dhātoḥ]135 || 4.4.1 ||

Durgavṛtti: atīte vartamānād dhātoḥ kvansukānau bhavataḥ | tau ca parokṣeva vya-apadiśyete | pecivān pācayaṇacakrvān | ... | atitādhi̱kārāh kim | śrusadavasām atitamātre | kvansur abhidhātavyah | upāṣuṣrāva upāṣrausit upaṣṇot upaṣuṣrvān | ... | tathā iṇo naṇpūrvvāc cāśnāteḥ | īyivān | ... | śnotyādaya eva ami bhāṣāyām rūḍhāḥ ||

Durgāṭikā: śṇotyādaya eva iti | anye dhātavāh kvansukānāntās chandasy eva ityādi | te ca parokṣakālaviṣayā eva | śāstrakāraṇamatam tu lakṣyate | anye ’pi dhātavāh kvansukānāntā bhāṣāyām | yad ayam atiṅghasaiśvarsarātam id vansau ity āha | gama-hanavidaviśadrśām | iti | anya āha anucānād anyatra kānaś chandasiti |

Vṛttipañjikā: śṇotyādaya eva iti | anye tu parokṣakālaviṣayāḥ kvansukānāntās chandasy eva ity arthāh | tat tu matāntaram | śāstrakārasya matam lakṣyate kvansukānāntāḥ | parokṣakālaviṣayāḥ ami bhāṣāyām api yasmād atiṅghasaiśvarsarātam id vansau iti | gama-hanavidaviśadrśām | ity āha | na caitac chandoviṣayatayā caritārtham iti śak-yate vaktum chāndaśānām śabdānām iḥānādārād iti ||

Kātantra 4.4.1 KvansU and Kāna137 occur after a root in the sense of past time and like the “beyond one’s perception” tense suffix.

Durgavṛtti: The two suffixes KvansU and Kāna come after a root that occurs in the sense of past time. And the two are designated as though a “beyond one’s perception” suffix.138 “He has cooked.” “He has made cook.” … What is the heading “in the past” for? KvansU must be stated for (the roots) √śru, √sad, and √vas only in the sense of past time.139 (For example:) upaṣuṣrāva upāṣrausit upaṣṇot (alternate with)

135From Kā 4.3.81.
136From Kā 3.2.4.
137The C is absent here and in the following grammars because in the A it indicates that the resulting word is oxytone by P. 6.1.163f.
138In the Kātantra (Kā 3.1.13) and Hemacandra’s Śabdānuśāsana (SHŚ 5.2.11f.), the personal endings of the perfect are referred to as parokṣa (sc.vibhakti) instead of it. Cf. Chatterji (1948: 11). Most regrettable Chatterji has adopted the habit of noting technical terms in the Kātantra without reference.
139The issue is that we can understand atīte, “in the past,” from parokṣāvat, so why should the rule fall under the scope of the heading atīte? Durgasimha wishes to point to the fact that the kvansvantas of the six roots śru, etc., occur in the sense of the general past and are not limited to parokṣa, “beyond one’s perception,” as is the case for all other roots. This, I believe, is how he accounts for the perfect active participles standing in for any of the three
upaśuśruvān ... Similarly for the root iṆ and aṅ preceded by naṅ (scil. an) ... Only those (roots) śṛṇoti, etc. are idiomatic in the standard language.

Durgaṭīkā: On “only those (roots) śṛṇoti, etc.”: Other roots, when ending in the suffixes KvansU and Kāna occur only in the Vedas, etc., and they have their domain only in a past time beyond one’s perception. But the opinion of the maker of the treatise is observed. Other roots too end in the suffixes KvansU and Kāna in the standard language given that he says: Kā 4.6.76 “the augment iṬ occurs with the roots ad, iṅ, ghas, those consisting of a single vowel (when reduplicated), and those ending in ā when vansU follows,” and Kā 4.6.76 “The augment iṬ optionally occurs with the roots gam, han, vid, viś, and drś (when KvansU follows).” ... Another says that other than in anūcāna, the suffix Kāna (just) occurs in the Vedas.

Vṛttipañjikā: On “only those (roots) śṛṇoti, etc.”: The meaning is that other forms, however, ending in the suffixes KvansU and Kāna in the domain of time beyond one’s perception occur only in the Vedas. But there is another opinion. The author of the sūtras says Kā 4.5.76 and 77. And it cannot be said that this (treatise) succeeds in its goal by having scope over the Vedas because here there is no regard for Vedic words.

Regarding the wording of the sūtra, I emphasize the use of -vat on parokṣāvat because both JV(M) 2.2.88 (according to the vṛtti) and SHŚ 5.2.2 adopt this formulation. Assuming the Kātantra’s priority to the JV(M) (and assuming this sūtra formed part of the work at the time of the JV’s composition), this would be one of its influences, although the reverse scenario is also possible, since we do not know exactly when this sūtra became a part of the Kātantra. Whenever the sūtra was added, the author wanted it to be for general use. There are no other rules providing for even the set forms iyivān, anāśvān, and anūcāna nor any mention of ṣad, etc., having a special past tenses. His comments in the ṭīkā illuminate the point: tena yathāviṣayam atītaprayogān udāharati | “Therefore he exemplifies the uses of the past tenses according to their respective scopes,” and is reminiscent of the KV ad P. 3.2.108: tena mukte yathāprāptaṃ pratyayā bhavanti | “Therefore when (the suffix liṭ) has been laid aside, the (other past tense) suffixes occur as usual.” There is not, however, a sūtra that allows for the finite perfect forms to occur in the sense of general past like CV 1.2.74. See section § 4.4 above.

140 This is contrary to what we find in A, where the Vedic kvasvantas are in the sense of bhūtasāmānya “general past.”

141 This sūtra corresponds to P. 7.2.67. For the logic of the argumentation see my notes below.

142 This sūtras corresponds to P. 7.2.77.

143 We know from Durgasimha ad Kā 4.1.1: siddhigrahaṇaṃ bhinnakartṛtvān maṅgalārtham “the word siddhi ‘prosperity’ is mentioned for the sake of auspiciousness because there is a different author,” that the fourth adhyāya on kṛt suffixes does not stem from Sarvavarman. The Kātantra appears to have originally not contained sections on the derivation of nominal stems in general, i.e., primary derivatives (krdantas), secondary derivatives (taddhitāntas), and compounds (samāsas). Yet, by the time of Durgasimha, whose date ranges from the 6th to the 8th centuries, these sections had all been added. See Cardona (2008: 302–307) who marshals together the relevant passages and secondary literature. Oberlies (1996: 275) dates the expanded Kātantra to a time prior to the JV(M).
status. The great commentator Durgasiṃha adds a tremendous amount of information in his commentaries on the often imprecise root text, and here he includes specifics for the irregular formations and the tense issue with √šru, etc. Note that he follows the order of the three roots as they are listed in CV 1.2.73 and not Pāṇini’s order. For our present investigation regarding the Vedic status of KvasU, his remarks and his sub-commentator’s are revealing with regard to usage and prescription. The two suffixes are accepted in the standard language, but in practice only those from √šru, etc. are common. Yet in his own sub-commentary, Durga refutes those who would actually restrict KvansU to √šru, etc. and make the rest Vedic. To counter such an opinion, he cites rules prescribing the augment it before KvansU (Kā 4.5.76 and 4.5.77) to prove that Śarvavarman intended the suffix for the standard language. If such forms as jagmivān were not found in the standard language, Kā 4.6.76 would not have been included. The other sub-commentator, Trilocana, notes in addition that the Katantra pays no heed to the Vedic language. Although we find statements about actual usage, there are still no quotes from any texts.

4.5.2 Jainendravyākaraṇa with the Mahāvṛtti

vassadiṇo vasur liṅ mam [bhūte\(^{144}\)] || 2.2.88 ||

Abhayanandin: vas sad in ity etehyō bhūte vasur bhavati liḍvan masamjñaś ca | anūsivān śrīdattāṁ dhānyasimhāḥ | upasedivān upādhyāyam śisyāḥ | iyivān upeyivān upādhyāyam śisyāḥ | ... | liḍvadādesād dvāvitvam | ... | prākter vāsamāḥ iti luṇādayo bhavanti | anavātsit | anavavasat | anūvāsa | ... | kvasukānau lidāḍeśaṁ sarvadhātubhya ity eke | kvasur lo mam | ... | lidāḍeśatvād eva kītve siddhe sphāntārtham kitkaranam anayoḥ | tair evācāryaiḥ vasv ekājādghasāṁ id iti vasau parata ekācām ākārāntānāṁ ghaś ced vihitāḥ | pecivān | papivān | jakṣivān | iha kasmān na bhavati | bibhidvān | cicchidvān | halmadhe liṭy ataḥ ity anena etvacakhayoḥ krtayor vaso ya ekāc tatraived bhavati | ... ||

JV(M) 2.2.88 After √vas, √sad, √iṅ there is vasU like liṭ (and termed) ma.

Abhayanandin: After the roots vas, “to dwell,” √sad, “to sit,” and iṅ, “to go,” there is

\(^{144}\)From JV(M) 2.2.78.
the suffix *vasU* like *liṭ* and termed *ma*, “parasmaipada,” because of the extension “like *liṭ*” there is reduplication ... (Examples:) Dhānyasimha lived (*anūṣivān*) near Śrīdatta. The student sat at (*upasedivān*) the teacher’s feet. The student went to (*iyivān*) / approached (*upeyivān*) the teacher ... By JV(M) 2.1.81 “up to the word *kti*, non-identical (suffixes) are optional,” the aorist, etc. also occur: *anvvavāṭīt, anvvavāsāt, anūvāsa ...* Some say that *KvasU* and *Kāna* are the substitutes for *liṭ* after all roots. *KvasU* receives the technical term *ma* by JV(M) 1.2.150 (= JV(Ś) 1.2.177) *lo mam*, “the substitutes for *la* are termed *ma*.” ... When the fact that (the two suffixes) have a *K* is established only because they are substitutes for *liṭ*, marking the two of them with a *K* gains a clear purpose.

These same teachers (*ācārya*) have assigned the augment *iṬ* by (? P.7.2.67) *vasv ekājādghasām iṭ*, “for reduplicated stems in a single consonant, roots ending in ā, and the root *ghas* ‘to eat’ there is the augment *iṬ* on the suffix *vasU*.“ *(For example:) pecivān, “He has cooked.” papivān, “He has drunk.” jaksivān, “He has eaten.” Why not (the augment *iṬ*) here? *bibhidvān, “He has split.” cicchidvān, “He has cut.” The augment *iṬ* is added in this case only to a (stem) which consists of a single vowel when *vasU* follows, provided that *e*-substitution (for short *a*) and the elision of the reduplicated syllable have taken place by JV(Ś) 4.4.117 “*e* occurs in place of a short *a* in between two consonants and there is elision of the reduplicated syllable when a *liṭ* suffix follows marked with a *K*, *G*, or an *N*.“

The following two sūtras, omitted here, provide for *śuśrūvān* (JV(M) 2.2.89 *śruvo ‘niṭ*), *anāśvān*, and *anūcāna* (JV(M) 2.2.90 *anāśvānanūcānau*). The JV, at least as understood by Abhayanandin, makes three choices in its descriptive technique that differ from Pāṇini’s. *iyivān* (note the loss of *upa*) can be derived and need not be given as a set form because the following rule, JV(M) 2.2.89 *śruvo ‘niṭ*, hints (jñāpaka) that the general prohibition against adding the augment *iṬ* to *kṛt*

---

145 I presume that Devanandin employs *liṭ* here in the same manner as Pāṇini does in P. 3.2.171, where the commentators, beginning with the MBh I.469.9 (ad P. 2.3.69.2), interpret *liṭ* as *liḍvat*, “like *liṭ*.”

146 In the JV *ma* = parasmaipada of the A. Cf. JV(M) 1.2.150 *lo mam*. The suffix *vasu* must here be designated as *ma*, i.e. parasmaipada, because *vasU* is not included in JV(M) 1.2.150. Pāṇini does, however, include *vasU* in his definition of parasmaipada in P. 1.4.99.

147 In the omitted portion the derivation of *iyivān* is dealt with.

148 This is the equivalent of P. 3.1.94 *vāsarūpo ‘striyām*, the so called *vāsarūpavidhi* mentioned above on p. 173, fn. 19.

149 In the omitted portion Abhayanandin makes provision for *KvasU* and *Kāna* so that they can designate *kartṛ*, *karman*, and *bhāve*. Cf. fn. 167 below.

150 In what is omitted Abhayanandā repeats the two purposes for *K* given in the MBh (see pp. 189f.), namely the elision of a penultimate *n* (*nakha*) in *ājivān* and the prevention of guṇa (*eppratisedha*) in *titīrvān*.

151 Only Pāṇini has such a sūtra. The corresponding sūtra in the JV(Ś) has slight differences: JV(Ś) 5.1.111 *kvasy aikājghasah*. I have not yet been able to find a corresponding sūtra in the JV(M).

152 *ca-kha* is equivalent to *abhyaśa-lopa* in the A. Cf. JV(M) 1.1.61 and 4.3.6 for the technical terms *kha* and *ca*, respectively.

153 Although the previous sūtra did not have an exact match in the JV(Ś), Abhayanandin must now be citing from the parallel recension of the JV. In his own text the sūtra is JV(M) 4.4.110 *ato halmadhye ‘nādesāder liṭi*. Cf. P. 6.4.120.
suffixes beginning with a vaŚ consonant (JV(M) 5.1.114) does not apply to vasU. Second, the suffix vasU is said to be liḍvat “like liṭ,” a move that eliminates the difficulties that arise for the Pāṇinian school in explaining which liṭ KvasU replaces, because liṭ here only serves as an indicator of morphology, specifically reduplication. This appears to be a borrowing from the Kātantra. Lastly, and as a result of the last point, the three past tense lakāras can occur in their respective domains alongside the vasantat forms because JV(M) 2.1.81 (∼ P. 3.1.94), which overrides the apavāda-utsarga relation between non-identical suffixes outside of the feminine gender, applies freely since vasU is no longer a substitute for a lakāra. In the Pāṇinian tradition the lakāras form a set of exceptional suffixes not subject to the vāsarūpavidhi. Consequently, the word vā is needed in P. 3.2.108 to make KvasU an exception to the exception (according to some), but in the JV(M) vā is not necessary.

The JV(M) clearly rejects the use of vasU after all roots since a sūtra prescribing vasU generally is entirely missing. Abhayanandin does, however, remark that in the opinion of some (eke), KvasU and Kāna are substitutes for liṭ and occur after all roots. As substitutes for liṭ, both suffixes will not be termed ma by JV(M) 1.2.150 (= JV(Ś) 1.2.177). Our commentator goes on to discuss the details of the suffix, such as the purpose of K, in the same fashion we have seen in the MBh ad P. 3.2.106/107, and gives brief derivations for the forms ājivān, titīrvānaḥ, and tatirāṇaḥ, examples also taken from the MBh. While presenting the opinion of these others, Abhayanandin quotes two sūtras that help us determine who the eke are, because neither of them is found in the JV(M). The first, vasv ekādghasām iṭ, is P. 7.2.67 and accounts for the addition of iṬ to various stems when vasU follows. The second sūtra, halmadhe lity atah, is JV(Ś) 4.4.117 and also regulates the addition of iṬ. I suspect that the first sūtra is an error (on whose part I cannot not

154 Cf. the first hemistich of the first ślokavārttika ad P. 3.2.109, MBh II.117.7.
155 JV(M) 2.1.81 prākter vāsāmaḥ lacks the condition astrīyām of P. 3.1.94 because it only extends up to but does not include JV(M) 2.3.75 where the feminine suffixes begin.
156 See p. 173, fn. 19 concerning the necessity of vā in P. 3.2.108. It is emphasized by the Pāṇinian commentators that the vāsarūpavidhi does not apply in the case of suffixes that are substitutes for lakāras. PŚ 67–69 list all three contexts in which the vāsarūpavidhi does not apply (the last deals with the lakāras). Cf. also MBh II.27–28.4 for the special status of the lakāras. The same technique, i.e., using -vat, is found in the Kā 4.4.1 and SHŚ 5.2.2. See §§ 4.5.1 and 4.5.6, respectively.
157 As noted above, Abhayanandin has tatirāṇa instead of titirāṇa of the Pāṇiniyas. He justifies the form because sthānivadbhāva should apply to the base during reduplication by JV(M) 1.1.59. See fns. 101 and 108 above.
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With this correction, the entire discussion works perfectly within the JV(Ś). This other recension of the JV with the Śabdārṇavacandrikā of Somadeva prescribes KvasU and Kāna as substitutes for liṅ after any root in JV(Ś) 2.2.103 liṅ kvasukānau (see below) and thereby also permits KvasU to be termed ma by JV(Ś) 1.2.177 lo mam. We can thus tentatively conclude that Abhayandin knew the alternate recension of the JV and had respect for its proponents as he evinces by employing the honorific title ācārya. The whole section dealing with the perfect active participles, JV(Ś) 2.4.103–106, serves as the basis for Śākaṭāyana’s grammar and will be presented below.

I would also like to briefly discuss my findings vis-à-vis Oberlies’s hypothesis that the KV knew the CV and its vṛtti as well as the JV and Abhayandin’s Mahāvṛtti. Because of the sparseness of the CV vṛtti, the results are rather limited, but I believe we can at least record a few similarities and possible borrowings. The most salient common thread is the acceptance of iyivān, i.e., without upa, in each work. Since the JV(M) and CV were able to word their sūtra texts as they saw fit, no further remark was needed about the difference with the A. The KV, however, made use of Patañjalian reasoning (upa is tantra) to bring Pāṇini’s rule into accord with the two earlier grammars. The differences are also noteworthy. The JV has radically altered the interaction of KvasU within the vāsarūpavidhi by introducing the notion of being like liṅ (liṅvat, borrowed from the Kātantra ?) and eliminating the process of substitution. The CV retains vā in the sūtra so that the same problem does not arise, and even if it did, the CV handles the optionality among the kṛt suffixes much more simply. As we will see in the following sections, Hemacandra also makes use of -vat. If the Kātantra was indeed known to Devenandin, this is an excellent example of how he combined aspects of the two systems.

158 This is the simplest explanation. I cannot give a good reason for why Abhayandin would suddenly cite a Pāṇinian sūtra when the corresponding JV(Ś) sūtra was available.
159 This raises a number of chronological problems regarding the date of the JV(Ś). Since its purported author Guṇanandin lived toward the end of the 9th cent., we must either assume that there already had existed another alternate version of the JV or Abhayandin is quoting from an altogether lost text.
161 Namely with CV 1.1.103 bahulam. Oberlies (1996: 277–282) discusses the paribhāṣā in the three grammars with regard to the tācchilika suffixes.
4.5.3 Jainendravyākaraṇa with the Śabdārṇavacandrikā

liṭaḥ kvasukānau || 2.2.103 ||

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: dhoh parasya liṭah sthāne kvasukānau stah | pecivān | rarajvān | pecānah | rarajānah ||

vassadiniśrōḥ kvasuḥ || 2.2.104 ||

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: ebhyo liṭah kvasuḥ syāt | anūśivān | upasedivān | upeyivān | śuśruvān ||

anāśvān || 2.2.105 ||

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: naṁpurvād aśnāter liṭaḥ kvasuḥ syād idabhāvaś ca nipātyah | anāśvān tapaś cakāra ||

kartary anūcānāḥ || 2.2.106 ||

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: vacer anupūrvāt kartari kārake kāno nipātyah | anūcāno vratopapanno ’śeṣaśāstrapārago vā | kartari iti kiṁ anūktaḥ ||

JV(Ś) 2.2.103 In place of liṭ there is KvasU and Kāṇa.

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: KvasU and Kāṇa occur in place of liṭ which follows a root. (For example:) pecivān, “He has cooked,” rarajvān, “He has dyed.” pecānah, “He has cooked for himself.” rarajānah, “He has dyed for himself.”

JV(Ś) 2.2.104 KvasU after √vas, “to dwell,” √sad, “to sit,” √iN, “to go,” √śru, “to hear.”

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: After these roots the suffix KvasU should occur in place of liṭ. (For example:) anūśivān, “He has lived near.” upasedivān, “He has sat near (as a student).” upeyivān, “He has approached.” śuśruvān, “He has heard.”

JV(Ś) 2.2.105 anāśvān (is a set form).

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: The suffix KvasU should occur in place of liṭ after √aś (class 9) preceded by naN (= an), and it must be set down because of the lack of the augment iT. anāśvān (means) “he has practiced austerities.”

---

162 Both √pac and √rañj are ubhayapadin roots insofar as the ātm. endings are to be used when the fruit of the action is intended for the agent. The anubandha N alone triggers this usage in the JV(Ś), e.g., ŚDhp 910 raṃjAUN rāge in contrast to the JV(M) and the A, where both a svarita anbandha and N serve this function. Cf. JV(Ś) 1.3.82 (= JV(M) 1.2.68 = P. 1.3.72). On the DhP of the JV(Ś) see Palsule (1961: 42–44). None is known for the JV(M).
JV(Ś) 2.2.106 kartary anūcāna (is a set form) expressing the agent.

Śabdārṇavacandrikā: The suffix Kāna must be set down as expressing the agent kāraka after the root √vac preceded by anu. anūcāna (means) “one who has taken a vow” or “one who has mastered all the disciplines.” Why state kartari? (Observe that when a past tense suffix expressing the karman, “patient,”) there is anūktaḥ (with the suffix Kta).

As will be evident from a quick comparison with Śākaṭāyana’s Śabdānuśāsana, one grammar is clearly borrowing from the other. The similarities are: JV(Ś) 1.2.103 = ŚāŚ 1.4.80, the four roots √vas, √sad, √iN, and √śru are lumped into a single samāhāra dvandva in JV(Ś) 1.2.104 and ŚāŚ 1.4.81, and the mention of kartari along with anūcāna/anuvac in JV(Ś) 1.2.106 and ŚāŚ 1.4.81.

Regrettably, Somadeva is extremely concise and leaves out any discussion regarding the optionality of KvasU and Kāna and the details of the derivation. It would be instructive to know how the two suffixes interact with other lakāras now that they are substitutes liṭ. The addition of kartari in JV(Ś) goes back to vārtt. IV ad P. 3.2.109 anūcānaḥ kartari and is generally included in the glosses on other sūtras.

4.5.4 Śākaṭāyana’s Śabdānuśāsana

liṭah kvasukānau [vā] || 1.4.80 ||

Amoghavṛtti: liṭo laḥ sthāne ‘taṅtaṅvat kvasukānāv ādeśau vā bhavataḥ | jagmivān samyuge | tashṭivān saḥ | jagñivān andhakāram | ... | vāgraḥānāt tiño ’pi bhavanti | jagāma | jaghāna | tasthau | tatāra ||

śrviṇvasso ‘nuvacaś ca kartari bhūte [kvasukānau vā] || 1.4.81 ||

Amoghavṛtti: śru in vas sad ity etebyo ‘nupūrvvāc ca vaceḥ parasya bhūte sāmānye dyotye kartari vartamānasya liṭo ’taṅtaṅvat kvasukānāv ādeśau vā bhavataḥ | ... | bhūtegrahaṃ bhūtasāmānyapratipaṇṭyartham | nābhūte lid asti' | tatra ca ata eva

163 The JV(Ś) may well be later than the ŚāŚ.
164 Cf. KV ad P. 3.2.109 vacer anupūrvāt kartari kānaj nipātyate | “The suffix KānaC is set down in the sense of an agent after the √vac when preceded by anu” and Mahāvṛtti ad JV(M) 2.2.90 vacer anupūrvvāt kartari kāno nipātyate | Its absence in the CV is somewhat surprising.
165 From ŚāŚ 1.4.79.
166 The text reads nābhūteridasti, which I take to be typo. I have also slightly altered the punctuation for the sake of clarity
vacanād ādeśapakṣe liḍ anumīyate | tadabhāve luṅ | ... ||

ŚāŚ 1.4.80 KvasU and Kāna optionally occur in place of liṭ.

Amoghavṛtti: KvasU for ataṄ (parasmaipadin roots) and Kāna for taṄvat (ātmanepadin roots) optionally occur as the substitutes in place of the l of liṭ. (For example:) “He has gone into battle.” “He has stood.” “He has beaten darkness.” ... Because of the mention of “optionally” there are also the personal endings: “He had gone.” “He has beaten.” “He has stood.” “He has crossed.”


Amoghavṛtti: KvasU for ataṄ (parasmaipadin roots) and KānaC for taṄvat (ātmanepadin roots) optionally occur in place of liṭ occurring in the sense of the agent when the general past is to be illuminated after these (roots): śru, iṆ, vas, sad, and after vac preceded by anu. The mention of “in the past” is for the purpose of communicating “general past.” It is not liṭ in a different past tense. Because of that very statement, liṭ can be inferred when one opts for the substitute (KvasU). When it (KvasU) is not there, there is luṅ (the aorist). (For example:) aśrauṣīt, “S/he heard,” etc.

The use of a perfect active participle in place of the finite perfect (parokṣe) is an option for all roots. The separate mention of the six roots śru, etc. (anāśvān is given as a set form in the following rule ŚāŚ 1.4.82, not quoted), however, does not permit the kvasvantas to stand in for any of the three past tenses. Instead, they may only alternate with the aorist, as is shown in the Amoghavṛtti, because their tense is general past (bhūtasāmānya). This is not only novel but an indication that Śākaṭāyana has ignored Patañjali and the other commentators we have come across. The inference of liṭ in the sense of the general past after śru, etc. clearly comes from the KV, and the remark that when KvasU is not there, luṅ obtains has similarities with the passage from the Nyāsa discussed above (p. 200, fn. 125). Śākaṭāyana removes the question about which liṭ is intended, since bhūte liṭ occurs only for the separately listed roots, i.e., suśruvān. All other perfect participles must stand in for the standard parokṣe liṭ. Finally, note also that only a single set form is

---

167 It is necessary to specify that the suffixes are for parasmaipadin and ātmanepadin roots because Śākaṭāyana has completely eliminated the rather complex system of relating the technical terms parasmaipada and ātmanepada to the personal endings (P. 1.4.99 and 100) and then kartṛ, karman, and bhāva to the two technical terms (P. 1.3.13, 78, etc.).
168 There are additional examples in the omitted portion.
169 I admit here the now well-known examples and a few points of derivation.
necessary in Śākaṭāyana’s grammar, whereas Pāṇini and Candra required three and Devanandin two (JV(M) 2.2.90 anāśvānanūcānau) plus an ad hoc rule for the lack of the iṬ augment in śuśrvān (JV(M) 2.2.89). The wording of the sūtras is also novel. By incorporating iN after √śrū a half māṭrā is eliminated.

4.5.5 Bhoja’s Sarasvatikanṭhābharaṇa

śrusadavasibhyo lid vā || 1.4.143 ||

Hṛdayaharaṇī: śrṇotyādibhyo bhūtakālārthavṛttibhyo dhātubhyah kartari bhāvakar-
maṇoś ca litpratyayo vā bhavati | upaśuśrāvā | upaśrauṣit | upāśrṇot | ...

lītaḥ kvasuh || 1.4.144 ||

Hṛdayaharaṇī: līto 'nantaroktasya punarvacanād vakṣyamāṇasya ca sthāne kartari
kvasur bhavati vā | upaśuśrūvān upaśuśrāva | ... jagmivān jagāma | papivān papau |
pecivān papāca ||

īyivānanāśvānanūcānāḥ || 1.4.145 ||

Hṛdayaharaṇī: ete śabdā bhūte liḍantāḥ kartari vā nipātyante | īyivān upeyivān |
... || (SKBhv vol. I pp. 162f.)

SKĀv 1.4.143 līt is optional after √śru, √sad, and √vas (in the sense of the past).

Hṛdayaharaṇī: The suffix līt in the sense of the agent as well as the action itself and
the patient after the roots √śru, etc., when their occurrence refers to past time. (For
example:) upaśuśrāva, “has listened,” (or) upāśrauṣit or upāśrṇot, “S/he listened.” …

SKĀv 1.4.144 KvasU in place of līt.

Hṛdayaharaṇī: The suffix KvasU optionally occurs in place of the līt denoting the
agent which was just (i.e., in the last sūtra) mentioned and in place of the one that
will be mentioned (i.e., 1.4.155 parokṣe līt) on account of its (līt's) repetition. (For
example:) upaśuśrūvān upaśuśrāva, “has listened,” jagmivān jagāma, “has gone,” pa-
pivān papau, “has drunk,” pecivān papāca, “has cooked.”

SKĀv 1.4.145 īyivān anāśvān anūcānāḥ (are set forms).

170In the remainder of the commentary further examples are given and the anubandhas on līt are explained.
Hṛdayaharaṇī: These forms, ending in itemId in the sense of the past time, are optionally set down. (For example:) iyivān, “has gone,” upeyivān, “has approached.”

Here Bhoja follows the CV very closely; the only difference is the use of the plural on śrusadavasibhyah. As remarked above, his commentator, Nārāyaṇadaṇḍanātha, elucidates a few points regarding the interpretation of the CV. The finite perfect of śru, etc. may occur in the sense of the general past and hence alternate with the imperfect and aorist. The perfect active participle can occur after any root and in place of any itemId, just as the KV has interpreted liṭah in P. 3.2.106.

4.5.6 Hemacandra’s Siddhahemāsaḥabdānuśāsana

śrusadvasbhyah parokṣā vā || 5.2.1 ||

Bṛhadvṛtti: bhūte ity anuvartate |  śrotyādibhyo dhātubhyo bhūtārthevrtibhyah parokṣā vibhaktir vā bhavati | upaśruśāva upasasāda anūvāca | vāvacanād yathāsvakālam adyatani hyastani ca | upāsrausūṣit upāśrṇot | ... anye tu śravādibhyo bhūtamātre kvasum eveccanti na paroksām | ... ||

tatra kvasukānau tadvat || 5.2.2 ||

Bṛhadvṛtti: tatra parokṣāmātraviṣaye dhātoḥ parau kvasukānau prayayaau bhavataḥ tau ca parokṣāvad vyapadīṣyete | tatra kvasuḥ parasmaipadatvāt kartari kānas tv ātmanepadatvād bhāvakarmanor api | śuśruvān | ... | pecivān | ... | kecit tu ebhya eva kvāsur nānyebhyah kānas tu prayaya eva nesyate ity āhuḥ | apare tu sarvādīhātubhyah kvasum eveccanti na kānam | bhūtādhiḥkāreṇaivoktaparokṣāvisayatve labde tatra-grahanaṃ parokṣāmātrapraṇapattaryartham, tena pecivān ityādi siddham | (SHŚBṛhad vol. V p. 111–115)

veyivadanāvadanucānam || 5.2.3 ||

SHŚ 5.2.1 After the roots śru, “to hear,” sad, “to sit,” and vas, “to dwell,” the beyond-one’s-perception (ending) optionally occurs.

Bṛhadavṛtti: “In the sense past time” continues (from SHŚ 5.1.158). After the roots śru, etc., whose activity has a past referent, the beyond-one’s-perception personal ending optionally occurs. upaśruśāva upasasāda anūvāsa. Because of the mention of an option the (other past tense suffixes) denoting past time today and yesterday

---

171 As noted above (fn. 138, p. 206), parokṣā is basically equivalent to liṭ by SHŚ 5.2.11f.
172adyatani and hyastani are equivalent to the suffixes lun and lan in the A. Cf. SHŚ 5.2.4 adyatani and 5.2.7
occur according to their own proper time.\textsuperscript{173} upāśrausit upāśrnot. But others want only the suffix \textit{KvasU} in the sense of past time after \textit{śru}, etc., not the finite perfect endings ...\textsuperscript{174}

\textbf{SHŚ 5.2.2} In that (sense) \textit{KvasU} and \textit{Kāna} like that.

\textbf{Bṛhadvyṛtti:} The two suffixes \textit{KvasU} and \textit{Kāna} occur after a root in that (sense), i.e., within the scope of beyond-one’s-perception suffix,\textsuperscript{175} and both of them are designated as being (morphologically) like the beyond-one’s-perception suffix (i.e., the perfect).\textsuperscript{176} In this case \textit{KvasU}, because it is parasmaipada, designates the agent but \textit{Kāna}, because it is ātmanepada, designates the action itself and the patient as well. (For example:) \textit{suśruvān}, “he has heard.” ... But some say that \textit{KvasU} is accepted only after these (roots, i.e., \textit{śru}, etc.) not after others, but the suffix \textit{Kāna} is not accepted at all. But others accept \textit{KvasU} alone after all roots, not \textit{Kāna}. Since one understands the domain of the two suffixes to be the beyond-one’s-perception suffix just stated under the heading “(general) past tense,” the mention of \textit{tatra} (in the sūtra) is so that one understands the bare beyond-one’s-senses suffix (i.e., any such suffix). Thereby such forms as \textit{pecivān}, “has cooked,”\textsuperscript{177} are taken care of.

\textbf{SHŚ 5.2.3} There are optionally the set forms \textit{īyivad}, \textit{anāvad}, and \textit{anūcāna}.

Hemacandra has basically merged the \textit{Cāndravyākaraṇa} with the \textit{Kātantra}. From the former he has taken the basic structures of the rules (\textit{śru}, etc. in the sense of general past tense, general rule for \textit{KvasU} and \textit{Kāna}, the three set forms) and from the latter the terminology (\textit{parokṣā} for \textit{liṭ}) as well as the use of the suffix -\textit{vat}, “like,” although this could also have originated with the JV(M). By adopting this latter technique, Hemacandra also dispenses with the issue of the \textit{vāsarūpavidhi}.\textsuperscript{178} He also adheres to the view that the perfect can be used as a general past tense for \textit{śru}, etc. and that all roots can form perfect participles in the standard language. To my great regret the \textit{Śabdamahārṇavaṇyāsa}, Hemacandra’s subcommentary on the \textit{Bṛhadvyṛtti}, is not available on this portion of the grammar. The editor, Śrī Vijayalāvanya Sūri, has composed his

\textit{anadyatane hyastani.}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{173} Cf. KV ad P. 3.2.108: \textit{tena mukte yathāprāptaṃ pratyayā bhavanti} | and fns. 126 and 139
\textsuperscript{174}The portion omitted presents another view regarding the use of the tenses and more details on the purpose of \textit{vā} with regard to the \textit{vāsarūpavidhi.}
\textsuperscript{175}It is important that \textit{parokṣā} is here a suffix, not a specification of tense.
\textsuperscript{176}That is simply to say that they have reduplication etc., as Hemacandra notes later on in the commentary.
\textsuperscript{177}Just as in the CV and the SKBhv the perfect suffix \textit{liṭ} can occur only in the sense of the general past after the roots \textit{śru}, etc., so in order to derive forms like \textit{pecivān}, \textit{KvasU} must also be able to replace the perfect suffix in the sense of beyond one’s perception.
\textsuperscript{178}See above fn. 19 on p. 173 and p. 210 with fn. 156.
\end{flushleft}
own commentary to supplement the missing portion.

4.5.7 Conclusions from the Non-Pāṇinians

One could add other schools to this list, but their citation would swell the present discussion without adding much profit. However, for the sake of nearing completeness, I mention the following works which also include KvasU and Kāna(C) for the standard language: Malayagiri’s Šabdānuśāsana, ākhyāta 1.21–23,179 Buddhīsagārāsaśirī’s Pañcagranthin Vyākaraṇa 4.1.21.4 (11th cent.), Vopadeva’s Mugdhabodha 24.132, and Sārasvata (SārV kvasvādi-prakriyā, vol. II p. 238–270).180 The passages I have quoted above demonstrate without question that outside of the Pāṇinian school of grammar there was no hesitation to include KvasU (and sometimes also Kāna(C)) as substitutes for the perfect or as a general past tense for roots other than āśru, etc. The only exception, the JV in Abhayanandin’s recension, might be explained by the more strict adherence on Devanandin’s part to Patañjali. Nevertheless, by the time the Mahāvṛtti was written, there existed grammarians, quite possibly in the Jainendra tradition itself, who accepted KvasU as valid in the standard language like the other non-Pāṇinians. In the learned discussions among the commentaries and sub-commentaries on the JV, Kā, and SHŚ, the opinion of the Pāṇinīyas, be they explicitly named or not, finds mention time and again, but there is not a single citation from literature. Durgāśiṃha makes the brief observation in his vṛtti that actually only the roots āśru, etc., which one must take to also include āś, āśaś and āvas, were in current use (rūḍha) with KvasU and Kāna. This tallies well with the data I have so far collected, in which forms from these roots are particularly common (especially āsad and āi), and with the reluctance of such poets as Bhaṭṭi, Bhāravi, and Māgha to use Vedic forms like Kālidāsa. Nevertheless, he and the sub-commentator, Trilocanadāsa, go on to defend the Kātantra’s position against others, i.e., the Pāṇinīyas, who insist on restrictions to the Vedic language, by referring to other sūtras in the grammar that prove the suffixes are an integral part of the Kātantra and hence must be for the

179Malayagiri follows Śākatāyana in not allowing the perfect as a general tense for āśru, etc.
180The suffix is available to all roots, expresses a general past tense, and is treated like the perfect suffix (nabevat) with regard to reduplication.
standard language because, as Trilocana points out, in this grammar no heed is paid to the Vedic language (*chândasánāṁ ṣabdánāṁ ihánādarāt*). On this point, it is telling that the remarks about the roots in actual currency (*rūḍha*) receives no further comment but rather give rise to a solid defense for the free application of the suffixes in the current language with arguments based on the internal consistency of the *Kātantra* grammar alone. The fact that the grammar is written for the standard language means, *de jure*, that all that the grammar teachers for the standard language even when there appears to be conflicting, or, at the very least, unsupportive evidence from usage. In closing, I highlight again the extraordinary influence both the *Cāndravyākarāṇa* and *Kātantra* had on the later grammatical tradition. All of the works we have looked at so far, including in all likelihood Jinendrabuddhi, drew inspiration from them in one way or another.

### 4.6 The Later Pāñinīyas

#### 4.6.1 Introduction

But how unanimous were those Pāñinīyas, more broadly defined as the grammarians commenting on the *A* or sub-commentaries thereon? Is there a reason why some would deviate from the view of Patañjali and others not? As we have seen before, serious work on the *A* continued unabated into the second millennium. At the beginning of this period stands the famed commentary of Kaiyaṭa on the *Mahābhāṣya*, the *Pradīpa*, largely indebted to Bhartṛhari (to whatever extent his commentary on the *MBh* was available). The importance of this work for cementing the authority and indeed the comprehension of the *Mahābhāṣya* cannot be understated. Yet homogeneity was far from being reached, especially in the region of modern-day Bengal,\(^{181}\) where Jinendrabuddhi’s text enjoyed great popularity\(^{182}\) and the commentary of Puruṣottamadeva on the *A*, the *Bhāṣāvṛtti*, become one of the standard works up until colonial times along with a host

---

181 For the grammatical literature in Bengal see Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. 2: 3–62) and (2010). The former, her dissertation, contains an excellent summary and analysis of earlier work on Pāñinian grammar in Bengal.

of mostly still unpublished commentaries. Further disputations on specific grammatical points will naturally arise in the commentaries on poetic works, since most of these commentators rely on the A when explaining grammatical points. I will now discuss the Pāṇinian sources of the second millennium and follow the discussion to its logical end in the works of Nāgeśa.

4.6.2 The Early Recasts of the Aṣṭādhyāyī

The first two Kaumudi-style grammars, the Rūpāvatāra (RA) of Dharmakīrti and the Rūpamālā (RM) of Vimalasarasvatī, both acknowledge the use of KvasU in the standard language but in different ways. Dharmakīrti, who does not treat Vedic forms, provides the necessary sūtras to derive the perfect active participle but does not mention the condition chandasi in his explanation of P. 3.1.107 kvasuś ca, for which he provides examples from nine roots. The only occurrence of chandasi is in P. 6.1.12, a rule that teaches three perfect active participles without reduplication (see above fn. 31, p. 175.), where he notes that the words are set down (nipātyante) without qualification for both the Vedic and standard language (chandasi bhāṣāyāṃ cāvišeṣeṇa). Even though Dharmakīrti copies verbatim from the KV in several places, in explaining P. 3.2.106 and 107 the word chandasi is entirely missing, whereas the KV carries it down from P. 3.2.105. One can therefore safely assume that the forms taught in the RA, e.g., pecivān, jaghnivān, etc., are acceptable for the standard language. Vimalasarasvatī, on the other hand, explains that the two suffixes are enjoined for use in the Vedas, but notes that the forms also find currency in the standard language, and gives the example tasthivān, “he who has stood.” His choice of example points, I strongly believe, to Kālidāsa’s usage of śthā (Raghuvaṃśa 2.29a) documented above.

Since both of these commentaries are very short and give only the most basic explanation, there

---

183Cf. Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. 2: 38–51). The commentary is so called because it only treats rules for the standard language.
185 We find the following forms: babhūvān, edhāñcakṛvān, pecivān, jagmivān, or jaganvān, jaghnivān or jaghanvān, vividvān or vividivān, vīvīśvān or vīvīśvān, and dadṛśivān or dadṛśvān.
186 RA II p. 246 = KV ad 6.1.12.
187 Compare, for example, Dharmakīrti’s explanation of P. 3.2.108 and 109, RA II p. 246 with the remarks of the KV on the same sūtras. Among these borrowings is the KV’s characterization of upa as not tantra. See above § 4.4.1.2.
188 RM II p.55: kānac kvasus ca chandasy ādesau vihitauprayogas tu bhāṣāyāṃ api drśyate tasthiyān ||
is no need to dwell on them any longer.

4.6.3 Puruṣottama’s Bhāṣāvṛtti

When we come to Puruṣottamadeva, however, the situation changes and the Nyāsakāra returns at last. In the Bhāṣāvṛtti, P. 3.2.105–109 are listed, but the first two appear only for the sake of anuvṛtti. The third however, P. 3.2.107, receives the following commentary:

\[ kvasuṣ ca || 3.2.107 || \]

**Bhāṣāvṛtti**: \( liṭaḥ kvasur vetti trayam adhikriyate \mid śesāś chāndasaḥ | nyāsakāras tu kānackvasoḥ kitkaraṇād bhāṣāyām api prayogam icchati \mid ... | sthā tasthivān | padam āsasthusā tvayā | pā papivān | tṛ titirvān ||

P. 3.2.107 And KvasU.

**Bhāṣāvṛtti**: The triad, \( liṭaḥ \), “in place of liṭ,” KvasU, and \( vā \), “optionally,” is a heading. The rest is for the Vedas. But, the Nyāsakāra accepts the use of KānaC and KvasU in the standard language as well. (For example):189 \( \text{sthā} \) (forms) tasthivān, “he who has stood,” (as in) KumŚ 6.72b, “by you who has reached a place”; \( \text{pā} \) (forms) papivān, “he who has defended”; \( \text{tṛ} \) (forms) titirvān, “he who has crossed.”

One of the commentators on the Bhāṣāvṛtti, Viśvarūpa (early 15th cent. Bengal),190 adds in his Bhāṣāvṛttivivaraṇapañjikā: \( etad eva kitkaraṇaṃ jnāpakam kānackvasor bhāṣāyām sādhutve \mid chandasi tu chandasya ubhayathā iti nittvena siddham || “It’s precisely this marking (the suffixes) with a \( K \) that is a hint for KānaC and KvasU being correct in the standard language. In the Vedas, however, (the suffixes) are already marked with a \( N \) by P. 6.4.5.” Viśvarūpa presents Jinendrabuddhi’s proof that KvasU and KānaC are also valid in the standard language as an alternative to the more standard Pāṇinian view, which he clearly knew. Even without a ringing endorsement for the unorthodox stance, I view the lack of refutation as significant especially when compared with other commentators, like Haradatta and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita, and the mention of the Kumārasamakhaya can only help to bolster the need for such a justification. The order, however, is a theoretical defense of KvasU and then the presentation of actual usage. We can also cite another sources for Pu-

---

189I have omitted some of the examples.
190Viśvarūpa and his commentary are the subject of Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005). His date and region is discussed on pp. 75–80. Unfortunately her critical edition of the commentary does not include the present section.
ruṣottama’s acceptance of Jinedrabuddhi’s approach, his Jñāpakasamuccaya, a work in which the jñāpakas, “hints,” found in Pāṇini’s sūtras are listed in the same order as the sūtras themselves.

In discussing P. 3.2.106 and 107, Puruṣottama reports that the Nyāsakāra has said the suffixes KanaC and KvasU are both used in the standard language because the suffixes are marked with K.¹⁹¹

Elsewhere in the Bhāṣāvṛtti we find additional evidence that Puruṣottamadeva accepted KvasU for the standard language. As we saw in the RA (fn. 184, p. 220.), Pāṇini has provided a number of sūtras for the derivation of kvasvantas. Those that do not pertain to √śru, √sad, and √vas are technically Vedic. One such example is P. 8.2.65 mvoś ca, which regulates the change of a root final m to n when an m or v follows. On this sūtra Puruṣottama has the following to say:

```
mavayoh parayor dhātor masya nah syāt | makāre chāndasam udāharānam | vakāre kvasau jaganvān | yeṣāṃ tu chhandasi kvasur iti mataṃ teṣāṃ chandahsūtram etat |
(Bhāṣāvṛtti ad P. 8.2.65)
```

n occurs in place of a final m of a root when followed by m or v. The examples when a m follows are Vedic. When v follows in KvasU (an example is) jaganvān, “he who has gone.” But for those who hold the opinion that KvasU (only) occurs in the Vedas, this is a Vedic sūtra.

Although Puruṣottamadeva has simply presented two points of view here, his phrasing implies that he accepts KvasU in the standard language, but others do not. By coupling these comments with those on P. 3.2.107 and in the Jñāpakasamuccaya, a clear picture emerges that Jinendrabuddhi’s hint has full validity in the Bhāṣāvṛtti. This all fits well with Puruṣottamadeva’s provenance of Bengal where the Nyāsa retained an active following and demonstrates how variation within the Pāṇinian school continued based on regional sub-schools. A further factor that likely allowed the non-Vedic status of KvasU to continue was the absence of a strong tradition of Mahābhāṣya studies in Bengal, as can be seen from Viśvarūpa’s commentary.¹⁹²

¹⁹¹ Jñāpakasamuccaya p. 73: Nyāsakāras tu ... kānackvasoḥ kitkaranasāmarthyaḥ bhāṣayām prayoga ity avādīt | The tu contrasts Jinendrabuddhi’s opinion with that of the Bhāgavṛtti, a now lost commentary on the A that divided Pāṇini’s rules into a bhāṣabhāga, “standard language portion,” and chandobhāga, “Vedic portion.” This is one of the most significant losses in the Pāṇinian tradition and the basis for the Bhāṣāvṛtti. Cf. Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. 2: 17–26).

¹⁹² Cf. Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. II: 78 ): “… but on the other hand, his (scil. Viśvarūpa’s) knowledge of the Mahābhāṣya was obviously very limited.”
affiliation likely played a role in the initial spread of the Nyāsa to Bengal, once the tradition had taken hold, Brahman commentators like Viśvarūpa, a Vaishnave (likely a devotee of Kṛṣṇa), perpetuated it.

4.6.4 Rāmacandra’s Prakriyākaumudi

As we close in on the final three recasts of the A, we still do not quite find unity on the question of KvasU. It seems that up until the time of Bhṛṭoji Dīkṣita, the weight of usage and other grammarians had overshadowed Patañjali’s own words. The two works leading up to the Sid-dhāntakaumudi follow more closely their immediate predecessors instead of looking toward the conservatism displayed in the final stage of Pāṇinian studies. Furthermore, we discover a somewhat new arrangement of the sūtra text and even a few familiar sūtras missing. Let us begin with Rāmacandra’s Prakriyākaumudi (late 14th cent.) along with extracts from the commentaries of Viṭṭhala, Rāmacandra’s grandson (early 15th cent.), and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa (latter 16th cent.).

\[\text{liṭah kānaj vā} \] ||3.2.106||

\[\text{liṭah kānaj ādeśo vā syāc chandasi} | \text{prayogavāśād loke 'pīti kecit} | \text{taṇānāv ātmanepadam} | \text{dvitvādi} | \text{cakrāṇaḥ} || (PrKPras II p. 575/PrKPrak vol. III p. 541)

**Prasāda:** citkaraṇam antodāttārtham kitkaraṇaṁ kitkāryārtham | chandasi liṭ ato lit-grahane 'nuvartamaṁ 'pi punar litgrahaṇam sarvasya liṭa ādeśo yathā syād ity evam-artham | anyathā tasyaiva syāt | \text{prayogavaśāt iti} | tathā cāmarasimhe kānacaḥ prayogaḥ | śīvadāno 'kṛṣnakarmā iti | kṣīravāminā ca vyākhyātam | śvidi śvaiyte | liṭ | kānaj iti || (PrKPras II p. 575)

**Prakāśa:** \text{kid ayaṁ bhāṣāyām apīti kecit} | bhāṣye tu chāndasa eveti sthitam | ... || (PrKPrak vol. III p. 541)

\[\text{kvasuś ca} \] ||3.2.107||

---

193 Maitreyarakṣita, the author of the Tantrapradīpa, a commentary on the Nyāsa, and Puruṣottamadeva were both Buddhist.
195 Both of these commentaries can be quite lengthy, especially the latter, so I have chosen only the most relevant passages. I have also omitted some remarks by Rāmacandra as they introduce a few difficulties not yet discussed, such as the use of \(√i\) in P. 7.3.85.
liṭaḥ kvasur ādeo vā syāt | babhajvān | ... || (PrKPras II p. 576/PrKPrak vol. III p. 541)

Prakāśa: **babhajvān** | bhañjo āmarddane | dvitvādi | kittvān nalopah | udittvān num | samyogāntasya lopah | bhāsyae tu chāndasaḥ kvasur iti sthitam | tathā cottaratra bhā-şāyām ity ucye | ... || (PrKPrak vol. III p. 541)

[P. 7.2.67, 7.2.68]

dāśvān sāhvān midhvāmś ca || 6.1.12 ||
deti kvasvantā nipātyante || (PrKPras II p. 578/PrKPrak vol. III p. 544)

Prasāda: kvasuś ca ity anenaiva vyākhyatprāyatyavād upeksitam vyākhyāyate | bhāşāyām sadavasaśravah || 3.2.108 || sadādibhyah kvasuḥ syād bhāşāyām | ... || (PrKPras II p. 578)

upeyivān anāśvān anūcānaś ca || 3.2.109 ||

eti nipātyante | nātropasargas tantram | samiyivān | iyivān | ... || (PrKPras II p. 579/PrKPrak vol. III p. 544)

Prakāśa: ... | bhāşāyām ca kvasus tasya vidhiyate | evaṁ tarhy ādeśasāmarthyād bhū-tamātre bhāşāyām api lid anumiyyate | tasya nityam kvasur ādeśah | vānuvrteḥ pakse luṇādayo yathāprāptā api | ... || (PrKPrak vol. III p. 544)

P. 3.2.106 In place of *lit* there is optionally *KānaC*. KānaC is optionally the substitute for *lit* in the Vedas. Some say on the strength of usage that it is also occurs in the ordinary world. P. 1.4.100 “the taṅ endins and āna are termed ātmanepada.” There is reduplication etc. (Example:) cakrāṇaḥ, “has done for himself.”

Prasāda: Marking (the suffix) with a *C* is so that the word is oxytone; marking (the suffix) with a *K* is for the purpose of operations pertaining to elements marked with *K*. Even though the mention of *lit* continues from P. 3.2.105 chandasi *lit*, *lit* is mentioned again so that the substitute occurs in place of every (*lit*). Thus is its purpose. Otherwise it would occur only in place of it (the *lit* in P. 3.2.105).

On “on the strength of usage”: And so there is the use of KānaC in Amarasiṁha’s *koṣa*. AKKṣ 3.1.46 śisvīdāno ’krṣnakarmā | It has been explained by Kṣirasvāmin: KṣDhP 1.10 śvidl śvaitye, “to be white,” the suffix *lit*, the suffix KānaC.

Prakāśa: Some say that this (suffix) marked with *K* is also in the standard language, but it stands in the Bhāṣya that it is Vedic.

---

196 These comments follow the KV.

197 In the printed edition edited by Govind Oka (1913: 172) the reading is śvidl śvaitye, liṭaḥ kānaj vā |
P. 3.2.107 And KvasU.

KvasU should be the substitute for liṭ. (Examples:) babhajvān, “has crushed” etc.

Prakāśa: On the form babhajvān, “he who has crushed”: (From KṣDhP VII.16) bhañjO in the meaning, “to crush.” There is reduplication etc. Because the suffix is marked with K there is elision of the n (by P. 6.4.24). Because it is marked with a short U there is the augment n (by P. 7.1.70). There is elision of the final of the conjunct consonant (by P. 8.2.23). But it stands in the (Mahā)bāḥṣya that KvasU is Vedic, and so in the following (sūtra, P. 3.2.108) it’s said “in the standard language.”

Prasāda: (A sūtra), which has been disregarded because it is more or less already explained by the sūtra P. 3.2.109,198 is explained (now): P. 3.2.108 bhāṣāyāṃ sadavasaśru-vaḥ, “the suffix KvasU should occur after ā sad, etc. in the standard language” ...

P. 3.2.109 upeyivān, anāśvān and anūcānaḥ (are set forms).

These are set forms. Here the upasarga is not predominant. (For example:) samīyivān. īyivān.

Prakāśa: ... And in the standard language KvasU is prescribed in place of it (scil. liṭ enjoined in P. 3.2.105). Then in this way liṭ is also inferred in the standard language only in the sense of past time because of the strength of the substitute. KvasU is inevitably the substitute for it (scil. liṭ from P. 3.2.105). Because of the continuation of “optionally” the aorist etc. also occur when applicable.

The freedom to interpret this set of sūtras contrary to the Mahābāḥṣya persists, though not entirely unquestioned, into the penultimate stage of Sanskrit grammar as represented by Rāmacandra and his immediate successors. The defense for KvasU and KānaC is based on usage as in the RM, though quotations from literature are not given. His grandson, Viṭṭhala, does supply a single example from the Nāmaliṅgānuśāsana of Amarasimha with the explanation of Kṣīrāsvāmin. Why Viṭṭhala turns to lexicographical work instead of drawing on the abundant examples in kāvya literature, as later grammarians do, remains unclear, but given the high respect accorded to the Amarakośa throughout the history of Sanskrit, citing it as an authority for proper usage is not incomprehensible. So sure is Rāmacandra that KvasU and KānaC are universally applicable that

---

198Recall that Viṭṭhala lays out his intention to supplement those sūtras Rāmacandra has left out in his eighth introductory stanza.
he even takes the logical step of removing P. 3.2.108 all together. The reason is that if P. 3.2.106 and 107 can apply to the standard language there is no need to include P. 3.2.108, which originally provided a way for the perfect active participle to enter the bhāṣā with certain roots. His grandson, as he often does, notes the missing sūtra and explains it, here following the KV quite closely. There is no mention of the conflict with Patañjali. When we reach Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, however, the authority of the Bhāṣya once again takes precedent over actual usage, and there is evidently no room for leeway. Mention of Jinendrabuddhi’s proof that Pāṇini intended KvasU and KānaC for the standard language is entirely wanting in these three texts,¹⁹⁹ and the only refutation against the objection that usage warrants KvasU and KānaC in the standard language is that Patañjali says the suffixes are Vedic. This argument is not new, and I have already mentioned (fn. 109) that Haradatta employed the same strategy a few centuries earlier. Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa begins, in many ways, the next and final stage of traditional Pāṇinian studies in India. Although he takes Rāmacandra’s text as the basis for his commentary, Śrī Kṛṣṇa nevertheless notes many of the inconsistencies between the Prakriyākaumudī and the Mahābhāṣya, a practice he would later pass on to his pupil, Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita.

To take an additional example of how Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa works in an interpretation of Patañjali, let us look at the issue with how to understand the optionality of P. 3.2.108 and 109. In the passage from the Prakāśa I have quoted ad P. 3.2.109, Patañjali’s notion that liṭ optionally occurs after the given roots in the sense of past time and is then necessarily replaced by KvasU is clearly laid out. None of the other commentators quoted in this section make note of the this interpretation and based on their glosses, they follow the KV in saying that KvasU optionally replaces liṭ.²⁰⁰ Rāmacandra, oddly enough, does not note any option at all unless we understand it from his gloss on P. 3.2.107, liṭaḥ kvasur ādeśo vā syāt, “may KvasU optionally be the substitute for liṭ,” although he gives no examples for the alternative. Viṭṭhala, however, does make the remark

¹⁹⁹ Kṛṣṇa seems to make a veiled reference to Jinendrabuddhi’s idea that K serves as a jñāpaka when he says kid ayaṃ bhāṣāyām. “this (suffix) marked with K is in the standard language.” By referring to KānaC as kid ayaṃ I suspect he wants to hint that the anubandha K is the reason some hold the belief.

²⁰⁰ RA II p. 246 ebhyaḥ parasya liṭaḥ bhāṣāyām vā kvasur ādeśo bhavati | P. Puruṣottamadeva: sadāder bhāṣāyām liṭaḥ kvasur vā syāt |
ad P. 3.2.109 that upapūrvād ino liṭaḥ kvasuḥ, “KvasU occurs in place of liṭ after iN preceded by upa.” A few lines later he brings in the option: vāvṛteḥ pakṣe luṅadayo ’pi, “Because of the continuation of optionally the suffixes luṅ, etc. occur in the (other) option.” But the fact still remains that Patañjali’s explanation that liṭ is optional and KvasU is a mandatory substitute is completely absent. Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa steps in to make sure that the MBh is followed, when he says that tasya nityam kvasur ādeśaḥ, “KvasU is invariably the substitute for it (scil. liṭ).” He does not, however, remedy a rather un-Patañjalian remark by Viṭṭhala, namely that liṭaḥ in P. 3.2.106 stands in for every liṭ, not just the liṭ got by the preceding sūtra. Such lapses will not be tolerated in final stage of Pāṇini’s grammar, to which we now turn.

4.6.5 Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudi

Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita (16th–17th cent.) and his followers look back to the Mahābhāṣya as an ultimate authority. Anything that contradicts the opinion of Patañjali should be rejected. This mindset, however, had been long in the making and we have seen glimpses of it in Haradatta Miśra and again in Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa in the last section. Since the former is the first in the Pāṇinian tradition to argue against Jinendrabuddhi in this manner, it is worth citing his text now for the sake of comparison. After discussing the purpose of K and rehashing much of the Nyāsa’s arguments cited above (p. 193), Haradatta says dismissively:

kitkaraṇasāmarthyād bhāṣāyām api kānaj (/kvasur) astīty etat tu bhāṣyavirodhād upeksyam | (KVPada vol. II p. 617 & 618)

The idea that the suffix KānaC (or KvasU) occurs in the common language because of the strength of marking (the suffix) with K is to be disregarded since it contradicts the (Mahā)bhāṣya.

Yet as we have seen, Haradatta’s conservatism and ultimate reliance on the Mahābhāṣya is not so widespread within the larger grammatical tradition and no author we have surveyed repeats this line of reasoning until Śri Kṛṣṇa.

---

201See also fn. 109 above.
202The same sentence is stated in the commentary on the following sūtra with kvasur in place of kānaj.
When Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita comes on the scene with his Siddhāntakaumudi, he unsurprisingly follows the opinion of Patañjali, as his teacher Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa did, but he cannot fully ignore the evidence available before him, staring him in the face, as it were. As a result we find the following statement in the Siddhāntakaumudi on the triad of sūtras, P. 3.2.105–107, furnished with a caveat:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{iha bhūtasāmānye chandasi liṭ | tasya vidhānamānau kvasukānacāv api chāndasāv iti trimunimatam | kavayas tu bahulam prayuñjate | taṃ tathivāṃsām nagaropakaṇṭhe | śreyāṃsi sarvāṇy adhijagmuṇas te ityādi} & \text{|| (SK IV pp. 112f.)}
\end{align*}
\]

Here the suffix \text{liṭ} occurs in the sense of general past time in the Vedic literature. It is the opinion of the three sages (scil. Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, and Patañjali) that both \text{KvasU} and \text{KānaC}, which are enjoined in place of it (scil. \text{liṭ} in the sense of a general past tense), are Vedic. Poets however, employ (them) variously. (For example:) RaghuV 5.61a “him who stood at the edge of the city” and 5.34b “of you who has obtained all good things,” etc.

Bhaṭṭoji here makes a slightly different move from the his predecessors insofar as he gives the opinion of the three sages of grammar and then adds that the practice of the poets differs, a claim bolstered by the two citations from the \text{Raghuvaṃśa} of Kālidāsa. The plainness of the comments is unsurprising given the partly utilitarian goal of the Siddhāntakaumudi, to provide a basic understanding of the A for beginners. The addition of the quotes from Kālidāsa was certainly motivated by this goal since students learning the SK were likely to have encountered these very passages in their readings, the \text{Raghuvaṃśa} being one of the most widely read works of Sanskrit literature. Bhaṭṭoji has simply preempted the student’s objection: “but Kālidāsa uses such form...” I cannot, however, give any explanation for these two passages in particular.203 However the case may be, Bhaṭṭoji, instead of using a very general phrase such as \text{prayogavaśāt}, “by force of usage,” rather carves a separate domain for poets without overtly passing judgment and criticizing them. The short passage demonstrates that the usage of the poets, even at this most conservative of times in the grammatical tradition, could not be swept under the rug.

To make up for the terseness of the SK, Bhaṭṭoji had two other platforms where he could expand and justify his ideas, the \text{Śabdakaustubha}, an elaborate running commentary on the sūtras of the A, and the \text{Praudhamanoramā}, a learned commentary on the SK. The remarks on a sūtra in

203 As the data presented above shows, they are not the first Vedic \text{kvasvanta} in the \text{Raghuvaṃśa}. 
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the SK were there simply to allow the students to understand and apply the given rule. Theoretical problems and other opinions were dealt with in more advanced treatises. Let us now look briefly at these two graduate level works of Bhaṭṭoji and how Nāgeśa, the final link for this study, adds one final twist.

### 4.6.5.1 Śabdakaustubha and Prauḍhamanoramā

In his two aforementioned works, Bhaṭṭoji delves into the long history of Sanskrit grammar, drawing on works spanning from Patañjali down to his teacher, Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa. In the Śabdakaustubha, we usually find a summary of the debates regarding each sūtra and then Bhaṭṭoji’s *siddhānta*, “final judgment.” The Prauḍhamanoramā, on the other hand, is more focused on clarifying the brief comments in the SK, but often repeats much of the information in the Śabdakaustubha. I cite below a short passage from each work that gives us further insight into Bhaṭṭoji’s mind.

**Śabdakaustubha** ad P. 3.2.107:

*yat tu kecit kitkaraṇasāmārthyad bhāṣāyām api kvasukānacau stāḥ ity āhuḥ | tad bhāṣyaviruddham | bhāṣāyām sada ityādisūtraviruddham ca ity upekṣyam*204 | (ŚaKau vol. II p. 463)

But some say that because they are marked with *K*, both *KvasU* and *Kānac* also occur in the standard language. This is contradicted by the (*Mahā)*bhāṣya, and it is contradicted by the sūtra P. 3.2.108. So, (such a statement) should be ignored.

**Prauḍhamanoramā**:

*trimunimimatam ity ata eva kitkaraṇasāmārthyād bhāṣāyām api kvasukānacau stāḥ iti keśām cid upeksā nādartavyeti haradattamādhavādigranthe spaṭanm iti bhāvaḥ | kavayas tv iti | gataunugatikeya iti*205 bhāvaḥ | (PrauM II p. 806)

On “the opinion of the triad of sages”: The underlying idea is as follows: The fancy of some people that for this very reason206 — because they are marked with *K* — both *KvasU* and *Kānac* also occur in the standard language, need not be respected. This

---

204 Cf. KVPada ad P. 3.2.107, vol. II p. 618.
205 The printed edition gives *gataunugatikayeti*. Based on sense and following the reading found in the *Tattvabodhini* (vol. IV p. 113) on the same passage, the correction is patent.
206 Bhaṭṭoji has just rehashed Jinendrabuddhi’s argument that the *anubandha* *K* indicates the general applicability of *KvasU* in the standard language. Since I have quoted and explained this passage above, there is no need for its repetition.
is clear in the works of Haradatta, Mādhava and others.\(^{207}\) The underlying idea of ‘but poets ... ’ is that (they use the suffixes as they do) because they follow those who have gone before.

The two passages complement each other nicely. As before, the express opinion of Patañjali trumps any argument based on the assumed internal logic of the A. The grounds that *prayoga*, “usage,” of other respected authors like Amarasiṃha might here serve as a justification is completely ignored since all correct standard Sanskrit must ultimately derive from Patañjali, no one else. Bhaṭṭoji also gives a reason why poets compose as they do; they are *gatānugatikas*, “followers of those who have gone before.” This is not particularly high praise, and the term more often than not indicates a sort of blind, thoughtless adherence to tradition without discrimination.\(^{208}\)

Unfortunately, Bhaṭṭoji does not offer any further detail regarding this term, but at least one of his commentators takes the citation of such forms composed by Kālidāsa as a clue that there must be a valid, i.e., Patañjalian, justification for the forms.

To meet this challenge and justify the perfect active particles in Kālidāsa and other writers, a Sanskrit grammarian following in Bhaṭṭoji’s school must either base his reasoning on arguments present in the *Mahābhāṣya* or, even better, quote Patañjali’s own words.\(^{209}\) Four sources I have been able to consult attest to a final defense of *KvasU*, originating between Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita and the most famed student in his lineage, Nāgeśabhaṭṭa.\(^{210}\) In the latter’s commentaries on the SK, the *Śabdenduśekhara*, both the *laghu*, “light,” (p. 806) and *bṛhat*, “heavy,” version, as well as in his *Uddyota* (MBhPra vol. IV pp. 203f.), an argument attributed to *kecit*, “some,” is proffered on the authority of Patañjali’s usage. A more reduced version is also found in Vāsudeva Dīkṣita’s *Bāla-

\(^{207}\)The relevant passage from Haradatta’s *Padamañjarī* has already been quoted above p. 227. I have as of yet been unable to locate a discussion of these suffixes in the *Mādhaviyadhātu-vṛtti* by Śāyaṇa. I do not doubt, however, that it is there.

\(^{208}\)See, for example, *Harṣacarita* Ucchvāsa 2, p. 53: *salilānīva gatānugatikāni bhavanty avivekināṃ manāṃsi* | “The minds of undiscriminating men follow those who have gone before like the waters (of a river).” Cf. *NaïC* 5.55 (with Nārāyaṇa’s commentary) as well.

\(^{209}\)Take, by way of example, the form *śāśvataḥ*, “eternal,” in *Kumārasambhava* 2.15 along with Mallinātha’s commentary thereon. The form is noted down as an irregularity and a quote from Vāmana’s *KAS* 5.2.51 is given as an authority. His authority, in turn, is Patañjali’s use of *śāśvata* in MBh III.226.18. See Kale’s remarks in his notes to the verse, Kale (1917: Notes 35f.).

\(^{210}\)Jñānendrasarasvatī does not mention the argument in his *Tattvabodhini* on the SK (vol. IV p. 113). This could be taken as evidence that he didn’t know the argument since others who do know it, like Nāgeśa and Vāsudeva, report it, but fully conclusive his silence is not.
manoramā on the SK (mid 18th; vol. IV p. 113). It runs as follows in the Bṛhacchabdenduśekhara:

\[

cāndasaḥ cāndasiti prakramya vidhānād iti bhāvah | kecit tu vibhāṣā pūrvāhṇeti sūtre papaṣa āgatam papiṇḍrūpayam iti bhāṣye laukikavīgrahavākye 'pi kvasuprayoga- 

darsanāt kvacil loke 'pi kvasur bhavatiiti noktaprayoṣeṣu doṣah | uktabhāṣyaprāmānyāt saṃyogāntebhyāḥ param chandasy eveti kalpyam | kāṇac ca cchandasya eva | uttarasū- 

\[

On “(the two suffixes) are Vedic”: the underlying idea is that (they are Vedic) because they are prescribed with the (condition) “in the Vedas” advancing (into P. 3.2.106 and 107 from P. 3.2.105). Yet, some people say the following: There is no fault in the stated uses (of KvasU) since KvasU occurs sometimes even in the ordinary world based on the observed use of KvasU also in a non-technical gloss in the (Mahā)bāṣya on P. 4.3.24. (Patañjali says), namely, “papiṇḍrūpa means ‘what has come because of one who has protected.’” On the authority of the stated (passage from the) (Mahā)bāṣya it can be finagled that (the suffix KvasU) after roots ending in a conjunct consonant is restricted to just the Vedic literature, and Kānac occurs only in Vedic literature. But the following sūtra (scil. P. 3.2.108) is for the purpose of making known the meaning that (KvasU) occurs sometimes after (roots) other than those (scil. √sad, √vas, and √śru).

The crux of the argument is that Patañjali has used the form papaṣaḥ, “from one who has protected,” a perfect active participle of ṣpā, “to protect,” in the abl. sing. Furthermore, the context in which Patañjali employs the form adds weight to the argument that it truly belongs to the standard language. We find papaṣaḥ as part of a laukikavīgrahavāka, “non-technical analytic phrase,” for the complex formation papiṇḍrūpyam, “what has come from/because of one who has protected,” and as Nāgeśa points out in the Uddyota on the MBh ad P. 4.3.24 while discussing the form prausthah, non-technical analytic phrases are not Vedic. The authors of this argument have therefore found a fairly solid proof by the standards of the day that KvasU can indeed be used in the common language with any root. Since Nāgeśa does not specifically refute this argument, one can assume he at least did not entirely disapprove of it.

All the minor variations in wording between the four sources are hardly worth mentioning. Only two points stand out as adding more information. In the Uddyota, Nāgeśa adds that these

\[
\begin{align*}
211 & \text{Cf. P. 4.3.81 hetumanusyebhāyō 'nyataraṣyaṁ rūpyaṁ, which prescribes the suffix rūpya after a word ending in the fifth (abl.) case in the formula tata āgatam, "what has come from X," (cf. P. 4.3.74) and is a cause or a person. This is significant because an analytic phrase cannot be cāndasa.} \\
212 & \text{MBhPra IV p. 203b: na hi vīgrahavākyaṁ chandasya |}
\end{align*}
\]
anonymous people believe that P. 3.2.108, which gives the three roots √sad, etc., only provides examples. Second, Vāsudeva Dīkṣita introduces Bhaṭṭoji’s statement, that poets make use of the suffix in various ways, by first citing Patañjali’s usage as pointing towards the occasional correctness of the perfect active participles in the standard language. This presentation makes it seem as though Bhaṭṭoji was aware of the argument and based his remark about the poets on it, a clear case of reading later material back into the text commented upon. The transition from citation of an argument to incorporating it into Bhaṭṭoji’s logic exemplifies well, on the one hand, how commentators can impose later or foreign ideas upon their root text, and on the other hand, that this argument had gained unquestioned acceptance in some circles.

4.6.6 Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa’s Prakriyāsarvasva

I would be remiss not to mention, at least in brief, the opinion of the oft overshadowed Keralite, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa (late 16th–17th cent.). His treatment of KvasU is somewhat idiosyncratic and clearly incorporates non-Pāṇinian ideas. Without going into all details, his presentation of KvasU runs as follows. In the portion dealing with kṛt suffixes (kṛt-khaṇḍa) with past tense meaning (bhūte), Nārāyaṇa introduces (PrS vol. II p. 43) P. 3.2.107 kvasuḥ ca immediately after P. 3.2.115 parokṣe liṭ and as its optional replacement. Thereafter follow eleven sūtras pertaining to the details of reduplication and the addition of the augment iṬ, somewhat similar to what we saw in the RA. Just as we reach the end of the khaṇḍa, Nārāyaṇa presents P. 3.2.108 and 109 as the last two sūtras. In his commentary ad P. 3.2.108 he remarks that with respect to these three roots, the suffix liṭ occurs only in the sense of bhūte, “past time,” and that KvasU is a mandatory replacement for it in the ordinary world. Accordingly, the perfect active participle of these roots differ from those of other roots with respect to their tense. Generally, the kvasvantas are substitutes for the

---

213 Cf. MBhPra IV 203bf: etadbhāṣyaprāmāṇyād eva kvasur loke ’pi kvacid bhavait | bhāṣāyāṃ sadavasa ity atra sadādigrahaṇaṃ tūdāharaṇamātram ity āhuḥ | “They say that based on the authority of this passage from the (Mahā)bhāṣya, KvasU also occurs in the ordinary world. Moreover, in the sūtra P. 3.2.108 the mention of √sad, etc. are mere examples.”

214 Bālamanoramā IV p. 113: tena loke ’pi kvacit kvasoh sādhuṭvaṃ sūcitam | “This points to the fact that the suffix KvasU is sometimes correct even in the standard language.”

215 PrS vol. II p. 43 ad P. 3.2.107: itiḥ kvasuḥ vā syāt |

216 PrS vol. II p. 49 ad P. 3.2.108eṣāṃ loke bhūṭārthamātre liṭ | tasya ca nityaṃ kvasuḥ syāt |
parokṣe perfect, but in the case of these six roots, they convey an action in the general past.

This is certainly the most novel treatment of the kvasvantas we have encountered and runs against Patañjali’s interpretation of the sūtras. To begin with our main focus, the generally productive suffix KvasU is clearly not restricted to the Vedas, but this we have seen. The distribution of the tenses, however, is very odd. As we have seen, Patañjali has assigned the temporal meaning (sāmānya)bhūta, “(general) past,” to the liṭ that KvasU substitutes in P. 3.2.107. The forms generated by P. 3.2.108, however, should be able to optionally stand in for any past tense. Nārāyaṇa completely changes the situation insofar as the general KvasU has only the value of the normal parokṣe perfect, i.e., liṭaḥ refers to parokṣe liṭ, whereas the KvasU specified for the roots √sad, etc. is restricted to bhūte, the reason for which might be derived from the original context of P. 3.2.108f. under the bhūte heading. Quite in line with Patañjali is the mention that KvasU is the mandatory substitute for liṭ with the three roots. For the most part, this very much flies in the face of Patañjali, although bits of the MBh are recognizable. What then motivates Nārāyaṇa to take such unorthodox liberties with the A?219

From the PrS itself we are fortunate to have a rather explicit answer to this question. The section on KvasU discussed in the last paragraph is bookended by two verses regarding the decision to include KvasU in the standard language. The verses in full are as follows:

sūtravārttikabhāṣyeṣu chāndasāv eva kevalam |
kānackvasū iti vyaktaṃ sādhitam mādhavādibhiḥ ||

loke ’pi dvayam astiti kaumudī vávaditi sā |
kvasur eva tu loke ’stity uditaṃ bhojabhūbhujā ||

tadvaśād bahuprayogāc ca liṭaḥ kvasur ucyate | (PrS vol. II p. 42, introduction to P. 3.2.115.)

kaumudyāṃ tu liṭaḥ kānaj veti loke ’pi kānaci |
saṃjagmānaś ca cakrāna ityādy apy asti taṅvatām || (PrS vol. II p. 50 ad P. 3.2.109.)

217See MBh II.114.22–115.2 and my discussion on p. 174, where I also discuss the view of the KV that liṭ should refer to any liṭ.
218See p. 199 above.
219Houben (2014) provides some answers to this question.
In the sūtras (scil. of Pāṇini), the vārttikas (of Kātyāyana), and the (Mahā)bhāṣya (of Patañjali) KānaC and KvasU are just Vedic plain and simple. Mādhava and others have clearly established this. The (Prakriyā)kaumudi forcefully argues that the pair (of suffixes) is also in the ordinary world, but King Bhoja has said that only KvasU is in the ordinary world.

By the force of this (statement of Bhoja) and on account of much usage, the suffix KvasU is said to occur in place of liṭ.

Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa cites the same objection to the use of KvasU in the standard language, viz. that it goes against the munitraya, but notes the opinion of two other heavyweights, Bhoja and Rāmacandra. Bhoja’s advice is ultimately followed since we do not find KānaC incorporated into this part of the PrS, and Nārāyaṇa appears to have included the opinion of Rāmacandra for the sake of completeness and out of deference to the most popular Pāṇinian grammar of his day. What I find particularly telling in this brief discussion, is that Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa quotes authorities for what occurs in common usage, not common usage itself. I admit that Nārāyaṇa does tack on bahuprayogāc ca, “on account of much usage,” and because but he does not muster up any examples whereas the statements of other grammarians are cited and pitted against each other. The primary mover is not usage itself but the authorities who tell us what is in usage.

We have now looked at the opinions of a wide range of grammarians covering some two thousand years, from Patañjali up to Vāsudeva Dīkṣita. Although surely more grammatical works
could be added, especially from the later period, I feel that the data presented so far will suffice to give a picture of how a conflict between usage and grammatical rule played out over almost the entirety of the tradition. The basic problem that Bhāmahā initially brought to our attention was whether or not the suffix *KvasU* can be used in the standard language of poetry with any root despite the clear restrictions among the three sages, Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, and Pātañjali. This restriction is contradicted by data from both poetic works such as those of Kālidāsa and Ratnākara, as well as epic and purānic literature such as the *Mahābhārata* and *Bhāgavatapurāṇa*. All of the *kāvya* works postdate the three sages of grammar, and the epics were perhaps not held as correct Sanskrit.\(^{225}\) So it comes as no surprise that none of them made any sort of provision. Grammarians working outside of the Pāṇinian tradition, all post-Kālidāsa with the exception, perhaps, of the *Kātantra*, were quick to note the discrepancy and, in the same spirit as Pātañjali, had no qualms about working in *KvasU* (and at times *KānaC*) as unrestricted suffixes. In fact, right from the first grammars by Candragomin and Śarvavarman, the suffix *KvasU* leaves the domain of the Vedas and enters the standard language. As we have seen, all other non-Pāṇinian grammarians accept this modification unquestioned and without qualification, save Devanandin whose primary goal was simply to streamline the information in the *A* and *Mahābhāṣya* by exploiting syllable-saving techniques (although recall that he did remove the *upa* from *upeyivān*). Within the Pāṇinian tradition, Jinendrabuddhi made a rather unsuccessful attempt to justify *KvasU* and *KānaC* according to the same type of argumentation found in the *Mahābhāṣya*, i.e., that *K* must have a purpose other than the obvious one. Only Puruṣottamadeva (also Buddhist) along with his commentator, Viśvarūpa (Vaiṣṇavite but working in the Bengali school), cite his view without disapproval. A few centuries before Puruṣottama, Dharmakīrti had tacitly accepted such forms but gives no further comment. On the other hand the later Pāṇinīyas, Vimalasarasvatī and Rāmacandra together with his grandson Viṭṭhala, note that the suffix can occur in the standard language on account of *prayoga*, “usage,” and make no mention of Jinendrabuddhi’s proof. For

\(^{225}\)We do not have any statements from Pātañjali on the status of so-called “epic” Sanskrit, although such texts in one form or another must have existed in his day. Still, since he did not attempt to account for the many aberrations from the Pāṇinian standard, we can conclude that for Pātañjali the language of the Epics lay outside the realm of Sanskrit for ordinary humans.
them, I conjecture, Jinendrabuddhi’s argument had come under attack and it was more prudent to leave it out rather than be associated with a rogue. Mention of usage, however, could not be ignored since it was simply there in the works of Sanskrit’s most revered poet, Kālidāsa. When Jinendrabuddhi’s argument is brought up, it is to refute it by the glib comment that it contradicts the *Mahābhāṣya*. This begins already with Haradatta Miśra, who generally adheres quite strictly to the authority of the *Mahābhāṣya*, and continues in the commentaries of Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita, Jñānendrasarasvatī, etc.²²⁶ For such refutations to hold water, they had to have been made in an environment where Patañjali’s authority counted as the final word. Using the suffix *KvasU* as a litmus test, we can conclude that a fair number of grammarians felt no need to follow Patañjali to the letter and give at least some deference toward usage. Those that do view the *Mahābhāṣya* as an incontrovertible authority are clustered around well-known resurgences in Patañjalian studies and linguistic conservatism. Haradatta lived close to (but likely after) the time when Helarāja and Kaiyaṭa breathed new life into the *Vākyapadiya* and *Mahābhāṣya*, respectively,²²⁷ with their extraordinarily erudite and penetrating commentaries. It is, therefore, no surprise that he quotes over a hundred *kārikā* from the *Vākyapadiya* and shares many common views, at times verbatim, with Kaiyaṭa.²²⁸ The intellectual milieu of Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita also sought to rein in a long history of śāstric discourse under the paradigm of the discipline’s most authoritative personage, Patañjali in the case of grammar, Śaṅkara in the case of Vedānta.²²⁹ For this reason Nārāyaṇa’s grammatical works could not take hold as a transregional text, relying as he does on non-Pāṇinian authorities for determining correct usage. Yet, the weight of usage must have pressed on the grammarians, and a new (after nigh two thousand years of study!) justification for *KvasU* was put forth relying entirely on Patañjali’s own words as recorded in the *Śabdenduśekharas* and accepted in Vāsudeva’s *Bālamanoramā*. It is here that our story must end

---

²²⁶ According to Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa and Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita, Mādhava (i.e., Śaṇṭa in his *Dhātuvṛttī*) is said also to have refuted Jinendrabuddhi’s proof.

²²⁷ Vergiani (2015) demonstrates the close connection between the *Pradīpa* and the *Prakāśa* as well as pointing out *en passant* an instance (fn. 77) where Haradatta also seems to know the works of Kaiyaṭa and Helarāja.

²²⁸ Pathak (1931: 248–250) presents evidence that Haradatta was later than Kaiyaṭa and attacked his views in some instances.

on the auspicious occasion of harmony between theory and practice.

4.7 Commentators on KvasU in Poetry

As the grammarians raged about how to best explain or control usage, others sought to make sense of texts, especially poetry, through commentaries. Although I will enter into a more detailed discussion of the Sanskrit commentators in the following two chapters, for now they will serve as representatives of another, though allied strand of thought on the Sanskrit language. Since many commentators make remarks about a word’s derivation, usually within the framework of the A, for the edification of the student, their explanations can offer us another window into the important debates on grammar and how usage and rule were unified. On the flip side, we can get an idea about which grammatical texts a particular commentator knew on the basis of his quotations and the assumed stances on particular grammatical points. Finally, particularly problematic forms prompt not only interesting grammatical discussions but can also lead to textual emendation, as Goodall (2001) has shown. The case of KvasU provides us with a bit of everything. In the discussion below I will look at the explanation given by several commentators on kvasvanta in the Kumārasambhava, Raghuvamśa, Haravijaya, and Naiṣadhīyacarita. The commentators who mention anything of interest are Hemādri (14th cent.) on Raghuvamśa, Vidyāmādhava (ca. 1350) on Kumārasabhava, Mallinātha (14th/15th cent.) on both, and Rājānaka Alaka on the Haravijaya. I will then correlate them with what we have learned from the grammatical tradition in the preceding section.

---

230 Not all commentators make remarks on grammar and many not consistently. The frequency of grammatical quotations in Mallinātha’s commentaries is actually rather high in comparison. Of similar frequency on the Raghuvamśa, for example, only Hemādri rivals Mallinātha, and surpasses him in many regards. Cf. Nandargikar (1897: 13) “But the commentary of Hemādri excels by far all the others both in point of scholarship and judgment.”

231 I will discuss the point again later on, but determining what exactly a commentator wrote at a particular time is not as easy as simply opening an edition of Mallinātha and saying: look this is what Mallinātha wrote! No critical edition of Mallinātha exists and the extent to which the MSS differ is not even documented. Unfortunately one must at present understand “Mallinātha’s” or the like to refer to the text as established by Nandargikar or Kale or the like.

4.7.1 Mallinātha on KvasU

Though not chronologically first among our commentators, we can dispense with Mallinātha at the outset because he makes only the plainest of remarks regarding the kvasvantas, quoting P. 3.2.107 kvasuṣ ca only once ad RaghuV 2.29a while glossing tasthivāṃsam: tasthivāṃsam sthitam. kvasuṣ ca iti kvasupratyayaḥ. “Him, who has stood, who stood. The suffix KvasU by P. 3.2.107.” Another more explicit gloss is ad NaiC 5.19d on tasthivān: tasthivān tasthau. liṭaḥ kvasur ādeśaḥ. “He was standing, he has stood. KvasU is the substitute for liṭ.” Otherwise, Mallinātha simply gives, in most cases, the equivalent past active participle in -KtavatU and a note that the suffix is KvasU, e.g., ad Kum. 6.64a: ucivān uktivān. vaceḥ kvasupratyayaḥ. “He who has spoke, who spoke. The suffix KvasU after the root vac.” The lack of any discussion about the Vedic status of KvasU points, we can infer, that Mallinātha did not find the form problematic and may very well have been working with Rāmacandra’s new Prakriyākaumudi. They also come from the same geographical area, Āndhra. Even if we disregard the PrK, Mallinātha would still have had any number of other grammatical treatises, both Pāṇinian and non-Pāṇinian, at his disposal that support the use of KvasU in the standard language as unproblematic, including the Mugdhabodha of Vopadeva, whose opinion Mallinātha quotes ad Kum. 2.1 and refers back to in his commentary ad KirātA 17.63.\textsuperscript{233}

4.7.2 Hemādri and Vidyāmādhava on KvasU

Hemādri and Vidyāmādhava, however, both note that there is a problem with KvasU. Hemādri takes up the issue at the first occurrence of a kvasvanta in the Raghuvamśa, verse 2.29a. Here we read the following comment: prayogavaśāl loke ’pi iti kecit bhāṣāyāṃ kvasuḥ. “Some (say) that ‘by the force of usage also in the ordinary world,’ the suffix KvasU (occurs) in the standard language.” Although the statement has no particularly distinguishing features, it is identical to what we have seen in the PrK ad P. 3.2.106 (see § 4.6.4) up to the word kecit, and Hemādri may

\textsuperscript{233}I thank Andrey Klebanov for this intriguing reference. He discusses Bhāravi’s verse and the commentaries thereon in his dissertation.
well be quoting Rāmacandra, who in turn is likely referring to the non-Pāṇinian grammarians, possibly Bhoja or the commentators on the Kātantra. As we have seen the statement itself is of moment in the Pāṇinian school since it is the first time that usage is given as a justification for KvasU,\textsuperscript{234} and Hemādri’s citation of it in a commentary on the Raghuvaṃśa could not be more fitting because the usage to justify KvasU that seems to be on everyone’s mind is Kālidāsa’s. Since Hemādri neither raises any further objections nor offers a different defense, the citation regarding the power of usage sufficed to put the issue to rest.

Vidyāmādhava can similarly not let the first instance of a Vedic kvasvantaka in the Kumārasambhava (KumS 6.64) pass by in silence. His remarks are, however, more detailed and point to the larger debate, so the passage is worth quoting in full:\textsuperscript{235}

\begin{verbatim}
ūcivān ity asya vyutpatīr mṛgyā pāṇinīye vaceḥ kvasuvidhānābhāvāt bhāṣāyāṃ sada-
vasaśruvah upeyivānāśvānanūcānaś ca ity ebhya eva dhātyābhaya bhāṣāyāṃ kvasu-
vidhānād iti | atra kvacid ataḥ kāraṇād ity uktavāṁs tam evārtham iti pāṭhah |
\end{verbatim}

The derivation of the form ācivān, “he who has spoken,” should be investigated because the suffix KvasU is not enjoined after \( \sqrt{v}ac \) in the Pāṇinian (school of grammar) since it is enjoined only after those roots (in) P. 3.2.108 and P. 3.2.109. For this reason in some places there is the reading \( \text{uktavāns} \) tam evārtham.

Vidyāmādhava explains with clarity why the form cannot be in accordance with Pāṇini’s rules and does not offer a defense either by citing usage or the trick of Jinendrabuddhi. Instead, he informs us that to remove the blemish, another reading has crept into the manuscripts, namely \( \text{uktavān} \), the past active participle (ktānta), which seamlessly fills out the same metrical pattern. Other editors of the Kumārasambhava have also noted this reading.\textsuperscript{236} In addition to a compulsion to correct the text in the direction of Pāṇinian purity, another explanation for this alteration in some MSS must have been the common gloss \( \text{uktavān} \). Since it metrically fits and was certainly

\textsuperscript{234}Recall that Vimalasarasvatī gives a weaker version, namely that the use of the suffix is also seen in the standard language (see § 4.6.2), and Puruṣottamadeva quotes Jinendrabuddhi as wanting KvasU to be used in the standard language because the suffix is marked with K (see § 4.6.3).

\textsuperscript{235}The edition of the text I am relying on, an unpublished PhD dissertation, abounds in the most simple errors. For example, both of the Pāṇinian sūtras quoted in the passage below are printed incorrectly, and for the pratika the impossible hybrid \( \text{ūcitavān} \) stands in all its barbarous glory. I have emended without further comment.

\textsuperscript{236}E.g., in Avināśacandramukha’s edition, p. 185 fn. 7 and Patel’s on p. 196, fn. 4 ad KumS 6.64. None of the MSS used by Narayana Murti for his edition of Vallabhadeva’s commentary on the Kumārasabhava have this reading according to his apparatus on p. 179.
more familiar to scribes, especially the less learned, \textit{uktavān} could have easily crept in through carelessness. Furthermore, his remarks demonstrate that despite the opinion put forth by various grammarians that \textit{KvasU} should be accepted in the standard language, the authority of the Pāṇinīyas could still outweigh them all and served as the main standard by which the language of poets was measured time and again.

\section*{4.7.3 Alaka on \textit{KvasU}}

The final and most prolonged comment on a \textit{kvasvanta} in a \textit{kāvyā}-commentary comes from Alaka\textsuperscript{237} on the \textit{Haravijaya}. Based on the abundant use of these forms in Ratnākara’s work, one expects that the commentator would take pains to show that there is no objection to the author’s language, and we are not disappointed. On verse 5.45 he says the following:

\begin{center}
\textit{uttasthuṣa iti kvasoḥ chandasi vidhānād bhāṣāyām ayam prayogah pramādaja ity āhuḥ|}
\textit{anye punaḥ chandasi liṭah chandasy ubhayathā iti sārvadhātuḥ katvāt kvacid atideśikena}
\textit{kvacic ca tathāvīdhānena kītvenābhimatalakāṣyasiddheḥ kānacaḥ kitkaraṇam apār-thakam iti tatsāmarthyenāsyā bhāṣāyām api prayogābhupagamād etajjātiprakṣaya kvasor api evamādaun tādviṣayatām pratipedire | uktaṃ ca kānackvasu kikinau yanlugu}
\textit{iti bhāṣāyāṃ prayogadarśanād iti || (HV p. 60)}
\end{center}

On (the form) \textit{uttasthuṣah}: They say that because it is prescribed in the domain of the Vedic literature, this usage in the standard language is born of folly. But, given that marking \textit{KānaC} with \textit{K} is without purpose because in the domain of the Vedas the suffix \textit{liṭ} is in some instances \textit{sārvadhātuka} by extension according to P. 3.4.117, and because in some instances the intended form is established by being marked with \textit{K} by such a rule (P. 1.2.5?), others accordingly have believed that, because of \textit{KānaC}’s acceptance in the standard language on the basis of \textit{K}’s strength, the suffix \textit{KvasU} too, being of a like nature, had the same domain in the same manner. And it has been said that \textit{KānaC}, \textit{KvasU}, \textit{Ki}, \textit{KinI}, and \textit{yanluk} (intensive without an overt suffix) are in the standard language because one sees them in use.

Alaka cites two opinions. Some have simply written off the usage as \textit{pramādaja}, “born from folly,” a statement not uncommonly found in commentaries on poetry where the poet has violated a

\textsuperscript{237}In the \textit{Kāvyamāla} edition, Durgāprasād & Parab (1890: 1f.), his name is given as Rājanakaśrīmadalaka and in the footnote thereon we told that Alaka is the son of Rājānakajayānaka, the illuminator of difficult words in the HV and a contemporary or near contemporary of Mammaṭa, the author of the \textit{Kāvyaprakāśa}, since he is said to have completed the \textit{Kāvyaprakāśa} after Mammaṭa had ceased to be.
śāstric (grammatical) norm. Yet, there are anonymous others who can justify this suffix in the standard language by using the same reasoning as Jinendrabuddhi. Alaka lays out the argument in some detail, albeit rather compressed in comparison to Jinendrabuddhi’s own words, and thereby signals to his readers that this justification is needed when explaining the form. Since the defense of KvasU comes second (the opposite of how Haradatta and Bhaṭṭoji present the argument) and is not flatly rejected, Alaka appears to find it palatable, but he may have just wanted to present all the opinions without adding his own judgment. The final statement, which I have not found elsewhere, highlights nicely the exact debate we have been following, namely that there are those willing to accept certain suffixes in the standard language, including KānaC and KvasU, on the basis of usage. The accompanying suffixes Ki and KiNI are particularly interesting because Pāṇini taught them as strictly Vedic after a select number of roots, but already Kātyāyana saw the need to permit them into the standard language but restricted to a small set of roots. By lumping these two sets of suffixes together, the other grammarians view, I would argue, the acceptance of KvasU and KānaC as simply continuing the tradition of Patañjali and Kātyāyana; they are simply updating Pāṇini’s work to better describe actual usage.

It is impossible to give any definitive reason for why Ratnākara used so many kvasvanta and what he thought of their derivation, but their large quantity, especially in contrast to his renowned predecessors Bhāravi and Māgha, calls for some reasonable speculation. To begin with the most trivial explanation, he had Kālidāsa as a model and there is certainly some truth to Bhaṭṭoji’s gatānugatikatā theory of poetic composition; time and again we see one poet echoing his predecessor’s diction or themes. But taking into account the fact that Ratnākara lived during the 9th century in Kashmir and eventually received patronage from Avantivarman, we can assume

238 This phrasing occurs already in Vallabhadeva, who declares, e.g., that the form puspoccyaya in Kum. 3.61 to be pramādajā, “born from folly,” because the use of the suffix aC instead of GhaÑ in violation of P. 3.3.40. On pramādāt, “because of folly,” see Goodall (2001).

239 P. 3.2.171 ādṛgamahanajanaḥ kikinau liṭ ca | “(In Vedic literature) the suffixes Ki and KiNI occur after roots ending in a long ā and roots ending in an r-vowel (of whatever length) and the roots āgam, āhan, and ājan in the sense of having the action of the root as one’s habit etc., and the two suffixes are like the perfect.” Chandasi continues from the preceding sūtra. In vārttikas III and IV Kātyāyana allows the two suffixes into the standard language after the roots ādhā, ākr, āsr, ājan, ānam and then in certain set forms from intensive roots, for which Patañjali mentions another grammarian’s opinion that they derive from the intensives. The KV and later grammarians accept both of these additions.
that he had access to a lively intellectual community in which a wide range of texts were studied, especially grammar and poetics. In all likelihood, Ratnākara knew Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālaṅkāra — it is profusely quoted by his contemporary Ānandavardhana — and there is a good chance that he also had access to the Nyāsa as well as the Kātantra with the commentaries of Durgasiṃha (plus many others now lost and unknown). All these works would have sanctioned the use of kvasv-antas. Furthermore, Kaiyaṭa and Haradatta lived after Ratnākara so their intense conservatism and deference to Patañjali could not have influenced his usage. I see all these factors as contributing toward Ratnākara’s choice to revive the perfect active participle, and, conversely, that Ratnākara is demonstrating his acceptance of the grammatical form based on any one of the arguments set out above, and this approval appears to have been long-lasting. Some three centuries later, we know that the suffix KvasU or more accurately KvansU remained a part of the theoretical poetic language in at least one school of thought in Kashmir. In his Samanvayapradīpa, Devaśarman (12th cent. Kashmir240) mentions the suffix KvansU in verse 41b241 along with other krt suffixes. Unfortunately there is no further discussion of the suffix or its questionable usage, but its mention nevertheless confirms that Devaśarman sanctioned the kvasvanta for the poetic language and that he used the Kātantra school of grammar in addition to Pāṇini’s and the Sārasvata.242

4.8 Conclusions

In this lengthy but certainly still incomplete study of the suffix KvasU in Sanskrit kāvya literature, their commentaries, and the grammatical tradition, I have ventured to demonstrate how a simple statement by Bhāmaha sometime in the 7th cent. played out over the course of the following centuries. Through the story of this lone suffix many of the dynamics present in debates surrounding the Sanskrit language and how to define or describe it are represented. In summary, I would like to highlight the three interlinked points: the interpretation of Pāṇini’s sūtras, the authority of

\footnotesize

\footnotesize

241 Hahn (2008: 187f.).
242 See Hahn (2008: 75–85) for further details on the grammatical schools in the Samanvyapradīpa.
Patañjali, and the tug of war between prescription and usage. All of these issues arise naturally from the question: what is correct Sanskrit?

The usual assumption, so often repeated, that classical Sanskrit was regulated by Pāṇini’s grammar, cannot in all cases yield a precise meaning, and it certainly does not represent the state of affairs for most of Sanskrit’s storied history. The most difficult part of the assumption is that the interpretation of the A remained stable over the centuries. As the case for KvasU has demonstrated, there were competing theories on how to interpret the sūtras, and these theories were taken seriously by commentators both on the A and on poetry as well as by the poets themselves. The existence of multiple interpretations of the sūtras in question has failed to make it into the many translations of the A, which, in the case of KvasU, is particularly misleading for the wider field of Sanskrit grammar since the non-Pāṇinians accepted KvasU as valid in the standard language (excepting of course the JV(M) as already noted), and these grammars were immensely popular. Indeed, their wont to follow the Siddhānta kaumudi or the Kāśikāvṛtti unjustly limits our understanding of Sanskrit grammar and completely eradicates developments and debates over an entire millennium, the very time period during which a vast quantity of Sanskrit was written and the tradition of commenting on poetry and the Vedas developed. To better understand the background of these commentators a broader reading of grammatical literature is essential.

The second point that this study of KvasU highlights is the varying status of Patañjali over the course of the Sanskrit grammatical tradition. Based on the Cāndravyākaraṇa, Kāśikāvṛtti, Nyāsa, and Bhāmaha himself, the great commentator did not hold the same ultimate authority as he later would for Bhaṭṭoji and even more so for Nāgeśa. Bhāmaha, though aware of the

---

243 The translations of Böhtlingk (1971: 104), Vasu (1894: 452), Renou (1966: 203), and Sharma (2002: 415) do not reflect or even mention that some grammarians considered KvasU to be applicable in the standard language. Vasu (1907: 118), as a translation of the SK, includes the passage cited above about the poets’ usage of KvasU. Joshi and Roodbergen in the their incomplete translation of the A often discuss competing views, although not always thoroughly, and their primary focus is usually to recover the original meaning of the A. They unfortunately did not translate the series of sūtras under discussion. On the translations of the A more generally see Rocher (1975: 20).

244 Although the KV here follows Patañjali in considering KvasU a strictly Vedic suffix, there are several other discrepancies, e.g., the designation of sampradāna as an anvartha samjñā, “etymologically significant technical term,” in the KV ad P. 1.4.32. As Bhaṭṭoji notes, SaKau vol. I p. 121, Patañjali does not accept this view.

245 Cf. Thieme (1957) for an informative discussion of Nāgeśa’s view on Patañjali as the last authority on Sanskrit.
MBh,\textsuperscript{246} emphasizes the opinion of Pāṇini and those belonging to his school over all others with no mention of the “triad of sages” or Patañjali as an ultimate authority.\textsuperscript{247} Jinendrabuddhi is similarly chary of directly referencing Patañjali with no mention of the \textit{muniitrayam}, although he clearly borrows much of his material from the MBh. Without taking Patañjali as the final touchstone for interpreting Pāṇini, Jinendrabuddhi and non-Pāṇinian grammarians were free to continue to expand and tweak the grammar of Sanskrit without hesitation, and, as we have seen in the case of \textit{KvasU}, Jinendrabuddhi could continue working with Patañjalian argumentation to establish a proof for the suffix’s non-Vedic status. When Haradatta comes on the scene, we see for the first time that, regardless of how well reasoned, any interpretation that goes against Patañjali must be cast aside. Thereafter, only Puruṣottamadeva and his commentator Viśvarūpa mention the Nyāsa’s justification for \textit{KvasU} as a reason for extending the suffix to the \textit{bhāṣā}, whereas later Pāṇiniyas cite usage as grounds, and then only according to “some.”\textsuperscript{248} After Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa there was no sympathy left for Jinedrabuddhi and the school spawned from Bhaṭṭoji deferred to Patañjali without exception. Even the rogue Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa chose to cite usage.

We may then, in sum, identify three ways commentators in the Pāṇinian tradition have dealt with \textit{KvasU}:

- Freedom to include \textit{KvasU} in the standard language \textit{pace} Patañjali based on a \textit{jñāpaka}: Jinendrabuddhi, Alaka, \textit{Rūpāvatāra (?)},\textsuperscript{249} Puruṣottamadeva and Viśvarūpa.
- (Hesitant) acceptance of \textit{KvasU} based on usage without mention of Jinendrabuddhi: Vimalasarasväti, Hemādri, Mallinātha (?),\textsuperscript{250} Rāmacandra, Viṭṭhala, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa.
- Rejection of \textit{KvasU} for the standard language based on Patañjali/Pāṇini: Haradatta, Vidyā-mādhava (reported and based only on Pāṇini), Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, Bhaṭṭojidikṣita, Nāgeśa.

\textsuperscript{246}Bhāmaha makes no direct reference to Patañjali or the \textit{Mahābhāṣya}. The only hint we have is in BhKA 6.29, where he approves of a word established based on an \textit{upasankhyāna}, “supplement” or an \textit{iṣṭī}, “desideratum,” both terms used to describe the remarks of Kātyāyana and Patañjali. Cf. my discussion above on p. 128.
\textsuperscript{247}Bhāmaha certainly includes Patañjali in \textit{pāṇinīyamatam}, “the opinion of the Pāṇiniyas,” in BhKA 6.62.
\textsuperscript{248}As I have shown, Rāmacandra clearly accepts this addendum because he has eliminated P. 3.2.108, which becomes superfluous only when P. 3.2.107 applies to the standard language; this his grandson, Viṭṭhala, has explained in full.
\textsuperscript{249}We only know that Dharmakīrti accepted the suffix as non-Vedic, we do not know on what grounds.
\textsuperscript{250}Mallināthā does not discuss the validity of the suffix, so his motives are not clear. At the very least he does not reject it.
There is surely more than one explanation for why each of the commentators and grammarians accepted the stance he did, but religious creed certainly was a factor. The only region in Indian where the Nyāsa had a lasting popularity and authority was Bengal. The commentary took root in the region during the early part of the second millennium where Buddhist studies and literature in general flourished, and several prominent Buddhist grammarians composed works directly relating to, or at least relying on, the Nyāsa. By the time Puruṣottamadeva wrote his Bhāṣāvṛitti, supposedly at the behest of the great patron of the arts, Lakṣmaṇasena, while he was still a crown prince,251 Maitreyarakṣita had already written his commentary on the Nyāsa, the Tantrapradīpa, and an earlier commentary the Anunyāsa, now lost, was also in circulation. In time, additional commentaries and sub-commentaries would accumulate around the Nyāsa, for most part still unpublished or lost, and so firmly establish the text in Bengal even after Buddhism died out. On account of this popularity, the Mahābhāṣya did not fair well, and the commentators on the Bhāṣāvṛitti appear to have had only secondhand knowledge of Patañjali’s work.252 In fact, the entire Pāṇinian school was to virtually die out in Bengal, supplanted by Vopadeva’s Mugdhabodha and the Kātantra.253 I do not blame Buddhism for the loss of the Mahābhāṣya in Bengal, rather I emphasize that the work of the Buddhist Jinendrabuddhi was able to take hold there because other co-religionists gave it a firm footing, and in the absence of the Mahābhāṣya, the use of KvasU could be justified by reference to the Nyāsa. The presence of the Mahābhāṣya and a high respect for Patañjali, coupled with a more Veda-oriented faith, forced the acceptance of KvasU to be increasingly unpopular, as we have seen in the texts of Haradatta, Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa, Bhaṭṭoji, and Nāgeśa. It would seem an important factor was the obtainment of purity of speech for meritorious purposes. If Patañjali was considered the sage to determine that purity, his infallible word had to be followed. The remaining, more middle-path individuals bring us to my point concerning theory and practice.

251 According the commentator on the Bhāṣāvṛitti, Srṣṭidharā Lakṣmaṇasena desired a light commentary on Pāṇini’s sūtras for only the bhāṣā. Cf. Chakravarti (1918: 5) where the Sanskrit is quoted in fn. N and Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2006 vol. 2: 27–61) for an updated discussion. Knutson (2014) has most recently dealt with the court of Lakṣmaṇasena, but unfortunately does not treat any grammatical literature.
252 Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. 2: 78) and Chakravarti (1918: 19f.).
253 Cf. Wielnińska-Soltwedel (2005 vol. 2: 85f.) with further references to Adam’s Reports.
If anything might justify the length of this study, it is the result that, at least in the case of KvasU, theory and practice in the realm of grammar were in dialog with one another and that only a relatively small portion of the evidence points towards insouciance or rejection of practice.\textsuperscript{254} This is nothing new. Patañjali and Kātyāyana make hundreds of additions to Pāṇini’s grammar because his rules did not cover actual usage. The grammarians did not make up forms based on the theoretical application of the rules at that time,\textsuperscript{255} rather they came from usage; grammarians are not like potters, as a well-known passage tells us — we can’t simply go to them and ask for a word.\textsuperscript{256} Less anecdotally, \textit{(a)darśanāt}, “because one sees/does not see (i.e., in usage),” occurs repeatedly throughout the MBh to justify additions or the application of rules. Although a process of crystallization took place over time by which the prescriptive rules took precedence over practice and in the end one could only say “because I see such usage in the Mahābhāṣya,”\textsuperscript{257} many grammarians, especially those outside of the brahmanical Pāṇinian tradition, looked to usage as a guide for their new grammars and continued the work of Patañjali and Kātyāyana. The extent to which this is true and the frequency with which it occurred must await further research, but I suspect that the history of Sanskrit grammar will continue to need refinement as more details are noticed and a wider range of texts are read and taken into consideration.

\textsuperscript{254}Compare Pollock (1985: 499): “Theory is held always and necessarily to precede and govern practice; there is no dialectical interaction between them.” Pollock’s dictum certainly has validity in the texts from Dharmaśāstra and Mīmāṃsā that he discusses, although I cannot speak to them with much authority. In his discussion of Sanskrit grammar (pp. 504f.), however, I would point out that he only discusses passages from the MBh deriving from the \textit{Paspaśāhnika} and the famed passage ad P. 6.3.109, where the \textit{śiṣṭas} are invoked and defined, along with the commentaries of Kaiyata and Nāgeśa. As I have tried to show, a \textit{Mahābhāṣya}-centric approach to the Sanskrit grammarians cannot reflect the true variety of the tradition.

\textsuperscript{255}Later grammarians clearly did. Perhaps the most ingenious example is when Bhaṭṭoji proves there are 108 ways to pronounce \textit{samskārta} in the SK I pp. 138–140 ad P. 8.3.34.

\textsuperscript{256}MBh I.7.28–8.2.

\textsuperscript{257}This is the exact case with the opinion reported by Nāgeśa and Vāsudevadikṣita that we can use \textit{kvasvantas} because Patañjali did so in a \textit{laukika vigraha}. 
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Chapter 5

The Maintenance of Purity:
Vāmana’s Šabdaśuddhi

“Man hat schon vor alters gesagt:
die Grammatik räche sich grausam auf ihren Verächtern.”

—Goethe

kim anena vanyagajaśaucena |

“What’s the point here of washing a wild elephant?”

—Haradatta

5.1 Introduction

Despite the long lasting grammatical debates that Bhāmaha touches upon in his Kāvyālāṃkāra, later writers on grammar, poetics, and poetry did not see it fit to cite any of his thoughts on linguistic purity. The reasons for this neglect are perhaps not so difficult to divine. To begin,

---

1 Goethe An Zelter, 23.2.1832. ["It’s been said long ago: grammar takes horrific revenge upon its detractors."]
2 Haradatta on ŚiśuP 4.20, KVPada vol. VI p. 379.
3 I could easily be mistaken given the wide range of commentaries in the two genres and the lack of indices to many of these works, especially commentaries on kāvya. I can note, however, that no part of the sixth pariccheda of the BhKA is quoted in Ratnāśrijñāna’s commentary on the KĀ, the Dhvanyāloka or the Locana, a commentary
Bhāmaha does not explicitly engage with the grammatical tradition in a very profound way, even if some of his remarks point to existing debates. We find no elaborate arguments regarding derivations, only mandates and guidelines. A more prominent reason, at least from the point of view of the tradition after the 9th cent., is that Vāmana’s own section on śabdaśuddhi, “linguistic purity,” dealt with the same topic but in a much more rigorous manner and was, consequently, primed to supplant Bhāmaha’s judgments of poetic language. The success of the final section of Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra can be measured by its citation in commentaries on poetry and its influence on later works dedicated to the analysis of poetic language, such as the Durghaṭavṛtti, Sāhityakaṇṭakoddhāra, and Mukhabhūṣaṇa. Internal to the Sanskrit tradition of poetics, however, such sections that deal exclusively with grammatical correctness completely disappear after Vāmana, and in their stead arise commentaries on poetry and other independent works that deal specifically with grammatical difficulties in poetic language. In the present chapter, I will take up the KAS of Vāmana and examine its relation first to the BhKA and then to later commentarial literature on both grammar and poetry. In the following chapter I will delve into one particularly interesting sūtra and explore its impact over a longer time frame, paralleling in some ways the previous chapter on KvasU.

5.1.1 Vāmana’s Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra

Since the KAS will be our main focus in this chapter it is worth briefly reviewing the work’s general place in the history of alaṅkāraśāstra, its use in commentaries on poetry, and the available secondary literature. I have already discussed Vāmana’s time and place, 9th cent. at the court of Jayāpīḍa of Kashmir (799–813), above in ch. 2. Detailed information about the work’s content on the former. This absence is rather conspicuous in Ratnaśrī’s work since he quotes from every other pariccheda among his 27 citations of the BhKA. There are also no citations in Hemādri’s Raghuvamsādarpaṇa and Mallinātha’s Śaṃjīvīni.

Unfortunately, we cannot know very much about how Udbhāṭa in his now mostly lost commentary on the BhKA, the Vivaraṇa, might have fleshed out and justified Bhāmaha’s proclamations. From the available fragments, fr. 51–53 in Gnoli (1962: 51–55) pertain to the sixth pariccheda.

Bhoja includes a lengthy discourse on grammar at the beginning of the Śrīgāraprakāśa, but this is of quite a different nature. Grammarians seem to take an ever increasing interest in discussing questionable poetic usages. Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita and Nāgeśa both frequently discuss these, often at length. These debates still await systematic collection and study.
can be found in the standard histories of *alaṅkāraśāstra* already cited. In *nuce*, Vāmana, elevates *riti*, “style,” to the very essence (*ātman*) of poetry, which is itself “to be grasped from beauty”. The beautifying factors, *guṇas*, “positive qualities,” and *alaṅkāras* “ornaments, figures of speech,” determine the kind of style a poetic composition has. The *doṣas*, “faults,” which can only diminish the beauty of the poetic body, must be avoided. This conceptualization clearly has its roots in Daṇḍin’s *KĀ*, where *guṇas* and style receive far more attention and weight than in the BhKA, although Vāmana theorizes and organizes the material in a manner that Daṇḍin did not. As such, the KAS contrasts starkly with the other extant work on poetics created at Jayāpīḍa’s court, Udbhaṭa’s *Kāvyālāṅkārasārasaṅgraha* (*Collection of the Essence of Poetic Ornamentation*) (KASS), in which, as the title itself indicates, the ornaments occupy the central position and no overt theory of poetry is attempted. The basis for this work is the BhKA. Should the two *ālaṅkārikas* have both been active at the same court, they would have supported rather different outlooks on the analysis of poetry, and later on I will supply evidence that Vāmana is indeed responding to Bhāmaha (§ 5.2). If we had more of Udbhaṭa’s *Vivarana* on the BhKA we might well identify additional evidence of a dialog, but the situation is, unfortunately, not likely to change.

Although Vāmana may well have had followers and certainly innovated, we must agree with Gerow (1977: 236) that “[Vāmana’s] theory is one of the significant dead-ends in the history of Indian poetics.” Whatever theoretical novelty the KAS may have brought to *alaṅkāraśāstra*, it

---

6The prefaces (*Vorrede, bhūmikas* etc.) to the printed editions of the KAS contain information important for understanding the reception of the treatise in the 19th and early 20th centuries, even if certain facts, such as the dating of the text, have proven inaccurate. The earliest description of the work is Aufrecht (1864: 206f.). Cappeller (1875: III–XI) is of particular value for earlier references to the KAS in manuscript catalogs as well as drawing one’s attention to Meheścandra’s remarks in his introduction to the *Kāvyapratikā*, Nyayaratna (1866: 2–4). Vāmana’s treatise is universally praised for its lucidity and brevity. Cappeller’s *Vorrede*, p. VI, also provides a list of the poetic work’s cited in the KAS, the only one I know of.

7See the quoted text and translation above on p. 97.

8A close reading of the KASS, however, reveals monumental shifts in the theoretical approach to poetics, as Bronner (2016) has deftly demonstrated.

9That the two *ālaṅkārikas* were “very likely rivals” (De (1960 I: 80), Gerow (1977: 233)) seems born more of romantic fancy than grounded in any available evidence. From their extant works “there is no trace of mutual reference or apparent controversy” (loc. cit.). Later *ālaṅkārikas*, however, seem to have taken sides as we learn from references to *vāmaniyas* “followers of the Vāmana” and *audbhaṭas* “followers of Udbhaṭa” in later works. They occur for the first time in the *Kāvyamīmāṃsa*: *vāmaniya* in ch. 4 p. 18 and ch. 5 p. 20, *audbhaṭa* in ch. 6 p. 22 and ch. 9 p. 44. Further occurrences of *audbhaṭa* or the like are given in Banhatti (1982: xxiii). Though these references have repeatedly been given to emphasize the rivalry between the two schools, they are rarely juxtaposed, but see *Rasagangādhara* p. 478.
could not compete with the imminent wave of dhvani, “suggestion,” that would revolutionize and consume poetics in India.\(^\text{10}\) This does not, however, translate to unimportance for the later tradition or present day research into the history of alaṅkāraśāstra, as I hope to show. Still it must be admitted that the KAS appears to have quickly fallen out of favor and even approached oblivion not long after its creation, since the author of our first extant commentary on the work, Sahadeva (9\(^{\text{th}}\)–10\(^{\text{th}}\) cent.), reports that his teacher Mukula Bhaṭṭa (latter half of the 9\(^{\text{th}}\) cent.\(^{\text{11}}\)), presumably also the author of the Abhidhāvṛtiṃātrā, revived the KAS after it had bhraṣṭāmnāyam, “its transmission had been disrupted.”\(^{\text{12}}\) The revival must have been successful because we find references to the KAS and Vāmana’s followers (the vāmanīyas) in the alaṅkāraśāstra literature of the immediately following generation and beyond. Pratīhārendurāja, who also learned at the feet of Mukala Bhaṭṭa, exhibits a certain inclination toward Vāmana’s work in his commentary on Udbhaṭa’s KASS, undoubtedly inspired by his teacher.\(^{\text{13}}\) Abhinavagupta also knew and referred to the KAS in his commentaries on the DhvĀ and the NŚ.\(^{\text{14}}\) Lastly, I should mention that Bhoja availed himself of the KAS quite extensively in both his SKĀa and ŚPra, as can be seen by the number of examples and summary ślokas in these works taken from the KAS.\(^{\text{15}}\) The KAS received

\(^{\text{10}}\) Cf. McCrea (2008: 38): “Thus Vāmana’s emphasis on guṇa and rīti does not really entail any significant departure from the formalist aesthetic of “The Alamkāra School.”

\(^{\text{11}}\) Cf. De (1960 I: 73–76).

\(^{\text{12}}\) The opening verses of Sahadeva’s vivṛti, “explanation,” run as follows:

\begin{quote}
veditā sarvasastraṇāṃ bhaṭṭo ‘bhūn mukulaḥ bhidhāḥ
labdhvā kutaścīd ādāraṃ bhraṣṭāmnāyaṃ samuddhṛtam
kāvyālaṅkāraśāstraṃ yat tena itad vāmanoditam
asūya tan na kartavyā viśeṣālokibhiḥ kvacit
ākarnaḥ bhavatas tasmād dayitasya vidhiyate
vivṛtiḥ sahadevena vāmanīyasya samprati
\end{quote}

“A Brahman named Mukula knew all the sciences. After getting hold of a copy from somewhere he revived this forgotten work on poetics that arose from Vāmana. Men with exceptional insight will not be displeased. After hearing (the work) from such a master, Sahadeva now composes an explanation on Vāmana’s cherished (work).” Verses 1–2 are quoted in Kane (1923: XLVIII) and Krishnamacharier (1974: 735, fn. 5) but not translated.

\(^{\text{13}}\) Cf. Bronner (2016: 135) along with McCrea (2008: 265–266) and De (1960 II: 79). Studying these two roughly contemporaneous commentaries on the two main authors from the “Jayāpīḍa moment” will certainly yield important insights into the history of alaṅkāraśāstra.

\(^{\text{14}}\) Ānanda is likely to have known the KAS and indirectly referred to it, at least according to Abhinava. Cf. Ingalls et al. (1990: 66): “he [sic. Ānanda] is referring to such authors as Bhattodbhata and Vāmana,” and De (1960 II: 79). Tubb (1985) has unearthed a covert explanation of Vāmana’s sabdaguna, “phonetic texture,” in the Abhinavabhāratī. By “summary ślokas” I refer to the verses Vāmana gives in his vṛtti at the end of a topic to summarize the preceding discussion. They are introduced by the words atra ślokaḥ/-au/-āḥ, “on this (topic) there is/are the śloka(s),”
yet another revival sometime after the 14th century when Gopendra Tripurahara Bhûpâla Tilaka wrote his commentary, the Kâmâdhenu. This is a very valuable work both for understanding the KAS and its auto-commentary as well as Gopendra's discussions about the evolution of poetics in the later works of Mammasa, Videyadhara, Vaidyanâtha, and others.

One of the most important features of the KAS for the history of Sanskrit poetics is that it is the first, wholly extant work to contain citations from available literature, only a small fraction of which can be identified but many of which resurface in later treatises on alaṅkāraśāstra or in anthologies of Sanskrit poetry. Since Daṇḍin, Bhâmaha, and Udbhaṭa composed their own examples in the large majority of cases, it is only in Vâman's work that we can observe the application of poetological theory to preexisting poetry for the first time. In a similar manner, we have in the Śabdaśuddhi the first extensive treatment of poetic language in light of the Pāṇinian system of grammar.

5.2 Vâmana responds to Bhâmaha

Although we cannot identify an extended rebuttal of the BhKA in the KAS in the way that is possible with other works on poetics (e.g., between the KÂ and BhKA), Vâmana has left behind

or the like. Such verses occur in the commentary to KAS 1.1.5, 1.2.11, 1.2.12, 1.2.13, 1.3.29, 2.1.19, 2.2.19, 3.1.2, 3.1.8, 3.1.11, 3.1.24, 3.2.14, and 4.1.7. It is somewhat unclear whether or not these mnemonic stanzas are by Vâmana himself or taken from another author, especially since some seem to contradict what Vâmana himself has just said. Cf. Tubb (1985: 568) " ... a sequence of verses giving apparently contradictory definitions of some of the qualities." In favor of Vâmana's authorship, Indurâja, while commenting on KASS 6.7 (p. 82), introduces two such slokas from KAS 3.1.2 and 3.1.25 with avocad bhaṭṭavâmanah, "master Vâmana said (the following)." Bhoja quotes from these quite frequently.

The fragments of Udbhaṭa's Vivarana also contain quotations.
17Bhoja borrows heavily from the examples in the KAS for his two works on poetics, although not always for the same purpose.

The situation is not quite so black and white. Bhâmaha and Daṇḍin both appear to have occasionally reformulated existing verses to fit into the anuṣṭubh meter. Vâmana, on the other hand, also composed his own verses as he tells us in his vr̥tti ad KAS 4.3.33: ebhir nidadanaih svîyaih parakâyi ca pukalaih | sabdavacitryayagarbheyam upamaiva prapañcitā || "The simile, alone the source for the diversity of (poetic) speech, has been treated at length with these (afore cited) examples of my own composition as well as a number by others." Cf. Bronner (2016: 86f.), Vâmana does not tell us which verses he himself has composed, but Śrîharadâsa in his anthology, the Saduktikarnâmtra, ascribes six verses to one Vâmana. Four of these can be traced back to the KAS: 52, 1065 (= vr̥tti ad KAS 4.1.9), 1109, 1132 (= vr̥tti ad KASv 3.2.9), 1244 (vr̥tti ad = KASv 4.2.2), 1315 (= vr̥tti ad KASv 4.1.10). The ascriptions could, of course, indicate that Śrîharadâsa only knew that these verses came from the KAS, not that they were specifically penned by Vâmana himself.
somesubtleevidence that he is in fact responding to Bhāmaha. The plainest indication of this is Vāmana’s choice to treat the same subject matter, linguistic purity, in the same place in his treatise as Bhāmaha did, although curiously, its location at the end of the KAS is almost the only similarity between the two sections. Vāmana’s Śabdaśuddhi, despite being much longer than the sixth chapter of BhKA and covering a much wider range of sūtras, overlaps with it in its treatment of only three sūtras: P. 1.2.67 (BhKA 6.32 and KAS 5.2.1), P. 3.2.162 (BhKA 6.48 and KAS 5.2.40), and P. 5.2.116 (BhKA 6.57 and KAS 5.2.57). We will begin our study of the section on linguistic purity in the KAS by briefly considering these three sūtras so as to determine how Vāmana and Bhāmaha differ in their treatment of the same grammatical points. Although my analysis will be somewhat superficial, all essential points will be included and well-founded conclusions will be possible.

5.2.1 Only One Remains

One of the strongest pieces of evidence I can muster to support my claim that Vāmana is directly responding to the BhKA occurs at the very beginning of KAS 5.2, a prominent place to make a strong statement. Both KAS 5.2.1 and BhKA 6.32 comment on P. 1.2.67 pumān striyā, “a masculine form alone remains when accompanied by a feminine form.” This rule accounts for such usages like brāhmaṇau, “two Brahmans,” derived from brāmaṇaś ca brāhmaṇī ca, “a male Brahman and a female Brahman.” In such contexts, one can represent the two words of masculine and feminine gender in a single word with the masculine gender and the dual case ending. One could not use the feminine, brāhmaṇyau, which only means “two Brahman women.” From the time of the MBh, the explanation of this sūtra has always included the condition that the rule applies tallakṣaṇaś ced eva višeṣaḥ, “only if the difference (between the two words) is defined by that (scil. gender).”

The point is that the motivation for adding the feminine suffix can only be the want to express the feminine gender. This condition continues from a preceding sūtra (P. 1.2.65), and no commentator

---

19See Cappeller (1880: XII) for a list of sūtras that Vāmana refers to; they total 82. This is a significant increase when compared to Bhāmaha’s 33, as given in Diwekar (1929: 828).

20MBh I.248.9. Cf. KV ad P. 1.2.67 where tat-lakṣaṇa is glossed as stripiṃsalakṣaṇah, “defined by feminine and masculine.”
I am aware of rejects it. We can understand its implication by taking a counterexample from the KV ad P. 1.2.67: *indraś ca indrāṇī ca indrendrāṇyaau*, “Indra and Indrāṇī (is equivalent to) Indra-Indrāṇi,” and not *indrau*, “the two Indras.” The reason why we can’t apply P. 1.2.67 is because the suffix ṇīṢ on *indrāṇī* also carries the additional semantic information *pumyoğād ākhyāyām*, “(the suffix occurs) in the sense of a designation based on a connection with a man,” i.e., the suffix is used to name a man’s wife.21 When we form *indrāṇi*, the resulting word does not simply convey “Indra of the feminine gender,” but rather “consort” of Indra. Consequently, we cannot apply P. 1.2.65 because of the additional meaning in the resulting noun brought out by the suffix. This is relatively clear cut.

Bhāmaha, despite what we have just seen in the grammatical literature, goes squarely against Pāṇini’s rule as it is interpreted by all the commentators I have read.22 The following verse is therefore quite startling:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sarūpaśeṣaṃ tu pumān striyā yat ra ca śisyate} \\
yathāha varūṇāv indrau bhavau śarvau mṛḍāv iti \| \text{6.32} \| \text{(BhKA)}
\end{align*}
\]

But (one should employ)23 the remainder of identical forms24 also where the masculine form accompanied by the feminine form remains. For example they say: the two Varuṇas, the two Indras, the two Bhavas, the two Śarvas, the two Mṛḍas.

Bhāmaha, who possibly knew the KV as well as other commentaries on the A, defies their opinion in no subtle way. He lists among the possible examples not only the form that the KV explicitly forbids, *indrau* (from *indraś cendrāṇi ca*), but gives five out of the first six words in P. 4.1.49 (only *rudrau* is missing), the very rule we need to apply in order to create the name of the female consort of Indra, etc.25 Since we have no premodern commentary on this verse, we could only

---

21 Cf. P. 4.1.48. The following sūtra is responsible for the augment anUK.
22 Note these also include Abhayānandin ad JV(M) 1.1.100. Although the JV is one of the anekaśesa grammars, Abhayānandin still quotes the rules in his commentary and interprets *pumān striyā* in the exact same manner. Cf. Birwé (1972: 27). As he notes, the notion of doing away with these rules dates back to Kātyāyana in P. 1.2.64.33. One slight exception, however, will be given just below.
23 I follow here Tātācāryaśiromaṇi’s gloss in his Udyānavṛ̱ti ad BhKA 6.32.
24 This refers to the more general rule that one says *vṛkṣāḥ*, “trees,” instead of *vṛkṣaś ca vṛkṣaś ca vṛkṣaś ca*, “a tree and a tree and a tree.” Only one form needs to remain among the three identical ones.
25 P. 4.1.49 *indra-varuṇa-bhava-śarva-rudra-mṛḍa-hima-araṇya-yava-yavana-mātula-ācāryānāṁ anuk*. Technically the sūtra has two functions depending on which word in the list we chose. Up to and including *mṛḍa*, a name for Śiva, the rule only enjoins the augment anUK, NiS having been taken care of by the preceding sūtra. For
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speculate how to explain Bhāmaha’s reasoning.

Fortunately, there is one Pāṇinian commentator who tries to justify this usage: Śaraṇadeva. He tackles the usage head-on in the *Durghaṭavṛtti* ad P. 1.2.67, where he first presents much the same objection to forming words like *bhavau* or *rudrau* as I have given above.²⁶ He finds a solution by recalling that Jinendrabuddhi has proposed to split P. 1.2.67 into two rules: *pumān* and then *striyā*. By doing so, Jinendrabuddhi argues, we can account for the word *gāvau*, “a bull and a cow,” from *gauś cāyam gauś ceyam*. The perceived difficulty stems from the fact that *gauḥ* (m.), “bull,” is identical to *gauḥ* (f.), “cow,” and hence there is no difference at all between the two forms. Since the condition *tallakṣaṇās ced eva viśeṣaḥ*, “only if the distinction is determined by that (gender),” is not fulfilled we cannot apply P. 1.2.67. To circumvent this difficulty, Jinendrabuddhi suggests splitting the sūtra so that there is a very general rule, *pumān*, “only the masculine form remains,” and with this new rule we need not worry about whether or not the feminine form is distinct. If one objects that this could lead to all sorts of unwanted forms, we are reminded that this will not be a problem *yogavibhāgād iṣṭasiddheḥ*, “because one establishes (only) what is accepted (iṣṭa) by force of splitting a rule.”²⁷ Śaraṇadeva simply applies the same logic:

\[
ucye pumān striyety atra nyāsakṛtā pumān iti yogavibhāgah kṛto 'syā siddhaye |
(DurghV ad P. 1.2.67)
\]

It is said that the author of the *Nyāsa* (Jinendrabuddhi) has made a rule split here in P. 1.3.67 *pumān striyā*, i.e., *pumān*, in order to establish this (i.e., forms such as *bhavau* etc.).²⁸

Could Bhāmaha have had something similar in mind? it is not likely based on what we know from the BhKA, above all because he unequivocally rejects the use of *yogavibhāga* in BhKA 6.29. Or is this an exception? Whatever the justification may have been, if there was any at all, the recur-

²⁶Śaraṇadeva offers no quote from literature, only the bare words *bhavau, rudrau*.

²⁷This is Jinendra’s second attempt to explain *gāvau*. KVNyāsa vol. I p. 383 *atha vā pumān iti yogavibhāgah kriyate |
tenehāpy asaty api striṃsakṛte viśeṣe pumāsva evaikaśeṣo bhavati | na caiva saty atiprasaṅgo bhavati yogavibhāgād iṣṭasiddhēr iti |
"Or rather the rule is split: a masculine form remains. Thereby here (in *gāvau*) also the masculine form will remain even when no distinction is made between the masc. and fem. (forms). Additionally, when this is the case, there will not be over application (of the split rule) because one establishes (only) what is accepted by force of splitting a rule."

²⁸Cf. Renou (1941: 33) for a French translation and additional notes.
rence in the *Durghaṭavṛti* demonstrates that the forms were still considered worthy of defense into the 12th century, even if only in a small circle.

Vāmana begins his purification of language by ridding the reader of any notion that such forms as *bhava* or *rudra* could be defensible. Although the KV clearly rejects these on good grounds, there must have been some other, now mostly lost, current of thought that sought to justify these forms. Since one defender of these forms was an important figure in *alankāraśāstra*, Vāmana must have felt compelled to start off with a serious inquiry into the matter:

*rudrāv ity ekaśeṣo ’nvesyah || KAS 5.2.1||

The single remainder in *rudra*, “the two Rudras” should be investigated.

We need not dwell long on the details of his reasoning because it follows the summary given above from other grammarians: forms such as *rudrāṇi* also convey the proper name of a consort and are not applicable to P. 1.2.67.29 In this instance, Vāmana clearly falls in line with the majority of the Pāṇinīyas. Bhāmaha, however, whether coincidentally or not, sides again with an argument that can be justified with the help of the *Nyāsa*.30 Lastly, I would like to draw attention to another possible reference to Bhāmaha’s verse in Vāmana’s sūtra. It will be recalled that five of the six relevant nominal stems in P. 4.1.49 are listed in BhKA 6.32; the only one missing is *rudra*, but Vāmana supplies it with the very first word of the first sūtra of the section. With this rather simple and seemingly uncontroversial opening, we witness a swift and definitive attack against Bhāmaha; the message: Vāmana is here to set the record straight.

### 5.2.2 Updating

The other two sūtras treated in both works highlight how Vāmana handled the same material in a more meaningful and relevant way than Bhāmaha. The first of these is P. 3.2.162, a rather inconspicuous sūtra not discussed in the MBh, that prescribes the addition of the suffix *KuraC*

29 svavṛti ad KAS 5.2.1 atra tu pumyogād ākhyāyām iti višeṣāntaram apy asitī | etendrau bhavau śarbāv ādayaḥ prayogāḥ prayuktāḥ | "But here (in *rudrāṇi*) there is also another distinction, namely, because of consortion with a man in denoting a proper name. By this fact such forms as *indra*, *bhava*, *śarva* have been countered."

30 Recall that Jinendrabuddhi also gave the defense for *KvasU* in the standard language, a view Bhāmaha supports for poetry.
after the roots \( \sqrt{\text{vid}} \), “to know,” \( \sqrt{\text{bhid}} \), “to break,” and \( \sqrt{\text{chid}} \), “to cut.” The resulting forms, \( \text{vidura} \), \( \text{bhidura} \), and \( \text{chidura} \) are agentive nouns (or adjectives), and the action is performed habitually, characteristically, or particularly well by the agent.\(^{31}\) In BhKA 6.48,\(^{32}\) Bhāmaha appears to give a simple reminder about the suffixes that fall under the domain of P. 3.2.134: they must be used with the added qualification that the action is performed habitually etc. Among them, certain suffixes are particularly (\( \text{viśeṣeṇa} \)) acceptable (desired?), including \( \text{KuraC} \). The basis for singling these out eludes me at the moment.

Vāmana’s sūtra, on the other hand, amounts to a correction to the KV.\(^{33}\) Ad P. 3.2.162, the authors of the KV supply that when \( \text{KuraC} \) is added to \( \sqrt{\text{bhid}} \) and \( \sqrt{\text{chid}} \), the resulting forms are not agent nouns, but rather \( \text{karmakartṛ} \), i.e., both the patient and the agent of the action, as in \( \text{bhiduram kāṣṭham} \), “the stick, broken (all by itself).”\(^{34}\) Later commentators, beginning with Haradatta,\(^{35}\) find the accuracy of this statement questionable, and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita does not include any such vārṇ. in the SK, although his predecessor, Rāmacandra did.\(^{36}\) Before coming to the reason for this hesitancy, I note that this is yet another of the many instances where the KV appears to have borrowed from the commentary to the \( \text{Cāndravyākaraṇa} \), where ad CV 1.2.108 (= P. 3.2.162) the gloss for \( \text{bhidura} \) is \( \text{bhidyate svayam eva bhidnatti vātmānam} \), “breaks all by itself or breaks itself,” and \( \text{mutatis mutandis} \) the same for \( \sqrt{\text{chid}} \).\(^{37}\) Later commentators on the A first question

\(^{31}\) P. 3.2.162 falls under the heading \( \text{tacchīla-taddharma-tatsādhukariṣu} \) in P. 3.2.134. \( \text{KuraC} \), as a \( \text{kṛt} \) suffix without further specification, forms agentive nouns by P. 3.4.67.

\(^{32}\) BhKA 6.48 \( \text{tacchīlyādiṣu cesyante sarva eva tṛnādayaḥ} | \text{viśeṣeṇa ca tatreṣṭā yuckurajvarajiṣṇucaḥ} || “And in the meaning of habitually etc. all the suffixes starting with \( \text{tṛN} \) are accepted and in this (meaning) especially \( \text{yuC} \), \( \text{KuraC} \), \( \text{varaC} \), \( \text{iṣṇuC} \).” Note that Bhāmaha’s mention of \( \text{tṛN} \) here makes it very unlikely that he considered \( \text{trC} \) and \( \text{tṛN} \) to be interchangeable.

\(^{33}\) KAS 5.2.38 \( \text{bhidurādayaḥ karmakartari kartari ca} || \text{“bhidura, etc. occur in the sense of the patient-agent and the agent.” That is to say, bhidura can mean “breaker” or refer to something that has broken all by itself, i.e., is both the agent and the patient of the act of breaking.}

\(^{34}\) KV ad P. 3.2.162 \( \text{bhidicchidyoh karmakartari prayogah} | “The use of (the suffix \( \text{KuraC} \)) after \( \sqrt{\text{bhid}} \) and \( \sqrt{\text{chid}} \) is in the sense of patient-agent.” That this is the case for \( \text{bhidura} \) can be grounded in the MBh II.67.5 ad P. 3.1.87, where Patañjali gives the example: \( \text{bhiduram kāṣṭham svayam eva} | \text{“the stick, broken all by itself.” I will discuss \( \text{chidura} \) presently.}

\(^{35}\) Jinendrabuddhi does not raise any objection.

\(^{36}\) PraKauPra vol. III p. 544. Krṣṇa Śeṣa, however, notes Māgha’s usage to exclude \( \text{chidura} \) in the sense of the agent-patient. See below.

\(^{37}\) He continues, however, to note that the \( \text{kartari} \) interpretation is accepted by some (\( \text{kecit} \)), for which he provides the examples \( \text{dōṣāndhakārabhidurah} \), “breaker of the darkness of night,” and \( \text{dṛptāripakṣacchidurah} \), “cutter of the wings of the arrogant enemies.” The first example is remarkable because Candragomin uses the exact same compound in \( \text{Śiṣyalekha} \) 5c, a work that must have been known to the CV commentator. This could be used as evidence to
whether *chidura* can be used in this reflexive sense *not* because Patañjali does not support it, but because the great poet Māgha uses *chidura* as an agentive (*kartari*) noun/adj. in Śiśupālavadhāna 6.8. Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita is the first to point out the absence any supporting statement in the MBh and adds that Māgha’s usage is in concert with Patañjali but at odds with the KV. We observe here how the authority for questioning or rejecting the validity of a grammatical point switched from a poet to Patañjali but only toward the end of the tradition. For some five hundred years, Māgha’s usage sufficed to object against the KV.

Let us return now to Vāmana. His sūtra, KAS 5.2.38, though reflecting the KV’s addendum to P. 3.2.162 (and without doubt the opinion of other grammarians) is not identical to it. Vāmana has given an open-ended list of terms, beginning with *bhidura*, that are both agentive as well as *karmakartari*, and his examples illustrate both usages:

**Patient-Agent** *bhidurāṃ kāṣṭam*40, “the broken stick,” *bhidurāṃ tamah*, “the broken darkness,”

*chidurātapo divasah*, “the day whose darkness is cut off,” *bhaṅgurā pritih*, “bent (broken) affection.”

**Agent** *timirabhiduraṃ vyomnah śṛṅgam*, “the sky’s horn that breaks darkness,” *matsaracchidurāṃ vyomnah śṛṅgam*, “the sky’s horn that breaks darkness,”

support the theory that the author of the *vṛti* is not the same as the author of the CV itself, since Candragomin would presumably not ascribe to “some” the interpretation of his own sūtra that supports his own usage, that is to say, Dharmadāsa places the same restrictions on *bhidura* and *chidura* as the one we find in the KV. Oberlies (1996: 296), which came to my attention after writing this note, has reached a similar conclusion. Furthermore, Renou (1936: § 58) is to have already noted the occurrence of the compound in the Śīsyalekha. I unfortunately have not yet had access to this publication and repeat only the citation in Oberlies (1996: 296, fn. 104). The *Mahāvṛti* ad JV 2.2.145 makes a similar restriction, which Oberlies (1996: 297) assumes to have been taken over from the CV *vṛti*.

---

38 ŚiśuP 6.8cd *gurumatsaracchidurāyāḥ*, “(by the cuckoo) who cuts great pride.” A similar example, *matsaracchidurāyāḥ*, is given in the auto-commentary ad KAS 5.2.38. Both Haradatta and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa cite Māgha’s usage as contradicting the KV’s statement. KVPada vol. III p. 668 (= PraKPra vol. III p. 544.) *māghas tu śuddhe kartari prayuṅkte gurumatsaracchidurāyādurayācitam aṅganāḥ iti* | “But Māgha employs (the suffix KuraC after √chid) in a pure agentive sense: ‘the ladies gave their unsolicited (body to their lover, informed) by (the cuckoo) who cuts great pride.’” See Dundas (2017: 117) for a full translation of the verse. One should not, however, translate *kim api* as “discreetly.” It is the direct object (patient) of *pratibodhitāḥ* and means *ajñāyamānam vastu*, “a matter not known,” according to Vallabhadeva, or *parair durbudham rahasyam hitam*, “a secret service impossible for others to know,” according to Mallinātha. According to the MDhV ad SDhP VIII.3 *chidir dvaidhikaraṇe*, Ātreya considers the KV’s addendum *prāyika*, “excessive.”

39 PrauM vol. II p. 812: *karmakartaritī vṛttiḥ | naitad bhāṣye dṛṣṭam | tathā ca māghah mukhye kartari prāyukte* | “The KV says that (the suffix KuraC) occurs in the sense of the patient-agent (after √bhid and √chid). This is not found in the (Mahā)bhäṣya. And similarly, Māgha uses (the suffix KuraC after √chid) in the original agentive sense.” ŚiśuP 6.8cd. follows.

40 Cf. KV ad P. 3.2.162.
ram prema, “love, the cutter of pride,” mātaṅgam mānabhaṅguram, “the elephant (?) that bends pride.”

The KV, according to all interpretations, restricts KaruC after śbhid and śchid to a patient-agent sense. We can, therefore, see how Vāmana is updating or correcting the KV’s update, even if such usages as chidurātapah would later be rejected by other grammarians. With a view to the history of Sanskrit grammar, this is the first piece of evidence we have that the KV’s addendum was not accurate because it either was too restrictive (Vāmana), did not account for actual poetic usage (Haradatta, Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa), or lacked the support of Patañjali (Bhaṭṭojī).

In bringing this discussion to a close, we may cite one supporter of Vāmana, Śaraṇadeva. In the DurghV ad P. 3.2.162 we are asked how to justify forms quoted from Amara, Vyōsa (i.e., Bhaṭṭa Bhaumika), (Jāmbavati)vijaya, and Māgha. Śaraṇadeva states that these forms are contrary to the KV but gives a passage slightly different from the one in our available editions.

To justify these forms, however, he quotes from the present sūtra of Vāmana: chidibhideḥ kartari

Cf. ŚiśuP 6.8cd gurumatsaracchidurayā. Has Vāmana simplified Māgha’s words for easy illustration?

Cf. Renou (1945: 40f.) for a French translation of the passage and additional notes.

AK 1.1.47b kulisam bhiduram pavili “axe, breaker, thunderbolt.” Kṣīrasvāmin quotes, without further comment, P. 3.2.162 to justify the suffix KuraC in the sense of the agent, but Vandyaghaṭīyasarvānandacites KAS 5.2.38 in his Ṭīkāsarvasva part I p. 36. He also reports the opinion of one Śrīkaṇṭhasoma, who labels Māgha’s usage as asādhu, “incorrect.”

Rāvaṇārjuniya 4.29b samsārabandhacchidurān dvijātīn, “twice-born (Brahmans) who break the bonds of worldly existence.” Zachariae (1933: 11) was the first to identify this quote. The poem, composed sometime before the 11th cent. by Bhaṭṭa Bhīma, exemplifies Pāṇini’s sūtras according to their sequence in the A. The present verse is coordinated with P. 2.1.40f, and samsārabandha- is an example of a seventh case compound with bandha by P. 2.1.41, i.e., samsāre bandha- ⇒ samsārabandha-. The reading ghosah, printed by Renou (1945: 40) and Ganapatī Sastri p. 62, is undoubtedly to be emended to vyosah on the basis of the Bhāṣāvṛti ad loc. The claim in Bhattacharya (1946: 24) that this is “an epithet … earned from the earliest times by Bhaṭṭa Bhaumaka,” is, unfortunately, not further substantiated. It seems to be a reference to a particularly spicy type of medicine, a possible comparison for Bhaṭṭa Bhaumaka’s educational but challenging poem.

A now lost poem by Pāṇini. Cf. Zachariae (1933: 8). The edition of Ganapatī Sastri gives only vijayah, but the Bhāṣāvṛti ad P. 3.2.162 contains the fuller title jāmbavativijayakāvye. Renou (1945: 40f.) prints jāmbavaṭivijayah presumably on the basis of the Bhāṣāvṛti. The quote is in the Upendraśiva meter: karindrabandhacchidurān mrgendram | “the king of beasts who cuts the bonds of the king of elephants.”

ŚiśuP 6.8cd.

DhurgV ad P. 3.2.162 bhideḥ chideḥ karmakartari cāyam isyate iti vṛttāv uktatvā kevale na syāt | “(The suffix KuraC) should not occur exclusively (in the sense of an agent) because it has been stated in the (Kāśikāvṛtti that ‘and this (suffix KuraC) is accepted after śbhid and śchid in the sense of the patient-agent.’” Is this a lost alternate reading or simply a restatement?
ceti vāmanoktatvāt, “(We can justify these forms) because Vāmana has said that after \( \sqrt{bhid} \) and \( \sqrt{chid} \) (the suffix KuraC) also occurs in the sense of the agent.” This is a significant passage for the KAS because it is the only instance I know of where a commentator on the A quotes Vāmana by name as an authority.\(^{50}\) Also of interest is the justification for the addition of kartari in the KAS and repeated in the DurghV. At the end of Vāmana’s auto-commentary to KAS 5.2.38, he specifies the source for his sūtra in the following manner:

\[
karmakartari cāyaṃ iṣyate ity atra cakāraḥ kartari ca ity asya samuccayārthaḥ \|
\]

(svavṛtti ad KAS 5.2.38)

In the statement: “and this (suffix) is accepted in the sense of the patient-agent”; ca “and” is for the purpose of including the statement “and in the sense of the agent.”

In the DurghV ad P. 3.2.126 (quoted in fn. 49) Śaraṇadeva attributes the phrase \( \text{karmakartari cāyaṃ iṣyate} \) to the KV, and in the sub-commentary to the KAS, the Kāmadhenu, Gopendra believes the bhāṣyakṛt, i.e., Patañjali, to have uttered it.\(^{51}\) These exact words occur in the KV ad P. 3.1.96, a sūtra that adds the three gerundive suffixes -\( tavyaT \), -\( tavya \), and -\( anīyaR \). After the first vārtt. to the sūtra has been mentioned — the addition of the rare suffix -\( KelimaR \)\(^{52}\) — we find the sought after statement, which refers to the suffix -\( KelimaR \) in this context, i.e., “and this (suffix -\( KelimaR \)) is accepted in the sense of patient-agent.”\(^{53}\) If Vāmana had the KV in mind (he may well have had another commentary on the A too!), we can account for his reference to this phrase by assuming that he was in error or that he had a different version of the KV than ours today. Śaraṇadeva supports the latter hypothesis since he also attributes the same phrase to the KV in commenting on P. 3.2.162. Another possibility is that Vāmana somehow took this as sort of metarule because, as we know from the examples, he includes forms such as bhaṅgura, “bent,”

---

\(^{50}\) As we will see, ideas first proposed (or recorded) in the KAS resonate throughout the tradition, but neither the work nor its author are named.

\(^{51}\) In the MBh this phrase does not appear, pace Cappeller (1880: 12). karmakartari ca does show up in P. 3.1.48.2, P. 3.1.52.2, P. 3.1.114.4, and P. 3.2.83.1, but none of these are directly relevant to the present discussion.

\(^{52}\) Cf. AiGr II.2 p. 513 with additional literature. Both Jindendrabuddhi (KVNyāsa vol. II p. 494) and Haradatta (KVPadā vol. II p. 495) believe that we can do without this and other gerundive suffixes added in the vārttikas because Pāṇini has used the plural kṛtyāḥ in P. 3.1.95.

\(^{53}\) As we should expect by now, the more conservative Pāninians, Haradatta (KVPadā vol. II p.495), Kāyiṭa (MBhPra vol. III p. 141b), Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa (PraKauPra vol. III p. 453), Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita, etc., reject this addendum, while others are either not bothered by it, e.g. Jinendrabuddhi, or adopt it expressly, e.g., Puruṣottamadeva ad P. 3.1.96, Rāmacandra (PraKauPra loc. cit.), etc.
which are derived by P. 3.2.161 with the suffix GHuraC. On this sūtra, the KV notes that bhañjeh karmakartari pratyayah svabhāvāt, “after Śbhañj the suffix (GhuraC) occurs in the sense of the patient-agent because of its own nature.” Once again, the KV’s remark is restrictive, whereas Vāmana wants, with a single, well justified sūtra, to account for both the agentive and patient-agentive uses of bhidura, bhaṅgura, etc. Although we have an occurrence in the KV of the passage cited by Vāmana for justification, it is, unfortunately, still not clear based on the KV or MBh how karmakatari cāyam iṣyate was applied to P. 3.2.161f.

Regardless of our explanation for this seemingly misplaced passage, we can still lay out the following progression: The KV restricted the usage of GhuraC and KuraC with certain roots to the patient-agent, likely on the basis of usage and other commentaries like the CV vr̥tti. None of these restrictions were found in the MBh nor even the idea that these suffixes were exclusively karmakartari. Vāmana, with additional evidence, further modifies the interpretation of P. 3.2.161f. to suit his linguistic data but does so by insisting that his apparent innovation was already present, just hidden in ca, “and.” To prove that poetic usage here plays an important role, we need only recall mānabhaṅgura, an agentive use of bhaṅgura, in the Harṣacarita of Bāṇa as well as the other citations given in the DughV. This one sūtra alone from the KAS demonstrates well the extent to which Vāmana engaged in a very meaningful and lasting way with poetry and the grammatical tradition. In comparison, Bhāmaha’s corresponding verse on KuraC comes across as rather trivial.

The last of the three sūtras referenced in both the BhKA and KAS is P. 5.2.116, which governs the addition of the possessive suffixes inI and ṭhaN (= ika by P. 7.3.50) after a list of words beginning with vṛihi. As has been observed before, the gaṇas, “lists,” to which Pāṇini refers are, if fixed at all, given in full for the first time in the KV. Nevertheless, the exact membership of

---

54 Later grammarians do not rail against the exclusive karmakartari usage of bhaṅgura as we have seen them do against bhidura. Nevertheless, Bhaṭṭoji does not mention the restriction in his SK, although in the Praudhamanoramā (vol. II p. 812.) it is quoted but with a distancing āhuḥ, “they say.”

55 As pointed out in fn. 34, the MBh offers an example for bhidura as karmakatari but not as a general rule.

56 P. 5.2.116 vṛiḥyādibhyās ca | “And (the suffixes inI and ṭhaN) occur after vṛihi ‘rice’ etc. in the sense of matUP (i.e., possession).”

57 Cf. my discussion on p. 85.
each list remained in flux over the course of time and often depended on the usage of the learned (siṣṭaprayoga). Both Bhāmaha and Vāmana deal with the vrīhyādi list in their works on poetics, the former in a somewhat vague way; the later, more specifically.

BhKA 6.57 informs us that wise men use the two suffix inI and ṭhaN in poetry and that among such forms those in conjunction with mekhalā, “belt,” mālā, “garland,” and māyā, “deceit,” are held in particularly high regard. Applying the two suffixes to these nouns, we obtain the following forms: mekhalin and mekhalika, “belted,” mālin and mālika, “garlanded,” and māyin and māyika, “deceitful.” Relying on the MBh and KV, which both comment on this sūtra, we can already find some contradiction. While māyin and māyika are both given as examples in the KV ad P. 5.2.116, Kātyāyana (P. 5.2.116.1) has restricted a subclass of the vrīhi list to one suffix or the other. Consequently, inI should only come after śikhā, “peak,” etc.; ṭhaN, only after yavakhada, etc. According the KV ad P. 5.2.116, our first source to specify the contents of these lists, both mekhalā and mālā are listed in the first one, and such forms as mekhalika and mālika should, therefore, be barred. Bhāmaha, on the other hand, will approve of these prohibited forms, like mālika, which is also discussed in the DurghV ad P. 5.2.116. Whether or not Bhāmaha specifically meant to go against the established lists in the KV, is not entirely clear given the terseness of the verse, which need not insist that both suffixes occur on each of the words listed. Even if this were in fact the case, that the forms mālika and mekhalika are so poorly attested does not lend much gravity to Bhāmaha’s opinion.

Vāmana, on the other hand, makes a very definitive statement about membership to the vrīhyādi list, namely, that we can derive dhanvin, “possessing a bow, archer,” because dhanvan, “bow,” is recited in the said list. Basing ourselves again on the KV and other versions of the gaṇa

58 BhKA 6.57 inih prayuktah prayeva tathã ṭhaṇśca maniśibhih | tatrāpi mekhālā-mālā-māyānāṃ sutarāṃ matau ||
“The wise have generally employed (the suffixes) inl as well as ṭhaN. Among these both are held in high esteem for mekhalā, ‘belt,’ mālā, ‘garland,’ and māyā, ‘deceit.’"

59 Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita also includes them in his śikhādi sublist to the vrīhyādi list, Ganapāṭha 181 (SK vol. IV p. 666). His list is slightly longer than the one in the KV but without consequence for our present discussion. Cf. fn. 5 ad GRM 425, p. 447 for other opinions.

60 Śaṇanadeva raises just this problem regarding the word mālikah but offers a different solution, namely, it is not the suffix ṭhaN but rather ṭhaK by P. 4.4.55 with the meaning "flower vendor." See Renou (1945: 134) with notes. In fn. 4, he claims that the word is attested in the Harṣacarita but gives no precise reference.

61 KAS 5.2.57 dhanvīti vrīhyādipāṭhāt ||
known to us from Pāṇinian sources, *dhanvan* is not included, although Jinendrabuddhi deems it an open-ended list, membership to which is determined by the usage of the learned.\(^{62}\) It therefore stands to reason that Vāmana is either making an addendum or a specification,\(^{63}\) and on good grounds. *dhanvin* is not only widely attested in *kāvyā*\(^{64}\) but also in *Amarakośa* 2.8.70a, one of the first texts memorized in a traditional Sanskrit education. To account for all these forms, Vāmana has composed his sūtra. That its validity held throughout the later tradition can easily be seen by perusing commentators on the cited passages, who generally account for *dhanvin* by referring to its inclusion in the *vrīhyāda* list.\(^{65}\) Another indication is that Vardhamāna, who appears to have known Vāmana’s work(s),\(^{66}\) has included *dhanvan* in GRM 425, for which he gives *Śākuntala* 2.5 as an example. Bhāṭṭoji Dīkṣita, somewhat surprisingly, does not add *dhanvan* to his *vrīhyādi* list even though it does differ from what is given in the KV. Somewhat different from the previous example of *Kura C*, we have here an update to the KV from the KAS\(^{67}\) that found resonance among a wide range of commentators — even if he is not cited by name. Still, the grammatical tradition ultimately denies it when we read Bhāṭṭoji.

### 5.2.3 Summary

Although Vāmana neither mentions Bhāmaha by name nor quotes his work in the KAS or its auto-commentary, we can conclude for various reasons that Vāmana knew the BhKA and that he was responding to specific grammatical points put forth by Bhāmaha. The strongest evidence for a direct response is the fact that Vāmana chose not only to write a section titled *śabdaśuddhi* at the

---

\(^{62}\)*KV*Nyāsa* vol. IV p. 223: *ubhayatrādīśabdaḥ prakāre | śiṣṭaprayoge yebhya inir eva drṣyate te śikhādayo draṣṭavyāḥ | te hi tebhyas thanam vihitavantah | ”In both instances (scil. *vrīhyādi* and *śikhādi*) the word *ādi* ‘beginning’ occurs in the meaning ‘sort, type.’ The words *śikhā*, etc. should be seen as those after which the suffix *inI* alone is found in learned usage. For, they (scil. the learned) have enjoined *inI* after them.”

\(^{63}\)From the auto-commentary ad KAS 5.2.52, we learn that Vāmana had some idea about which words belonged to which lists — in this instance *vamsa* in the *digādi* list (P. 4.3.54) — and that this was a topic under discussion.

\(^{64}\)*Kālidāsa*: *KumS* 3.10d *dhavnināḥ*, *RaghuV* 11.4b *dhanvinau, Śākuntala* 2.5c *dhanvinām*. *ŚiśuP* 18.9a *dhanvibhiḥ*. *NaiśC* 10.117b *smara-dhanvine*. Others can easily be found.

\(^{65}\)*Kṣīrasvāmin ad AK 2.8.70 = Vallabhadeva ad *KumS* 3.1 = Hemādri ad *RaghuV* 11.4 = Vallabhadeva ad *ŚiśuP* 18.9: *vrīhyādītvād inih “-inI because (dhanvan) belongs to the list beginning with vrīhi”* Mallinātha ad *ŚiśuP* 18.9: *vrīhyādītvād inipratyayaḥ*, and many more.

\(^{66}\)Vardhamāna might well have even written his work to clarify the precise meaning of certain forms that were being debated.

\(^{67}\)Vāmana’s originlity is impossible to know for certain, for we have lost so much.
close of his work just as Bhāmaha but even began this section with a direct counter of Bhāmaha’s acceptance of varuṇau, etc. The other two instances, where both authors handle the same sūtra, do not offer the same kind of explicit contradiction, but they do demonstrate how Vāmana took up the same topics in a more profound manner so as to engage the KV and other grammatical sources now lost to us. For this reason later commentators (but rarely those on the A) found the KAS worthy to cite as an authority, an honor not bestowed upon the BhKA. As other examples will show, Vāmana also rejects Bhāmaha’s restriction on derivations (BhKA 6.29), namely, that one should not use of jñāpakas, “hints,” or yogavibhāga, “rule splitting,” to achieve a correct form. In the next chapter, where I investigate one particular sūtra in great detail, we will see that Vāmana is in fact the author (or first recorder) of a very important jñāpaka. Furthermore, though not a direct response to Bhāmaha per se, Vāmana ensured that his rules were pointed and clearly applicable to existing poetic usage in a manner that Bhāmaha does less often. For this reason, it is usually quite easy to compare Vāmana’s rules and examples with the practice of poets whose works we can now search. In the remainder of this chapter, we will look at additional sūtras from the KAS and see how they worked their way into the commentarial literature and at times went so far as to supplant the grammarians themselves.

5.3 A Grammar for Poetry

When Vāmana came to write his chapter on linguistic purity, he had before him a wealth of Sanskrit literature, only a portion of which exists for us today, and an already long tradition of linguistic analysis as represented by the different schools of Sanskrit grammar and Mīmāṃsā. For Sanskrit grammar, the now extant texts that Vamana could have known based on chronology are fairly limited. These include: the MBh with Bhartrhari’s Dīpikā, the VP with the vṛtti (and possibly others), the KV with Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyāsa, the CV with its vṛtti, the JV with some commentary,68 possibly Abhayanandin’s Mahāvṛtti, and the Kā, possibly with Durgasimha’s com-

---

68If the author of the KAS and the Liṅgānuśāsana are identical, which seems likely, then Vāmana definitely knew the Jainendra- and Cāndravyākarana since both are referred to in the work on gender. Cf. Dalai (1918: vi–ix).
mentary. That Vāmana worked within the Pāṇinian system is abundantly clear from the names of his suffixes as well as the citations in the auto-commentary. However, he is interacting with the received tradition in a way that we cannot fully appreciate, not only because we have so few of the texts he did (at most three, each with a single commentary), but also because we are not privileged to the countless oral debates that must have gone on at Jayāpiḍa’s learned court, where Vāmana is to have been active. We can even imagine that the King’s obsession with grammar compelled Vāmana to write the Śabdaśuddhi so that poetry too could be properly regulated both at the theoretical level of poetics as well as in its formal grammar. The goal of the short treatise resembles, in many ways, what Patañjali did in the MBh to the extent that in both works the authors discuss a series of terse comments on Pāṇini’s rules in order to clarify and update his grammar: Vāmana does so with his own sūtras; Patañjali, with the vārttikas of Kātyāyana. While Patañjali took as his target the Sanskrit language of a community of learned Brahmans, Vāmana sought to provide an authoritative text for poetry that took into account the usage of the new class of potential śiṣṭas, the poets, and gave clear answers to questionable usages. How much success Vāmana’s Śabdaśuddhi enjoyed among later commentators and grammarians will occupy us for the remainder of this and the following chapter.

Before diving into the specifics, I must note the limitations of this study and their cause. Ideally, I would at this point give some basic statistics as a starting point, so that we could at least know how frequently Vāmana is quoted by each available commentator, which of his rules are most popular, and quickly spot any trends. Such rudimentary information, however, is difficult to come by because citations in commentaries are usually not indexed. I have only found an appendix with works cited or the like for the following: on the Raghuvamśā, Vallabhadeva’s Raghupañcikā (Goodall & Isaacson (2003), the first 6 sargas), Mallinātha’s Samjīvanī (Nandargikar’s edition), and Hemādri’s Raghuvamśadarparna; Mallinātha’s tikā on the Bhaṭṭikāvya (ed. Trivedī

69Recall that Jayāpiḍa is to have revived the Mahābhāṣya in Kashmir, studied under a great grammarian named Kṣira (not the author of the Kṣirataraṅginī), and gained long lasting fame for his learnedness. Cf. RT 4.488, 489, and 491. After he turned wicked, poets even penned verses honoring his grammatical prowess while simultaneously describing his cruelty. Cf. RT 4.635 and 637.
1898), and a partial list for Mallinātha’s Ghaṇṭāpatha on the Kirātārjunīya (NSP 1912). We have no indices for any commentary on the Kumārasambhava, the Meghadūta, Jayamaṅgala on the Bhaṭṭikāvya, the Naiṣadhīyacarita nor any of the commentaries by Aruṇagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, etc. Even with indices indirect or unnamed references are often missed. The larger problem, however, is to what extent our printed versions, most of which are not critically edited, represent what someone like Mallinātha composed. I can do little about this within the scope of the dissertation, but it is well worth reminding the reader of the very rudimentary work remaining to be done on Sanskrit kāvya commentaries. The references I have so far compiled, limited as they may be, are given below:

1. KAS 5.2.3: Mallinātha ad RaghuV 4.28d tarjayan.
2. KAS 5.2.8: Hemādri, Aruṇagirinātha, and Nārāyaṇa ad RaghuV 18.9c lambhayitvā.
3. KAS 5.2.9: Hemādri ad RaghuV 8.46c, 10.41b, and 14.40b me.
4. KAS 5.2.10: Hemādri ad RaghuV 3.8c tiraścakāra.
5. KAS 5.2.11: Hemādri ad RaghuV 4.9c nātiśitosṇah.
6. KAS 5.2.14: Hemādri ad RaghuV 13.16d and Mallinātha ad KirātA 9.78a bimbādhara-.
7. KAS 5.2.18: Mallinātha ad KirātA 2.27b arthagauravam.
8. KAS 5.2.19: Mallinātha ad KirātA 2.37a kopajanmanah and ad 5.34 śucimāṇijanmabhiḥ.

70After a reference to Vāmana in verse 4.24, the editors add ādi, “etc.” Roodbergen’s translation is also not indexed.
71Pathak (1912:116) does give a list of “Works and Authors mentioned in Commentary” but only gives one instance per entry, presumably the first.
72Except an index to chapters 1–11 with the commentary of Cāṇḍūpaṇḍita. There are no citations of Vāmana there.
73At a very late stage, shortly before the final submission of this dissertation, Chandra (1972) came to my attention. In this article, p. 354f., all references to Vāmana in Mallinātha’s commentaries are given. I regret that I have not had time to properly incorporate this discovery. I note simply here the number of references per commentary: 34 for the Śiśupālavadha, 3 for the Meghadūta, 7 for the Kirātārjunīya, 2 for the Bhaṭṭikāvya, 3 for the Raghuvamśa, 9 for the Kumārasambhava, and 13 for the Naiṣadhīyacarita. Chandra does not indicate whether these references are to Vāmana, the author of the KAS, or Vāmana, the co-author of the KV.
74See Dwivedi’s edition for alternate readings.
75See Dwivedi’s edition for alternate readings.
76Arunagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa both appear to be aware of, if not have in mind, Vāmana’s sūtra since they gloss me in 10.41b as mayā. The latter even notes that it is a nipāta, “indeclinable,” just as Vāmana.
77Passage translated with annotation in Roodbergen (2004: 139).
78Passage translated with annotation in Roodbergen (2014: 112f.).
80Passage translated with annotation in Roodbergen (2014: 299).
9. KAS 5.2.20: Hemādri, Aruṇagirinātha, Nārāyaṇa, and Mallinātha ad RaghuV 7.7a agrapādam; Mallinātha ad KirātA 5.29 agrakaram,81 Mallinātha ad ŚīsuP 7.29 agrahastaiḥ.

10. KAS 5.2.22: Hemādri ad RaghuV 12.39d vikṛteti, Rāghavabhaṭṭa ad Śākuntala 1.1 sarvabījapraṅṭir iti.

11. KAS 5.2.23: Aruṇagirinātha, Mallinātha, Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita ad KumS 8.62, Rāgavabhaṭṭa ad Śākuntala 3.4 śakyaṃ.82

12. KAS 5.2.27: Hemādri ad RaghuV 11.15b, Aruṇagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa ad KumS 1.34d, Mallinātha ad KumS 1.35d83 āsa.84

13. KAS 5.2.31: Mallinātha ad RaghuV 9.57b sahacarīm.

14. KAS 5.2.35: Hemādri ad RaghuV 9.19d ariha-.

15. KAS 5.2.36: Hemādri ad RaghuV 6.39b cāpadharaḥ.


17. KAS 5.2.40: Hemādri ad RaghuV 3.37d and 5.24d avatāra.85

18. KAS 5.2.41: Hemādri ad RaghuV 7.14a sprāṇiyyaśobham.86

19. KAS 5.2.42: Hemādri ad RaghuV 11.73c vrīḍam.87

20. KAS 5.2.44: Hemādri ad RaghuV 3.26a and Mallinātha ad KumS 5.65a āha.88

21. KAS 5.2.47: Hemādri ad RaghuV 6.35b rambhoru and 8.69a (svavṛttī) madirāksi.

22. KAS 5.2.48 Hemādri ad RaghuV 13.15a arālabhru.89

23. KAS 5.2.51 Hemādri ad RaghuV 14.14b sāśvatam.

24. KAS 5.2.52 Hemādri ad RaghuV 6.8b somārkavamsye,90 Mallinātha ad BhaṭṭiK 1.13 udāra-

---

81 Passage translated with annotation in Roodbergen (1984: 294).
82 The reading in Śākuntala is as given with the commentary of Rāghavabhaṭṭa. See p. 296, fn. 212 below for a brief discussion of the variants.
83 Same as the previous verse but with different numeration.
84 Kṣīrasvāmin ad KṣDhP I.934, giving Vāmana’s name, quotes this sūtra along with KumS 1.35d. Puruṣakāra also quotes it ad Daiva 185ab, mentioning both Vāmana and his work by name.
86 See Dwivedi’s edition for alternate readings.
87 Though they give no citation, Aruṇagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa use the same argument as Vāmana to justify the masculine gender of vrīḍa in their commentaries ad loc.
89 An alternate reading. See the apparatus to this verse in Dwivedi’s edition. Aruṇagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa attribute it to Vallabhadeva.
90 Cf. Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 381) and their apparatus to this verse.
A thorough investigation of all these citations would be out of place at present. Nevertheless, we may offer a few interpretations of the sorely incomplete data. To start most simply, several of the great commentators, Hemādri, Aruṇagirinātha, Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, and Mallinātha, were familiar with Vāmana’s Śabdaśuddhi and felt some need to quote it, Hemādri being unquestionably the most eager (25 citations). His numerous quotes also demonstrate, when compared with other commentaries, that commentators who knew the KAS were not compelled to quote from it in every instance it was relevant. Although such neglect could be chalked up to meaningless inconsistency, two examples demonstrate a possible progression. Mallinātha could have quoted KAS 5.2.27 ad RaghuV 11.15b to explain āsa, “has been,” but instead gives the simple gloss babhūva. Similarly, ad RaghuV 6.8b Mallinātha could have cited KAS 5.2.52 but again provides only a basic gloss soma-sūrya-vamśa-bhave, “(the group of princes) in the lineages of the moon and of the sun.” The absence would normally not be terribly meaningful, but since Mallinātha does cite the respective sūtras from the KAS in his commentaries on the Kumārasambhava and Bhaṭṭikāvya, one wonders whether he was restraining his citations of Vāmana till he got to more advanced works when his students would have to go deeper into grammatical issues. It is lamentable
that we do not have a full index of Mallinātha’s citations in his commentary to the Kirātārjunīya, Śiśupālavadha, and Naṣadhiyacarita as we could more readily see how his methods of citation changed. Finally, among the mostly superficial observations is that nearly half of the passages (9 out of 20) from the RaghuV where Vāmana is invoked have variant readings. I have given references to the discussion of the variants by Goodall and Isaacson in the footnotes and will take up others later, but this should further reinforce the effect of grammar on the transmission of a text. Now that we can see without doubt that the Śabdaśuddhi was firmly part of the exegetical tools of the later commentators, we must ask what purpose exactly did these citations from the KAS serve.

To understand why commentators would fall back on Vāmana’s sūtras, we need to know roughly what they prescribe. To this end, one could broadly classify the rules of the Śabdaśuddhi into three main categories based on how they relate to the prior grammatical norm. Roughly speaking, they can reaffirm rules from the A that were presumably being broken or for which there were dubious interpretations. Such sūtras could be used to chastise poetic usage. Alternatively, they can add new information to account for suspect forms either by offering a novel interpretation of a sūtra or by simply making an addendum. As pointed out before, it is not possible to determine in every instance how original Vāmana was, but the reaction of later commentators and grammarians can at least give us some idea about who innovated. To demonstrate each of these three groups, I will give a few representative examples. Thereafter, I will demonstrate that in at least one instance Vāmana’s Śabdaśuddhi become so firmly associated with the explication of poetry that it supplanted earlier grammatical sources like the Mahābhāṣya. Along the way, we will also encounter instances of other grammatical works that served well the needs of poets and their commentators.

the largest number of quotations (37) stemming from the Śiśupālavadha, a particularly difficult poem.

96 It could also help to determine the relative chronology of Mallinātha’s commentaries, although such a question is difficult to answer without cross-references.
5.3.1 Rejection

In this subsection I give two short examples of Vāmana clearly rejecting known poetic usage.

5.3.1.1 On avaihi, “understand!”

Let us start with something simple: KAS 5.2.69 avaihitī vrddhir avadyā., “The vrddhi vowel (ai) in avaihi, ‘understand!’ is reprehensible.” The 2nd pers. sing. imperative of ava + ī, “to understand,” can be nothing else than avehi, i.e., ava + ihi ⇒ avehi, as expected. In practice, though, both forms are found, and the unexpected avaihi pops up in the Mahābhārata and other genres where non-standard Sanskrit is employed. Surprisingly, Sanskrit poets also appear to have employed the form despite the clear violation of grammar. Aśvaghoṣa uses avaihi in Saundarananda 16.7b as does one Śabdārṇava in SuRaKo 724d. Perhaps more surprisingly, Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 284) accept avaihi as the original reading seven times in the first six sargas of the Raghuvamśa with Vallabhadeva’s commentary on the basis of MS evidence. That Hemādrī notes the fault ad RaghuV 2.35c along with a citation of KAS 5.2.69 can only help to confirm the direction of change. To account for the reverse change, from a grammatical form to an ungrammatical, albeit well attested form, defies common sense and all likelihood. That later commentators tend to prefer avehi, usually without noting any variant reading, is a testament to the force of grammar on the transmission of the text. Since there is no metrical difference between avaihi and avehi, why not adopt the correct form? We will see other examples of change in the name of grammatical correctness in this and the following chapter. Bear in mind as well that this is an example of the influence or continuation of Epic diction in early kāvya, a topic that Vāmana deals with in different ways. In this case, he has rather successfully discouraged later poets from using

97 avaihi likely developed on the basis of analogy to avaitu, “may he understand,” the 3rd pers. sing. imperative. Also, as Goodall and Isasacsn (2003: 284) note, e and ai are subject to confusion in various scripts. The Middle-Indic pronunciation of ai as e also likely did not help matters.

98 I have noted avaihi in MahāBh 12.282.5c, 12.303.16a, and 14.9.26c; Viṣṇudharmottarapurāṇa 27.5 and 73.21; Viṣṇupurāṇa 3.7.20d etc.; Moksapāya 26.45b and 89.129d.

99 Johnson, the editor, records no variant.

100 The grammatically correct avehi is recorded as a variant by Kosambi and Gokhale.

101 Other commentators have avaihi as their primary reading or otherwise record it. See Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 298, 303 and 304).
avaihi (I have found no other examples in printed editions of mahākāvyya, although my search has been rather limited.\textsuperscript{102}) and even helped to alter the text of those who did.

5.3.1.2 On āha, “he said/she said”

One of the strongest and most applicable condemnations in the Śabdaśuddhi is KAS 5.2.44 āheti bhūte 'nyāñalantabhrumād bruvo laṭi, “(One uses) āha ‘says’ as a past tense (of √brū) because of confusing other words ending in NaL with √brū, ‘to speak,’ in the present tense.”\textsuperscript{103} This sūtra, a simple reaffirmation of P. 3.2.84, condemns the usage of Kālidāsa in 10 places\textsuperscript{104} where he maintains an antiquated use of āha as a past tense, “said,” instead of its classical usage as an alternative to the present tense form of √brū.\textsuperscript{105} Although Vāmana, falling in line with grammatical rule, disapproves of this usage, others have suggested that āha here is not the verb āha at all, but a formally identical nipāta, “set form,” that just so happens to look and function like a finite verb.\textsuperscript{106} This was clearly an attempt to save what others faulted. Since Goodall has thoroughly demonstrated how this grammatical inaccuracy caused the text of Kālidāsa to change over the course of time and how the commentators have dealt with the problem, I have little to add except that we find still another explanation for āha — with specific reference to Kālidāsa — in an as yet unnoticed source: the Sarasvatikaṇṭhābharaṇa of Bhojadeva.

Aruṇagirinātha ad KumS 5.65 (= 5.64 with Vallabhadeva) explains the usage of athāha as follows:

\textsuperscript{102}I suspect that avehi in NaiC 2.19b originally started out as avaihi. Three MSS of Cāṇḍūpaṇḍita’s commentary have this reading, as recorded in the apparatus ad loc. in Jāni’s edition, p. 108. Furthermore, Nārāyaṇa goes on at length in his commentary ad loc. as to why only avehi is the correct form. Although he does not record any alternate reading, his defensive remarks make me suspect he knew that some read avaihi.

\textsuperscript{103}The sūtra and auto-commentary are translated in full with annotation in Goodall (2001: 117f.). This article treats the problem in much more detail than I will here.

\textsuperscript{104}Listed in Goodall (2001: 109): RaghuV 3.25, 3.63, 12.2; KumS 4.43, 5.64, 6.25, 6.88, 7.47, 7.82, 8.50. The references to the RaghuV are according to Vallabha; those to the KumS, according to the edition by Narayana Murti (1980).

\textsuperscript{105}According to P. 3.2.84, āh may optionally substitute √brū throughout the 3rd person, and in the 2nd person except the pl. In earlier stages of Sanskrit, āha, etc. had a past tense value. Cf. Grassman p. 161.

\textsuperscript{106}Cf. Goodall (2001: 114). Two sources are cited for this explanation by Hemādri ad RaghuV 3.26 (3.25 with Vallabha’s commentary), the Pāṇiniyamatadarpaṇa and the Ganadarpaṇa, neither of which is still extant. Note that Hemādri repeats the corrupt quotation from the Pāṇiniyamatadarpaṇa ad RaghuV 11.15 where it correctly reads: asty asmi manye śāṅke brūhy āsāha nālarthakau. See p. 276 below. There are many similarities to GRM 13, in which Vardhamāna lists a particle āha as having the meaning uvāca, “has said.” The example in the commentary ad loc. is from KumS 5.65.
On \textit{atha}: Since the word \textit{atha} \footnote{I leave \textit{atha} untranslated here since Arunagiri gives it more of a functional rather than semantic meaning.} belongs to the list beginning with \textit{tadā}, “then,” the present tense (verb) \textit{āha}, “says” (has been used). (Cf.) Bhoja’s sūtra (SKĀv 1.4.165): “(the \textit{luni}, ‘imperfect,’ and \textit{laṭ}, ‘present,’ tense suffixes) also (optionally come after a root that occurs in a meaning qualified by the past tense but not of today) in the company of \textit{tadā}, ‘then,’ etc.” \footnote{My translation of the sūtra is based on the commentary of Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita: \textit{bhojasūtrānusāreṇāthaśabdayogād bhūtārthe laṭ}, “the present tense (has been used) in the sense of a past tense because of a connection with the word \textit{atha} ‘now,’ in accordance with Bhoja’s sūtra.” That Bhoja had passages by Kālidāsa in mind when composing this rule is supported by his commentator, Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, who often elaborates the concise commentary of Aruṇagiri, adds after quoting Bhoja’s sūtra: \textit{bhojasutrānusāreṇāthaśabdayogād bhūtārthe laṭ}, “The present tense (has been used) in the sense of a past tense because of a connection with the word \textit{atha} ‘now,’ in accordance with Bhoja’s sūtra.” This rule optionally allows either the aorist (\textit{luni}) or the present (\textit{laṭ}) tense suffixes to be used in expressing an action in the past, but not today, i.e., in place of the imperfect (\textit{laṅ}) or perfect (\textit{liṭ}), \footnote{The perfect is a subclass within the general semantic domain of “past time but not today,” usually having the added specification \textit{parokṣa}, “beyond one’s perception.”} provided that they are accompanied by certain words like \textit{tadā}, “then.” Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, who often elaborates the concise commentary of Aruṇagiri, adds after quoting Bhoja’s sūtra: \textit{bhojasutrānusāreṇāthaśabdayogād bhūtārthe laṭ}, “The present tense (has been used) in the sense of a past tense because of a connection with the word \textit{atha} ‘now,’ in accordance with Bhoja’s sūtra.” That Bhoja had passages by Kālidāsa in mind when composing this rule is supported by his commentator, Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, who quotes not only this verse but also KumS 3.72, where the use of the present tense \textit{caranti}, “they go,” has also puzzled commentators. Since, however, it is accompanied by the particle \textit{yāvat}, which also belongs to Bhoja’s \textit{tadādi} list, we should understand \textit{caranti} as expressing a past tense action. \footnote{Vallabhadeva is perturbed by \textit{caranti} and labels its use here as \textit{na nyāyyah}, “not making any sense.” He finds a similar fault in ŚīsūP 1.15. His commentary on KumS 3.72 is unremarkable except for the fact that between the two versions, as transmitted in different MSS, we can detect a shift in terminology. The commentary as printed by Patel (p. 112) reads as follows: \textit{carantīti bhūte 'tra prayoge na nyāyyah | yato 'tīte vihitābhiḥ parokṣādibhir bhāvyam | “The use here of ‘they go’ with past tense meaning does not make any sense because there should be \textit{parokṣa}, etc., which are enjoined in the past tense.”} I am quite convinced that Vallabhadeva is here using the terminology of the \textit{Kātantra} because both \textit{parokṣa} and \textit{atīte} are characteristic of the grammar’s technical terminology. Cf. Kā 3.1.13 \textit{parokṣa} (= P. 3.2.115), where \textit{parokṣa} is a suffix equivalent to \textit{liṭ}, and Durga’s \textit{vṛtti} thereon, where we find \textit{atīte kāle} as opposed to the Pāṇīnian \textit{bhūte kāle}. Narayana Murti’s text (p. 90) conforms to Pāṇiniyan terminology: \textit{carantīti latprayogo na tathā nyāyyah | bhūte liḍādibhir bādhitatvāt | “The use of \textit{laṭ} in ‘they go’ does not make any sense because it is blocked by \textit{liṭ}, etc. in the past tense.” Observe how \textit{parokṣābhiḥ} changes to \textit{liḍābhiḥ} and \textit{atīte} to \textit{bhūte}.} This is a rather fascinating turn of events. Bhoja was certainly familiar with the KAS and cites it not infrequently in his works on poetics, but when it came to grammar, he was willing to go against Vāmana and find a subtle way
to exonerate the usage of Kālidāsa from this most glaring of faults. That Aruṇagiri, and Nārāyaṇa more explicitly, view Kālidāsa as following Bhoja’s rules — composed some six hundred years after the Kumārasambhava — does not indicate that new grammars contain new rules, but rather that the rules always existed; others had simply failed to formulate them. In closing, however, we might take to heart the words of Vidyāmādhava ad KumS 4.43 that follow upon the explanation that āha is a particle: tathāpi mahākavyaḥ 'tītārthe 'pi viprayuñjate vyākaraṇaṃprayogamūlam eva.

“Nevertheless, great poets break away from the foundation of grammatical usage (by using āha) with a past tense meaning.”

Great poets violate the rules.

Other sūtras could be added under this category, including KASA 5.2.1 on the ekaśeṣa forms, rudrau, etc., and KAS 5.2.46 on avatāra, but the two I have briefly discussed here are some of the most straightforward and telling examples I have found. They highlight two important points: Vāmana does not hold back from attacking even Kālidāsa’s poetry, and, secondly, it seems likely that his criticisms were an important factor in effecting alterations in poetry toward a grammatically acceptable text. Grammaticality, however, was not a fixed concept. We have also observed how others like Bhoja, the author of the Pāṇinīyadarpaṇamata, etc. tried to save certain usages against Vāmana’s and others’ fault finding. In some instances they were successful, in others not. On the whole, however, the Pāṇinian grammatical tradition progressed toward a more strict interpretation of the A, i.e., in accordance with the MBh, and many of these more creative explanations were rejected. For now, we will turn to a few instances of attempts at inclusion.

5.3.2 Admission

If the examples so far have painted Vāmana as a stickler rather than a free thinker, what follows will demonstrate his willingness to offer justifications for poetic usage. From the existence of

---

111 The text is far from certain throughout the unpublished dissertation in which the edition is available to me. Vidyāmādhava also cites NaiC 3.134 as another example of a past tense āha. The commentator Nārāyaṇa explains it as an indeclinable that resembles a finite verb (vibhaktipratirūpakam avyāyam bhūtārthe), while Mallinātha relies on P. 3.3.131 according to which a present tense verb can refer to the proximate past.

112 See the discussion in Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 325).

113 Nor did the commentators, especially Vallabha, who, as we have seen and will see again, has no qualms about labeling Kālidāsa’s faulty words as pramādaja, “born from folly.”
such sūtras, we can infer that the forms and rules under discussion were subject to criticism or misunderstanding and Vāmanā wished to give his own judgment in the hopes of providing clarity. Why some forms could be excused and not others is one problem that I have not yet been able to adequately theorize and may well hinge on grammatical ideas or texts now lost to us. Whatever his reasons may have been, Vāmanā could be as welcoming as he was dismissive.

5.3.2.1 On a “has been” (āsa)

Our first example, KAS 5.2.27, takes up many of the same themes that we saw in the previous section but this time in a more positive light since Vāmanā finds a way to accept, rather than reject, a particular form. The first commonality is that we are once again concerned with the usage of Kālidāsa, who chose, on five occasions, to employ the form āsa, “has been,” as the perfect of ́śas, “to be,” instead of babhūva as prescribed by Pāṇini. That this rule did not exist for the earlier language is attested in the Vedic literature and, to a much lesser extent, in the Epic/Purānic literature. Unlike the previous case of āha, however, I have not found any other precedent for using āsa, etc. in the works of Aśvaghoṣa, so that Kālidāsa’s decision to revitalize the form comes across as quite deliberate and a bold intertextual reference to earlier Vedic literature. With this bit of background, let us turn to Vāmanā’s explanation.

āsety asateḥ || KAS 5.2.27 ||

[svarrtī:] lāvanyam utpādyam118 ivāsa yatnaḥ ity atra āsa ity asater dhātoḥ as gatidip-

---

114KumS 1.35d (34d with Vallabha); RaghuV 11.115b, 11.63b, 11.81c, 14.23c.
115P. 2.4.52 aster bhūḥ | ́śas occurs in place of ́bhū when an ārdhadhātuka suffix follows.” Since the endings of the perfect (liṭ) are termed ārdhadhātuka by P. 3.4.115, ́bhū will replace ́śas throughout the perfect tense. Excluded here is, of course, the use of āsa, etc. as an auxiliary verb in the periphrastic perfect. Cardona (1996: 179f.) also briefly discusses the problem of āsa. I have, however, been able to add further passages.
116Examples from the RV can be found in Grassmann (1873: 151). Oberlies (2003: 389) lists just a single form from the two Epics: Rām 1.9.16b āsa. I have not been able to find others but have also not searched very thoroughly.
117After Kālidāsa, I have noted only one attestation of āsa in a kāvyā, Śrīharṣa’s NaiC 20.24c, but there may well be others. Such forms are found, unsurprisingly, in the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, e.g., 2.7.10c āsa. Cf. Biswas (1968: 15) and Viśvanāthacakravartin’s commentary Sārārthadarśinī ad loc.: āsa abhūt.
118All the editions I have been able to consult print lāvanyam utpādyu, which cannot be correct and appears to be a conflation of two other available readings. Vallabhadeva, Mallinātha, and Cāritravardhana have: lāvanyā utpādyā ivāsa yatnāh, “there was, as it were, a struggle when beauty had to be produced”; Aruṇagirinātha and Nārāyaṇa (KumS 1.34d): lāvanyam utpattum āsa yatnāh, “there was an effort to create beauty,” with a hidden causative meaning in utpattum (antarbhūtanyarthā). Aruṇagirinātha, however, quotes Vāmanā as reading lāvanyam utpādyam ivāsa
tyādāneṣu ity asya prayogah | na asteh bhūbhāvavidhānāt ||

KAS 5.2.27 āsa is from √ as.

[auto-commentary:] On āsa in (KumS 1.35) ‘there was, as it were, an effort in creating beauty,’ there is the use of the root (KṣDhP I.934) √ as ‘to go, to shine, to receive,’ not of (KṣDhP II.56) √ as ‘to be’ because (in that case) there is a rule (P. 2.4.52) for the occurrence of bhū.

Although āha and āsa appear to be on the same plane with regard to grammatical irregularity, Vāmana can excuse the latter because there was already a path within the existing system of grammar, which was not the case for āha (assuming the indeclinable explanation for āha is post Vāmana). The solution is quite simple. The DhP contains two roots √ as (KṣDhP I.934 and KṣDhP II.56), one whose perfect is āsa and one whose perfect is babhūva. Since the class I root can have the fairly bleached meaning dīpti, “shining, appearing,” and regularly forms the perfect āsa, Vāmana derives āsa in Kālidāsa’s works from this root instead of the expected meaning “to be.” One could question here the validity of such a root in the first place (did Vāmana invent it?) or the appropriateness of the meaning (we would not be alone to ask this, see below), but, although Vāmana does have rather liberal views about the expansion of the DhP (cf. KAS 5.2.2 and my discussion below), it is highly unlikely that he made up a DhP entry.119 As for semantic satisfaction from creative derivations, we will return to this topic presently as well as in the following chapter.

The commentators on these passages with āsa reveal an interesting development and one that helps us piece together a few more details about the sources and authorities for grammaticality at different points in time. Vallabhadeva finds this use of āsa unacceptable and says ad KumS 1.34d: āseti kavīnāṃ pramādajaḥ prayogah, “poets’ use of āsa is born of folly.”120 The reason given is that P. 2.4.52 ought to apply here. What is even more revealing is the following reference to anye, yatnāḥ, “the beauty to be created was, as it were, a struggle.” This is undoubtedly correct. He then attributes the reading of Vallabhadeva et al. to Dakṣināvarta, who, Aruṇagiri specifically mentions, follows Maitreyraraksita in his Dhātupradīpa ad MDhP 890. This reading is then criticized by Aruṇagiri because of visandhi, “hiatus” (there are two in a row lāvanyā upādya ivāsa) and because the meaning is unacceptable since āsa, understood as gatyarthe, “a verb of motion,” requires a karman, “direct object, patient.”

120 How significant is the plural kavīnām? Did Vallabhadeva have other examples in mind? At least one other commentator did.
“others,” who hold that there is an irregular indeclinable (*nipāta*) that *tiṅantapratirūpaka*, “has the semblance of a finite verb,” a theory that Vallabha rejects out of hand, insisting that there can only be a finite form.\(^{121}\) We are immediately reminded of the explanation of *āha* as a particle that Hemādri cites ad RaghuV 3.25 from the *Pāṇiniyamatadarpaṇa* and *Gaṇadarpana*. It seems that Vallabha either did not know Vāmana’s work, a possibility given its ebb in popularity, or found it too distasteful to quote. Aruṇagirinātha, however, approves of Vāmana’s explanation,\(^ {122}\) as does Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita.\(^ {123}\) In contrast to Vallabhadeva, neither mentions the possibility of a particle. Mallinātha, on the other hand, not only mentions both possibilities, but attributes the particle idea to one Śākaṭāyana and records Vallabhadeva’s dismissal. Finally, Vāmana’s opinion is given with the gloss *didīpe*, “has shone,” as the meaning of *āsa*.\(^ {124}\) Cāritavardhana likewise rejects the idea of a particle and openly accepts Vāmana’s explanation. He adds, however, one oft quoted notion about roots: *dhātūnām anekārthatvād āseti babhūvārthe iti*, “because roots have multiple meanings *āsa* occurs in the meaning of ‘has been,’” a remark that counters any objections to deriving *āsa* from class I √*bhū* based on semantics. This is a big win for Vāmana, and we can add other supporters: Kṣīrasvāmin, Puruṣakāra, and, implicitly, Maitreyarakṣita.\(^ {125}\) On the other hand, Vardhāmana ad GRM 1.3a considers *āsa* a particle with the meaning *babhūva*, although he does not shy away from mentioning the divergent opinion of Vāmana and Vallabhadeva’s

---

\(^ {121}\) Vallabhadeva ad KumS 1.35: *yat tv anye bruvate tiṅantapratirūpako nipātaḥ iti tad asat | tiāḍṛśasya tiṅantsasyaiva bhavanāt (corr. bhāvāt ?) | “But what other says, that there is a particle with the semblance of a finite verb, is not true because there exists only a finite verb with such an appearance.” For the last phrase, I have here reproduced Narayana Murti’s text, which yields better sense than Patel’s (p. 26): *tiāḍṛśasya tiṅantsasyābhāvāt*, “because such a finite form does not exist.”

\(^ {122}\) Aruṇagirī ad KumS 1.34d *atraṣetī prayogam samarthayītum vāmanasūtram āsety asateḥ | “In order to support the usage *āsa* here (in the verse) there is Vāmana’s sūtra (KAS 5.2.27) ‘*āsa* is from class I √*as*.’”

\(^ {123}\) Nārāyaṇa specifies that *āsa* is equivalent to *didīpe*, one of the meanings for class I √*as*.

\(^ {124}\) Mallinātha ad KumS 1.35 *āseti babhūvārthe tiṅantapratirūpakam avyayam | ity āha śākaṭāyanah | vallabhā tu na tiṅantapratirūpakam avyayam aster bhūḥ iti bhvādesaniyamāt tadviktīntantsaivyābhāvāt | kiṃ tu kavinām prāmādikāḥ ity āha | vāmanas tu asa gatidīpyādānesy iti dhātor ātītā śūpam idam ity āha | asa ity anudāttaṁ dīpyārthe | *āsa* didīpe | pravṛttvā ity arthaḥ || “Śākaṭāyana says that *āsa* is an indeclinable with the semblance of a finite verb in the sense of ‘has been.’ But Vallabha says that it is not an inindiclable with the semblance of a finite verb because there exists no such finite verb since √*bhū* is the substitute (for √*as*) by P. 2.4.5.2. Rather, poets have (usages) born of folly. Vāmana, on the other hand, says that this form belongs to the perfect of the root √*as* in the meaning of going, shining and receiving. √*as* is marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel in the meaning of to shine. √*as* = ‘has shined.’ The meaning is: ‘it arose.’”

\(^ {125}\) In his commentary ad MDhP I.890 *asa gatipityādānesu*, Maitreya quotes KumS 1.35d as an example. The exact references for the others have already been given above in fn. 84, p. 266.
On the *Raghuvaṃśa* passages mentioned above, most of the commentators available to me repeat one opinion or the other, or give a simple gloss, usually *babhūva*. Hemādri, however has a relatively long and informative passage ad RaghuV 11.15. Despite the length, I provide the passage in full because of a number of unique references and ideas.

\[āsa \text{ iti vibhaktipratirūpakam avyayam aster bhūbhāvavidhānāt} \mid \text{Pāṇiniyamadarpāṇe ca asty asmi manye śaṅke brūhy āsāha ṇalarthakau iti} \mid \text{kārayāmāsa ity atra tu vidhānasāmarthāyat aster bhūbhāvo na} \mid \text{vāmanas tu [KAS 5.2.27] āsety asateḥ asa gatikāntidīptidāneṣu ity} \mid \text{asya dhāturpratipāne 'py ayam eva dhātur uktah} \mid \text{sārasvatākāramate tu bhūbhāvayābhāvāt āsa iti [cf. SārV II.4.28] aster eva \mid \text{tathā [KṣDhP II.56 and KAS 5.2.27] as} \mid \text{bhuvī ity atra āṣety udāhṛtam sārasvatasya nārendratippane [ChUp 6.1.1]} \mid \text{śvetaketur hy āruneya āsa}^{127} \mid \text{ityādi śrutipurāṇayor bahuśaḥ prayodarśanāt \mid \text{cumārasambhava 'pi [KumS 1.34d] lāvanya utpādyā ivāsa yatnaḥ \mid \text{raghau [RaghuV 11.15b] prādurāsa bahulakāṣpačchavīhi iti \mid [RaghuV 11.81c] nisprāhā ca ripur āsa tatksanam iti [RaghuV 14.23c] tenāsa lokah pītrmā vinēta iti ca asates tad rūpam iti cen na \mid \text{arthāsamgatiḥ} \mid \text{asti cādesavidher aniyatavam iti tathā \mid \text{[tathā hi] cakṣiṇaḥ khyādeśaḥ ārdhadhātuke}^{128} \mid \text{vihitaḥ \mid \text{tasya vicaṃśa iti yucprayaye vyahicāraḥ \mid tathā bruio vacādesasya brāhmaṇabrava ity ātrabhāvah} \mid \text{ajater vyādesasya samajyāda uti sārasvatāṭikāyām} \mid \text{[KAS 5.2.27]} \mid \text{nanu aster bhūr asārvadhātuke iti śarvavarmanā uktam \mid \text{[SārV II.35.19]} \text{lokac chēṣasya siddhiḥ iti sūtre} \mid \text{[Abhidhānaratnamālā 2.251ab] jātimātropajīvi ca kathyate brāhmaṇabravaḥ iti halāyudhāḥ}||

On “has been”: it is an indeclinable that has the semblance of a (personal) ending because of the rule that \(\sqrt{bhū}\) occurs in place of \(\sqrt{as}\), and in the *Pāṇiniyadarpāṇa* (it is said:) “asti, asmi, manye, śaṅke, brūhi, āsa, āha (are indeclinables), the last two having the meaning of a 3rd pers. sing. perfect.”\^{129} Here in the form kārayāmāsa, “has caused to do,” \(\sqrt{bhū}\) does not occur in place of \(\sqrt{as}\) by force of the rule’s context.\^{130} But Vāmana (says it belongs to) \(\sqrt{as}\) in the sense of going, desiring, shining, giving (in KAS 5.2.27:) “āsa is from class I \(\sqrt{as}\).” This root is also mentioned (as belonging) to it (āsa) in the *Dhāturādipā*\^{131}

---

\^{126} The exact phrase, *gatikāntidīptidāneṣu* is not found in other editions of the KAS or in any of the DhPs that I have been able to consult.

\^{127} The standard reading is: śvetaketur hāruneya āsa.

\^{128} The printed text has sāravadhātuke, but from the context ārdhudhātuke must be the correct reading.

\^{129} Cf. fn. 106 for this same citation in reference to āha.

\^{130} Cf. KV ad P. 3.1.40: *kṛṇi iti pratyāhāreṇa kebhabhavastayo gṛhyante* \mid tatsāmarthāyād aster bhūbhāvo na bhavati \mid “With the abbreviation kṛṇ (the roots) \(\sqrt{kṛ}, \sqrt{bhū}, \) and \(\sqrt{as}\) are included. By force of this context, \(\sqrt{bhū}\) does not occur in place of \(\sqrt{as}\)” The idea is simply that since \(\sqrt{bhū}\) is explicitly mentioned, it would be redundant to list \(\sqrt{as}\) if \(\sqrt{bhū}\) were to also replace it in the periphrastic perfect. Cf. also P. 3.1.40.1 and the bhāṣya thereon.

\^{131} Cf. fn. 125, p. 275 above.
But in the opinion of the author of the Sārasvata grammar, (āsa) can only be from (class II) ās since there is no ābhū (in place of ās). Accordingly, in the Tippana of Nārendra āsa is given as an example for ās in the meaning “being” because one often comes across such usages in the sacred (śruti) and Purānic literature as in: (ChUp 6.1.1) “for Śvetaketu was the son of Āruṇi.” Also in the Kumārasambhava (1.35d) “there was, as it were, an effort in beauty being produced”; in the Raghu (vaṃśa 11.15b): “(Tāḍakā) appeared having the complexion of a night during the dark fortnight,” (11.81c) “the enemy was momentarily without brilliance,” and (14.23c) “the world had a father with (Rāma) as their leader.”

If one says that this is a form of the class I ās, (we respond) no, because the meaning is not agreeable. And so (one says) that the rules for substitutes are not settled. (The basis for this is as follows:) ākhyā is prescribed as the substitute for cakṣ when an ārdhadhātuka suffix follows. There is a deviation from this rule in vicaksāna “perceptive.” In a similar manner, vac does not occur as the substitute for bru in brāhmaṇabruva, “calling oneself a Brahman,” (and) vi does not occur as the substitute for aj in samajyā, and so forth. So it is stated in the commentary to the Sārasvata (grammar). Now, one may object that Śarvavarman (the author of the Kātantra) has said Kā 3.4.87 “bhū occurs in place of ās when a non-sārvadhātuka suffix follows.” That’s true. We also surely accept (the idea) in the sūtra: SārV II.35.19 “the rest is established from general usage (loka),” so they surely accept that the

---

132 It follows then that in the Sārasvatavyākarana, āsa is just a normal perfect of ās without any mention of the suppletive paradigm given in the A. babhūva can, therefore, only be from ābhū. Later versions of the Sārasvata, however, contain a provision (vārtt.) for ābhū to be the substitute in the perfect: SārV II.4.28 aster anapi bhū vak-tavyah | “ābhū must be stated to occur in place of ās when a suffix other than aP follows.” Cf. Belvalkar (1915: 94f.). Such addenda are likely the work of Anubhūtisvarūpacārya, and the present passage is a clear indication that Hemādri knew the SārV without these additions. See further fn. 141. p. 278. Note that aP is similar to Pāṇini’s SāP. As Candrakirtisūri informs us in his commentary, the Candrakirti, ad SārV II.1.10, aP is used in only four meanings: the present tense (vidyamānārtha, SārV I.2.7), an injunction or hypothetical (vidhi-sambhāvanārtha, SārV I.2.18), a blessing or a command (āśīśpreranārtha, SārV I.2.22), and the imperfect (anadyatārnārtha, SārV I.2.25).

133 Belvalkar (1915: 95), in discussing the authorship of the SārV, reports that the commentator Kṣemendra appears to attribute the SārV to Nārendrācārya. Furthermore, Viṭṭhala is also to have cited one grammarian named Nārendrācārya in his Prasāda on the Prakriyākaumudi, but the location of the passage is not given.

134 I have not found this as a metarule elsewhere. The logic of the argumentation in what follows is a sort of mixture of two systems. As far as I understand the passage, the commentator on the SārV whom Hemādri quotes wants to argue that even if we assume ābhū substitutes ās, like Pāṇini and Śarvavarman prescribe, since there are exceptions to the general rules for substitution regarding cakṣ and brū, all substitutions are without strict application. According to the Pāṇinians, however, forms like vicaksāna and samajyā are not deviations per se, but are rather duely accounted for with ad hoc rules. The SārV, on the other hand, does not have rules to account for such forms. See the following footnotes for clarification.

135 Reference here must be to SārV 2.5.1, despite the fact that ārdhadhātuke is not employed there. anapi has a very similar function to ārdhadhātuke in the Pāṇinian system. Cf. P. 2.4.54 caksīnah khyān. This means that ākhyā replaces cakṣ in all non-finite forms.

136 This exception is noted in P. 2.4.54.10, and Patañjali (MBh I.487.22) gives vicaksāna as an example. There is no such provision in the SārV.

137 SārV I.1.93. In the A the form is accounted for by P. 3.3.99.

138 The quote seems to begin with asti cādeśavidher.

139 The point is that this forbids āsa as a perfect of ās.

140 “they” must refer to the followers of the Kātatantra.
rules for substitution are not settled (and can derive) vicakṣaṇa, etc. (Cf.) Halāyudha (in his Abhidhānaratnamāla) 2.251ab “and one who makes a living off his caste, one who calls himself a Brahman.”

We can present Hemādri’s train of though as follows:

1. āsa is an avyayam on the authority of the Pāṇinīyamatadarpaṇa.

2. Vāmana explains āsa as from class I √as, “to go, etc.” and Maitreyarakṣita supports him.
   - Rejected because the meaning is incongruent (asamgati).

3. Sārasvatavyākaraṇa does not prescribe √bhū as a substitute for √as, “to be,” so no problem.
   This can be justified based on:
   (a) Usage:
      • Śruti and Purāṇas, e.g., ChUp 6.1.1.
      • Kāvya: KumS 1.35d, RaghuV 11.15b, 11.81c, 14.23c.
   (b) The metarule: ādeśavidher aniyatatvam, “rules of substitution are not settled.”
      This rule is also justified by usage: vicakṣaṇa and brāhmaṇabruva, with a reference to
      Halāyudha’s Abhidhānaratnamālā, where the substitution does not take place.
   (c) SārV II.35.19 defers ultimately to usage.

4. Even if we follow the Kātantra, the metarule just cited will cover such irregular substitu-
tions.

This fascinating passage reveals the variety of sources available to a second millennium com-
mentator in an incredibly condensed space. Hemādri not only mentions already familiar texts
like the KAS and the Pāṇinīyamatadarpaṇa but brings us face to face with an extremely popu-
lar, non-Pāṇinian grammar, the Sārasvatavyākaraṇa.141 The sudden reference to this work, not

141 The Sārasvatavyākaraṇa originated sometime in the 13th cent. and gained great popularity throughout much
of India, especially in the North at the Muslim courts, possibly on account of its concise (700 sūtras) presentation
of Sanskrit. It is commonly attributed to Anubhūtisvarūpacārya, but, as Belvalkar (1915: 95) demonstrates, others
attribute authorship to a Nārendra-ācārya). The former is more properly the creator of the Sārasvata-prakriyā, a
rearrangement and expansion of the original rules. Despite its importance as a basic grammar (the British were also
well acquainted with it; cf. Colebrooke (1805: xii) and Wilkins (1808: xiii)) with numerous commentaries, the work
has continued to fall into obscurity with almost no modern scholarship. See Belvalkar (1915: 91–104) for a general
overview. Slaje (1991) demonstrates the grammar’s connection to Krṣṇadāsa’s Pārasīprakāśa, a Sanskrit to Persian
grammar, an important proof of the work’s prevalence in Mughal court life.
cited elsewhere in the *Raghuvamśadarpaṇa*, can be explained by the simple fact that according to this work √bhū does not substitute √as. Modern scholars would perhaps label this as a simplification or even an oversight — as noted, a provision was indeed later added, mostly likely by Anubhūtisvarūpa — and not view it as a conscious decision to account for usage. Hemādri, on the other hand, takes this as a very deliberate choice and finds further support in the commentary of Nārendra, who culls examples from the Vedas and poetry that the *Sārasvata* can account for. The other part of the argument deals with proving the existence of a metarule, otherwise unknown to me, that the rules for substitution can be rather loosely applied in order to obtain a desired, well-attested form. For this last maxim, we rely on the final sūtra of the *SārV*, which informs that usage ultimately controls what is otherwise not tightly regulated. In sum, we gain here a rare glimpse into how grammar could be dealt with outside of the Pāṇinian system. As I have noted in the introduction and have shown on multiple occasions thus far, it is only rare because of the resources available to modern scholars and a general erasure of the competing schools of Sanskrit grammar from the scholarly consciousness.

### 5.3.2.2 On “desiring” (*kāmayāna*)

Another, less involved example is KAS 5.2.82. Since this rule is of importance for the history of metarules in Sanskrit grammar, it is worth citing it in full with the auto-commentary:

\[
\text{kāmayānaśabdaḥ siddho 'nādiś cet} \quad \text{5.2.82} \]

[svavṛtti:] *kāmayānaśabdaḥ siddhaḥ āgāmānuśasanam anityam iti muky akrte yady anādiḥ syāt* \[
\]

KAS 5.2.82 The word *kāmayāna*, “desiring,” is established, if it is not first.

[Auto-commentary:] The word *kāmayāna*, “desiring,” is established given that (the augment) *muUK* has not been added on the basis of (the metarule) “the teaching of augments are non-mandatory,” if it should not be first.

The exact meaning of the conditional phrase is not entirely clear to me, and it has received dif-

---

142 An interesting parallel are the commentators on the *Amarakośa* who use non-Pāṇinian systems of grammar given in Zachariae (1897: 22). Some of these commentaries are already mentioned by Colebrooke (1808: viiif.) [= Colebrooke (1837: 56f.)].
different interpretations.\textsuperscript{143} Leaving this problem aside, Vāmana undoubtedly wants to welcome \textit{kāmayāna} into the fold of grammaticality, because otherwise only \textit{kāmayamāna} with the augment \textit{mUK} would be correct.\textsuperscript{144} To justify leaving off the augment, Vāmana cites a metarule that latter grammarians, starting with Puruṣottamadeva, list among the collections of \textit{paribhāṣās}.\textsuperscript{145} However, it has its first appearance in the KV ad 7.1.1 and must, therefore, have developed at a time posterior to the MBh and Vyāḍi’s \textit{Paribhāṣāsucana}.

The motivation for specifically mentioning this form appears, once again, to be Kālidāsa’s language in the \textit{Raghuvaṃśa}, where he twice uses the form: \textit{RaghuV} 5.38c and 19.50d. Similarly we find ample Epic antecedents for \textit{kāmayāna} in both the \textit{Mahābhārata} and \textit{Rāmāyaṇa}.\textsuperscript{147} The form does not, however, seem to have had much of a life in classical Sanskrit \textit{kāvya} after Kālidāsa despite Vāmana’s explanation, and even the text of the \textit{Raghuvaṃśa} suffered “correction” in the first instance.\textsuperscript{148} Hemādri has \textit{gantu-kāmā} as his primary reading, although he goes on to mention, not disapprovingly, \textit{kāmayānā} as an alternate reading with a citation of KAS 5.2.82 as support.\textsuperscript{149} Mallinātha, Aruṇagirinātha (most likely), Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, and Sarvajñavanamuni read \textit{sābhilāṣā}. Vallabhadeva retains the original reading and even justifies the lack of the augment by citing the maxim proposed by Vāmana,

---

\textsuperscript{143}The oldest interpretation stems from the commentator Gopendra (Sahadeva has nothing to say on the matter), and he glosses the conditional phrase as: \textit{sa ca prāmāṇikaiḥ prayuktāḥ cet}, “and provided it (scl. \textit{kāmayāna}) is used by authoritative people.” This could refer to those who know the metarule quoted just before and are thoroughly versed in grammar but also to those who, for non-grammatical reasons, possess authority. How this derives from \textit{anādi} is not entirely apparent. Cappler (1880: 20) translates as follows: \textit{wenn es nicht zum ersten Male gebraucht wird}. “if it is not used for the first time.” Jha (1928: 123) offers: “if its use can be traced to long-established usage.” Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 370) do not translate the sūtra but give the interpretation that “[Vāmana] meant rather to justify the usage occurring in ‘old’ poetry, while disapproving of it in new compositions.”

\textsuperscript{144}The ending of the ātm. participle is \textit{ŚānaC (=} \textit{ānā}) in Pāṇinian terms. When, however, it follows a verbal stem in short -\textit{a}, the augment \textit{mUK (=} \textit{m}) is added by P. 7.2.82.

\textsuperscript{145}Based on Abhyankar’s collation of \textit{paribhāṣās}, it can be found in the following works: \textit{Kālāpaparibhāṣasūtra} 21 (Abhyankar (1976: 78)), 74 with Purusottamadeva’s \textit{Laghuparibhāṣāsvṛttī} (Abhyankar (1976: 149)), 98 with Siradeva’s \textit{Bṛhatparibhāṣāsvṛttī} (Abhyankar (1976: 254)), 87 with Nilakantha’s \textit{Paribhāṣāsvṛttī} (Abhyankar (1976: 311)), 100 in Haribhāskara’s \textit{Paribhāṣābhāskara} (Abhyankar (1976: 365)), and PŚ 93.2. I will not go into the details regarding the proof for this metarule’s existence. For this, the reader may consult the passages just cited.

\textsuperscript{146}Such a dubious pedigree and the lack of explicit support from Patañjali led Nāgēśa to ultimately reject this and the other rules under PŚ 93. See the final section of the following chapter for more details.

\textsuperscript{147}MahāBh 1.2.92b, 1.206.13d, 5.33.72a, 7.122.18a, etc. \textit{Rāmāyaṇa} 2.94.22d, 5.20.38c, etc. See Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 370) for additional citations from the epics. It is also to be found in the archaizing \textit{Bhāgavatapurāṇa}: BṛP 4.1.6a, 10.30.36b, etc.

\textsuperscript{148}Goodall and Isaacson (2003: 370) are, in my opinion, correct in accepting the reading of the Kashmirian MSS as original. Jinasumdra also retains \textit{kāmayānā}.

\textsuperscript{149}He also offers a second interpretation whereby \textit{kāma-yānā} is a \textit{bahuvihi} compound: \textit{kāmaṁ yānam gamanam yasyāḥ}, “whose vehicle, means of going, is desire.” Cf. Vallabhadeva’s explanation in fn. 150, p. 281.
albeit without ascription, and by giving a supporting example from the *Rāmāyana*; an alternative explanation follows.\(^{150}\) In the second occurrence of *kāmayāna*, however, we find no variants in Dwivedi’s critical apparatus. Accordingly, several commentators cite Vāmana to explain the form: Mallinātha, Aruṇagirinātha, and Nārāyana Paṇḍita.\(^{151}\) One possible explanation for the alteration in the first instance and not in the second is that the 19\(^{th}\) *sarga*, with its erotic content and less than glorious end of King Agnivāra,\(^{152}\) was not a suitable chapter to be read with young children at the early stages of learning Sanskrit. As a consequence, there would have been less motivation to smooth over grammatical oddities that have a recherché explanation. With this example, we see another positive treatment of a possibly dubious usage of Kālidāsa, the explanation for which may well lie in the fact that the KV offered a means for explication that was absent for forms like *āha*. Still, with regard to altering or retaining the form, we can note that other factors besides grammar, such as whether or not it occurred at the early stages of Sanskrit learning, may have played a pivotal role. Also worthy of note is that Vāmana is only the second person to make use of what would later be a standard *paribhāṣā* but one without the express support of Patañjali, a topic I will delve into in the following chapter.

5.3.2.3 On Growing Roots

The final sūtra from the KASI I would like to discuss in relation to acceptance deals with the Sanskrit *Dhātupāṭha*, “recitation of roots,” and how it is to be constituted. One of the long-standing debates about this list is its authorship, specifically, did Pāṇini have his own DhP and, if so, how does it relate to the DhP we currently have. In short, he certainly did have one, and it most certainly was different from the one we now possess,\(^{153}\) but it hardly seems to have ever been

---

150 Vallabhadeva ad RaghuV 5.38: *kāmayānety atrāgamavidher anityān mugabhāvaḥ | yathā bahv etat kāmayānasyetyūdi | yad vā kāmena yānam yasyām sā svecchāmātratantrā || “in this (form), *kāmayāna*, the augment *mUK* is absent because a rule for an augment is non-mandatory. For example Rām 6.5.101 ‘of her desiring this very much.’ Or rather, it is she whose conveyance is by means of desire, one whose contrivance is only her own desire.”

151 Nārāyaṇa designates the metarule quoted by Vāmana as a *nyāyu*, “maxim.”

152 For the content of this sarga, see Dezső (2014).

153 Bronkhorst (1981) and (1983) deal with the history of the DhP, in particular whether or not the authors of the KV were willing to make alterations and the originality of meaning entries. Ultimately, Bronkhorst (1983: 360) argues that “[t]he whole of the Dhātupāṭha, including the meaning entries, was apparently considered by the authors of the Kāśikā as Pāṇini’s own word, in which no alternatives should be made.” Whether or not this is true — I find it difficult
conceived of as a closed list, as I have pointed out on the basis of the text of the DhP itself (bahu-
laṃ etan nidarśanam) and a sūtra from Vāmana.\textsuperscript{154} I would like to return to this sūtra and look
more closely at its influence. The sūtra along with the auto-commentary run as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
mili-klibi-kṣapi-prabhṛtināṃ dhātutraṃ dhātugaṇasyāparisamāpteh || KAS 5.2.2 ||
\end{verbatim}

[KAS 5.2.2 √ mili, “to assemble,” √ klab, “to be afraid,” √ kṣap, “to destroy,” are
roots because the list of roots is not complete.]

[Auto-commentary:] One finds the usages: milati, “assembles,” viklabati, “is afraid,” kṣapayati, “destroys,”\textsuperscript{155} etc. How, in those usages, can √ mili, √ klab, √ kṣap, etc. be
roots because the technical term dhātu, “root,” is prescribed only for (items) recited
in the list (scil. DhP)? About this he says: because the list of roots is not complete. For
those who know language (śabda) declare that the list of roots is growing. Therefore,
these (√ mili, etc.) are accepted in the recitation of the list (of roots) on the basis of the
usage of the learned.

In addition to confirming, yet again, the authority of the learned, this sūtra asserts that the DhP
was not a closed entity toward the end of the first millennium, an opinion shared by others, as
we will see. Before turning to further evidence in support of this statement, in particular from
Bhojadeva, we should first determine whether Vāmana had any specific reason for mentioning
these particular roots, i.e., were √ mili, etc. current in kāvya literature prior to the 9th century?

I present below the authors who have used the three roots in question as finite verbs (for
the most part). My selection is limited to those who are prior to or approximately coeval with
Vāmana, although I have also included references to a few authors or anthologies later than the

\textsuperscript{154} I have briefly touched upon these topics in chapter 2, p. 87.
\textsuperscript{155} The spelling klab is also found.
\textsuperscript{156} I will discuss the semantics of √ kṣap below.
9th cent. in order to show that the roots continued to be in use.

- √mil: Amaruśataka 11a\textsuperscript{157} Bāna’s Caṇḍīśataka 87d,\textsuperscript{158} Dāmodaragupta’s Kuṭṭanimata 592a,\textsuperscript{159} Daṇḍin’s DKC Ucchvāsa 2, p. 22,\textsuperscript{160} Mayūra’s Sūryaśataka 68b;\textsuperscript{161} Śrīharṣa’s NaiC 1.97c, 4.67d, 6.3c etc.;\textsuperscript{162} SuRaKo 1.6a (7), 1.11b (12), 3.1b (25), etc.\textsuperscript{163}

- √klav: Śṛṅgāraprakāśa ch. I p. 8 v. 7b.\textsuperscript{164} Most common is the adj. viklava, “frightened, bewildered, confused,” which is well attested in kāvya from the time of Aśvaghoṣa.\textsuperscript{165} In all likelihood √klav was posited to explain this adj. See below.

- √kṣap:\textsuperscript{166} KumŚ 5.28b;\textsuperscript{167} Raghuv 8.47d;\textsuperscript{168} Śāk 7.34c;\textsuperscript{169} DKC Ucchvāsa 1.5, p. 52;\textsuperscript{170} Harṣa-carita Ucchvāsa 7, p. 222;\textsuperscript{171} Kuṭṭinīmata 366a,\textsuperscript{172} 819c,\textsuperscript{173} 974c;\textsuperscript{174} SuRaKo 17.8b (472), 17.33d (497), 21.52d (686), 33.74a (1092), 48.6d (1599).\textsuperscript{175}

This data set, incomplete as it may be, demonstrates beyond doubt that Vāmana had good

\textsuperscript{157}With Vema’s commentary: yatāḥ kim na milanti, “do not those who have left return?”

\textsuperscript{158}milatruvidus, “before the assembled inhabitants of heaven.” Trans. Quackenbos (1917: 346).


\textsuperscript{160}nija-carana-kamala-yugala-milan-madhu-karayamana-kākapakṣaṃ, “him, whose locks of hair were acting like the bees gathering on his own pair of lotus-like feet.

\textsuperscript{161}aśrānta-bhrānta-cakra-krama-nikhila-milan-neminimnā, “[i]ndented by the felly which is connected in its entirety with the course of the wheel that is unweariedly revolving.” Trans. Quackenbos (1912: 188).

\textsuperscript{162}I have tallied over a score of occurrences.

\textsuperscript{163}The reader may consult Ingalls (1965: 59f, 61, 66f.) for a translation of the individual verses. I have noted over a dozen occurrences of √mil in the SuRaKo.

\textsuperscript{164}viklabanti divi grahāḥ, “the planets grow frightened during the day”. This is an example given for √klav, on which see below. I have not located any other attestations of finite forms.

\textsuperscript{165}Buddhacarita 1.68b, Saundarananda 7.46d, MeghD I.37d, KirātA 1.6a, SiśuP 7.43d.

\textsuperscript{166}NB that Vāmana does not provide any meaning for this root and what I list here is purely based on formal considerations. Modern lexicographic sources associate kṣapayati with √ksi, “to destroy,” for which see PW p. 545, MW p. 328a, Whitney (1885: 25) and AD p. 622a, as well as with class X √kṣap, “to throw,” for which see PW p. 530, MW p. 326a, and AD p. 622a.

\textsuperscript{167}tad aṅgaṃ kṣapayanty aharniśam, “tormenting her own body day and night.” kṣapayanti is a reading peculiar, as far as I know, to Vallabhadeva. Others read glapayanti, “causing to grow faint,” which has a similar meaning.

\textsuperscript{168}kṣapitā tadvātapāśrayā latā, “the vine, clinging to its (scil. the tree’s) boughs, was destroyed.” Based on the glosses of Hemādri and Mallinātha, nāśitā and pradhvaṃsitā, “caused to perish,” respectively, kṣapitā was perceived as a causative of a root meaning “to perish.”

\textsuperscript{169}mamāpi ca kṣapayatu nilaloḥitaḥ, “May Śiva end my (rebirth) as well.”

\textsuperscript{170}katham imāṃ kṣapāṃ kṣapayāmi, “How can I make this night pass?”

\textsuperscript{171}sārīram kṣapayataḥ śuna iva nijadaraparainmukhasya, “of a man who ignores his own wife like a dog who causes his own body to perish.”

\textsuperscript{172}kṣapayati vasanāni sadā, “will always tear up all the clothes.” Trans. Dezso & Goodall (2012: 155).

\textsuperscript{173}tātrātmanāṁ kṣapayati, “will torment himself” Trans. Dezso & Goodall (2012: 131).

\textsuperscript{174}kṣapayati yaj janam evaṃ, ”and tortured men.” Trans. Dezso & Goodall (2012: 365).

\textsuperscript{175}The reader may consult Ingalls (1965: 180, 185, 226, 315, 420) for a full translation of each verse.
reason to single out the three roots that head his list. Each root, however, has a slightly different story to tell. The case of √mil is remarkable because it does not show up in the works of the earlier poets, namely, Aśvaghoṣa, Kālidāsa, Bhāravi, and Māgha. 

Although I certainly may have missed attestations for any number of reasons, I do not believe it would be rash to conclude that we see the very emergence of √mil in the poems of Bāna, Mayūra, Daṇḍin, etc., and that it is precisely these usages (as well as others) that Vāmana wanted to account for. The root’s continued popularity can, therefore, be justified both by the habits of great poets as well as by the support of the KAS and other theoretical texts, as we will see presently. For √klav, which is well attested in the primary derivative, viklava, the situation differs — at least from the standpoint of a modern grammar of Sanskrit — insofar as Vāmana (or some predecessor) has created a root for what is an underived adj., a scenario backed by the near complete absence of finite forms in literature and its only noted attestation deriving from an example for the root itself. The root √kṣap, with the present stem kṣapaya-, is the most intriguing of the three. On account of the root’s long pedigree back to Kālidāsa, its absence in the DhP is striking, and our modern dictionaries of Sanskrit, as I have pointed out in fn. 166, explain the form as a causative from √kṣi, “to destroy.” The commentators to Raghuvamsa 8.47d, quoted in fn. 168, agree with this meaning. Another possible etymology of the root is that it derives from kṣāpayati, “to make burn, set on fire,” a back-formation with a shortened a.

From the view of semantics, this makes good sense and would also fit well with Vallabhadeva’s gloss ad KumS 5.28b kleśayanti, “paining.” But regardless of how we might want to explain the development of each root, Vāmana was well justified in wanting to add them to the DhP. The question now is whether or not his advice was heeded.

Like so many of our oldest śāstric texts, the Pāṇinian DhP cannot be divorced from the commentaries that accompany it with the implication that the earliest commentator, Kṣīrasvāmin

\[\text{\footnotesize 176 Whitney (1885: 121) gives the root as attested only in the classical language. More specificity can be found in PW p. 783 ad loc. “Diese im Epos und auch bei KĀLIDĀSA, wie es scheint, noch nicht vorkommende Wurzel (im DHĀTUP. kann sie später eingefügt worden sein) ist wohl aus हिघ्न hervorgegangen.” My own searches confirm this distribution.}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 177 Cf. Mayrhofer (1967: 202), where no likely etymology is offered. On the other hand, cf. Kṣīrasvāmin’s derivation quoted below.}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 178 Cf. Mayrhofer (1992: 423) for further references. Mayrhofer grades this etymology with a vielleicht “perhaps.”}\]
(11th cent. Kashmir) — with Maitreyarakṣīta close on his heels — is responsible not only for his own explication of the root text but is simultaneously its editor as well. We cannot, therefore, know with any certainty what the Pāṇinian DhP looked like for Vāmana or any one else prior to Kṣīrasvāmin, and a comparison with the MDhP gives an idea of how much variation existed. If we take Kṣīra at his word, however, he has exercised a very light editorial hand and done his best to explain the text as received and add, with proper citation for the most part, the opinions of others, above all those of Durga on the Kātantra Dhātupāṭha and Candra on the Cāndra Dhātupāṭha. If we want to understand how Vāmana’s general suggestion and the specifically mentioned roots were adopted (or not), we must turn first to the Kṣīraṭaraṅgiṇī and then the later DhP commentators and follow up any leads. We can, then, move further afield and look at the DhP of other grammars. Thankfully, Liebich (1930: 212f.) has already carried out the task of collating the different DhPs. We may summarize his findings as follows:

- √mil: MDhP VI.83 mila śleṣane, VI.155 mila saṅgame; SDhP VI.82 mila śleṣane, SDhP VI.145 mila saṅgame; Cāndra DhP VI.7 mila samgame; Śākaṭāyana DhP VI.76 mila samghāte, Hemacandra DhP IV.97 mila samśleṣane.180 Absent in the “old” Kātantra DhP181 and noted by Kṣīrasvāmin, KṣDhP VI.71 mila śleṣaṇa iti Durgah, as a root according to Durga, i.e., from the Kātantra DhP.

- √klav: absent. Kṣīrasvāmin mentions √klav in his commentary (p. 198), on which see below.

- √kṣap: MDhP X.384 kṣapa preraṇe; SDhP X.395 kṣapa preraṇe;182 Hemacandra DhP X.323.

---

179 On his reportative rather than judgmental commentarial style, see the close of his remarks ad KṣDhP I.8: yuktāyuktate tv atra sūrayaḥ pramāṇam; vayaṁ hi matabhedapradarasanamātṛenaiva kṛtārthāḥ, munimukhyānāṁ vākyāṁ kathaṁ kathāṁ kikalpayāmāḥ? vayaṁ api hi skhalanto 'nyaiḥ kivan nopalapsyāmāhe! "But learned men are the authority with regard to what is admissible or not, since how could we, who have reached our goal merely by presenting the divergences of opinion, call into question the statements of the highest sages? For, how much will the likes of us, when we stumble, be criticized by others!” Cf. Palsule (1961: 246). On the inclusion and analysis of others’ opinions, see his sixth opening verse: bhagnāḥ Pārāyaṇikāś Candrādyā api ca yatra vihṛnantāḥ | tān dhātūn vivirūtam gahanam aho adhyayavastātāḥ smaḥ || “Where the scholars are at odds and when Candra, etc. diverge, we are obliged, alas! at great pains, to explain those roots.”

180 Cf. the table in Liebich (1930: 338).

181 When Liebich (1930: 213) speaks of √mil’s absence “im alten Kātantra-Dh,” he refers to the Tibetan translation of a Sanskrit DhP in the Tanjur collection, given by him in Anhang III. Palsule (1961: 36–41) has argued convincingly that there is no particular reason to assume that this DhP belongs specifically to the Kātantra school of grammar. What presently goes under the name of the Kātantra DhP together with a commentary is by Durgasimha. Cf. Palsule (1961: 49–53). This work is not yet published. Cf. Verhagen (1994: 82).

182 Here, both Maitreya and Śāyaṇa are giving √kṣap as an example of a root that is anukta, “unstated,” (in the DhP)
Kṣīrasvāmin mentions √kṣap in KṣDhP I.860 as root from a sūtra by Bhoja = SKĀv 1.1.192.

Of the three roots singled out by Vāmana, only √mil gained wide acceptance in the DhP’s. According to Kṣīrasvāmin, it was already present in Durga’s DhP but not in the version of the Pāṇinian DhP he had received. Candra also has it in his DhP. The two later commentators on the Pāṇinian DhP have √mil but do not mention it as coming from another source. √kṣap, on the other hand, only enters the DhP’s of Maitreya and Sāyaṇa as an example for roots that were not recited in the DhP but which should still be considered roots because the list of class X roots is only exemplary, not exhaustive, a notion built into the DhP itself with the dhātusūtra: bahulam etan nidarśanam, “this illustration (of the roots) is variable.”183 √klav, finally, seems to have been too fictitious for anyone to seriously list it as a root. The reason that √mil and √kṣap were able to obtain admittance into the DhP appears to be based on the frequency of their usage, i.e., wide acceptance by learned men, whereas the near absence of √klav as a finite verb did not warrant inclusion.184

So far we have seen that the roots mentioned by Vāmana were in use, even if somewhat artificially in the case of √klav, and that several DhP’s adopted the other two. There is, however, additional evidence in the theoretical treatises that Vāmana’s sūtra played an important role in the expansion of the DhP. For this we will remain with the Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī but must also look to Bhojadeva, an occasionally quoted predecessor of Kṣīrasvāmin.185 So far we have seen one sūtra from SKĀv 1.1.192 to justify the inclusion of √kṣap, but a longer passage is quoted from the Śṛṅgāraprakāśa (ch. 1 p. 7f.) in the context of bahulam etan nidarśanam. Let us look at the Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī passage (p. 198) in more detail since it is here that both the KAS and the Śṛṅgāraprakāśa play an important role.

but that should still be considered as one.

183Kṣīrasvāmin applies this to the entire DhP (cf. below), whereas Maitreya and Sāyaṇa limit it to the tenth (curādi) gana: DhPra p. 149 = MDhV p. 401 curādāv adantadhātudarśanam bahulaṃ veditavyam | "It should be understood that the illustration of the roots ending in short a in class X is variable."

184That is to say, I postulate that most grammarians were content to take viklava as a mere adjective without an underlying root. Note, however, that Kṣīrasvāmin still refers to √klav when glossing viklava in his commentary ad AKKṣ 3.1.44a: viklavate kārataribhavati viklavah | klavir dhātugānāparisamāpter laukikah | "what is viklava is frightened (viklavate), i.e., becomes timid. √klav is a root on the basis of general usage because the list of roots is not complete."

185Namely, ad KṣDhP I.9, 854ff., 872, 1033; X.392.
[dhātusūtra] bahulam etan nidarśanam.

Yad etad bhavatyādī (KṣDhP I.1) dhūtuparīgāṇanam tad bāhulyena nidarśanatvena jīneyam. tenāpāṭhitā mili–klavi–prabhṛtayo laukikāḥ, stanbhau-stumbhv-ādayaś (P. 3.1.82) ca sautraś culum–pādayaś (MBh II.55.18 ad P. 3.1.35) ca vākyakāriya dhātava udāhāryāḥ. vardhate hi dhātuganāḥ. tathā ca śrībhojaḥ...

[Dhātusūtra:] This illustration (of the roots) is variable.

The entire list of roots that begins with √bhū should be understood as a variable illustration. Therefore roots that have not been recited, such as √mil, √klav, etc. from common usage, and ones like √stambh “to support,” √stumbh, “to stop,” etc. (cf. P. 3.1.82) found in sūtras, as well as roots like √culump, “to swing,” etc. (MBh II.55.18 ad P. 3.1.35) from the author of the statements (i.e., Patañjali) should be exemplified, since the list of roots grows. Bhoja, moreover, (gives the following examples).

Kṣīrasvāmin gives a threefold division of the roots not listed in the DhP (apaṭhita).\(^{186}\)

1. laukika, “derived from common usage,” roots.\(^{187}\)
2. sautra, “derived from (Pāṇini’s) sūtra,” roots.\(^{188}\)
3. vākyakāriya, “derived from the author of the statements (i.e., Patañjali),” roots.

Although it is not cited by name, Kṣīrasvāmin must have known KAS 5.2.2\(^{189}\) and appears to be drawing on this sūtra when he mentions √mil and vardhate hi dhātuganāḥ. I do not doubt this, but there seems to have been yet another intermediary, namely Bhoja’s Śṛṅgāraprakāśa.

This encyclopedic work on poetics begins with a lengthy exposition of grammar, near the beginning of which the three types of prakṛti, “basic elements,” are listed: dhātus, pratyayas, “suffixes,” and prātipādikas, “nominal stems.” Roots are then further subdivided into six types — each of the three basic elements has six subtypes — in a symmetric way. They can be:\(^{190}\)

1. paripaṭhita-dhātus, “roots recited (in the DhP).”
2. aparipaṭhita-dhātus, “roots not recited (in the DhP).”

\(^{186}\)Sāyaṇa repeats this division in his MDhV (pp. 401f.) where he records that others, i.e., Kṣīrasvāmin, extend the scope of bahulam etan nidarśanam to all gānas. As already noted, Maitreya and Sāyaṇa both restrict it to the tenth class. Cf. fn. 183

\(^{187}\)Cf. commentary ad KṣDhP I.197 and I.553.

\(^{188}\)The KV ad P. 7.2.18 also speaks of √rabh as a sautra root in order to give a base for virībhita listed in P. 7.2.18.

\(^{189}\)Kṣīrasvāmin cites the KAS under Vāmana’s name ad KṣDhP IV.61 and I.934.

\(^{190}\)Śṛṅgāraprakāśa ch. 1 p. 7–12.
3. *paripaṭhita-aparipaṭhita-dhātus*, “roots recited (in the sūtra) but not recited (in the DhP).”
4. *pratyaya-dhātus*, “roots formed with a suffix (such as *saN*, etc.).”
5. *nāma-dhātus*, “roots from nouns (i.e., denominatives).”

The first three categories are the types of roots Kṣīrasvāmin deals with in the passage quoted above. *Aparipaṭhita* corresponds to *laukika; paripaṭhitāparipaṭhita*, to *sautra* and *vākyakāriya*. Despite not repeating Bhoja’s categories, which are singular in Sanskrit grammar, Kṣīrasvāmin does go on to quote four verses that derive, presumably, from those that Bhoja gives as examples for the roots not recited in the DhP as well as roots from the sūtras. That Bhoja likewise knew of Vāmana’s sūtra comes through in the roots that he uses in his example verse:

```
Milanty āśasu jīmūta viklavante divi grahāḥ |
tapaḥ 194 kṣapayati prāvṛt kṣiyante kāmivigrahāḥ || (ŚPrach. 1 p. 8)
```

The clouds assemble in the directions. The planets become frightened during the day. The rain destroys the heat. The bodies of the lovers perish.

The reason that neither of these authors mentions Vāmana, though they both knew the KAS, can perhaps be explained by a general acceptance at the time that the DhP was in need of updating based on the usage of learned men like the great poets cited above. Vāmana’s sūtra was, therefore, only a reaffirmation of a well-known fact. In any case, Bhoja usually does not mention his sources by name. In the case of Kṣīrasvāmin, it may have been sufficient, or even of greater value, to quote Bhoja as an authority instead of Vāmana. Recall that the SKĀv 1.1.192 was cited for the addition of √*ksap*. It seems that we have hardly begun to appreciate the importance of Bhoja’s grammatical works for the later tradition. What we can observe with certainty, however, is how grammarians found ways to expand the list of roots by incorporating data from sources like

191 The desiderative, causative, etc. roots.
192 These include roots formed from nouns with the null suffix *KviP* in the sense of acting like by P. 3.1.11.3.
193 The verses, as numbered in Liebich’s edition p. 198, correspond to those in the Śṛṅgāraprakāśa pp.7–9 as follows: 1 = 7 (with minor variants), 2 = 8 (with minor variants), 3 = 9, 4 = 5. The rearrangement is so as to match the order in which the types of roots are listed in the *Kṣiratarāṅgini*.
194 Rāghavan prints *tāpam* in the Śṛṅgāraprakāśa p. 8.
195 Cf. Aurñagirinātha’s citation of the SKĀv 1.4.165 ad KumS 5.65, discussed above on p. 271.
literature and, in the case of Kṣīrasvāmin, from non-Pāṇinian sources like Durga. One oddity, in my opinion, is that we lose any reference to the list of roots being governed by the usage of the learned, as we saw in the KAS, although one could argue that it is implied.

We may close this discussion on KAS 5.2.2 by reflecting on how the later DhP commentators handled the same issue of expansion and what kind of implications this has for the reflexivity of the grammatical tradition at different points in time and space. In essence, Maitreya and Śāyaṇa take more or less the same approach. To begin with, and as I have already pointed out above\textsuperscript{196}, both of them limit the maxim *bahulam etan nidaṛśanam* to the final *gaṇa*, the consequence of which is that √*mil* cannot be added as an *apathita* root because it belongs to class VI, whereas √*kṣap* can since it is a class X root. These factors must have led to the presentation of the DhP as commented on by Maitreya and Śāyaṇa: √*mil* is listed without any hint that it is an addition and √*kṣap* is given as an example of what should be included in the tenth *gaṇa* even if not explicitly listed. Although Śāyaṇa certainly knew the *Kṣiratarāṅgiṇī* — there is no evidence that Maitreya did — and hence the history of how these roots entered into the DhP, he chose to elide the influence of the non-Pāṇinian sources and present the two roots as an organic part of the DhP. For Kṣīrasvāmin, √*mil* was from Durga and √*kṣap* from Bhoja. I stress, though, that this is no generalization. Śāyaṇa has preserved for us an unbelievable wealth of information about the history of Sanskrit grammar and the interpretation of the DhP, but in this instance we happen to be able to trace the history of a few roots independent of Śāyaṇa and have discovered that he has not told the entire story. The trend to attribute more and more to the Pāṇinian tradition and to forget the other traditions is on full display here. If we wish to understand how Sanskrit grammar developed during much of its history, we must delve into the other systems and read the available commentators closely for signs of what has been lost or omitted.

\textsuperscript{196}See p. 286, fn. 183
5.3.3 Summary

With this handful of examples I have tried to demonstrate that the KAS provided commentators with an important reference work outside of the strict domain of grammar for criticizing or defending poetry and that many of the grammatical points Vāmana addressed continued to generate debate and new explanations both inside and outside of the Pāṇinian tradition. I could add further examples, such as KAS 5.2.9 for the addition of te and me as instrumentals, but this task would be best reserved for a new annotated translation of the entire Śabdaśuddhi. The underlying motivation for many of these discussions is the ongoing project among a group of learned exegetes to make sense of a large, highly valued body of literature, Sanskrit kāvya, in light of the normative texts at their disposals, above all the A. One reason that we find commentators struggling to fit poetic usage in the framework of Pāṇini’s grammar is that he, Kātyāyana, and Patañjali did not account for many of the linguistic features of Epic/Purāṇic Sanskrit, a neglect that would not have caused much trouble had the great Kālidāsa not chosen to retain many of these forms in his own poetry. As I have shown, avaihi, āha, kāmayāna-, āsa, and, I add now, me as an instrumental\(^{197}\) all have parallels in the Epics or even Vedic literature, much as was the case for the perfect active participles in KvasU. But in accounting for these forms commentators hardly seem to have been able to reach any long-lasting consensus, ranging from Vallabhadeva’s censorious pramādaja, “born from folly,” to Hemādri’s grand survey of possible explanations for āsa. In such texts we witness the growth of manifold discourses open to adopting new sources as authorities, such as Bhoja and the Sārasvatavyākarana, for those very instances where Pāṇini and Patañjali fail to support the usage of great poets. Much further research is needed on this topic, but I hope the evidence thus far offered will convince that we have yet to fully understand the means and sources of textual analysis and perceptions of what Sanskrit has been during its long history.

\(^{197}\)For examples of me, te, etc. as instrumental pronouns in the epics, see Oberlies (2003: 102) with further references. I have given instances of this usage in kāvya on p. 265 above.
5.4 Move over, Patañjali

Our final adventure in the KAS will take us back to Patañjali and reveal how this most venerable of grammarians was supplanted as an authoritative source thanks to Vāmana’s more accessible formulation. Unlike many of the examples we have seen so far, this one will provide some insight into how the vast ocean of the *Mahābhāṣya* and Bhartṛhari’s commentary thereon was digested for the later commentarial tradition without, at times, any acknowledgment of the ultimate source. I find this particular case important for the history of Sanskrit grammar and its application to literature because it parallels, in some ways, how the KV and other non-Pāṇinian systems of grammar sifted out important addenda from the MBh for simpler presentation and tighter incorporation into the framework of a unified Sanskrit grammar. Although I would not go so far as to say that those commentators who cite Vāmana did not know the MBh (many undoubtedly did), they nevertheless did not feel obliged to reference the great commentary when it was possible to do so. Besides adding to our understanding of what counts as an authoritative source, if we view this example from the point of pedagogy, it also indicates what kind of texts students were expected to know and to pass on to their own students when explicating the poetic masterpieces.

We will now take up an example of syntax. The root √śak, “to be able,” can be used in Sanskrit with an infinitive in a manner similar to English, as in *devadatta tvāṃ draṣṭuṃ saknoti*, “Devadatta is able to see you.” The usage of √śak, however, diverges from English when the speaker wishes to express a further level of modality such as necessity, obligation, or the like. Such modal expressions are often rendered with a passive construction in Sanskrit, a literal translation of which would be clumsy in English. For example, if one wanted to say in Sanskrit “Devadatta must be able to see you,” one possible translation would be *śakyā tvāṃ devadattena draṣṭum*, literally, “you must be able to be seen by Devadatta.” Yet, neither one of the provided English translations captures the exact grammar of the Sanskrit. For in Sanskrit the gerundive, or future passive participle, śakya, expresses the passive voice (not the inf. as in English) and agrees in case, number, and gender with the patient (karman) of the main verb “to see,” namely tvam,
“you.” Since Sanskrit has only an active infinitive, the same form *draṣṭum* occurs in both sentences and the morphology of *जः* *सः* determines the voice: *सङ्कोऽति* is active, whereas *सङ्क्यः* is passive. The most relevant point from this grammatical exposition for the following discussion is that the verbal adjective *सङ्क्या* must agree in case, number, and gender with the patient of the main verb, in this case *त्वम*, “you,” (fem., sing.). The construction described above has two further variations, as Speijer (1886: 304) explains, one of which is in violation of Pāṇini norms and consequently causes problems for commentators. The objectionable construction arises when the neut. sing. form *सङ्क्यम* appears to be modifying a word in the nominative, but not in the neut. sing. Take, for example, the following hemistich from the *Mahābhārata*:

\[
\text{*सङ्क्यम* अर्थोऽत्वं बतरुमः मोघसैंते 'याम पारिःश्रमाः}
\]

*(MahâBh 12.8.9cd)*

Literally: “Today it should be able to be endured by you, this fruitless labor of yours.”

Idiomatically: “Today you must be able to bear this fruitless labor of yours.”

According to the rule given above, we expect *सङ्क्यह*, which agrees with *पारिःश्रमाः*, “labor,” in case, number, and gender. Since this construction occurs from time to time in Epic as well as Classical Sanskrit, including *कव्य* (examples to come), a commentator must either reject the usage outright and condemn the author for his bad grammar or find a way out. Vāmana, as already promised, provides an escape.

\[
\text{*सङ्क्यम* ई रूपं कर्माभिधायां लिङ्गवाचनसायाः सामान्योपक्रमाणि}
\]

*KAS 5.2.23* The form *सङ्क्यम* occurs for the denotation of the patient because gender and number also start off generally.

Vāmana himself provides a passage to which we may apply this sūtra. By now, it will come as no surprise that it stems from Kālidāsa.

198 The non-problematic variation is the impersonal or *bhāve* construction whereby the gerundive *सङ्क्या* stands in the nom. neuter sing., i.e., *सङ्क्यम*, and the patient and agent occur in the acc. and instr., respectively. This is a rather rare construction. Besides for the example which Speijer cites, Rām 3.40.4 (numbered 3.38.4ab in the critical edition), I have also noted an example in MahāBh 6.116.12. For a more thorough study of constructions with a neuter adj. such as *सङ्क्यम, yuktam*, etc., see Höfer (1847). As he notes on p. 182, concern about such seemingly ungrammatical constructions in western scholarship goes as far back as Westergaard. I am not aware of any secondary literature on the Sanskrit grammarians’ discussions on this topic.

199 Other editions invert *कर्माभिधायां* and *लिङ्गवाचनसायाः* with no real effect on meaning.
śakyam oṣadhipater navodayāḥ karnapūrăracaṇakṛte tava
apragalbhavasūcikomalāś che um agranakhasaṃpuṭaiḥ karāḥ ||

The newly arisen rays of the the herb-lord (i.e., the moon), tender like timid sprouts of barley, could be cut by the curves of your fingernails’ tips so as to adorn your ear with an ornament.

In this finely crafted verse, śakyam does not agree with the word in the nominative, karāḥ, “rays” masc. pl., but thanks to Vāmana’s sūtra, readers of the Kumārasambhava need not find fault with Kālidāsa’s grammar. Now it is our task to understand why śakyam can be used in this manner and on what authority Vāmana formulated his justification.

The problem for which Vāmana wants to provide an explanation and the explanation itself are old. The purport of the sūtra is as follows: Vāmana takes śakyam to be a common form with respect to both number and gender because these categories start out (upakrama) as general, i.e., višeṣānapekṣāyām without reference to a particular, as he supplies in the auto-commentary ad KAS 5.2.23. Gopendra explains that the common gender is the neuter and the common number is the singular. And that we have no reference to any specific number or gender because it is the poet’s wish to express these commonalities. All of this must be understood at the cerebral level, i.e., the beginning of the mental process of referencing an object and building a sentence. I would, however, also like to test whether or not there is, in usage at least, a syntactic restriction by which śakyam should come before its head noun. This will be taken up below. As for possible sources within the grammatical tradition, we find already in the MBh that Patañjali ad P. 6.4.174.4 accords a rather general status to the neuter among the three genders, though in terms slightly different from Vāmana’s. Furthermore, by P. 1.2.69 Pāṇini himself prescribes the neuter and, optionally, the singular for referring to multiple words whose genders are neuter as well as fem. or

---

200 Kāmadhenu ad KAS 5.2.23 liṅgasāṁnyāṁ napuṁsakaṁ vacanasāṁnyam ekaṁtvam | “the neuter is the common with respect to gender. The singular is common with respect to number.”

201 Loc. cit. liṅgavacanasāṁnyasya vivakṣaṇād | “because of the intention to express the commonality in gender and number.”

202 MBh III.234.21 ekaśrutiḥ svarasarvanāma yathā napuṁsakaṁ liṅgasarvanāma | “mono-tone is indistinguished with respect to the accents just as the neuter is undistinguished with respect to the genders.” sarvanāma literally means “a name for all, pronoun,” but in this context it seems to mean something closer to “undistinguished, undifferentiated.” Cf. TGS p. 329 where this passage is cited and translated. Renou renders sarvanāma with “indifferenciation.”
Yet the locus classicus for this construction, which Vāmana himself may or may not quote in his svavṛti, stems from the Mbh. Patañjali, quite unintentionally, planted the seed for this discussion of śakyam while commenting on a vārtt. in the Paspaśāhnika (the exact context is of no moment for our present discussion):

śakyam cānena śvamāṃsādibhir api kṣut pratihantum | (Mbh I.8.10)

And therefore hunger can be beaten back even by dog-flesh etc.

Although the semantics of this statement have dietary implications, from a grammatical point of view only the disagreement between the neuter śakyam and the fem. sing. noun kṣudh (kṣut in sandhi), “hunger,” causes concern. We are fortunate that this passage occurs toward the beginning of the MBh in a section for which Bhartṛhari’s commentary is available and can, therefore, see whether his remarks influenced Vāmana.

In his commentary, Bhartṛhari identifies the problem with Patañjali’s sentence and offers the following defense for the usage:

naiṣa doṣaḥ | sāmānyopakramo višeṣeṇābhidhānam | iha śakeḥ kṛtyaḥ sāmānyadravyav-iṣaye karmārthe pravṛttaḥ | sa prāptaliṅga evājaḥ liṅgatāvišeṣena bhidyate | (Bronkhorst (1987b: 26))

This is not a problem. There is a beginning with generality; the denotation (of the object) with specificity. Here (in Patañjali’s statement) the gerundive has been employed after √śak in the sense of a direct object, the referent of which is a general object. Only once it has acquired its gender, is it distinguished by the qualification of having an inseparable gender.

Bhartṛhari’s comments on this passage constitute, quite possibly, the only extant discussion of the śakyam problem prior to Vāmana, and should, therefore, prove helpful in understanding Vāmana’s sūtra. In the first place, the main point of his comment and Vāmana’s sūtra seem strikingly

---

203 KVPada vol. I p. 385 sāmānyavivakṣāyām ekaśabdatvam ekavacanam napumṣakatvam ca bhavisyati | “When there is the intention to express a commonality, there will be a single word, the singular number, and the neuter gender.”

204 The passage is absent in the edition edited by Śrīkṛṣṇasūri, which I generally follow, but present in the others I have been able to consult. Cappeller (1880: 10) also translates it. Immediately after KumŚ 8.62, the editions have: atra ca bhāṣyakṛdvacanaṁ liṅgam | śakyam ca śvamāṃsādibhir api kṣut pratihantum iti | “The words of the author of the (Mahā)bhāṣya are a token (of the correctness of this construction): ‘and hunger can be beaten back even by dog-flesh.’” Note the absence of anena in comparison with the standard reading of the passage in Kielhorn’s edition, in which no variants are listed for this passage.
similar, both in sense and wording. Bharthṛhari’s explanation also asserts that one can begin with a general notion of an object, and therefore use the neuter gender (and singular) since it is not specific to any one gender. A similar idea, with closer wording to the MBh passage, is also formulated in the Vākyapadiya in the Liṅgasamuddeśa, “Exposition on Gender” (VP 3.13.18cd), for which Helarāja gives the example kiṃ jātam, “what happened?” when one is unsure about the specific qualities the object of inquiry possesses. Helarāja’s comments and example give us a better idea about the general syntactic and semantic contexts where the neuter can be used in reference to an undistinguished object and are a later witness to more or less the same explanation Vāmana reports on the basis, one can presume, of Bharthṛhari.

Zooming out a bit, I would like to briefly turn to other attestations of this construction and how commentators have dealt with them. The construction appears first in the Upaniṣads, more extensively in the Epics, and subsequently occurs with some regularity in classical Sanskrit, above all in poetry. That we find a somewhat problematic construction (i.e., one in need of comment) once again entering kāvyā from the Epics is in concert with the other examples from the KAS presented above, and further occurrences are not difficult to come by, both in the Mahābhārata

---

205Bharthṛhari does not mention number because there is no such conflict in Patañjali’s sentence, but one could easily extend the same logic to number as we have seen Haradatta do in his Šadamañjadi in fn. 203 above.

206In VP 3.13.18cd Bharthṛhari introduces sarvanāman from the MBh: sthiteś ca sarvalingānāṃ sarvanāmatvam ucyate || “and stability (= neuter gender) is said to be the ‘pronoun’ of all the genders.” Cf. the Prakāśa of Helārāja ad loc: yathā hi tadādi sarvanāma vastumatra pratvamārājananakam avihata pratvṛtti sarvatra, tathā napuṃsakaṁ api viśeśavivaksāyām abhedena sarvalingaparāmarṣakaṁ kiṃ jātam ityādāv avyakte guṇasandehe prayogārham iti || “For just as a pronoun like ‘it’ etc. generates a reference back to any object without its motivation for usage being impeded in reference to anything, so too does the neuter refer to all genders when one does not intend to express anything particular (and) it is properly used in such sentences like ‘what happened?’ in reference to an indistinct object about whose qualities there is doubt.”

207Kaiyāta’s explanation of the MBh passage (MBhPra vol. I p. 66b) also continues the same line of argumentation, although he adds: tataḥ śabdāntarasambandhād upajāyamanām api strīvām bahirāṅgavād antarāṅgagasamākāraṁ na bādhave iti sakyam ... ksut ity uktam | “Therefore, since being feminine, even though it is produced on account of a connection with another word (scil. ksudh), does not block an internal formation because it is external, ‘hunger can be ... ’ is said.” Reference is here to the metarule PŚ 50, which prescribes a hierarchy of application for two operations applicable at the same time. The operation with a cause internal to the other will take precedence. See Kielhorn (1960: 221–268) for a complete translation and explanation. Kaiyāta treats the cause for the feminine gender on sakyam, i.e., ksudh, as external to other causes for applying case and gender to sakyam, such as the speaker’s intention not to express something specific. A similar argument can be found in Rantaśrījñāna’s tīkā ad KĀ 2.166 p. 116.

208Cf. AiGr II.2 p. 800 with earlier literature. Though here asserted, I have not been able to independently confirm any examples from the Upaniṣads.

209I offer the following instances found in the critical edition: MahāBh 1.99.4 ef na te sakyam anākhyyātum āpad dhiyam tathāvidhā “For such a calamity as this cannot be named by you.” 1.130.5 sab sa katham sakyam asmābhīr
and the Rāmāyaṇa.\textsuperscript{210} Sanskrit kāvya likewise contains a fair number of examples beginning with the poetry of Aśvaghoṣa.\textsuperscript{211} Kālidāsa likewise does not shy away from the construction\textsuperscript{212} nor do some of his followers,\textsuperscript{213} although both Bhāravi and Māgha avoid it, another indication that these two authors have striven for an indubitable level of grammatical correctness. Given the fact that the śakyam construction can be justified both by reference to Patañjali’s own words and explained, according to such grammarians as Bhartrhari, Helarāja, and Kaiyaṭa, on a theoretical level by invoking the speaker’s intention, commentators had options for clarifying such passages with śakyam. Vallabhadeva, following the text printed in Patel’s edition p. 60,\textsuperscript{214} reproduces most closely Bhāravi’s words in his Dipīkā, i.e., that one begins generally and then moves to denote a specific object and therefore the difference in gender does not prevent coreferentiality.\textsuperscript{215}

Mallinātha gives much the same explanation but adds a citation of KAS 5.2.23 and that Patañjali is

\textit{apakraṣṭum balād itaḥ “How can he be driven back from here by us with force?”} The apparatus records: “N₂, B D T₁ G (G₆ om.) M₅ शाक्तम् — ” This variant appears to “correct” the construction. 5.50.58cd\textit{ caakre pradhīr ivāsakto nāśya śakyam palāyitum}, “like a felly fasted onto a wheel (the repetitious nature of time) cannot be escaped by him.” Note that\textit{ asya} should be construed as the agent. Cf. Höfer (1847: 184). MahāBh 5.103.33cd\textit{ ete devās tvayā kena hetunā śakyam ikṣitum} “How can these gods be seen by you?” Additional occurrences can be found in MahāBh 12.243.16c, 13.8.28cd, 13.35.20ab, 13.103.32ab, 13.134.57cd, 14.48ef.

\textsuperscript{210} Examples from the critical edition are: Rām 1.6.8\textit{kāmi vā na kadaryo vā nṛśamsaḥ puruṣaḥ kva cit | draṣṭum śakyam ayodhyāyāṃ nāvidvā na ca nāstikāḥ ||} “Not a lustful man or a miser or a cruel one could be found anywhere in Ayodhyā, and also not an unlearned one and not a non-believer.” Sim. 1.6.15ef. 4.27.8cd\textit{ śakyam aṅjalibhiḥ pātuṃ vātāḥ ketakigandhinaḥ || “The winds, redolent of screw pine flowers, can be drunk with cupped hands.”} See also Rām 4.018.023c, 4.40.43cd, 4.41.45ab, 5.9.41cd, 6.47.106.

\textsuperscript{211} Two examples in Buddhacarita 2.2ab\textit{ ye ... na maṇḍalam śakyam ihābhinetum, “which (elephants) cannot be brought to the stable,”} and 12.102ab.

\textsuperscript{212} KumS 8.62, translated above on p. 293, and 8.72\textit{ śakyam ... pattrajarjarasāsiprabhā... utkacayitum} “the moonlight, broken into pieces by the foliage, can be braided”; Śāk 3.4\textit{ śakyam ... āliṅgituṃ pavanaḥ, “the wind is able to be embraced.”} This is the reading given with Rāghavabhatta’s commentary. There is, however, the other reading\textit{ śakyo ’ravinda-} given by Vasudeva (2006: 134) and Pischel (1922: 29). The reading with\textit{ śakyam}, however, is also known to Nārāyaṇa Pandita and Govindarāja, a commentator on the Rāmāyana, as we will see presently, and I do not doubt that it is the original one. The change to\textit{ sākyo} was possible because the\textit{ āryā} meter employed here is based on a moraic and not a syllable count.

\textsuperscript{213} I provide here but a few examples: Dandin in DKC Ucchvāsa 2.1, p. 55\textit{ askyam hi ... daśanacakha daśa cum-bayitum, “this lip cannot be made to kiss.”} Abhinanda in Rāmacarita 2.17\textit{ śakyam arcitum ... raviḥ || “The sun can be praised.”} Ratnākara in HV 45.23cd\textit{ sā tarjanītiṣṭavatīṣṭasamniṣṭe śākyam vidhātum ativelabalair bhavabhīḥ “It (scil. the earth) can be made by you, who has excessive force, to have its vast expanse comparable to the index finger.”}

\textsuperscript{214} It is to be questioned whether this is in fact Vallabhadeva’s commentary. See the arguments proffered in Narayana Murti’s edition, pp. XIXf.

\textsuperscript{215} Vallabhadeva ad KumS 8.62\textit{ pūrvarm sāmānyopakramah pascād viśeṣāh dihānām iti bhinnalīṅgavanacatvā ‘pi sāmānīyāḥkāryanām na virudhyate |} “First there is a general beginning; afterwards, reference to a specific object. Therefore, coreferentiality (between sākyam and karāḥ) is not obstructed even though (śakyam) expresses a different gender.”
the authority for such a usage. These two commentators do not fail to live up to expectations: Vallabhadeva provides a straightforward, though well researched gloss with no citation whereas Mallinātha gives a much longer gloss with due reference to Vāmana and the master grammarian, Patañjali. If we now move somewhat further afield and examine the statements of other commentators, we will see that other possibilities were available.

Two other, now familiar commentators on the Kumārasambhava, Aruṇagirinātha and his follower and expounder, Nārāyaṇa Paṇḍita, explain śakyam in KumS 8.52 in much the same way as Mallinātha insofar as KAS 5.2.23 is quoted, but what is absent in both commentators is any reference to Patañjali or any other grammatical authority. In addition to Vāmana’s sūtra, Aruṇagiri only notes that sāmānyopakramo višeṣāvivakṣā, “a general beginning is the absence of the intention to express a specific.” Nārāyaṇa expands on his predecessor’s comments but does not add anything we have not already seen in other grammatical commentaries. What he does add is two further examples of the construction, both of which I have already quoted: Śāk 3.4 and Rām 4.27.8cd. The absence of any reference to Patañjali in these two commentaries is striking considering that two other examples from poetry are marched forth. A similar intertextual justification is also employed by Govindarāja in his commentary on the Rāmāyaṇa in which he also cites Śāk 3.4 as another example of śakyam. Taking a completely different route, Cāritravardhana does not cite any of the authors or grammatical explanations discussed so far but rather

---

216 Mallinātha ad KumS 8.62: śakyam iti viparitaliṅgavacanasyāpi sāmānyopakramāt karmābhidyakatvam | paścāt karmavišeṣāṅkṣāyām karāḥ iti nirdeso na virudhyate | yathā vāmanah śakyam iti rūpam liṅgavacanasyāpi sāmānyopakramavād iti | otra pramāṇam śakyam svamāmsenāpi (sic) kṣut pratihantum iti bhāṣyakāraprayogāḥ iti || “On ‘it is possible’: even though it expresses a different gender, it denotes the patient because of a general beginning. Afterwards the specification ‘hands’ is not obstructed when there is expectation of a specific patient. For example, Vāmana says that the form śakyam (even applies) to what expresses a (different) gender because of a general beginning.’ For this the authority is the usage of the author of the (Māhā)bhāṣya: ‘hunger can be beaten back even by dog flesh.”

217 In Aruṇagiri’s commentary as printed, KAS 5.2.23 reads: śakyam iti rūpam aliṅgavacanasyāpi karmābhidyāyām sāmānyopakramāt, with the negative particle naÑ appended to liṅgavacanasya and with two words in inverted order.

218 This passage, in turn, has a very thorough commentary by Rāghavabhaṭṭa, who cites first Patañjali’s usage of śakyam and then KAS 5.2.23.

219 Govindarāja ad Rām 1.6.8. Note that he explains śakyam as a nipāta, “set form,” and thereby rejects the grammatical explanations thus far examined.
derives śakyam as a bhāve, “action,” noun with the suffix NyāT by P. 3.1.124. He then gives the underlying idea (bhāva) as tvayā karṇapūram kartum utsāhaḥ kriyatām, “an effort should be made by you to make an ornament for your ear.” In this manner, Cāritravardhana has been able to skirt the entire issue about the gender and number of śakyam. Other explanations may well have existed, but the commentaries I have quoted are perhaps sufficient at present to identify both consistencies and areas of variation.

This last example from the KAS is unique among those we have so far looked at because it allows us to trace the explanation given by Vāmana back to earlier grammatical sources, a privilege we do not have for most of the other sūtras in the Śabdaśuddhi. As as consequence, we can know with greater exactness the authorities that commentators could chose from when giving their own justification for the śakyam construction. To summarize, Mallinātha and Rāghavabhaṭṭa, the most thorough of the quoted commentators, refer to both Vāmana and Patañjali — Mallinātha even identifies Patañjali as the pramāṇa, “valid means of knowing,” for the construction — whereas Vallabhadeva, at the other extreme, only provides the grammatical justification about how a speaker can at first express himself in general terms with the neuter but fails to quote any text or authority by name. Aruṇagiri only cites Vāmana without mentioning Patañjali, and Nārāyaṇa follows suit but includes further examples from Kalidāsa’s oeuvre and the Rāmāyaṇa. Cāritravardhana comes up with an entirely novel explanation for which one only needs recourse to Pāṇini’s sūtras. These commentators represent how much variety there can be in both the type of explanation as well as how a certain explanation is justified. Most relevant to the KAS is the fact that Vāmana served as an intermediary between the grammatical tradition and the poetic commentaries, that is to say, the KAS is quoted and not Bhartṛhari or some other grammarian. In the somewhat extreme case of Aruṇagiri and Nārāyaṇa, Patañjali’s usage is not mentioned as a model but rather other examples from kāvya (in Nārāyaṇa’s commentary). We observe here that examples of a similar grammatical construction in poetry could serve to fill the same structural

---

220Cāritravardhana ad KumS 8.62: śaknoteh rhalor nyat iti bhāve nyat | “NyāT after śak in the meaning of the action.” Cf. P. 4.1.124 rhalor nyat “NyāT occurs after a root ending in r or a consonant.” The kṛtya, “gerundive,” suffixes range from P. 3.1.95–133 and denote either the action or the patient of the root to which they are added. Cf. MBh II.81.3 and KV ad P. 3.3.171: bhāva-karmaṇoh kṛtyāh.
element in a commentary as a quote from the *Mahābhāṣya*. Lastly, a commentator such as Cārītravardhana ignored all previous explanations and came up with his own. Much as we saw with ṛṣa, commentators on Sanskrit poetry could and often did avail themselves of modes of linguistic analysis outside the strict Pāṇinian tradition and rarely does a lasting consensus appear to have been reached.

### 5.5 Conclusions

From my study of just a few select sūtras in this chapter, I have been able to situate Vāmana’s *Śabdaśuddhi* as an important player within the three interconnected domains that have been our main concern throughout this thesis: grammar, Sanskrit poetry, and commentaries thereon. Vāmana, as a master grammarian and wide reader of *kāvya*, could zoom in on specific problematic usages within his corpus of Sanskrit literature and offer, in many cases, a means to validate them within the current Pāṇinian system of grammar, although simple additions were also necessary such as *te* and *me* as instrumentals. Unfortunately, in many instances we do not know to what extent Vāmana innovated when his explanations are unprecedented in our extant sources, and later commentators’ reliance on a sūtra from the KAS is no guarantee of originality. This point was clearly born out by the case of *śakyam*. If we did not have access to Bhartṛhari’s *Dīpikā* on the MBh, Vāmana would be our earliest source that fully and clearly explains how one can express an object generally with the neuter gender. Nailing down how Vāmana interacted with the grammatical texts he received is further hampered by the fact that grammarians generally do not quote his work when discussing various explanations of Pāṇinian sūtras or seemingly aberrant forms from poetry. The only exception to this I have so far found is in the DurghV ad P. 3.2.162 on *chidura, bhidura*, etc. Still, from our vantage point it is in the KAS that several important concepts appear for the first time, like deriving ṛṣa from class I ṛṣas, adding *dhavan* to the *vrihyādi* list, and the metarule that the teaching of augments is not mandatory as in *kāmayāna*. In the following chapter we will have the occasion to track the development of another metarule
perhaps first proposed by Vāmana. The larger trajectory of such innovations, however, lands,
more often than not it seems, in a rejection from either Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita or the great Nāgeśa,²²¹ a
result of an ever increasing deference to Patañjali.

Among commentators on Sanskrit poetry, Vāmana had a much warmer reception (or a re-
ception at all) than among the grammarians. The Śabdaśuddhi undoubtedly formed a part of the
standard works a good reader of kāvya should know by heart and one that commentators would
come to rely on, even if not universally. Vallabhadeva seems to tacitly accept Vāmana’s explana-
tion of kāmayāna ad RaghuV 5.38 and of śakyam ad KumS 8.62, but does not even mention the
basic argument in favor of āsa ad KumS 1.34. Hemādri, on the other hand, quotes most frequently
from the KAS, after Pāṇini’s sūtras and the vārtikas, as a source for discussing Sanskrit grammar,
and I have the impression that this holds for Mallinātha as well although exact statistics are not
available. Beyond the rather obvious observation that the Śabdaśuddhi gained popularity among
commentators because it was tailored for just this purpose, the work’s prominence reflects the
larger culture of textual exegesis throughout the first half of the second millennium and beyond.
Far from being in an exclusive dialog with the version of Sanskrit described/prescribed by Pāṇini
and Patañjali, we have unearthed several other individuals who were taken as important author-
ities for grammatical correctness, such as Vāmana and Bhojadeva.

As for the poetry itself, Vāmana plays an integral part because his sūtras often point us to
places where a text was liable to change and provides us with, or at least directs us to, the gram-
matical discussions that help to explain why a particular passage would be subject to alteration.
Many of these usages were problematic for grammarians because they continued particular forms
from the language of the Epics (or even the Vedas) that the three sages of grammar did not account
for in their grammar, at least in the domain of the standard language. Through the Śabdaśuddhi
and later texts with similar goals, many of these deviations were able to find acceptance in the
Pāninian system, and we bear witness to one of the early attempts to bring the language of the
sacred texts (śruti, śmṛti, itihāsa, purāṇas) into the fold of grammar via kāvya. This process contin-

²²¹Nāgeśa rejects both metarules in the PŚ, Bhaṭṭoji does not accept dhavan into the vṛihyādi list, and already
Haradatta does away with the broader meaning of the suffix -KuraC.
ues later in the commentaries of Sāyaṇa on the Vedas and smaller works like the Mukhabhūṣaṇa and Ārṣaprayoga, in which attempts are made to find Pāṇinian derivations, often quite creative, for non-standard forms. The study of these works will have to wait for a later time.
Chapter 6

The Life and Death of a Jñāpaka

tan na bhāṣye ’darśanāt |

“It does not exist because it is not found in the Bhāṣya.”¹

—Nāgeśabhaṭṭa

6.1 Introduction

Paralleling the longer case study from the BhKA, in this second chapter on the KAS I will present a more detailed exploration of the reception and development of one sūtra from the KAS. Unlike the study of KvasU, however, the contents of Vāmana’s rule — a jñāpaka, “hint,” leading to general maxim — is eventually incorporated into one of the most complex ancillary texts of Sanskrit grammar, the collections of paribhāṣās, “metarules,” and has a vibrant life throughout the Pāṇinian tradition and the commentarial literature. In addition to belonging to a different branch of Sanskrit grammar, this study will illustrate just how disruptive Nāgeśa can be to his received tradition by defaulting to Patañjali for all matters grammatical. Furthermore, I hope to contribute to our understanding of how the paribhāṣa literature evolved over the course of time and that the justifications for these metarules could derive from sources outside of grammar proper, at least

¹See § 6.8.
from the evidence presently available to us.

### 6.2 A Problem of Voice

One of the well known morphological instabilities of the verbal system in early Indo-Aryan is the use of the *parasmaipada* (hence *para.*), “active, transitive,” and *ātmanepada* (hence *ātm.*), “middle,” endings with specific verbal roots in the active voice (*kartari*). The former more or less oust the latter at the stage of middle Indo-Aryan. If we base ourselves on Pāṇini’s grammar, however, the use of these endings in the active voice is thoroughly regulated for classical Sanskrit: some verbs always take *para.* endings, some always *ātm.*, and many can take the one or the other (*ubhaya* *padin* roots) based on certain semantic or syntactic conditions. Yet deviations from the prescriptions of Pāṇini occur in a variety of genres, in particular the Epics and Purāṇas, and these changes in the language are usually continued into the Prakrits. For example, the root *√labh* should always take the *ātm.* endings in classical Sanskrit: *labhate*, “takes,” but we encounter *labhāti* in the Epics, and the same form continues into the Prakrits under the guise of *lahāti*.

Although it is generally acknowledged within the Sanskrit tradition that the authors of the *Mahābhārata*, the *Rāmāyaṇa*, and the Purāṇas composed in *ārṣa* Sanskrit — the register of the inspired *ṛṣis* “seers, sages” — and did not, therefore, need to follow the rules of the *Aṣṭādhyāyī* for the standard language that a poet like Kālidāsa should also deviate from the Pāṇinian norm gave

---

2The corresponding adjectival form is *parasmaipadin* in Sanskrit. I will, however, use the same abbreviation for both.

3Both are poor, albeit traditional, translations of *parasmaipada* for the simple reason that the *ātmanepada* endings are also used both transitively and in the active voice. Cf. Whitney (1896: 200), especially § 529 in which the “Hindu grammarians” are misrepresented.

4The corresponding adjectival form is *ātmanepadin* in Sanskrit. As before, I will use the same abbreviation for both.

5Cf. Lassen (1837: 333f.), Pischel (1900: 321, 324f.), and Woolner (1917: 42). The *ātm.* endings are still present in Pāli and the inscriptions of Aśoka as well as sporadically in the Prakrits. Cf. Bloch (1970: 234) and Ghatage (1993: 89f.), the later specifically for examples from *Ardhamāgadhī*.

6See P. 1.3.12–93. Rocher (1968) has investigated Pāṇini’s treatment of voice extensively.

7Oberlies (2003: 129–132) with further literature. Patañjali (MBh II.64.2–4) cites fluctuations in the *ātm.* and *para.* endings as one of the features of Vedic usage that splitting P. 3.1.85 can account for. Cf. Cardona (1996: 183f. and 187).

8For examples, see Oberlies (2003: 501).

9Woolner (1928: 52). The form *lahe*, “I take,” with the *ātm.* ending is also met with in some Prakrits, e.g., in *Ardhamāgadhī* and *Sauraseni*. Cf. Ghatage (1993: 90) and Wollner (1912: 45), respectively.
grammarians as well as commentators reason to pause and contemplate whether there might be a way to justify such seemingly incorrect usages without altering the text of Pāṇini’s grammar or its appendix, the Dhātupāṭha (Recitation of Roots). The reason for this, as we have seen, is that kāvya should be composed in a grammatically pure (śuddha) Sanskrit as determined by the rules of grammar, usually Pāṇini’s. Since poets are not seers like Vyāsa, they cannot lay claim to divinely inspired language and thereby evade accusations of grammatical incorrectness. Nevertheless, poets like Kālidāsa are highly revered as learned men who should not make such slips, so we should ask ourselves whether the fault lies with them or with our own understanding of the rules. Recall how āsa and kāmayāna could be explained (cf. §5.3.2.2.). For the former, most people were using the wrong root; in the case of the latter, we had to employ a metarule, much as in the present case. According to Vāmana, the impression that poets have incorrectly used para. endings comes from our own misunderstanding of grammar. He is the first to offer, or perhaps to record, a solution to this particular problem, and the impact of this proposal in grammatical and commentarial literature will form the subject of the remainder of the chapter. The results will add further evidence for the influence of grammar on textual criticism in premodern times and also how the criteria for finding jñāpakas, “hints,” developed over the centuries.

### 6.3 Poets in Violation

The most general rule for the addition of the ātm. endings in the A is:

P. 1.3.12 anudāttāṇīta ātmanepadam ||

The ātmanepada endings occur after a verbal root having an indicatory low-pitched vowel\(^\text{10}\) or an indicatory Ā.

Pāṇini here refers to the various tags, termed its or anubandhas in Sanskrit, with which roots are furnished in the DhP. For example, the root ās, “to sit,” is listed in KṣDhP II.11 as āśa upaveśane,

\(^{10}\) anudāṭṭa literally means “not raised, not high-pitched.” Since the accents have long disappeared from the recitation of the A, there is no need to dwell here on the exact phonetic realization of an anudāṭṭa vowel or what the best translation might be. I will use “low-pitched” throughout.
“ās[A in the meaning to sit.”\textsuperscript{11} Since the root has an indicatory low-pitched A, we can apply P. 1.3.12 and ultimately form āste, “sits” with the ātm. ending -te in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} pers. sing. active of the present tense. Similarly, śi, “to sleep,” will take the ātm. endings because it is marked with a Ū in KṣDhP II.22 śī svapne, hence sete, “sleeps.” The remaining details from this section of the A will not concern us at present. The main point is that either an indicatory low-pitched vowel or Ū on a root in the DhP will trigger the ātm. endings.

Despite the straightforwardness of the rule, authors of Sanskrit poetry did not always follow it. We can easily find many examples of poets violating this rule because grammarians have quoted a number of different forms from among Sanskrit’s most illustrious poets. Commentators on poetry often point them out as well. A selection of forms thus far noted is as follows:

1. Kālidāsa

- \textit{Meghadūta} 76\textsuperscript{c}: śiñjat-, “jingling,” in the compound śiñjad-valaya-subhagaiḥ, “(with claps) beautified by jingling bangles.”

We have here a present participle of the ātmanepadin root ā śiñj,\textsuperscript{13} listed as KṣDhP II.17 śiji avyakte šabde, “ši in the sense of an inarticulate noise.” Since the anudāṭta indicatory vowel I accompanies the root, it must take the ātm. endings and form the present participle śiñjana- with the middle participial ending, ŚānaC.\textsuperscript{14} This is indeed the form that Vallabhadeva uses when glossing the compound: śiñjana-kanaka-kaṭaka- manoharaṅh, “jingling-golden-bracelet-charming,” i.e. “charming because of the jingling, golden bracelets.”

\textsuperscript{11} Although the are no longer marked or recited in the DhP, as noted above, we know from the commentators how a root should be accented in the DhP. Taking the root āś, “to sit,” as an example, we can see from Kṣirasvāmin’s commentary (p. 105) that it belongs to one of the nineteen roots that are udāṭta anudāṭtetaḥ, “high-pitched (and) provided with a low pitched indicatory vowel.” Here, udāṭtetaḥ modifies the roots just listed and tells us that the radical vowel is accented. anudāṭtetaḥ, likewise modifies the given roots but is a bahuvrīhi compound meaning “having a low-pitched it,” i.e., the indicatory vowel accompanying the relevant roots is low-pitched. Liebich (1920) has conveniently listed all the roots with their proper accentuation, although there are sometimes disagreements among the commentators. Since the accentuation of the roots in the DhP is of importance for the present study, I cite roots with their appropriate accents throughout this chapter. Note that a vowel without any accent mark is to be considered anudāṭta.

\textsuperscript{12} MegaD 76 with Vallabhadeva, 2.18 with Mallinātha.

\textsuperscript{13} This is the form found in modern dictionaries. It is, as is often the case, different from the root found in the DhP.

\textsuperscript{14} Cf. P. 1.4.100, which defines the ātm. endings and P. 3.2.124, which prescribes the present participle suffixes.
Śaraṇadeva quotes the form as worthy of inquiry in the Durghaṭavṛti ad P. 1.3.12 p. 13, as does Sāyaṇa in the Mādhaviyadhātuvr̥ti ad SDhP II.9 p. 229 as well as ad SDhP II.17 and Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa in the Prakriyāsarvasva vol. V p. 1. See my discussion below in § 6.6.1.

• Raghuvamśa 4.28d: tarjayaṇ, “threatening.”

Vāmana mentions √tarj as one of the roots that can take the para. endings according to the jñāpaka to be discussed. According to KṣDhP X.142 tarja samtarjane, we can only expect tarjayaṇe. Kṣirasvāmin ad KṣDhP ibid. does inform us, however, that lakṣye bhartsayati tarjayaṇi drṣyate, “in poetry bhartsayati and tarjayaṇi are met with.”

Cited in MDhV ad SDhP X.147–148 p. 387, but explained as deriving from the class I root, SDhP I.225 tarja bhartsane. See my discussion below in § 6.6.2.1.

• Raghuvamśa 19.29c: praṛthayanti,15 “they request.”

pra + √arth should only take ātm. endings according to the entry KṣDhP X.357 artha upayācñāyām, “arthA in the sense of solicitation.”

praṛthayanti is quoted in MDhV p. 229 and SK ad P. 2.4.46 (SK 2607, vol. III p. 446) and reported as a varia lectio in Dwivedi’s edition, p. 639.16 See my discussion below in § 6.6.2.2.

2. Bhartṛhari

• Śatakatrayam 1.98b: śikṣatu, “may he learn.”17 By KṣDhP I.636 śikṣa vidyopādānē, “śikṣA in the sense of conveying knowledge,” the low-pitch accented A indicates the root takes ātm. endings. Note, however, that Kṣirasvāmin ad KṣDhP ibid. remarks that para. are possible under certain semantic specifications. See also my discussion below

---

15 A present tense in this context is highly unexpected given the perfects in the surrounding verses: 19.28d cakāra and 19.30c pipriye.

16 In MSS K-1, AH 3, and C-4. The reading can also be found in Scharpé (1964: 291) with a reference to the 1832 edition of the Raghuvamśa published in Calcutta, to which I do not have access. For the bibliographical details, see siglum “C” in Scharpé (1964: i).

17 According to Kosambi’s edition of 1946, p. 69; poem 48 in Kosambi’s edition of 2000, p. 21. Kosambi (2000: Introduction p. 73f.) himself draws the reader’s attention to this form as part of a proof that “rigid Pāṇinian rules do not necessarily hold for the present collection.” As we will see, this Pāṇinian rule is not so rigid. I will return to the interpretation of Pāṇini’s rules in general at the conclusion of this paper.
in § 6.9.”

- Śatakratrayam 3.2d: jṛmbhāsi,\(^{18}\) “you expand.” According to KṣDhP I.416 jṛmbhi gātravināme, “jṛmbhi in the sense of spreading one’s limbs,” √jṛmbh should only take ātm. endings.

jṛmbhāsi is quoted in MDhV p. 229 and PrS vol. V p. 1.

3. Bhaṭṭi, Bhaṭṭikāvyā 8.123b:\(^{19}\) cetayanti, “they are attentive.” According to KṣDhP 135 cita samcetane “cita in the meaning to discern,” √cit should take ātm. endings not only on account of the indicatory low-pitched A, but also because it belongs to a list of roots explicitly noted as ātmanepadin in the DhP itself: KṣDhP p. 180 ā kusmād ātmanepadinaḥ.\(^{20}\)

Śaraṇadeva also includes this form in the DurghV ad P. 1.3.12 p. 13.

4. Māgha, Śiśupālavada 4.20a udayati, “rising,” present participle of ud + √ay or √i, i.e., KṣDhP 935 āyā gatau, “āyā in the sense of going,”\(^{21}\) or MDhP I.320 ī gatau, “ī in the sense of going.”

Mallinātha glosses with the “correct” form udayamāne.\(^{22}\)

Haradatta in KVPada vol. 6 p. 179 and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita in the SK both quote this example ad P. 8.2.19 (= SK 2326). Kṣīrasvāmin as well ad KṣDhP I.340–342. See my discussion below in § 6.6.2.3.

5. Bāṇa Caṇḍīśataka (A Century to the Fierce Goddess) 14a\(^{23}\) valati, “advances,” with para. endings against KṣDhP I.520 vāla samvarana, “vāla in the sense to covering over.”\(^{24}\)

One could certainly find other examples, but that these famed poets, all prior to Vāmana, use forms that run against P. 1.3.12 must have risen a few eyebrows, especially among grammatical sticklers. At present, it is not my goal to divine the minds of these poets and offer an explanation

\(^{18}\)The numbering and reading follow Kosambi’s edition of 1946, p. 115. In his edition of 2000, p. 58, however, Kosambi the printed reading is jṛmbhani, “o expanding (desire),” but the word is underlined with a squiggly line to indicate the editor’s uncertainty. One misses here critical notes to the text.

\(^{19}\)As numbered with Jayamaṅgala’s commentary. 8.124b with Mallinātha.


\(^{21}\)Note that the grave accent marks a svarita, “circumflex,” vowel.

\(^{22}\)Renou (1941: 41, fn. 6) brought me to this example.

\(^{23}\)For text, translation, and notes see Quackenbos (1917: 280f.).

\(^{24}\)√val with para. endings is quite common. See further: HV 3.82c, and SuRaKo 604b and 1606d. Cf. Cappeller (1880: 25).
for their dereliction,25 rather my objective is to understand how grammarians and commentators on poetry reacted. For this we now need to turn to Vāmana.

### 6.4 Vāmana finds a “hint”

According to the categories of rules presented in the preceding chapter, the sūtra to be discussed presently falls into the category of an admission. Regarding the aberrant usage of the ātm. endings, Vāmana proposes that there is a jñāpaka, an “informer, hint,” whereby seeming violations of P. 1.3.12 disappear, as we learn from the following sūtra:

\[
\text{KAS 5.2.3 valer ātmanepadam anityaṃ jñāpakāt ||}
\]

The ātm. (endings) after √ val, “to advance,” are non-mandatory because of a hint. Before proceeding to the jñāpaka itself, which is given in the auto-commentary, it is necessary to say a few words about the concept. That Pāṇini’s grammar contains indirect statements has played an integral part of its interpretation since Kātyāyana’s vārttikas,26 and Patañjali makes regular use of the device as well. To identify the presence of a jñāpaka, one must be able to prove that some element is superfluous, by showing that the exact same outcome would result were that element not present. Since no part of the A can be without a purpose, the presence of an apparent redundancy is to inform us of some other rule.27 These “hints” are discussed at length in subsequent commentaries as well as in independent works,28 but their main purpose is usually to account for some usage that would otherwise not be possible. In this vein, Vāmana is simply extending an already well established interpretive principle.

As for the jñāpaka itself, Vāmana describes his reasoning as follows:

---

25 Jamison (1979) offers an explanation for anomalous middle endings in the RV.
26 The first mention of a jñāpaka is in P. 1.1.11.5.
27 Cf. the definition in Renou (1940: 82): La présence d’un élément « superflu » est le signe, le jñāpaka (on pourrait traduire par : révèlateur, pour garder la valeur propre du terme) qu’un enseignement indirect est postulé par Pāṇini. “The presence of a ‘superfluous element’ is a sign, a jñāpaka (one could translate it with revealer, to preserve the proper meaning of the term) that an indirect instruction is supposed by Pāṇini.”
28 Purusottamadeva composed the Jñāpakasamuccaya (Collections of Hints), in which he identifies the sūtras containing jñāpakas following the standard order of the A. One of the primary goals of Nāgeśa in his Paribhāṣenduśekhara is the identification of valid jñāpakas that lead to paribhāsās, “metarules.” See Kielhorn (1960: iv–x). I will return to Nāgeśa below.
[svavratti ad KAS 5.2.3] kim punas taj jñāpakam | caksiṇo dvyanubandhakaranam |
caksiṇa ikareṇaivānudāṭtena siddham ātmanepadam | kimartham nītkaranam |
tat kriyata anudāṭtanimmittasyātmanepadasyānityatvajñāpanārtham | etena vedi-bhartsi-
tarjiprabhṛtayo vyākhyaṭṭāh | āvedayati bhartsayati tarjayatityādinām prayogāṇām
darśanāt | anyatrāpy anudāṭtanibandhanasyātmanepadasyānityatvam jñāpakena dra-
štavyam iti |

[Auto-commentary:] But what is the hint? Furnishing (the root KṣDhP II.7) √caksiṇ with two indicatory letters. The ātm. (endings) are established by the low-pitched I alone. What is the purpose of marking (√caksiṇ) with ṁ? It is done so as to make known that the ātm. endings that are conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched (vowel) are non-mandatory. By this (hint) such (roots) as √vedi, √bhartsi, √tarji,29 are explained because one encounters such usages as āvedayati, “reports,” bhartsayati, “threatens,” tarjayati, “threatens,” etc. Also in other instances, the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings based on a low-pitched indicatory vowel must be understood by (this) hint.

We will return the listed examples below, but first let us look more closely at the jñāpaka. As we already know from P. 1.3.12, there are two possible ways to indicate that a root must take the ātm. endings: either by adding a ṃ or an indicatory anudāṭta vowel. Since √caksiṇ contains both markers it would appear that there is a redundancy insofar as, if we were to eliminate one or the other, the ātm. endings would still obtain. For Vāmana, the I will have already taken care of (siddham) the ātm. endings, so the presence of ṃ must have some other purpose and hence hint at (jñāpana) some other rule, namely: roots that take the ātm. endings on condition of having an indicatory low-pitched vowel need not (anitya) take only the ātm. endings but can take the para. endings as well. Accordingly, all the examples given above in § 6.3 and those given in the passage just cited come from roots marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel (√śījl, √jīmbhl, √śikṣA, and √vālA, etc.) and can, in accordance with the hint, take the para. endings too. Kālidāsa and any other poet who has made use of such forms are now exonerated from grammatical error. As for the form √caksiṇ, though listed in the DhP, ultimately derives its

29Reference is to KṣDhP X.168 vida cetanākhyāṇavivādeṣu, “vidA in the sense of experiencing, narrating, and disputing,” and X. 142–143 bhartsa tarja samtarjane, “bhartsA tarjA in the sense of threatening.” Vāmana refers here to the class X roots because he gives the form vedi, the stem before guṇa-strengthening caused by the vikarana, “class sign,” NiC. Reference cannot be to a causative of any of the other four āvīds (KṣDhP II.55, IV.62, VI.138, VII.13) because the para. endings would be unproblematic and there would also be a difference in meaning. Similarly, one could derive tarjapati as the causative of KṣDhP I.124 tarja bhartsane but that also would result in a causative meaning which is not desired in this context. I will return to these roots when I discuss the commentaries on the DhP.
authority from Pāṇini’s own usage in P. 2.4.54 cakṣiṇaḥ khyāṇ, “√khyā occurs in place of √cakṣ when an ārdhadhātuka suffix follows.” We, therefore, do not need to concern ourselves with the thorny question regarding the DhP’s status as an authoritative, immutable text.

6.5 Grammarians on cakṣIṅ

Remaining on the side of theory, I will now turn to how other grammarians dealt with the apparent redundancy in √cakṣIṅ and Vāmana’s proposed jñāpaka. My initial focus will be the (sub)commentators on the A up to Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita. Thereafter, we will examine the commentaries on the DhP and then summarize the results before moving onto the commentaries on poetry. I will hold off, however, on Nāgeśa till the very end of this study.

6.5.1 Commentators on the Aṣṭādhyāyī

6.5.1.1 Haradatta’s Padamañjarī

Beginning with Haradatta, one of the first grammarians to deal with the topic, the anityatva, “non-mandatoriness,” of the ātm. endings after roots marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel finds general acceptance, and examples continue to be cited from literature. As Haradatta’s explanation is clearly in the minds of later grammarians, it is worth citing it here in full. In his commentary on the KV ad P. 1.3.11 we find the following remarks (KVPada vol. I p. 412):

pratyekam icchabdasyānvaya ity āha anudātteta iti | ye dhātavo nītaḥ ceti | samudāya- sambandhe tu cakṣiṇa eva syāt | sa hy anudāttet paṭhyate vicāśana ity atra yathā syāt | ņakāras

30I have not been able to find any remark about a possible jñāpaka based on √cakṣIṅ in the Nyāsa. Although I have not read the entire work, Jinendrabuddhi does not mention anything about the optionality of the ātm. endings in his comments on P. 1.3.11, P. 2.4.54, or P. 7.1.58, where one might expect to find such a discussion.

31I correct the printed edition, which has ņakāras.
Since the word *it*, “indicatory letter,” construes with each (scil. *anudāttta* and *ṇ*), he (i.e. the author of the KV) says: “[after] roots that have an indicatory low-pitched vowel and an indicatory *N*” But if it were the attachment of the whole group (i.e., if a root had to be marked with both an indicatory low-pitched vowel and an indicatory *N*) (the present sūtra) would only apply to √cakṣīṅ. (This is not the case) since it is recited (in the DhP) with an indicatory low-pitched vowel so that (the suffix) *yuC* can occur as in *vicākṣaṇa*, “insightful.” But the letter *N* is for the purpose of making known (*jñāpana*) that the ātm. endings that are based on the occurrence of an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory. Therefore, such (verbal forms) in “that very same elephant endures (sahati) humiliation from the elephant studs,” and “I, as a non-aggressive person, cannot tolerate (sahāmi) aggression,” are established (as correct).

Haradatta first notes an additional purpose for *I*, namely to include √cakṣ within the scope of P. 3.2.149, the application of which requires a root be marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel. He then goes on to give the same explanation for *N* as we find in the KAS and provides us with two more instances from poetry in which √sah, “to endure,” takes the para. endings although it is listed in the KṣDhP I.905  śahA marṣaṇe with an indicatory low-pitched A and should only take the ātm. endings.35 There are two important points in Haradatta’s comments that might not be entirely apparent. His goal is not only to prove that *N* hints that the ātm. endings are nonessential but that they are nonessential only for those roots that take the ātm. endings by force of an indicatory low-pitched vowel, such as  śahA and not roots that take the ātm. endings by an indicatory *N*, such as √śī, “to sleep,” whose DhP entry is KṣDhP II.22  śīṅ svapne. By twice

Subhāṣitāvalī 631d. Otherwise not identified. The whole verse in the śikharāṇī meter runs:

nadīvaprāṇ bhittā kisalayavād utpātya ca tarāṇ
madonmattāṇ jītā karacaraṇadantaiḥ pratigajāṇ

jarāṃ prāpyānaṃ tarunajanavidveṣajananiṃ
sa evāyaṃ nāgaḥ sahati kalabhebhyaḥ paribhavam

“He’s burst the banks of the river and torn up trees as if they were lotus fibers; he’s conquered his rival elephants, mad in masth, with his trunk, legs, and tusks; he’s obtained disrespected old age that spawns hatred for the young generation. That very same elephant endures humiliation from the elephant studs.”

Unidentified quote in the pramitākṣarā meter. The form in question, sahāmi, is found elsewhere in Sanskrit literature, e.g., MahāBh 1.1.98d.

According to P. 3.2.149 anudāttetaś ca halādeḥ, “the suffix *yuC* (=anā) occurs after an intransitive root containing an indicatory low-pitched vowel and ending in a consonant.” P. 2.4.54.10 prohibits the substitute √khyā.

There is also KṣDhP X.267  śahA marṣaṇe. I will return to this entry when I discuss the DhP commentators.

32 Subhāṣitāvalī 631d. Otherwise not identified. The whole verse in the śikharāṇī meter runs:

nadīvaprāṇ bhittā kisalayavād utpātya ca tarāṇ
madonmattāṇ jītā karacaraṇadantaiḥ pratigajāṇ

jarāṃ prāpyānaṃ tarunajanavidveṣajananiṃ
sa evāyaṃ nāgaḥ sahati kalabhebhyaḥ paribhavam

33 Unidentified quote in the pramitākṣarā meter. The form in question, sahāmi, is found elsewhere in Sanskrit literature, e.g., MahāBh 1.1.98d.

34 According to P. 3.2.149 anudāttetaś ca halādeḥ, “the suffix *yuC* (=anā) occurs after an intransitive root containing an indicatory low-pitched vowel and ending in a consonant.” P. 2.4.54.10 prohibits the substitute √khyā.

35 There is also KṣDhP X.267  śahA marṣaṇe. I will return to this entry when I discuss the DhP commentators.
marking √cakṣIN for the ātm. endings we can infer that the first anubandha, I, was not sufficient to ensure the essential status of the ātm. endings and therefore a second anubandha, ṇ, was necessary. Furthermore, the addition of I was needed for the application of P. 3.2.151, so that ṇ could not have been used on its own. As we will see, all of these points are disputed by other grammarians, but that Haradatta knew the same jñāpaka as Vāmana is undisputed. We cannot, unfortunately, say with absolute certainty that the KAS was Haradatta’s only source although it seems likely that he knew the text.

6.5.1.2 Śaraṇadeva’s Durghaṭavṛtti

Most later commentators on the A are also in agreement on the validity of this jñāpaka and further strengthen its necessity by mustering additional examples from literature. There is no need to quote each of them at length, but I would like to discuss a few details since examples from the latter grammarians are of interest even if their explanation is mostly repetitive. I will proceed in rough chronological order. Śaraṇadeva gives a rather lengthy commentary on P. 1.3.12 with multiple explanations for various verbal forms from poetry that seemingly take the incorrect set of endings. Accordingly, the discussion about √cakṣIN begins with a question about how to justify the participle śiñjat- in MeghD 76c (quoted above on p. 305). Śaraṇadeva provides almost the exact same explanation as Vāmana and Haradatta, but with the important difference that he allows roots marked with both a ṇ as well as a low-pitched vowel to take either the ātm. or para. endings. This is an extension of the Vāmana’s original formulation, which was limited to roots marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel, but the evidence form usage is not as strong. Among the seven forms given as examples in the DurghV, only the last one, trāhi, “protect!” from KṣDhP 1014 traṅ pālane, is marked with a ṇ in the DhP, and for this form Śaraṇadeva gives an

---

36DurghV pp. 13–15 and Renou (1941: 40–45) with French translation. Note that the Renou’s text differs from that of Gaṇapati Śāstri, but mostly in the order of the textual blocks. I will follow Śāstri’s edition. The DurghV ad P. 1.3.12 is discussed at some length in Rocher (1968: 76–83) and overlaps to some degree with my present discussion.

37DurghV p. 13 caksino yujartham ātmanapadarthaṃ cekārānubandhe kartavye dvyanubandhatvam jñāpayati anudāttanita ātmanepadam anityam iti | “Given that the indicatory I on √cakṣIN must be added for the purpose of (the suffix) yuC and the ātm. endings, the occurrence of two indicatory letters hints that the ātm. endings after a root with an indicatory low-pitched vowel or ṇ are non-mandatory.”

alternate explanation. As we will see later on, other commentators held a similar view.

Śaraṇadeva’s commentary offers us the longest list of forms accountable by the jñāpaka, two of which I have already cited above, namely, śiñjat- and cetayanti. Of the remaining four, syanda, “flow!” sevati, “serves,” uhati, “comprehends,” labhanti, “they obtain,” we can now trace two of the passages which have so far been left unidentified. The example for syand, DurghV p. 13, comes from the Siddhaikavīratantra 1.18, where the text is read with minor variants. The second identifiable quote is for the use of uhati: anuktam apy uhati paṇḍito janaḥ | “A learned man comprehends even what is unstated.” This quarter forms part of a verse in the vaṃśastha meter found — to the best of my knowledge — in three sources: Hitopadeśa 2.49, Śukasaptati 11.4 (86), and Gāruḍapurāṇa 1.109.53. In addition to adding sources to these passages, I have taken them up here because they bring us outside the realm of (high) kāvya and demonstrate that Śaraṇadeva also had in mind the Sanskrit of different genres, including Buddhist tantric texts (assuming that the Siddhaikavīratantra is the only source of the quote). I suspect that similar discoveries could be made throughout the DurghV by searching for the citations more widely than Renou could.

---

39 The form can also be derived by first creating a root agent noun in viC by P. 3.2.75, trāḥ, “protector,” and then by making a denominative verb with KviP in the sense of “acting like” according to P. 3.1.11.3. For a similar trick, see KAS 5.2.27 and Sāyaṇa’s comments below in § 6.5.2.3.
40 KṣDhP 1.798 syāndū sravane.
42 KṣDhP 1.679 ūha tarke.
43 In the short phrase: labhanti punar utthānam | “They, however, obtain manhood (?)” Cf. KṣDhP 1.1024 ḍulabhaṇḍa prāptau.
44 Edition by Mikkyo Seiten Kyekyūkai. There the text is: kāše syanda kuśe syanda syanda tvam śūnyaveśmaṇi mama tvam tathā syanda yathā syandasi vajrīṇaḥ svāhā || syandamāne caṣṭumārjanāc chāntir bhavati || 18 ||. Cf. Gaṇapati Sāstrī’s printed text:
kāše syanda kuśe syanda syanda tvam śatramastake | asmākaṃ tu tathā syanda yathā syandasi (senave ?) ||
Renou (1941: 43) has the same with the exception of (senave), for which he prints keśave. I lack the necessary familiarity with the Siddhaikavīratantra to give any sort of text critical evaluation of this evidence. I was able to find this passage thanks to the e-text typed in by Ryugen Tanemura and available at: http://garudam.info/files/Siddhaikav%C4%ABBratantra.txt (accessed 3/7/2017).
45 There are minor variations between the three texts.
6.5.1.3 Puruṣottamadeva and Rāmacandra

In the following centuries, the commentators on the A do not add much new to the discussion but bear witness to differing opinions. Let us turn first to the close contemporary of Śaraṇadeva, Puruṣottamadeva. He does not mention anything regarding a jñāpaka in √cakṣIṄ ad P. 1.3.12, although one of his commentators, Viśvarūpa in his Bhāṣāvṛti vivaranapañjikā, does note it in near identical words to what we saw in the DurghV, including the example of śiñjat- from the Meghadūta and an unrestricted statement that the ātm. endings are non-mandatory. That Puruṣottamadeva did not consider there to be any jñāpaka in √cakṣIṄ is further confirmed by the absence of any reference to it in his Paribhāṣāvṛti and Jñāpakasamuccaya. Rāmacandra, the author of Prakriyākaumudī (14th), the important predecessor to the Siddhāntakaumudī of Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita, likewise does not discuss any hint ad P. 1.3.12 or in his commentary on √cakṣIṄ and actually seems to indirectly reject the jñāpaka by ascribing the purpose of I to pronunciation (ikāra uccāraṇārthaḥ) since it is impossible to say cakṣ-ṅ. Both his grandson, Viṭṭhala, and Kṛṣṇa 46

Although Śaraṇadeva knows and cites the Bhāṣāvṛti, I discuss Puruṣottamadeva after Śaraṇadeva for thematic reasons. The two were likely coeval in any case.

47The KV notes several times that a vowel or consonant is uccāraṇārtha, e.g., the i of the augment in yiṬ in P. 6.4.159. See further Scharfe (1971a: 8f.) who postulates that vowels added merely for the sake of pronunciation represent an original schwa vowel (/ə/).

50Viṭṭhala provides the jñāpaka in his commentary to √cakṣIṄ, PrKPras vol. II p. 208: evam ca nakāro ’nudāt-tetvānimittasyātmanepadasyānityatva-jñāpanārthah | “and so the letter �徨 is for the purpose of hinting at the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings conditioned by the presence of a low-pitched indicatory vowel.” Viṭṭhala also gives the suffix yuC as a purpose of the anudāṭa I like Haradatta, but is the first commentator we have seen to introduce another technical issue surrounding the two anubandhas. One of the possible problems with √cakṣIṄ having a low-pitched I is that it could trigger P. 7.1.58 idito num ḍhātoḥ, which prescribes the augment nUM after roots marked with an indicatory I. The KV discusses in its final remarks ad P. 7.1.58, why roots like √bhid and √chid do not take the augment nUM, even though they are listed as KṣDhP 7.3 bhidIR and 7.4 chidIR, i.e., with an indicatory low-pitched vowel. The answer is that the entire group IR should be taken as the anubandha. Cf. P. 1.3.7.4. Yet even if we were to take them piecwise (avayasaḥ), we can still exclude roots like bhidIR because the word anta continues from the preceding sūtra, P. 7.1.57, so that the roots to which we add nUM are only those that end in I (antedito ḍhātavah). Accordingly, the I in √cakṣIṄ cannot trigger P. 7.1.58 because of the following ś. The first person — to the best of my knowledge — to assign this purpose to ś is Kṣīrasvamin, for which see §6.5.2.1 below as well as Maitreyarakṣita’s comments in §6.5.2.2. Sāyaṇa repeats it as well although he ascribes the explanation only to kecit, “some.” See p. 324 below.
Śeṣa\textsuperscript{51} include the $\textit{jn\acute{a}paka}$ in their respective commentaries in no particularly novel manner and with clear echoes from Harardatta by including the form $\textit{vicaks\tilde{n}a}$ to exemplify the suffix $\textit{yuC}$ after $\sqrt{\textit{cak}\text{\v{s}}}$—As for their examples, Viṭṭhala follows Haradatta by quoting the quarter verse $\textit{sa ev\ddot{a}yam}$ ... , whereas Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa seems to come from Śaranadeva, for he gives: $\textit{anuktam apy \ddot{u}hati pandito jan\ddot{a}h;}$ labhanti punar ut\ddot{h\acute{a}}nam; $\textit{pi\ddot{n}dam grasati}$. “A learned man also understands that which has not been stated; they again obtain manhood (?);\textsuperscript{52} he eats a ball of rice.” The first two are in the DurghV, whereas the last is new to this context.\textsuperscript{53}

6.5.1.4 Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa’s $\textit{Prakriyāsarvasva}$

Moving ahead in time and to the far south, Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa of Kerala takes the matter a step further in his $\textit{Prakriyāsarvasva}$ by including the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings after roots marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel but without justifying the claim at all; it is simply part of the grammar.\textsuperscript{54} His examples are also worthy of note. To begin, he gives two verbal forms without context: $\textit{valati},$ “turns” and $\textit{yotsyāmi},$ “I will fight,” the sigmatic future ($\sqrt{lṛṭ}$) of $\sqrt{\textit{yudh}}$.\textsuperscript{55} The first must, in all likelihood, be a direct reference to the KAS (our only one!), whereas the second is probably inspired by $\textit{Bhagavadgītā 2.4c iṣubhiḥ pratiyotsyāmi},$ “I shall fight against (the two of them) with arrows,” although there are other passages as well.

He then repeats two examples we have already seen, $\textit{śiñjat-}$ and $\textit{jṛmbhasi},$ and adds one will see again shortly $\textit{sphāya-nirmokasandhiḥ}$ from Murāri’s $\textit{Anargharāghava}$ 1.56b along with what appears

\textsuperscript{51} PrKPrak vol. III p. 8: $\textit{etac cānudāttalakṣaṇam ātmanepadam anityam, cakṣiño \ddot{n}itkarana\ddot{jn\acute{a}panāt}$ | “And those ātm. endings which are conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory.” He also adds that suffixing $\textit{yuC}$ is the purpose of the low-pitched $\ddot{l}.$

\textsuperscript{52} Without more context it is difficult to know how to interpret $\textit{ut\ddot{h\acute{a}}nam},$ which most literally means “rising up.”

\textsuperscript{53} I am not yet able to identify either of the two latter quotes, although there are parallels both for $\textit{labhanti}$ and $\textit{grasati},$ e.g., MahāBh 5.99.6d and $\textit{Bhāgavatapurāṇa 12.4.17a},$ respectively. NB that $\textit{pi\ddot{n}dam grasati}$ is actually an example in the DurghV ad P. 1.3.12 p. 14, but it is explained either on the basis of the use of $\textit{grasati}$ in the KV ad P. 6.4.14 (but not in our editions!) or because Maitreyarakṣita assigns $\sqrt{\textit{gras}}$ to the $\ddot{a}dhṛṣīya$ roots, i.e. those that are optionally class X or I. See Renou (1941: 45) for a translation of the passage and Palsule (1961: 35) for more details on this group of roots.

\textsuperscript{54} PrS vol. V p. 1: $\textit{anudāttetām ātmanepadam anityam}$ | “The ātm. endings for verbs marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory.”

\textsuperscript{55} KsDhP IV.64 $\textit{yudha samprahāre}.$

\textsuperscript{56} The simple form $\textit{yotsyāmi}$ occurs multiple times elsewhere in the $\textit{Mahābhārata},$ e.g. 5.144.18b, 8.33.40d etc., and once in $\textit{Brahmapurāṇa}$ 11.12d.

\textsuperscript{57} Out of context, the words are difficult to translate. See Törszök (2006: 96f.) for the full verse and translation.
to be a variant of Kāvyādarśa 2.45d: pāyaṃ pāyam aramsiṣam, “I delighted drinking time and again.” It is difficult to know how much to read into the absence of a proof in the PrS, although it must have been somewhat jarring to other Pāṇinians since Nārāyaṇa is the only one to leave out a reference to the jñāpaka.

6.5.1.5 Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita

In the works of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita, which constitute the penultimate stage of Sanskrit grammar, there is little new to add to the discussion. In the Siddhānta-kaumudi, Bhaṭṭoji twice mentions that the ātm. endings can be optional based on the familiar jñāpaka. The first instance arises during a discussion of P. 8.2.19 = SK 2326, when the reader is asked how to explain udayati in ŚiśuP 4.20 (quoted above, p. 307). The first response involves taking advantage of a sandhi ambiguity in KṣDhP I.342 kāṭī gatau insofar as kaṭi can stand for kaṭi + i with √i being another root of the first gaṇa whose present tense would be ayati, “goes.” On second thought, however, Bhaṭṭoji adds: anudāttetvalakṣaṇam ātmanepadam anityam, “the ātm. endings which are conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are not mandatory.” In the second instance under √cakṣīṅ (SKDhP 1017), we learn that the basis for the jñāpaka depends on the N̄, as expected. One can also read Bhaṭṭoji’s Śabdakaustubha, which offers an overview of the many discussions surrounding P. 1.3.12, but nothing particularly new.

58 The transmitted reading in all editions of the Kāvyādarśa I have consulted is pāyaṃ pāyam aramsiṣam forming part of a bhāve, “impersonal,” construction with the agent mayā, “by me,” in pāda c. The version with aramsiṣam would require the preceding pāda to be reworked.
59 P. 8.2.19 upasargasyāyatayata | “l occurs in place of an r belonging to an upasarga when √ay (KṣDhP I.503) follows.”
60 SK vol. III p. 149. The explanation for this form is much older and already cited, along with the entire verse, in the Kṣīrataranī in KṣDhP 340–342 but attributed to the opinion of anye, “others.” I discuss other explanations of this form below on p. 338. Cf. PrS vol. VI p. 21, where various opinions on the dhātusūtra are put into verse. Also quoted in the commentary ad Dhātukāvya 1.42.
61 SK vol. III p.265: ṇakāras tu anudāttetvalakṣaṇam ātmanepadam anityam iti jñāpanārtham | tena sphāyan-nirmokasandhiyādi sidhyate | “But N̄ is for the purpose of making known that the ātm. endings conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory. Therefore sphāyanirmokasandi etc. are established.” We saw the same example, sphāyat- in Anargharāgaha 1.56b, above in the preceding section.
62 Śabdakaustubha vol. II p. 62. In this very learned work, Bhaṭṭoji asks how we arrive at saharti in the now familiar verse sa evāyam... Subhāṣitāvali 631d. The initial response, which is put in the mouth of others (atrāhuḥ), is that √sah belongs to the ādṛṣīya roots. The second alternative (yad vā) is the hint in caṣlN. As Bhaṭṭoji points out, the latter is more robust and can also account for sphāyat- in Anargharāgaha 1.55b.
6.5.1.6 Conclusions

We have now seen that the jñāpaka has the blessing of several influential and authoritative grammarians over a span of some 800 years. Nevertheless, it is, in my opinion, telling that Rāmacandra leaves out the jñāpaka and its consequent metarule all together and Bhaṭṭoji chose not to include it ad P. 1.3.12 in the SK. One possible explanation for these omissions or displacements could lie in an effort to exclude or distance the use of the jñāpaka from active application in a prakriyā, “derivation,” and reserve it only for explaining the usage of others such as great poets. This is always the context in which the jñāpaka is either brought up in the first place (DurghV and SK 2326) or applied. We generally do not find the hint applied to any random root; there is usually a quoted source. The only exception seems to be Nārāyaṇabhaṭṭa, who was somewhat of a rogue grammarian. Another piece of evidence for its rather tangential status derives from the fact the jñāpaka is completely missing from the collections of paribhāṣās, “metarules” as well as Puruṣottama’s Jñāpakasamuccaya with the exception of the PS and Śeṣādisudhī’s Paribhāṣābhāskara, to which I will come in due course. We can surmise that authors of the works on paribhāṣās were perhaps hesitant to formally accept the √cakṣIṄ jñāpaka because of its dubious pedigree from a work of poetics. Whatever the exact motives may have been, by the time of Bhaṭṭoji, the jñāpaka was firmly part of Sanskrit grammar.

6.5.2 The Commentators on the Dhātupāṭha

We have at our disposal three major commentaries on the Pāṇinian DhP: the Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī by Kṣīrasvāmin (11th cent., Kashmir), the Dhātupradīpa of Maitreyarakṣita (11th–12th cent., Bengal), and M DHV of Sāyaṇācārya (14th–15th cent., Vijayanagar). These commentaries offer us a slightly different angle than what we have seen in the commentaries on the A because their main focus is to record and explain forms of root, in particular ones that may seem problematic. They also serve as another closely related stream of commentaries that both influenced and borrowed from

---

63As does Dharmakīrti in the Rūpāvatāra and Puruṣottamadeva in his Bhāṣāvṛtti.
64Recall that Sāyaṇa knew both of his predecessors, but the two earlier commentators do not seem to know each other.
the (sub)commentaries on the A itself. The Kaumudi-style grammars, in turn, took inspiration from the DhP commentaries by providing notes on select roots in their tiṅanta ("finite verb") section. As with the other passages we have looked at so far, the examples from literature will be of particular interest as they help to identify which texts were being read and whose usage was being taken into consideration.

6.5.2.1 The Kṣirataraṅginī

Kṣirasvāmin — for better or worse — opens yet another can of worms that we will only partially explore. His relevant remarks on √cakṣIṄ are short and straightforward so we may cite them in toto:

KṣDhP II.7 čakṣiṅ vyaktāyāṃ vācī. anudātto ‘nudāttet. นิतकरानम numniṣedhārtham, antagrahānāṁ hi tatra (7.1.58) anuvartate, gaṇakṛtyam anityam iti jñāpanārtham ca, yathā: sa evāyaṃ nāgaḥ sahāti kalabhebhyaḥ paribhavam.

KṣDhP II.7 √cakṣIṄ in the sense of articulate speech is low-pitched (and) marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel. Marking (the root) with an indicatory Ṇ is for the purpose of prohibiting nUM since mention of anta, “final” continues there (in P. 7.1.58), and it is for the purpose of making known that an operation on a gaṇa, “list,” is non-mandatory.66 For example: “That same elephant endures the abuse from the young elephants.”

Despite the fairly exhaustive survey of Pāṇiniāng grammatical literature in the preceding section, we have encountered neither the paribhāṣā gaṇakṛtyam anityam, which is included in the majority of collections, nor the suggestion that the Ṇ in √cakṣIṄ could be a jñāpaka pointing toward such a metarule. In fact, no other commentator known to me arrives at the paribhāṣā in this manner. Based on my reading of the commentaries mentioned in ft. 66, there are two strate-

65Sc. from P. 7.1.57 into P. 7.1.58. See fn. 126 above for a full explanation of this idea.

66This is a paribhāṣā, “metarule,” generally explained as permitting alternate vikaraṇaṇa, “verbal class markers,” than those assigned in the A. In practice though, it usually refers only to the verbal roots moving from class II to class I (adādi to bhvādi). See below for more detail. It is given, with the minor variant gaṇakāryaṃ, in the following collections of paribhāṣās named according to the accompanying commentary: Kātantraparibhāṣāsūtra 29 in Abhyankar (1967: 58), Kātantraparibhāṣāsūtra 31 in Abhyankar (1967: 76), Puruṣottamadeva’s Paribhāṣāśāvṛtti 109 in Abhyankar (1967: 156), Siradeva’s Bhratraparibhāṣāśāvṛtti 118 in Abhyankar (1967: 267), Nilakanthadikṣita’s Paribhāṣāśāvṛtti 92 in Abhyankar (1967: 310), Haribhāskara’s Paribhāṣāśāvṛtti 120 in Abhyankar (1967: 370), PŚ 93.3, and Śeṣādi’s Paribhāṣāśāvṛtti 83 in Abhyankar (1967: 445f.).

67Subhāṣitāvalī 631. Also quoted by Haradatta. See fn. 32 for the full verse with translation.
gies for justifying the existence of this metarule in the Pāṇinian tradition.\textsuperscript{68} Puruṣottamadeva believes that the use of $S$ on KṣDhP I.469/IV.97 \textit{kṣāmūṣ sahane}\textsuperscript{69}, “\textit{kṣāmūṢ sahane}” in the meaning to endure,” hints at the \textit{paribhāṣā} because \textit{kṣāmūṢ} is twice marked for the application of P. 3.3.104 \textit{ṣidbhidādībhya} ‘ṅ, “the suffix \textit{aN} occurs after a root marked with an indicatory \textit{S} and \textit{√bhid}, etc.,” once by being furnished with \textit{S} and again by belonging to the list of verbal roots beginning with \textit{√bhid} (or \textit{√ghat}).\textsuperscript{70} The second strategy, which the remaining commentators rely on, is to see a redundancy in the mention of \textit{krN} in P. 3.1.79 \textit{tanādikṛñbhya uḥ}, the sūtra that prescribes the class marker (\textit{vikaraṇa}) \textit{u} for class VIII roots. Since \textit{√kṛ} is already part of the \textit{tanādi} list (KṣDhP VIII.10), mentioning it separately in the sūtra would be redundant unless it is meant to give us a hint.\textsuperscript{71} Furthermore, the examples that the \textit{paribhāṣā} is to account for are instances where the elision of \textit{ŚaP} does not take place for class II verbs by P. 2.4.72, as in \textit{viśvaset}, “one should trust,” and \textit{śayāmi}, “I sleep,”\textsuperscript{72} and have nothing to do with the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings.

\textsuperscript{68}Durgasimha finds a \textit{jñāpaka} in the mention of \textit{parokṣā} in Kā 3.4.21. I will return to the Kātantraparibhāṣā-sūtra-vṛtti shortly.

\textsuperscript{69}Maitreya and Sāyaṇa both list the class IV \textit{√ksam} as \textit{kṣāmūṢ} in MDhP IV.100 and SDhP IV.98, respectively.

\textsuperscript{70}There is a textual problem which I believe can be easily solved. The two printed editions of the Laghuparibhāṣā-vṛtti read: \textit{ayam arthaḥ kṣamūṣ sahane ity asya bhidāditvād evāṅi siddhe ṣitkaraṇena jñāpitaḥ} | “This objective (i.e. the \textit{paribhāṣā}) is hinted at by marking \textit{√ksam} with an indicatory \textit{S} in (KṣDhP I.469) \textit{kṣāmūṣ sahane}, given that the (suffix) \textit{aN} (by P. 3.3.104) is certainly already established on account of (\textit{√ksam}) being part of the list beginning with \textit{bhid}.” I propose to read \textit{ghaṭādītvād} in place of \textit{bhidādītvād} for the following reasons. An alternate reading is given in Abhyankar (1967:156, fn.4) and Bhattacharya (1946:51, fn.3): \textit{ghaṭādītvād eva mitve siddhe}. I believe this to reflect the original reading based on Maitreya’s commentary ad MDhP II.60: \textit{kṣāmūṣ sahane iti ghaṭādīpāṭhenaiva Siddhe sīttvam jñāpakam anityaṃ gaṇakāryam} | “The fact that (\textit{kṣāmūṢ}) has an indicatory \textit{S}, when (its having an indicatory \textit{S}) is already established by its recitation as MDhP I.442 in the list beginning with \textit{√ghat}, is a hint that operations on a \textit{gaṇa} are non-mandatory.” Sāyaṇa has a similar passage ad SDhP II.59. The point is that the \textit{ghaṭādī} roots are marked with an indicatory \textit{S} by a metarule in the DḥP, \textit{ghaṭādīyaḥ sitaḥ} (MDhP p. 54), so there is no need to mark \textit{√ksam} with a \textit{S}. Since it is in fact marked with a \textit{S}, we must treat it as a \textit{jñāpaka} and infer the metarule. I am not, however, entirely sure how \textit{√kṣamūṢ} can be among either the \textit{ghaṭādī} roots since these are limited to a specific set of roots, usually KṣDhP I.800–872, although there are different opinions, as Kṣirasvāmin points out after KṣDhP I.812 and ad KṣDhP I.873. A solution may come at a latter time. Furthermore, from a text critical standpoint the \textit{mitve} of the varia lectio reported in the footnotes could easily be a corruption of \textit{sīttve}, especially in the Bengali script: \textit{ফি} ⇒ \textit{ফি}. The replacement of \textit{ghaṭādītvād} by \textit{bhidādītvād} may have occurred under the influence of P. 3.3.104 \textit{ṣid-bhidādībhya} ‘ṅ. Theoretically speaking, if \textit{√ksam} were listed in the \textit{bhidādi} list — it’s not — this could also be a valid line of argumentation.

\textsuperscript{71}Sīradeva, oddly enough, does not mention any \textit{jñāpaka} for the \textit{paribhāṣā}. Nilakanṭha, Haribhāskara, Nāgeśa, and Śeṣādi all give \textit{krN} in P. 3.1.79 as the \textit{jñāpaka} or \textit{linga} for the metarule.

\textsuperscript{72}The class II verb, \textit{viśvas} (KṣDhP II.60) is here conjugated as a class I verb. The correct form would be \textit{viśvasyāt}. The form in question comes from Pañcatantra 3.1a \textit{na viśvaset pūrvarūpahitaṣya}, “one should not trust someone he has previously injured.” All the commentators listed in fn. 66 give either the quarter verse or, at the very least, this verbal form. Cf. Oberlies (2003: 529) for similar examples from the epics.

\textsuperscript{73}Regularly class II by KṢDhP II.22 \textit{śīṅ svapne}. The form is quoted by Puruṣottamadeva and Sīradeva. Cf. Oberlies (2003: 524) for similar examples.
Lest this brief digression should turn into nothing more than a red herring, we do in fact learn something new in Sīradeva’s comments ad *parībhaṣā* 118, where he raises the issue of the voice of śayāmi, which should be ātm. since the root in the DhP, √ṣiṅ, is marked with ṇ.74 After initially stating that we can justify the ātm. endings because they are non-mandatory (ātmane-padāṇitya-tvena), he proceeds to give two justifications for their non-mandatory status. The first is ascribed to *kecid*, “some” and relies on the repetition of the root √bhrāj in the first gaṇa (KṣDhP I.193 bhrājṛ and I.875 bhrājṛ).75 Reciting the same root twice as ātm., so the argument goes, can only be for the purpose of indicating that the ātm. endings are not mandatory, and we will, therefore, find from time to time ātm. roots partaking of the para. endings.76 Maitreyaraksita reports the same opinion attributed to *eke*, “some.”77 Thereafter, Sīradeva reports another explanation

---

74 Sīradeva’s discussion appears to be motivated by a very short statement in the *Laghuparībhaṣā-vṛtti* of Puruṣottamadeva in the same context Abhyankar (1967: 156): śayāmīti parasmaipadaṃ tu anudāṅitaḥ iti niḷḷakṣaṇam ātmane-padaṃ vyabhicaritīti asyārthasya sūcita-vat | “But (also) because the purpose indicated (by the parībhaṣā) is that the para. ending on śayāmi deviates from the (expected) ātm. endings conditioned by the indicator ṇ (on √ṣiṅ) according to P. 1.3.12.” Besides that this parībhaṣā can also explain some deviant para. endings, there is not sufficient detail to determine Puruṣottama’s attitude toward the finer points of the present debate.

75 There was some dispute around the exact form of √bhrāj in its second occurrence in the DhP. The entire ḍhātu-sūtra reads bhrājṛ ṭubhrāśṛ ṭublāśṛ dīptau in KṣDhP I.875–877, but Kṣirasvāmin reports in his commentary thereon that ṭu ubhayasya eke, “ṬU belongs to both (roots), according to some.” Both Sāyaṇa (SDhP I.823) and Maitreya (MDhP I.825) list the root as ṭubhrājṛ, and Sāyaṇa discusses the discrepancy. Cf. Palsule (1961: 246). I also note that in Sīradeva’s commentary, Abhyankar (1967: 267), the quoted dhātu-sūtra is: bhrājṛ bhrāśṛ dīptau. That there are only two roots is in keeping with the ubhayasya in Kṣirasvāmin’s comments, although the absence of ṭu on bhrāśṛ is perhaps an error in Sīradeva’s text. In Liebich’s edition of the Kṣiratāraṅgini a third root is given, ṭubhāśṛ. In the commentary ad KṣDhP I.192ff., however, Kṣirasvāmin himself cites the dhātu-sūtra as containing only two roots: bhrājṛ ṭubhrāśṛ dīptau. One wonders whether Sīradeva has preserved the original reading of the KṣDhP with just two roots, which was removed from Liebich’s MSS because of contamination from other versions of the DhP, where there are three. How easily the DhP can be changed under such influence is nicely demonstrated in Mimāṃsaka’s edition of the Kṣiratāraṅgini p. 120, where we find KṣDhP I.192ff. as ṭubhrājṛ ṭubhrāśṛ ṭublāśṛ dīptau. Though he notes in fn. 5 that the Kāsakṛtsna and Cāndra DhPs leave off ṭu, no mention is made of the reading in Liebich’s edition, which is undoubtedly closer to the correct reading.

76 Abhyankar (1967: 267): dvīr ātmane-padiṣu pāṭho nityam ātmane-pāṭhāṁ eva | evam ca tad upapadyate yadi kvacid ātmane-padino ’pi parasmai-pāda-bhājo bhavanti | Some emendation to the printed text is necessary to yield the meaning demanded by context. As the passage stands, it means something like: “reciting (√bhrāj) twice among ātm. roots (occurs) necessarily only for the sake of the ātm. endings (i.e., that the root takes the ātm. endings).” This is obviously the opposite of what is intended. The double recitation cannot just be for the purpose of the ātm. endings. To remedy the problem is quite easy; I would append an avagraha sign to the beginning of nityam, i.e., nityam before sandhi, and place nityam in compound. The emended sentence then reads: dvīr ātmane-padiṣu pāṭho ’nityātmane-pāṭhāṁ eva | “A double recitation among ātm. roots (occurs) only for the sake of the non-mandatory ātm. endings.” The passage then continues: “And so, it is appropriate if in some places even ātm. roots partake of the para. endings.” Abhyankar also reports the reading ātmane-pāḍipāṭhah in fn. 5. This might be better in compound with dvīh, which belongs in closer connection with pāṭha, as we see a few lines below with dvispāṭhah. Unfortunately, the negative apparatus makes it difficult to know just what Abhyankar read in his MSS.

77 Commentary ad MDhP I.176–178: ātmane-pāṇītya-vārttham ity eke | “Some say that (reciting √bhrāj twice) is for the purpose of the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings.” On this passage see § 6.5.2.2 below.
for the repetition of √bhrāj, one that is also found in the Kṣīrataṅgini ad KṣDhp I. 192–195, the Dhātupradīpa ad MDhp I.176–178, and according to Śāyāna, in the now lost DhP commentary, the Saṃmatā. Unfortunately, it comes across extremely elliptical if not garbled in the available edition of Śīradeva’s commentary. The gist is that P. 8.2.36, a sūtra that prescribes the substitution of ś for the final of various roots including √bhrāj, only applies to the second occurrence of √bhrāj in the DhP. The reason is said to be the co-occurrence of √rāj in P. 8.2.36 and its immediate proximity before √bhrāj in the second DhP entry. As a result, we can derive two forms from √bhrāj with certain suffixes depending on which occurrence of the root we use and, subsequently, whether or not we can apply P. 8.2.36. bhrāj + KtiN, for example, yields both bhrāṣṭi and bhrākti, “shining.” The first form comes from KṣDhp I.875; the second, from KṣDhp I.195. Since such people have found another purpose for repeating √bhrāj, they believe that the presence of the two indicatory letters on √cakṣIN is to indicate that the ātm. endings are

Commentary ad ad KṣDhp I. 192–195: tathā vraścabhrasja (P. 8.2.36) iti saḥ rājṛsahacaritasya yathā syāt: bābhrāṣṭi, asya tu bābhrākti. “In a similar manner (scil. √bhrāj occurs again), so that there is ś in place of (the final j of √bhrāj that is) accompanied by rājṚ (i.e., KṣDhp I.875) according to P. 8.2.36: bābhrāṣṭi ‘shines intensely,’ but for the (√bhrāj) currently under discussion, it is bābhrākti, ‘shines intensely.’”

tatra dviṣpāṭhaphalaṃ bruvate braścādisūtre (P. 8.2.36) rājisahacaritasya bhrājer grahaṇaṃ yathā syād iti | tena bhrāṣṭiḥ bhrāktir iti dvayam upapadyate | “On this point they say the double mention of (√bhrāj) has a result, namely, so that in the sūtra P. 8.2.36 it is the mention of √bhrāj (MDhp I.825) accompanied by √rāj. Therefore both bhrāṣṭi and bhrākti are suitable.”

Commentary ad SDhp I.179: vraścabraśṭaḥ ityādīnaḥ jhali padānte ca vidhiyamānaḥ satvam asya nāsti | rāj-sāhacaritāḥ pranāḍimāṭhanaśāya tatra grahaṇāḥ iti maiteyakṣirasvāmisammatakārādayaḥ | “Maitreya, Kṣirasvāmin, the author of the Saṃmatā, etc. say that ś substitution, which is enjoined when a jhaL consonant (any stop, nasal, sibilant, or h) follows and at the end of a word by P. 8.2.36, does not apply to this (√bhrāj) because of the mention in this context of only (the √bhrāj) which is recited in the list beginning with phan because of the accompaniment of √rāj.”

Abhyankar (1967: 267): anye tu rājasaḥacaritāḥ rājṛsahacaritasyaiva bhrājar grahaṇam na tv evēhrej bhrājṛ dīptāv iti. kvipi bhrāk ktiḥ bhrāktir iti dvipaṣṭhapravojanam vadaṇṭi | “But others say: it is the mention only of that √rāj which is accompanied by √rāj because of the company of rāj, but not of √bhrāj in (KṣDhp I.192–195) evēhrej bhrājṛ dīptā; therefore the purpose for reciting (√bhrāj) twice is that when the suffix KviP follows there is the form bhrāk, ‘splendor,’ (and) when the suffix KtiN follows there is bhrāktiḥ, ‘shining.’” The absence of a reference to P. 8.2.36 is highly suspicious and obscuring.

P. 8.2.36 vraśca-bhrasja-seja-mrja-yaja-rāja-bhrāja-ccha-sāṁ saḥ | “ś occurs in place of the final of √vraśc, √bhrasj, √sej, √mṛj, √yaj, √rāj, √bhrāj, a final ch, and a final ś when a jhal consonant (any stop, nasal, sibilant, or h) follows or at the end of a word.”

With the application of P. 8.2.36.

For bhrāktiḥ, we apply P. 8.2.30 coḥ kuh, “a corresponding guttural occurs in place of a palatal before a jhal consonant (all stops, nasals, sibilants, and h) and at the end of a word,” (bhrāj + ti ⇒ bhrāg + ti) and P. 8.4.55 khari ca | “a corresponding caR consonant (a voiceless, unaspirated stop or sibilant) occurs in place of a jhal consonant when a khaR consonant (any voiceless stop or a sibilant) follows,” (bhrāg + ti ⇒ bhrākti).
non-mandatory. One striking feature about this explanation is that Sīradeva repeats what we found in the DurghV, namely that for all roots, even those marked with a N, the ātm. endings are optional. Sīradeva’s comments, though initially leading us a bit off course, have revealed not only another hint that the ātm. endings can sometimes be replaced by the para. endings, but that there is a correspondence between the interpretation of the double recitation of āvrāj and acceptance of the jñāpaka in cakṣīN. If the double occurrence of āvrāj in the DhP signals that the ātm. endings are not mandatory, then there is no need for any hint in cakṣīN. If, on the other hand, the repetition of āvrāj is so that we can form both bhrāṣṭi and bhrākti, etc., then we need to read a jñāpaka into cakṣīN.

Before leaving the Kṣiratarāṅgini, I would like to point out that we do find one other commentator who also explains the fluctuation of voice based on gaṇakṛtyaṁ anityaṁ. In the list of paribhāsas belonging to the Kātantra school, on which Durgasimha wrote his vr̥t̥i, number 29 — gaṇakṛtam anityam, “an operation on a gaṇa is non-mandatory” — corresponds to the metarule under discussion. Durgasimha comments, after glossing the paribhāṣa, that the ātm. endings should not occur in such verb forms as pravahati, “carries along,” and viramati, “halts.” The examples are telling about how Durgasimha dealt with the application of the Kātantra’s rather vague rules for assigning the ātm. endings and his efforts to account for what Pāṇini describes in detail. pravahati and viramati are not roots chosen at random, but reflect the application of P. 1.3.81 and P. 1.3.83, respectively. The point of the Pāṇinian sūtras is that they are exceptions (apavāda) to the general rule, P. 1.3.72 svaritaṁīrthaṁ kartrabhīpūye kriyāphale, “the ātm. endings occur after roots marked with an indicatory svarita vowel or an indicatory ā when the fruit of the action is intended for the agent.” pra + āvah and vi + āram must, therefore, always take the para. endings. The KV and other commentators on these rules give pravahati and viramati

---

85Abhyankar (1967: 267): teṣāṁ ca saṁ caṁo 'nubandhadvayam ātmanapadānityate jñāpakaṁ | “For them, the pair of indicatory letters on cakṣīN hints at the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings.”
86Durgasimha points out that kṛta here is equivalent to kārya, “operation,” Abhyankar (1967: 58).
87ibid. pravahati viramatyāt ātmanapadam na syāt |
88P. 1.3.81 prād vahāḥ | “The para. endings occur after āvah preceded by pra when the fruit of the action is directed toward the agent.”
89P. 1.3.83 vyāṁparibhīyo ramāḥ | “The para. endings occur after āram preceded by vi, āN or pari when the fruit of the action is intended for the agent.”
as examples. I do not wish to go further into the *Kātantra* at this moment, but I simply note that this appears to be our only source for this metarule to apply to the ātm. endings. Since Kṣirasvāmin was familiar with Durgasiṃha’s DhP to the Kā, it is feasible that he knew his Paribhāṣāsūtarvṛti as well. One piece of evidence that strengthens this theory is Sāyaṇa’s citation of the *Kṣirataṅgiṇī* in his MDhV: *tathā gaṇakṛtam ātmanepadam anityam iti jñāpanārtham iti taraṅginigranto ’py etenaiva pratyuktah* (MDhV p. 230), “Similarly, this has also been given as a response to the text of the (Kṣira)-taraṅgiṇī that (the indicatory ṇ of √cakṣIṄ) is for the purpose of making known (the metarule) that the ātm. endings are non-mandatory when applied to a list.” Sāyaṇa’s reading *gaṇakṛtam* for *gaṇakṛtyam* matches the Kā’s *paribhāṣā* verbatim and the addition of *ātmanepadam* clarifies the context better than what we have in the editions of *Kṣirataṅgiṇī*. Even still, there remains the difficulty as to how the ātm. endings apply to a *gaṇa*.

One solution might be to see this as a reference to the way that the Kā prescribes the ātm. endings in the active (*kartari*), namely by referring to the list beginning with √ruc (*rucādi*). Without a reference to Durgasiṃha or the Kā, however, I admit this is highly speculative.

### 6.5.2.2 The Dhātupradīpa

Maitreya has little to add except that he does not fully embrace the *jñāpaka*. His short, mostly derivative text dealing with the *anubandhas* on √cakṣIṄ can be quoted in full:

```
īkāro ’nudāttetaś ca halāder iti viśeṣaṇārtho yujarthaś ca | yady evaṁ tata evātmane-
padaṁ setsyati | kim niḥkaraṇena | antedīttvān num syāt | num mā bhūd ity arthah |
evaṁ tarhy akāro ’stu | tata evātmane-
padaṁ yuj api bhaviṣyati | vaiicitryārtham anu-
bandhadvayasyopādānam ity eke | ātmanepadānityatvajñāpanārtham ity anye |
```

The I (of √cakṣIṄ) is for the purpose of the qualification (*anudāttetah*) in P. 3.2.149 and (so) for the purpose of (adding) the suffix *yuC.* If this is so, then it follows that the ātm. endings are established (because of the low-pitched indicatory vowel). What is the use of marking (the root) with an indicatory ṇ? There would be the augment *nUM* because (√cakṣIṄ) would (otherwise) end in an indicatory I. The meaning is that

---

90 Kā3.2.42 kartari rucādiṅānubandhebhyaḥ | “The ātm. endings occur after √ruc etc. and after roots with an indicatory ṇ.”

91 We have seen this remark several times now starting with Haradatta. Cf. § 6.5.1.1 with fn. 34. The application of P. 3.2.149, which prescribes the suffix *yuC = anā*, is conditioned by a root having a low-pitched indicatory vowel, like the I of √cakṣIṄ.
(because of \( \text{N} \)) \text{nUM} will not occur.\(^{92}\) In that case let there be an \( A \)!\(^{93}\) From only that (i.e. \( A \)) there will be the ātm. endings (by P. 1.3.12) and the suffix \( \text{yuC} \) (by P. 3.2.149). Some people say that the purpose of mentioning a pair of indicatory letters is variety (\( \text{vaiicitrya} \)).\(^{94}\) Others say that (mention of the pair of indicatory letters) is in order to hint at the fact that the ātm. endings are non-mandatory.

Maitreya’s dislike for the hint in \( \sqrt{\text{cakṣIN}} \) comes through because he ascribes it to “others” at the very end of the commentary and he does not offer any examples although they must have been known to him. This attitude tallies quite well with Maitreya’s engagement with Jinedrabuddhi. Since the author of the \( \text{Nyāsa} \) does not mention \( \text{N} \) as a \( \text{jñāpaka} \), Maitreya was not likely to accept it as one either, much like Puruṣottama. A further confirmation of his rejection can be found in the absence of any discussion about the \( \text{jñāpaka} \) in the \text{Tantrapradīpa ad P. 1.3.12}.

### 6.5.2.3 The \text{Mādhaviyadhātuvṛtti}

Our final commentator on the Pāṇinian DhP is the great exegete of the Vedas: Sāyaṇācārya. His \text{Mādhaviyadhātuvṛtti} surpasses all previous commentaries in its thorough treatment of each root, discussion of various forms, and the citations from previous grammarians as well as literature. That we do not have a complete index to the authors and citations in the MDhV, despite the many editions of this work, is a great hindrance to the study of Sanskrit grammar. In the relevant passage on \( \sqrt{\text{cakṣIN}} \), Sāyaṇa ties together and discusses the arguments we have so far seen and even cites two additional works that we no longer have, a commentary by one Ātreya and one titled \( \text{Saṃmatā} \), both, presumably, on the DhP. He also counters an objection that one could use a different “trick” to obviate the problem of para. endings on ātm. verbs. Finally, Sāyaṇa gives a total of three citations from literature, all of which are traceable and noted above in § 6.3. To conserve space, I will summarize most of Sāyaṇa’s discussion of the \( \text{anubandha} \)’s on \( \sqrt{\text{cakṣIN}} \) and quote those parts that are novel and of greatest relevance. Sāyaṇa first discusses the purpose of the \( \text{anubandhas} \), noting that people are at odds (\( \text{vipratipadyante} \)) over \( I \). Kaiyaṭa and Haradatta,

\(^{92}\) The augment \text{nUM} would be added by P. 7.1.58 if the \text{I} of \( \sqrt{\text{cakṣIN}} \) were final. See fn. 126.

\(^{93}\) I.e., let the root be \( \sqrt{\text{cakṣA}} \), in which case P. 7.1.58 would not be able to apply but both P. 3.2.149 and P. 1.3.12 would. We see the same suggestions again in the \text{Kāmadhenu ad KAS 5.2.3}.

\(^{94}\) If this statement has any other more significant meaning, I do not know it.
as well as others, believe it is necessary for the addition of yuC by P. 3.2.149\(^95\) and that √kyāN will not substitute √cakṣ by the prohibition in P. 2.4.54.10. Next, the prevention of the augment nUM to caksiN is discussed with references to the Mahābhāṣya regarding the correct context in which to substitute √khyā. This leads to idea that the purpose of N is to prevent the addition of the augment nUM by P. 7.1.54 because by adding N, I is no longer final.\(^96\) Sāyana represses the specific authorship of this idea by assigning the it to kecit, “some.” At this point, the jnāpaka is introduced as follows:

\begin{quote}
tasmād antedittvābhāvārthaḥ san anudāttettvaprayuktam ātmanepadam anityam iti jnāpanārtho ‘yam nakārah | tena tālaiḥ śiñjadalavayasubhagaiḥ, trye jṛmbhāsī, praṛth- ayanti sayanottitam priyā ityādayah prayogā upapadyante | nanu śinkta iti śiñjā jṛmbhata iti jṛmbhād tadvad ācaraṇī tvau śatari sipi ca śiñjan jṛmbhāsītī sidhyataḥ | tathā prārthanam prārthah, tatkarotītī nau prārthayantītī | tat kim anena jnāpanena | satyam | śabdāh sidhyanti arthās tu sahrdayahrdayaṅgamā na bhavanti |
\end{quote}

Therefore, this N, since its purpose is so that there is not a final indicatory I, occurs in order to make known (jnāpana) that the ātm. endings got by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory. Thereby such usages as (Meghadūta 76c), “with claps beautified by jingling bangles,” (Śatakatrayam 3.2d) “desire! you expand,” and (Raghuvaṃśa 19.29c) “his lovers request of him when he arises from the couch,” are appropriate. Now one could object that the forms śiñjan, “jingling,” and jṛmbhāsi, “you expand,” are established when there is the suffix Kvi\(^97\) in the meaning “acting like that” after “jingle,” (i.e.,) “what jingles,” and “expansen,” (i.e.,) “what expands,” and then the suffixes SatṚ\(^98\) (for śiñjan) and siP\(^99\) (for jṛmbhāsi). Similarly, when the suffix Nī\(^100\) follows “request” (meaning) “does that,” praṛthayanti (is established). What then is the point of the hint? True! (We could use these derivations.) The formal aspect of the word\(^101\) is established, but their meanings do not enter the heart of (i.e, please) the cultivated.

Sāyana directly responds to Maitreya by insisting that the jnāpaka can be a valid purpose of N even if it also serves to prevent the addition of nUM. Furthermore, he counters another objec-

\(^{95}\) Cf. § 6.5.1.1 above. Kaiyaṭa approves of this as well in his commentary on the MBh ad P. 2.4.54.10, MBhPra vol. II p. 557a.

\(^{96}\) Cf. Kṣīrasvāmin’s remarks quoted on p. 318 and § 6.5.2.2, as well as Viṭṭhala’s commentary in § 6.5.1.3.

\(^{97}\) This is a reference to a statement in the MBh ad P. 3.1.11 (MBh II.21.16–18) that after any nominal stem the suffix KviP can be added in the sense of acting like the suffixed noun, e.g., aśvati, “horses around.”

\(^{98}\) The suffix of the para. present participle. Cf. P. 3.2.124.

\(^{99}\) The suffix of the 2nd pers. sing. para.

\(^{100}\) Added to a noun according to P. 3.1.26.5 to form a nominal verb meaning to make the referent of the suffixed noun, e.g., sūtrayati, “makes a sūtra.”

\(^{101}\) śabda here refers to the audible form of the words in question.
tion that raises an important governing principle in applying Pāṇini’s rules. Some other clever grammarians have suggested that we can account for these forms by first deriving an agent noun from √śiñj and √jṛmbh and then adding the suffix Kv(P) — a suffix that essentially converts any nominal base into a verbal root of the first gana without altering its form. The resulting verb will, however, have the meaning “acting like.” Similarly, we can get to prārthayati by adding the suffix NīC (later develops into -aya-) to prārtha, “request,” and make a denominal verbal root prārthaya- with the meaning “to make a request.” Accordingly, the forms should be translated as follows: śiñjat-, “acting like something that jingles,” jṛmbhasi, “you act like something that expands,” and prārthayanti, “they make a request.” What Sāyaṇa does not like, however, is that although we arrive at the correct form (śabda), the artha, “meaning,” is off; it does not please the sahrdayas, the connoisseurs. Here Sāyaṇa introduces a restriction to grammatical machinations that hearkens back to what poetry in essence is: an extraordinary blending of sound and sense. If one is off, the poetry will not land. For this reason, for the sake of poetic grace, the jñāpaka is necessary.

The remainder of Sāyaṇa’s comments deal with the opinions of one Ātreya, the author of a now lost commentary on the Dhātupāṭha, Kṣīrasvāmin, and the author of the Saṃmatā, another lost commentary on the DhP. Ātreya agrees that N has been added as a hint but that any root marked with a single anubandha need not take the ātm. endings. This would give very wide scope to the jñāpaka since √cakṣIN is the only root that is doubly marked for the ātm. endings. All roots marked for ātm. endings with either an indicatory low-pitched vowel or N could indiscriminately take either set of endings. Sāyaṇa disagrees (neha ārjavam paśyāmah, “We do not see rectitude here.”) and responds to this idea by making an observation similar to the one provided above in my annotation to the passage from the Padamañjarī (§ 6.5.1.1). The addition of an indicatory low-pitched vowel was already necessary for application of P. 3.2.149 (the suffix yuC) and could

102 MDhP p. 229f. ātretyayā nītikaraṇam ekānubandhasyātmanepadasyānityatvajñāpanārtham | “On this topic, Ātreya (says) marking (√cakṣIN) with an indicatory N is for the purpose of making known that the ātm. endings of a root with a single indicatory letter are not mandatory.” I interpret ekānubandhasya as modifying a supplied dhātoh, “of a root (which has a single anubandha).” A similar construction is found in the passage of the PrŚ quoted above. See 54.

103 The phonological structure of a root is the main consideration for whether an indicatory low-pitched vowel or N is employed. All the roots that take N end in a vowel except √cakṣIN. For a list, see Liebich (1920: 50f.) as well as Devasthali (1967: 82). Given its uniqueness, it is no wonder that the commentators sought a hidden meaning.
well have done double duty for the ātm. endings by P. 1.3.12. The only reason to add \( \hat{N} \) is to show that \( I \) alone was not sufficient to ensure that \( \sqrt[\hat{c}]{cakṣ} \) must take the ātm. endings. Hence, roots with \( \hat{N} \) have to take the ātm. endings. The same argument can also be used against Kṣīrasvāmin who argues that the \( \hat{N} \) informs us that an operation does not apply to an entire gaṇa. The final opinion — and here we finally get to the dispute regarding \( I \) mentioned at the outset — belongs to the summatākāra, “author of the Summatā.” He says that the \( I \) is simply for the purpose of pronunciation, a suggestion we have already seen in the Prakriyākaumudī in § 6.5.1.3, a text roughly contemporaneous with Sāyaṇa. In this opinion, P. 3.2.149 (\( yuC \)) will also not apply. A further refutation follows, but it need not concern us at present.

Thanks to Sāyaṇa’s thorough scholarship, we have a very complete overview of the opinions regarding the anubandhas on \( \sqrt[\hat{c}]{cakṣIN} \) and the different ways they have been interpreted, including two that belong to now lost treatises. In addition, we can follow refutations for the claims that Sāyaṇa does not accept. In sum, he falls in line with the original interpretation of \( \hat{N} \) given by Vāmana and rejects any of the variations thereon. As we have seen, this is the interpretation found in many of the later grammarians including Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita.

### 6.5.3 Summary of Grammatical Texts

Commentators could say a number of things regarding the oddly marked \( \sqrt[\hat{c}]{cakṣIN} \). First, they could simply remain silent, in which case we tentatively assume that they did not accept or know of the jñāpaka, depending on chronology. Another possibility that points towards rejecting the jñāpaka is claiming that the \( I \) is for the purpose of pronunciation. If \( I \) does not indicate the ātm. endings, then any basis for the jñāpaka vanishes. This is, therefore, another tacit rejection. On the other hand, a commentator could also endorse the suggestion that \( \hat{N} \) is a jñāpaka, but here two options are possible. One is to follow Vāmana and allow only roots with an indicatory low-pitched vowel to optionally take the ātm. endings; the other is to extend this to all roots marked with either and \( I \) or a \( \hat{N} \). Finally, some — no commentator tells us who exactly — believe that the double occurrence of \( \sqrt[\hat{c}]{bhrāj} \) in the DhP indicates that the ātm. endings in general are
non-mandatory. The results may be summarized as follows:

1. **No jñāpaka**: Mahābhāṣya, Kāśikāvṛtti, Nyāsa, Rūpāvatāra, Dhātupradipa, Bhāṣāvṛtti.

2. **I for pronunciation**: Sammatā (reported in MDhV), Prakriyākaumudi.

3. **ṅ** is a hint:
   - **Restricted**: Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra, Padamañjarī on the KV, Prasāda and Prakāśa on the Prakriyākaumudi, Madhāviyadhātuvṛtti, Prakriyāsarasvavsa, Siddhāntakaumudi, Śabdakaustubha.
   - **Unrestricted**: “some” in Dhātupradipa, Durghaṭavṛtti, “others” in Brhatparibhāṣāvṛtti, Ātreyā in MDhV, Bhāṣāvṛttivivaranaṇapañjinikā on the Bhāṣāvṛtti.

4. **bhrāj as jñāpaka**: “some” in Dhātupradipa, “others” in Brhatparibhāṣāvṛtti.\(^{104}\)

5. **Other**: two anubandhas for the sake of vaicitrya according to “some” in Dhātupradipa; Kṣirataraṅgiṇī, ṅ indicates that a rule applicable to a gana need not always apply.\(^{105}\)

The most commonly accepted version of the jñāpaka is the one first proposed by Vāmana, and the “main stream” Pāṇinians adhere to it. The unrestricted version, however, seems to have been primarily known and discussed in Bengal. The only authors who unambiguously accept it are Śaraṇadeva, Viśvarūpa and Ātreyā, whereas Sāyaṇa explicitly refutes it. The bhrāj based jñāpaka apparently found even less favor, and we do not even know who first postulated or supported it, since it is only attributed to unnamed individuals. That the early Pāṇinians, on the other hand, saw no reason for a jñāpaka indicates that the distribution of the ātm. and para. endings had been accurately described by Pāṇini and no further intervention was necessary, at least not so general as Vāmana’s hint. As grammar and poetics become increasingly intertwined, however, grammarians must have been willing to accept explanations that accounted for deviant forms, especially those that did not go against express statements of Patañjali. Since no objection could be raised against the present jñāpaka on such grounds, it could find favor among the majority of

---

\(^{104}\)Here too, the non-mandatory status of the ātm. is unrestricted.

\(^{105}\)Purusottamadeva seems to support an interpretation of the gaṇakṛtya-paribhāṣā whereby ātm. verbs can take para. endings.
later Pāṇinians. One can similarly explain the failure to endorse, or tacit rejection of, the *jñāpaka* by Maitreyarakṣita and Puruṣottmadeva because their primary authority, Jinendrabuddhi, does not give any indication about its existence\(^\text{106}\) in the *Nyāsa*. Note that this is the opposite situation of KvasU, where its acceptance in the standard language continued in Puruṣottama’s *Bhāṣāvṛtti* on the basis of the *Nyāsa* but was strongly rejected by Haradatta. Comparing these two cases nicely demonstrates the split of allegiance in the Pāṇinian tradition.

### 6.6 The Commentators on Poetry

As in the case of KvasU, the commentators on the various passages I have quoted in § 6.3 above approach the seeming irregular use of the para. endings from a somewhat different angle than the grammarians. As, commentators on *kāvya*, they are faced directly with usage and must choose how to act, whether that offering varying opinions, supporting a definitive explanation or simply ignoring the problem. The choice that a commentator makes can signal a variety of information about his pedagogy, support of a particular grammatical school, and his view on poetic language as well as the poet’s competence. The data from the *cakṣI፰* hint is particularly rich owing to the wide range of examples I have been able to locate and the available commentaries on the cited passages. I hope even more data will become available in the future as additional commentaries are published. As we will see, a solution in the grammatical literature was no assurance that a commentator would take it up even it to avoid condemning a poet whose work he is explicating. I will return to the implications of the opinions presented in this section at its conclusion. As for the examples, many of the opinions offered by the commentators can be summed up in a short amount of space and a full exposition is not necessary. For one case, however, I have found the results worth presenting with more detail on account of the variety of explanations, the larger issues of textual transmission, and the mode of intertextuality that they raise.

\(^{106}\)Jinendrabuddhi probably lived before Vāmana, so he would not have even been able to respond to it. Indeed the *jñāpaka*’s complete absence in the *Nyāsa* is evidence, albeit negative, that Vāmana was the first to popularize the hint.
6.6.1 *Meghadūta* 76

That the works of Kālidāsa hold a particularly important position in a Sanskrit student’s education has already been discussed in the previous chapter. This will be another instance to see whether his commentators decided to defend his usage, criticize it or alter it in order to obviate a perceived grammatical fallacy. I will begin with *Meghadūta* 76 (2.18 with Mallinātha), for which I have had access to the largest number of commentaries (9).¹⁰⁷ We begin by first enjoying the verse in full:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tanmadhye ca sphaṭikaphalakā kāñcanī vāsayaṣṭīr} \\
mūle baddhā maṇibhir anatipraudhavamśapraṇāśaṁī | \\
tālaiḥ śiñjadvalayasubhagair nartitah kāntayā me \\
yām adhyāste divasavigame nilakaṇṭhah suhṛḍ vah || (MeghD 76)
\end{align*}
\]

And between them (scil. the *aśoka* and *keśara* trees) there is a golden perch with a crystal platform fasted to its base with jewels whose hue resembles that of not very advanced bamboo, where your blue-throated friend sits at the day’s close, urged to dance by my beloved with claps all the more charming for her jingling bangles.

To print and translate this verse, as I just have, requires an editorial decision because commentators knew two readings for the compound *śiñjadvalayasubhagair*. The alternate reading, *śiñjāvalayasubhagair*, “jingle-bangles-charming” will be discussed shortly, but I believe for good reason that the version I have just given is the original (*śiñjadvalayasubhagair*). I will proceed through the commentaries in roughly chronological order, starting with that of Vallabhadeva, and then summarize my findings according to the explanation given.

1. *Pañcikā* by Vallabhadeva:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{matkāntayā śiñjānakanakakatakanakamaharais tālair vādyair nartitah | śiñjer ātmanepaditvāc} \\
\text{chiñjad iti prayoṣaḥ pramāḍajah | anityo vāṇudāttdētmanepadavidhiḥ} | (Hultsch (1941: 41) \\
\text{= Tripathi et al. (2009: 276))}
\end{align*}
\]

(The peacock) is made to dance by my beloved with musical claps, delightful on account of the jingling, golden bracelets. Because √*śiñj* is an ātm. verb, the use of *śiñjat-* is born of folly. Or, the rule for the ātm. endings after verbs marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel is non-mandatory.

¹⁰⁷The NCC vol. XXI pp. 140–147 lists approximately 90 commentaries!
2. Pradīpa of Dakṣināvartanātha:

śījā śījitaṃ; śījāvanti valayāni śījāvalayāni | śākhāvṛkṣavat samāsaḥ | śījāvalayasubhagair iti pātthe | śīja avyakte śabde ity ayaṃ dhātur ātmanepadī | tasmāt parasmaipadam na bhavati | (Tripathi et al. (2009: 276))

“jingle” (is equivalent to the noun) “jingling”; bangles that possess jingle are jingle-bangles. The compound is like “branch-tree” (i.e. a tree that possesses branches”). In the reading “jingling-bangle-charming,” the root KṣDhP II.17 √śījī avyakte śabde, “√śījī in the sense of an inarticulate noise,” take the ātm. endings. Therefore there cannot be the para. endings.

3. Saṃjīvanī of Mallinātha

śīnjidhātur ayaṃ tālavyādir na tu dantyādiḥ | śīnjāpradhānāni valayāni |

The root √śījī begins with a palatal, not a dental. The bangles preeminent in jingling.109

4. Cāritravardhini of Cāritravardhana:

śīnjā śīnjitaṃ tadyuktāni110 valayāni taiḥ subhagaiḥ ... | śīnjadvalayasubhagair111 ity aśud-dhaḥ pāṭhāḥ | sīji avyate śabde ity asyātmanepaditvāt | yad vā śījanaṃ sījāḥ | ghañarthe kavidhānam | sarvapratipādekebhya ity eke | ity ācāre kvip | tadantāt śatrprayayah | (Tripathi et al. (2009: 276))

“jingle” (equivalent to the noun) “jingling.” Bangles joined with that. Charming on account of them ... The reading “jingling-bangle-charming” is incorrect/impure because KṣDhP II.17 śījī avyakte śabde, “śījī in the sense of an inarticulate noise,” takes the ātm. endings. Or rather, (we first form) śīja, “jingle” (equivalent to) śījana, “jingling.” There is the prescription of the suffix Ka in the sense of the suffix Ghañ.112 According to some, the suffix

---

108 The printed text has śījā, but I do not know of a DhP that gives this as the form of the root. Without having seen the MSS for the Pradīpa and in the absence of a critical apparatus, I can only assume that Dakṣināvarta probably did quote the DhP correctly and that the error crept in at a later stage or transmission.

109 Mallinātha only discusses the reading śījāvalaya-.

110 The printed edition give tat yuktāni, but a compound is clearly needed.

111 śījād-, sīji, etc. are given in the printed edition. This seems to be a printing error in light of the correctly spelled śījā in the preceding line, and I very much doubt that Cāritravardhana, a learned commentator, confused his sibilants. I would, therefore, happily print the correct palatal ś. I have, however, left the text as it is because I have not examined the MSS myself and because it highlights the necessity of Mallinātha’s comments above regarding the place of articulation of the initial sibilant. The dental s also occurs below in the commentaries of Jagaddhara and Sumativijaya.

112 Reference seems to be to P. 2.1.135, whereby the suffix Ka is added to roots with a penultimate i, u, r or l.
KviP occurs after all nominal stems in the sense of behaving.\textsuperscript{113} The suffix ŚatR (pres. participle para.) occurs after a form so ending.

5. Vidyullatā of Pūrṇasarasvati

śīji avyakte śabde ity ayam dhātur ātmanepadi | atah parasmaipaditvam cintyam | (Tripathi et al. (2009: 276f.))

The root (KṣDhP II.17) śīji avyakte śabde, “śījī in the sense of an inarticulate noise,” takes the ātm. endings. Therefore that fact that (the root) takes the para. endings it to be questioned.

6. Rasadīpinī of Jagaddhara

śiñjitena śabdāyamānena valayena manoñaiḥ | ... | śiñjadvalayetyādinā vādyam uktam |
siñjad ity atra parasmaipadam ātmanepadadvādher anityatvād ity avadheyam | (Tripathi et al. (2009: 277))

(With claps) charming on account of the bangle sounding with jingling. What has been stated by “jingling-bangle/etc.” should be discussed. One should be attentive that the para. endings occur here in śiñjat- because the rule for the ātm. endings is non-mandatory.\textsuperscript{114}

7. Subodhā of Bharatamallika

śiñjad iti kvacid ātmanepadino ’pi parasmaipadam syād iti śatṛḥ | parisvajati pāñcāli mad-hyamam pândunandanaṃ ityādayo bahavah prayogā drśyante | śiñjer ghañarthe kah | tataḥ kvip | tataḥ śatr ity anye | (Tripathi et al. (2009: 278))

In śiñjat- there is ŚatR (the para. participle) because the para. endings sometimes occur on an ātm. verb. One encounters many such usages as in, “the princess of the Pañcālas (i.e. Draupudi) embraces.”\textsuperscript{115} Others (say) there is the suffix Ka after śiñj in the meaning of GHaÑ. Thereafter is KviP. Thereafter is ŚatR.\textsuperscript{116}

\textsuperscript{113} Cf. MBh ad P. 3.1.11 (MBh II.21.16–18) and § 6.5.2.3 with fn. 97 above. One would have expected tatvad ācāre or the like.

\textsuperscript{114} I interpret the first gloss to be of śiñjāvalayasyubhagaiḥ. As we have seen above, śiñjā is glossed with śiñjita, and a verbal form, śabdāyamāna, is added to syntactically construe the two nouns. In the second part, Jagaddhara discusses the alternate reading.

\textsuperscript{115} The form parisvajati from śvaj should take the ātm. endings according to KṣDhP I.1025 svanja parisvañge, “svanjā in the meaning of embrace,” because it is marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel. I have not been able to identify this quote, although the same form can be found in MahâBh 11.20.7a.

\textsuperscript{116} See my notes to the preceding passage.
Two further commentators that I have not cited are the *Sugamānvayā Vṛtti* by Sumativijaya\(^{117}\) and the *Sumanoramanī* by Parameśvara. Sumativijaya clearly reads *śiñjat*- (with dental s) and does not note or explain the use of the para. ending. Based on Parameśvara’s commentary we are unable to determine what reading he had in the verse since he does not gloss the relevant compound and the editors only give one version of the root text, that of Mallinātha.

In making sense of these comments we may begin by presenting who knows which reading, what attitude they have toward *śiñjat*-, and what explanation for the form is cited.

1. Known Reading(s)

   - **Only *śiñjat*-**: Vallabhadeva (*pramādaja*, “born of folly”), Pūrṇasarasvatī (*cintya*, “questionable”), Sumativijaya (no comment), Bharatamallika (accepted as a denominative).
   - **Only *śiñjā*-**: Mallinātha.
   - **Both**: Dakṣiṇāvartanātha (secondary), Cāritravardhana (secondary), Jagaddhara (secondary).

2. Attitude Toward *śiñjat*-

   - **Accepted**: Jaddhara, Bharatamallika, Pūrṇasarasvatī (but *cintya*, “questionable”).
   - **Rejected**: Vallabhadeva (*pramādaja*, “born of folly”), Dakṣaṇāvartanātha (not possible), Mallinātha (*śiñjat*- ignored entirely), Cāritavardhana (*aśuddha*, “impure”).

3. Justification for *śiñjat*-

   - **Non-mandatory**: Vallabhadeva, Jagaddhara, Bharamallika.
   - **Denominative**: Cāritravardhana, Bharatamallika
   - **None**: Dakṣaṇāvartanātha, Pūrṇasarasvatī.

Just how silently and definitively Mallinātha can alter a text is here on full display. It is simply impossible that he did not know the other reading.\(^{118}\) Several commentators, Vallabhadeva,

---

\(^{117}\)Edited in Maurer (1965).

\(^{118}\)Or have our printed versions left something out?
Dakṣiṇāvartanātha, Cāritravardhana, and Pūrṇasarasvatī, have reservations about the reading. Vallabhadeva slaps it with his favorite label pramādaja, “born of folly,” though he softens this with an alternative explanation. Dakṣiṇāvartanātha simply sees no way for the para. endings to occur. Cāritravardhana goes so far as to call šīnjat- aṣuddha an “incorrect, impure” reading with an ameliorating afterthought. Pūrṇasarasvatī finds it cintya, “questionable.” On the other hand, Sumativijaya and Bharatamallika have no qualms, and although it is not Jagaddhara’s first choice, he manages to find a solution to justify šīnjat- without condemning it. Given this scenario, I think there is little reason to doubt that šīnjat- was the original reading for much the same reasons as described in Goodall (2001: 109–112). The direction of change moves towards a certain variety of grammatical correctness, Vallabhadeva, the oldest among the commentators, knows of only this reading, and it seems impossible that someone would alter a grammatically correct text to something that could be perceived as incorrect. With a firm idea of who supports which reading, let us turn to the explanations that are given for šīnjat- when it is discussed.

Of the seven commentators who know the reading šīnjat-, four give a justification for it. As already noted in the preceding paragraph, Vallabhadeva and Cāritravardhana both condemn the reading, but then give an alternate explanation. Pūrṇasarasvatī, who marks the form at “questionable,” does not bother to give any alternative justification. The two possible explanations, both of which we have already encountered, are that the ātm. endings are anitya, “non-mandatory,” (Vallabhadeva, Jagaddhara, and Bharatamallika119) or that šīnjat- is in fact a denominative form derived from šīnja with the null suffix KviP (Cāritravardhana and Bharatamallika). Somewhat surprising is that no one presents a jñāpaka for the former. With regard to the latter, we may recall Sāyaṇa’s remarks regarding a derivation with KviP (p. 325), which Cāritravardhana and Bharatamallika also suggest. Although KviP gets the job done at the formal level, the meaning is unsatisfactory, especially to the cultured. This last connection is somewhat rare insofar as we can very precisely trace the reaction of a grammarian to a grammatical explanation found almost

---

119Bharatamallika does not actually use the word anitya and is very vague in saying that “the para. endings sometimes occur on an ātm. verb.”
exclusively in poetic commentaries. Indeed, Sāyaṇa’s method of argumentation on this point — the explicit recourse to the *sahṛdaya*, a word with deep poetological resonance — reflects a poetic, as apposed to a strictly grammatical, context and strengthens the claim that he is arguing against someone writing on poetry rather than on grammar. I will hold off on more general points till after I have presented the remainder of the commentators.

6.6.2 Miscellaneous Remarks

The commentaries on the remaining passages cited throughout this study do not offer such varied and rich material as we have just seen. Nevertheless, several of them either add slightly new data to what has already been presented or strengthen certain trends. I would like to look at a few of the more interesting passages.

6.6.2.1 On *tarjayan*, “threatening”

If we remain with Kālidāsa for a moment and take up his crowning work, the *Raghuvaṃśa*, two unique points come to light. The two passages quoted above in § 6.3 are 4.28 and 19.29, numbered according the Mallinātha’s commentary. In the first of these the form *tarjayan*, “threatening,” appears, which is suspicious because √*tarj* as a class X verb should take the ātm. endings. I have already drawn attention to others’ opinions on this root (cf. p 306). Vāmana singles out √*tarj* as one of the verbs his *jñāpaka* is to account for, and it is surely no coincidence that we find a chance to apply it in the *Raghuvaṃśa*. Kṣīrasvāmin notes that in *lakṣya*, “what is defined, poetry,” the para. endings are also found but gives no justification. Sāyaṇa, on the other hand, derives *tarjayan* from the class I √*tarj* with the suffix ṇiC in his comments ad SDhP X.147. Let us know see what the commentators on the *Raghuvaṃśa* have to say. I give below the opinions

---

120 The only author to proffer a similar explanation, albeit not entirely identical, is Śaraṇadeva for *trāhi*. See § 6.5.1.2 with fn. 39 above.

121 In fact, the para. endings on √*tarj* are more frequent than the ātm. endings based on a search of a wide range of e-texts. From kāvyā I cite *Bhaṭṭīkāvya* 7.36d *tarjayantaḥ* and 17.103a *atarjayat* and *Caṇḍīśataka* 54d *tarjayantyāḥ*. The commentators Jayamaṅgala and Mallinātha on the *Bhaṭṭīkāvya* do not remark on these forms.

122 I have consulted only a very small fraction of the some 50 commentaries available on the *Raghuvaṃśa*. 335
of Aruṇagirinātha, Hemādri, and Mallinātha.

1. Prakāśikā of Aruṇagirinātha (RaghuV 4.28)

\[ \text{tarjayann iti | curādipāṭhitsya tarjer ātmanepaditvād ṇyantādbhūvādipāṭhitāt tarjer idam mantavyam} \]

(vol. 1 p. 192)

On “threatening”: Because the √\text{tarj} recited in the curādi list (class X) takes the ātm. endings, this (form) should be considered to be from √\text{tarj} recited in the bhūvādi list (class I) ending with the suffix ṇi.

2. Raghuvaṃśadarpaṇa of Hemādri (RaghuV 4.30)

\[ \text{tarjayann iva | curādikasya tarjer ātmanepaditvād ṇyantabhauvādikasyedaṃ rūpam | yad vā cakṣiño nī LatLngkaraṇād} \]

† \[ \text{anubandhasyāṇityatvāt} \]

† \[ \text{parasmaipadam} \]

(vol. 1 p. 72)

On “as though threatening”: This form belongs to the class I (√\text{tarj}) ending in the suffix ṇi because the class X √\text{tarj} takes the ātm. endings. Or rather, there are the para. endings because based on the indicatory ṇ of √cakṣI the ātm. endings (?) are non-mandatory.

3. Saṃjīvanī of Mallinātha (RaghuV 4.28)

\[ \text{tarjibhartsor anudātīve 'pi cakṣiño nī LatLngkaraṇenānudātītvanimittasyātmanepadasyāṇityatvajñāpanāt parasmaipadam iti vāmanah} \]

(p. 102)

According to Vāmana, even though √\text{tarj} and √\text{bharts} are marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel, because we are informed by reason of the indicatory ṇ of √cakṣI that the ātm. endings conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory, the para. endings occur.

\[ ^{123} \text{Vallabhadeva in his Raghupaṇcikā and Nārāyaṇapāṇḍita in his Padārthadīpikā do not offer any particular comment on the form. Jinasamudra in his Raghuvaṃśatīkā reads jarjayan, “threatening.” This reading likely originated because of the grammatical difficulty under discussion. The √\text{jarj} is certainly obscure, its exact form being so uncertain that Kṣīrasvāmin, after noting different opinions, utters in despair: kim atra satyam | devā jñāsyanti | “What is the truth here? The gods will know!” (commentary ad KṣDhPI.148–750).} \]

\[ ^{124} \text{The printed text is clearly corrupt, although based on similar passages, a number of emendations are possible. We need ātmanepada to construe with anityatvāt, “because the ātm. endings are non-mandatory.” anubandhasya is somewhat more difficult to make sense of. We would expect something like anudāttetām, “for (roots) marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel.” Without access to the MSS, it best not to pursue the matter further since the sense is clear enough for our purposes.} \]

\[ ^{125} \text{I give here what must be closer to the intended meaning. As the texts stands the translation is: “because based on the indicatory ṇ of √cakṣI the anubandha is non-mandatory.”} \]
The first two commentators not only call upon the *jñāpaka* to explain *tarjan* but also give a partial justification for its existence. Mallinātha, unique in this regard, even cites Vāmana by name. The details of the citations here are important. Hemādri, as we have seen, knows and cites the KAS, especially the last chapter, more than any other author I have come across. Should the absence of Vāmana’s name at this particular point not be a mere fluke of transmission, we can infer that he did not associate the *jñāpaka* with Vāmana as he did other grammatical explanations, but rather viewed it as a part of standard Sanskrit grammar and not a particularity of the KAS. Mallinātha, on the contrary, quotes Vāmana infrequently in the *Samjīvanī* but chooses here to cite Vāmana’s opinion by name. Was Mallinātha less willing to accept the *jñāpaka* and therefore wished to distance himself? Recall that for MeghD 2.18 he accepted an emended text that obviated the grammatical issue entirely. Lastly, Arunagirinātha derives the form from the causative of a class I verb, just as Sāyaṇa, a possible indication that he know the MDhV.

### 6.6.2.2 On *prārthayanti*, “they request”

The second problematic form in *Raghuvaṃśa* 19.29c, *prārthayanti*, need not delay us long for the simple reason that no version of the text with a printed commentary has this reading. The implication is staggering. Sāyaṇa and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita know a reading of one the most popular Sanskrit texts that only two relatively late editions even report and that is either unknown to, or ignored by, all the printed commentaries. This is an even more extreme example of what we saw with *śiñjat*- and of what Goodall (2001) has demonstrated for *āha* as a past tense verb: the likely alteration of a perceived grammatical fallacy to a more acceptable form. Once again, we must ask what the more plausible direction of change is. If we apply the same criteria, we are indeed hard-pressed come up with a good reason why a perfectly sensible form like *prārthayanta* would be altered to a grammatically less satisfactory one. Even if we approach the problem from the stance

---

126 One source that Hemādri would have surely known is Viṭṭhala’s *Prasāda*, the commentary on the *Prakriyākau-mudi*. See fn. .

127 Nandargikar (1971: ५८८, 372) also does not report any variant in his apparatus or notes to the verse, where he often discusses unpublished commentaries. For the editions with the variant reading see p. 306. Harunaga Isaacson (personal communication) has also not yet found this reading in the Śārada MSS of Vallabhadeva’s commentary, but the final collation for *sarga* 19 is not yet complete.
of copyists’ errors, I do not see any convincing paleographic argument that could explain how prārthayanta would become prārthayanti. We should, therefore, tentatively attribute prārthayanti to Kālidāsa himself. If we were to base ourselves only on the commentaries available in print — and this is still an impressive list of popular, learned commentaries — there would be not even a whisper of what is likely to be the original reading. That almost all editors of the Raghuvamśa with commentaries have so far ignored the testimony of Śaṅkara and Bhāṭṭoji demonstrates a sort of communal mental block towards the grammarians, for surely the Siddhāntakaumudī was known to most, if not all, of the editors. In sum, the case of prārthayanti underscores the value of grammatical texts and their quotations for editing Sanskrit literature.

6.6.2.3 Hark Māgha’s Bells

In bringing to a close this section on the commentators, I would like to briefly discuss the example from the Śiśupālavadha quoted at the outset of this study on p. 307. Verse 4.20 of Māgha’s brilliant poem will immediately perk up the ears of any lover of Sanskrit literature. It is because of this verse, after all, that Māgha has earned the name ghaṇṭāmāgha, “Māgha of the Bells.”128 The verse is worth enjoying in full.

\[
\text{udayati vitatordhvaraśmirajjāv ahimarucau himadhāmni yāti cāstam} | \\
vahati girir ayaṁ vilambighaṇṭādvyaparīvitavāraṇendralīlām} \| 4.20 || (ŚiśuP)
\]

When the sun is rising as the moon is setting, each with its ropes of rays stretched upward, this mountain has the pomp of a lordly elephant caparisoned with a pair of hanging bells.129

The problem, as we have already see in the SK (§ 6.5.1.5), is the very first word of the verse: uday-ati, “rising.” There was no agreement on how to arrive at the exact form, most commentators offering more than one solution. Unique to this discussion about a possibly incorrect para. ending is that two of the explanations hinge on how one interprets the DhP. To rehash briefly what

128 Vallabhadeva ad Śiśupālavadha 4.20 anenaiva ślokena kavinā ghaṇṭāmāgha iti nāma labdham | “On account of this very verse the poet has obtained the name ‘Māgha of the Bells.’” For a fuller discussion of this verse, see Tubb (2014b: 144–148) with references to additional modern scholarship.
I presented above, one derivation involves taking advantage of a possible sandhi in KṣDhP I.342 kaṭi; here one could read two roots, kaṭI and i, and derive ayati from the later. Kṣīrasvāmin, Vallabhadeva, and Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita offer this as a possibility, although all except for Bhaṭṭoji attribute it to kecit, “some,” or anye, “others.” Kṣīrasvāmin, for example, explains the dhātusūtra first without dividing kaṭi and then mentions the possibility of a fourth root according to others. That there was some pressure to separate out √i is reflected in Maitreya’s corresponding dhātusūtra, MDhP I.317–320 ita kiṭa kaṭa i gatau. Relying on the MDhP there is simply no problem with the form, perhaps one of the reasons Śaraṇadeva does not investigate it. The second explanation, which we have not yet seen, also hinges on how to interpret a dhātusūtra. Both Vallabhadeva and Mallinātha report that “some” recite √ayA with a svarita, “circumflex accent,” whereby P. 1.3.72 will permit the ātm. endings only under the condition that the result of the action is directed toward the agent. Otherwise it takes the para. endings. Among these anonymous “some” Kṣīrasvāmin is to be included, while Maitreya and Śāyaṇa excluded. Neither Vallabhadeva nor Mallinātha have recourse to the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings for this form.

From these divergent explanations and readings of the DhP, we see, I strongly believe, the influence of an important verse on both the commentaries to the DhP as well as the DhP itself.

---

130 Vallabhadeva ad ŚiśuP 4.20: ita kiṭa kiṭi gatāv iti kecid ikārapraśeṣaṃ varṇayanti | tasyodayatiti rūpam | “Some describe a coalescence (of two vowels) in i in (KṣDhP I.340–342) ita kiṭa kiṭi gatau. The form udayati belongs to it (sicl. the root √i within i).”

131 KVPada vol. VI p. 379 katham tarhy udayati vivatordhvarāṣmirajau iti parasmaipadam | kim anena vanyaga-jaśaucena | ... | kecit iṭa kaṭi gatau ity atra ikāram api dhātum paṭhanti | How then can the para. endings occur in ‘raising with its ropes of rays stretched upward’? What’s the use cleansing this wild elephant! Some recite also the root √i in (= KṣDhP I.340–342) ita kaṭi gatau.”

132 See Śāyaṇa’s commentary ad SDhP I.314–317 for an overview of the different opinions, all of which cannot concern us here.

133 Vallabhadeva ad ŚiśuP 4.20: kecit svariten madhye ’ya gatāv iti paṭhanti | “some recite (KṣDhP I.935) √ayA in the sense of to go as marked with an indicator circumflex vowel.” Mallinātha ad loc.: aya gatau iti svaritetam kecit icchanti | “Some accept that (KṣDhP I.935) √ayA in the sense of going is marked with an indicator circumflex vowel.”

134 KṣDhP I.935 āya gatau falls within a list of uḍāṭta, svarīt roots stretching from KṣDhP 914 up to 944. His example for this root, udayati dinanāthaḥ, “The lord of the day (i.e. the sun) rises,” clearly references Māgha. His other entry for √ayA, KṣDhP I.503, takes the ātm. endings and is similar to the MDhP and SDhP, for which see the following fn. Kṣīrasvāmin is the only commentator to give √ay twice. Did he or someone else create this entry for Māgha’s famous verse?

135 The roots in MDhP I.473–479 āya vāya yāya māya cáya táya nāya gatau and SDhP āya vāya páya māya cáya táya nāya gatau are all marked with an indicator low-pitched A and will only take the ātm. endings.
If we assume that in the DhP prior Kṣīrasvāmin and Maitreya had two entries, one with *kaṭī* and another with *āyA*, there would be no way to explain Māgha’s form. This is more or less what Sāyaṇa reports. We might find in this a reason why Bhaṭṭo — NB he is the only one to even mention the possibility of applying the *jñāpaka* to *udayati* — chose to invoke the hint. The explanations based on the DhP are too variable and without a firm basis, whereas the *cakṣIN jñāpaka* at least has the support of a wide range of grammarians going back to Haradatta. As for Māgha himself, who followed the rules of grammar very closely, he may well have formulated his verse either with a particular explanation in mind or as a sort of challenge for his learned audience. Could they fault him for an incorrect word or would they find a way to explain the rules of grammar so that they accommodate his magnificent composition?

### 6.7 Summary of the Commentaries

Further data from other commentaries — the vast majority of which are unpublished — on these and other passages would surely provide us with a fuller picture and perhaps even new evidence, but I have surveyed broadly enough to at least make a meaningful start. The most prominent feature from these texts is that there is no consensus and a variety of explanations emerge in competition with one another. Furthermore, some explanations are specific to a certain form, such as in the case of *udayati* and *tarjayan*, because of how their roots are listed in the DhP. Mallinātha demonstrates the variability nicely: he cites Vāmana’s *jñāpaka* ad *Raghuvamśa* 4.28 *tarjayan*, a reading of the DhP according to “some” ad *Śiśupālavadha* 4.20 *udayati*, and erases the problem altogether in *Meghadūta* 2.18c by adopting *śiñjā*. That the *jñāpaka* could have been invoked in the other instances demonstrates a certain tendency to avoid it when possible. Even when the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings is invoked, it is not always justified (Vallabhadeva, Jagaddhara, Rucipati, Bharatamallika) nor explicitly limited to roots marked.

---

136 I unfortunately have not found any evidence for what Bhaṭṭo could have thought of Vāmana.

137 He offers no comment ad *Bhaṭṭikāvyā* 7.36a *tarjayantaḥ* and 17.103a *atarjayat*, though both forms pose the same problem as *tarjayan*.

138 Rucipati is a commentator Murāri’s *Anargharāghava*. On the form *sphāyat* in verse 1.56b, he remarks *āt- manepadānityatvād atra na taṇ | “Because the ātm. endings are non-mandatory an ātm. ending does not occur here.”
with an indicatory low-pitched vowel (Hemādri (?), Jagaddhara, Rucipati, Bharatamallika). This reflects the situation we saw among the Sanskrit grammarians. What is perhaps surprising here, however, is that Vāmana has only been cited once by name in all of the discussions we have examined, a curious situation that might be the result of the jñāpaka’s wide acceptance in the grammatical tradition and hence integration into standard Pāṇiniian grammar.

The other unexpected result from my survey of commentators is how they handle the Meghadūta passage. We can trace a development in the commentators up to Mallinātha. Vallabhadeva first criticizes śiṅjat-, offers an explanation as an afterthought, and is not aware of an alternate reading. Dakṣināvarta introduces śiṅjā- as his primary reading but knows of, and criticizes, the other reading. At this point, Mallinātha, who must have known both readings, adopts the one without grammatical difficulty and which Cāritravardhana would label aśuddha, “incorrect, impure.” This could be seen as further proof that Mallinātha and others preferred to avoid using the jñāpaka when possible, a rule of thumb that brings us back to Bhāmaha’s injunction on using hints for poetic composition in BhKA 6.26. Did such thinking, be it directly from Bhāmaha or not, spur on some commentators to find alternatives to the ścakṣIṆ hint?

6.8 A Sudden Death

Before bringing this chapter to a close, we must look at the crowning glory of all works on metarules and hints, Nāgeśa’s Paribhāṣēnduśekhara. Although we have already touched on several works on paribhāṣās regarding ganakāryam anityam, we have not consulted any such works on the non-mandatory status of the ātm. endings for the simple reason that it is not dealt with by any previous commentator on a collection of paribhāṣās.139 Nāgeśa, however, does give such a metarule as follows:

---

139 The list of paribhāṣās appended to Puruṣottama’s Bhāṣāvr̭tī also contains PŚ 93.3, numbered 78 in Abhyankar (1967: 160). To what extent this list is original to Puruṣottama is unknown. It certainly appears to have been influenced by the PŚ.

139 The list of paribhāṣās appended to Puruṣottama’s Bhāṣāvr̭tī also contains PŚ 93.3, numbered 78 in Abhyankar (1967: 160). To what extent this list is original to Puruṣottama is unknown. It certainly appears to have been influenced by the PŚ.
tathā cakṣino niṭkaraṇāt

anudāttetvalaksanam ātmanepadam anityam || 93.4 ||

tena sphāyannirmoka ityādi siddham || (PŚ p. 174)

[Commentary] Similarly, on account of the indicatory N of √cakṣIN:

PŚ 93.4 The ātm. endings conditioned by an indicatory low-pitched vowel are non-mandatory.

[Commentary] Thereby such (forms as in) Anargharāghava 1.56b sphāyannirmoka-140 are established.

The example from the Anargharāghava clearly ties this paribhāṣā with the passage from the SK quoted above in § 6.5.1.5. This is all well and good, but Nāgeśa, after citing one more paribhāṣā, brings a swift end to any discussion of there being a hint in √cakṣIN:

tan na bhāsye 'darśanāt | bhāsyānuktajñāpitārthaysa sādhutāyā niyāmakatve mānā-bhāvāt | bhāsyāvicāritaprayojanānām sautrāksarānām pārāyanadāv adṛṣṭamātrārtha-katvakalpanāyā evaucityāt | ... | cakṣino nakārasyānta idittvābhāvasampādanena cārit-ārthiyāc ca | (PŚ p. 174f.)

It does not exist (i.e. is not so) because we do not find it in the (Mahā)bhāṣya, since (no one) has the authority to determine that a hinted at purpose is correct without (the hinted at purpose) being discussed in the (Mahā)bhāṣya142 and since, when reciting etc. syllables of a sūtra whose purpose has not been explained in the (Mahā)bhāṣya, it is appropriate (to account for them) only (by asserting) that they have been produced (by Pāṇini) as having only unseen (rewards) as their purpose143 ... and because the N of √cakṣIN has achieved a purpose by effecting the absence of a final indicatory short I.

In unequivocal terms, Nāgeśa pledges his allegiance to Patañjali as the final authority on all matters of grammatical exegesis. Even if we find a seemingly useless syllable, it should not be given an interpretation without the blessing of Patañjali, let alone dispelled from a sūtra, because

---

140 Cf. fn. 57.
141 Nāgeśa refers back to the larger discussion regarding PŚ 93.1–5 and the reasoning that leads to the existence of the metarules.
142 I.e. no one but Patañjali can say for sure whether or not there is a jñāpaka in a sūtra.
143 Nāgeśa’s formulation is difficult to reflect in English. Basically, if someone discovers that a sūtra appears to have meaningless syllables, and these syllables are not discussed in the MBh, he does not have the authority to say they serve as a jñapaka because only Patañjali has this right. The purpose, then, of such syllables is that when one recites them, there will be a reward after death (adṛṣṭa). Cf. Deshpande (1998: 26) for a similar example regarding M in Śivasūtra 7.
by reciting it, a person will gain “unseen” rewards after this life. In addition, we cannot even say that the N of ṣcakṣIṄ has no other purpose but to indicate a jñāpaka because it prevents the I from being final and hence nUM from applying by P. 7.1.58. If we follow this pronouncement, its implication cannot be denied: every grammarian, every commentator who has employed the hint in ṣcakṣIṄ has been wrong; any poet who has used a form whose correctness depended on the jñāpaka has composed incorrect Sanskrit. Unlike in the case of KvasU, where we could find supporters and detractors reaching back to Haradatta, Nāgeśa’s dictum counters a much wider range of grammarians (and probably poets), including Haradatta, Krṣṇa Śeṣa, and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita. In fact, although others who likely knew the jñāpaka showed their reserve by omitting it (Puruṣottamadeva, Rāmacandra), Nāgeśa is the only one to expressly reject and argue against it. Although I will return to Nāgeśa’s attitude toward grammar in the concluding chapter, we can get a feeling from the jumble of arguments, textual emendations, and tacit rejections why Nāgeśa would want to try to rein in the chaos and establish Sanskrit once again according to one authority.

6.9 The Rigidity of Grammarians

In § 6.3 I have listed a number of verbs from poetry that appeared to have the wrong set of endings. Among them is one from Bhartṛhari’s Šatakatraya, śikṣatu, “may he learn,” which Kosambi cites as “the best example” of the invalidity of “rigid Pāṇinian rules.” Kosambi is of course correct, and I agree that Pāṇini and many other grammarians, including Patañjali and Nāgeśa, would not have accepted the form śikṣatu as correct Sanskrit. Where Kosambi misleads, however, is in describing Pāṇini’s rules as “rigid.” At this point, it must be indisputable that Pāṇini’s rules are far from rigid because to understand them we need to interpret them, and the interpretive breadth available among the Sanskrit grammarians evinces not only variability based on theoretical con-

144 As I discussed above in § 6.5.1.3, Rāmacandra gives an explanation for the I of ṣcakṣIṄ that makes it impossible to squeeze out any hint. Whether he truly rejected the jñāpaka or simply did not wish to introduce it in his relatively elementary text book, is difficult to decide, although the addition of the jñāpaka by his grandson in the Prasāda could be viewed as a hint that Rāmacandra himself would have approved. This is, however, very speculative.
siderations but clear evidence that actual usage was often taken into consideration. Even Nāgeśa does not see Pāṇini’s rules as rigid per se; rather, for him the interpretive authority is limited to Patañjali. In the case of śikṣatu, Kosambi’s straw man is perhaps Tendulkar, who in his edition of the Nīti- and Vairāgyaśatakas has emended the text (Nītaśataka 101b) to the “correct” śikṣatām and remarks in his notes to the verse that “the root śikṣ being Atm. the reading śikṣatu is incorrect.”

Tendulkar here follows much in the steps of Mallinātha and others who either changed or adopted a version of a text that appeared more in line with Pāṇini’s rules, especially for the purpose of teaching students. This must have irked Kosambi and grated against his editorial principles because, unlike other examples we have seen, Kosambi found (almost) no MS support for śikṣitām. Tendulkar serves as good example for how an editor will change a text simply under the influence of grammatical rules without consideration of the manuscript evidence or what the author is likely to have written. Without a doubt, blind application of assumed grammatical rules is detrimental to the critical editing of texts.

Despite this solid evidence for the adverse influence of the Sanskrit grammarians, Kosambi leaves out their positive influence and the fact that many of them fought to preserve (original) readings by modifying how we interpret the rules themselves. As we have seen, grammarians have defended and protected readings (e.g., śiñjat-, prārthayanti) that might otherwise have been lost. As for śikṣatu, we could easily apply the jnāpaka since it is marked with an indicatory low-pitched vowel in the DhP, but Kṣīrasvāmin gives another reason. Based on a vārtt. (P. 1.3.21.3), the ātm. ending only apply to śikṣ when the root means jijñāsā, “wanting to know,” but otherwise we have śikṣati. This could also have served as an explanation for the apparently deviant

---

145 Tendulkar (1911: Notes 57).
146 “Grammatically and metrically correct form śikṣitām is nowhere found.” Kosambi (2001: 21), apparatus to verse 48. In the introduction p. 74, however, Kosambi says he has found the reading “in just one MS.”
147 MBh I.280.7f.
148 Commentary ad KṣDhP I.636: śikṣer jijñāsāyām (P. 1.3.21.3) tānānau: dhanuṣi śikṣate, anyatra śikṣati, śaktum ichatiiti san. “The ātm. endings occur after śikṣ in the meaning ‘wanting to known.’ (For example): ‘He wants to know about archery.’ Otherwise (i.e. in other meanings) there is śikṣati (i.e. the para. endings). There is the desiderative suffix saN (meaning): wants to be able.” The final phrase about the desiderative suffix saN appears to be a later addition. Based on Sāyaṇa’s description of Kṣīrasvāmin’s opinion ad SDhP I.597, Kṣīrasvāmin and others take the vārtt. to be a restriction on the use of the ātm. endings with śikṣ. Cf. Sāyaṇa says ad SDhP I.597: atra taraṅginikārādayaḥ śikṣer jijñāsāyām iti vacanaṃ niyamārtham iti vyācakṣanā jijñāsāyā anyatra parasmaipadām āhuḥ | “The authors of the (Kṣīra)taraṅgni etc. say, since they explain that the statement (P. 1.3.21.3) ‘after śikṣ in
para. ending. If we rely on the actual Sanskrit grammatical tradition, not simply Pāṇini or the
KV, we will find a much more diverse world, one that used the wonderfully complex system of
vyākaraṇa to a text’s advantage as often to its mutilation.

6.10 Conclusions

Although we have taken a single sūtra from the KAS as our starting point, by following vari-
os leads in both the grammatical as well as the commentarial literature, a wide ranging and
vigorous debate about the ātm. endings has unfolded before our eyes. Regarding our primary
focus, the jñāpaka in ācaksIN and its ensuing metarule about the non-mandatory status of the
ātm. endings, we can trace how Vāmana’s powerful trick took on a life of its own both among
grammarians and commentators. That Vāmana himself almost entirely vanishes from these dis-
cussions — only Mallinātha mentions him by name — reflects, I believe, that he was probably not
the original author of the jñāpaka and, therefore, did not need to be cited. A somewhat more
cynical interpretation would be that the grammarians, beginning with Haradatta, did not wish
to acknowledge that the jñāpaka derived from a work on alamkāraśāstra and not from a proper
grammatical treatise. This hypothesis is to some extent corroborated by the metarule’s absence
in the collections of paribhāṣas up to the PŚ, where it is mentioned only so that it can be refuted.
Nāgeśa, well aware of how other grammarians, including Bhaṭṭoji, have relied on it, wants to pull
the plug once and for all. Nevertheless, his motive for doing so can only lie in the fact that the
metarule had gained such popularity as the content of this chapter has demonstrated.

The commentators on poetry have likewise failed to reach unanimity on the jñāpaka’s va-
lidity, but this discord has spawned a fascinating range of alternative solutions and debates, the
most interesting, in my opinion, being Sāyaṇa’s rejection of a denominative verb for śiñjat- and

the meaning of wanting to know (the ātm. endings occur)’ as serving to limit (the present root), the para. endings
occur (when the root is) in a meaning other than wanting to know.” Most other grammarians, Jinendrabuddhi,
Kaiyata, Haradatta, Sāyaṇa, Bhaṭṭoji Dikṣita etc., assume that the root in the vārṭ. is the desiderative of ṣak, which
is formally identical to ṣikṣ, “to obtain knowledge,” on the grounds that the ātm. endings on ṣikṣ in Kṣ DhP I.597
are already taken care of by the indicatory low-pitched vowel. For this reason is the short gloss in the Kṣīrataraṅgiṇi
out of place. See the remainder of the commentary ad SDhP I.597 as well as MBhra vol. II p. 161a.
prārthayanti because they fail to yield a meaning that will touch the hearts’ of the connoisseurs. Thanks to the substantial material available on the topic, we have been able to see how grammarians and the commentators on poetry were responding to one another’s ideas. This last point brings us to the commentaries on the Sanskrit DhP and its commentaries, a strand of grammatical literature so far mostly neglected in secondary sources as well as in this dissertation. By cross-referencing the explanations for udayati in the ŚiśuP 4.20 with the available commentaries on the DhP, we can see, I would argue, how an important passage in poetry effected the interpretation of a dhātusūtra much in the same way as it could effect the interpretation of a Pāṇinian sūtra. I surely could have added more texts to this study, such as the non-Pāṇinian grammars, but for the time being the discussion has gone on long enough and, I hope, has added further fodder for thought about how the Sanskrit exegetic tradition developed in a dynamic community of learned scholars who continued to innovate over centuries. alam vistarena!
Chapter 7

Epilogue

napuṃsakam iti jñātvā tāṃ prati prahitaṃ manah |
ramate tac ca tatraiva hatāḥ pāṇinīnā vayam ||

“‘Un-masculine’ from him I learned my heart to be,
and so to her I let it flee.
But there it found its only joy.
Oh! how Pāṇini us did destroy.”

—Dharmakīrti

7.1 A Joke

In bringing this dissertation to a close, we may reach back once again to Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya for a final dialog that will, I believe, encapsulate many of the issues I have raised along the way.

Patañjali reports the following conversation between a grammarian and a sūta, “charioteer”:

kim ca bho iṣyata etad rūpam (prājitā) ||
bāḍam iṣyate | evaṃ hi kaścid vaiyākaraṇa āha: ko ’syā rathasya praveteti ||
sūta āha: aham āyuśmann asya rathasya prājiteti ||
vaiyākaraṇa āha: apaśabda iti ||

1SuRaKo 478.
sūta āha: prāptijño devānāṃ priyo na tv iṣṭijñaḥ | iṣyata etad rūpam iti ||
vaiyākaraṇa āha: aho nu khalv anena durutena bādhyāmaha iti ||
sūta āha: na khalu veṇāḥ sūtah suvater eva sūtah | yadi suvateḥ kutsā prayoktavyā duḥsūteti vaktavyam || (MBh I.488.18–22)

But sir! is this form (prājetā, “driver”) acceptable?
Of course! Take, for example, the following:

A certain grammarian says: “Who is the driver (pravetṛ) of this chariot?”
The charioteer says: “I, good sir, am the driver (prājetṛ).”
The grammarian says: “An incorrect word!”
The charioteer says: “His majesty knows the application (of the rules) but not what is accepted as correct.3 This form (prājitṛ) is accepted as correct.”
The grammarian says: “Ugh, now this awful weaver (duruta)4 is really being a pain in my side.”
The charioteer says: “Now you must admit that ‘driver’ does not derive from √veNy, ‘to weave.’ It’s from √sū, ‘to compel!’ If you have to use an insult based on √sū, you should say duḥsūta, ‘awful charioteer.’”

I must explain. Patañjali is discussing P. 2.4.56, which deals with the verbal root √aj, “to drive.” Much like “to go” or “to be” in English, √aj is replaced by different root, √vī, with the same meaning when certain suffixes follow. In the same manner we say “went” and not “goed.” There is, however, a problem with Pāṇini’s rule — its scope is too wide and does not account for all usage — and Patañjali’s predecessor, Kātyāyana, has formulated a vārṭt. on the rule in order to make it more accurate. Patañjali rejects Kātyāyana’s proposal and accounts for the desired usage with Pāṇini’s rules alone, albeit somewhat creatively.5 One of the forms to be accounted for is prājitṛ, “driver,” (without substitution),6 an alternate of pravetṛ, “driver,” (with substitution),7 which is the

3In the later grammatical tradition, √iṣ, “to want, wish,” and its derivatives indicate an addition to the A, often by Patañjali, that is necessary in order to describe “desired,” i.e., correct (sādhu) usage. For the semantics, c.f. Kaiyāta’s gloss on na hy esā iṣṭīḥ in MBhPra vol II p. 220a: asādhava eva evamādayaḥ, “such (forms) are certainly incorrect.” For examples of √iṣ in later literature, cf. KV ad P. 1.1.5 (iṣyate) in reference to MBh I.48.9 and ad P. 1.2.6 (iṣṭi) likely in reference to CV 5.3.25f. The meaning of the root, therefore, comes closer to “accepting as correct.” Kaiyāta glosses the present sentence as: sautrīm eva prāptim bhavān jānāti na tv ācāryānām iṣṭim ity arthahḥ | (MBhPr vol II p. 558a) “The meaning is: the good sir knows only what is got from the wording of the sūtras, not what the teachers accept to be correct.” In this context, iṣṭi does not have to refer to any such addition by Patañjali or Kātyāyana because Patañjali ultimately accounts for the form in question using only Pāṇini’s rules, but the general purport is that one should know the MBh and the teachings of other reliable grammarians.
4Unfortunately, the butt of the joke is not translatable. See my explanation below.
5Patañjali actually shortens the rule to simply ajer vī and has the word vā, “optionally,” continue from the preceding sūtra into P. 2.4.56. The option, however, is labeled vyavasthita, “conditional,” meaning that it applies in some instances but not in others.
6This form is given in the AKKṣ 2.8.60c.
7I.e., pra + ve + tṛ. Here √vī has substituted √aj and changed into ve because of the following suffix.
only correct form according to a very literal reading of the sūtra. With this in mind, let us return to the joke.

In the short dialog, a certain grammarian uses the form pravetṛ, “driver,” in his question, whereas the charioteer switches to the form prājitṛ in his polite response. The grammarian is taken aback. How dare this charioteer replace his grammatically correct form, pravetṛ, with the apaśabda, “deviant/incorrect word,” prājitṛ? The charioteer, without missing a beat, replies with a jab at the grammarian and the first hint of his superior linguistic knowledge. He says that “his majesty” knows the rules but not what is accepted and hence what the rule actually teaches. The use of devānāṃpriya, an old epithet of kings, most notably Aśoka, must have been intended as an insult through hyperbolic respect, but also to indicate the charioteer’s knowledge of the vārṭṭ. ad P. 6.3.21, where the word is listed. The grammarian, now flustered, expresses his annoyance by calling the charioteer duruta, which the charioteer then corrects to duḥsūta by explaining the proper derivation of the word sūta. The grammarian has analyzed sūta as though it were from su + uta, “well woven,” based on √ve, “to weave,” and, in a failed attempt to be clever, alters the honorific prefix su- to the pejorative dur-. The charioteer, knowing something about the titles of his profession, points out that sūta derives from āsū, “to compel,” and the correct insult would be duḥ-sūta, “awful charioteer.”

---

8Scholars have given various explanations for devānāṃpriya in this context. The word was part of the vocabulary known to Kātyāyana who adds it in vartt. 3 as an exception to P. 6.3.21 śaṣṭhyā ākrośe, “elision of the sixth case of the first member of a compound does not take place when contempt is to be expressed.” If devānāṃpriya were a term of abuse there would be no need for this particular vārṭṭ. The Cāndrayākaraṇa along with its vr̥tti support this interpretation. Cf. CV 4.3.12 and 5.2.14–16. Similarly, the Mahāvṛtti ad JV(M) 4.3.134. Hence modern scholars see it as a reference to the honorific title that Aśoka and other kings bore. Cf. Lévi (1891: 550) un titre de chancellerie réservé à la dignité royale, “A title of the chancellery reserved for royal dignity.” Its use in the present dialog must, therefore, be sarcastic. The authors of the KV and its commentators are all silent on the exact meaning of the word. Beginning with Kaiyata, however, we find the gloss mūrkha, “idiot,” for deva, and one dear to idiots is himself an idiot. See MBhPra vol. II p. 558a. Weber (1873: 338) with fn. 1 believes devānāṃpriya was already a double entendre and a slight against the Buddhists even in the MBh. Later authors did use it as a term of abuse, e.g., Jayantabhaṭṭa in the Nyāyamañjarī p. 116: granthajño devānāṃpriyah, with a clear echo of the passage at hand. Cf. Kielhorn (1908) [= Kielhorn (1969: 1017–1020)] and Scharfe (1971b). The latter sees a translation of the Greek phrase philos tôn basiléon, “beloved by kings.”

9Cf. KṣDhP I.1055 veñ tantusaṃtāne.

10Cf. Kaiyata MBhPra II p. 558a: pūjāyām suśabdah | “The word su- occurs in the sense of honor.”

11Cf. KṣDhP IV.115 sū prerane. According to Kaiyāṭa (MBhPra II p. 558a) sūta is derived as a designation (saṃjñā) with the suffix -Kta in the sense of an agent by P. 3.4.72. Kaiyata’s gloss is: rathavāhasya rathe preraṇāt sūta iti saṃjñā | “The designation is sūta because he, (standing) on the chariot, compels the horse.”
Like so many of the debates I have mustered forth in the preceding chapters, we find that every step in the analysis involves an interpretive decision ranging from the meaning of Pāṇini’s sūtra to proper morphological analysis, and, above all, that grammarians must come to terms with usage, the driving force behind the entire discussion, including the earlier portion I have omitted. To do so, however, there is more than one path available. Kātyāyana first attempted to account for the form by formulating an addition (upasaṃkhyāna), but Patañjali ultimately rejected it in favor of an interpretation closer to the original wording of the sūtra (he also eliminates the word aghan-apoh). When a still incredulous student asks if the word prājitṛ is really to be accepted, the dialog is quoted to demonstrate the word’s usage and the consequences of being a bad grammarian,12 i.e., one who follows rules more closely than what the rules should describe. Furthermore, the strange splitting of sūta exemplifies how mere morphological jugglery can lead a grammarian astray. We might recall Sāyaṇa’s discussion of prārthayanta in the preceding chapter and that a twisted analysis of the form (as a denominative) does not please the connoisseurs. Linguistic analysis must go hand in hand with the meaning of the word in question. With these points in mind, let us return to some of the results of the dissertation.

7.2 Summary of Findings

I have sought to demonstrate that the history of Sanskrit grammar extends beyond strict grammatical texts and that many important debates are first noted in the works of Bhāmaha and Vāmana, who, in turn, were seeking to both account for, and establish, the grammar for poetry. As I have shown in ch. 2, poetic diction formed a particular subset of the Sanskrit language, not only insofar as it was ornamented but also as being devoid of a range faults (doṣas), some of which are otherwise acceptable (excessive complexity, technical words, vulgarity, etc.). Among these, grammatical incorrectness blemishes the body of a poem to the core. For this reason Bhāmaha

---

12 For another reference to bad grammarians, cf. one of the standard examples for P. 2.1.53, vaiyākaraṇakhasūci, “grammarians who points to the sky.” As explained by Haradatta (KV Pada vol. II pp. 69), this is a grammarian who, upon being asked a question, points to the sky and comments on the weather in an attempt to distract his questioner from his own ignorance.
and Vāmana must have felt compelled to compose their respective chapters on śabdaśuddhi, “purification of language.” Such guidelines could only have been necessary in the first place if poets took occasional license that warranted either justification or repudiation, and if the rules themselves were not always so clear-cut. Neither author was willing to give poets carte blanche, but I have shown that certain questionable linguistic forms (kvasvanta, āsa, etc.) were given approval by one means or another, although never unanimously accepted in the long run. The motivating forces behind these decisions varied, and it has been difficult to state one single guiding principle. In the case of Bhāmaha, he appears to have particularly disfavored excessive complexity in derivations and reading more into a sūtra than what was readily apparent or already accepted as a necessary addenda to the A (upasaṃkhyaṇas and īṣtis). In the case of KvasU, however, he may well have simply given his approval on the strength of usage, the other currently known possibilities being expressly unpalatable. Vāmana, on the other hand, was more willing to exploit the available interpretive stratagems in the grammatical tradition. Recall that Daṇḍin labels those readers fools (kudhī) who are unable to derive forms that rely on a more subtle understanding of Pāṇini’s rules in light of the commentaries, much like the grammarian in the dialog. For Vāmana, though, it seems that only those devices with general acceptance were valid. The rejection of āha as a past tense, for example, likely resulted in there being no established means for explaining the form. In contrast, āsa could be accepted because their was an available homophonous root in the DhP. As I have shown at the beginning of ch. 5, Vāmana responded, in all likelihood, directly to Bhāmaha’s work so as to codify how the full range of grammatical devices could be applied to poetic language. Despite their differences, both authors evince an often creative and flexible attitude toward grammar and lack much of the rigidity commonly associated with Sanskrit grammarians. In this regard they still embody much of the accommodating spirit we have seen in the above quoted dialog.

I have, perhaps at the detriment of the BhK and KAS, used Bhāmaha’s and Vāmana’s remarks

---

13 I.e. a non-Pāṇinian grammarian or Jinendrabuddhi’s jñāpaka.
14 The other proposal, āha as a particle, did not win universal favor, and the text was even emended in some strands of transmission.
on specific grammatical points to launch into two extended studies, one on the suffix KvasU and one on the proposed “hint” in √caṣkIN. Each one has afforded me the opportunity to document the origins, the reactions to, and evolution of each proposal over the span of nearly a millennium. There are certainly drawbacks as well as advantages in viewing Sanskrit grammar in the longue durée and drawing any sweeping conclusions from individual examples. For to see the big picture, we must be Brobdingnagians among the Lilliputians, and, as Gulliver learned, when the tables are turned, what seemed pristine and smooth is in fact covered in blemishes and warts. Still, much can be learned from contours. Furthermore, the interpretation of the culled data will require more nuance, contextualization, and comparison with similar research. One particular difficulty is my assumption, in some places, that one commentator was following another or a specific school based on the similarity of ideas. Nevertheless, the two studies, along with other minor notes throughout, have brought to light a number of texts long neglected and revealed how vibrant and multifaceted the discussions on grammar were. One result that I hope will have some impact is that we cannot rely on one commentary or translation of the A, especially if we wish to understand how a sūtra was understood at a particular point in time and space. By expanding my archive to poetry and commentaries thereon, I have been able to demonstrate the extent to which the grammatical debates formed an integral part of the exegetical tradition and that the tradition was not solely based on the Pāṇini’s grammar but in contact with other schools as well. Similarly, the interpretation of the A was also informed by non-Pāṇinian schools. As more texts come to light, this picture will likely become even more intricate.

In addition to highlighting the complexity in the history of Sanskrit grammar and exegesis, these studies have also begun to reveal more detail about perceived linguistic authorities. Book-ending the grammatical tradition is Parañjali, who describes a specific community of learned individuals, the śiṣṭas, as the only ones who speak correct Sanskrit independent of the A, and Nāgeśa, who believes Patañjali to be the last author whose words are authoritative in both interpreting the A — itself an almost Vedic text by that time — and linguistic usage. Both of these points were well exemplified in the two longer case studies. KvasU could ultimately be saved, not
because of the overwhelming evidence from poets or clever reasoning about the indicatory K, but because Patañjali happened to use such a form in giving a vigraha, a de facto non-Vedic utterance. On the other hand, the rather popular metrarule derived from the “hint” in √cakṣIN would ultimately lose any validity for Nāgeśa because Patañjali himself did not expressly support it. In between, however, we find an often symbiotic relationship between grammarians, poetry, and the commentators with a wide ranging opinions. Vallabhadeva, it will be recalled, displays conservatism when compared to later commentators; much of what is pramādaja, “born from folly,” for him finds a valid justification in others. In ch. 5 we saw examples of this with both āha, “has said” and āsa, “has been.” In the first case, a solution could be found either in the now lost text, the Pāṇiniyamataladapana, or by having recourse to Bhoja’s grammar, as Aruṇagirinātha does. In the second case, already Vāmana provided a valid way out within the Pāṇinian system by deriving the form from a different root, but discussion still continued and led us to the fascinating passage in Hemādri’s commentary, in which both usage (including a citation from the Upaniṣads) and the Sārasvatavyākaraṇa are quoted in order to prove the validity of Kālidāsa’s words. The flow of influence also went in the other direction. Poetry could inform the interpretation of Pāṇini, as we have seen with P. 3.2.162 and forms like chidura. Māgha’s usage in ŚiśuP 6.8d is cited by several commentators beginning with Haradatta as a basis for rejecting the KV’s interpretation of rule in question. Only with Bhaṭṭoji do we find a reference to the absence of support in the MBh.

Such discussions could only arise if kāvya, in particular the mahākāvya, “great poem,” was considered to have been worthy of defending. In ch. 2 I presented some reasons as to why poetry was held in such high esteem throughout Sanskrit’s history, but poets were not generally granted sage-like status whereby they could freely compose in a non-standard register. That we find such dubious forms and that to explain them new rules had to be composed or stratagems thought up, testifies to two perceptions. The remarks of the commentators and their tacit alterations of the text reflect an ambivalent attitude toward poets both across time and within individuals. Vāmana, for instance, rejects āha but accepts āsa, and both are forms well attested in Kālidāsa’s
works. As noted in the previous paragraph, Vallabhadeva insists that poets nod, whereas others take pains to explain. These evaluations are, in turn, dependent on the espoused grammatical system, in most cases Pāṇini’s. But other grammarians, like Candragomin and Bhoja, appear to have composed their new grammars with poetic usage in mind. When formulating SKĀv 1.4.165, I have no doubt that Kālidāsa’s usage of āha was on Bhoja’s mind. The non-Pāṇinian rules for KvasU as a suffix of general use in the standard language also appear motivated by poetic usage. Both of these instances lead us to the other side of the coin, namely that poets felt entitled to take liberties, especially in mahākāvya. As I have mentioned in ch. 5, many of the examples that come under discussion are not simply incorrect according to Pāṇini, but incorrect because they cross over into the register of the Vedas or Epics, works composed by rṣis, “seers.” We need not assume that Kālidāsa fancied himself a rṣi when he employed ūcivān, āha, āsa, etc.; this would be anachronistic. What does seem to be the case, however, is that later readers and grammarians were concerned about who could use this type of language. Vallabhadeva may well have thought that Kālidāsa was getting too big for his britches by imitating Vyāsa or even the Vedas. One could argue, I believe, that the encroachment on Vedic territory, both by poets using, and grammarians sanctioning, Vedic forms, was one reason for the consternation among the later Pāṇinians. Bhaṭṭoji and, even more so, Nāgeśa sought to redraw the boundaries that had been muddled over the millennia by returning to the most well-established authority, Patañjali. A similar trend could be seen in other śāstra’s in the latter half of the second millennium and was not restricted to grammar.\textsuperscript{15} A the same time, however, I hope this study has demonstrated that although Nāgeśa ended up the winner insofar as he is the grammarian held in the highest regard to this day, we should not forget that just prior to his time the landscape was more diverse, especially in regions like Kerala with the Prakriyāsarvasva and in the East with the Bengali Grammarians still studying the Nyāsa. If we hope to retrieve the full spectrum of grammar in the pre-Nāgeśa period,\textsuperscript{16} we must continue to excavate the texts that remain either unpublished and read critically those that are already at our disposal. Our goal must be to understand how ideas evolved and

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. Deshpande (2012).

\textsuperscript{16} The spread of the SK and the works of Nāgeśa is also an area of research with much promise.
interacted with each other. Sanskrit grammar has much more to offer than correct words.

We have, just now, briefly encountered a topic in need of further inquiry: the application of Aṣṭādhaśī to the Vedas. The reintegration of Pāṇini’s Vedic rules into the Kaumudī-style grammars, Sāyaṇa’s commentary on the RV, and other such evidence is telling of this process, and I have dealt with it only en passant in the dissertation but hope to expand upon it at a later date. For now, what I have presented is just a drop in the ocean that is the study of vyākaraṇa, and on that note, I recall a verse that H. V. Nagaraja Rao once recited to me and which I have since located in the prefatory verses of Devabodha’s Jñānadīpikā and Kṛṣṇa Śeṣa Prakāśa:

yāny ujjahāra māhendrād vyāso vyākaraṇārṇavāt |
tāni kim śabdaratnāni santi pāṇinigoṣpade || (Jñānapradīpikā, p. 2)18

“Are the gems of speech, which Vyāsa has retrieved out of the ocean of grammar from great Indra, to be found in Pāṇini’s puddle?”

17 Many thanks to Harunaga Isaacson and Whitney Cox, who independently pointed out this reference to me.

18 = PrKPra vol. III p. 6.14 with the variant maheśād for mahendrād.
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